A message from His Excellency the Governor relative to the concerns of the Commonwealth. 1/16-

Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Robert J. Maietta for legislation relative to officers of the Massachusetts Credit Union Share Insurance Corporation. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ21.

Petition filed at the request of Barbara S. Bacon for legislation relative to loans by banks to their directors, trustees and officers. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ156A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ656; 6/1-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ657.

Petition filed at the request of Steven Silen for legislation relative to a Spanish translation of the demand for payment law. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ659; 6/1-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ657.

Petition filed at the request of James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to the collection of condominium fees. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 6/15-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6092.

Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Elliot G. Carr for legislation to streamline business permit and licensing services for businesses in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5634.

Petition of Richard R. Tisei and Paul C. Casey for legislation to prohibit banks from imposing fees against the savings accounts of persons with disabilities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see SJ569 - SJ472.

Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan, Edward A. LeLacheur and Susan F. Rourke for legislation to regulate late charges under open end credit plans. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ659; 6/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ657; No further action taken.

Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to compliance with rules and regulations governing small entities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Louis P. Bertonnaizi for legislation to streamline business permit and licensing services for small businesses in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Louis P. Bertonnaizi for legislation to provide small businesses with access to Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency financing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Elliot G. Carr for legislation to regulate late charges under open end credit plans. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ659; 6/1-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ657.

Petition of Barbara S. Bacon for legislation relative to electronic fund transfers of banking institutions. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 6/15-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6092.

Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan, Edward A. LeLacheur and Susan F. Rourke for legislation to regulate late charges under open end credit plans. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ659; 6/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ657; No further action taken.

Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to compliance with rules and regulations governing small entities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Louis P. Bertonnaizi for legislation to provide small businesses with access to Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency financing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Elliot G. Carr for legislation to regulate late charges under open end credit plans. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ659; 6/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ657; No further action taken.

Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to compliance with rules and regulations governing small entities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Louis P. Bertonnaizi for legislation to provide small businesses with access to Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency financing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Elliot G. Carr for legislation to regulate late charges under open end credit plans. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ659; 6/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ657; No further action taken.

Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to compliance with rules and regulations governing small entities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Louis P. Bertonnaizi for legislation to provide small businesses with access to Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency financing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Elliot G. Carr for legislation to regulate late charges under open end credit plans. 1/1-SENATE-Placed on file - SJ4A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ659; 6/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ657; No further action taken.

Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to compliance with rules and regulations governing small entities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.
Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 16 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Jane M. Swift, Brian P. Lees and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to clarify bi-weekly payment of wages to certain employees. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5701.

S 17 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Jane M. Swift and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to unemployment compensation during labor disputes. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 18 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Jane M. Swift, Brian P. Lees and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to unemployment compensation in voluntary separations and discharges. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 19 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Robert A. Havern, Jane M. Swift, and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to qualifying wages for unemployment compensation. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 20 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Edward P. Kirby, Frederick E. Berry and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to promote water conservation by marking and labeling performance standards on water closets, flushometers and urinals. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 21 Petition of Martin J. Dunn, Linda J. Melconian, Brian P. Lees, Edward P. Kirby, Jane M. Swift, Michael P. Walsh and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for the creation and operation of business improvement districts. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/13-Senate-Concurred a new draft, see S1573-SJ473.

S 22 Petition of Robert A. Havern, Jane M. Swift and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to require training programs for low-wage earners receiving unemployment compensation. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ5A-6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 23 Petition of Charles Lyons and Robert A. Havern for legislation relative to the establishment and regulations of an unemployment compensation fund by the Shawshank Valley Regional Vocational Technical School District. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 24 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to eliminate the current exemption to the Blue Laws which allow retail stores to be open on Veterans Day. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 25 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrath, Pamela P. Resor, other members of the House of Representatives and another for legislation to restrict the sale of tobacco products through automatic vending machines. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/7-House-Accompanied H179.

S 26 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrath, Nancy H. Evans, other members of the House of Representatives and another for legislation to ban the public distribution of free smoking or tobacco products for commercial purposes. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/7-House-Accompanied H179.

S 27 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks for legislation to require that solicitations for funds by mail contain certain financial disclosures about the organization soliciting funds. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ158A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 6/2-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5737.

S 28 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Carol C. Cleven and Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to a contribution for an employee of a city or town who voluntarily leaves said employment under the Employment Security Law. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ158A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 29 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Brian S. Dempsey, Barbara Hildt, Gary M. Coon and Larry F. Giordano that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the economic impact of the absence of a sales tax in New Hampshire on the Merrimack Valley area. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 30 Petition of James P. Jajuga for legislation relative to the labelling of radiated foods. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ6A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 31 Petition of James P. Jajuga, the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, by Paul L. Doherty, executive director, Charles E. Shannon, Gary M. Coon, Brian S. Dempsey and Paul E. Caron for legislation to authorize elected municipal officials to issue
Sunday work permits. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ6A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 32 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to protect consumers from deceptive comparative price advertising. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ6A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 33 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to remove certain rates from the Rate Setting Commission. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ6A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 34 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to remove certain rates from the Rate Setting Commission. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ6A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 35 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to clarify the medical reports requirement for workers' compensation accidents. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ6A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 36 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to establishing physician fees for workers' compensation. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ6A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 37 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation relative to the sale of flammable clothing. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 38 Petition of William R. Keating, Michael W. Morrisey, Louis L. Kafka, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to authorize the Commonwealth to implement a credit card program. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 39 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to enhance enforcement of the plant closing law. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 40 Petition of Carl W. Eastman and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to certain employees enrolled in workers' compensation insurance. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 41 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to further regulate a wholesaler's mark-up on cigarettes. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 7/7-House-Accompanied H179.

S 42 Petition of Edward P. Kirby and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to drug testing of employees and prospective employees. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 43 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Thomas M. Petrolati and Linda J. Melconian for legislation to encourage the expansion of business in areas of substantial poverty. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

S 44 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to the sale of advertising space. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 45 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to the office of safety and Health Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Foley, legislative director, for legislation relative to death payments under workers' compensation. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 46 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council, by Martin V. Foley, legislative director, and Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to the office of safety under workers' compensation. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 47 Petition of Gilbert Roy, Jr., Brian P. Lees and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to direct the Division of Employment and Training to promulgate rules relative to dismissal of employees. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 48 Petition of William M. Bulger for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to provide for separation of church and state. 4/29-Senate-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ176; 5/5-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ145; 12/2/JOINT-Read twice; Motion to refer to a special committee of the joint session negatived - 54 YEAS to 127 NAYS; Motion to place at the end of the Orders of the Day negatived; Ordered to a third reading - 91 YEAS to 90 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending; Session recessed to December 16, with no further action taken - SJ1464-1470; 12/16/JOINT- Motion to place at the end of the Orders of the Day negatived - 59 YEAS to 128 NAYS; Pending motion to reconsider ordering to a third reading negatived - 77 YEAS to 108 NAYS; Read third; Amendment adopted - 95 YEAS to 91 NAYS; Motion to reconsider the adoption of the amendment pending; Session recessed to December 21, with no further action taken - SJ1510-1521; 12/21/JOINT-Pending motion to reconsider the adoption of the amendment prevailed - 112 YEAS to 68 NAYS; Pending amend-
S 49 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to prohibit the design and production of certain execution devices. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ1A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1464; 6/29-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ3994; 6/29-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to July 6 -SJ1009; 7/8-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 50 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to eliminate certain restaurant work from the child labor laws. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 51 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to allow retail openings on Memorial Day, the Fourth of July and Labor Day. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 52 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to consolidate and expedite the permit process for projects of critical economic concern. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

S 53 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., Lois G. Pines and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide fair unemployment compensation. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ463; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 54 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to establish the apparel industry loan board. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 55 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to provide an exemption from unit pricing to certain small retail establishments. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ159A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 56 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Suzanne M. Bunip, Susan M. Tracy, Barbara E. Gray, David B. Cohen, Brian P. Lees, Robert A. Durand, Philip Travis, J. James Marzilli, Jr., Joan M. Menard, Robert M. Koczera for legislation relative to the use of electronic monitoring in the workplace. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ1A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1572-SJ472.

S 57 Petition of W. Paul White for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to protect the rights of parents and their unborn children. 5/5-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ414; Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ415; 1/4/93-JOINT-Read twice; Motion to place at the end of the Orders of the Day laid aside as out of order; Motion to place at the end of the Orders of the Day laid aside as out of order; Point of order NOT well taken; Motion of order NOT well taken; Motion placed at the end of the Orders of the Day pending; Roll call ordered on the question of placing the matter at the end of the Orders of the Day; Session adjourned (in accordance with the provisions of Special Rule I) with no further action taken -SJ1621-1625.

S 58 Petition of Lois G. Pines and Barbara Hildt for legislation to prohibit the sale and registration of new motor vehicles equipped with air conditioners using chlorofluorocarbons. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1464; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 59 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to amend the limited partnership act. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ7A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1464; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 60 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to further protect injured or ill employees in the work place. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ8A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ463; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 61 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation relative to the child labor laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ8A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Alternated H5609.

S 62 Petition of Lois G. Pines and Brian P. Lees for legislation to extend workers' compensation coverage to school employees where it is not provided. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ8A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ463; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 63 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to regulate certain business organizations. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ8A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1644; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647; No further action taken.
S 64 Petition of Lois G. Pines and David P. Magnani for legislation relative to consumer protection regarding consumer privacy in commercial transactions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 65 Petition of Lois G. Pines, William R. Keating, Susan D. Schur and David P. Magnani for legislation to provide for family and medical leave. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 66 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Suzanne M. Bump and David P. Magnani for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts Technology Development Corporation to establish the Commonwealth fund to be invested for the benefit and expansion of the economic climate of the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied by S89 and H3155; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ352; HOUSE- No further action taken.

S 67 Petition of Lois G. Pines and David P. Magnani for legislation to prohibit franchise termination except for good cause. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 68 Petition of Lois G. Pines and Barbara Hildt for legislation to protect consumers in the purchase of new motor vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1566-SJ464.

S 69 Petition of Lois G. Pines, David P. Magnani, Francis H. Woodward and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to provide that certain information contained in video rental stores not be made available to the public. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/13-SENATE-Accompanied by H1068, H1446 and H2766; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ84; 3/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ121; 3/9-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ126; 4/7-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1256; 4/9-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ100; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 70 Petition of the Massachusetts Building Trades Council, AFL-CIO, by Leo J. Purcell, president, Lois G. Pines, Suzanne M. Bump and David P. Magnani for legislation to provide for enhanced enforcement of the prevailing wage law. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1529-SJ386.

S 71 This number was not used during the 1992 legislative session.

S 72 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Linda J. Melconian, Patricia D. Jehlen, Louis L. Kafka and Barbara Hildt for legislation to prohibit discriminatory membership practices by private clubs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ463; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 73 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation relative to the enforcement of the Massachusetts Antitrust Act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1455-SJ103.

S 74 Petition of Lois G. Pines, David P. Magnani and Barbara Hildt for legislation to provide for the recycling of lead-acid motor vehicle and marine batteries. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/25-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1563-SJ463.

S 75 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation relative to the proposed transfer of motor vehicle franchises. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/13-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ3472-473; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 76 Petition of Lois G. Pines, David P. Magnani and Douglas W. Petersen for legislation to regulate commerce pertaining to consumer transactions involving credit reporting agencies. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 77 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Edward L. Burke, Robert A. Durand, Paul D. Harold and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to create an older worker opportunity program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied by H1832; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ463; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 78 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council, by Martin V. Foley, legislative director, the United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1445, by John F. Phinney, president, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Susan M. Tracy for legislation to increase the minimum wage for certain employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 79 Petition filed at the request of Richard M. Howland for legislation relative to holiday openings of retail stores. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -S19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 80 Petition filed at the request of Edith C. Minear for legislation to regulate the solicitation or sale of goods
or services by telephone. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 81 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg, Kevin O'Sullivan and David P. Magnani for legislation to provide for science and technology centers in Massachusetts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5737.

S 82 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide for a waiver of the filing fee for annual reports of certain public charities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 83 Petition of Richard R. Tisci for legislation relative to workers' compensation insurance coverage. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 84 Petition of Richard R. Tisci for legislation relative to the purchase of travel reservations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 85 Petition of the Boston Musicians' Association, by Steve Young, president, and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to employees engaged as musicians. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1584 - S1523.

S 86 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to release of certain information regarding a former employee of a financial institution. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ464; 1/8/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 87 Petition of the Boston Musicians' Association, by Steve Young, president, Robert D. Wetmore and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to amend the consumer protection law concerning the use of reproduced music. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 88 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the implementation of economic development plans in cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 89 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts Technology Development Corporation to establish the Commonwealth fund to be invested for the benefit and expansion of the economic climate of the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied S66.

S 90 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to remove the requirement of tax payment certificates before the voluntary dissolution of a corporation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 91 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to further regulate the Government Land Bank. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 92 Petition of W. Paul White and Walter Cotter for legislation relative to the State Office of Minority Business Assistance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 93 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to promote consumer notification and protection in tele-marketing transactions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ9A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 94 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Joseph N. Hermann, Robert Peachey, George Nash and Ira S. Singer for legislation to authorize and direct the sheriff of Essex County to provide five additional firefighters and five additional police officers in the town of Middleton. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ475; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 95 Petition of Arthur E. Chase for legislation to abolish county government. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ473; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ449; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 96 Petition of Michael C. Creedon and Patricia Lawton that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the county assumption of the administration and operation of state services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ473; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ449; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 97 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to the fees charged by the Registers of Deeds. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public
Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ473; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 98 Petition filed at the request of Robert D. Hall, Jr., and James Fahey for legislation to reorganize county government, to transfer to county government the responsibility for local and state functions more appropriately carried out on a regional basis, and to authorize the counties to establish and oversee self-supporting regional confederations where joint efforts can provide more cost-effective provision of local services. 1/1-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ419; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ534; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ149; 5/21-SE

S 99 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to authorize the counties to establish and oversee self-supporting regional services fund in Hampshire County. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ473; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ450; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study resolve, see H5830.

S 100 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the penalty for unauthorized video taping, audio taping, and photographing, interviewing or exposing patients under the custody of the Department of Mental Retardation. 1/1-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ149; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ534; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 12/7-SEN

S 101 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation relative to the awarding of state grants to counties. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 102 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington for legislation to authorize Dukes County to provide for a regional resources fund for the purpose of intimidation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 103 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Jonathan L. Healy and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to provide for a regional services fund in Hampshire County. 1/1-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ397; 5/7-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ472; 5/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ500; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1523; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1536; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1596; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 313 Acts.

S 104 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, David B. Cohen, Mark Roosevelt, Byron Rushing, Henri S. Rauschenbach, Robert A. Havern and other members of the General Court for legislation relative to certain crimes committed for the purpose of intimidation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ10A-11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ162A-163A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/6-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee, but no further action taken.

S 105 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin M. Burke, James P. Jajuga, Sally P. Kerans, Robert A. Havern and Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation relative to the penalty for unauthorized video taping, audio taping, crimes committed against young children. 1/1-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ397; 5/7-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ472; 5/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ500; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1523; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1536; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted

S 106 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Kevin M. Burke for legislation to make all types of motor vehicle homicide a felony. 1/1-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

S 107 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin M. Burke, James P. Jajuga, Sally P. Kerans and Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation to make it a criminal offense to commit assault and battery on a mentally retarded person. 1/1-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 4/16-SENATE- Accompanied by H1844 and H4822; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ397; 5/7-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ472; 5/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ500; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1523; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1536; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1596; 1/13/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 374 Acts.

S 108 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin M. Burke, James P. Jajuga and Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation relative to the penalty for assault and battery committed against young children. 1/1-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5597.

S 109 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Kevin M. Burke for legislation relative to the crime of abduction of children by relatives. 1/1-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

S 110 Petition of Frederick E.Berry, Kevin M. Burke, James P. Jajuga and Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation relative to the penalty for knowingly and intentionally depriving children of certain basic needs.
S 111 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to further regulate penalties for violations of fire prevention laws. SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 112 Petition of Paul D. Harold and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to increase the penalty for serving an intoxicated person. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 4/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1253; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ290; 4/14-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ307; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 113 Petition of Paul D. Harold, William R. Keating and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to bail or personal recognizance of convicted persons pending imposition of sentence and appeal. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied by H520 and H2960; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1251; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ290; 4/14-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ397; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 114 Petition of Arthur E. Chase for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit the terms of office of senators, representatives and constitutional officers. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -SJ22A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ174A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/13-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ1292; 4/13-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ1318; 5/11-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ458; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ510; 1/4/93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule 1) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

S 115 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, William R. Keating, Thomas F. Reilly and Paul D. Harold for legislation to increase the criminal penalties for violations of conflict of interest laws. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/5-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ413; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ437; 5/11-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ454; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 116 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation relative to the recording of telephone conversations. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied by H2961; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1251; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to May 11 -SJ401; 5/1-Senate-Postponed to the next session -SJ456; 5/18-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading -SJ508; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 117 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Edward P. Kirby, William R. Keating and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to establish mandatory penalties for motor vehicle operators leaving the scene of an accident. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 118 Petition of Paul D. Harold, James T. Brett, L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, Margaret Marshall, Michael J. Keating, Thomas F. Reilly, Larry F. Giordano, Paul J. Gannon, Bruce E. Tarr, Paul R. Haley, David H. Locke and William B. Vernon for legislation to promote the effective management of the criminal justice system. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ11A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5865.

S 119 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks, Carol C. Cleven, Edward L. Sweda, Jr., Marc D. Draisen and Jane M. Swift for legislation to increase the penalties for illegally smoking aboard public transportation. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

S 120 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, Brian P. Lees, Brian S. Dempsey, Jane M. Swift, William R. Keating, Larry F. Giordano, Nancy Achin Sullivan and Paul E. Caron for legislation to decrease the amount of heroin necessary to provide for criminal sentencing for heroin trafficking. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see SJ492-SJ321.

S 121 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, Gary M. Coon, Brian P. Lees, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to provide for drug free public housing zones. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 12/17-HOUSE-Accompanied H1081.

S 122 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, Brian P. Lees, Larry F. Giordano, Nancy Achin Sullivan and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to the imposition of the death penalty for certain drug traffickers. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; SENATE-No report from committee.

Hearing date Mar 11 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 124 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Paul E. Caron and James M. Barry for legislation relative to certain career criminals. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5725.

S 125 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, Brian S. Dempsey, Jane M. Swift, William R. Keating, Larry F. Giordano, Nancy Achin Sullivan and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to the use of a firearm during the commission of certain crimes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

S 126 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, William R. Keating, Larry F. Giordano and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to penalties for the crime of stalking. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1493-SJ121.

S 127 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Larry F. Giordano and Paul E. Caron for legislation to provide for mandatory sentences for persons who commit certain crimes against the elderly. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

S 128 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo and Charles E. Shannon for legislation relative to the death penalty. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 129 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to criminal penalties for HIV exposure. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1539-SJ419.

S 130 Petition of Richard H. Shire and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to increase the penalties for operating a motor vehicle under the influence of intoxicating liquors or controlled substances and causing death. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5589.

S 131 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to further regulate the imposition of the death penalty. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ164A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 132 Petition of Richard H. Shire and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to increase the penalties for operating a motor vehicle under the influence of intoxicating liquors and causing more than one death. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ12A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

S 133 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, and William R. Keating for legislation to establish the crime of extortion by abuse of public office. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ113A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5726.

S 134 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, William R. Keating, Paul D. Harold and James T. Brett for legislation relative to the obstruction of justice through false information or concealed evidence. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ113A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied by S136, H527, H700, H887, H888, H3133, H3134, H3135, H4062 and H4828; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ164; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ152, 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ550; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 135 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, William R. Keating, Thomas F. Reilly, Paul D. Harold and James T. Brett for legislation to increase the criminal penalties for bribery. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ113A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5726.

S 136 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to prohibit interference with police officers in the lawful performance of their duties. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ113A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*, 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied S134-SJ164.

S 137 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation relative to the creation of a commission to investigate and study computer crime. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ113A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ165A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/21-SENATE-Accompanied by H514 and H2957; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ329, 4/23-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ339; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 138 Petition of William R. Keating and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation relative to the forfeiture of conveyances used to facilitate the distribution of marijuana. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ113A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/5-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ144; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ147, 5/11-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ454; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 139 Petition of William R. Keating, John F. Cox, Michael P. Walsh and Larry F. Giordano for legislation relative to the use of firearms during illegal drug activity. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on
S 140 Petition of William R. Keating and Larry F. Giordano for legislation relative to the manufacture and tracking of hypodermic needles. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ13A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/6-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

S 141 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to remove the right to be tried by persons confined in penal institutions. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/21-Senate-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - SJ330; 4/21-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - HJ348; 5/11-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session - SJ458; 5/12-House-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received - HJ510; 1/14-Joint-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter - SJ1625.

S 142 Petition filed at the request of Arthur M. Marshall for a legislative amendment to the Constitution limiting the terms of office of Senators and Representatives. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/13-Senate-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - SJ292; 4/13-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - HJ318.

S 143 Petition of William R. Keating, William C. Galvin, Paul D. Harold, Kevin G. Honan, Michael W. Morrissey, Louis L. Kafka and other members of the House of Representatives for legislation relative to prevention and penalties for criminal street gang activity. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ13A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

S 144 Petition of William R. Keating, Paul D. Harold, John F. Cox, Michael W. Morrissey and other members of the House of Representatives for legislation relative to consecutive sentences for violent crimes. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ13A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5725.


S 146 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Michael W. Morrissey, Daniel J. Vallanti, Kevin G. Honan and other members of the General Court for legislation to increase the penalty for shoplifting goods with a value over one hundred dollars. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ13A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ165A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5598.

S 147 Petition of William R. Keating that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to improving the Commonwealth's juvenile justice system, the prosecution of juveniles and laws pertaining thereto. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ13A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/28-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5726.

S 148 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Michael W. Morrissey, Paul D. Harold and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to create statutory right of arrest for certain civil rights violations. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ13A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 4/7-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy, Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ253; 4/8-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ261; 4/13-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ295; 4/23-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ379; House no further action taken.

S 150 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to reconcile illegal sale and illegal manufacture of dangerous weapons. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ13A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/7-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy, Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ253; 4/8-Senate-Report accepted - SJ262.

S 151 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to clarify the offense of carrying a sawed-off shotgun. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/7-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy, Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ253; 4/8-Senate-Report accepted - SJ262.

S 152 Petition of Edward M. Merrick, Jr., John P. Flynn and William R. Keating for legislation relative to arbitrations by police officers for violations of abuse orders. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-Senate-Accompanied a new draft, see S149 - SJ321.

S 153 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to drive-by shootings and the forfeiture of vehicles used in such shootings. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/11-Senate-No report from committee.

S 154 Petition of William R. Keating, Paul D. Harold, Francis G. Mara, Kevin G. Honan, John F. Cox and other members of the House of Representatives for legislation relative to criminal sentences of juveniles charged with murder. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-House-
Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ374; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ370; 6/1-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ376.

S 155 Petition of William R. Keating, Kevin G. Honan, John F. Cox, James T. Brett, Michael W. Morrissey, Louis L. Kafka and other members of the House of Representatives for legislation to prohibit the possession of paging devices by students on school property. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 156 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to increase the penalties for the malicious killing, maiming or disfiguring of an animal by its owner, possessor or caretaker. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Related a new draft, see H5599.

S 157 Petition of William R. Keating and Paul C. Casey for legislation relative to the penalties for maiming or poisoning the animal of another person. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Related a new draft, see H5599.

S 158 Petition of William R. Keating, Paul D. Harold, Paul C. Casey and Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation relative to the penalties for the malicious killing, maiming or disfiguring of an animal by its owner, possessor or caretaker. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Related a new draft, see H5599.

S 159 Petition of William R. Keating and Paul C. Casey for legislation relative to corporate responsibility regarding cruelty to animals. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Related a new draft, see H5599.

S 160 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the penalty for carrying a firearm in the vicinity of a school. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Related a new draft, see H5599.

S 161 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Thomas M. Petrolati, Christopher M. Lane and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to impose a mandatory sentence for motor vehicle theft. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 4/6-HOUSE-Related a study order, see H5443.

S 162 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to increase the penalties for welfare fraud. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 4/16-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ322; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ345; Public Hearing date May 5 pm; 11/1-16-SENATE-Related a study order, see S1738-SJ1386.

S 163 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Linda J. Melconian, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello, Eving H. Wall, Jr., and Mary S. Rogeness for legislation relative to the penalty for the possession of child pornography materials. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ14A-15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ166A-167A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Related a study order, see H5590.

S 164 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Matthew J. Amorello and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to impose a mandatory sentence for motor vehicle insurance fraud. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 4/16-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Insurance - SJ322; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ345; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 165 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Charles E. Shannon and Nancy Achin Sullivan for legislation to provide for the imposition of the death penalty in certain cases where there has been no jury trial. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 166 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello and Nancy Achin Sullivan for the adoption of an order providing for an investigation and study by the committee on Criminal Justice relative to imposing the death penalty for certain violations of the controlled substances act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 167 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Jane M. Swift, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to require that assessments charged for violations of the controlled substances laws be used for local drug abuse prevention education programs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 6/18-HOUSE-Related a study order, see H5826.

S 168 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to provide that assessments charged for violations of the controlled substances laws be used for local drug abuse prevention education programs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Related a study order, see H5591.

S 169 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Jane M. Swift, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to provide for a twenty-five year mandatory sentence for major drug dealers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Related a study order, see H5727.

S 170 Petition of David H. Locke and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to change the classification of marijuana from a Class D to a Class C controlled substance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Related a study order, see H5399.
S 171 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to provide a penalty for escapes or attempted escapes from courthouses. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/5-SENATE-Accompanied by S172, H1467, H2959 and H4064; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ414; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ437; S11-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ455; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 172 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to escapes or attempted escapes from courthouses. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ167A-168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/5-SENATE-Accompanied S171 -SJ414.

S 173 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to prohibit certain acts against children. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5597.

S 174 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide for drug free community center zones. 1/1- SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 12/17-HOUSE- Accompanied H1081.

S 175 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to establish mandatory penalties for motor vehicle operators leaving the scene of an accident. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ167A; 5/6- SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ419; 5/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ441; 5/18-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ505.

S 176 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the penalty for the theft of medical records or medical information. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ167A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5590.

S 177 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to drug free park and playground zones. 1/1- SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 12/17-HOUSE- Accompanied H1081.

S 178 Petition of Lois G. Pines, David P. Magnani and Barbara Hildt for legislation to increase civil penalties for unfair and deceptive acts and practices targeted at elderly persons and persons with disabilities. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ15A-16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ167A-168A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

S 179 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Susan D. Schur and Carol C. Eleven for legislation relative to the penalties for the obstruction of entry to or departure from medical facilities in violation of a court order. 1/1- SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/5-SENATE- Accompanied a new draft, see S1335-S1414.

S 180 Petition of Lois G. Pines, L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, Paul D. Harold, Thomas F. Reilly, Bruce E. Tarr and Barbara Hildt for legislation to establish the crime of money laundering. 1/1-SEN-ATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ319; 5/21- SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ521; 5/92-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647. No further action taken.

S 181 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, Lois G. Pines and Barbara Hildt for legislation to establish the crime of bank fraud. 1/1-SEN-ATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 182 Petition of James E. Ribiero and Charles E. Shannon for legislation relative to the holding in protective custody of persons arrested for driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 4/6-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5444.

S 183 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to assault and battery upon a child under eighteen years of age. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5597.

S 184 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to clarify the possession of alcohol by minors. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 4/27- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ397; 6/1-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ575; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ809; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ118; 7/1-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ929; 7/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1021; 7/10-GOVER- NOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 110 Acts.

S 185 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Michael J. Corby for legislation to establish the computer crimes act of nineteen hundred and ninety-one. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ464; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ522; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ550; SENATE-No further action taken.
S 186 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to drug deaths. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

S 187 Petition filed at the request of Eric Merrill Budd for legislation to repeal the law relative to blin- dness. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5726.

S 188 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to revise the laws relative to the sentencing, incarceration and parole of individuals convicted of crimes against the person. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

S 189 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Stanley C. Rosenberg, the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corporation, by David Cheever, president, Bruce E. Tarr and Nancy H. Evans for legislation to increase resources for learning by collecting education loans in default in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 190 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Barbara Gardner and other members of the General Court (for additional petitioners, see printed bill) for legislation to mandate a world-class school year of two hundred and twenty days by the year 2003. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A. Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied by H1856 and H4639; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ387; 5/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ413; 5/6-SENATE-Read second; Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ431; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 191 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Kevin G. Honan and Carol C. Cleven for legislation to provide for day care facilities at public institutions of higher education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A. Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied by S204 -SJ387.

S 192 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Barbara Hildt and Paul Kollios for legislation to establish a human service worker incentive program for higher education grants. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A. Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied S203 -SJ418.

S 193 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Barbara Hildt and Paul Kollios for legislation to establish a human service worker educational loan repayment program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ16A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ168A. Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied S203 -SJ418.

S 194 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Barbara Hildt and Paul Kollios for legislation to establish a tuition waiver program for human service workers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6- SENATE-Accompanied S203 -SJ418.

S 195 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Lois G. Pines, Michael J. Barrett, David B. Cohen, Carol A. Donovan and John A. Businger for legislation to provide physical access for persons with disabilities in public sector buildings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 5/4-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 196 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to direct certain compensation to the town of Danvers by North Shore Community College. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 197 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation relative to school transportation for pupils attending private schools. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 198 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for the adoption of an order authorizing the joint committee on Education, Arts and Humanities to study the feasibility of maintaining a state-supported high school for mathematics and the sciences. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A. Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 199 Petition filed at the request of Ross Raittte for legislation to repeal school choice, so-called. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied H1857.

S 200 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation relative to the degree-awarding authority of educational institutions in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1540 -SJ418.

S 201 Petition of Sandy Felder and Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation relative to salaries of certain employees of the department of education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/4- SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; SENATE-No report from committee.
S 202 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation to provide for civic literacy in the schools of the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied by H709; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; SENATE- No report from committee.

S 203 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation to provide for a study of the feasibility of a health professions stipend/loan program for certain needy students. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied by S192, S193, S194, S232, H4068 and H5022; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ418; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 204 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham, Carol A. Donovan, Barbara Gardner, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Lida E. Harkins for legislation to provide for day care facilities at public institutions of higher education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied by S191 and H2802; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 205 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, by Reginald S. Stapeczynski, president, and Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to the rate setting process for special education services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 206 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to fees established by boards of trustees of public institutions of higher education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 207 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to tuition plans of the Board of Regents of Higher Education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 208 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to financial assistance to cities and towns in the construction of school buildings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 209 Petition of Arthur E. Chase and Peter I. Blute for legislation relative to child care vouchers for certain students attending public institutions of higher education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ17A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 210 Petition of Arthur E. Chase, Robert C. Buell, Matthew J. Amorello, Paul E. Caron and other members of the House of Representatives for legislation relative to funding and transportation for school choice. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

S 211 Petition of Paul Gorden, Francis G. Mara and Michael C. Creedon for legislation to provide for the reporting of school offenses when a pupil transfers to another jurisdiction. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 212 Petition of Martin J. Dunn and Michael R. Knapik for legislation to provide for school transportation reimbursement. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied by S213, H1475 and H3713; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 213 Petition of Martin J. Dunn and Michael R. Knapik for legislation to provide for school transportation reimbursement. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied by S212, SJ387; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 214 Petition of Martin J. Dunn for legislation to define discipline for special needs students. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 215 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Geoffrey D. Hall for legislation to transfer the financial responsibility of special education to the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 216 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Patricia A. Walrath for legislation to increase resources for learning by collecting education loans in default. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 217 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Michael W. Morrissey, A. Stephen Tobin and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation relative to Quincy College. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 218 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to eliminate the tuition remission program for state employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.
S 219 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to provide for fiscal oversight of certain higher education salaries. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 220 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walworth and Edward L. Sweda, Jr., for legislation to prohibit the use of tobacco products in public schools during normal school hours. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 221 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks for legislation to further define teacher compensation regulations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 222 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to equal education opportunity grants. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 223 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, by Paul L. Doherty, executive director, Charles E. Shannon, other members of the General Court and another for legislation relative to reporting incidents of weapon possession in schools. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 5/4-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ387; 5/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ413; 5/6-SENATE-Read second. Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ431; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 224 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey, Barbara Hildt, Larry F. Giordano, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to require all institutions of higher education to implement an AIDS policy. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ18A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed on the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second. Amendment adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ500; HOUSE-No further action taken.


S 226 Petition of Edward P. Kirby and David P. Magnani for legislation to prohibit the Rate Setting Commission from approving retroactive tuition increases for private schools serving special education students. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 227 Petition of Chris Newburn and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to provide for instruction in the public schools on the subject of water conservation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 228 Petition of Carl W. Eastman for legislation to require the transportation of certain school children. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 229 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Christopher M. Lane and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to provide for education about the adverse physiological, psychological and social effects of drug use. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 230 Petition of David H. Locke and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to require anonymous drug surveys in grades seven through twelve in public schools, and in state colleges. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 231 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund and Lucille P. Hicks for legislation to make certain scholarship benefits subject to repayment. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 232 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to establishing a state health professions scholarship contract program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 233 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to establishing a pilot program to increase school attendance of minors who receive public assistance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied S205 -SJ418.

S 234 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to establishing a pilot program to increase school attendance of minors who receive public assistance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 235 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to a collaborative program between community colleges and elder care residential facilities. 1/1-
SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 236 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the authority of the Bureau of Special Education Appeals. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 237 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to require instructions and training in the subject of use and conservation of energy in the public schools. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 238 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to provide for instruction in the public schools on the environment. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 239 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to provide for the evaluation of the public school teachers by their students for the enhancement and promotion of quality education in the public school systems of the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 240 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson and Gloria L. Fox that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the Hubert H. Humphrey Occupational Resource Center in the city of Boston. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 241 Petition of Bill Owens and Shirley Owens-Hicks for legislation to establish a public dispute resolution institute at the University of Massachusetts. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ19A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/26-Senate-Section 2 discharged to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ529; 5/27-House-Concurred -HJ588; Senate-No report on Section 2 from the Senate. 6/1-Senate-Residue of bill accompanied a new draft, see S1610-SJ573.

S 242 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to prohibit commercial promotional activity in public schools. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 243 Petition filed at the request of Leo J. Covency for legislation relative to the issuance of parents' choice rights education certificates. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 244 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the authority of the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees regarding personal property. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 245 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to authorize the University of Massachusetts to purchase certain insurance. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/4-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; Senate-No report from committee.

S 246 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers, AFT, AFL-CIO, by Kathleen Kelley, for legislation to provide training and support for teachers in telecomputing. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/4-House-Concurred H172.

S 247 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the authority of the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/4-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; Senate-No report from committee.

S 248 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish an endowment for public higher education. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 249 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the maintenance of buildings at public colleges and universities. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 250 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the expenditure of funds collected as student fees. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 251 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to increase student access to colleges and universities. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 252 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to public college and university research. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.
S 253 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish a student-supported legal services office at the University of Massachusetts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 254 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Patricia D. Jehlen for legislation to establish endowment funds for public school improvements, public higher education improvements, cultural advancement and historical preservation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 255 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Patricia D. Jehlen for legislation to improve and endow public education, the arts and humanities, and historical preservation in Massachusetts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 256 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation relative to the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 257 Petition of Charles E. Shannon and W. Paul White for legislation relative to the awarding of contracts for school pupil transportation services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ20A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ172A; 3/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on State Administration -SJ118; 3/5-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ130; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

S 258 Petition of Charles E. Shannon and Jamal Mazrui for legislation relative to the implementation of a program for the instruction of Braille by the Department of Education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/10/HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5675.

S 259 Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan, Keith Neal, Augustia Hornblower, Edward A. LeLacheur, Susan P. Roarke and Christopher M. Lane for legislation relative to the collection of funds through student tuition bills at publicly supported colleges and universities for any legislature agent or organization attempting to influence legislation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 260 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to educationally-related capital needs expenditures. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 261 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Daniel E. Bosley, Peter J. Larkin and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation relative to a capital outlay program for Berkshire Community College. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ465; 5/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ525; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 262 Petition of Jane M. Swift and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to the elimination of student subsidization of lobbying efforts by check-off. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 263 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation relative to the payment of costs for certain special education programs by the Commonwealth and cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 264 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and William F. Cass for legislation to establish a discretionary grant program for special education incentives. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 265 Petition of Richard R. Tisei, Michael J. Barrett, Lucile P. Hicks and Paul C. Casey for legislation to require a standardized graduation test in public secondary schools. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 266 Petition of Richard R. Tisei, Lois G. Pines and Robert L. Hedlund for legislation relative to school courses involving dissections. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 267 Petition filed at the request of Esther P. Nowell for legislation to prohibit the dissection of dead animals in elementary and high schools. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 268 Petition of David P. Magnani and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to assist cities and towns in meeting costs of special education placements for certain students. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 269 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide additional funding for the construction of schools. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ21A; 1/1-
S 270 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the budgets of regional school districts. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ21A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 6/15-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

S 271 Petition of David A. Delanski, Donald G. Nickerson, Brian G. Baldwin and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the appropriation of funds for schools by cities and towns. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ21A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 272 Petition of Susan S. Ferguson and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for the cost of construction of a certain school in the town of New Braintree. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ21A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 273 Petition of Alan H. Rochette, Martin P. Goulet, Robert D. Wetmore and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to authorize the Commonwealth to reimburse the town of New Braintree for educational costs of certain pupils. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ21A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 274 Petition of W. Paul White and the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers, AFT, AFL-CIO, by Kathleen Kelley, for legislation to provide incentive and resources for school districts to provide early childhood education. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 275 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to certain borrowing by regional school districts. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 276 Petition of W. Paul White, Henri S. Rauschenbach, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Robert A. Havern and Jane M. Swift for legislation to authorize the Higher Education Coordinating Council to establish an alternative optional retirement program for members of the system of public institutions of higher education. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; Senate- No report from committee.

S 277 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation relative to the confidentiality of information regarding age appearing on municipalities' residential lists. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/21-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ329; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ442; 5/18-Senate-Recommended to the committee on Election Laws - SJ510, Senate-No further report from committee.

S 278 Petition of Michael J. Barrett and Lois G. Pines for legislation to provide greater public information regarding political action committees. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 279 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajotte for legislation relative to vacancies in town elected offices. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am; 4/21-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ330; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ442. 5/18-Senate-Report accepted - SJ505.

S 280 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajotte for legislation relative to the registration of new voters in towns. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/21-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ330; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ442. 5/18-Senate-Report accepted - SJ505.

S 281 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to regulate campaign contributions and solicitations by legislative agents. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 282 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund and Lucile P. Hicks for legislation to limit the amount which candidates to the General Court may receive from political action committees. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 283 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrath, Nancy H. Evans, Ingeborg Uhlin and David H. Locke for legislation relative to the filling of vacancies in the state Senate. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 284 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Mary F. McTigue, Charles E. Shannon, Matthew J. Amorello and other members of the General Court for legislation to clarify the application of the campaign finance law to public employees. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 7/10-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 285 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Mary F. McTigue, Charles E. Shannon, Matthew J. Amorello and other members of the General Court for legislation to pro-
vide administrative flexibility for the Office of Campaign and Political Finance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS967.

S 286 Petition of David H. Locke and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to require that accounts of campaign contributions include the occupation and employer of the person making the contribution. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS967.

S 287 Petition of William R. Keating that provision be made for an investigation and study by the Secretary of the Commonwealth relative to mailing sample ballots and notification of polling places to registered voters. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ22A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ174A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/24-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ100; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 288 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to eliminate certain requirements of the campaign finance law. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS967.

S 289 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to reduce certain reporting requirements of certain candidates. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS967.

S 290 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to make the director of the Office of Campaign and Political Finance responsible for monitoring the state election campaign fund. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/25-SENATE-Accompanied by HJ482; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ100; 12/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1482; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ648; No further action taken.

S 291 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to further define governmental expenditures for campaign finance purposes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see HS676.

S 292 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to provide for a John F. Kennedy memorial election day. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/11- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS603.

S 293 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to provide for poll site registration in the course of all government elections. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS967.

S 294 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council, by Martin V. Foley, and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to require cities and towns to provide, on a yearly basis, an updated list of registered voters on computer tape and to make said list available to interested parties. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/21-SENATE-Accompanied by H3528; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ329; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ558; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 295 Petition filed at the request of Dennis Kelly for legislation relative to the designation of "None of the Above" on primary and general election ballots. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 5/11- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS603.

S 296 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to change the last day for voter registration before state primaries and elections. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied by H713 and H2430; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ387; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ148; No further action taken.

S 297 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to solicitation or receipt of political contributions by public employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS967.

S 298 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to provide for voter registration on Election Day. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS967.

S 299 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to further define governmental expenditures for campaign finance purposes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ387; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ648; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ652; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 300 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to reform political parties. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ23A; 1/1- HOUSE-Concurred - HJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/12-SENATE-Bill
reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ465; 7/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1059; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1069; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 301 Petition of W. Paul White, M. Joseph Manning and William C. Galvin (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for recall elections in the town of Randolph. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 302 Petition filed at the request of Richard Livingston for legislation relative to activities at polling places. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 303 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to the hours of voter registration. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -SJ23A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ175A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ329; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ558; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 304 Petition of Robert A. Durand for legislation relative to redemption of empty beverage containers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/4-SENATE-Conaccompanied a new draft, see S1530-SJ388.

S 305 Petition of Robert A. Durand for legislation to further regulate certain beverage containers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5662.

S 306 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks for legislation to make wine coolers subject to the provisions of the bottle bill law. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5604.

S 307 Petition of William R. Keating for the adoption of an order authorizing the joint committee on Energy to make an investigation and study of fuel charges on electric bills. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5791.

S 308 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to further regulate the application of the bottle bill, so-called. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5604.

S 309 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to provide for a capital outlay for energy conservation in public buildings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5605.

S 310 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to solar and wind energy. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5662.

S 311 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to promote the development of alternative energy fuels. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5662.

S 312 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to mitigate the global warming impact of new power production facilities in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5604.

S 313 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to promote alternative fuels and fuel-efficiency in motor vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5662.

S 314 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate the siting of communications towers by the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Energy -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Conaccompanied a study order, see H5662.

S 315 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajotte for the adoption of resolutions memorializing the Congress to amend the United States Constitution relative to the appointment of judges. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/2-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ240; 4/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ244; 4/7-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ256.

S 316 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Carmen D. Buell for the adoption of resolutions memorializing the Congress of the United States to enact legislation creating a national health program containing the principles established by the American Public Health Association. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -SJ24A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/2-SENATE-Resolutions reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ240; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ290-291; 4/14-SENATE-Motion to postpone until April 28 negatived -12 YEAS to 19 NAYS; Resolutions adopted -SJ309.
S 317 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Christopher M. Lane, Dominick Genetti, Joseph R. Harold and Gordon Crosby for the adoption of resolutions memorializing the Congress of the United States to propose an amendment to the United States Constitution for ratification by the states specifying that Congress and the states have the power to prohibit the physical desecration of the flag of the United States. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -SJ24A-25A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ176A-177A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 5/19-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ513; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ25A; 5/27-SENATE-Report amended by substitution of resolutions -32 YEAS to 1 NAYS; Read; and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJS61-562; 6/23-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S1240; 4/6/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ269; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 318 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to provide for the payment of reparations by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for slavery, the slave trade and invidious discrimination against the people of African descent born or residing in the United States of America. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -SJ25A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/2-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S1240; 4/6/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ269; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 319 Petition filed at the request of Philip Rizzo for legislation relative to the conduct of registered architects, professional engineers and land surveyors and landscape architects. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 320 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin W. Fitzgerald, Carol A. Donovan, Vincent P. Ciampa, other members of the General Court and Thomas F. Reilly for legislation to authorize the dedication of revenue streams to the Children's Trust Fund. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ398.

S 321 Petition of William R. Keating, John F. Cox, Louis L. Kafka, Charles E. Shannan and Susan F. Rourke for legislation to improve access to mental health services. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Insurance; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S1200; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 322 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to define spirits coolers, so-called. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 1/5/93-No further action taken.

S 323 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to the utilization of electric subtransmission, transmission, distribution and generation facilities and equipment for cities and towns having municipal light departments. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ348; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 324 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to the issuance of debt for energy conservation purposes by municipal light departments. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1349; 6/9-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10 -SJ69; 5/29-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 325 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to further define the duties of the Architectural Access Board. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 326 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to further regulate the certification and licensing of real estate appraisers. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 327 Petition of Louis P. Berionnazzi for legislation relative to the Board of Registration in Cosmetology. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 328 Petition of Robert C. Buell for legislation to further define and regulate the practice of landscape architecture. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ398.

S 329 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Forrester A. Clark, Jr., Lenny Cavallaro and Bruce E. Turr for legislation to provide for the licensing of hypnotists. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 330 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Elizabeth O. Stone, Patricia A. Alger and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to the Architectural Access Board. 1/1-SENATE-Returned to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ25A; 1/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.
S 331 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation to remove the requirement of certain medical examinations to become a licensed hairdresser, beautician or cosmetologist. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ25A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513 - SJ347.

S 332 Petition of Arthur E. Chase for legislation to limit the amount of total lottery revenues dedicated to the payment of prizes to forty-nine percent. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ25A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1514 - SJ347.

S 333 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation relative to simulcast teletheatres. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ25A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1515 - SJ347.

S 334 Petition of Martin J. Dunn and Michael P. Walsh for legislation relative to local option lottery games. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1514 - SJ347.

S 335 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Jane M. Swift for legislation to avoid unnecessary proliferation of telephone towers. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 336 Petition of Robert A. Durand, J. James Mazzilli, Jr., Byron Rushing, Daniel J. Valianti and David B. Cohen for legislation relative to the filing of environmental impact reports by hydropower generating facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; 3/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Energy - HJ122; 3/3-SENATE-Concurred - SJ116; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ29; 5/27-SENATE-Reporting date extended to the Day of the next session - SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 337 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation to provide continuing education for plumbers and gas fitters. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513 - SJ347.

S 338 Petition of Robert A. Haven for legislation relative to rates governing cellular telephone service providers. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ398.

S 339 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks and Carol C. Cleven for legislation to transfer certain birth, marriage and death records to the Office of the State Secretary. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ348; 1/19-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting a new draft, see S1762; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1452; 5/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1762 pending) - SJ1646; No further action taken.

S 340 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Larry F. Giordano, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to direct the board of registration to require AIDS education course for licensure applicants. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513 - SJ347.

S 341 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey, Thomas G. Palmer and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to amend the certification requirements for hairdressers and other related professionals. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513 - SJ347.

S 342 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobins for legislation relative to utility company notification of rate changes. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1516 - SJ347.

S 343 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobins for legislation to remove the energy conservation fee from utility bills. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1516 - SJ347.

S 344 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobins for legislation relative to consumer notification by the Department of Public Utilities of special discounts available to the public. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1516 - SJ347.

S 345 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to prohibit unauthorized communication by facsimile machines. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ398.

S 346 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation relative to the use of automatic telephone dialing systems. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ26A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1517 - SJ347-348.
S. 347 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to provide for the establishment of objective standards for evaluating the efficiency of the management performance of utility companies. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ126A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1517-SJ347.

S. 348 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation relative to real estate deposits. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ126A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S. 349 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to further regulate community antenna television systems. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ126A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1518-SJ348.

S. 350 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Kevin G. Homan, Susan M. Tracy, Marc D. Draisen, Alvin E. Thompson and Michael J. Barrett for legislation to require an identification system for purchasers of kegs of beer, ale or malt liquor. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ326A-27A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ178A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/12-House-Accompanied H2994.

S. 351 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello and Arthur E. Chase for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit the annual sessions of the General Court to a period of six months. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ48A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-Senate-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - SJ363; 4/29-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - HJ408; 5/11-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session - SJ459; 5/12-House-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received - HJ1511; 4/99-Joint-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter - SJ1625.

S. 352 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the procedure for filing death certificates and burial permits. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S. 353 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to remove Massachusetts mobile radio telephone one-way or two-way service from under the jurisdiction of the Department of Public Utilities. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ338; 4/27-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1648; No further action taken.

S. 354 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to establishing an amateur athletic council video lottery. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S. 355 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to further the availability of certain telephone exchanges. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ348; Senate-No report from committee.

S. 356 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to extend the time of certain powers granted to the Department of Public Utilities in relation to certain attachments made by utilities and cable television services to certain poles and conduits. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ348; 7/28-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass, with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1671; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1197; 11/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1671) pending - SJ1381; 11/16-Senate-Read second; New draft substituted, see S1671-SJ1403.

S. 357 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to electric and gas service providers in certain cities and towns. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ349; 6/9-Senate-Reporting date extended to July 10 - SJ608; 7/5-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1648; No further action taken.

S. 358 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to enforce cable television license compliance. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1518-SJ348.

S. 359 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the resale of tickets. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S. 360 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to provide for the certification of alcoholic beverages licensees and servers of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a new draft, see S1520-SJ348.

S. 361 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to authorize the dedication of revenue streams to the Children's Trust Fund. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ127A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 4/23-Senate-Committee recommended.
ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ399.

S 362 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to lengthen the maximum term of a cable television license renewal. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ27A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1518-SJ348.

S 363 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to require certain gas and electric companies to make payments to community action programs for fuel assistance funds. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ27A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied by H2997; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ348; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 364 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for the adoption of an order relative to establishing a special committee to make an investigation and study relative to the Division of Registration. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ27A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 365 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for the adoption of an order relative to establishing a joint special committee to make an investigation and study of matters relative to the State Racing Commission. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ27A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ347; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ389; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 366 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to provide for the licensing of fire protection sprinkler system designers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ27A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 367 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to regulate the sale of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ128A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1349; 5/27-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10 -SJ1553; 5/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 368 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the generation of electricity. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ128A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 10/29-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1734-SJ1367.

S 369 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to create the Massachusetts thoroughbred and standardbred horse and greyhound dog racing sweepstakes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ128A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1515-SJ347.

S 370 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to require an identification system for the purchase of kegs of beer, ale or malt beverages. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/12-HOUSE-Accompanied H2994.

S 371 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to further regulate the licensing of pipelayers and refrigeration technicians. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ349; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ558; 6/22-SENATE-Read third, amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ654; 6/25-HOUSE-Read and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ903; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ918; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ995; Enacted -HJ1015; 7/23-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJs1148-1149; 7/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 144 Acts.

S 372 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the granting of licenses for the sale of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ128A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 11/25-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1757.

S 374 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Edward L. Bernays and Jack H. Backman for legislation to provide for the issuance of licenses for public relations counselors. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ128A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 11/25-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1757.

S 375 Petition of Henrik S. Rauschenbach, Thomas S. Cahir and Eric Turkington for legislation to amend certain decisions of the Department of Public Utilities relative to the Conservation and Land Management Program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ128A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1516-SJ347.

S 376 Petition filed at the request of Ronald R. Beatty, Jr., for legislation to provide for the establishment and operation of a lottery for the county of Barnstable. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ128A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am;
4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1514-SJ347.

S 377 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation relative to the sale of remodeled or rebuilt motor vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ349; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ165; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ163; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 378 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to provide for twenty-five percent of the revenues received from the sales of lottery tickets on Arbor Day to be applied to environmental projects. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1521-SJ348.

S 379 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to reduce the fuel adjustment rate charged by electric companies. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1516-SJ347.

S 380 Petition filed at the request of Joseph Mazzicato, Jr., for legislation to provide for the establishment of a lottery funded by the deposits on returned beverage containers. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1514-SJ347.

S 381 Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts State Lottery Commission to conduct an annual racing sweepstakes for the benefit of public education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1515-SJ347.

S 382 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to the handling and selling of alcoholic beverages or alcohol. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ28A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 11 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1520-SJ348.

S 383 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation to allow public utilities to recover the cost of the theft of electricity. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1516-SJ347.

S 384 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to greyhound racing. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1515-SJ347.

S 385 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to further regulate the breeding of greyhounds within the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1515-SJ347.

S 386 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to prohibit telephone companies from charging long distance rates on calls within Hampden County. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1517-SJ347.

S 387 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for temporary special alcoholic beverages licenses. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1517-SJ347.

S 388 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to establishing telephone area codes. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1517-SJ347.

S 389 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to further regulate solicitation by telephone. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 390 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to the fine for the failure to give proper notice to perform certain electrical work. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 391 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to the theft of electricity. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1513-SJ347.

S 392 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and W. Paul While for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts State Lottery Commission to conduct an annual racing sweepstakes for the benefit of public education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 5/27-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ559; 6/2-HOUSE-Read and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ809; 6/8-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ831; 6/9-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ843; 6/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ619; 6/22-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ647; 7/7-SENATE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text -SJS330-335; 7/7-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ957; 7/8-HOUSE-Again enacted -HJ974; 7/8-SENATE-Again enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ1066; 7/10-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 112 Acts.
costs of certain advertising and the costs of certain charitable contributions. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ118A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1516-SJ347.

S 393 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and W. Paul White for legislation relative to the replacement of gas meters by a gas company or municipal lighting plant. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ29A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ118A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/27-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1516-SJ347.

S 394 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello, Christopher M. Lane and Robert L. Hedlund for legislation relative to training for emergency personnel in long term care facilities. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ29A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/11-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1548-SJ445.


S 396 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello and Arthur E. Chase for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to abolish the Executive Council. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ48A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-Senate-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ363-164; 4/29-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ408; 5/11-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ458; 5/12-House-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ351; 1/4/93-Joint-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

S 397 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to the disclosure of the ownership rights of health care facilities. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ29A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted -SJ352.

S 398 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, William R. Keating and Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the use of non-reusable syringes in hospitals and in-patient clinics. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ29A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted -SJ352.

S 399 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin M. Burke and James P. Jajuga for legislation relative to the certificative of result of analysis of narcotic drugs, poisons, drugs, medicines or chemicals. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ29A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ118A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/11-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ444; 5/26-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ352; 5/26-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ352; 7/27-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1489; 12/10-House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1379; 12/14-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1392; 12/30-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1523; 1/4/93-House-Enacted -HJ1536; 4/93-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1529; 1/13/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 378 Acts.

S 400 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to prohibit any health provider or insurance organization from entering into any agreement or contract to provide diagnostic images from an independent provider who does not have a license from the Department of Public Health. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ29A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted -SJ352.

S 401 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Louis P. Beronazzi and Stephanie P. O'Brien for legislation relative to the administration of certain medications in schools. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ443; Senate-No report from committee.

S 402 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Joseph B. McIntyre, Barbara Gardner, Susan M. Tracy and Stephen W. Doran for legislation to direct the Department of Public Health to promulgate regulations warning pregnant women about the effects of alcohol on a fetus during pregnancy. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ443; Senate-No report from committee.

S 403 Petition of Louis P. Beronazzi for legislation to provide for the use of marihuana in therapeutic research. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted -SJ352.

S 404 Petition of Louis P. Beronazzi for legislation to establish a council of health professions and occupations. 1/1-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/14-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and
referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ302; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 405 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation relative to cornea transplants. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 2/12-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ80; 3/26-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S124-215; 4/6-Senate-Second reading, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -S1249-250; 4/9-House-Accompanied a new draft; see H5066.

S 407 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to the requirements for employer health insurance continuation coverage under the universal health care law. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted -SJ352.

S 408 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palumbo, James P. Jajaga, Barbara Hildt, Allan DesRosiers and Robert R. Fanning, Jr., for legislation to authorize cardiac catheterization services in the city of Newburyport. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 7/8-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5721.

S 409 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palumbo, Forrester A. Clark, Jr., Robert R. Fanning, Jr., and Allan DesRosiers for legislation relative to the definition of "innovative service" in the determination of need process. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5376.

S 411 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to the possession of hypodermic instruments. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 2/12-Senate-Accompanied a new draft, see S1419-SJ79.

S 412 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to hospital reporting. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted -SJ352.

S 413 Petition of Edward L. Burke, Patricia D. Jehlen, Vincent P. Ciampa, Sally P. Kerans, Charles E. Shannon, other members of the House of Representatives and others for legislation for consumer protection through the regulation of the sale and dispensing of hearing aids, the licensing of hearing aid specialists and trainees. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/27-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5721.

S 414 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Barbara Roderick for legislation to provide third party reimbursement for services of certain health care workers. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Jan 9 am*; 9/23-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1761) pending -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 415 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to smoking and non-smoking areas in restaurants. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/16-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ388; 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1761) pending -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 416 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Barbara Roderick for legislation relative to nursing assistants. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ30A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/16-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1495-SJ139.

S 417 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Barbara Roderick for legislation relative to the practice of nursing. 1/1-Senate-Relative to committee on Health Care -SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ183A; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 2/12-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H4995.
S 418 Petition of Edward L. Burke, Karen O'Rourke, Edward L. Sweda, Jr., Lori M. Krupnick and others for legislation to establish civil penalties for the sale of cigarettes or tobacco products to minors. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/4-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ387; Senate-No report from committee.

S 419 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation to extend certain treatment programs to eligible drug users. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H9572.

S 420 Petition of Edward L. Burke, Jane M. Swift, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Robert A. Durand, Frederick E. Berry, Lois G. Pines, Henri S. Rauschenbach, Lucile P. Hicks and Michael J. Barrett for legislation relative to physician assistants. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought Not to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted - SJ352.

S 421 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to establish a system of assistance for infants with severe neurological impairments. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; 3/5-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Insurance - SJ122; 3/9-House-Concurred - HJ136; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 7/20-House-Accompanied a study order, see H9587.

S 422 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to establish a system of assistance for infants with severe neurological impairments. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; 3/5-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Insurance - SJ122; 3/9-House-Concurred - HJ136; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 7/20-House-Accompanied a study order, see H9587.

S 423 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation to bring disciplinary measures against a physician who refuses to treat a patient who is HIV positive. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 7/10-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H9572.

S 424 Petition of Edward L. Burke, Frederick E. Berry, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Louis P. Bertonozzi, Charles E. Shannon, Lois G. Pines and David P. Magnani for legislation relative to the health security plan. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 2/12-House-Concurred by H1860; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ179; 3/12-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1460; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1016; 7/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1067; Senate-No further action taken.

S 425 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to further protect the rights of non-smokers. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/4-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ387; Senate-No report from committee.

S 426 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Geoffrey D. Hall that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the financing of nursing education. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/16-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1495 - SJ319.

S 427 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to regulate the ambient temperature in nursing homes. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ203; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted - SJ353.

S 428 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrah, Patrici a D. Jehlen, Edward L. Sweda, Jr., and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to place warnings to minors on the package of certain tobacco products sold in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and Edward L. Sweda, Jr., for legislation to restrict smoking in certain public places. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/4-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ387; Senate-No report from committee.

S 429 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrah, Nancy H. Evans, Carol C. Cleven, other members of the General Court and Edward L. Sweda, Jr., for legislative to prohibit the sale of tobacco products in certain health care facilities. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-House-Concurred H3502.

S 430 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrah, Edward L. Sweda, Jr., and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to establish policies for the use of tobacco and tobacco products in the workplace. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-House-Concurred H3502.

S 431 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Edward L. Sweda, Jr., and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to prohibit the sale of tobacco products in certain health care facilities. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ31A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/4-Senate-Concurred by H1493; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ388; 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1016; 7/8-
SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 432 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, James M. Barry, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to amend the "first responder" law, so-called, to provide for HIV testing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 433 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to require testing of those charged with any sexual offense for the human immunodeficiency virus. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 434 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to require individuals seeking medical treatment to disclose a positive human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) test. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 435 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Larry F. Giordano, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to require the Department of Public Health to issue an AIDS educational pamphlet for victims of sexual abuse. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 436 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to authorize human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) for marriage license applicants. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 437 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to testing for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) test. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 438 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to regulate the use of donated blood. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 439 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to regulate blood or organ donors to disclose a positive human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) test. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 440 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Larry F. Giordano and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to the issuance of marriage licenses. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

S 441 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobnis for legislation relative to consumer notification of hospital costs related to non-payment of medical bills. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 4/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ103; 4/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ353.

S 442 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to require medical directors of nursing homes to complete a certificate of training in geriatrics. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ103; 4/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ353.

S 443 Petition of William R. Keating, Michael W. Morrissey, Louis L. Kafka and Kevin G. Honan for legislation concerning aftercare for elderly persons receiving short term hospital care. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied H2072.

S 444 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka and William C. Galvin for legislation relative to the conversion of hospital beds. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ32A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ184A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5376.

S 445 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the pronouncement of deaths in nursing homes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ33A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/11-Senate-Concurred -SJ553 -SJ444.

S 446 Petition of William R. Keating and Richard R. Tisei for legislation relative to the practice of optometry. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ33A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ185A; Public Hearing date May 25 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5728.

S 447 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to establish a public information program regarding stages of fetal development and the effects of certain legal and illegal substances. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ33A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/16-Senate-Concurred -SJ194 -SJ319.

S 448 Petition of Paul DiPersio, Edward P. Kirby, Christopher M. Lane and Robert L. Hedlund for legislation relative to a patient's right to fetal heartbeat information. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ33A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/16-Senate-Concurred -SJ194 -SJ319.
S 449 Petition of Brian P. Lees, William R. Keating, Paul D. Harvis and Sally P. Kerans for legislation relative to prescribing by board-certified specialists Schedule II drugs. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1548-S1443.

S 450 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to regulate the use of anabolic steroids. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ358; 6/1-Senate-Read third and ordered to a third reading - SJ334; 6/1-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ175; 6/2-House-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ798; 6/3-House-Second and ordered to a third reading - HJ809; House-No further action taken.

S 451 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to the uncompensated care pool. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

S 452 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Richard R. Tisei, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello, Henri S. Rauschenbach and Robert H. Marsh for legislation to require that persons convicted of rape or any crime which may result in the victim's exposure to the AIDS virus be tested for the presence of the HTLV-III antibody or antigen and to provide the victim access to the test results. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5792.

S 453 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Robert Correia, Patricia D. Jehlen, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to restrict physicians from dispensing controlled substances for profit. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 454 Petition of Lois G. Pires, William Q. MacLean, Jr., and Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to utilization review by third party payors for psychiatric patients. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 455 Petition filed at the request of Walter J. Ziobro, Jr. for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit the term of judges. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ48A; 1/1-House-Concurred - H200A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-Senate-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - SJ264; 4/29-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - HJ408.

S 456 Petition of Linda J. Melconian, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Barbara Hildt, David B. Cohen, John E. McDonough, Edward L. Burke and Mary Jane Gibson for legislation relative to patient care at certain health care facilities. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; House-Reported into H3002, but no further action taken.

S 457 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to regulate the selling, practice of fitting, dispensing or servicing of hearing aids. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/27-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5721.

S 458 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the dispensing of sample controlled substances. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report amended by substitution of bill; Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ588; Senate-No report from committee.

S 460 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to health services to minorities. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ303; 4/27-Senate-Report amended by substitution of bill; Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ588; Senate-No report from committee.

S 461 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Alvin E. Thompson that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to pain management procedures in the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ33A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 462 Petition of Bill Owens, Paul Kollios, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and other members of the House of Representatives for legislation to pro-
S 463 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Alvin E. Thompson, Byron Rushing and Carol C. Cleven for legislation to require the Department of Public Health to make an assessment regarding diet, childhood development and chronic disease. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied S1527 - SJ1432.

S 464 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Alvin E. Thompson, Byron Rushing and Carol C. Cleven for legislation to clarify governmental responsibility relative to lead paint hazards. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

S 465 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to provide community rated health care coverage. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ449; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Postponed to June 3 - SJ562; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ1600.

S 466 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Alvin E. Thompson and Byron Rushing for legislation to close the gap between minority and non-minority health status. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/14-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1483 - SJ302.

S 467 Petition of Bill Owens, Paul Kolios, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to establish patients' rights in managed-care health programs. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 4/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ304; 4/27-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ1600.

S 468 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to fund a program of research and identification of people suffering from jaw joint disorders and allied pain and dysfunction, known as TMI disease. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/14-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ304; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ344; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 469 Petition of Lois G. Pines and Dr. Frank Howard for legislation relative to the pronounce of death by registered nurses. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1553 - SJ444.

S 470 Petition of Lois G. Pines and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish consistent mammography standards throughout Massachusetts (for list of petitioners, see printed bill). 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/29-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1527 - SJ373.

S 471 Petition of Lois G. Pines and Barbara Hildt for legislation to establish a breast cancer detection program. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/11-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ447; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ508; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 472 Petition filed at the request of Fred King for legislation to protect children from tobacco smoke. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1496 - SJ319.

S 473 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation relative to physician services. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/14 SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ304; 4/27-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ1600.

S 474 Petition filed at the request of Judy Cortlandt-Rogers for legislation to bring myotherapy under the Board of Allied Health Professionals. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ304; 4/27-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ1600.

S 475 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation for the dissemination of an easy-to- understand manufacturer's product information sheet prior to the administration of a psychotropic drug. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 476 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to regulate smoking in hospitals and other health care facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Health Care - SJ35A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ388; 6/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1067; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1067; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 477 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special committee on Health Care - SJ34A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1553 - SJ444.
Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to further improve the education of registered dispensing opticians by requiring the completion of continuing education courses for the maintenance of license. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/23-Senate-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

S 483 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to further improve the education of registered dispensing opticians by requiring the completion of continuing education courses. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-Senate-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

S 482 Petition of W. Paul White and Michael J. Barrett for legislation to prevent lead poisoning through increased lead paint abatement. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5384.

S 481 Petition of Barbara Roderick and W. Paul White for legislation to prevent lead poisoning through increased lead paint abatement. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5384.

S 480 Petition of W. Paul White and the Massachusetts League of Community Health Centers, by James Hunt, executive director, for legislation relative to community health center uncompensated care. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

S 479 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to prescription drug abuse of schedule II drugs. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1548-S1543.

S 478 Petition of W. Paul White and the Massachusetts League of Community Health Centers, by James Hunt, executive director, for legislation relative to community health center uncompensated care. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see S1533.

S 477 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to establish a physician loan forgiveness program within the Department of Public Health. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/21-House-Accompanied H3584.

S 486 Petition filed at the request of Walter J. Ziobro, Jr., for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the method of appointing judges. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 3/25-Senate-Proposed a study order, see H6109.

S 485 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Lois G. Pines, Brian P. Lees and Charles E. Shannon for legislation to establish a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the effect of any closing of Rutlands Heights Hospital and the future of the facility. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ304; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted - SJ353.

S 487 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to the residential care of disabled individuals to elderly housing. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 488 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, W. Paul White, Lois G. Pines, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Robert D. Wetmore that provision be made to revive and continue the special commission established to make an investigation and study relative to administration of rental assistance programs. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

S 489 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Robert A. Durand, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Robert A. Havens, Lois G. Pines, Brian P. Lees and Charles E. Shannon for legislation to provide for security and a safe environment in public housing. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

S 490 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to combat the low and moderate income housing crisis in Massachusetts. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

S 491 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to establish the housing fund trust within the Executive Office of Communities and Development. 1/1-Sen-ate-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

S 492 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and William R. Keating for legislation to provide for security and a safe environment in public housing. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

S 493 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to provide for relocation assistance to elderly subsidized housing tenants. 1/1-Senate-Concurred - HJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

S 494 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to establish an adaptive hous-
ing program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ348; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 495 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to protect condominium residents and tenants. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 9/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6074.

S 496 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and William R. Keating for legislation to increase the limits on the borrowing authority of the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5434.

S 497 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajotte for legislation relative to residential landlord-tenant relations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

S 498 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham and Edward G. Connolly for legislation to increase payments in lieu of taxes by local housing authorities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ644-445; 7/8-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1065; 7/10-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, referred to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1094; 7/20-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1028; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 499 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Louis P. Bentonazzi, Thomas G. Palumbo and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency to establish a program to finance the construction or rehabilitation of convalescent or nursing homes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ644-445; 7/8-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1065; 7/10-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, referred to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1094; 7/20-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1028; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 500 Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to further regulate the development of affordable and low income housing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5674.

S 501 Petition of Michael C. Creedon, Nancy Achin Sullivan, James P. Jajuga and Thomas J. Connelly, Jr., for legislation relative to local approval and administration of the federal low-income leased housing program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

S 502 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Lois G. Pines and Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to publicly subsidized housing rents. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5664.

S 503 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Lois G. Pines and Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation relative to utility costs in public housing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 9/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

S 504 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation to further regulate smoking in senior citizen housing complexes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

S 505 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Nancy H. Evans and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to allow the recipient of rental assistance to relocate to the jurisdiction of another housing authority without losing assistance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

S 506 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Edward P. Kirby, Nancy H. Evans and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to further define low and moderate income housing and to provide for a program for construction or conversion of accessory dwelling units or other privately developed and owned dwelling units to be used for low and moderate income housing. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ36A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

S 507 Petition of James P. Jajuga and Charles E. Shannon for legislation relative to the administration of certain housing subsidies. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

S 508 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to ejection of guests in residential rental units used for vacation purposes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1445; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ653; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 509 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo and Brian S. Dempsey for legislation relative to housing authorities operating with surplus reserve fund balances. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the commit-
tee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5664.

S 510 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to housing authorities operating with reserve fund balances. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5664.

S 511 Petition filed at the request of John Martin for legislation to further define eligibility for low income qualification for subsidized housing. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-Senate-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ363; 4/29-House-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -HJ407, 5/12-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ467; 5/12-House-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ510; 1/4/93-Joint Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

S 512 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Thomas P. Walsh, W. Paul White and William R. Keating for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the rights of crime victims. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ291A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-Senate-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ363; 4/29-House-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -HJ407, 5/12-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ467; 5/12-House-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ510; 1/4/93-Joint Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

S 513 Petition of Charles Pace and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to allow a local housing authority to give preference to former residents of the community under certain conditions. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

S 514 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to authorize the Metropolitan District Commission to sell advertising space at hockey rinks. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

S 515 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to create and preserve affordable rental housing and to further establish the rights of landlords and tenants. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

S 516 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobins for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the election of district court justices and probate court justices for a five-year term and for recall elections. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-Senate-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ364; 4/29-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ408.

S 517 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to increase housing inspection staff through a housing code violation fund. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/11-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ443; 6/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ653; 7/27-House-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1036; 7/28-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1090; 12/17-House-Read third. Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1453; 12/21-House-Passed to be engrossed -HJ1465; 12/22-House-Engacted -HJ1484; 12/22-Senate-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31-Governor-Returned to the Senate with an amendment; 1/4/93-Senate-For message, see SJ795; Referred to the Senate Committee on Senate Bills in the Third Reading -SJ11626; 1/5/93-Senate-Amendment reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended, Amendment adopted -SJ1674-1675; House-No further action taken.

S 518 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to establish the citizens housing fund. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/27-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ348; Senate-No report from committee.

S 519 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Byron Rushing, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to establish a pre-homeownership club program in various cities throughout the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/27-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ348; Senate-No report from committee.

S 520 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Byron Rushing, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to establish a savings program for low and moderate income first-time home buyers. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

S 521 Petition of Bill Owens, Kevin G. Honan, Gloria L. Fox, Peter A. Vellucci and other members of the General Court for legislation to clarify procedures for admission to certain housing programs. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

S 522 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to further regulate condominiums. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/11-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ443; 6/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ653; 7/27-House-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1036; 7/28-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1090; 12/17-House-Read third. Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1453; 12/21-House-Passed to be engrossed -HJ1465; 12/22-House-Engacted -HJ1484; 12/22-Senate-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31-Governor-Returned to the Senate with an amendment; 1/4/93-Senate-For message, see SJ795; Referred to the Senate Committee on Senate Bills in the Third Reading -SJ11626; 1/5/93-Senate-Amendment reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended, Amendment adopted -SJ1674-1675; House-No further action taken.
S 523 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to prohibit landlords from including water and sewer fees in the rental price of a unit. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - S537A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

S 524 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Management and the Metropolitan District Commission to establish revolving funds for the operation of certain recreational facilities. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - SJJ37A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

S 525 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation to prohibit landlords from including water and sewer fees in the rental price of a unit. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ443; Senate-No report from committee.

S 526 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and Paul C. Casey for legislation relative to local reimbursement for land under control of the Metropolitan District Commission to make certain improvements of the water quality of the Malden River in the city of Malden. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 527 Petition of W. Paul White and Joseph Sullivan for legislation relative to the provision of heat and hot water in rental housing agreements. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJS65-466; 5/13-House-Concurred - HJ525; Senate-No report from committee.

S 528 Petition of W. Paul White, Frederick E. Berry, Robert A. Durand, Robert A. Havern, Lois G. Pines, William R. Keating and Brian P. Lees for legislation to preserve single room occupancy units. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 529 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to require Medicaid providers to offer employee medical benefits. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 530 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to extend the rights of elderly recipients to nursing home services. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/28-House-Accompanied H4503.

S 531 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Bill Owens, Paul D. Harold, Lois G. Pines, Thomas C. Norton and other members of the Senate for legislation to provide a child's clothing allowance in the standard of need for the month of September. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ434; Senate-No report from committee.

S 532 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin W. Fitzgerald, Daniel J. Valhindi, Nelson Merced, Warren E. Tolman and other members of the General Court for legislation relative to revenues of child and adolescent programs of the Department of Mental Health. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 533 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to prevent unnecessary institutionalization of disabled individuals. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 534 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to protect disabled persons from abuse. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 535 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, David B. Cohen, Susan M. Tracy, Stephen W. Doran and Nancy Achin Sullivan for legislation to authorize and direct the Commissioner of Mental Retardation to study the provision of services to persons with mental retardation. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/29-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5530.

S 536 Petition of Louis P. Bertonaizzi for legislation relative to eligibility for certain public assistance programs. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ434; Senate-No report from committee.

S 537 Petition of the Massachusetts Building Trades Council, AFL-CIO, by Leo J. Parcell, president, and Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation to further regulate the work of prisoners in state and county correctional facilities. 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ190A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 538 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation to provide suitable recognition of those residents of Massachusetts who shall have served in the Armr Forces of the United States during the "Lebanese Peace Keeping" and the "Grenada Rescue Mission". 1/1-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ38A; 1/1-House-
Petition of Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Boverini for legislation to provide recognition to former prisoners of war. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to prohibit the Department of Public Welfare to place a lien on real estate of members of group long term care insurance plans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/21-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Insurance -SJ330-331; 4/23-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ351; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo that provision be made for an investigation and study by the Department of Elder Affairs relative to improving services to home bound elders and handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/8-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1269; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Edward L. Burke, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Michael LoPresti, Jr. for legislation to prohibit the Department of Public Welfare to place a lien on real estate of members of group long term care insurance plans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/16-SENATE- Accompanied by H1902; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1319; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/16-SENATE- Accompanied by H1902; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1319; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo that provision be made for an investigation and study by the Department of Elder Affairs relative to improving services to home bound elders and handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo that provision be made for an investigation and study by the Department of Elder Affairs relative to improving services to home bound elders and handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to home care managed care programs for the elderly and the handicapped persons after they leave the hospital. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.
care for the elderly. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ39A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied H2030.

S 556 Petition of Robert A. Durand, Steven Angelo and David B. Cohen for legislation to allow parent choice in diaper use in day care centers and family day care homes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; 3/30-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ221; 3/31-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ244; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.


S 558 Petition of Paul D. Harold, John C. Bradford and Barbara Hildt for legislation to create a citizen advisory board in the Department of Corrections. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended that it be referred to the Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ399.

S 559 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation relative to the establishment of a voluntary advisory board for gay and lesbian services under the Executive Office of Human Services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; 4/2-HOUSE-Concurred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended that it be referred to the Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ399.

S 560 Petition of Robert A. Havern, W. Paul White, Michael J. Barrett, Lois G. Pines, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Bill Owens and Charles E. Shannon for legislation to clarify the Commonwealth's homelessness prevention program for low income families. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

S 561 Petition of Robert A. Havern, William Q. MacLean, Jr., and Frederick E. Berry for legislation to provide services to those graduating from high school or turning twenty-two years of age. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H1696.

S 562 Petition of Robert A. Havern, William Q. MacLean, Jr., and Frederick E. Berry for legislation to provide services to those graduating from high school or turning twenty-two years of age. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*.

S 563 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Richard R. Tisei, Gary M. Coon, Brian S. Dempsey and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to provide for certain recipients of certain assistance from the Commonwealth to perform community service. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 564 Petition of James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to regulate the amount of aid to certain recipients of assistance from the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H1899.

S 565 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Larry F. Giordano and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to require testing of inmates for the human immunodeficiency virus. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; 4/2-HOUSE-Concurred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 566 Petition filed at the request of George Pereira for legislation relative to benefits for certain wartime beneficiaries for certain wartime volunteers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

S 567 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to require the Department of Mental Health to notify crime victims or their families of the release of certain criminals. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

S 568 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to extend the adult foster care program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2034.

S 569 Petition of William R. Keating and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to establish an educare program for recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

S 570 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to establish a sliding scale for costs to incarcerated inmates. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ40A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ192A; 4/2-HOUSE-Concurred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/23-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ340;
S 571 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to retention in certain facilities of persons whose discharge would create the likelihood of serious harm. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 572 Petition of William R. Keating, Michael W. Morrissey, Louis L. Kafka and Daniel J. Valanti for legislation to establish a waiting period for certain benefits for new residents applying for certain welfare assistance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 573 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation relative to the payment of funeral and burial expenses of correction officers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ253; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ439; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 574 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to require an assessment by the Executive Office of Elder Affairs of respite care needs for victims of Alzheimer's disease. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/8-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ259; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 575 Petition of Salvatore J. Re and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to establish the Silver-Haired Legislature as a permanent program under the Executive Office of Elder Affairs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/8-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ259; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 576 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Linda J. Melconian and Paul D. Harold for legislation to protect disabled persons from financial exploitation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ434; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 577 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to admissions to nursing homes participating in medical assistance programs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2300.

S 578 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to provide for direct payment of rent of recipients of public assistance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elder Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5529.

S 579 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Linda J. Melconian, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello, Thomas M. Petrolati and Mary S. Rogeness for legislation to establish a toll-free hotline for the reporting of suspected welfare abuse. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elder Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-SENATE-Accompanied H2299.

S 580 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to monitor the use of Medicaid. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elder Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/8-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ260; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 581 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to provide that persons found guilty of welfare fraud shall be ineligible for further assistance until a fine has been paid or a sentence has been served. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/8-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ260; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 582 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Charles E. Shannon, Paul Kolios, Patricia D. Jehlen and other members of the General Court for legislation to restrict co-payments in the Medicaid program by recipients below federal poverty guidelines. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elder Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ260; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 583 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., William R. Keating and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to improve the protection and care of children. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elder Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied H372.

S 584 Petition of Patricia McGovern, James P. Jajuga, Larry F. Giordano and Kevin P. Bianchette for legislation relative to the former Essex County House of Correction located in the city of Lawrence. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elder Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ253; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ359.

S 585 Petition of Linda J. Melconian and Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to eligibility requirements for emergency aid for elderly, disabled and children. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elder Affairs -SJ41A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5529.
S 585 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to arrearage payments for AFDC recipients. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 585 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to develop an economic incentive plan to achieve economic independence from public assistance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 585 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the protection of disabled persons. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5530.

S 590 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide for the establishment of a division within the Department of Elder Affairs to monitor the activities of elder guardians or conservators. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 591 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to provide for habilitative services for those graduating from high school or those turning twenty-two years of age. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2461.

S 592 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to improve the quality of home care program services for the elderly. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2455.

S 593 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to provide services for those persons with mental retardation who are fifty years of age and over. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2667.

S 594 Petition of Bill Owens, Lois G. Pines and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to improve the standard of need for low-income households in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ444; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 595 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Gloria L. Fox for legislation relative to penal visitors dress codes for certain first-time visitors. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Referred to the next session -S1401; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ423.

S 596 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to prevent youth and gang violence. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ434; 5/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ508; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means amendment pending -SJ591-592; 6/8-SENATE-Read second, amended (as recommended by the committee on Ways and Means) and ordered to a third reading -SJ600-601; 6/16-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ636; 6/18-HOUSE-Read, and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ872; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 597 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Alvin E. Thompson and Byron Rushing that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) to investigate computer information technologies and other forms of electronic communications in the delivery of human services in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 17 am; 5/1-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ443; 5/14-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules -S1493; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 598 Petition of Bill Owens, Michael J. Barrett, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Alvin E. Thompson and Byron Rushing for legislation to preserve family integrity and reduce foster care placements. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -HJ374; SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ444; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 599 Petition of Bill Owens, Paul Kellios, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson and Byron Rushing for legislation to create a commission to study alternatives to restraint in health and mental health care facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ42A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ443; 5/14-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules -S1493; SENATE-No report from committee.
S 600 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Alvin E. Thompson that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to rehabilitation programs for persons driving under the influence. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ42A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-Senate-Concurred, accompanied a study resolve, see S1549 - SJ443.

S 601 Petition of Bill Owens, Paul Kollios, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to include a consumer survey in periodic reviews for persons in the care of the Department of Mental Health. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/7-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ434; Senate-No report from committee.

S 602 Petition of Lois G. Pines and David B. Cohen for legislation to provide universally accessible and available early childhood programs. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-House-Concurred, accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 603 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation relative to the fee for obtaining certain records from hospitals and clinics under the control of the Department of Mental Health. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 604 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Edward B. Teague III for legislation relative to standards and guidelines for the placement of children into substitute care. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/7-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ435A; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - S1569; 6/1-Senate-Read second; Referred (under Senate Rule 27) to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ576-577; 12/28-Senate-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - S1569; 6/1-Senate-Read second; Referred (under Senate Rule 27) to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1605; 1/5/93 Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1646; No further action taken.

S 605 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach, Edward P. Kirby, Peter Forman, Edward B. Teague III, William Q. MacLean, Jr., Thomas S. Cahir, Joseph B. McIntyre and Eric Turkington for legislation to provide equity in the distribution of funding in the Department of Mental Health. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/11-Senate-Concurred, accompanied a study resolve, see S1550 - SJ443.

S 606 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg, John A. Businger, Pamela P. Resor, John E. McNabb and other members of the House of Representatives for legislation relative to day care for college students. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 6/28-Senate-Concurred, accompanied a new draft, see S1523 - SJ363.

S 607 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the responsibilities for the reporting of incidences of child abuse and neglect. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-Senate-Concurred, accompanied a new draft, see S1523 - SJ363.

S 608 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish a task force in the Executive Office of Human Resources for the provision and payment of services for children and families in need. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ363; Senate-No report from committee.

S 609 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish a statewide grant program for the acquisition, construction and rehabilitation of property for use as publicly owned child care centers. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ363; Senate-No report from committee.

S 610 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the functions of area advisory boards in the Department of Social Services. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/11-Senate-Concurred, accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 611 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to require notification of victims and district attorneys of consideration for early parole. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety - HJ255; 4/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ426; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1349; 5/5-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ143; 5/6-Senate-Read second; Referred (under Senate Rule 27A) to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ538-509; Senate-No report from committee.

S 612 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation to further define the term veteran. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred - HJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/24-House-Concurred - H282.

S 613 Petition of Joseph M. Bonavita, Sandy Felder, Robert D. Wetmore and Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to prohibit contracts for certain services in the Department of Correction. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - SJ43A; 1/1-House-Concurred -
Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 615 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the siting of correctional facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ43A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ195A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-SENATE- Accompanied by H369, H739, H2085, H2087 and H5213; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ349; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 616 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to require the Department of Public Welfare to maintain a local service office in the town of Palmer. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ43A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ195A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1246; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE- Accompanied H1909.

S 615 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to require the Department of Public Welfare to maintain a local service office in the town of Palmer. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ43A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ195A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-SENATE- Accompanied by H369, H739, H2085, H2087 and H5213; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ349; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 617 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide reimbursement for personal emergency response system services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/9-HOUSE- Accompanied H1147.

S 618 Petition of W. Paul White and M. Joseph Manning for legislation to direct the Board of Registration of Social Workers to enroll James M. Hurley as a licensed social worker. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/21- HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

S 619 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to extend the time for payment of veterans benefits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE- Accompanied H1151.

S 620 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to require training of certain veterans' agents and directors. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied H281.

S 621 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to provide suitable recognition of those residents of Massachusetts who shall have served in the Armed Forces of the United States during the “Lebanese Peace Keeping” and the “Grenada Rescue Mission”. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/11-SENATE- Accompanied S538 -SJ443-444.

S 622 Petition of W. Paul White, Frederick E. Berry, Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Charles E. Shannon for legislation to alleviate homelessness among the elderly and disabled. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5529.

S 623 Petition of W. Paul White, Michael J. Barrett, Bill Owens and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to improve the elderly, disabled, and children's program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to June 3 -SJ539; 6/8-SENATE-Postponed to the next session -SJ540; 6/20-SENATE-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ632; New legislative day; Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 3 YEAS to 31 NAYS; Amendment pending and laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session; Point of order NOT well taken -SJ639-640; 6/22-SENATE-Pending amendment laid aside on a point of order; Ordered to a third reading -SJ654-656; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 625 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to the rates of certain group insurance policies. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ44A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to June 3 -SJ539; 6/8-SENATE-Postponed to the next session -SJ540; 6/20-SENATE-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ632; New legislative day; Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 3 YEAS to 31 NAYS; Amendment pending and laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session; Point of order NOT well taken -SJ639-640; 6/22-SENATE-Pending amendment laid aside on a point of order; Ordered to a third reading -SJ654-656; SENATE-No further action taken.
S 628 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to provide lower insurance rates for non-smokers. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ44A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 629 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to provide for a reduction in motor vehicle liability insurance policies for use of seat belts by insured. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ44A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 630 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to provide lower insurance rates for non-drinkers. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ44A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 631 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajoje for legislation relative to certain surcharges on automobile insurance policies. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ44A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 632 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation relative to flexible preferred health care provider arrangements. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ44A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/20-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 633 Petition of Robert C. Buell and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to establish reasonable standards for and complete evaluation of legislative entitlements. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/29-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

S 634 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Reginald S. Staczynski for legislation to clarify the anti-double dipping provision as it relates to municipal employee health insurance plans. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/29-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

S 635 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Reginald S. Staczynski for legislation relative to equal percentage contributions for health care. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 7/20-House -Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 636 Petition of Edward L. Burke, Frederick E. Berry, Edward P. Kirby, Linda J. Melconian and other members of the Senate for legislation to provide for the reimbursement for certified registered nurse anesthetist services. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/14-Senate -Accompanied H1318.

S 637 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to group health insurance. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/16-Senate -Committee recommend-
SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5518.

S 644 Petition filed at the request of Leonard Gold for legislation to increase certain insurance benefits. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H3034.

S 645 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobnis for legislation relative to consumer notification of special discounts available to the public in insurance dealings. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

S 646 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to improve access to educational psychologists services. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

S 647 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Michael W. Morrissey, Daniel J. Vallanti and Francis G. Mara for legislation relative to the creation of a state health insurance pool for arthritis and other chronic disease coverages. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ45A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

S 648 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit annual sessions of the General Court to a period not exceeding seven months. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ45A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1206A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ364; 4/29-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ408; 5/11-SENATE-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ458; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -H510; 1/93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

S 649 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Linda J. Melconian, Thomas M. Petrolati and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation relative to establishing a group automobile insurance program in the counties of Worcester and Hampden. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.


S 651 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to improve medical insurance choices for the unemployed and college students. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

S 652 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to further define the term “employee” as relates to unemployment health insurance. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 653 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to regulate interest on certain loss or damage caused by fire. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 654 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide for the refusal of automobile insurance coverage for operators who are convicted of driving while intoxicated and are deemed more than fifty percent at fault. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 655 Petition of Linda J. Melconian and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to establish a Medicare supplementary insurance advocacy fund to ensure consumer “Medex” rate intervention. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-SENATE-Accompanied by H4114; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 656 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to motor vehicle insurance rates charged to motorists who are physically handicapped. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 657 Petition of Linda J. Melconian that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to Medicare supplemental insurance. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

S 658 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to establish a group automobile insurance demonstration project in the counties of Hampden and Worcester. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 659 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to require notice to employees prior to cancellation of health insurance benefits. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied by S650, H1318 and H1319; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320, SENATE-No report from committee.

S 660 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide rate relief for Medigap insurance subscribers. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/2-SENATE-
Accompanied by S687; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1030; 11/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1759; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1451; 12/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1759) pending; Rules suspended; Read second; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session - SJ1483; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 661 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to reform the small business health insurance market, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ198A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 662 Petition of David H. Locke and Arthur E. Chase for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the qualifications of judicial officers and the vacating of office upon disbarment, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-SENTAIN-Committee reported that the proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - SJ364; 4/29-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - HJ408; 5/11-SENATE-Called for consideration in the joint session - SJ438; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received - SJ450; 1/14-93-JOINT Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter - SJ1625.

S 663 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the procedures for cancelling automobile insurance by premium finance companies, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/2-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1030; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 664 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to further regulate contractual arrangements by medical service corporations, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/2-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ322; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ455.

S 665 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to professional liability insurance for health care providers, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ46A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ198A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 4/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5479.

S 666 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to direct the Commissioner of Insurance to investigate current underwriting and marketing practices employed by property and casualty insurance companies when selling homeowners insurance, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 667 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to guaranteed access to health insurance for all citizens of the Commonwealth, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 668 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to automobile insurance personal injury benefits, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 669 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to credit involuntary unemployment insurance, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 670 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to defining constructive total loss under the salvage title vehicle law, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 671 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to further regulate the licensing of insurance agents and brokers, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 672 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the assignment of servicing carriers to agents or brokers through the Commonwealth Automobile Insurers, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 673 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to loss of use coverage for motor vehicles, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 674 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the Joint Underwriting Association, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5479.

S 675 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to authorize colleges and universities to establish underwriting associations, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/2-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1030; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 676 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to automobile insurance, 1/1-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Insurance - SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

S 677 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to require that an insured spouse must notify his or her spouse if he or she is not the beneficiary of any life...
insurance policy issued in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 678 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to participation in the deficit of the assigned risk pool by certain entities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ322; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ455.

S 679 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the return of motor vehicle number plates upon the cancellation of any motor vehicle liability policy. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5818.

S 680 Petition of Lois G. Pines and L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Insurance to assess certain insurance companies to provide funding for the Attorney General's representation of consumers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5818.

S 681 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to mandate insurance coverage for bone densitometry. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; 10/8-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ133; 10/9-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (SI726) pending -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 682 Petition of Edward Robbart for legislation relative to the reclassification of motor vehicle insurance rates. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5818.

S 683 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg, Daniel E. Bosley and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to clarify group health coverage for certain public employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5528.

S 684 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to clarify the eligibility status of certain state employees for group insurance. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ47A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5528.

S 685 Petition of Richard R. Tisei, Linda J. Melconian and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to further regulate health insurance for senior citizens. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ322; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ455.

S 686 Petition filed at the request of Paul R. Dooley for legislation to prohibit employers from requiring employees to pay more than fifty percent of the cost of health care insurance premiums. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5528.

S 687 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to provide rate relief for Medicare insurance subscribers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/2-SENATE-Announced S660 -SJ1030.

S 688 Petition of Nancy A. Sullivan, Augusta Hornblower, Edward A. LeLacheur, Susan F. Rourke, Christopher M. Lane and Arthur E. Chase for legislation to provide insurance coverage for blood-glucose monitoring strips necessary for the treatment of diabetes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 689 Petition of Nancy A. Sullivan, Karen O'Rourke, Augusta Hornblower, Edward A. LeLacheur and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide insurance coverage for off-label uses of prescription drugs necessary for the treatment of cancer. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; 12/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1772; 12/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1772) pending -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 690 Petition of Richard P. Chabot, Robert D. Wetmore and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to further regulate motor vehicle repairs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5818.

S 691 Petition of Richard D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the powers and duties of insurance consultants. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5987.

S 692 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to require insurance coverage for sprinkler fitter contractors. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A:
S 693 Petition of W. Paul White and Linda J. Melconian for legislation to improve access to cost effective marriage and family therapy services. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance - SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied by H1913; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S1320; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 694 Petition of W. Paul White, Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Frederick E. Berry for legislation to improve access to rehabilitative services. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance - SJ48A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/2-SENATE-Bill accompanied a study order, see H5987. Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1535 -SJ462.

S 695 Petition of W. Paul White, James T. Brett and Nelson Merced for legislation to further regulate commissions paid to certain insurance brokers and agents. 1/1/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 696 Petition filed at the request of Walter J. Ziebro, Jr., for legislation to ratify the Congressional pay amendment. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ436; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1516; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ550.

S 697 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to require the district attorneys to file annual reports with the Governor and the General Court detailing the cases handled by their respective offices. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ436; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1516; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 698 Petition of Michael J. Barrett and Barbara Hildt for legislation to establish a drug-free probation caseload. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1388; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ423.

S 699 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to change the operation and administration of the probation department. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 9/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1535 -SJ462.

S 700 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to establish a monthly probation fee and the method of expending such fees. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1535 -SJ462.

S 701 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Barbara Hildt, Lois G. Pines, Brian P. Lees, Lucite P. Hicks, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Henri S. Rauschenbach and Barbara Gardner for legislation to establish electronically-monitored home confinement to alleviate prison overcrowding. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 702 Petition of Michael J. Barrett and Lois G. Pines for legislation relative to summary process actions in residential tenancy cases. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1536 -SJ462.

S 703 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Kevin M. Burke for legislation to further regulate the authority of district attorneys. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ436; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1516; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ358.

S 704 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin M. Burke and James P. Jajuga for legislation to authorize Superior Court clerks and assistant clerks to issue warrants, search warrants and summonses. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ436; 5/20-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ358.

S 705 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Lois G. Pines, Martin J. Dunn and Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation to clarify the powers of housing receivers. 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ373; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1423; 12/21-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1466; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third; Amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1487; 12/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendments -SJ1618; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1536; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 407 Acts.
S 706 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Byron Rushing for legislation to amend the Massachusetts Civil Rights Act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 707 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Kevin M. Burke for legislation relative to the jurisdiction of the district court in criminal cases. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 708 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Kevin M. Burke for legislation to clarify the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court when the case is not adjudicated until after the juvenile reaches the age of eighteen. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1388; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1423.

S 709 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin M. Burke and Sally P. Kerans for legislation to further designate the responsibility of providing secure and separate waiting rooms or areas for crime victims and witnesses during court proceedings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ49A; 50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 710 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Kevin M. Burke and Walter J. Boverini for legislation to establish the admisssibility of DNA identification tests and to require that such tests be conducted on certain sex offenders and the results be filed in a central registry. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ149A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1436; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1995; 6/29-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1005.

S 711 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Kevin M. Burke for legislation that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to establishing a special commission to certify experts in the area of child sexual abuse. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1388; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1423.

S 712 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation relative to the powers of clerks of courts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 713 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to increase the number of assistant clerks in the Peabody District Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 714 Petition of Frederick E. Berry, Thomas P. Walsh and W. Paul White for legislation relative to the assessment to the victim assistance fund for civil motor vehicle infractions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1436; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ166; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 715 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to increase the number of assistant clerks in the Superior Court Department of the Trial Court in Essex County from eight to ten. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 716 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, Frederick E. Berry, William R. Keating and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to revise the laws affecting the compensation of victims of violent crime. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ447; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred with a new draft, see S1777 -SJ498.

S 717 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Patricia A. Walrath, Paul R. Haley, Thomas F. Reilly, Marc D. Draisen, Robert A. Antonioni and Louis G. Fines for legislation to provide for the admission of the refusal of the refusal to take a breathalyzer test, so-called, into evidence at criminal trials. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; 1/28-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ52A -SJ37; 2/3-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ44; 2/4-SENATE-Read second; Amendment adopted; Opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court required, see S418; Ordered to a third reading - 32 YEAS to 3 NAYS -SJ496-69; 5/14-SENATE-Opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court returned, see S1576 -SJ472; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 718 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation relative to the financing of motor vehicle law enforcement. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ375; 4/30-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ426; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 719 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to extend the rape shield law, so-called. 1/1-SENATE-
Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 5/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ413; 5/6-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ431; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 720 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation to modify the rights of spouses as joint tenants in savings accounts, and to limit liability for medical, hospital, and nursing home costs. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ375; 4/30-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ426; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 721 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Forrester A. Clark, Jr., Arthur Heard and Peter Carnes for legislation to transfer the towns of Hamilton, Topsfield and Wenham to the Third District Court of Essex of the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 722 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palumbo and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to limit the statute of limitations on product liability cases to ten years. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ388; 5/6-SENATE-Report amended by substitution of bill; Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ432; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 723 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Burnham Riggs, Frank Bass and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation relative to the awarding of costs and expenses in cases concerning the reporting of abuse, mistreatment or neglect of patients or residents in certain facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 724 Petition of Robert C. Buell and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to the seizure of property when owned by tenants by the entirety. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1615; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 725 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palumbo and William L. Plante, Jr., for legislation to prohibit the disclosure of personnel, medical or other records which would constitute an invasion of personal privacy. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ51A-52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A-203A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ388; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ424.

S 726 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Frederick E. Berry for legislation to provide for an estate of homestead to mobile home owners. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ658; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 727 Petition of Michael C. Creeden and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to increase the number of court officers in certain courts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 728 Petition of Michael C. Creeden and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to increase the number of assistant clerks in certain courts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ50A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 729 Petition of Michael C. Creeden for legislation relative to the trial of certain juveniles as adults. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 730 Petition of Michael C. Creeden for legislation to designate one court officer as chief court officer in the District Court of Plymouth County. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 731 Petition of Michael C. Creeden for legislation to provide for the appointment of additional court officers for the Probate and Family Court of Plymouth County. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 732 Petition of Michael C. Creeden for legislation to provide for the appointment of two messengers for the Probate and Family Court of Plymouth County. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 733 Petition of Michael C. Creeden for legislation to increase the number of probate and family court judges and to limit the assignment of said judges outside of the county to which they have been appointed. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The...
Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to permit the Probate and Family Court Department, Plymouth Division, to appoint a clerk and deputy assistant registers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to increase the membership of the Commission on Judicial Conduct and to authorize the Trial Court to elect the judicial members. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied H587.

Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to protect the rights of children in any separation agreement filed in a divorce proceeding. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ615; 6/16-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to engrossed -SJ631; 12/30-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1520; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1542; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation relative to the statute of limitations for certain actions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 5/27-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10 -SJ553; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

Petition of Martin J. Dunn and Michael R. Knapsk for legislation relative to the estate of homestead. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ615; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; SENATE-No further action taken.

Petition of Robert A. Durand for legislation relative to larceny of property of certain merchants. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ436; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ516; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 740 Petition filed at the request of Steven Silen for legislation relative to service of defendants in Superior Court actions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ436; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ516; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 741 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Thomas F. Reilly, Middlesex County District Attorney, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Nancy Achim Sullivan for legislation to amend the laws relative to the operation of certain watercraft. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ447; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ509; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 742 Petition of Paul D. Harold, William R. Keating and Robert C. Krekorian for legislation to prohibit certain acts relative to computers and computer systems. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ436; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1005.

S 743 Petition of Paul D. Harold and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation relative to petitioning the Land Court for a determination of certain public rights. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ615; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 744 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, Paul D. Harold and William R. Keating for legislation relative to statewide grand juries. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1558 -SJ462.

S 745 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, Paul D. Harold, Thomas F. Reilly, Middlesex County District Attorney, and William R. Keating for legislation to establish guidelines and procedures for the use of pen register and trap and trace devices for law enforcement. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1558 -SJ462.

S 746 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation to increase the amount of damages awarded in claims against the state. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1445; 11/12-SENATE-
Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1391.

S 747 Petition of Robert A. Havern, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Arthur E. Chase for legislation relative to the compensation of victims of violent crimes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Discharged to the Senate Ways and Means -SJ447; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ509; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 748 Petition of Robert A. Havern, Jane M. Swift and the Associated Industires of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to the awarding of fees and other expenses to small businesses in judicial proceedings. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ442; 5/18-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ505.

S 749 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund, Christopher M. Lane, Robert C. Buell and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide that the handbook for trial jurors and grand jurors inform them of their historical, constitutional and natural right to consider the law in all cases. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 6/9-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10 -SJ608; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16-SENATE-Postponed to the next session -SJ636; 6/22-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ652.

S 750 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks, Marc D. Draisen, Carol C. Cleven and Barbara Hildt for legislation to broaden the court's power to order treatment for defendants accused of abuse. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 751 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrath and Robert C. Buell for legislation to exempt dentists from civil liability for certain emergency care. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/9-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10 -SJ608; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 752 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to wiretapping. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ436; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ516; 5/26-SENATE-Recomminded ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ550; SENATE-No further report from committee.

S 753 Petition of James P. Jajuga, the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, by Paul L. Doherty, executive director, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, S. Dempsey, Larry F. Giordano, James M. Barry and Paul E. Caron for legislation to further protect victims of domestic abuse. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 754 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, Larry F. Giordano, Brian S. Dempsey, James M. Barry and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to interest earned on monies seized for violations of controlled substance laws. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ52A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ456; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ517; 5/26-SENATE-Recomminded ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ550; SENATE-No further report from committee.

S 755 Petition of James P. Jajuga, the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, by Paul L. Doherty, executive director, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon and Brian S. Dempsey for legislation to allow for a plea or finding of guilty but mentally ill. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ437; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ517; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 756 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Thomas G. Palumbo, Edward M. Merrick, Jr., and James M. Barry for legislation relative to arrests for certain motor vehicle violations. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ437; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ517; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 757 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to further regulate the release of prisoners. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ457; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ517; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 758 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to victim and witness fees. 1/1-SENATE-Related to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A;
S 759 Petition of James P. Jagula, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano, Edward P. Kirby and Paul E. Caron for legislation to authorize the testing for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) for certain arrests. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 760 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to extend the statute of limitations for certain criminal prosecutions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ437; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1644; 6/22-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1653.

S 761 Petition of William R. Keating, John F. Cox, Thomas P. Walsh, Michael P. Walsh and Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to attendance at juvenile court proceedings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1557-S1462.

S 762 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, William R. Keating, Paul D. Harold and James T. Brett for legislation relative to asset forfeiture. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ437; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ996; 6/29-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1005.

S 763 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation relative to the reporting of certain sexual crimes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ437; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ538.

S 764 Petition of William R. Keating, John F. Cox, Frederick E. Berry, Larry F. Giordano, James T. Brett, Thomas P. Walsh, Michael P. Walsh and Peter J. Larkin for legislation relative to restricting proceeds received by criminals as a result of notoriety achieved through the commission of a crime. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Discharged from the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ447; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1509; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 765 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to searches incidental to arrest. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ437; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ539.

S 766 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to allow certain family members to possess a photograph of a homicide victim while in the court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ445; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1644; 6/22-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1654.

S 767 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobni for legislation to require court orders from the Probate Court to include education or child support. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 6/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ994; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1009: SENATE-No further action taken.

S 768 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Michael W. Morrissey, Daniel J. Valianti and other members of the General Court for legislation to extend the provisions for non-criminal disposition of violations of municipal by-laws, ordinances, rules and regulations to include the disposition of violations of certain statutes and rules and regulations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A-206A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ445; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1009: SENATE-No further action taken.

S 769 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to commercial loan agreements. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ445; 5/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ644; 6/22-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1654.

S 770 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to extend certain lien rights to physicians. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ53A-54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/20-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ517; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ535.

S 771 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to promote judicial control over pretrial proceedings in criminal cases. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the com-
S 772 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to further regulate the granting of bail. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 773 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to remove the child pornography exemptions for bona fide scientific, medical or educational purposes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1559 - SJ462.

S 774 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to the defense of an obscenity charge in certain court proceedings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1559 -SJ462.

S 775 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to further define the dissemination of obscene matter. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1559 -SJ462.

S 776 Petition of Arlene B. Champoux, Edward P. Kirby, W. Paul White, Robert L. Hedlund and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to prohibit the performance of an abortion for the purposes of sex selection. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 777 Petition of Arlene B. Champoux, Edward P. Kirby and W. Paul White for legislation relative to judicial proceedings for obtaining consent to an abortion for pregnant women under eighteen years of age. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 778 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to further regulate public counsel services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1388; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ424.

S 779 Petition filed at the request of Donald S. McMaster, Jr., for legislation relative to the prevention of abuse in domestic situations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1388; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ424.

S 780 Petition filed at the request of Reverend Harold Otterlei and Dr. Michael Nicolazzo for legislation relative to the detection of fetal vital signs as the standard for abortion or termination of pregnancy. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ54A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 781 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to increase the number of assistant clerks in the East Boston District Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ435; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 782 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to pretrial conferences. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 783 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Paul J. Lucios, Herbert P. Wilkins, Ruth I. Abrams, Joseph R. Nolan, Neil L. Lynch, Francis P. O'Connell, John M. Greaney and John F. Burke for legislation to improve the administration of justice in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H3944.

S 784 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and John F. Burke for legislation relative to the court costs of indigent persons. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ374; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ388; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ424.

S 785 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and John F. Burke for legislation relative to appellate jurisdiction. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ375; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ389; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ424.

S 786 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the powers and duties of the Chief Administrative Justice. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 787 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the procedure for the appeal of summary process cases. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date...
Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation

788 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to establish a public employee bond for the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

789 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to interest and other monies payable to the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

790 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to claims against members of the judiciary and employees of the judicial branch. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

791 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the indemnification of certain public employees. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

792 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to receipt and transmission of bills and vouchers covering fees paid for indigents. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

793 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the powers and duties of the commissioner of probation. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

794 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the remittance of fines collected by jailable and superintendents of houses of correction. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/12-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ447; 5/12-House-Concurred -HJ509; Senate-No report from committee.

795 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the appointment of interpreters in the Superior Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

796 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to clarify the procedure for payment of costs for copies of transcripts of grand jury and other court proceedings. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

797 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the administration of the Office of the Jury Commissioner. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-House-Accompanied H3200.

798 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to require an impact statement for legislation affecting the judiciary. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; Senate-No report from committee.

799 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to provide for compensation of certain court officers of the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

800 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to provide for the modification of child support orders. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ615; 6/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; Senate-No further action taken.

801 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to correct the statutory rule against perpetuities. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/29-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; Senate-No further action taken.

802 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the payment of interest on pecuniary legacies and pecuniary distributions under a trust instrument. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 6/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; Senate-No further action taken.

803 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Samuel E. Zoll for legislation to eliminate the two-trial system for criminal cases in the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 6/8-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5773.
S 804 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Samuel E. Zoll for legislation to permit more efficient utilization of the resources of the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 805 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Samuel E. Zoll for legislation to improve the administration of justice in the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 806 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Samuel E. Zoll for legislation to strengthen local court administration in the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 807 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Samuel E. Zoll for legislation to consolidate the multiple procedures in the General Laws for noncriminal disposition of certain violations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ435; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 808 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Salvatore F. DiMasi, Robert C. Lawless, Marian Walsh and W. Paul White for legislation to further regulate the Committee for Public Counsel Services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ435; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 809 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to accountant's liability to users of financial statements. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 1/19-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1648; No further action taken.

S 810 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to accountant's quality review. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1364; No further action taken.

S 811 Petition of David H. Locke and Henri S. Rauschenbach for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit the annual session of the General Court to a period of six months. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ545A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJs375-376; 4/29-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ408; 5/11-SENATE-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ458; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ510; 1/14/93-JOINT-Session adjourned pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule II with no action taken on this matter -S1625.

S 812 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the compensation of chief and assistant chief court officers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ373; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 813 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the appointment of guardians ad litem. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ56A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ435; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-SENATE-Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading; rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ658; 6/30; 12/17-HOUSE-Read and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H1423; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1455; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 815 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Charles E. Shannon, Mary C. Fitzpatrick, David H. Locke and W. Paul White for legislation relative to the deposit and receipt of wills with the register of probate. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ455.

S 816 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Charles E. Shannon, Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Edward P. Kirby, David H. Locke and W. Paul White for legislation to require written notice to certain persons in adoption proceedings and relative to fathers of children born out of wedlock. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 817 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Mary C. Fitzpatrick, David H. Locke and W. Paul White for legislation...
legislation relative to notice in certain adoption proceedings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1560 -SJ462.

S 818 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Charles E. Shannon, Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Edward P. Kirby, David H. Locke and W. Paul White for legislation relative to actions for contempt in support proceedings and to provide surety to ensure the appearance of persons before the court on a capias. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1561 -SJ463.

S 819 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Mary C. Fitzpatrick, David H. Locke and W. Paul White for legislation to further define the equity jurisdiction of the Probate and Family Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1561 -SJ463.

S 820 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Mary C. Fitzpatrick, David H. Locke and W. Paul White for legislation relative to the child support trust fund. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H3180.

S 821 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., W. Paul White, Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Edward P. Kirby and David H. Locke for legislation to provide indemnification to members of the judiciary. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H3190.

S 822 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., W. Paul White, Mary C. Fitzpatrick and David H. Locke for legislation relative to old probate records. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ444; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ444; No further action taken.

S 823 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., W. Paul White, Mary C. Fitzpatrick and David H. Locke for legislation to authorize pay definition for a chairman and vice chairman of the Trial Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 824 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Charles E. Shannon, Mary C. Fitzpatrick, David H. Locke and W. Paul White for legislation to permit non-residents to serve as voluntary administrators. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H3392.

S 825 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Edward P. Kirby and David H. Locke for legislation to improve the administration of the abuse protection law. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ445; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ644; SENATE-Postponed to June 29 -SJ660; 6/29-SENATE-Report amended by substitution of bill - 31 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Read; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1008; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 826 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Mary C. Fitzpatrick and David H. Locke for legislation relative to the appointment of family service officers in the Probate and Family Court Department. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ435; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 827 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Shannon P. O'Brien, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Bill Owens and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish the community mediation services trust fund. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ444; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 828 Petition of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, by James D. Harrington, and William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to limit the liability of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority in certain instances. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ562.

S 829 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the powers of the Probate and Family Court Department to enforce orders, sentences, judgements and decrees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1561 -SJ463.

S 830 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide equity in parental relationships for children of divorced parents. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ559.

S 831 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide for the presumption of shared legal custody and shared physical custody of minor children in divorce proceedings. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ57A; 1/1-HOUSE-
Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1561 -SJ463.

S 832 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the custody of children while actions for divorce are pending. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1561 -SJ463.

S 833 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to alimony and assignment of property. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1561 -SJ463.

S 834 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to modification of court orders with respect to committed juveniles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 835 Petition of Linda J. Melconian, Frederick E. Berry, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Charles E. Shannon and other members of the General Court for legislation to clarify child abuse and adoption procedures. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 836 Petition of Linda J. Melconian, Frederick E. Berry, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Charles E. Shannon and other members of the General Court for legislation to expedite resolution of legal proceedings involving children in need of care and protection. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 837 Petition of Linda J. Melconian, Martin J. Dunn, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Brian P. Lees and Jane M. Swift for legislation to establish a western Massachusetts division of the Housing Court Department. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 838 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide for the appointment of six additional assistant clerks in the Hampden County Superior Courts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 839 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to restitution or reparation by children to injured parties. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1557 -SJ462.

S 840 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide rewards for persons aiding in the conviction of persons distributing controlled substances. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1556 -SJ462.

S 841 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the continuance of jurisdiction of counties. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1557 -SJ462.

S 842 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to emergency restraining orders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 843 Petition of Linda J. Melconian, Brian P. Lees, Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand, Martin J. Dunn, Walter A. DeFilippi and Paul D. Harold for legislation relative to enforcement of family support and children's aid orders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ58A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 844 Petition of Linda J. Melconian, Brian P. Lees, Steven Angelo, Martin J. Dunn, Walter A. DeFilippi and Paul D. Harold for legislation to ensure that support payments not exceed after-tax income. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1561 -SJ463.

S 845 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to reorganize the Supreme Judicial Court and the seven divisions of the Trial Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ447; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ309; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 846 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to amend the lis pendens statute to apply to Department of Public Utilities proceedings affecting title to land. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ375; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Postponed to May 18 -SJ457; 5/18-SENATE-Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ509; SENATE-No further report from committee.

S 847 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to establish the birthday of John F. Kennedy as a legal holiday. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 848 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Byron Rushing, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to prohibit discrimination based on AIDS, so-called. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ375; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Postponed to May 18 -SJ457; 5/18-SENATE-Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ509; SENATE-No further report from committee.

S 849 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to authorize a court to award attorneys fees to a petitioner in
a consumer action who prevails out of court. 1/1-
SENATE-Removed to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A;
Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-
Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 850 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation relative
to the standards for the sealing of court records. 1/1-
SENATE-Removed to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A;
Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-
Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ559.

S 851 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation relative
to protecting confidentiality of victims of rape. 1/1-
SENATE-Recommended ought NOT to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ108; 3/5-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ121; 3/9-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ126; 4/13-SENATE-
Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ294;
12/17-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - HJ1424; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; Recommitted to the committee on The
Judiciary -HJ1464; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 852 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation relative to standards for malpractice actions. 1/1-
SENATE-Recommended ought NOT to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ517; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ536.

S 853 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Edward B.
Teague III for legislation to hold harmless foster
caregivers in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-
Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A;
Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/11-SENATE-
Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/20-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ569; 6/1-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ577; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 854 Petition filed at the request of John Beckerle for legislation to require marital counseling as a prereq-
tise to divorce proceedings. 1/1-SENATE-
Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A;
Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 5/4-SENATE-
Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ569; 6/1-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ577; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 855 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Paul Kollos for legislation relative to child support payments
and professional licenses. 1/1-SENATE-
Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A;
Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm. 5/11-SENATE-Committee recom-
mended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ562.

S 856 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J.
Hodgkins for legislation relative to appointment and removal of the first assistant registers in the Probate
and Family Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-
SENATE-Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A;
Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-
Accompanied a study order, see S1555 -SJ462.

S 857 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Peter J. Larkin and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation relative to the appointment of an additional assistant register in the Berkshire Probate Court. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A;
Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ562.

S 858 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Peter J. Larkin and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide for an additional assistant clerk in the District Court of Central Berkshire. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-
Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ389; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ424.

S 859 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation to provide for the emancipation of certain minors. 1/1-
SENATE-Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ212A;
Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/29-SENATE-
Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ373; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ389; 5/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ424.

S 860 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and Robert C.
Krekorian that provision be made for an investigation
and study by a special commission (including mem-
ers of the General Court) relative to establishing a
night court program. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ212A;
Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ462.

S 861 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and William F. Cass
for legislation to allow for the right of appeal of
small claims court decisions by the plaintiff. 1/1-
SENATE-Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ212A;
Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-
Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for

S 862 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation relative
to the enforcement responsibilities of constables. 1/1-
SENATE-Recommended to the committee on The
Judiciary -SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ212A;
Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm. 5/11-SENATE-
Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session - SJ644; 6/22-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ660.

S 863 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation relative to discrimination in employment. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ529; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ662.

S 864 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to protect persons providing voluntary assistance during emergencies involving hazardous materials. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ212A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 865 Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan, Augusta Hornblower, Edward A. LeLacheur, Susan F. Rourke and Christopher M. Lane for legislation relative to evidence in shoplifting cases. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ435; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 866 Petition of Paul R. Robichaud and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the appointment of an assistant clerk for the District Court of Eastern Hampshire. 1/1-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 3/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ462.

S 867 Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan, Augusta Hornblower, Edward A. LeLacheur, Susan F. Rourke and Christopher M. Lane for legislation relative to evidence in shoplifting cases. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ212A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 - SJ462.

S 868 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to facilitate completion of subdivisions in accordance with covenants. 1/1-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/2-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ462; SENATE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ240; 4/6-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ251.

S 869 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for an additional probation officer in the District Court of Eastern Hampshire. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ212A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-SENATE- Accompanied a study order, see S1555 - SJ462.

S 870 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the foreclosure of mortgages. 1/1-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ660.

S 871 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and W. Paul White for legislation to provide immunity from liability to respond in damages to persons who provide certain services in response to emergencies involving hazardous materials. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ60A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ212A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ529; 5/27-SENATE-Postponed to June 3 - SJ563; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ600.

S 872 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to change the membership of the Westminster Treatment Plant Board. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 3/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ563; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ600.

S 873 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajotte for legislation relative to amending town charters. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 3/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ563; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ240; 4/6-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ251.

S 874 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajotte for legislation relative to the appointment of town officials. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 3/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ563; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ600.

S 875 Petition of Arthur E. Chase for legislation to provide additional procedures for acceptance of money to secure completion of subdivision plans. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/21-SENATE-Report favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ529; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ559; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 876 Petition of Arthur E. Chase for legislation to facilitate completion of subdivisions in accordance with covenants. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/21- SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ329; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second, and ordered to a third reading -SJ558; SENATE-No further action taken.

877 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Geoffrey D. Hall, for legislation relative to proportionate share impact fees. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5617.

878 Petition of Martin J. Dunn, for legislation to exempt certain services from the uniform procurement act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ614; 7/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1060; 7/8-SENATE-Second read and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; SENATE-No further action taken.

879 Petition of Robert A. Durand, Lois G. Pines, Frederick E. Berry, Daniel J. Vallanti and Geoffrey D. Hall, for legislation relative to fines accrued from handicapped parking violations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-SENATE-By bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ286; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ230; 4/23-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ307; 4/27-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ330; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 11/16-HOUSE-Read third [title changed] and passed to be engrossed -HJ1273; 11/17-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1283; 11/17-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1418; 11/17-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1283; 11/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1418; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 241 Acts.

880 Petition filed at the request of James Russell for legislation to require that penalties set for violation of a town’s traffic rules and regulations conform to state standards. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 3/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1220; 4/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1240; 4/6-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ251.

881 Petition of James P. Jajuga and Barbara Hildt (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt development of Woodsom Farm in the town of Amesbury from design and construction bid procedures. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/26-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ215; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ190; 4/14-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third [title changed] and passed to be engrossed -SJ307; 4/24-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ350; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5689 to HJ897.

882 Petition of William R. Keating, for legislation to provide elder day care in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ329; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ437; 5/11-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ457; 5/18-SENATE-Read third [title changed] and passed to be engrossed -SJ507; 6/2-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ815; 6/8-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ833; HOUSE-No further action taken.

883 Petition of William R. Keating, for legislation to include engineering costs when procuring municipal bonding for cleanup of hazardous wastes. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-SENATE-Introduced, see HJ1273; 1/1-HOUSE-Ordered concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ329; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ437; 5/11-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ457; 5/18-SENATE-Read third [title changed] and passed to be engrossed -SJ507; 6/2-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ815; 6/8-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ833; HOUSE-No further action taken.

884 Petition of William R. Keating, for legislation relative to the fees of a collector of taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-SENATE-Introduced, see HJ1273; 1/1-HOUSE-Ordered concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ329; 5/7-SENATE-Introduced, see HJ1273; 1/1-HOUSE-Ordered concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Taxation -SJ287; 4/13-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ312; SENATE-No report from committee.

885 Petition of Edward P. Kirby and Janet W. O’Brien that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the regional provision of government services. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5672.

886 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation relative to the protection of planned capital investments in Massachusetts. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Introduced, see H5672.

887 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., Joseph Cataldo, Jr., Patrick Mullen and Ruth Galary (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish three year terms of office for members of the board of public works in the town of Fairhaven. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ61A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ167; 3/24-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ174; 3/26-
HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ227; 3/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ239; 4/2-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5869-HJ897.

S 888 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the care of graves of veterans. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ424; 5/17-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ62A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5429.

S 889 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to assist the recovery of financially distressed cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ336; 4/23-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ329; 4/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ336; 4/27-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ351; 4/28-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ390; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ497; 5/16-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ500; 5/27-SENATE-Motion [by unanimous consent] to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1597 -SJ552; 6/18-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ471; 6/24-HOUSE-Again enacted -HJ896; 6/25-SENATE- Again enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ994; 7/2-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 97 Acts.

S 890 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington for legislation relative to the Martha's Vineyard Commission. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1345; 5/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1345; 5/4-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1329; 4/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1336; 4/27-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ351; 4/28-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ390; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ497; 5/18-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ500; 5/27-SENATE-Motion [by unanimous consent] to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1597 -SJ552; 6/18-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ871; 6/24-HOUSE- Again enacted -HJ896; 6/25- SENATE-Again enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ994; 7/2-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 97 Acts.

S 891 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Amherst to convey certain parcels of conservation land. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ62A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ168; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1345; 5/4-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1329; 4/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1336; 4/27-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ398; 5/7-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ472; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ496; 7/2-HOUSE- Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ949; 7/8-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ953; 6/9-SENATE-Reported from the Senate by a majority vote with amendments -HJ974; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted -30 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1087-1088; 7/15-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 125 Acts.

S 892 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to require the satisfaction of all debts of construction before the issuance of an occupancy permit. 1/1-Senate-Recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; 7/15-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 125 Acts.

S 893 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Jonathan L. Healy, Edward P. Kirby, James P. Jajuga, Paul D. Harold and other members of the Senate for legislation to establish a disaster relief fund reserve for cities and towns suffering damages during certain natural disasters. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ244; 4/6-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ280; 4/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ311; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 894 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation relative to the definition of local needs under the law regulating regional planning. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ62A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/6-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ280; 4/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ311; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 895 Petition of Eorro H. Wall Jr., for legislation relative to the powers of boards of health in cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ62A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 9/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6076.

S 896 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to require that cities, towns and certain state agencies accepting the transfer of certain police officers compensate the city or town from which the police officers have transferred. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ62A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 10/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6076.

S 897 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Charles F. Flaherty, Michael LoPresti Jr., Robert A. Haven, Peter A. Vellucci, Alvin E. Thompson, Marc P. Driscoll, David B. Cohen and Lois G. Pines for legislation to amend the zoning act to require drinking water supply protection for the city of Cambridge. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ62A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/17-SENATE-Enacted -HJ953; 6/17-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 898 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Michael LoPresti Jr., David B. Cohen, Lois G. Pines, Peter A. Vellucci, Marc D. Draisen, Thomas S. Cahir and Barbara E. Gray for legislation to amend the zoning act to require statewide drinking water supply protection. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ62A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/16-SENATE- Accompanied by S897; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 5/27-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10 -SJ553; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.
S 899 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to establish in the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs a matching grant and technical assistance program relative to water and sewer rate structures. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ62A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-House- Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

S 900 Petition of Louis P. Bentonazzi for legislation relative to the costs relating to the assessment, containment or removal of oil or hazardous waste. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ62A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ148; 7/28-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the Committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 901 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Robert A. Fasanella and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to require equal access for small watercraft users to Commonwealth tidelands, great ponds, public lands and rights of way. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/28-House- Accompanied H3966.

S 902 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to home heating oil tanks. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

S 903 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to authorize the Director of Fisheries and Wildlife to issue sporting and other licenses without charge to persons over the age of sixty. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

S 904 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, Robert A. Durand and others for legislation relative to improving environmental law enforcement in the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/6-Senate- Accompanied a new draft, see S1538 -SJ1419.

S 905 Petition of Robert A. Durand, Steven Angelo, Pamela P. Resor, Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrath, Barbara E. Gray and other members of the General Court for legislation to protect the rivers of the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Jan 23 am; 1/27-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ35; 12/14-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1776; Referred to the Committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1498; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft [S1776] pending -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 906 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to establish the northeast conservation law enforcement compact. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1418; Senate-No report from committee.

S 907 Petition of Robert A. Durand, Pamela P. Resor and Steven Angelo for legislation to reduce soil erosion and sediment pollution. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 908 Petition of David H. Locke, Robert L. Hedlund and Nancy Achin Sullivan for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to provide for the abolition of the Governor's Council and the appointment of certain officers by the Governor with the consent of the Senate. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on The Judiciary -SJ55A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/29-Senate-Proposed report adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ376; 4/29-House-Proposed reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ409; 5/11-Senate-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ458; 5/12-House-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ510; 1/4/93-Joint-Session adjourned pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I] with no action taken on this matter -SJ1925.

S 909 This number was not used during the 1992 legislative session.

S 910 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Steven Angelo for legislation relative to the acquisition and disposition of land for conservation purposes. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1418; Senate-No report from committee.

S 911 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Steven Angelo for legislation relative to the issuance of sporting and hunting licenses. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-Senate- Accompanied a study order, see S1571 -SJ472.

S 912 Petition of Robert A. Durand, Steven Angelo and Geoffrey D. Hall for legislation to authorize the Department of Food and Agriculture to conduct a study of the dairy industry. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; Senate-No report from committee.

S 913 Petition of Robert A. Durand for legislation to promote conservation by allowing tenants to assume responsibility for the cost of water and sewer. 1/1-Senate- Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; Senate-No report from committee.
S 914 Petition of Robert A. Durand for legislation relative to illegal use of certain automotive paint and paint by-products as regulated by the Department of Environmental Protection. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied by H4814; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ419; 5/6/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 915 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, and Robert A. Durand for legislation to amend the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 3/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H4549.

S 916 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation to direct the Division of Waterways to dredge the Neponset River. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1337.

S 917 Petition of Paul D. Harold and A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to authorize the Division of Waterways to dredge the area around the Quincy Yacht Club in Boston Harbor. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1337.

S 918 Petition of Paul D. Harold and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation relative to the dredging of the Weymouth Fore River. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1337.

S 919 Petition of Robert A. Havern, Jane M. Swift, and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrandelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to require the Department of Environmental Management to aid small businesses affected by environmental laws. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-SENATE-No report from committee.

S 920 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to require the costs of the clean-up of Boston Harbor be paid by all the cities and towns in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ63A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

S 921 Petition of Robert A. Havern and Charles Lyons for legislation to require the Commonwealth to pay ninety percent of the cost of planning, design and construction of facilities built to meet the requirements of the clean water act or the safe drinking water act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 922 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund, Paul D. Harold and Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to promote local home rule and to protect public drinking water supplies. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

S 923 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Management to contribute a sum of money to the federal government toward the cost and maintenance, if required, of a dredging project in Scituate Harbor. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE- Accompanied H1337.

S 924 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to provide for dredging in and around the mooring area of the Wessagusset Yacht Club in the town of Weymouth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ418; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 925 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Nancy H. Evans and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation relative to the creation of an environmental joint powers agreement. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ322; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ457.

S 926 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks for legislation relative to contributions and voluntary payments for the use of conservation land. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ322; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ457.

S 927 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Barbara Hildt, Brian S. Dempsey and Larry F. Giordano for legislation relative to revenues of the Salisbury State Reservation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

S 928 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Katka for legislation relative to storage areas for abandoned automobiles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

S 929 Petition of Lois G. Pines, L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, William R. Keating, David H. Locke, Paul D. Harold, Thomas F. Reilly and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to establish the crime of racketeering activity through a criminal enterprise. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; SENATE-No report from committee.
Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka and Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to require the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering to promulgate rules and regulations regarding the disposal of household hazardous waste. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*, 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Robert A. Durand, Lois G. Pines and other members of the General Court for legislation relative to environmental protection by ensuring a safe water supply for drinking and other purposes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/14-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ302; 4/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ351-352; 5/26-SENATE-Read third [title changed] and passed to engrossed -SJ353, 5/27-SENATE-Motion to reconsider pending; Postponed to the next session -SJ353; 6/1-SENATE-Pending motion to reconsider negatived -SJ376; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-H798; 7/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ815; 9/30-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H6113-JH191.

Petition of Brian P. Lees and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to improve air quality in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*, 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5126.

Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to regulate the use of pesticides. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition filed at the request of Jerome B. Carr for legislation to require the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering to promulgate rules and regulations regarding the disposal of household hazardous waste. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ64A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*, 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to develop dispute resolution alternatives for victims of pollution. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ418; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition filed at the request of Gordon Brownville for legislation to provide for the maintenance of the sport of racing and carrier pigeons. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ419; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ653; SENATE-No further action taken.

Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach, Thomas S. Cahir, Edward B. Teague III, Peter J. Larkin and John C. Klimm for legislation to authorize the Cape Cod Mosquito Control District to create a mortgage for the purpose of financing the construction of a building to be used for the storage and maintenance of mosquito control equipment. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1615; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach, Edward P. Kirby, Edward B. Teague III, Thomas S. Cahir and Eric Turkington for legislation to include aquaculture within the definition of agriculture. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation relative to the cost of the clean up of Boston Harbor. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

Petition of Charles E. Shannon and Diane Marmorstein for legislation to prohibit the recreational and commercial trapping of fur-bearing animals. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ217A; Public Hearing date
Mar 19 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

S 944 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to establish a forest products trust fund. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/6-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ420; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ442; 5/18-Senate-Postponed to May 26 -SJ510; 5/26-Senate-Refered to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ537; Senate-No report from committee.

S 945 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to the administration of the federal safe drinking water act. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 946 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Management to transfer funds for the construction of reservoirs and other works of improvement for flood control, recreation and related purposes in the watershed of Washington Mountain Brook in Lee. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/6-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ421; 5/7-House-Concurred -HJ472; Senate-No report from committee.

S 947 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to clarify the title to agricultural preservation restrictions. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; Senate-No report from committee.

S 948 Petition filed at the request of Dorene A. Planter for legislation to prohibit hunting or trapping on privately owned land without written permission of the landowner. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

S 949 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to establish a small farms marketing revolving loan fund. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-Senate-Bill accompanied by H862 and H4917; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; Senate-No report from committee.

S 950 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to provide relief to the towns of Washington, Lenox and Tolland for damages from certain storms. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ65A-66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJs217A-218A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/4-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ390; 5/6-House-Concurred -HJ456; Senate-No report from committee.

S 951 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Michael P. Walsh for legislation relative to the establishment of the bi-state Farmington River commission. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ418; 5/20-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ518; Senate-No report from committee.

S 952 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to require the Executive Office of Economic Affairs to aid small businesses affected by environmental laws. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/4-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ390; 5/6-House-Concurred -HJ456; Senate-No report from committee.

S 953 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to provide for certain protections for innocent landowners relative to hazardous waste. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

S 954 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation relative to hazardous waste sites. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the Senate Steering and Policy -SJ420; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ442; 5/18-Senate-Report accepted -SJ505.

S 955 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to protect the environment through increased recycling and waste reduction. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

S 956 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and William P. Nash, Jr., for legislation to promote the recycling of telephone directories. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 957 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to promote recycling and composting in the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 958 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to establish the Massachusetts farmlands stewardship program within the Department of Food and Agriculture and to authorize the long term leasing of agricultural land and structures under the program. 1/1-Senate-Referral to
the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; Senate-No further action taken.

S 959 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to require certain plastic bags to be transparent and completely biodegradable. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ419; 6/25-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ949; 6/29-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1004; Senate-No further action taken.

S 960 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg, John A. Businger, John E. McDonough, Sally P. Kerans, Janet W. O'Brien, J. James Marzilli, Jr., Barbara Hildt, Patricia D. Jechn, Peter A. Vellucci, Pamela P. Resor and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to protect the environment through a reduction in the greenhouse effect and ozone depletion. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ419; Senate-No report from committee.


S 963 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Carmen D. Buell, Daniel E. Bosley and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to establish a forest products trust fund. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/6-Senate-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ142; 5/18-Senate-Postponed to May 26 -SJ510; 5/26-Senate-Referral to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ537; Senate-No report from committee.

S 964 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to salt pit closure standards for solid waste disposal facilities. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-House-ACcompanied a study order, see H5952.

S 965 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to establish a revolving fund for state forest land and management improvements. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ66A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ419; Senate-No report from committee.

S 966 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for the acquisition of forest preservation restrictions by the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/6-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ419; Senate-No report from committee.

S 967 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for the registration of professional foresters. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/16-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; Senate-No report from committee.

S 968 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to prohibit the importation of dogs under twelve weeks of age. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 10/1-House-ACcompanied a study order, see H6127.

S 969 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore, Robert A. Durand, Thomas H. Berube, Jane M. Swift, Stephen M. Brewer, Patrick F. Landers III, Richard T. Moore and William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to provide for the state-wide conservation of inland fisheries and wildlife. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 970 Petition of Keith Ross and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to conservation restrictions.
1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ419; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass, with an amendment substituting therefore a new draft, see S1673; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with recommended Ways and Means new draft [S1673] pending -SJ1381; 11/16-SENATE-Read second: New draft substituted, see S1673 - SJS1403-1404.

S 971 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to establish certain dedicated funds for environmental protection and management. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1322; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 973 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to establish a Massachusetts phosphorous reduction fund. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ256; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ148; 4/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ244; 4/7-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ256.

S 974 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the deposit of certain material in municipal landfills. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ390; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 975 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to transfer the clean lakes program to the Department of Environmental Management. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ320; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 976 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to direct the Division of Water Resources to pay for certain dam repairs. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ390; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 977 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore, Stanley C. Rosenbarg and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to further regulate the Northeast Interstate Dairy Compact. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 978 Petition of W. Paul White, Walter J. Boveini, Thomas F. Birmingham, Michael LePresti, Jr., William F. Cass and other members of the General Court for legislation relative to the establishment of the Clinton-Lancaster Wastewater District. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 979 Petition of Michael J. Barrett and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to prohibit substantial, non-emergency motor vehicle repairs on public ways. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Public Safety -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ148; 4/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ421; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ256.

S 980 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to prohibit the sale or resale of certain handguns. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Public Safety -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 4/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ256; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ421; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ256.

S 981 Petition of Walter Droppo, Robert C. Buell, John R. Driscoll and Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to regulate the sale and use of fireworks. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Public Safety -SJ67A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ170; 6/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Public Safety -SJ577; SENATE-No further report from committee.

S 982 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palumbo, Michael W. Morrissey, Gilbert L. Steward, Jr., and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to further regulate the registration of antique or classic motor vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/18-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ499; 5/19-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ560; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 983 Petition of Robert C. Buell, James Gillis and Ted Damko for legislation relative to the definition of a school bus. 1/1-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred.
S 984 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palumbo and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to provide distinctive license plates for motor vehicles owned by certain persons. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ284; 4/13-SENATE-Report accepted -SH294-295.

S 985 Petition of Paul D. Harold and William R. Keating for legislation to provide that distinctive "veteran" and "prisoner of war" number plates may be issued for use on leased vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ286; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ290; 4/14-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ307; 6/8-SENATE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new text adopted; Postponed to the next session -SJ502; 6/16-SENATE-Passed to be engrossed -SJ630; 6/18-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ872; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ885; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ896; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ914; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1003; 7/1-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ1022; 12/28-SENATE-Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor -SJ1604; 6/29-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ1604; 7/15/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 336 Acts.

S 986 Petition of Paul D. Harold and Marilyn Hanabury for legislation to require the posting of identification numbers on homes, condominium complexes and business establishments. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

S 987 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Joseph R. Harold, Charles A. Tootey, Dominick Genetti, Gordon Crosby and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to provide distinctive license plates for survivors of the Pearl Harbor attack. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ284-285; 4/13-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ295.

S 988 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation to regulate the operation of motor vehicles by persons operating or owning motor vehicles used in violation of the narcotics laws. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5740.

S 989 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Robert A. Havern, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Robert L. Hedlund, Christopher M. Lane, Robert C. Buell, Edward P. Kirby, Paul D. Harold and Larry F. Giordano for legislation relative to motor vehicle laws and motor vehicle emissions standards. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 990 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to provide for an assessment of the effects of police consolidation, so-called, upon the municipalities currently under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan police. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ604.

S 991 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Robert A. Havern, Robert L. Hedlund, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Peter I. Blute and other members of the General Court for legislation relative to the operation of motor freight carriers on and off the national network. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 992 Petition of James P. Jajuga for legislation to require insurance coverage for sprinkler fitter contractors. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

S 993 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation relative to school bus driver applications. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 994 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, Edward M. Merrick, Jr., Brian S. Dempson and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to repeal certain fees for police cadets. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 995 Petition of James P. Jajuga, James M. Barry, Larry F. Giordano, Paul L. Doherty and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to crime reports and statistics. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ285; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 996 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Kevin M. Burke and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to create a division of investigative services within the Department of Public Safety. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ68A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 997 Petition of James P. Jajuga, the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, by Paul L. Doherty, executive director, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E.
Shannon, Brian S. Dempsey, Larry F. Giordano and James M. Barry for legislation to regulate the issuance of firearm identification cards. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5717.

S 998 Petition of James P. Jajuga and the Fire Chiefs Association of Massachusetts, by C. E. Skinner, for legislation relative to fire departments and fire districts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ285; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 999 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Michael W. Morrissey, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan for legislation relative to high speed pursuits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5718.

S 1000 Petition of William R. Keating, Paul D. Harold, John F. Cox, James T. Brett, Louis L. Kafka, Michael W. Morrissey and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to create a statewide system of crime laboratories. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ285; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1001 Petition filed at the request of Norm Morris for legislation relative to motor vehicle plates for veterans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ285; 4/13-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ295.

S 1002 Petition filed at the request of Amos M. Robinson for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to establish an army reserve motor vehicle registration plate. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

S 1003 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Paul D. Harold, Michael W. Morrissey, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to control the transportation of hazardous materials in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/18-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ499; 5/19-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ560; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1004 Petition of Edward M. Merrick, Jr., John P. Flynn and William R. Keating for legislation to authorize police officers to make arrests for motor vehicle violations outside their jurisdiction. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ286; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ295; 4/14-SENATE-Read second; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ630-309; 4/27-SENATE-Postponed to May 4 -SJ54; 5/4-SENATE-Pending motion to lay on the table the negative - 3 YEAS to 31 NAYS; Ordered to a third reading; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ399-400; 5/6-SENATE-Postponed to May 13 -SJ424; 5/18-SENATE-Pending motion to reconsider negative -SJ1508; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1005 Petition of Edward M. Merrick, Jr., John P. Flynn and William R. Keating for legislation relative to the procedure for the recording and disposition of citation books issued to police officers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1006 Petition of Edward M. Merrick, Jr., John P. Flynn and William R. Keating for legislation relative to special railway police. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ148; 4/9-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ234; 4/13-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ295.

S 1007 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to alien gun permits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5717.

S 1008 Petition of William R. Keating, William C. Galvin and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to require the installation of sprinkler systems in certain buildings occupied by elderly persons. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 4/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ311; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1009 Petition of William R. Keating, William C. Galvin, Michael W. Morrissey and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to further regulate the installation of smoke detectors. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Committee reported ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ285; 4/13-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ295.

S 1010 Petition of William R. Keating and Louis L. Kafka for legislation relative to the registration of antique automobiles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/18-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ499; 5/19-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ560; 12/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ148; 1/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be
S 1017 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to
authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to appoint
a task force to explore the use of special license
plates in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to
the committee on Public Safety -SJ10A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/9-Senate-Report accepted -SJ577.

S 1018 Petition of Richard H. Shire and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to require persons operating
public transportation vehicles to submit to periodic
urine or blood tests to determine the presence of
controlled substances. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the
committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Consulted -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 4/9-Senate-No report from committee.

S 1019 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to
the registration of motor vehicles used to transport
handicapped persons. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the
committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/9-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ284; 4/13-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ294; 4/23-House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ350; 4/27-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; House-No further action taken.

S 1020 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to
authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to appoint
a task force to explore the use of special license
plates in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to
the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/9-Senate-Report accepted -SJ577.

S 1021 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation relative
to motor vehicles display light equipment. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/9-Senate-Report accepted -SJ577.

S 1022 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Robert C.
Buell for legislation to provide that persons obtaining
drivers licenses shall be required to answer questions
regarding knowledge of laws on drinking and driv-
ing. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/9-Senate-Report accepted -SJ577.

S 1023 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to boiler inspections. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1024 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the fee assessed for the registration of
motorized bicycles. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the
committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Consulted -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ148; 4/9-Senate-Report accepted -SJ577.

S 1025 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the gathering of motor vehicle accident
statistics in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/9-Senate-Report accepted -SJ577.

S 1026 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the issuance of licenses for taxicab
drivers. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on
Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; 6/1-Senate-Report accepted -SJS76.

S 1027 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the issuance of licenses for taxicab
drivers. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on
Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; 6/1-Senate-Report accepted -SJS76.

S 1028 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the issuance of licenses for taxicab
drivers. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on
Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; 6/1-Senate-Report accepted -SJS76.

S 1029 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the issuance of licenses for taxicab
drivers. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on
Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; 6/1-Senate-Report accepted -SJS76.

S 1030 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the issuance of licenses for taxicab
drivers. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on
Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; 6/1-Senate-Report accepted -SJS76.

S 1031 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legis-
lation relative to the issuance of licenses for taxicab
drivers. 1/1-SENATE-Referral to the committee on
Public Safety -SJ69A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ221A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; 6/1-Senate-Report accepted -SJS76.
Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation relative to motor vehicle number plates. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/9-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ128; Senate-No report from committee.

Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to prohibit passengers on motorcycles and motorcycle sidecars under the age of seven. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ322; 5/6-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ421; 5/11-Senate-Report accepted -SJ457.

Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to establish a crime laboratory in Hampden County. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 7/28-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass, with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1674; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 9/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1674) pending; Rules suspended; Read second; New draft substituted, see S1674-SJ1305-1306.

Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to provide for additional training of law enforcement officers. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ70A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/18-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 5/19-House-Concurred -HJ311; Senate-No report from committee.

Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to restructuring law enforcement training in the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 7/28-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass, with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1674; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ322; 5/6-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1674) pending; Rules suspended; Read second; New draft substituted, see S1674-SJ1305-1306.

Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to restructurin law enforcement training in the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5740.

Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to regulating alcohol use by minors. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/9- Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 5/19-House-Concurred -HJ560; Senate-No report from committee.

Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to prohibit public persons from using public places for the purpose of demonstrating or flogging persons. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ221; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -HJ223A; Senate-No report from committee.

Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the pre-inspection of motor vehicles by the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/9-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ128; 4/13-House-Concurred -HJ311; Senate-No report from committee.

Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to the issuance of special license plates for Vietnam veterans. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to regulate motor vehicle pursuits by police officers. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ228; 4/13-Senate-Report accepted; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ297; 4/14-Senate-Postponed to April 28 -SJ108; 5/4-Senate-Pending motion to reconsider acceptance of the adverse report of the committee prevailed; Recommitted to the committee on Public Safety -SJ400-401; 8/13-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJs458; 6/4-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 8/8-Senate-Postponed to June 13 -SJs64; 6/16-Senate-Postponed to June 23 -SJ614; 6/19- Senate-Postponed to the next session -SJ1007; 7/8-Senate-Report accepted -SJs1066-1067.

Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to prohibit the use of social security numbers on Massachusetts drivers licenses and identification cards. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 5/19-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ458; 6/4-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 8/8-Senate-Postponed to June 13 -SJs64; 6/16-Senate-Postponed to June 23 -SJ614; 6/19- Senate-Postponed to the next session -SJ1007; 7/8-Senate-Report accepted -SJs1066-1067.

Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to prohibit the use of social security numbers on Massachusetts drivers licenses and identification cards. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 5/19-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ458; 6/4-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 8/8-Senate-Postponed to June 13 -SJs64; 6/16-Senate-Postponed to June 23 -SJ614; 6/19- Senate-Postponed to the next session -SJ1007; 7/8-Senate-Report accepted -SJs1066-1067.

Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to prohibit the use of social security numbers on Massachusetts drivers licenses and identification cards. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ71A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/9-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ286; 5/19-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ458; 6/4-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 8/8-Senate-Postponed to June 13 -SJs64; 6/16-Senate-Postponed to June 23 -SJ614; 6/19- Senate-Postponed to the next session -SJ1007; 7/8-Senate-Report accepted -SJs1066-1067.
Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ498; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ370; 6/1-SENATE-Motion to substitute bill for the report of the committee pending; Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - 21 YEAS to 10 NAYS - SJ577-578; 1/16-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1779-S11525.

S 1037 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to require the use of helmets for bicycle riders and their passengers who are under the age of twelve. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ321; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ461; 5/18-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ504; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1038 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to regulate all-terrain vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5741.

S 1039 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to issue certain distinctive license plates. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

S 1040 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to clarify the authority of the Board of Fire Prevention Regulations in promulgating the Massachusetts Electrical Code. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

S 1041 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to reduce by fifty percent the motor vehicle license renewal fee for persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1042 Petition filed at the request of Stephen M. Edgell III for legislation to authorize the issuance of distinctive license plates for commercial vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ287; 4/13-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ311; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1043 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Daniel E. Bosley, Peter J. Larkin and Shaun P. Kelly for legislation to reimburse the town of Cheshire and the city of Pittsfield for the cost incurred in complying with certain requirements of the Board of Fire Prevention. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ287; 4/13-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ311; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1044 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Safety to issue a sprinkler system contractor's license to Edward H. Greene of Pittsfield. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ71A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1045 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation relative to registration plates for pick-up trucks for prisoners of war. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

S 1046 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide for the issuance of special license plates for calls or volunteer firemen. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

S 1047 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Odessa A. Daoust for legislation to strengthen the fire safety code by requiring fire drills in senior centers. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ285; 4/13-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Public Safety - SJ297; 5/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ498; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ570; 6/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ579; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1048 Petition of Richard R. Tisci for legislation to provide for automatic sprinklers in horse stables. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ285; 4/13-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ295.

S 1049 Petition of Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Robert C. Buell and Paul C. Casey for legislation to provide for voluntary identification cards for persons under eighteen years of age. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ285; 4/13-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ295.

S 1050 Petition of Eving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to clarify installation of automatic sprinkler systems. 1/1-SENATE-Submitted to the committee on Public Safety - SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5744.

S 1051 Petition of Robert D. Welch for legislation to exempt motor vehicles over ten years old from the certificate of title requirements. 1/1-SENATE-
S 1052 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to define "farmer" for the purpose of operation and registration of vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

S 1053 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to establish a specified fund and granting authority for additional fees accumulated under the drunk driving laws. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ286; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ455; 5/11-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ455; 6/8-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ600; 6/11-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ851; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ867; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ949; 7/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ965; 7/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1062. 7/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 128 Acts.

S 1054 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to authorize and direct the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to seek a certain waiver for town employees while operating certain municipal vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 4/9-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ286; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ295.

S 1055 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to ensure enhanced compliance with the elevator safety code and public safety laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5745.

S 1056 Petition of Michael J. Barrett and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to make technical corrections in the law relative to the protection of pensions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

S 1057 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation relative to employee status in the Department of Social Services. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1058 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to provide small business access to public pension fund deposits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

S 1059 Petition filed at the request of Ross Rajotte for legislation to provide employment preference to veterans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1060 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to retirement benefits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

S 1061 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to civil service examination fees for veterans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1062 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to the employment status of veterans' agents. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1063 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to civil service examination fees for veterans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1578 -SJ493.

S 1064 Petition of Walter J. Boverini, Timothy F. O'Leary, Sally P. Kerans, Henri S. Rauschenbach and Brian P. Lees for legislation to modify the supervision of investment of retirement funds. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1578 -SJ493.

S 1065 Petition of Robert C. Buell and Bruce E. Tarr that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the portability, so-called, of retirement benefits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

S 1066 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palmuro and Bruce E. Tarr that provision be made for an investigation and study by the Retirement Law Commission relative to the impact of encouraging early retirement for state, county and municipal employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1067 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation to further regulate public employee retirement laws. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1068 Petition of Michael C. Creddon for legislation relative to creditable service for retirement from the Department of Defense overseas dependent schools. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A;
Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

S 1069 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation relative to pensions for elected clerks of the Superior Court and elected Registers of Probate. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1070 Petition of Martin J. Dunn for legislation to regulate certain retirement allowances. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

S 1071 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts, by Robert B. McCarthy, president, and Robert A. Durand for legislation to further regulate civil service in the determination of firefighter seniority. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1072 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Geoffrey D. Hall for legislation relative to mandatory seven weeks training courses at the Massachusetts Fire Academy for appointed fire fighters. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1073 Petition of Paul D. Harold, William R. Keating and Kathleen Kelley for legislation to improve retirement benefits for veterans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

S 1074 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to further regulate the appointment of state police officers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1075 Petition of Robert A. Havern and Sally P. Kerans for legislation relative to pension investments. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1076 Petition of Robert L. Hieland for legislation to restrict participation in the state retirement system for newly elected officials. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

S 1077 Petition of James P. Jajuga and Brian S. Dempsey for legislation relative to the annual determination of cost-of-living adjustments. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ73A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

S 1078 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo, Edward M. Merrick, Jr., and Larry F. Giordano for legislation relative to reduction in grade for public safety employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1079 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Douglas W. Petersen, Patricia D. Jehlen, Carol C. Cleven and Louis L. Kafka for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to vest the power of appointment and confirmation of certain judicial officers in the Governor. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ59A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ390; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -HJ442; 5/5-SENATE-Called for reconsideration in the joint session -SJ415; 1/493-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

S 1080 Petition of James P. Jajuga for legislation to authorize the appointment of Joseph Norbert Liberty, Jr., to the state police, notwithstanding the maximum age requirements. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

S 1081 Petition of James P. Jajuga, James Barry, Larry F. Giordano, Paul L. Doherty and Paul E. Caron for legislation relative to the order of civil service eligibility lists. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

S 1082 Petition of James P. Jajuga, the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, by Paul L. Doherty, executive director, Brian S. Dempsey, Larry F. Giordano, James M. Barry and Paul E. Caron for legislation to authorize cities and towns to exercise local preference in hiring certain members for police and fire departments. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1083 Petition of James P. Jajuga, the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, by Paul L. Doherty, executive director, Brian S. Dempsey, Larry F. Giordano, James M. Barry and Paul E. Caron for legislation to authorize an early retirement incentive for police officers and firefighters employed prior to January first, nineteen hundred and seventy-five. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1084 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Thomas G. Palumbo and Edward M. Merrick, Jr., for legislation relative to involuntary retirements. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

S 1085 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Edward M. Merrick, Jr., John P. Flynn, Brian S. Dempsey, Thomas G. Palumbo, Larry F. Giordano, James M. Barry and Paul R. Haley for legislation relative to survivor benefits of certain public safety employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/14-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the
S 1086 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to county retirement board advisory councils. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

S 1087 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to provide retirement credits for military service. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

S 1088 Petition of Sandy Felder and William R. Keating for legislation to place certain correctional employees in Group 4 of the contributory retirement system. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

S 1089 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to provide a credit in the teachers' retirement system for services rendered in the United States territory of Guam. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

S 1090 Petition filed at the request of Patrick A. Alessi for legislation relative to the conduct of public officials and employees. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

S 1091 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Richard R. Tisei, Charles E. Shannon, Matthew J. Amorello and Nancy Achin Sullivan for legislation to deprive a convicted state, county, municipal or other employee from receiving any retirement benefits upon conviction of a crime related to his employment. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

S 1092 Petition of David H. Locke, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to prohibit the transfer of any county, city or town retirement funds to the state employee retirement system. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

S 1093 Petition of David H. Locke for legislation to provide that judges rendering judicial services on recall shall be entitled to receive a pension based on their salary as a recall judge. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ74A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

S 1094 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the civil service tenure of John T. Bowen. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1095 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation relative to the certification and appointment of Wilfred P. Suozzo as a police officer. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1096 Petition of Patricia McGovern and James R. Miceli (by vote of the town) for legislation relative to the reduction in rank for certain public employees in the town of Tewksbury. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1579 -SJ493.

S 1097 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to authorize the Teachers' Retirement Board to grant certain retirement benefits to the surviving spouse of Robert E. Kelley. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

S 1098 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to payment of interest on the accounts of teachers and school administrators with the public school system who are employed for less than five years. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

S 1099 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to the inclusion of certain call firefighters into the retirement system. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

S 1100 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to civil service residency requirements for members of the Armed Forces. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1101 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach, Daniel E. Bosley, Thomas S. Cahir, John C. Klimm, Eric Turkington and Edward A. Denton for legislation to increase the disability retirement of certain call or volunteer firefighters and reserve police officers. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 12/SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1479; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1102 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Kathleen Kelley for legislation to provide creditable service for sabbatical leaves. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/20-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1581 -S1517.

S 1103 Petition filed at the request of Elsie Fetterman for legislation to include monies paid to Elsie Fetterman for the purposes of a retirement allowance. 1/1/SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.
S 1104 Petition filed at the request of Joseph A. Keohan for legislation to provide creditable service to Joseph A. Keohan for service rendered at the University of Massachusetts. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ175A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1105 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish a program to allow employees of the Commonwealth to borrow against their accumulated contributions to the retirement system for use as the down payment on a home. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ175A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

S 1106 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to dependent care for public employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ175A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1107 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to members of police departments at state universities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ175A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1108 Petition filed at the request of Dennis D. Kuzia for legislation relative to the educational prerogatives of police officers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ175A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1109 Petition filed at the request of Dennis D. Kuzia for legislation relative to the qualifications of municipal police officers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1110 Petition of Richard R. Tisei for legislation to further regulate the conduct of certain public officials and employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

S 1111 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and William F. Cass for legislation relative to the last survivor allowance of the public employee retirement system. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

S 1112 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and William F. Cass for legislation to provide that all income earned by teachers in the performance of their duties be credited for retirement purposes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1113 Petition of William F. Cass and Richard R. Tisei for legislation relative to retirement benefits of certain teachers whose positions were eliminated by budget constraints. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1114 Petition of Timothy R. Bardswit, Robert D. Wetmore, Patrick F. Landers III and Mary E. Cleveland for legislation to establish a job action complaint board for certain state employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

S 1115 Petition of Sandy Felder, Robert D. Wetmore and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation relative to civil service tests for correctional counselors. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1116 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to Group 2 retirement for certain employees of county correctional facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

S 1117 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to place certain correctional employees in Group 4 of the contributory retirement system. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

S 1118 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to give priority in hiring to disabled veterans. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1119 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to protect demoted public employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ493; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1120 Petition of Sandy Felder and W. Paul White for legislation to allow employee collective bargaining representatives to have access to members' social security numbers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

S 1121 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to direct the State Board of Retirement to make payment to the family of Howard F. Williams. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

S 1122 Petition of W. Paul White and Kathleen Kelley, for legislation to provide that certain teachers shall be credited with service to non-public schools. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ176A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/20-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1582 -SJ517.

S 1123 Petition of W. Paul White and Mary Burke for legislation to provide certain retirement benefits for
Michael H. Brugman, an inspector II (Investigator) of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ76A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5922.

S 1124 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to the retirement allowances of former state police officers injured on account of accidental disability. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ76A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5922.

S 1125 Petition of W. Paul White and Fred A. Bickford for legislation relative to survivor benefits for Group 4 employees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5921.

S 1126 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to recognize Stephen J. Ridge of Boston as the son of a police officer killed in performance of his duty for the purposes of the civil service eligibility list. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-SENATE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Concurred H3810.

S 1127 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello and Arthur E. Chase for legislation to require that all newly established agencies, boards and commissions be subject, every six years, to a "sunset review" and to delay further funding until the completion of the review. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5620.

S 1128 Petition of Peter J. Blute, Matthew J. Amorello and Arthur E. Chase for legislation to provide for the privatization of the Hynes Convention Center Authority. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5620.

S 1129 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to make regulatory agencies more accountable to the public. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5620.

S 1130 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to provide for legislative oversight of the executive appointment process. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5620.

S 1131 Petition of Michael J. Barrett and Mary Jane Gibson for legislation to establish a special commission on government operations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5620.

S 1132 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation relative to the establishment of continuing oversight private sector (COPS) committees. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5620.

S 1133 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to review and make recommendations concerning general statutes, guidelines, rules and practices pertaining to standards of ethics and avoiding conflict of interest, as well as appearance of such, by public officials. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H6129.

S 1134 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Lawrence B. Morse for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Works to sell and convey a certain parcel of land to Bruce A. Erickson. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ349; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1135 Petition of Louis P. Bortonazzi for legislation relative to certain procurements by cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H6128.

S 1136 Petition of Paul C. McNally, Charles DeRosa and Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation to further regulate the awarding of construction contracts by the Boston Water and Sewer Commission. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5621.

S 1137 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to the adoption or repeal of regulations by certain agencies. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Concurred H3809.

S 1138 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation to establish a department of veterans' affairs and benefits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5620.

S 1139 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Bruce E. Tarr, William Raftor, Jeffrey Zager and John Giacolone for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey certain land in the city of Gloucester to said city. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ77A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ337; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1140 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palumbo and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to further regulate the uniform procurement process. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H6128.

S 1141 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to the disposition of certain state owned property at "Elm Bank" so-called in the towns of Dover and Wellesley. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee
on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ563; 8/6-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJs1210-1211; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 1142 Petition of Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to establish an office of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination in the city of Worcester. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1143 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to authorize and direct the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife to convey certain land in the town of West Bridgewater to Gerald P. Kelleher of Brockton. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/28-SENATE-Convened to a study order, see H5730.

S 1144 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to clarify the authority of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire land and buildings for the new court facilities in Lawrence. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE-Convened by HJ307; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ337; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1145 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to clarify the authority of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire land and buildings for new court facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE-Convened by SJ177 and HJ306; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ337; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1146 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to provide for emergency repairs in county courthouses. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE-Convened by SJ177; HJ1790 and HJ3805; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ337; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1147 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations and various cities and towns in the Commonwealth to grant certain easements to the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ339; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ399.

S 1148 Petition of Michael C. Creedon and Lucile P. Hicks for legislation relative to library state aid waivers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ444; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1149 Petition of Robert A. Durand for legislation to authorize the acceptance of concurrent jurisdiction over federal lands. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5730.


S 1151 Petition of Jane M. Swift for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit annual sessions of the General Court to a period of seven months. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ103; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - SJ364; 4/29-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - HJ409; 5/11-SENATE-Called for consideration in the joint session - SJ458; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received - HJ510; 1/4/93-Joint-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule D) with no action taken on this matter - SJ1625.

S 1152 Petition of Robert A. Durand, the Massachusetts Municipal Association, by Reginald Stazuckinsky, president, Jeffery J. Hayward, Janet W. O'Brien, William F. Cass and Thomas S. Cahir for legislation relative to procurement procedures in local government. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

S 1153 Petition of Paul D. Harold and Edward G. Connolly for legislation to direct the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority to establish "lifecycle rates", so-called, for senior citizens and handicapped persons within the authority's district. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ337; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1154 Petition of Paul D. Harold and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation relative to the granting of certain easements in the city of Quincy. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ230A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass.
and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ139; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ399.

S 1155 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Christopher M. Lane and other members of the General Court (for list of petitioners, see printed bill) for legislation to further regulate the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ230A-231A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 7/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6011.

S 1156 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to authorize the deputy commissioner of capital planning and operations to extend the lease of a certain parcel of land in the town of Weston to the Francis Ouimet Caddie Scholarship Fund, Inc. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ139; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ346; 5/4-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ399.

S 1157 Petition of Robert A. Havern and Charles Lyons for legislation to increase the amount of bonds authorized to be issued by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 7/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6011.

S 1158 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations, in consultation with the Metropolitan District Commission, to convey a certain parcel of land in the city of Cambridge. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

S 1159 Petition of Robert J. Fanning, Robert Spinney and Robert A. Havern for legislation relative to the powers and duties of the Department of Labor and Industries. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

S 1160 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks for legislation to require notification of changes in dates of certain filing deadlines. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

S 1161 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain property in the town of Carlisle. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1337; 9/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1305; 10/1-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1207; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1162 Petition of Lucille P. Hicks for legislation to require public buildings to install disposal facilities for feminine hygiene devices in their toilet facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged by the committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1163 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey, Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation relative to the uniform procurement act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

S 1165 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Attorney General, and William R. Keating for legislation to further revise the conflict of interest laws. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

S 1166 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobni for legislation to limit access to public records. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 3/1-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ445; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ994; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1004; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1167 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka and Daniel J. Valianti for legislation relative to surplus motor vehicles owned by the state or state authorities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1337; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1168 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to act in cooperation with the Department of Correction and the various county sheriffs to purchase or lease modular floating jails. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

S 1169 Petition of Edward P. Kirby that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General...
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Court) relative to providing greater efficiency in state government. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ231A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Filed H3810.

S 1170 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation relative to notices of meetings of governmental bodies in cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Filed a study order, see H5620.

S 1171 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to regulate the use of state automobiles. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Filed a study order, see H6120.

S 1172 Petition of Brian P. Lees and Thomas M. Petroletti for legislation to require the commissioner of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to notify local officials before the final siting of a county jail or correctional facility. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Filed a study order, see H6129.

S 1173 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation relative to statements of financial interests filed by public officials and public employees, to grant access to the records of the General Court to the Inspector General, and to provide for the establishment of a division to investigate and prosecute political corruption. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 1/1-HOUSE-Filed a study order, see H6129.

S 1174 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Matthew J. Amorello and Nancy Achin Sulley for legislation to provide access to the records of the General Court to the Inspector General. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Filed a study order, see H5620.

S 1175 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Jane M. Swift, Richard R. Tisei, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello and Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to provide for legislative oversight in the setting of state regulations of executive agencies in compliance with legislative intent. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Filed a study order, see H5620.

S 1176 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to provide for emergency repairs in court houses. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE-Filed S1146-J337.

S 1177 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to clarify the authority of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire land and buildings for new court facilities. 1/1-SENATE-Filed to the committee on State Administration -SJ80A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am*; 6/3-SENATE-Filed an order, see S1584; 6/23-SENATE-Filed a dischargeto the committee on Senate Rules -SJ1663; SENATE-Filed a report from committee.
S 1185 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations and the Metropolitan District Commission to grant an easement over certain park land in the city of Medford to Algonquin Gas Transmission Company. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/11-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1446; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ570; 6/1-Senate-Report accepted -SJ576.

S 1186 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson and Gloria L. Fox for legislation relative to the formation of the Blue Hill regional development corporation. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/12-House-Appointed a special order, see H6130.

S 1187 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson and Gloria L. Fox for legislation relative to the redevelopment of certain state-owned property at the Boston State Hospital grounds. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 10/1-House-Appointed a special order, see H6130.

S 1188 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Robert A. Durand, Frederick E. Berry and Paul D. Harold for legislation relative to the registration of voters at offices of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; Senate-Report from Committee.


S 1190 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Edward B. Teague III for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain premises in Nickerson State Park to the Cape Cod Repertory Theatre Company, Inc. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/23-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ339; 4/27-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ347, 5/4-Senate-Report accepted -SJ399.

S 1191 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by requiring accounts of energy management services. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/7-House-Appointed a new draft, see H5594.

S 1192 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Barbara Hilt for legislation to improve the efficiency of state government. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/3-House-Appointed H3810.

S 1193 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to provide that fees and payments made to boards of registration and the Registry of Motor Vehicles shall be appropriated for the payment of expenses and services of those agencies. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-House-Appointed a special order, see H5620.

S 1194 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to exempt state employees who provide academic counseling services in an educational institution of the Commonwealth from certain provisions of the conflict of interest law. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/11-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1445; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648. No further action taken.

S 1195 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the establishment of affordable housing for faculty, staff and students at public institutions of higher education. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/23-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ337; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1196 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation relative to the fair market value of services delivered by government agencies. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/12-House-Appointed a special order, see H5620.

S 1197 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to exempt state employees who provide academic counseling services in an educational institution of the Commonwealth from certain provisions of the conflict of interest law. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ81A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/23-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ339; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648. No further action taken.

S 1198 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Daniel E. Bosley and Shaun P. Kelly for legislation to require the open and accountable acquisition and disposition of real property by state authorities. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-House-Appointed H1593.

S 1199 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Daniel E. Bosley and Shaun P. Kelly for legislation to require the Board of Commissioners of the Dalton Fire District to convey certain land in the town of Windsor to the Commonwealth through its Division of Capital Planning and Operations. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/23-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ339; 4/27-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ347; Senate-Report accepted -SJ3401.

S 1199 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to competitive bids for certain public works projects. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date...
S 1206 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain land situated in the East Mountain State Forest in the town of Great Barrington. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/28-House accompanied a study order, see H5730.

S 1201 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Peter J. Larkin for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey the William Russell Allen House in the city of Pittsfield. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/23-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ339; 4/27-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ347; 5/4-Senate-Report accepted -SJ402.

S 1202 Petition filed at the request of Edward T. Gear for legislation to direct the printing of a certain logotype on checks issued by the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 4/23-Senate-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ339; 4/27-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ347; 5/4-Senate-Report accepted -SJ399.

S 1203 Petition of Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to clarify the uniform procurement procedures for cities, towns, districts and counties. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 10/1-House accompanied a study order, see H6128.

S 1204 Petition of Eugene A. L'Etoile, Lois M. Stearns, Carolyn B. Parenteau and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to preference in public works construction programs. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date May 23 am; 5/12-House accompanied a study order, see H5621.

S 1205 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the exemption of certain contracts from the uniform procurement act. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 10/1-House accompanied a study order, see H6128.

S 1206 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey certain land in the town of Wendell to Marion H. Herrick. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/23-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ337; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1207 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to require the holding of a public hearing prior to the promulgation of regulations by certain public agencies. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-House accompanied a study order, see H5620.

S 1208 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to require the secretaries of the executive offices to consult with executive officers in a city or town prior to acting on construction or expansion projects in said city or town. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/23-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ340; 4/27-House-Concurred -HJ366; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1209 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to notice to cities and towns of change of use of real property by the Commonwealth. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/28-House accompanied a study order, see H5730.

S 1210 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to establish an executive office of veterans affairs and benefits. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/12-House accompanied a study order, see H5620.

S 1211 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to authorize and direct the Department of Public Works to pay a sum of money to the town of Templeton in accordance with a memorandum of agreement between the town and the department. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ82A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/28-House accompanied a study order, see H5730.

S 1212 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to establish a department of veterans affairs and benefits. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ83A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ235A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1213 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to establish enterprise zones in Massachusetts. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Taxation -SJ83A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1214 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi and Rita A. Dauphinee for legislation relative to property taxes of persons seventy years of age or older. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Taxation -SJ83A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1215 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to exempt blind persons from the tax on meals. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Taxation -SJ83A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 25 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1216 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to provide for merchants' retention of a percentage of sales tax revenues collected. 1/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Taxation -SJ83A; 1/1-House-
Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1217 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi, Daniel J. Ranieri and Eugenio Corriuval for legislation to further regulate the payment of real estate taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1218 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham, Richard A. Voke, Steven Angelo, Edward G. Connolly, William G. Reinstein, Salvatore F. DiMasi, Edward J. Clancy, Jr., and other members of the General Court for legislation relative to the distribution of revenues accruing from the sale of lottery tickets. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means-SJ444; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1219 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation relative to the classification of property for taxation in cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1220 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation to exempt certain persons over the age of sixty-five from property tax payments. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.


S 1222 Petition of Robert C. Buell and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to conform certain provisions of the Commonwealth's tax laws to the federal code. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1223 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Forrester A. Clark, Jr., Richard Stern, Janis Stern and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to exempt "honor snack trays", so-called, from the tax on retail sales. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1224 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Thomas G. Palmubo and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to authorize a tax credit to purchasers of individual long term care insurance policies. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1225 Petition of Robert C. Buell and Thomas G. Palmubo for legislation to classify certain medical facilities as Class One residential property. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ83A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1226 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation to clarify the limited exemption from taxation of certain facilities for the treatment of mentally ill patients. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1227 Petition of Martin J. Dunn for legislation relative to income tax refunds due certain recipients of assistance programs administered by the Department of Public Welfare. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1228 Petition filed at the request of David Perlmutter for legislation to regulate the procedure for placing proposition two and one-half override questions on the ballot. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1229 Petition of Robert A. Durand, Steven Angelo and Geoffrey D. Hall for legislation to provide open space and housing funds in certain municipalities. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1230 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Steven Angelo for legislation to amend certain agricultural provisions of the sales tax law. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1231 Petition of Paul D. Harold, John P. Comer, Henry Bradley, William R. Keating, Stephen J. Kael and Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to further regulate the exemption from taxation of certain real and personal estate owned or held in trust for the benefit of certain incorporated war veteran organizations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1232 Petition of Paul D. Harold, William R. Keating and Brian P. Lees for legislation to reform the estate tax. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1233 Petition of Paul D. Harold, John P. Comer and Henry Bradley for legislation to require notice to veterans organizations prior to a levy of a certain excise tax. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1234 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation to establish the Massachusetts tourism fund and an excise on leases of motor vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1235 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation relative to the notification of delinquency in paying automobile excise taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-SJ84A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred-HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.
S 1236 Petition of Robert A. Havern, J. James Marzilli, Jr., and Mary Jane Gibson for legislation to provide tax exempt status for certain non-profit local corporations. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ84A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1237 Petition of Robert A. Havern, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Jane M. Swift and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to tax incentives for employers providing day care facilities and/or subsidies to their employees for the benefit of their dependents. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ84A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1238 Petition of Robert A. Havern and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to the collection of a tax assessment pending an application for abatement or appeal. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ84A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1239 Petition of Robert A. Havern, Frederick E. Berry, Robert A. Durand, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Jane M. Swift, Richard R. Tisel, Robert C. Buell and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ84A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 12/30-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1617; 12/30-House-Concurred -HJ1520; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1240 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to allow a deduction from state income taxes for commuters who purchase at least nine monthly commuter rail passes. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ84A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1241 Petition of Robert A. Havern and Charles Lyons for legislation to increase the cigarette excise to provide a method of funding life-line provision of services. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1242 Petition of Robert A. Havern and Charles Lyons for legislation to increase the hotel excise as a method of providing rate relief for the provision of life-line services. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1243 Petition of Robert A. Havern and Charles Lyons for legislation to establish a Boston Harbor cleanup fund to accept voluntary contributions made in conjunction with the filing of personal income taxes. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1244 Petition of Charles Lyons and Robert A. Havern for legislation to level fund local aid distributions.

S 1245 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to adopt the federal exemption level for the Massachusetts estate tax. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1246 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to provide relief from the Massachusetts capital gains tax. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1247 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to provide income tax relief. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1248 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Patricia A. Walrath, Pamela P. Resor, Nancy H. Evans, Patricia D. Jehlen, Carol C. Cleven, Edward L. Sweda, Jr., and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to increase the fee for licensing cigarette vending machines. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1249 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks for legislation relative to the submission of ballot questions by a local appropriating authority under the provisions of Proposition two and one-half, so-called. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1250 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks, Pamela P. Resor, Marie J. Parente and Nancy H. Evans for legislation to allow for the deduction from gross income of the amount of interest paid or accrued on indebtedness incurred for the purpose of investment. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1251 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks and Carol C. Cleven for legislation to provide income tax relief. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1252 Petition of William R. Keating, Louis L. Kafka, Michael W. Morrissey, Daniel J. Valante, William C. Galvin, Francis G. Mara, Kevin G. Honan and John F. Cox for legislation to establish an income tax deduction for each person in a household attending institutions of higher learning on a full time basis. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1253 Petition of William R. Keating, Michael W. Morrissey and John F. Cox for legislation to require tax stamps for dealers in controlled substances. 1/1-Senate-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ85A; 1/1-House-Concurred -HJ237A; Public hearing date Apr 7 am.
Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to require all non-federal tax expenditures to be limited to three years. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations, the taxation of forest, farm and recreation land. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations, the taxation of non-resident shareholders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations, the taxation of non-resident shareholders, the taxation of non-resident shareholders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of forest, farm and recreation land. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of forest, farm and recreation land. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the collection of the motor vehicle excise. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to tax hardship resulting from certain types of military service. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to provide assistance to low and moderate income property taxpayers. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating and John F. Cox for legislation relative to collection of the motor vehicle excise. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating and John F. Cox for legislation to provide an income tax credit for families caring at home for relatives who are elderly or victims of Alzheimer’s disease. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating and John F. Cox for legislation relative to the assessment of real estate taxes for surviving spouses and surviving minor children of correction officers killed in the line of duty. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating and John F. Cox for legislation relative to the assessment of real estate taxes for surviving spouses and surviving minor children of correction officers killed in the line of duty. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating and John F. Cox for legislation relative to the assessment of real estate taxes for surviving spouses and surviving minor children of correction officers killed in the line of duty. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to require all non-federal tax expenditures to be limited to three years. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations, the taxation of non-resident shareholders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations, the taxation of non-resident shareholders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations, the taxation of non-resident shareholders, the taxation of non-resident shareholders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to the taxation of non-resident shareholders of S corporations, the taxation of non-resident shareholders, the taxation of non-resident shareholders, the taxation of non-resident shareholders. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ86A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.
S 1273 Petition of Salvatore J. Re and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to failure by elderly persons to file or to pay income taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1274 Petition of Salvatore J. Re and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to provide a tax exemption for families caring for their elderly parents at home. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1275 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to adjust the rate of interest paid and received on late tax payments. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1276 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to increase the property tax exemption for persons over seventy years of age from five hundred to one thousand dollars. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1277 Petition of Robert P. Clark, Brian P. Lees and Mary S. Rogeness for legislation to exempt certain elderly persons from certain real estate tax increases. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1278 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to provide a limited income tax exemption for persons caring for mentally retarded family members. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1279 Petition of David H. Locke, Robert L. Hedlund, Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to prohibit the compulsory reassessment of cities and towns within a period of less than five years. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1280 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Jane M. Swift, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello, Henri S. Rauschenbach, Nancy Achin Sullivan and Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to increase the property tax exemption for certain persons over seventy years of age from five hundred to seven hundred and fifty dollars. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1281 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello, Lucile P. Hicks, Nancy Achin Sullivan and Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to provide for an income tax deduction for educational expenses. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1282 Petition of David H. Locke, Richard R. Tisei, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello and Nancy Achin Sullivan for legislation to provide deductions on personal income tax for expenses for public transportation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1283 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Jane M. Swift, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello, Henri S. Rauschenbach, Nancy Achin Sullivan and Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to increase guaranteed local aid by requiring that the cities and towns will in no event receive less than forty percent of the total revenues accruing from the sale of lottery tickets. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1284 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., for legislation to provide for tax credits for certain parents of disabled or retarded students. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ87A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1285 Petition of Patricia McGovern and James R. Miceli for legislation relative to proposition two and one-half, so-called. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1286 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation relative to energy conservation tax credits for small businesses. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1287 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson and Gloria L. Fox for legislation relative to low-income housing and rehabilitation tax credits. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1288 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to provide a tax exemption for interest earned on certain deposits in banking partnerships. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1289 Petition of Lois G. Pines and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to reform the estate tax. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1290 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to authorize the payment of tax liability in installments. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1291 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to provide for a taxpayer's bill of rights. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1292 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to improve the administration of the Department of Revenue. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on
S 1302 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation relative to the collection of disputed taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1294 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to amend the limitations period for assessing sales and use taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1295 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to provide a procedure for adjustment of estimated tax payments by corporations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1297 Petition of Lois G. Pines for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Revenue to settle tax liability cases for lesser amounts in certain cases. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1298 Petition of Lois G. Pines and David P. Magnani for legislation relative to the promotion of exports by small and medium-sized Massachusetts firms. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1299 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Thomas S. Cahir, William P. Nagle, Jr., Robert D. Hawke and Eric Turkington for legislation to provide for the inclusion of certain small farms within the Farmland Assessment Act. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1300 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to reduce the tax on Part A taxable income from twelve percent to ten percent. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1301 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to reduce the tax on the transfer of taxable estates of deceased residents. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1302 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to provide a deduction for moving expenses incurred by a taxpayer when relocating to the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ88A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1303 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation relative to tax assessments for land declared a water recharge zone. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1304 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation relative to the imposition of contributory pensions of other states. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1305 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish a state tax credit for individuals and corporations who make donations to institutions of higher education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1306 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to provide open space, housing and environmental capital project funds in certain cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1307 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to increase the estate tax exemption and credit and to allow for the deduction of certain administrative expenses. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1308 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to establish tax credits for the use of recycled materials generated and collected within the Commonwealth to corporations who use said materials as feedstock in a manufacturing process. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1309 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to prohibit an increase in real estate taxes for persons sixty-five years of age or older who have owned and resided in the same residence for a period of ten years or more. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1310 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to allow single family homeowners to deduct fifty percent of their water and sewer bill from their state income tax. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1311 Petition of Charles E. Shannon, Robert A. Durand, Frederick E. Berry, James P. Jajuga and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to prevent lead poisoning in children and providing for income tax credit grants. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1312 Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan, Robert C. Buell and Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to provide a tax credit for employee training and education. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/
S 1313 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to increase guaranteed local aid by requiring that cities and towns for the no event receive less than forty percent of the total revenues accruing from the sale of lottery tickets. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1314 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Odessa A. Daoust and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide an income tax exemption for families caring for their elderly relatives at a social day care center or senior health care center. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1315 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation relative to the taxation of vitamins. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1316 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to exempt food items presently exempt from the sales tax from the meals excise tax in certain situations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1317 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to extend reciprocity for tax purposes to the State of New York and former members of the New York state public pension system who reside in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ241A-242A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1318 Petition of Jane M. Swift and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation relative to the amount of interest governing overpayment and underpayment of taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ89A-90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A-242A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1319 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and William F. Cass for legislation relative to the deferral of water and sewer charges for certain persons sixty-five years of age and over. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1320 Petition of Richard R. Tisei, Robert C. Kekarian, Brian P. Lees, William F. Cass and Paul C. Casey for legislation to exempt certain handicapped persons from the sales and excise taxes on motor vehicles. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1321 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and Walter R. Reading for legislation relative to the collection of property taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1322 Petition of Richard R. Tisei and the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, by Richard E. Mastrangelo, senior vice president and general counsel, for legislation to provide for a sales tax exemption for mandated pollution control expenditures and devices. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1323 Petition of William M. Grant and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the taxation of certain non-profit associations. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1324 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to further regulate the wholesaler's mark-up on cigarettes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1325 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the classification and taxation of forest, agricultural, horticultural and recreational lands. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1326 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to further define agricultural production for sales tax purposes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1327 Petition of Ralph W. Semb and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the classification of valuation categories for real property in cities and towns. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1328 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to municipal override of certain property tax exemptions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1329 Petition of Henry and Cecilia Imbier and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the effects of the estate tax on certain farmland. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1330 Petition of Betty A. Davis, Karen G. Braden and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the taxation of certain land. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1331 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the collection of a sales tax from mail order companies. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.
S 1332 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to further regulate certain tax abatements. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ90A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1333 Petition of George W. Beeman, Richard W. Woodard and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the taxation of certain mobile homes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1334 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to clarify the tax credit for taxes paid to other jurisdictions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1335 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation to amend the limitation period for assessing sales and use taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1336 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to the collection of disputed taxes. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1337 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to the credit for income taxes paid to other jurisdictions. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1338 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and W. Paul White for legislation relative to the excise tax levied on each British Thermal Unit (BTU) of compressed natural gas. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1339 Petition of Michael J. Barrett for legislation to promote the quality of service provided by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ244A; Public Hearing date May 31 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1340 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation to clarify the authority of the Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission and cities and towns with respect to maintenance of runway clear zones at airports that are open to the public. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1444; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1341 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Geoffrey D. Hall for legislation to authorize the erection of a certain sign adjacent to Route 2 in the town of Harvard. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ244A; Public Hearing date May 31 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1342 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Michael W. Morrissey, Suzanne M. Burney and A. Stephen Iohn for legislation to direct the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority to install sound barriers in Quincy and Braintree. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ144; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1343 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to authorize and direct the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction to establish the transportation construction jobs program. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ244A; Public Hearing date May 31 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1344 Petition of Robert A. Havern and the Construction Industries of Massachusetts, by Patricia A. Mikes, director, for legislation to establish a mass transportation fund. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1444; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1345 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation to require the Secretary of the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction to report quarterly the activities of the Central Artery and Third Harbor Tunnel project. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported a new draft, see S155-1-1444.

S 1346 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to establishing a special commission on privatizing the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1220; 5/27-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10 -SJ553-554; 1/593-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1664; No further action taken.

S 1347 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation relative to the assessments of certain towns within the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority district. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ91A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ244A; Public Hearing date May 31 am*; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1348 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks and Pamela P. Resor for legislation relative to development of a study order, see H5659.

S 1349 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Charles E. Shannon, Jane M. Swift and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to exempt former prisoners of war from payment of parking meter fees. 1/1-SENATE-
Bill History — 1992

Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety - HJ198; 3/23-SENATE-Concurred - SJ169; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-SENA -T-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ349; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ217, 5/11-SENA -T-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ457; 5/12-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ508; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ329; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ494; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1350 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation to regulate financial assistance for the purchase of buses or vehicles used to transport school pupils. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*, 4/2-SENA -T-Discharged to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ240-241; 4/6-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ270; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

S 1351 Petition of Brian P. Lees for legislation to increase the requirements for licensing transportation vehicles and their operators carrying among their passengers for hire persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/30-SENA -T-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ220; 4/2-SENA -T-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ239; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ239; 4/9-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ300; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ319; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1352 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Robert A. DeLeo, William G. Reinstein, Thomas F. Birmingham and Emanual G. Serra for legislation to direct certain payments to cities and towns by the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/30-SENA -T-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ220; 3/26-SENA -T-Report accepted - SJ536.

S 1353 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Patricia A. Walrath, Michael J. Barrett, Kevin G. Honan, Peter A. Vellucci and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation relative to the granting of special permits for private landing areas. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/31-SENA -T-Committee recommended that the matter not be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ220; 4/7-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ226; 4/6-SENA -T-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ244; 4/7-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ257; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1354 Petition of Linda J. Meleconian for legislation relative to fees charged senior citizens by regional transit authorities. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

S 1355 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Nelson Merced, Alvin E. Thompson and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to provide for twenty-four hour service by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

S 1356 Petition of Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Byron Rushing for legislation to provide for the recycling of newspapers by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

S 1357 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to the operating budget of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

S 1358 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the siting of a second major airport in the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 3/30-SENA -T-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ129; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1359 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to authorize and direct the Department of Public Works to study and make recommendations relative to traffic congestion in the town of Palmer. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

S 1360 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Ruth W. Flaherty for legislation to regulate traffic devices known as Jersey barriers. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 3/31-SENA -T-Committee recommend -ed that the matter not be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ224; 4/7-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ226; 4/6-SENA -T-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ244; 4/7-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ257; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1361 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to authorize and direct the Department of Public Works to take over and maintain a section of Route 9 in West Brookfield. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

S 1362 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to make communities eligible for study grants when certain transportation facilities are proposed. 1/1-SENA -T-Referred to the committee on Transportation - SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -
S 1363 Petition of Arthur E. Chase, Matthew J. Amorello and Paul D. Harold for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to ban the imposition of unfunded state mandates on cities and towns unless enacted by a two-thirds vote, taken by yeas and nays, of each branch of the General Court. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ93A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/30-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ221; 3/30-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session -SJ1458; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ5510; 1/4-93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule 1) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

S 1364 Petition of Alan H. Rochette, Martin Goulet, Robert D. Wetmore and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Works to reimburse the town of New Braintree for roadway construction. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ93A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

S 1365 Petition of W. Paul White and M. Joseph Manning for legislation to authorize the Metropolitan District Commission to install traffic control signals in the town of Milton. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ93A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5576.

S 1366 Petition of W. Paul White and M. Joseph Manning for legislation relative to the installation of illuminating lights at Route 28 and Route 128 in the town of Randolph. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ93A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

S 1367 Petition of Robert A. Havern for legislation to repeal the provision that the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority make a payment to the Commonwealth in consideration of the debt issued in the year nineteen hundred and eighty-two. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1368 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Charles E. Shannon, Richard R. Tisci, Brian S. Dempsey and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to enforce the provisions of the growth revenues initiative petition of 1990. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1369 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to budgetary information supplied to the Legislature from the executive branch. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1370 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish a Massachusetts budget stabilization fund. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1371 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to provide for a five percent cap on the growth of expenditures in the general appropriation bill. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1372 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to require the Commonwealth to return forty percent of all new growth revenues to the cities and towns in fiscal years nineteen hundred and ninety-two and nineteen hundred and ninety-three. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1373 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to restrict bonding authorizations by the General Court and Governor. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1374 Petition of Erving H. Wall, Jr., that provision be made for the payment from the state treasury to the Massachusetts Homecoming Inc. to discharge a moral obligation. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1375 Petition of Grace G. Makepeace and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide relief to the town of Monson for damages caused by the storm of May twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and eighty-nine. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1376 Petition of W. Paul White that provision be made for the payment of a sum of money from the state treasury to the heirs of Anna L. Bunker. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1377 Petition of W. Paul White that provision be made for payment by the Commonwealth to certain persons to reduce the financial loss incurred by reason of the closing of Boston State College in January, 1982. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ95A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1378 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation relative to the maturities of bonds or notes issued by the South Essex Sewerage District. 1/6-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ343A; 1/9-SENATE-Rules suspended. Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ1; 1/10-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ4; Public Hearing date Jun 23 am*; 1/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ35; 1/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ41; 2/3-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended; read third and passed to engrossed -SJ46; 2/4-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspend- ed; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules
suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ66; 2/6-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ70; 2/6-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ75; 2/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 2 Acts.

S 1379 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham, William G. Reinstein and Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to establish a housing court for the cities of Chelsea and Revere. 1/14-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ7; 1/15-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ11; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1555-SJ462.

S 1380 Petition of William R. Keating (by vote of the town) for legislation relative to the membership of the finance committee and the appointment of a tree warden in the town of Easton. 1/16-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ12; 1/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ27; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SI137; 3/19-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ197; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ207; 3/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ239; 3/31-SENATE-Engrossed and Enacted -HJ246; 4/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 14 Acts.

S 1381 Text of the amendment (offered by Messrs. Tisi and Lane) to the House Bill establishing Congressional districts. 1/16-SENATE-Moved as a new text for H1993; Rejected - 12 YEAS to 21 NAYS -SJ535; 17; See H1993.

S 1382 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Jajuga and Ms. McGovern) to the House Bill establishing Congressional districts. 1/16-SENATE-Moved as a new text for H1993; Rejected - 14 YEAS to 17 NAYS -SJ19-20. See H1993.

S 1383 Text of the amendment (offered by Ms. McGovern) to the House Bill establishing Congressional districts. 1/19-SENATE-Moved as a new text for H1993; Rejected - 10 YEAS to 19 NAYS -SJ521-22. See H1993.

S 1384 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi and Richard Amour for legislation relative to fleet insurance. 1/6-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ343A; 1/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ14; 1/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ27; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/2-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1030; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1385 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi and Joanne Glanty for legislation to provide for informed consent and confidentiality regarding AIDS and HIV related tests. 1/9-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ11; 1/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ14; 1/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ27; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1386 Petition of Douglas Ashe and Louis P. Bertonazzi for legislation to provide distinctive license plates to members of the Jaycees. 1/6-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ343A; 1/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ14; 1/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ27; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1387 Petition of Albert G. Merkel and Robert D. Weitmore for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the rights of a citizen to bear arms. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -SJ72A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/21-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ330; 4/21-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ348.

S 1388 Petition filed at the request of Gus Skamarycz for legislation to eliminate the position of chief apiary inspector within the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture, 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Public Service -SJ75A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

S 1389 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey land in the town of Concord. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on State Administration -SJ79A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ337; 9/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1305; 10/8-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H5129; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1282; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1306; 12/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1336; 12/2-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 130, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 3231 - HJ1347; 12/2-SENATE-Engacted - 31 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1740-1471; 12/16-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 253 Acts.

S 1390 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit the property tax for persons over the age of sixty-five. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -SJ78A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred; Senate Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Engaged - YEAS 130, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 3231 - SJ458; 5/12-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SI939; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ444; 5/11-SENATE-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ458; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJS10; 1/4/93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SI625.

S 1391 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to segregate Highway Fund revenues from consolidated net surplus in operating funds of the Commonwealth. 1/1-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Transportation -SJ92A; 1/1-HOUSE-Concurred; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 4/13-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the
committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ291; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1392 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello and Arthur E. Chase for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate to provide that certain legislative proposals relative to state agencies be subject to “sunrise review” by the Senate committee on Ways and Means. 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ93A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1393 Petition of Louis P. Bertonazzi for the adoption of an order to amend the Joint Rules of the two branches to regulate legislative sessions, committee procedure and to carry over certain matters from the first to the second annual session. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ93A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1394 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks and Richard R. Tisei for the adoption of an order to amend the Joint Rules to provide that the name of each petitioner shall be printed on all bills filed. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ93A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1395 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello and Paul D. Harold for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate to provide that the name of each petitioner shall be printed on all bills filed. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ93A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1396 Petition of Brian P. Lees, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello and Paul D. Harold for the adoption of an order amending the Joint Rules to provide for the printing of petitioners on all legislation filed. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ93A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1397 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Amorello for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate concerning the procedure for discharging certain matters from the committee on Bills in the Third Reading. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ93A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1398 Petition of David H. Locke, Robert L. Hedlund, Charles E. Shannon and Arthur E. Chase for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate to provide for the abolition of the Senate committee on Steering and Policy. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ93A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1399 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane and Matthew J. Amorello for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate to provide that formal sessions of the Senate be open to television and radio broadcast. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1400 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Jane M. Swift, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Arthur E. Chase, Matthew J. Amorello and Nancy Achin Sullivan for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate relative to the contents of appropriations bills. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1401 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Jane M. Swift, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Arthur E. Chase, Matthew J. Amorello and Lucile P. Hicks for the adoption of an order relative to amending the rules of the Senate relative to the procedure for appointments to Senate committees and joint standing committees. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1402 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Jane M. Swift, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Amorello for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate relative to the appointment of members of the Senate committee on Ethics. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1403 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Jane M. Swift, Brian P. Lees, Christopher M. Lane, Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Amorello for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate to provide for roll call votes to determine the presence of a quorum. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1404 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Jane M. Swift, Richard R. Tisei, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Arthur E. Chase, Matthew J. Amorello and Nancy Achin Sullivan for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate to provide for a roll call vote on final passage of any tax legislation which has a revenue impact of more than five million dollars. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1405 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Amorello for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate concerning the vote required for discharging matters from further consideration by the Senate committees on Rules and Ways and Means. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1406 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Brian P. Lees, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, Matthew J. Amorello, Arthur E. Chase and Nancy Achin Sullivan for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate to provide for the listing of certain matters before the committee on Steering and Policy on the Senate calendar. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1407 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Robert L. Hedlund, Charles E. Shannon, Christopher M. Lane, and Matthew J. Amorello for the adoption of an order to amend the rules of the Senate relative to the vote required to suspend certain rules, and to approve recommendations of the committee on Rules to facilitate the business of the Senate. 1/1-SEnATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ94A; SENATE-No report from committee.
S 1408 Petition of Michael LoPresti, Jr., Michael J. Barrett and Robert A. Havern for the adoption of an order to amend the Joint Rules of the Senate and House of Representatives to expedite the legislative process and to allow for the orderly carry-over of matters engrossed in either branch. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ95A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1409 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for the adoption of an order to amend the Joint Rules of the two branches to permit the carry-over of business from the first to the second annual session of the General Court. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ95A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1410 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Shaun P. Kelly for legislation relative to the availability of House and Senate Journals to the state and regional libraries. 1/1-Senate-Referral to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ95A; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1411 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to the insolvency fund for worker's compensation benefits. 1/28-Senate-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ137; 1/30-House-Concurred - HJ59; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/21-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - S3229; 5/21-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefor a new draft, see S1588; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ52; 5/26-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1588) pending - SJ527; 5/27-Senate-Read second. Pending new draft substituted, see S1588 - SJ659-560.

S 1412 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill relative to a certain court officer of the Springfield District Court. 1/30-Senate-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H1003; Referred to the Senate Committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ141; 2/4-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Senate for the next session; Rules suspended. Substituted as a new text for H1003; See H1003-S170.

S 1413 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Havern) to the House Bill providing for an early retirement incentive program for state employees. 2/4-Senate, No. 1413, printed as amended; See H2000.

S 1414 Text of the Senate amendments to the House Bill providing for an early retirement incentive program for state employees. 2/4-Senate, No. 1413, printed as amended; See H2000.

S 1415 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Douglas W. Stoddart (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Natick to borrow money for removal of underground fuel storage tanks and related costs. 1/30-Senate-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; referred to the Committee on Local Affairs - SJ61; 2/3-House-Concurred - HJ63; 2/2-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ120; 3/3-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ117; 3/4-Senate-Read and passed to be engrossed - SJ117; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ119; 3/5-House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Senate for the next session - HJ130; 3/9-House-Read second; ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ137; 3/11-House-Enacted - HJ149; 3/12-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ139; 3/29-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 9 Acts.

S 1416 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting a report of the exercise of the pardoning power by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Governor's Council during the year nineteen hundred and ninety-one. 2/14-Senate-Read and sent to the House for its information - SJ62; 2/10-House-Read for information; and returned to the Senate - HJ72.

S 1417 Petition of Thomas F. Birmingham that provision be made for the payment of the state treasury to Burton W. Gerrig, Esquire. 1/21-Senate-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ29; 2/3-Senate-Rules suspended; referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ46; 2/4-House-Concurred - HJ65; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1418 Order (offered by Mr. LoPresti) relative to requiring the opinions of the Honorable the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court on an important question of law relative to "An Act providing for the
amissibility of the refusal to take a test for the chemical analysis of breath into evidence at criminal trials. 2/4-SENATE-Substituted, in part, for S717; 2/5-SENATE-Adopted -S168; 5/14-SENATE-For opinions, see S1576-SJ472.

S 1419 Bill relative to certain prescriptions. 2/12-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S411; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ79; 4/21-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1498; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ328; 4/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1498) pending -SJ336; 4/27-SENATE-Read second; New draft substituted, see S1498-SJ352.

S 1420 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 2/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H996; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for Tuesday, February 18, in accordance with the provisions of Senate Rule 27A; Motion to suspend Senate Rule 27A negatived - 19 YEAS to 13 NAYS -SJ84-86; 2/14-SENATE-Report 27A suspended; Motion to reconmmit to the Senate committee on Ways and Means with instructions YEA'S to 19 NAYS; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment rejected; Amendment adopted; Substituted, as amended, as a new text for H9996; See H9996 -SJ91-92.

S 1421 Petition of Martin J. Dunn and George Verelas for legislation to designate English as the official language of the Commonwealth. 1/6-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ343A; 2/12-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ79; 2/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ84; 3/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Administration -SJ118; 3/5-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ131; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ447; 5/9-3-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1634; No further action taken.

S 1422 Petition of James P. Jajuga for legislation to establish a pilot program for the exchange of needles. 1/6-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ344A; 2/12-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ82; 2/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ84; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ447; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ508; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1423 Petition of James P. Jajuga for legislation relative to retirement credit for service as school committee member. 1/6-SENATE-Substituted, in part, for S717; 2/5-SENATE-Adopted -S168; 5/14-SENATE-For opinions, see S1576-SJ472.

S 1424 Petition of James P. Jajuga and William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation relative to adjusted pensions or retirement allowances. 1/16-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ12; 2/12-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ82; 2/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ84; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ493; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ164; 6/22-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ660; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1425 Petition of Walter J. Boverini and Edward J. Clancy (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish the position of town administrator for the town of Nahant. 2/20-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ96; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ100; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ167; 3/24-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ174; 3/26-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ227; 3/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ239; 3/31-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ246; 4/1-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ251; 4/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ237; 4/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 13 Acts.

S 1426 Petition of W. Paul White and James P. Jajuga for legislation relative to the licensing of educational psychologists. 1/16-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ13; 2/14-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ93; 2/20-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ98; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1427 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to establish a landfill capping expense fund in the town of Dartmouth. 1/2-SENATE-Recommended to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ44; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ98; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ100-101; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1634; 4/1-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ174; 3/26-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ227; 3/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ239; 4/14-HOUSE-Bills in the Third Reading consecution substituted, see HJS30-HJ335.

S 1428 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to protect mentally ill persons. 2/13-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ84; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ97; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ101; SENATE-No report from committee.
S 1429 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to further regulate title insurance to title insurers. 1/15-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ10; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ97; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ101; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 6/23-SENATE-Completed a new draft, see S1643 -SJ1062.

S 1430 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the interest on pecuniary damages awarded in certain civil actions. 2/13-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ18; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ97-98; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ101; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1446; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ644; 6/22-SENATE-Postponed to July 6 -SJ660; 7/8-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1067.

S 1431 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation relative to the qualification and certification of inspectors of buildings, building commissioners and local inspectors. 1/30-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ142; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ98; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ101; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 3/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ220; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ522; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1534; 6/16-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ630; 6/18-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ873; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ885; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ915; 7/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment -S112002; 8/3-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1100; 8/6-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1213; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 168 Acts.

S 1432 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the display of lights on vehicles. 2/10-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ76; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ98, 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ101; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-SENATE-ACcompanied by S1029 and H5098; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1349; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ522; 5/26-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1535; 5/27-SENATE-Motion to reconsider pending, Postponed to the next session -SJ552; 6/14-SENATE-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ576; 6/8-SENATE-Laid on the table, on motion of Senator Buell -SJ603; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1433 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Douglas W. Stoddart (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Natick to adopt a certain actuarial funding schedule. 2/14-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ50; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ98; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ101; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/4-SENATE-Completed a new draft, see S1531 -SJ1388.

S 1434 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation relative to the disposition of state real property. 1/14-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ7; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ98-99; 2/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ101; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ444; 11/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1386; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1648; No further action taken.

S 1435 Bill to provide for the recycling of lead-acid motor marine vehicle batteries. 2/25-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S74, H2777, H3127, H3382; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ103; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1436 Order (offered by Mr. Rosenberg) relative to establishing a joint special committee for the purpose of advising the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives with respect to procedure of addressing matters pending before the General Court during the session beginning January first, nineteen hundred and ninety-three. 2/25-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ76; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ104; 3/19-SENATE-Bill ordered reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Adopted -SJ1164; HOUSE-No action taken.

S 1437 Petition of Lois G. Pines, Suzanne M. Bump, Daniel E. Bosley and Joseph C. Faherty for legislation relative to wage enforcement. 2/10-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ142; 2/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ134; 11/16-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1648; HJ101; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/4-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1648; 11/16-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ1648; HJ101; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/4-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1386; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1438 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation to designate a certain baseball field in the city of Somerville as the Frank Olivero, Jr., Baseball Field. 2/24-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ76; 2/25-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ104-105; 2/27-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1117; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1445; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ161; 6/16-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ631-632; 6/18-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ873; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ883; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1391; 12/16-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1403; 12/16-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1507; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 278 Acts.
S 1439 Fifteenth report of the Massachusetts Capital Resource Company (under Section 20 of chapter 816 of the Acts of 1977) relative to its activities for the period ending December 31, 1991. 3/3-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ115; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ128; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1440 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to workers compensation. 1/16-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ12; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ111; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ127; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

S 1441 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to high school graduation dates. 2/4-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ162; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ111; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ127; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5539.


S 1443 Petition of W. Paul White and M. Joseph Manning for legislation relative to police cadets. 2/20-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ96; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ111; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ127; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H9520.

S 1444 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to ensure the uniform application of taxation of mutual funds. 1/16-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ12; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ111; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ128; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1445 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to ensure uniform tax treatment of regulated investment companies and their shareholders. 1/27-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ36; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ111; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ128; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1446 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to provide tax assistance for certain disabled veterans. 2/10-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ76; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ111-112; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ128; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1447 Petition of William R. Keating and William C. Galvin for legislation relative to the disposition of certain state owned property at the so-called "Ponkapoag outdoor center" at the Blue Hills Reservation in the town of Canton. 1/16-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ113; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ111; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ127; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 6/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ528; 9/24-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1293-1294; 9/28-HOUSE-Read, and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1178; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendments pending -HJ1387; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1427; 12/28-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendments -SJ12; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Engrossed -YES 133, NAYS 0 (See Yes and No Vote Summary, No. 353); 1/14/93-HOUSE-Accompanied -35 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJs1602-1630; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 380 Acts.

S 1448 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to transportation infrastructure improvements. 2/27-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ108; 3/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ112; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ128; 5/4-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -HJ438; 5/5-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ416; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1449 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg, Carol C. Cleven, Daniel J. Valianti and James Marzilli for legislation to provide state funding of summer sessions and evening classes in public higher education institutions. 1/6-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ344A; 3/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ112; 3/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ131; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1450 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to regulate campaign contributions. 1/6-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ344A; 3/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Election Laws -SJ119; 3/5-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ131; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

S 1451 Petition of Frederick E. Berry for legislation to clarify the priority status of common expense items in condominiums. 3/4-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ118; 3/5-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -SJ120; 3/5-HOUSE-Concurred; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; Motion to postpone negative; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ132; 3/9-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ126-127; 3/9-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ142; 3/9-
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S 1452 Petition of David H. Locke (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the granting of an easement for a communication system in certain park land in the town of Wrentham. 3/9-Senate-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ124; 3/11-House-Enacted - HJ147; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/1-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ223; 4/2-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ239; 4/6-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ250; 4/9-House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ300; 4/13-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ319; 4/28-House-Read third. Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see HSS12-HJ396.

S 1457 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation authorizing the town of Marblehead to extend the lease of land at Devereux Beach Playground in exchange for construction of a building. 3/12-Senate-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ136; 3/16-House-Enacted - HJ195; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/1-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ223; 4/2-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ239; 4/6-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ250; 4/6-House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ269; 4/8-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ290; 4/13-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ319; 4/14-House-Enacted - 129 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 111] - HJ5311; 3/31-House-Passed to be engrossed; 4/14-Senate-Enacted - 30 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJ5313-311; 4/17-Governor-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 19 Acts.

S 1458 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation to validate the special town meeting of the town of Salisbury and to allow the town to amortize a portion of its deficit. 3/12-Senate-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ137; 3/16-House-Enacted - HJ195; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/23-Senate-Enacted - new draft, see SJ1511-SJ338.

S 1459 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation authorizing the town of Sherborn to permit the use of certain town land for a communication system. 3/12-Senate-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ137; 3/16-House-Enacted - HJ195; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/1-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ223; 4/2-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ239; 4/6-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ250; 4/9-House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ300.
4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ319; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third and passed to engross - HJ515; 5/13-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 135, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 131]-HJ531; 5/13-Senate-Enacted - 39 YEAS to 0 NAYS, Laid before the Governor - SJ546-487; 5/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter: 45 Acts.

S 1460 Bill relative to the health security plan. 3/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new bill to section 2, adopted. Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ137. 3/16-Senate-Substituted as a new draft for S424, Ordered to a third reading - SJ144; Senate-No further action taken.

S 1461 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 3/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new bill to section 2, adopted. Referred to the Senate committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ137. 3/16-Senate-Substituted as a new draft for S424, Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session - SJ144. 3/18-Senate-Ordered to a third reading - SJ145; Senate-No further action taken.

S 1462 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Chase) to the House Bill relative to the protection of the metropolitan water supply. 4/7-Senate-Moved as a new text for H397; Amendments pending and laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session - SJ257. 4/8-Senate-Motion to postpone until March 23 negatived - 8 YEAS to 17 NAYS; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session - SJ144. 3/16-Senate-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 11 YEAS to 19 NAYS; Substituted as a new text for H2935; See H2935 - SJ149-161.

S 1463 Text of the amendment (offered by Ms. Swift) to the House Bill relative to the protection of the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 3/18-Senate-Reported from the Senate committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new bill to section 2, adopted. Referred to the Senate committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ137-138. 3/16-Senate-Motion to postpone until March 23 negatived - 8 YEAS to 17 NAYS; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session - SJ144-145. 3/18-Senate-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 11 YEAS to 19 NAYS; Substituted as a new text for H2935; See H2935 - SJ149-161.

S 1464 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Chase) to the House Bill relative to the protection of the metropolitan water supply. 4/7-Senate-Moved as a new text for H397; Amendments pending and laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session - SJ257. 4/8-Senate-Motion to postpone until March 23 negatived - 8 YEAS to 17 NAYS; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session - SJ144-145. 3/18-Senate-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 11 YEAS to 19 NAYS; Substituted as a new text for H2935; See H2935 - SJ149-161.

S 1465 Text of the amendment (offered by Ms. Swift) to the House Bill relative to the protection of the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 3/18-Senate-Reported from the Senate committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new bill to section 2, adopted. Referred to the Senate committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ137-138. 3/16-Senate-Substituted as a new draft for S424, Rejected as a new text for H397 - 4 YEAS to 30 NAYS - SJ526-263; See H397.

S 1466 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Chase) to the House Bill relative to the protection of the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 3/18-Senate-Reported from the Senate committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new bill to section 2, adopted. Referred to the Senate committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ137-138. 3/16-Senate-Substituted as a new draft for S424, Rejected as a new text for H397 - 4 YEAS to 30 NAYS - SJ526-263; See H397.
$S1198. Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 2440-1000 rejected -SJ198; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 1599-3900 rejected - 9 YEAS to 26 NAYS -SJ198; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7052-0004 rejected - 9 YEAS to 26 NAYS -SJ199-200; Amendment adding a new section offered and withdrawn -SJ200-201; Amendment adding two new sections adopted -SJ201; Amendment adding a new item 2100-0004 rejected -SJ201-202; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ202; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ201-202; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ202; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ201-202; Amendment adding a new section rejected -JOA-203; Amendment adding a new section rejected -JOA-204; Amendment adding a new section rejected -6 YEAS to 29 NAYS -SJS203-204; Substituted, as amended, for H5336; The following amendments were considered after the third reading of the bill; Amendment to section 2, item 1599-3384 adopted -SJ204; Amendment to section 2, item 4130-0007 adopted -SJ205; Amendment to sections 12 and 18 adopted -SJ205; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 1599-3991 adopted -SJ205; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 8100-0015 adopted -SJ205; Amendment adding new sections 53-72 adopted -SJ205-208; Amendment adding a new section 73 adopted -SJ208; Amendment adding new section 74 adopted -SJ208-209; Amendment adding a new section 75 adopted -SJ209; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4120-0011 adopted -SJ209; Reprinted as amended, see S1470.

$S1466 Report the special committee of the Senate authorized (under the provisions of Senate Nos. 1640 and 1796 of 1991) to make an investigation and study of the proposed closures of certain facilities operated by the Department of Mental Retardation, Department of Mental Health and the Department of Public Health. 3/23-SENATE-Placed on file -SJ168.

$S1467 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turking for legislation relative to the management of "The James P. Cahen Medical Fund" established to provide free medical and surgical aid to residents of Martha's Vineyard. 2/12-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ180; 3/19-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Counties -SJS163; 3/23-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205; Public Hearing date May 6 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ491; 5/12-SENATE-Read two and ordered to a third reading -HJ156; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft submitted, see H5837-HJ884.

$S1468 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation relative to auto body repair shops, and the reasonable cost of repair. 2/10-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ176; 3/19-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJS164; 3/23-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ205; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; SENATE-No report from committee.


$S1470 Text of the Senate amendments to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 3/24-SENATE, No. 1465, reprinted as amended; See H5336.

$S1471 Petition of Robert A. Haven for legislation to simplify the process by which cities and towns amend their by-laws. 3/23-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ168; 3/24-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJS172; 3/25-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/21-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ330; 5/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ420; 5/11-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ455.

$S1472 Petition of Charles E. Shannon, Michael E. Capuano, Vincent P. Ciampa, Peter A. Vellucci and Patricia D. Jehlen for legislation to extend the time by which the budget must be submitted in cities. 2/14-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ190; 3/23-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ167; 3/25-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ216; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5829.

$S1473 Petition of Martin J. Dunn, Robert J. Rohan and Walter A. DeFilippi (with the approval of the mayor and board of aldermen) for legislation to provide additional authority for issuance of revenue bonds by the city of Holyoke Gas and Electric Department. 3/18-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ226; 4/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ250; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ349; SENATE-No report from committee.

$S1474 Petition of William M. Bulger for legislation relative to a certain superior court officer of the Trial Court. 4/2-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ241; 4/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ270; 4/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ243; 4/8-HOUSE-Read, Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ285; 4/9-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ307; 4/9-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ289; 4/9-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ307; 4/9-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ289; 4/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 21 Acts.

$S1475 Petition of Martin J. Dunn, Robert J. Rohan and Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation relative to equal educational opportunity grants. 4/6-SENATE-Report 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ244; 4/8-HOUSE-Concurred -HJS285-286; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 4/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules sus-
S 1476 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Jonathan L. Healy (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the appointment of a treasurer/tax collector in the town of Buckland. 4/8-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ268; 4/8-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ285; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ328-329; 4/23-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Bills in the Third Reading amended; rules suspended, read third. Bills in the Third Reading discharged and passed to be engrossed -SJ343-344; 4/27-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ365; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; 5/6-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5582-HJ61.

S 1477 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to prescription counseling. 4/7-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ254; 4/8-SENATE-Rules suspended; 4/9-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ281; 4/9-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ300; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/11-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1552-SJ444.

S 1478 Petition of Richard R. Tisei (with the approval of the mayor and board of aldermen) for legislation to exempt the office of chief of police in the city of Melrose from the provisions of the civil service law. 3/23-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ224; 4/8-SENATE-Rules suspended; 4/9-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ282; 4/9-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ300; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 5/4-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ387; 5/27-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ566-567; 5/28-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ363; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ853; 6/15-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ861; by unanimous consent to reconsider negative -HJ861; 6/15-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ627; 6/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 76 Acts.


S 1481 Text of the Senate amendments to the House Bill relative to the protection of the metropolitan water supply. 4/8-SENATE-Sec H397.

S 1482 Report of the trustees of the Boston Metropolitan District (under the provisions of Section 2 of Chapter 364 of the Acts of 1990) entitled "the aspects of being hundred and ninety (received in the office of the Clerk of the Senate on April 10, 1992)." 4/13-HOUSE-Read for information -SJ290; 4/27-HOUSE-Read for information; and returned to the Senate -HJ365.

S 1483 Resolve increasing the scope of the special commission established to make an investigation and study relative to health services to minorities. 4/14-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S466; Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ102; 5/20-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ518; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1484 Petition of David H. Locke and Robert D. Hall, Jr., that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to a pilot program in the county of Norfolk to create a partnership between public and private entities to renovate for use as a retirement village abandoned county or state facilities or to construct and maintain a county retirement village. 3/9-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ124; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended. Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ300; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date May 6 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee in House Rules -HJ473; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ450; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study resolve, see H5830.

S 1485 Petition of David H. Locke and Robert D. Hall, Jr., for legislation to provide for a pilot program in the county of Norfolk to create a partnership between public and private entities to renovate for use as a retirement village abandoned county or state facilities or to construct and maintain a county retirement village. 3/9-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ124; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended. Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ300; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date
May 6 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1486 Petition of William R. Keating and Paul D. Harold for legislation relative to the adjudication of juveniles charged with murder. 3/16-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ140; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ300; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ35; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Petition filed at the request of Edmund Dinis for legislation to provide for the establishment of a sick payment officer of the Trial Court. 4/8-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 4/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second; Amendment pending; Postponed to the next session -SJ510-511; 5/26-SENATE-Point of order NOT well taken; Pending amendment rejected - 6 YEAS to 31 NAYS. Ordered to a third reading -SJ537-539; 6/8-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ600; 12/17-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1424; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1455; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; Enacted - HJ1561; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor. Chapter 398 Acts.

S 1487 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., (with the approval of the mayor and city council of the city of New Bedford) for legislation to provide for the seizure of a motor vehicle used while soliciting a prostitute. 2/25-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ103; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ300; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; 5/11-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ529; 5/27-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ562-563.

S 1488 Petition filed at the request of Edmund Dinis for legislation to provide for appeal of certain determinations made by certain justices. 4/7-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ253; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ301; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1489 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr. for legislation to establish a sick leave bank for a certain probation officer of the Trial Court. 4/6-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1260; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ301; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ435; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-SENATE-Read second; Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1009; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1490 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Geoffrey D. Hall (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the establishment of a land bank in the town of Harvard. 2/25-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ106; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ301; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1491 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to modify the period to claim reimbursement of excise on worthless accounts. 3/2-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ112; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ301; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Petition filed at the request of Edmund Dinis for legislation to provide for appeal of certain determinations made by certain justices. 4/7-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ103; 4/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ300; 4/14-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ329; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ446; 4/16-SENATE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ454; 5/4-SENATE-Read second; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ401; 5/6-SENATE-Postponed to May 11; Motion for unanimous consent to consider that no action had been taken on this matter objected to - SJ424; 5/11-SENATE-Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ456-457; 5/18-SENATE-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ538; 5/26-SENATE-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 2 YEAS to 35 NAYS; Pending motion to reconsider negatived -SJ536-537; 7/28-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ1193; 11/16-SENATE-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 3 YEAS to 26 NAYS; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1398-1399; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Pending motion to reconsider negatived -SJ1660-1661; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1557; Enacted - HJ1561; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 398 Acts.

S 1493 Bill establishing the crime of stalking. 4/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of S120, H508, H517, H1075, H2038, H3335 and H4637; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ321; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ401; 5/6-SENATE-Postponed to May 11; Motion for unanimous consent to consider that no action had been taken on this matter objected to - SJ424; 5/11-SENATE-Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ454-457; 5/18-SENATE-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ538; 5/26-SENATE-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 2 YEAS to 35 NAYS; Pending motion to reconsider negatived -SJ536-537; 7/28-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ1193; 11/16-SENATE-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived - 3 YEAS to 26 NAYS; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1398-1399; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Pending motion to reconsider negatived -SJ1660-1661; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1557; Enacted - HJ1561; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 398 Acts.
S 1494 Order relative to authorizing the joint committee on Health Care to sit during the recess of the General Court for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current documents relative to fetal development. 4/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S402, S447 and S448; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ319; 4/23-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ359; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1495 Order relative to authorizing the joint committee on Health Care to sit during the recess of the General Court for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents relative to nursing assistants and nursing education. 4/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S416, S426 and S481; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ319; 4/23-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ359; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1496 Order relative to authorizing the joint committee on Health Care to sit during the recess of the General Court for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents relative to the protection of children from victims of domestic abuse. 4/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S472; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ319; 4/23-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ340; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1497 Petition of David H. Locke, Edward P. Kirby, Jane M. Swift, Lucile P. Hicks and James P. Jajuga for legislation to provide for the further protection of victims of domestic abuse. 4/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary - SJ316; 4/16-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ340-341; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1498 Bill relative to certain prescriptions. 4/21-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S1419; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ328; 4/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ336; 4/27-SENATE-Substituted for S1419; Ordered to a third reading - SJ352; 6/16-SENATE-Motion to discharge from the Senate committee on Bills in the Third Reading pending and postponed to the next session - SJ637; 6/22-SENATE-Motion to postpone to July 6 negatived - 2 YEAS to 31 NAYS; Pending motion to discharge from committee was negatived - 13 YEAS to 20 NAYS - SJ1657-658; 12/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft (S1789) pending; Point of order NOT well taken; Laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session - SJ1568-1569; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1499 Bill authorizing the Commissioner of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire a certain parcel of land in the West Roxbury section of the city of Boston. 4/21-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ328; 4/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for Tuesday, May 5, in accordance with the provisions of Senate Rule 27A - SJ1381; 5/6-SENATE-Read second; Amendment rejected - 15 YEAS to 17 NAYS; Amendment rejected - 12 YEAS to 21 NAYS - SJ425-427; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - SJ431; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ508; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 9/5-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Ordered to a third reading - SJ1256; 9/10-SENATE-Motion to reconsider pending; Postponed to the next session - SJ1261; 11/16-SENATE-Postponed to December 7 - SJ1399; SENATE-No further action taken.


S 1501 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Michael W. Morrissey, Ronald Mariano and A. Stephen Tobin (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to establish the Quincy 2000 Corporation. 4/6-SENATE-Transmitted to the State Secretary - SJ244; 4/13-SENATE-Returned from the State Secretary; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ1291-1292; 4/14-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ316; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ345; Public Hearing date May 6 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ472; 5/27-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ567; 6/4-HOUSE-Read, and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ820; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ865; 6/24-HOUSE-Motion to discharge from committee negatived - HJ896; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ914; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1003; 7/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 102 Acts.

S 1502 Petition of Robert A. Havener and John Ciaramaglia that provision be made for the payment of a sum of money from the state treasury to John Ciaramaglia that provision be made for the payment of a sum of money from the state treasury to John Ciaramaglia of Arlington. 3/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S1419; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ328; 4/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ136; 4/27-SENATE-Substituted for S1419; Ordered to a third reading - SJ352; 6/16-SENATE-Motion to discharge from the Senate committee on Bills in the Third Reading pending and postponed to the next session - SJ637; 6/22-SENATE-Motion to postpone to July 6 negatived - 2 YEAS to 31 NAYS; Pending motion to discharge from committee was negatived - 13 YEAS to 20 NAYS - SJ1657-658; 12/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft (S1789) pending; Point of order NOT well taken; Laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session - SJ1568-1569; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1503 Petition of Paul D. Harold for legislation relative to the degree of the crime of murder. 1/9-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules - SJ1; 4/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ319; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ345; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1504 Petition of Paul D. Harold, William R. Keating, Robert C. Krekorian, Paul R. Haley and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to provide for a mandatory sentence for injuring or defacing tombs. 1/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules - SJ42;
4/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ318; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ346; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5825.

S 1505 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Edward G. Connolly, Stephen J. Karol and Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to veterans preference. 1/30-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ42; 4/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ318; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ346; Public Hearing date May 5 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Service -HJ490; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ469. Public Hearing date May 20 am;Senate-No report from committee.

S 1506 Petition of Paul D. Harold and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to repeal the law pertaining to the adjournments of examinations and trials. 2/4-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ62; 4/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ318; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ346; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; Senate Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ498; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ464; 6/22-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ634.

S 1507 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation relative to the Millers Falls Fire and Water District. 4/16-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ323; 4/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ346; Public Hearing date Apr 28 am; 5/6-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ419; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ461; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ504; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; 11/12-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1266; 11/16-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1271; signed by the Governor -SJ3398; 11/25-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor -SJ447; 12/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 249 Acts.

S 1508 Petition of Paul D. Harold, Stephen J. Karol and William R. Keating for legislation to designate a certain intersection in the town of Avon as the Warren L. Edwards Memorial Square. 1/30-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ42; 4/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ338; 4/27-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ346; 4/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ398; 5/7-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ472; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ496; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; 5/18-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ553; 5/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ500-501; 5/22-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 45 Acts.

S 1511 Bill validating certain actions taken at a special town meeting of the town of Salisbury allowing said town to amortize a portion of its deficit. 4/23-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of S1458; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ338; 4/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ371; 5/4-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ437; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; Enacted -HJ540; 5/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ490; 5/18-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 32 Acts.

S 1512 Petition of Christopher M. Lane and Linda E. Harkins (by vote of the town) for legislation to transfer certain town owned land in the Town of Medfield to the Medfield Community Development Corporation. 4/23-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ341; 4/27-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ366; Public Hearing date May 5 am; 5/7-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ436; 5/11-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ457; 5/18-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ549; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; and passed to be engrossed -HJ803; 6/3-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 146, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 192] -HJ816; 6/3-SENATE-Enacted - 29 YEAS to 0 NAYS. Laid before the Governor -SJ589-590; 6/11-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ613; 6/29-SENATE-Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor -SJ998; 6/30-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 94 Acts.

S 1513 Order relative to authorizing and directing the joint committee on Government Regulations to make
an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents, relative to licensing of various trades and professions. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S319, S323, S326, S329, S330, S331, S337, S340, S341, S348, S352, S359, S364, S366, S374, S383 and S390; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ347; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ389; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1514 Order relative to authorizing and directing the joint committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of certain Senate documents relative to the Massachusetts State Lottery Commission. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S32, S334, S376 and S380; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ347; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ389; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1515 Order relative to authorizing and directing the joint committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of various Senate documents pertaining to the racing industry in Massachusetts. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S333, S369, S381, S384 and S385; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ347; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ389; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1516 Order relative to authorizing and directing the joint committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents, relative to electric and gas utilities. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S342, S343, S344, S375, S379, S392 and S393; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ347; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ389; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1517 Order relative to authorizing and directing the joint committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents, relative to the telephone industry in Massachusetts. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S345, S346, S347, S386, S388 and S389; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ347-348; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ389; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1518 Order relative to authorizing and directing the joint committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of various Senate documents pertaining to the cable television industry in Massachusetts. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S349, S358 and S362; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ348; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ389; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1519 Order relative to authorizing and directing the joint committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of Senate document numbered 372, pertaining to the sale of wine and malt beverages. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S372; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ348; 5/4-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ389-390; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1520 Bill providing for the certification of alcoholic beverage licensees and servers of alcoholic beverages. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S360, S382, S387 and H2996; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ348; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1521 Bill establishing the Arbor Day Fund. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S378; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ348; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1522 Bill establishing a certain funding schedule for the city of Everett retirement system. 4/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1453; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ350; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ461; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ504; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ798; 6/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived - HJ815; 6/8-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ830; 6/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ599; 6/16-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor). Chapter 67 Acts.

S 1523 Bill relative to persons employed in the human services professions. 4/28-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of S607; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ363; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ322; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ34; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1524 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation relative to the siting of a regional landfill facility. 4/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules - SJ292; 4/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - SJ360; 4/28-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ390; Public Hearing date May 5 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1525 Petition of Robert A. Havern and Linda J. Melconian for legislation relative to applications for early retirement. 4/27-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service - SJ361; 4/28-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ390; 4/29-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ378-379; 4/29-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second; Recommitted to the committee on Public Service - HJ421; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

S 1527 Bill to establish consistent mammography standards throughout Massachusetts. 4/29-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S470; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ373; 5/4-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1528; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ386; 5/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1528) pending -SJ413; 5/6-SENATE-Read second; Recommitted to the committee on Health Care; Reported by committee; Accompanied by S462 and H2658; Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1545; Rules suspended; New draft substituted, see S1545-SJ431-432.

S 1528 Bill to establish consistent mammography standards throughout Massachusetts. 5/4-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S1527; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ386; 5/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1528) pending -SJ413; 5/6-SENATE-Read second; Recommitted to the committee on Health Care; For status, see S1545-SJ431-432.

S 1529 Bill to provide for the enhanced enforcement of prevailing wage law. 5/4-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S70; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ386; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1530 Bill relative to redemption of empty beverage containers. 5/4-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Energy; New draft of S304 and H3534; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ388; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ463; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1653; 7/1-SENATE-See Journal for unanimous consent motion - SJ1022; 7/8-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ1078; 7/12-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1036; 9/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ11157; 9/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1170; 9/24-HOUSE-Motion to reconsider prevailed; Recommitted to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading - HJ1175; 11/30-HOUSE-Amendment adopted, Passed to be engrossed - HJ1332; 12/28-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment - SJ1609; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ11543; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1655; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 405 Acts.

S 1531 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the town of Natick contributory retirement system. 5/4-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1433; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ388; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ461; 5/18-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ504; 5/25-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ553-534; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1809; 6/5-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ380; 6/7-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor - SJ590; 6/16-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 68 Acts.

S 1532 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach, Eric Turkington and J. Sydney Conway for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Utilities to expedite the rate setting process for small utilities. 1/28-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ37; 4/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ380; 5/4-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee; New draft of AM472; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1533 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric T. Turkington for legislation to authorize the Oak Bluffs Water Department to supply water to the Martha's Vineyard Airport. 3/31-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ227; 4/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - SJ380; 5/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ438; Public Hearing date May 19 am; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ524; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1534 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach, Thomas S. Cahir, Eric Turkington and John C. Klimm for legislation to extend the tax deduction for rent paid by resident military personnel stationed outside Massachusetts for residences located outside the state. 3/9-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ115; 4/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation - SJ381; 5/4-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ438; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1535 Bill relative to the definition of "disorderly conduct". 5/6-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of S179; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ414; 5/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ437; 5/11-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ455; 9/16-SENATE-Motion to discharge the Senate committee on Bills in the Third Reading from further consideration of this bill (in accordance with a provision of Senate Rule 32A) prevailed - SJ1285; 11/16-SENATE-Read third; Postponed to November 23 - SJ1398; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1536 Majority and minority reports of the committee on Elections Laws on the initiative petition of Jon Bryan and others for an Initiative Amendment to the Constitution limiting the terms of office of Governor.
Bill establishing mammography standards and providing for the licensing of mammography facilities. 5/6-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Recommended new draft for S1527 (allowing for S1624). 5/6-SENATE-Rules suspended; Substituted for S1527: Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ432; 5/7-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ472; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendments pending -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ860; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ914; 7/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the Senate further amendment -HJ971; 7/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ993; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1087; 7/20-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 132 Acts.

Petition of Lucille P. Hicks, William Constantino, Jr., Barbara Gardner, Robert D. Hawke, Michael R. Knapik and other members of the General Court for legislation to reform the school building assistance program. 4/27-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ350; 5/6-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ433; 5/7-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading; 6/11-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1633.

Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to sit during the recess of the General Court to make an investigation and study of various Senate documents, relative to drug abuse. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S394, S449 and S479; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ438; 5/11-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ487; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.

Order relative to investigating equitable distribution of funding in the Department of Mental Health. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ254; 5/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ403; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; Public Hearing date May 15 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.

Petition of Robert C. Buell, Bruce E. Tarr and Paul E. Bockelman (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Manchester-by-the-Sea to reimburse Wilber Stanley for certain injuries sustained as a firefighter. 5/7-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ438; 5/11-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ487; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/11-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1633.

Petition of Lucille P. Hicks, William Constantino, Jr., Barbara Gardner, Robert D. Hawke, Michael R. Knapik and other members of the General Court for legislation to reform the school building assistance program. 4/27-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ350; 5/6-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ433; 5/7-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading; 6/11-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1633.

Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to sit during the recess of the General Court to make an investigation and study of various Senate documents, relative to drug abuse. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S394, S449 and S479; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ438; 5/11-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ487; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.

Order relative to investigating equitable distribution of funding in the Department of Mental Health. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ254; 5/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ403; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; Public Hearing date May 15 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.

Order relative to investigating equitable distribution of funding in the Department of Mental Health. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ254; 5/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ403; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; Public Hearing date May 15 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.

Order relative to investigating equitable distribution of funding in the Department of Mental Health. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ254; 5/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ403; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; Public Hearing date May 15 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.

Order relative to investigating equitable distribution of funding in the Department of Mental Health. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ254; 5/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ403; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; Public Hearing date May 15 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.

Order relative to investigating equitable distribution of funding in the Department of Mental Health. 5/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ254; 5/4-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ403; 5/6-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ456; Public Hearing date May 15 pm; 5/21-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; SENATE-No report from committee.
Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1551 Bill requiring the Secretary of the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction to report quarterly the activities of the Central Artery and Third Harbor Tunnel project. 5/11-Senate-Reported from the committee on Transportation; New draft of S1345; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SI444; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1552 Bill relative to the pronouncement of death in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ522; S/26- Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading - S1354; 7/1-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third, amended and passed to engrossed - H1966; 7/8-House-Read third and passed to engrossed - HJ1075; 7/10-House-Enacted - HJ1095; 7/10-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1087; 7/20-Governor-Returned to the Senate with an amendment; New draft of S1200, S1213, S1219, S1220; Senate-No report from committee. Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1553 Bill relative to prescription counseling. 5/11-Senate-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S1477; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Senate Steering and Policy - SJ444; 5/21-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ522; S/26- Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading - S1354; 7/1-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third, amended and passed to engrossed - H1966; 7/8-House-Read third and passed to engrossed - HJ1075; 7/10-House-Enacted - HJ1095; 7/10-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1087; 7/20-Governor-Returned to the Senate with an amendment; New draft of S1200, S1213, S1219, S1220; Senate-No report from committee. Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1554 Bill providing for an appeal procedure for certain water supply connections. 5/11-Senate-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S445, S469, H2014 and H4876; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the Senate Committee on Joint Rules - SJ444; 5/14-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ492; 5/18-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ304; Senate-No further action taken.

S 1555 Bill relative to the pronouncement of death in nursing homes. 5/11-Senate-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S445, S469, H2014 and H4876; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ444; 5/15-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ649; No further action taken.

S 1556 Bill for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents numbered 729, 761, 839 and 841, relative to juvenile cases. 5/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; New draft of S729, S761, S839 and S841; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ462; 5/14-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1557 Bill for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents numbered 729, 761, 839 and 841, relative to juvenile cases. 5/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; New draft of S729, S761, S839 and S841; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ462; 5/14-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1558 Bill for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents numbered 729, 761, 839 and 841, relative to juvenile cases. 5/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; New draft of S729, S761, S839 and S841; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ462; 5/14-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1559 Bill for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents numbered 729, 761, 839 and 841, relative to juvenile cases. 5/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; New draft of S729, S761, S839 and S841; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ462; 5/14-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1560 Bill for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents numbered 729, 761, 839 and 841, relative to juvenile cases. 5/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; New draft of S816 and S817; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ462; 5/14-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1561 Bill for the purpose of making an investigation and study of certain current Senate documents numbered 729, 761, 839 and 841, relative to juvenile cases. 5/12-Senate-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; New draft of S816 and S817; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ462; 5/14-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; Senate-No report from committee.
Senate Rules - SJ494; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1562 Resolve extending the time within which the special commission established to make an investigation and study of financial services offered to consumers by depository and non-depository institutions shall file its final report and in creating its scope.
5/12-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H2229, H4043, H4044 and H4800; Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ465;
5/14-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ494; 12/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to be pass; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1589; 12/28-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1516. 12/30-HOUSE-Bill Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1521; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Resolve passed - HJ1537; 1/4/93-SENATE-Resolve passed and laid before the Governor - SJ1629; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 3 Resolves.

S 1563 Bill to protect the Commonwealth in public contracts by strengthening the Massachusetts Antitrust Act.
5/12-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S 73; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ463; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1564 Bill relative to the merger of savings banks and cooperative banks with credit unions.
5/12-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H1629, H14404 and H4405; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ465; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1506; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ815; 6/9-HOUSE-Read third and passed - HJ1678; 6/10-HOUSE-Engrossed - HJ1856; 6/11-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor - SJ619; 6/19-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant Governor (Acting Governor). Chapter 75 Acts.

S 1565 Bill relative to the cooperative bank investment fund.
5/12-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H1227; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ464; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1566 Bill to protect consumers in the purchase of new motor vehicles.
5/12-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S 68; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ464; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1567 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Geoffrey D. Hall (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the granting of certain easements in the town of Harvard.
5/12-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ466; 5/13-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ525; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 11/17-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1415; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1655; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1559; Enacted - YEAS 133, NAYS 1. [See Yea and Nay in Supplement. No. 383] - HJ1571; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1568 Petition of James P. Jajuga for legislation to make certain corrections to a certain retirement allowance, 5/7-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ438; 5/11-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service - SJ459; 5/12-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ1525; Hearing date May 20 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1492; 12/28-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1605-1605; 12/30-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1519; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ1605; Enacted - YEAS 133, NAYS 1. [See Yea and Nay in Supplement. No. 383] - HJ1571; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1569 Order relative to authorizing the joint committee on Banks and Banking to make an investigation and study of certain current Senate and House documents, relative to consumer credit.
5/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of S 8, H686, H1627, H1628, H1830, H1831, H1832, H1833, H1834, H1850, H1851, H5002 and H5004; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ472; 5/20-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ518; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1570 Order relative to authorizing the joint committee on Banks and Banking to make an investigation and study of certain current House documents, relative to certain mortgage practices.
5/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H682, H686, H1871, H1850, H1856, H1827, H2028, H3124, H4800, H5002 and H5004; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ472; 5/20-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ518; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1571 Order relative to establishing a special committee to make an investigation and study of the hunter safety training program, and related matters.
5/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of S911; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ472; 5/20-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ518; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1572 Bill relative to electronic monitoring.
5/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on
Commerce and Labor; New draft of S56 and H2594; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ472; 11/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1387; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1649; No further action taken.

S 1573 Bill providing for the creation and operation of business improvement districts. 5/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S21; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ473; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ592; 6/8-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ601; 6/11-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ851; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1667; 6/22-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading - HJ887; 11/25-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1324; 1/5-93-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment - SJ1678; 1/5-93-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ570; 6/9-93-SENATE-Laid before the Governor - SJ1700; 1/20/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

S 1574 Bill relative to the definition of "disorderly conduct". 5/13-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of H2242; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ473; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ592; 6/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ601; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1575 Bill further regulating the conduct of horse and dog racing. 5/18-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of H1001; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ498; 5/21-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ524; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second; New draft substituted, see S1598 -SJ560.

S 1576 Opinions of the Honorable the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court on an important question of law with relation to "An Act providing for the admissibility of the refusal to take a test for the chemical analysis of breath into evidence at criminal trials". 5/14-SENATE-See S717 - SJ472.

S 1577 Order (offered by Mr. Boverini) relative to requiring the opinions of the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court upon important questions of law with relation to House, No. 4000, an "Initiative Amendment to the Massachusetts Constitution limiting the terms of office of Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary, Treasurer, Attorney General, Auditor, Councillor, State Senator, State Representative, United States Senator and Representative in Congress". 5/13-SENATE-Motion to suspend rules negated - 24 YEAS to 14 NAYS; Referred to the committee on Senate Rules - SJ475-476; Committee recommended ought to be adopted and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ487; New legislative day; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session - S1648-498; New legislative day; Pending motion to lay on the table negatived; Adopted - SJ489; 7/7-SENATE-For opinions, see S1657 - SJ1039.

S 1578 Bill expanding the size of the investment committee of the state employees and teachers' retirement system; 5/14-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1064; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ493; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1616; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ631; 6/22-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ652; 6/24-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ893; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1579 Bill relative to reduction in rank for certain public employees in the town of Tewksbury. 5/14-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1096; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ493; 6/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ11016; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1067; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1580 Bill making the fire fighters employed by the Massachusetts Port Authority at the General Edward Lawrence Logan International Airport subject to the provisions of civil service law. 5/14-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H2157; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ493; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1581 Bill to provide creditable service for sabbatical leaves. 5/20-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1102 and H78; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ157; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1582 Bill providing that certain teachers shall be credited with service to nonpublic schools. 5/20-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1122; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ157; 11/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1451; 12/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1476; 12/22-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1360; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1388; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1448; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ15302; 12/23-SENATE-Laid before the Governor - SJ1561; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Returned to the Senate with an amendment; 1/4/93-SENATE-For message, see S1797; Referred
to the committee on Senate Bills in the Third Reading; Amendment reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -SJ1627; 5/26/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendments -HJ1561; Re-enacted -HJ1561; 1/5/93-SENATE-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor -S11679; 1/7/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 333 Acts.

S 1583 Bill relative to the sale of advertising space. 5/21-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S84; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ523; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; SJ643; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ653; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1584 Bill relative to employees engaged as musicians. 5/21-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S85; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ523; 6/19-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1585 Petition of Erving H. Wall, Jr. (by vote of the town of Taunton) for legislation to establish a board of health in the town of Marion. 5/21-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendments -SJs1567-1568; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1511; 12/28-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S1609; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 318 Acts.

S 1589 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 5/21-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1387; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1408; 12/17/HOUSE-Read third; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1443; 12/21-HOUSE-Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1455; 12/22-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendments -SJs1567-1568; 12/23-HOUSE-Read second; Re-engrossed -HJ1556; Re-enacted -HJ1511; 12/28-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S1609; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 318 Acts.
S 1593 Communication from the Massachusetts State Racing Commission (under Section 9B of Chapter 126A of the General Laws) relative to rules and regulations regarding simulcasting and inter-track wagering of horse and dog racing. 5/26-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations - SJ1525-SJ27; 5/27-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ588; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1594 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 5/26-SENATE-Pending new draft for H5686-SJ533; Amendment to section 2A, item 9000-1492 adopted - SJ539; Amendment to section 19 adopted - SJ539-SJ40; Amendment to section 2A, adding a new item 2440-1000 adopted - SJ540; Amendment adding a new section rejected - 13 YEAS to 24 NAYS - SJ540-SJ541; Amendment to section 2A, adding a new item 9081-0350 adopted - SJ541; Amendment adding a new section 18D adopted - SJ541; Amendment adding a new section 18C adopted - SJ541; Amendment to section 2A, adding a new item 7061-0009 adopted - SJ543; Amendment adding a new section 25 adopted - SJ543; Amendment adding a new section 26 adopted - SJ543-SJ544; Amendment to section 2, item 0321-1510 adopted - SJ544; Amendment adding a new section 27 adopted - SJ544; Amendment adding a new section 28 adopted - 37 YEAS to 0 NAYS - SJ544-SJ545; Amendment adding a new section rejected - 11 YEAS to 25 NAYS - SJ545-SJ546; Amendment added to section 19 adopted - SJ547; Amendment adding a new section rejected - 9 YEAS to 27 NAYS - SJ546-SJ547; Amendment adding a new section rejected - 12 YEAS to 24 NAYS - SJ547-SJ548; Amendment adding a new section rejected - 17 YEAS to 20 NAYS - SJ548-SJ549; Amendment adding a new section rejected - SJ549; Amendment adding a new section 29 adopted - SJ549; Amendment to section 2A, adding a new item 0527-0000 adopted - SJ541; Amendment adding a new section 30 adopted - SJ549-SJ550; Reprinted as amended, see SJ1595.

S 1595 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 5/26-Senate, No. 1594, reprinted as amended; Substituted as a new text for H5686; See H5686.

S 1596 Petition of Walter J. Boverini and Douglas W. Petersen (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for a five-member board of selectmen in the town of Swampscott. 5/27-SENATE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ1533; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ536; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/3-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1584; 6/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1643; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1563; 6/29-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1643; 7/1/HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ927; 7/2-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ950; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ966; 7/8-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ974; 7/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1080; 7/16-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 126 Acts.

S 1597 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Lees) to the engrossed Bill relative to the Martha's Vineyard Commission. 5/27-SENATE-Substituted as a new text for S890; See S890-SJ552.

S 1598 Bill further regulating the conduct of horse and dog racing. 5/27-SENATE-Substituted (on motion of Mr. Norton) for S1573; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ560; 6/2-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second; Postponed to 1 P.M., Wed., June 3 - HJ798; 6/3-HOUSE-Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and title and inserting in place thereof the text and title of H5748; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1111; 6/15-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate NON-concurred in the House amendment; Committee of conference appointed - SJ525; 6/18-HOUSE-Notice of Senate appointments received; House insisted on its amendments; Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence - HJ870; 6/22-SENATE-Notice of House appointments received - SJ650-SJ651; 6/29-SENATE-Reported by committee of conference; For report, see S1647; 6/20-Senate-Rules suspended; 6/29-SENATE-Committee of conference report accepted - YEAS 142, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No 2031] HJ919; Emergency preamble adopted - HJ920; 6/29-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ1014; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1014; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 101 Acts.

S 1599 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to increase the amount of income which may be derived from real and personal property held by the First Congregational Society in the town of Becket. 3/1-SENATE-Transmitted to the State Secretary - SJ226-SJ227; 4/21-SENATE-Returned from the State Secretary; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ131; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ563-SJ564; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ636-637; Public Hearing date Jun 10 pm; 7/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1200; 8/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1232; 8/31-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1232; 9/16-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1150; 9/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1157; 1/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1540; Enacted -

S 1600 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to recording of certain notices of a foreclosure sale. 5/26-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ530; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -SJ563; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jun 9 pm; 6/22-SENATE-Discharged from the committee on The Judiciary -SJ1648; 6/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ893; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1601 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Shawn P. Kelly for legislation relative to labelling of milk products. 3/5-SENA Refereed to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ122; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ563; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jun 10 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1602 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to authorize the placing of a public policy question on the ballot to be used in Berkshire County at the state election relative to the abolition of county government in said county. 2/20-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ196; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ164; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; 6/11-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see SJ161-SJ165.

S 1603 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to the licensing of schools teaching electrolysis. 5/4-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ195; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ564; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; 8/24-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1236; 12/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1533; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1604 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to insurance for state retirees. 2/20-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ96; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ564; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1605 Petition of Jane M. Swift, Stanley C. Rosenberg and James P. Jajuga for legislation relative to compensation for certain furloughed state employees. 3/31-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ227; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ565; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1606 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation to establish a dairy equalization fund. 3/9-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ124; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ564; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1607 Petition of Raymond A. Letendre for legislation to further regulate hunting and fishing licenses for disabled veterans. 4/30-SENA-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ381; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ564-565; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; SENATE-No report from committee.


S 1609 Petition of Jane M. Swift for legislation relative to the taxation of unemployment insurance benefits. 4/21-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1331; 5/27-SENATE-Rules suspended. Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ569; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ637; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1610 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to improve access to educational psychologists services. 5/7-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1438; 6/1-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ1579; 6/2-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ799; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1611 Petition of Edmund Dinis for legislation relative to certain games of chance. 4/30-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ381; 6/1-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ1579; 6/2-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ799; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1612 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation to improve access to educational psychologists services. 5/7-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1438; 6/1-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ569; 6/2-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ799; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; 10/19-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session, Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1617; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1613 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to provide an early retirement incentive program for employees of the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency. 5/26-SENA Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ350; 5/28-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ569; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ799; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; 6/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1352; 12/30-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session, Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1617; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1614 Petition of Walter J. Boverini and Douglas W. Petersen (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt the position of field coordinator in the department of public works in the town of Swampscott from the provisions of civil service law. 5/27-SENA-
Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., Joseph B. Petersen (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt the position of head custodian in the administrative building in the town of Swampscott from the provisions of the civil service law. 5/27-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1060; 7/8-SESSION-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1067; 8/20-SESSION-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1233; 8/24-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1124; 8/27-SESSION-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1241; 9/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 183 Acts.

Petition of James P. Jajuga (with the approval of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Millis to recall elected officials. 6/4-SESSION-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -SJ593; 6/8-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ826; Public Hearing date Jun 15 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ876; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ885; 10/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1239; 10/26-SESSION-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1362; 12/23-SESSION-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1559; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1511; 12/28-SESSION-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1609; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 325 Acts.

Petition of Robert C. Buell, Forrester A. Clark, Jr. and George E. Howe (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Ipswich to lease certain park land from the Commonwealth. 2/12-SESSION-Reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1376; 11/16-SESSION-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; 11/19-SESSION-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1442; 11/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1331; 11/30-SESSION-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1453; 12/8-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 251 Acts.

Petition of James P. Jajuga (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to establish a funding schedule for the city of New Bedford. 4/27-SESSION-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ350; 4/6-SESSION-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ79; 6/2-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ799; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see HJ799.

Petition of Patricia McGovern and James R. McCabe (by vote of the town) for legislation relative to trash collection and disposal in the town of Tewksbury. 6/3-SESSION-Reported favorably by committee on Local Affairs -SJ585; 6/4-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ820; Public Hearing date Jun 9 pm; 6/11-SESSION-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1615; 6/18-SESSION-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ644; 6/22-SESSION-Report accepted -SJ654.
S 1623 Petition of James P. Jajuga (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to authorize the city known as the town of Methuen to grant a lease with an option to purchase certain land. 6/8/Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ595; 6/9/House-Concerned -HJ842; Public Hearing date Jun 21 pm; 6/29/Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1999; 6/30/Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ11016; 7/8/Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1069; 7/10/House-Read; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third. Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1016; 9/3/Senate-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment with a further amendment striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of Senate document numbered 1693 -SJ1252; 1/5/93/House-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate further amendment -HJ1559; House-No further action taken.

S 1624 Petition of Thomas C. Norton for legislation to authorize the State Lottery Commission and the State Treasurer to execute a certain agreement. 4/20/Senate-Reported to the joint committee on Joint Rules -SJ581; 6/4/Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ595; 6/8/House-Concerned -HJ826; Public Hearing date Jun 24 am; 6/29/Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1999; 7/8/Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ11065; 11/16/Senate-Read second; Postponed to November 30 -SJ1404; Senate-No further action taken.

S 1625 Petition of Erving H. Wall, Jr., and Brian P. Lees for legislation to reduce the contribution rate to the unemployment insurance trust fund. 6/2/Senate-Reported to the joint committee on Joint Rules -SJ582; 6/8/Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -SJ605; 6/9/House-Concerned -HJ842; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1626 Petition of W. Paul White for legislation relative to the sale of wine at auctions. 6/3/Senate-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ583; 6/8/Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ607; 6/9/House-Concerned -HJ842; Public Hearing date Jun 24 am; 6/29/Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1999; 7/7/Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ11060; 7/8/Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 12/2/Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third, amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ1477; 12/5/House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1360; 12/7/House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1369; 12/16/House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17/House-Enacted -HJ1426; 12/18/Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1532; 12/23/Governor-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 282 Acts.

S 1627 Petition of Edward L. Burke and Barbara Roderick for legislation relative to health care workers and HIV infection. 6/1/Senate-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ573; 6/8/Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Health Care -SJ607; 6/9/House-Concerned -HJ842; 12/7/Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ11483; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1628 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Mary Jane Gibson, Barbara E. Gray and others (for list of additional petitioners see printed bill) for legislation to establish statewide registration of domestic violence offenders. 6/8/Senate-Report 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ605; 6/9/House-Concerned -HJ842; Public Hearing date Jun 29 pm; 7/10/Senate-Accompanied a new draft. see SJ1660 -SJ1083.

S 1629 Petition of Jane M. Swift and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation relative to the assessment of local taxes. 3/26/Senate-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ215; 6/8/Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ605; 6/9/House-Concerned -HJ842; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1630 Petition of David H. Lecke (by vote of the town) for legislation relative to the licensing and keeping of dogs in the town of Millis. 6/11/Senate-Reported to the joint committee on Joint Rules -SJ596; 6/15/House-Concerned -HJ860; Public Hearing date Aug 11 am; 8/27/Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1240; 11/3/Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1375; 11/16/Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1389; 11/19/Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1442; 11/30/House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1328; 12/1/House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/30/Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1662; 1/4/93/Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/11/93/Governor-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 351 Acts.

S 1631 Bill authorizing the placing of a public policy question on the ballot to be used in Berkshire County at the state election. 6/11/Senate-Reported from the committee on Counties; New draft of S1602; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1615; 6/30/Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1016; 7/8/Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 7/30/Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1204; House-No action taken.

S 1632 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the retirement system of the city of Medford. 6/11/Senate-Reported from the committee on Public Services; New draft of S1617; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ614; 6/16/Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1632; 6/18/House-
Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. HJ873; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ885; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ896; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ914; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1003; 6/30-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 95 Acts.

S 1633 Bill authorizing the town of Manchester-by-the-Sea to reimburse Wilber Stanley for certain injuries sustained as a fire-fighter. 6/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Post Audit and Oversight (offered by Mr. Locke) relative to enacting "Massachusetts Public Libraries in Crisis: The Burden of Non-resident Lending and Borrowing". Amendment was made by Mr. Locke to remove the enforcement language. 6/18-SENATE-Placed on file -SJ1382-1399.


S 1636 Order (offered by Mr. Locke) relative to establishing a special committee of the Senate for the purpose of making an investigation and study of the circumstances surrounding the release of Michael Kelley from the Center for Sexually Dangerous Persons at Bridgewater State Hospital, and related matters. 6/16-SENATE-Reported to the Senate on Rules -SJ637; 6/22-SENATE-Motion to discharge from committee pending: Motion to suspend rules negatived -17 YEAS to 19 NAYS; Postponed to the next session -SJ649-650. 6/29-SENATE-Postponed to the next session -SJ630-631; 7/8-SENATE-Postponed to July 15 -SJ1068; 11/16-SENATE-Pending motion to discharge from committee negatived -SJ1399-1400; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1637 Petition of Patrick Mullen, Ruth Galary, John T. Hauland and William Q. MacLean, Jr. (by vote of the town) for legislation to further regulate the sale of alcoholic beverages in the town of Fairhaven. 6/22-SENATE-Reported to the Senate on Rules -SJ582; 6/15-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ622; 6/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ873; 6/18-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ653; 6/24-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ893; 6/25-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ907; 6/25-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1997; 7/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 96 Acts.

S 1638 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to further regulate certain health facilities. 6/11-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ617; 6/15-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ622; 6/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ874; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1639 Petition of Paul D. Harold and A. Stephen Tobin for legislation relative to the release of certain conservation restrictions on land in the city of Quincy. 4/23-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ341; 6/15-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ622; 6/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ874; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HH1347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1640 Petition of Frederick E. Berry and Jerahmiel Prost for legislation relative to certain contributions for the benefit of the Silver-Haired Legislature. 4/23-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ341; 6/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ662-664; 6/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ657; 6/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ873; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1641 Petition of Robert A. Durand, Patricia A. Walrath, Geoffrey D. Hall, Robert A. Antonioni, Nancy Achin Sullivan, William Constantino, Jr., Augusta Hornblower and others for legislation to create the Fort Devens development corporation. 6/8-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ596; 6/15-SENATE-Reported from the State Secretary; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ623-624; 6/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ657; 6/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ873; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1642 Bill to promote recycling, waste reduction, and composting in the Commonwealth. 6/18-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H2130 and H2338. 6/23-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ643; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1643 Bill further regulating title insurance to title insurers. 6/23-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of S1429. Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ662; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1389; 11/17-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; New draft substituted, see S1748 -SJ1418.

S 1644 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation to temporarily extend the fiscal year 1992 budget for the town of Weymouth.
S 1645 Bill providing for the development of educational related research and biotechnology in the Commonwealth. 6/29-SENATE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of S1526; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ998; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SI1197; 8/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1031; 7/27-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1038; 7/27-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SI1152; 8/5-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 146 Acts.

S 1646 Bill relative to the Central Credit Union Fund, Inc. 6/29-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of S1587; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ999; 7/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1109; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 7/10-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SI1141; 7/23-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SI1152; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1146; 7/2/HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1209-1210; 8/10-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1108; 12/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Rules suspended; Read second. Amendments recommended by committee adopted. Ordered to a third reading -HJ1346; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third; Amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1408; 12/18-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendments -SJs 1520-1531; 12/22-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 127; NAYS 0 (See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 353) -HJ1484; 12/22-SENATE-Enacted - 33 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1559-1560; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 315 Acts.

S 1647 Report of the committee of conference of the two branches, with reference to the House amendments to the Senate Bill to further encourage racing in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 6/29-SENATE-See S1598 -SJS1009-1010.

S 1648 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to allow safety and emissions inspections of automobiles on Sundays. 5/14-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1455; 6/29-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - SJ1101; 7/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ927; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1649 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation relative to the veteran status of Anthony E. Wolski. 5/14-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1455; 6/29-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -SJ1011; 7/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ927; Public Hearing date Sep 23 pm; 9/30-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Public Service -SI1308; 10/1-HOUSE-Conceded -HJ1207; Public Hearing date Nov 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1650 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Frederick L. Bennett for legislation to require school buses to have their headlights illuminated while in operation. 6/22-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1649; 6/29-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ1012; 7/1/HOUSE-Concurred-HJ927; Public Hearing date Jul 30 am; 8/13-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NO to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SI1221; 11/12-SENATE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1383; 11/16-SENATE-Report accepted -SI1391.

S 1651 Text of the amendment (offered by Messrs. Tisei and Lane) to the House Bill establishing Congressional districts. 7/11/17-Moved as a new text for H5889; Rejected - 11 YEAS to 26 NAYS -SJs1024-1025; See H5889.

S 1652 Petition of Charles E. Shannon, Vincent P. Ciampa, Patricia D. Jehlen and others (with the approval of the mayor and board of aldermen) for legislation to establish a funding schedule for the city of Somerville retirement system. 6/22-SENATE-Rule 12 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ660; 7/1/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ927; Public Hearing date Jul 22 am; 7/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6015.

S 1653 Petition of Jordan Levy (mayor), Arthur E. Chase and Matthew J. Amorello (with the approval of the city council) for legislation to direct the State Secretary to place a certain nonbinding question on the biennial state election ballot in the city of Worcester relative to changing the charter of city government. 7/11/17-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1030; 7/7/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ958; 7/20-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1029; 7/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1141; Public Hearing date Jul 22 pm; 7/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6015.

S 1654 Text of the amendment (offered by Messrs. Berry, Lees, Lane and Durand) to the House Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 7/12-SENATE-Moved as a new text for HS599; Amendment rejected - 12 YEAS to 24 NAYS; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted - 19 YEAS to 15 NAYS; Amendment adopted; Amendment rejected - 11 YEAS to 23 NAYS; Amendment adopted; Amendment rejected; Amendment rejected; Amendment rejected; Reprinted as amended, see S1655; Senate instituted, for HS599 - 32 YEAS to 4 NAYS; See HS599 -SJs1037-1057.

S 1655 Text of the Senate amendments to the House Bill relative to restoring solvency to the
Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 7/2-SENATE, No. 1654, printed as amended; See H5909.

S 1656 Petition of Patricia McGovern and James R. Miceli (by vote of the town and with the approval of the Middlesex County Commissioners) for legislation to establish an early retirement incentive for the town of Tewksbury. 6/11-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1617; 7/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ11029; 7/7-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1099; Public Hearing date Jul 22 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1657 Opinions of the Honorable, the Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, on important questions of law with relation to an "Initiative Amendment to the Massachusetts Constitution limiting the terms of office of Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary, Treasurer, Attorney General, Auditor, Councillor, State Senator, State Representative, United States Senator and Representative in Congress". 7/7-SENATE-For an order requesting opinions, see S1577; See H4000 -SJ1039.

S 1658 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Joseph A. Salvo, Kathleen A. Mulligan, Ronald Ford, Joyce Campagnone, William Manzi III and Joseph J. Pappalardo (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to grant a contract of the town of Methuen. 7/7-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1063; 7/8-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ971; 7/27-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1151; 7/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1155; 8/31-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1249; 9/14-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1157; 10/8-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1221; 10/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1225; 10/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1347; 10/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 213 Acts.

S 1659 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning, under the provisions of Article LVI of the Amendments to the Constitution, with recommendation of amendment, the engrossed Bill establishing a sick leave bank for a certain employee on the Department of Social Services. 7/10-SENATE-See H5779 -SJ1085.

S 1660 Bill establishing statewide registration of domestic violence offenses. 7/10-SENATE-Reported from the committee on The Judiciary; New draft of S1628; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; New draft substituted, see S1661 -SJ1083.

S 1661 Bill establishing statewide registration of domestic violence offenses. 7/10 SENATE-New draft; Substituted for S1660; Ordered to a third reading -SJ1083; 7/13-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1136; 7/27-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1035; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments rejected; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1090; 7/30-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; New draft substituted, see H6017 -HJ1098.

S 1662 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain miscellaneous activities and projects. 7/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H5975; Rules suspended; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 1599-3730 adopted -SJ1099; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 1599-3850 adopted -SJ1099; Amendment to section 2A, adding a new item 3743-0003 adopted -SJ1099; Amendment to section 3, adding a new item 3770-0000 adopted -SJ1099; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7061-0003 adopted -SJ1099; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7100-0102 adopted -SJ1099-1100; Amendment adding a new section 67 adopted -SJ1100; Amendment adding a new section 68 adopted -SJ1100; Amendment adding a new section 69 adopted -SJ1100-1112; Amendment adding a new section 70 adopted -SJ1100-1113; Amendment adding new sections 71 through 78 adopted -SJ1113-1114; Amendment adding a new section 79 adopted -SJ1114; Amendment adding a new section 80 adopted -SJ1114-1115; Amendment adding a new section 81 adopted -SJ1115; Amendment adding new sections 82 through 86 adopted -SJ1115-1116; Amendment adding new sections 87 through 90 adopted -SJ1116; Amendment adding a new section 91 adopted -SJ1116; Amendment adding a new section 92 adopted -SJ1117-1118; Amendment adding a new section 93 adopted -SJ1118; Amendment adding a new section 94 adopted -SJ1118; Amendment adding a new section 95 adopted -SJ1119; Amendment adding new sections 96 through 100 adopted -SJ1119-1120; Amendment adding a new section 101 adopted -SJ1120; Amendment adding a new section 102 adopted -SJ1120-1121; Amendment adding new sections 103 and 104 adopted -SJ1121; Amendment adding a new section 105 adopted -SJ1121; Amendment adding a new section 106 adopted -SJ1121; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 0611-1000 rejected -SJ1121-1122; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 1100-1400 rejected -SJ1122; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 2210-1014 rejected -SJ1122; Amendment to section 2, item 3745-1000 rejected -SJ1122-1123; Amendment to section 2A, adding a new item 4170-0401 rejected -SJ1123; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1123; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5983-0100 rejected -SJ1123; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7061-0009 rejected -SJ1123-1124; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7100-0200 rejected -SJ1124; Amendment to section 2, item 8000-0102 rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1124.
1127; Amendment to section 12 rejected -SJ1127; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1127-1128; Amendment adding two new sections rejected -Sjs1128-1130; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1130; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1131; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1131; Amendment to section 24A rejected -SJ1131; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ1131-1132; For text of this amendment, reprinted as amended, see S1662; See H5975.

S 1663 Text of the Senate amendment to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for certain other activities and projects. 7/11-Senate, No. 1662, reprinted as amended -SJ1132; See H5975.

S 1664 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning, under the provisions of Article LVI of the amendments to the Constitution, with recommendation of an amendment the engrossed bill relative to prescription counseling. 7/23-Senate-See S1552 - SJ1144.

S 1665 Petition of John P. Mahan (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Brockton to pay a certain unpaid bill. 7/23-Senate-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1146; 7/27-House-Concurred -HJ1036; 9/3-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1251; 10/8-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1339; 10/13-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1347; 10/22-House-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1226; 10/26-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1363; 11/4-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 223 Acts.

S 1666 Petition of Charles E. Shannon for legislation relative to vocational educational certification for certain teachers. 7/16-Senate-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1138, 7/20-Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ1140; 7/23-House-Concurred -HJ1031; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1667 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Joseph N. Hermann and Ira Singer (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Middleton to continue the employment of George Nash as fire chief. 7/1-Senate-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1020; 7/23-Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1146; 7/27-House-Concurred -HJ1036; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1668 Petition of James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation relative to the issuance of tax bills. 7/23-Senate-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ1146-1147; 7/27-House-Concurred -HJ1036; 12/3-Senateiners charged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1479; 12/7-House-Concurred -HJ1365; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1669 Petition of Emile J. Goguen and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to establish a sick leave bank for Ann Navaroli, an employee of the Department of Social Services. 7/7-Senate-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1060; 7/27-Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1103; 7/28-House-Concurred -HJ1043; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; 9/30-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1307; 11/16-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1310; Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1452; 12/2-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1477; 12/3-House-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1360; Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1362; 12/7-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1481; 12/7-House-Enacted-HJ1367; 12/7-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1488; 12/19-Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 266 Acts.

S 1670 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation to provide for the abandonment and conveyance of a right of way by the Commonwealth in the city of Brockton. 6/15-Senate-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1622; 7/27-Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1151; 7/28-House-Concurred -HJ1043; Public Hearing date Aug 27 am; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1671 Bill relative to certain powers of the Department of Public Utilities. 7/28-Senate-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S356; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 11/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1381; 11/16-Senate-Substituted for S356; Ordered to a third reading -SJ1403; 12/14-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third, amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ1501; 12/16-House-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1146; 12/17-House-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1425; 12/21-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended. Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1455; 12/22-House-Enacted -HJ1484; 12/22-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31-Governor-Signed by Governor, Chapter 309 Acts.

S 1672 Bill providing recognition to residents of the Commonwealth who are former prisoners of war. 7/28-Senate-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S545; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Substituted for S545; Ordered to a third reading. Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1489; 12/10-House-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1378; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1673 Bill relative to conservation restrictions. 7/28-Senate-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S970; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and
Policy - S11197; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1381; 11/16-SENATE-Substituted for S970; Ordered to a third reading - SJ1403-1404; 12/18-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1534; 12/21-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HI1449; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HI1552; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1674 Bill creating a crime laboratory in Hampden County. 7/28-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S1027; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1197; 9/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - SJ1207; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1675 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House relative to bungee jumping. 7/28-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for HS908; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1177; 8/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1198; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 1676 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill relative to the confidentiality of HIV tests and the protection of public health. 7/28-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for HS998; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1177; 8/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1198; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 1677 Petition of Edward L. Burke for legislation relative to the sales tax on electricity. 7/28-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation - SJ1155; 7/30-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ1097; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1678 Petition of Edward P. Kirby for legislation relative to sexually dangerous persons. 7/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1375; 11/16-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ1390; 11/17/House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1281; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1308; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ1392; 12/16-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1403; 12/16-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1507; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 276 Acts.

S 1684 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Bruce E. Tarr and Vaughan Howley for legislation relative to the sales tax for certain commercial vessels. 5/7-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ438; 8/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation - SJ1220; 8/17-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ1118; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1685 Petition of Nancy Achin Sullivan and Augusta Hornblower (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for recall elections in the town of Groton. 8/20-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ1233; 8/24-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ1124; Public Hearing date Sep 29 am; 9/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1307; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1686 Report of the trustees of the Boston Metropolitan District (under the provisions of Section 2 of Chapter 383 of the Acts of 1929) for the year nineteen hundred and ninety-one. 8/20-SEN-
S 1687 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to provide payment in lieu of taxes for the Massachusetts State Police Academy. 8/17-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1229; 8/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ1232; 8/24-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1124; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1688 Petition of William Q. MacLean, Jr., and Leonard Gonsalves (by vote of the town) for legislation to make a corrective change in the law relative to the landfill capping expense fund in the town of Dartmouth. 8/27-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1240; 8/31-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1131; 9/14-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1265; 9/24-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading; read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1293; 9/29-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1183; 9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1190; 10/1-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1209; 10/1-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1329-1330; 10/1-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1209; 10/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1329-1330; 10/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 206 Acts.

S 1689 Petition of David H. Locke, Stephen J. Karol, Philip Travis, Kevin Poirier, Barbara C. Hyland and William R. Keating for legislation to designate a certain court facility in the city of Attleboro as a memorial to the late Justice Ernest I. Rotenberg. 8/24-SENATE-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary -SJ1237; 8/27-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1259; 8/27-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1129; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1690 Order relative to authorizing the joint committee on the Judiciary to make an investigation and study of current Senate document numbered 1024, relative to the fee assessed for the registration of motorized bicycles. 8/31-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; New draft of S1024; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1246-1247; 9/8-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1257; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1691 Bill providing for the abandonment of conveyance of a right of way in the city of Brockton. 8/31-SENATE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of S1670; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1247; 9/30-SENATE-Committee recommended changes to be made and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1305; 9/8-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means amendment pending -SJ1339; 10/13-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, amended (as recommended by the committee on Ways and Means), ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1347-1348; 10/15-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1127; 11/30-GOVERNOR-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day. 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1348; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 126, NYAS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 326] -HJ1367; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted -32 YEAS to 0 NAYS; On the recommendation of the Governor -SJ1487-1488; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 256 Acts.

S 1692 Petition of Nancy Achim Sullivan for legislation to establish a sick leave bank for Michael Donovan, an employee of the Parole Board. 8/31-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1245; 8/31-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1131; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1693 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Jajuga) to the Senate Bill authorizing the city known as the town of Methuen to grant a lease with an option to purchase certain land. 9/3-SENATE-Substituted as a new text for S1623; See S1623-S1252.

S 1694 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to authorize certain school building assistance funds for the building of a school in Leominster. 8/27-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1240; 8/31-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ1245-1246; 9/3-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1138; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1695 Petition of Charles E. Shannon, Paul E. Caron, James P. Jajuga and Vincent P. Cipolla for legislation relative to olympic-style amateur boxing in the Commonwealth. 8/27-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1240; 8/31-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ1245-1246; 9/3-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1138; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1696 Petition of Donald E. Duplease, Arthur J. Rocheleau, David A. Lapointe and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to require the celebration of Memorial Day on May 30th. 8/27-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1240; 8/31-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committees on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ1245-1246; 9/3-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1138; Public Hearing date Sep 29 am; 11/5-SENATE- Accompanied S1375-S1375.

S 1697 Petition of Donald D. Wetmore for legislation to create a Ware River watershed advisory committee. 7/7-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1060; 8/31-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ1246; 9/3- HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1138; Public Hearing date Nov 9 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1698 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to correct errors in the law relative to the mobile home ownership control board in the town of Williamstown. 9/8-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1257; 9/10-HOUSE-Concurrent -HJ1147; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/24-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to
the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - S1292; 11/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - S1375; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - S1389; 12/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day. Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1459; 12/3-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1360; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1369; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading consolidation substituted, see H6305-H11393.

S 1699 Petition of Jane M. Swift (by vote of the town) for legislation relative to purchase or lease of mobile home parks in the town of Williamstown. 9/8-SENATE-Referree to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ1257; 9/10-HOUSE-Concurrent - HJ1147; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/24- SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1252; 11/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - S1257; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1389; 12/2- SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1459; 12/3-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1360; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1369; 12/14-HOUSE-Bills in the Third Reading consolidation substituted, see H6305-H11393.


S 1701 Petition of Jane M. Swift (by vote of the town) for legislation relative to tax abatements for mobile home tenants in the town of Williamstown. 9/8-SENATE-Referree to the committee on Taxation - SJ1257-1258; 9/10-HOUSE-Concurrent - HJ1147; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1702 Petition of Charles E. Shannon, Michael Capuano, Vincent P. Ciampa, David H. Locke, Paul Casey and Patricia Jehlen for legislation to further regulate health maintenance organizations. 9/3-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1252; 9/8-HOUSE- Concurrent - HJ1143; Public Hearing date Oct 14 pm; 10/19-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1730-SJ1352.

S 1703 Petition of David H. Locke and Kevin Poirier for legislation to expedite repairs of a dam in North Attleborough. 9/3-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ1250-1251; 9/8-HOUSE-Concurrent - HJ1143; 9/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1308; 9/30-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1188; Enacted - YEAS 127, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 295] - HJ1203; 9/30-SENATE-Enacted - 27 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJs1325-1326; 10/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 199 Acts.

S 1704 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Richard T. Moore for legislation relative to institutional inhabitants. 8/13-SENATE-Referre to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ1221; 9/8-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Election Laws - SJ1255; 9/10-HOUSE-Concurrent - HJ1147; Public Hearing date Sep 29 am; 9/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1308; 12/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ1448; 12/10-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1379; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1396; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1406; 12/17-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1426; 12/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1533; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 281 Acts.

S 1705 Petition of David H. Locke, Richard R. Tisei and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide victims of domestic abuse with the option of maintaining the confidentiality of the records of their complaint. 9/8-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - SJ1257; 9/10-HOUSE-Concurrent - HJ1147; Public Hearing date Nov 9 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1706 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Thomas M. Petrolati (by vote of the town) for legislation relating to the amortization of bond anticipation notes in the town of Granby. 8/13-SENATE-Referre to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ1221; 9/8-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ1255; 9/10-HOUSE-Concurrent - HJ1147; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/24-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1292; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1389; 12/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1459; 12/3-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1360; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1369; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1427; 12/21-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1452; 12/21-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1539; 12/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 296 Acts.

S 1707 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg, Robert A. Havern, Thomas C. Norton, Ellen Story, Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and Thomas F. Birmingham for legislation to provide for an early retirement program for employees of public institutions of higher education. 7/30-SENATE-Referre to the committee on Joint Rules - SJ1201; 9/8-SENATE-Rules suspended: Referred to the committee on Public Service - SJ1255; 9/10-HOUSE-Concurrent - HJ1147; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; 12/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6261.

S 1708 Petition of Louis P. Bertonnaizi for legislation to designate a certain corner in the town of Milford as the Louis "Burke" Rizoli Memorial Corner. 8/20- SENATE-Referre to the committee on Joint Rules -
S 1709 Petition of William R. Keating (by vote of the town of Easton to convert certain easements located in the Water Division of the Department of Public Works, 9/14/92-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1265; 9/16-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1156; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/5/SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1375; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1389; 12/28-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1611; 12/30-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1520. 14/93-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1542. House-No further action taken.

S 1710 Bill designating an area of Route 16 in the town of Milford as the "Burke" Rizoli Memorial Walkway. 9/9/92-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; New draft of S 1708; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1150; Enacted -HJ1153; 9/16-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1272; 9/22-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 192 Acts.

S 1711 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill relative to the creation of a revolving trust fund to aid in the financing of water pollution abatement projects. 9/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H6008; Rules suspended; Substituted as a new text for H6008. See H6008 -SJ1270.

S 1712 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and others for legislation relative to educational requirements for certain substitute teachers. 9/3-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1251; 9/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -SJ1209; 9/17-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1165; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1713 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to establish requirements for the appointment of an environmental police officer. 9/14/92-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1266; 9/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ1269-1270; 9/17-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1165; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1714 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to a drainage easement in the town of Easton. 9/14-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1266; 9/16-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1270; 9/17-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1165; 10/1-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1328; 10/8-SENATE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1338; 10/13-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1348; 10/15-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1173. 9/22-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1236; 11/16-SENATE-Rules suspended. Senate concurred in the House amendment -SJ1388; 11/17-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 141, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 302] -HJ1284; 11/17-SENATE-Enacted -34 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1419-1420; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 245 Acts.

S 1715 Petition filed at the request of the Lynn City Council, by Richard C. Colucci, for legislation to increase the penalty for common streetwalking and certain other offenses. 9/14/92-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1266; 9/21-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ1287; 9/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1173; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1716 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to granting temporary licenses for the sale of wine at auctions. 9/14/92-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1266; 9/21-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -SJ1287; 9/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1173; Public Hearing date Nov 16 am; 11/17-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1415; 11/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1452; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1717 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to unfair practices in contracting for clinical laboratory services. 9/10/92-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1261; 9/21-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Insurance -SJ1287; 9/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1173; Public Hearing date Oct 14 pm; 11/17-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1415; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1718 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore and Patrick F. Landers III for legislation relative to the jurisdiction of the Palmer District Court. 9/21/92-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ1288; 9/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1173; Public Hearing date Nov 9 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1719 Petition of Patricia McGovern for legislation relative to early retirement incentive for municipal employers. 9/21-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1288; 9/24-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1173; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1720 Petition of Walter J. Boverini and Douglas W. Petersen for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey certain easements located in the city of Lynn to the town of
Swampscott. 9/14-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1265; 9/21-SENATE-Rules suspended; referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1287; 9/24-HOUSE-Concurred; HJ1173; 10/13-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1344; 11/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1387; 11/17-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading and passed to be engrossed -HJ1421; 11/18-HOUSE-Read and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1105; 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1401; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1428; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1541; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Engacted - 2 YEAS 128; NAYS 0 (See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 371) -HJ1551; 1/5/93-SENATE-Engacted - 32 YEAS to 0 NAYS. Laid before the Governor -SJ1656-1657; 1/12/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 359 Acts.

S 1721 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Joseph Salvo, Raffi Takesian, Maureen Donovan, Carol L. DeLano, Joseph J. Pappalardo and Joyce Campagnone (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to provide for the election of housing authority members in the city known as the town of Methuen and to establish a limitation on terms of members. 9/24-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1270; 9/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ1304; 9/30-HOUSE-Read and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1178; Public Hearing date Oct 24 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1722 Petition of Robert A. Havern that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the process by which the Commonwealth issues motor vehicle drivers licenses to qualified applicants. 9/16-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1270; 9/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Safety -SJ1304; 9/30-HOUSE-Read and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1178; Public Hearing date Oct 14 am; 11/5-SENATE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1375; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1702-1703; No report from committee.

S 1723 Petition of Robert A. Durand and Nancy H. Evans for legislation relative to the acceptance by the town of the compensation of elected officials of the town of Bellingham. 10/8-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1341; 10/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1224; Public Hearing date Nov 9 am; 10/17-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1387; 11/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1453; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1484; 12/23-HOUSE-Engacted -HJ1508; 12/23-SENATE-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1596; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 314 Acts.

S 1724 Petition of Michael J. Barrett, Barbara E. Gray, Mary Jane Gibson, Marc D. Draisen, Warren E. Tolman and others [for list of additional petitioners, see printed bill] for legislation to require the inclusion of additional information in the state wide domestic violence record keeping system. 10/8-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1341; 10/13-SENATE-Concurred; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ1344; 10/15-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1228; Public Hearing date Nov 9 pm; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1725 Petition of Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for increased compensation under the Watershed Protection Act. 9/21-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1288; 9/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ1304; 10/1-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ11207; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 11/23-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1443; 11/25-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1322; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1726 Bill to mandate insurance coverage for bone densitometry. 10/8-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S681; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1338; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 1727 Petition of Louis P. Bertonaizi and Daniel J. Ranieri (by vote of the town) for legislation relative to the compensation of elected officials of the town of Bellingham. 10/8-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1341; 10/13-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1224; Public Hearing date Nov 9 am; 12/10-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1387; 1/15/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1525-1526; 12/17-HOUSE-Read and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1424; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1453; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1484; 12/23-HOUSE-Engacted -HJ1508; 12/23-SENATE-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1596; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 314 Acts.

S 1728 Petition of David H. Locke, Thomas Hudner and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate the bonus payment to Gulf War veterans. 10/8-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1341; 10/13-SENATE-Concurred; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ1344; 10/15-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1228; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1729 Bill relative to health insurance premiums for governmental units. 10/19-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of S1702; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1352; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1731 Petition of Walter J. Boverini for legislation relative to certain hazardous waste disposal. 10/15-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ1349-1350; 10/19-HOUSE-
Concurred -HJ1232; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1732 Petition of Walter J. Goverini for legislation relative to the appointment of Kenon Moriarty as a state police officer notwithstanding the maximum age requirement. 10/15-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1349; 10/19/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1232; Public Hearing date Nov 9 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1733 Petition of Matthew J. Amorello and John R. Driscoll for legislation relative to the transfer of a state-owned water line in the county of Worcester. 7/27-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1151; 10/22-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1356; 10/26/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1243; 10/29- HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1247; 11/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1173; 12/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1355; 12/9-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1536; 12/22- HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 135, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 357] -HJ1502; 12/22- HOUSE-Enacted - 29 YEAS to 0 NAYS; 12/23- SENATE-Laid before the Governor -SJs1561-1562; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 304 Acts.

S 1734 Bill relating to the generation of electricity. 10/29-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S368; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1367; 12/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see S1775. Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1498; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, pending; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment to the pending Ways and Means new draft (S1775) adopted; New draft as amended, see S1775-SJ1575-1688.

S 1735 Bill relative to amateur boxing in the Commonwealth. 11/5-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; New draft of S1695; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1375; 11/12- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1389; 12/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1498; 12/18- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be engrossed-SJ1477; 12/3/HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1360; 12/16- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1400; 12/21/HOUSE-Read second; Recommitted to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1464; 1/22/HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Rules suspended; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negative -HJ1482; 12/25/SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment -SJ1598; 12/28- HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1516; 12/28-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1609; 1/5/93-GOV- ERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 324 Acts.

S 1736 Petition of Bill Owens that provision be made to revive and continue the special commission established to make an investigation and study relative to health services for minorities. 10/22-SENATE- Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1357; 11/2-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1371; 11/5/HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1255; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1737 Petition of William O. MacLean, Jr. for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Management to lease certain land and improvements to the New Bedford Harbor Development Commission. 10/8-SENATE-Transmitted to the State Secretary -SJ1341; 11/9-SENATE-Returned from the State Secretary; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Environment; 11/16-SENATE-Concurred -HJ1482; 12/23-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1263; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 11/23-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1443; 12/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1482; 12/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1492; 12/14-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1386; 12/16- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1401; 12/21- HOUSE-Read second; Amendment adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1462; 12/22-SENATE- Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment, see S1756; 12/22- HOUSE-Rules suspended; House NON-con- curred in the Senate further amendment (as recommended by the committee on Bills in the Third Reading) -HJ1482; 12/22- SENATE-Receded from its amendment -SJ1556; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 143, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 362] -HJ1538; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted - 34 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJs1630-1631; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 382 Acts.

S 1738 Order relative to authorizing the joint committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs to sit during the current session and during the recess of the General Court for the purpose of making an investigation and study of current Senate document numbered 162, relative to increasing the penalties for welfare fraud. 1/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of S162; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1366; 11/18-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ1436; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1739 Petition of James P. Jajuga and Arthur J. Broahurst (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for the election of a mayor in the city known as the town of Methuen, and to limit the terms of
Town councillors. 11/16-Senate-Referral to the
committee on Local Affairs -SJ1387; 11/16-House-
Concurrent HJ1270; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am;
12/14-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee
and referred to the committee on Senate Steering
and Policy -SJ1498; 12/16-Senate-Committee
reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of
the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read
second, ordered to a third reading, read third and
passed to be engrossed -SJ1521; 12/17-House-Read
and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next
session -HJ1424; 12/21-House-Read second and
ordered to a third reading -HJ1455; 12/30-House-Read
third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/4/93-
House-Enacted -HJ1536; 1/4/93-Senate-Enacted
and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/6/93-Governor-
Signed by the Governor, Chapter 332 Acts.

S 1740 Petition of William R. Keating and Michael P.
Walsh for legislation to make technical changes in
the home improvement contractor law. 6/22-Senate-
Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ548; 11/12-Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the
committee on Government Regulations -SJ1381; 11/16-House-Concurrent -HJ1270; Public Hearing
date Nov 30 pm; 12/18-Senate-Bill reported favorably
by committee as changed and referred to the
Committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1354;
12/21-Senate-Committee reported that the matter
be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next
session -SJ1358; Senate-No further action taken.

S 1741 Petition of William R. Keating and Richard R.
Tisei for legislation to provide for distinctive license
plates for members of the Ancient and Honorable
Artillery Company, 7/16-Senate-Referral to the
committee on Joint Rules -SJ1138; 11/12-Senate-
Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public
Safety -SJ1381; 11/16-House-Concurrent -
HJ1270; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; 12/7-Senate-
Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules
suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading,
read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1489;
12/10-House-Read, and referred to the committee
on House Ways and Means -SJ1378; 12/12-House-
Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in
the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1425;
12/21-House-Read second and ordered to a third
reading -HJ1455; 12/22-House-Read third (title
changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be
engrossed -HJ1487; Senate-No further action taken.

S 1742 Bill relative to enhancing certain health care
coverage. 11/17-Senate-Reported from the
Committee on Insurance; New draft of S1682; Bill reported
favorably by committee and referred to the
Committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1415; 12/30-
Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass
with an amendment, substituting therefore a new
draft, see S1794; Referred to the Committee on
Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1615; 1/5/93-Senate-
Committee reported that the matter be placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session with the
recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1794)
pending; Rules suspended; Read second; New draft
substituted, see S1794 -SJ1688.

S 1743 Petition of Robert C. Buell, Bruce E. Tarr, J.
James Marzilli and Nelson B. Robinson for legisla-
tion relative to the filing of annual reports by certain
public charities. 10/26-Senate-Referral to the
Committee on Joint Rules -SJ1361; 11/16-Senate-
Rules suspended; Referred to the Committee on
Commerce and Labor -SJ1404; 11/17-House-
Concurrent -HJ1281; Senate-No report from
committee.

S 1744 Petition of Richard R. Tisei, with the approval
of mayor and board of aldermen for legislation to
establish a certain funding schedule for the city of
Melrose retirement system. 10/13-Senate-Referral to
the Committee on Joint Rules -SJ1345; 11/16-
Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the commit-
tee on Finance -SJ1361; 11/17-House-Concurrent-
HJ1281; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; 12/10-Senate-
Accompanied a new draft, see S1773 -SJ1492.

S 1745 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation
to designate the second week in December as
Polycystic Kidney Disease Awareness Week. 5/7-
Senate-Referral to the Committee on Joint Rules -
SJ438; 11/16-Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to
the Committee on State Administration -SJ1404-
1405; 11/17-House-Concurrent -HJ1281; Public
Hearing date Nov 24 am; 11/25-Senate-Bill
reported favorably by committee and referred to the
Committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1449;
11/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter
be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next
session -SJ1452; Senate-No further action taken.

S 1746 Petition of Michael C. Creedon for legislation
for the provision of a proclamation setting apart the
week of December sixth to December twelve as Polycystic
Kidney Disease Awareness Week. 5/7-Senate-
Referral to the Committee on Joint Rules -SJ1498; 11/16-
Senate-Rules suspended; Referred to the Committee on
State Administration -SJ1405; 11/17-
House-Concurrent -HJ1281; Public Hearing date
Nov 24 am; 11/25-Senate-Bill reported favorably
by committee and referred to the Committee on
Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1449; 11/30-
Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in
the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1452;
Senate-No further action taken.

S 1747 Petition of Richard R. Tisei, with the approval
of the mayor and board of aldermen for legislation relative to quarterly taxes in the Melrose retirement
system. 10/19-Senate-Referral to the Committee on
Joint Rules -SJ1353; 11/16-Senate-Rules suspended;
Referred to the Committee on Taxation -SJ1405;
11/17-House-Concurrent -HJ1282; 12/3-
Senate-Discharged to the Committee on Senate
Ways and Means -SJ1479; 12/7-House-Concurrent -
HJ1365; Senate-No report from committee.

S 1748 Bill further regulating title insurance to title
insurers. 11/17-Senate-New draft (offered by Mr.
MacLean) to S1643; Substituted for S1643; Passed to
be engrossed -SJ1418; 11/30-House-Read, and
placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session
HJ1328; 12/1-House-Read second and ordered to a
third reading -HJ1337; 12/17-House-Read third;
Amendments adopted; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1431; 12/18-Senate-Rules
suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendments -SJS1531-1532; 12/21-House-Enacted -
HJ1452; 12/22-Senate-Enacted and laid before the
Governor -SJ1558; 12/31-Governor-Returned to
the Senate with an amendment -HJ1449; 1/6-
Senate-Congress message, see S1796; Referred to the Committee on Senate Bills in the Third Reading -SJ1627; 1/5/93-
Senate-Amendment reported favorably by committee;
Rules suspended; Amended by striking out all after
the enacting clause and inserting in place there-
of a new text -SJ1686-1687; House-No further
action taken.
S 1749 Petition of Arthur E. Chase (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for recall elections in the town of West Boylston. 11/18-SENATE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1436; 11/19-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1314; Public Hearing date Nov 25 am; 11/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H6179.

S 1750 Petition of W. Paul White (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt the position of town accountant of the town of Randolph from the civil service law. 11/17-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1416; 11/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1306; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Accompanied H6215.

S 1751 Petition of W. Paul White (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt the position of police chief of the town of Randolph from the civil service law. 11/17-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1416; 11/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1306; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Accompanied H6216.

S 1752 Petition of Stanley C. Rosenberg and Thomas M. Petrolati (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain property in the town of Granby. 11/12-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1383; 11/17-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1415; 11/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1306; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; 11/25-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1449; 12/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1498; 12/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1554; 12/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1618; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1552; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read third, amended, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1536; 12/21-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1449; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1456; 12/23-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1508; 12/23-SENATE-Engrossed and referred to the committee on the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1556; 12/28-SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1753 Petition of W. Paul White (by vote of the town) for legislation to enable the board of selectmen of the town of Randolph to appoint a former selectman to the position of executive secretary to the board of selectmen upon approval of town meeting. 11/17-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on State Administration -SJ1416; 11/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1306; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; 12/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H6214.

S 1754 Petition of William R. Keating for legislation relative to quarterly taxes in cities and towns. 11/12-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1383; 11/17-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ1415-1416; 11/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1306; 12/3-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1479; 12/7-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1365; 12/14-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1498; 12/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1522; 12/17-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1424; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1455; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1484; 12/25-HOUSE-Emergancy preamble adopted -HJ1508; 12/23-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1596; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1508; 12/23-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1596; 12/28-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 291 Acts.

S 1755 Petition of Maureen McFike, Leo Fliger, Girard St. Armand and David H. Locke (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the Norfolk Conservation Commission to convey a certain parcel of conservation land to the town of Norfolk for municipal purposes. 11/18-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1383; 11/18-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1306; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1492; 12/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; amended, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1536; 12/21-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1449; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1456; 12/20-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendatory adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1552; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1756 Petition of David H. Locke for legislation relative to quarterly taxes in cities and towns. 11/18-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ1436; 11/19-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1314; 12/3-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1479; 12/7-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1365; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1757 Bill relative to the licensure of sign installers. 11/25-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of S373 and H2986; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1449; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1758 Petition of Robert A. Haven, Frederick E. Berry and J. James Marzilli for legislation relative to the North East Solid Waste Committee. 11/19-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1440; 11/23-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ1443; 11/25-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1323; Public Hearing date Dec 9 am; 12/10-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1491; 12/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1553; 12/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1558; 12/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1618; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read; and
referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -SJ1531; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Committee recommended a bill to provide prescription drug assistance to needy elderly persons. 11/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S560; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1451; 12/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ1483; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1759 Bill to provide prescription drug assistance to needy elderly persons. 11/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S560; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1451; 12/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ1483; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1760 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill concerning health records requested from providers by persons seeking benefits under the Social Security Act and federal or state needs-based benefit programs. 11/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H5963; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1451; 12/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Substituted as a new text for H5963; See H5963 -SJ1598.

S 1761 Bill requiring third party reimbursement of nurse practitioners. 11/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S414; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1451; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 1762 Bill relative to certain vital records. 11/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S339; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1452; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1646; No further action taken.

S 1763 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington for legislation to authorize the county of Dukes County to borrow in anticipation of a certain state grant. 10/29-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1367; 11/25-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Counties -SJ1447-1448; 11/30-HOUSE-Concerned -HJ1328; Public Hearing date Dec 14 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1401; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/23-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1598; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1511; 12/28-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1609; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 326 Acts.

S 1764 Petition of Patricia McGovern, Joseph N. Hermann, Kevin P. Blanchette, Kevin J. Sullivan, mayor, and others (with the approval of the city council) for legislation relative to certain financial provisions for the city of Lawrence. 10/22-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1357; 11/25-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1448; 11/30-HOUSE-Concerned -HJ1328; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1493; 12/14-HOUSE-Concerned -HJ1386; 12/18-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1533; 12/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1597; 12/30-HOUSE-Read, Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read second and passed to be engrossed -HJ1519; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1536; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/13/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 377 Acts.

S 1765 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach (with the approval of the county commissioners of Dukes County) for legislation to authorize the Dukes County contributory retirement system to offer an early retirement incentive. 10/8-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1342; 11/25-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1448; 11/30-HOUSE-Concerned -HJ1328; Public Hearing date Dec 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1766 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Robert C. Lawless for legislation to authorize municipalities to collect one hundred percent of costs associated with pursuit of a foreclosure for non-payment of taxes. 10/5-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1333; 11/25-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ1448; 11/30-HOUSE-Concerned -HJ1328; Public Hearing date Dec 7 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1767 Petition of Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize a property tax abatement for Emma Fontaine of the town of West Tisbury. 10/8-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1342; 11/25-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Taxation -SJ1448; 11/30-HOUSE-Concerned -HJ1328; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1768 Bill further restricting the sale, distribution and promotion of tobacco products and outdoor advertising for tobacco products. 12/2-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S14; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1456; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1769 Bill to prohibit franchise termination except for good causes. 12/2-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H1642; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1456; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1770 Petition of Martin J. Dunn, Robert J. Rohan and Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation relative to the taxation of certain tangible property of domestic corporations predominantly used to generate, distribute or transmit electric power. 5/28-SENATE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ570-571; 12/2-
S 1771 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to grant an easement in certain land located in the town of Westminster. 12/7-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; New draft submitted; Rules suspended; Referred to the Senate committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1482; 12/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Substituted as a new text for H5815; See H5815 -SJs1522-1523.

S 1772 Bill relative to certain insurance coverage for off-label uses of prescription drugs used for the treatment of cancer. 12/7-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S689; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Substituted for S689; Ordered to a third reading; Read third, amended and passed to be engrossed -SJs1483-1484; 12/10-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1578; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1560; 1/5/93-Senate-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment -SJ1667; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted; 1/6/93-SENATE-Enacted - YEAS 143, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 375] - HJ1560; 1/11/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 354 Acts.

S 1773 Bill establishing a certain funding schedule for retirement system of the city of Melrose. 12/10-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1744; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1492; 12/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1569-1570; 12/30-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1519; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1536; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1629; 1/1/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 354 Acts.

S 1774 Petition of William R. Keating and John H. Rogers (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the conservation commission of the town of Norwood to grant a certain utility easement. 12/10-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs - SJ1493; 12/10-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ1379; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1526; 12/17-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1424; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1455; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1525; 1/5/93-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment -SJ1661; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 143, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 375] - HJ1562; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted - 32 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJ1685-1686; 1/13/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 370 Acts.

S 1775 Bill relating to the generation of electricity. 12/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; New draft for S1734; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1498; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Senate agreed to the amendment. For S1775, ordered to a third reading - SJ1667-1668. No further action taken.

S 1776 Bill to protect the rivers of the Commonwealth. 12/14-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; New draft for SJ905; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1498; 12/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1647. No further action taken.

S 1777 Bill revising the laws affecting the compensation of victims of violent crimes. 12/14-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; New draft of S716; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1498; 12/18-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1533; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1778 Petition of Paul D. Harold, William R. Keating, Edward P. Kirby, Michael W. Morrissey, Richard A. Voke, Michael J. Sullivan and Edward G. Connolly for legislation to prohibit the charging or levying of certain fees on congressionally chartered veteran's organizations for the use of State House facilities. 11/30-SENATE-Reported from the Joint Committee on State Administration - SJ1491; 12/14-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ1386; 12/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1504; 12/22-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1554; 12/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1664; 12/30-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1519; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1779 Bill prohibiting use of social security numbers on Massachusetts drivers licenses and identification cards. 12/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; New draft of S1036; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1525; 12/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Amended by striking out all after the enacting
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of Lawrence. 12/23-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H6014; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1519; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1787 Petition of Linda J. Melconian for legislation to extend the limitation of tort liability to volunteers of charitable corporations. 12/10-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1493; 12/17-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -SJ1527; 12/22-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1482: 1/5/93-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1703; No report from committee.

S 1788 Text of the Senate amendment to the House Bill improving the administration and management of the judicial system of the Commonwealth. 12/22-Senate, No. 1783, printed as amended; See H6232.

S 1789 Bill establishing a pilot program for the exchange of hypodermic needles and syringes in certain cities and towns. 12/22-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Bills in the Third Reading; Recommended new draft for S1498. Point of order NOT well taken; Laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session -SJ1568-1569; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1790 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 12/23-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H6243; Rules suspended; Amendment to section 2A, adding a new item 1100-1400 adopted. Amendment to section 13 adopted; Amendment adding a new section rejected; Amendment adding a new section adopted; Amendment adding a new section rejected; Amendment adding a new section adopted; Amendment adding a new section rejected; Amended as a new text for H6342; See H6342 -SJ1599-1602.

S 1791 Petition of Robert L. Hedlund for legislation relative to the retirement benefits of John Snider. 12/16-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1504; 12/23-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1569; 12/23-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1505; Public Hearing date Jan 4 am; SENATE-No report from committee.

S 1792 Petition of Arthur E. Chase, Kevin O'Sullivan and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to designate a section of Route 122 in Worcester as the Jewish War Veterans Memorial Highway. 10/8-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -SJ1341; 12/22-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Transportation -SJ1561; 12/23-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1505; 1/4/93-SENATE- Accompanied a new draft, see SJ1798 -SJ1628.

S 1793 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill establishing an alternative optional retirement clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Passed to be engrossed -SJ1569; 12/30-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ11519; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1780 Bill relative to record keeping by certain licensees. 12/16-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H5301; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment recommended by committee (text of H6358) adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1525; 12/17-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1423; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of H6358; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment recommended by committee (text of H6358) adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1555; SENATE-No further action taken.

S 1781 Petition of William M. Bulger for legislation to repeal a certain textbook loan program. 12/18-SENATE-Rule 20 and Joint Rule 12 suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Rules -SJ1529; 12/21-HOUSE-Concurred -HJ1449-1450; 1/5/93-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1655-1656; HOUSE-No action taken.

S 1782 Bill relative to the board of directors of the Mutual Savings Central Fund, Inc. 12/21-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H5305; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1538; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

S 1783 Text of the amendment recommended by the Special Committee of the Senate on Judicial Reform to the House Bill improving the administration and management of the judicial system of the Commonwealth. 12/21-SENATE-Reported from the Special Committee on Judicial Reform; Recommended new text for H6232; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1538; 12/22-SENATE-Rules suspended; For further amendments, see actions on H6232; Substituted as a new text for H6232; Reprinted as amended, see S1788; See H6232 -SJ1559.

S 1784 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill authorizing the Register of Deeds of Hampden County to establish a certain pilot program. 12/21-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H1074; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Substituted as a new text for H1074; See H1074 -SJ1560.

S 1785 Report of the Senate committee on Post Audit and Oversight (under the provisions of Section 63 of Chapter 3 of the General Laws) entitled "A Review of Faculty Workload Policies and Faculty Workloads at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst". 12/22-SENATE-Placed on file -SJ1554.

S 1786 Bill authorizing the commissioner of capital planning and operations to release the Commonwealth's interest in a certain parcel of land in the city
program for faculty members, chancellors and presidents of public institutions of higher education. 12/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H6316; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1615; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1647; No further action taken.

S 1794 Bill mandating health insurance coverage for inborn errors of amino acids and organic acids, such as PKU, 12/30-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S1742; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1615; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Substituted for S1742; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1688; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1795 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning, under the provisions of Article LVI of the Amendments to the Constitution, with recommendation of amendment, the engrossed Bill relative to increasing housing inspection staff. 12/31-SENATE-See S157-151626.

S 1796 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning, under the provisions of Article LVI of the Amendments to the Constitution, with recommendation of amendment, the engrossed Bill providing that certain teachers shall be credited with service to non-public schools. 12/31-SENATE-See S1582-151627.

S 1797 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning, under the provisions of Article LVI of the Amendments to the Constitution, with recommendation of amendment, the engrossed Bill providing that certain teachers shall be credited with service to non-public schools. 12/31-SENATE-See S1582-151627.

S 1798 Bill designating a road in the city of Worcester as Jewish War Veterans memorial Highway. 1/4/93-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; New draft of S1792; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1628; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1656; HOUSE-No action taken.

S 1799 Petition of Thomas C. Norton and Joan M. Menard for legislation relative to certain school department transportation in a town. 8/27-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Rules - SJ1240; 12/20-SENATE-Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - SJ1614; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Concurred - HJ1551; 1/5/93-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1664; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended, Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1570; 1/6/93-HOUSE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1695; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 409 Acts.

S 1800 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill providing for the Executive Office of Health and Human Services Facilities Consolidations. 1/5/93-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H6302; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Substituted as a new text for H6302; See H6302-SJS1667-1668.

S 1801 Bill establishing the small business capital access program, an export finance program, and amending the investment tax credit. 1/5/93-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Reported on a part of H6302; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment rejected; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1803; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1669-16694; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Senates concurred in the House amendment - SJ1701; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1573; HOUSE-No further action taken.

S 1802 Text of the amendment (offered by Mr. Berry) to the House Bill relative to the protection of condominium residents. 1/5/93-SENATE-Moved as a new text for H6074; Amendment adopted, Amendment rejected; Substituted, as amended, as a new text for H6074; See H6074-SJS1675-1677.

S 1803 Bill of amendment (offered by Mr. Keating and Ms. Pines) to the Senate Bill establishing the small business capital access program, an export finance program, and amending the investment tax credit. 1/5/93-SENATE-Substituted as a new text for S1801; See S1801-SJS1668-1694.

S 1993 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three for the maintenance of the departments, boards, commissions, institutions and certain activities of the Commonwealth, for interest, sinking fund and serial bond requirements and for certain permanent improvements and for certain other purposes. 6/23-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Recommended new text for H5700; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for June 27, in accordance with the provisions of Senate Rule 27A - JS647-648; 6/23-SENATE-Reported 27A suspended - SJ667; 6/24-SENATE-Amendment to section 2, item 0321-1600 rejected - 17 YEAS to 22 NAYS; motion to reconsider the rejection of amendment to section 2, item 0321-1600 prevailed - 22 YEAS to 15 NAYS; amendment to section 2, item 0321-1600 adopted - SJ667-671; Amendment to section 2, item 2420-1400 adopted - 24 YEAS to 14 NAYS - SJ671-676; 6/23-SENATE-Amendment to section 2, item 0321-1600 and item 0321-1600 adopted - SJ667-671; Amendment to section 2, item 2420-1400 adopted - 24 YEAS to 14 NAYS - SJ671-676; 6/23-SENATE-Amendment to section 2, item 3747-0002 adopted - SJ675-676; Amendment to section 2, item 3747-0002 adopted - SJ675-676; Amendment to section 2, item 3747-0002 adopted - SJ675-676; Amendment to section 2, item 4190-0100 adopted - SJ678; Amendment to section 2, item 3747-0002 adopted - SJ675-676; Amendment to section 2, item 3747-0002 adopted - SJ675-676; Amendment to section 2, item 4190-0100 adopted - SJ678; Amendment to section 2, item 3747-0002 adopted - SJ675-676; Amendment to section 2, item 4190-0100 adopted - SJ678;
Amendment to section 2, item 1107-2400 adopted SJ678; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4 4 0 8 - 1 0 0 0
adopted -SJ678; Amendment to section 2, item 70611000 and item 7 0 1 0 - 0 0 8 0 and adding a new item
1599-3730 rejected -SJ679; Amendment to section 2,
item 7061-1000 rejected -SJ679; Amendment to section 2, item 0612-1010 rejected -SJ679; Amendment
to s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 7 1 0 0 - 0 2 0 0 r e j e c t e d - S J 6 7 9 ;
Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 89010003 rejected -SJs679-680; Amendment to section 2,
item 9519-8000 rejected -SJ680; Amendment to section 2, item 7000-9401 rejected -SJ680; Amendment
to s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 2 2 6 0 - 8 8 7 0 r e j e c t e d - S J 6 8 0 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 0331-0002 adopted SJs680-681; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 0 3 3 2 0001 adopted -SJ681; Amendment to section 2. item
0337-0002 adopted -SJ681; Amendment to section 2,
item 0526-0100 adopted -SJ681; Amendment to section 2. adding a new item 1599-3900 adopted -SJ681;
Amendment to section 2, item 2000-0100 adopted SJs681-682; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 21000001 adopted -SJ682; Amendment to section 2, item
2440-4000 adopted -SJ682; Amendment to section 2,
item 2520-0107 adopted -SJ682; Amendment to section 2, item 3743-2027 adopted -SJ682; Amendment
to s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 4 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 a d o p t e d - S J 6 8 2 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 4402-5000 adopted SJ682; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4 4 0 2 - 5 0 0 0
adopted -SJ682; Amendment to section 2, item 44025000 adopted -SJ683; Amendment to section 2, item
4406-3000 and adding a new item 4170-0250 adopted -SJ683; Amendment to section 2, item 4408-1000
and adding a new section 2 3 0 A a d o p t e d - S J 6 8 3 ;
Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 45100616 adopted -SJs683-684; Amendment to section 2,
adding a new i t e m 4 5 3 0 - 7 1 0 0 a d o p t e d - S J 6 8 4 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 4800-2000 adopted SJ684; Amendment to section 2, item 5 9 4 8 - 0 0 0 0
adopted -SJ684; Amendment to section 2, item 59830100 adopted -SJs684-685; Amendment to section 2,
item 6005-0011 adopted -SJ685; Amendment to section 2, item 6005-0012 adopted -SJ685; Amendment
to section 2, item 6005-0015 adopted -SJs685-686;
Amendment to section 2, item 6005-0018 adopted SJ686; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item
7007-1000 adopted -SJs686-687; Amendment to section 2, item 7010-0080 adopted -SJ687; Amendment
to section 2, i t e m 7 0 3 0 - 1 0 0 0 a d o p t e d - S J 6 8 7 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 7052-0004 adopted SJ687; Amendment to section 2, item 7 0 7 0 - 0 0 6 5
adopted -SJ687; Amendment to section 2, item 70700065 adopted -SJ687; Amendment to section 2, item
7100-0200 adopted -SJ687; Amendment to section 2,
item 7100-0200 adopted -SJ688; Amendment to section 2, item 8000-3000 adopted -SJ688; Amendment
to section 2, i t e m 8 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 0 a d o p t e d - S J 6 8 8 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 8900-0001 adopted SJ688; Amendment to section 2, item 8 9 1 0 - 0 0 0 0
adopted -SJs688-689; Amendment to section 2, item
9000-0100 adopted -SJ689; Amendment to section 2,
item 9000-0100 adopted -SJ689; Amendment to section 2, item 9000-1900 adopted -SJ689; Amendment
to section 2, item 9 0 0 0 - 1 9 0 0 a d o p t e d - S J 6 8 9 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 9000-1920 adopted SJ689; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item
9000-9900 adopted -SJ689; Amendment to section 2,
item 9095-0003 and to section 435 adopted -SJs689Amendment to section 2, item 9110-1630 adopted -SJ690; Amendment to section 2, item 9110-1630
adopted -SJ690; Amendment to section 2, item 92300001 adopted -SJ690; A m e n d m e n t to section 2 B .
adding a new item 8 7 0 0 - 1 1 4 0 a d o p t e d - S J 6 9 0 Amendment to section 2, item 0320-0010 rejected SJ09U; Amendment to section 2, item 0 3 2 1 - 2 1 0 0

rejected -SJ690; Amendment to section 2, item 0321
2100 rejected -SJs690-691; Amendment to section 2,
item 0330-2000 rejected -SJ691; Amendment to section 2, item 0332-0001 rejected -SJ691; Amendment
t o s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 0 3 3 2 - 0 0 0 1 r e j e c t e d - S J 6 9 1 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 0611-1000 rejected SJ691; Amendment to section 2, item 0810-0014 and
to section 9 rejected -SJ691; Amendment to section
2, item 0 8 1 0 - 2 5 0 0 rejected -SJ691; Amendment to
s e c t i o n 2, item 1 1 0 0 - 1 4 0 0 r e j e c t e d - S J s 6 9 l - 6 9 2 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 1100-5500 rejected SJ692; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item
1102-3240 rejected -SJ692; Amendment to section 2,
item 1108-5200 rejected -SJ692; Amendment to section 2, items 1108-5200, 1108-5300 and 1108-5400
rejected -SJs692-693; Amendment to section 2, item
1150-5100 rejected -SJ693; Amendment to section 2,
item 1201-0100 rejected -SJ693; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 1599-3850 rejected -SJ693;
Amendment to section 2, item 2100-0100 rejected S J 6 9 4 ; A m e n d m e n t to s e c t i o n 2, item 2 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0
rejected -SJ694; Amendment to section 2, item 20200100 rejected -SJ694; Amendment to section 2, item
2100-0000 rejected -SJ694; Amendment to section 2,
item 2200-0100 rejected -SJ694; Amendment to section 2, item 2210-0100 rejected -SJ694; Amendment
t o s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 2 3 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 r e j e c t e d - S J 6 9 4 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 2443-2000 rejected S J 6 9 4 ; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 2 4 4 3 - 2 0 0 0
rejected -SJs694-695; Amendment to section 2, item
2520-0107 rejected -SJ695; Amendment to section 2,
adding a new item 3100-0200 rejected -SJ695;
A m e n d m e n t to section 2, adding a new item 31432027 rejected -SJs695-696; Amendment to section 2,
item 3722-9024 rejected -SJ696; Amendment to section 2, item 3722-9024 and adding new items 32229005 and 3 2 2 2 - 9 0 2 4 rejected -SJs696-697;
A m e n d m e n t to section 2, adding a new item 37229109 rejected -SJ697; Amendment to section 2, item
3743-2027 rejected -SJ697; Amendment to section 2,
item 3743-2036 rejected -SJ697; Amendment to section 2, item 3745-1000 rejected -SJ697; Amendment
t o s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 3 7 4 7 - 0 0 0 1 r e j e c t e d - S J 6 9 8 ;
Amendment to section 2, item 4000-0100 rejected S J 6 9 8 ; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0
rejected -SJ698; Amendment to section 2, adding a
new item 4100-0010 rejected -SJ698; Amendment to
s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 4 1 1 0 - 1 0 2 0 r e j e c t e d - S J s 6 9 8 - 6 9 9 ;
A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4120-0012 rejected S J 6 9 9 ; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4 1 2 0 - 0 0 1 2
rejected -SJ699; Amendment to section 2, item 41200014 rejected -SJ699; Amendment to section 2, item
4120-0071 rejected -SJ699; Amendment to section 2,
item 4125-0100 rejected -SJ699; Amendment to sec
tion 2, item 4401-1000 rejected -SJ699; Amendment
t o s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 4 4 0 1 - 2 0 0 0 r e j e c t e d - S J 6 9 9 ;
Amendment to section 2, items 4401-2000 and 48000060, to section 2A, items 4407-9070 and 4800-1000
and adding a new section rejected -SJs699-701;
Amendment to section 2, item 4402-5000 rejected S J s 7 0 1 - 7 0 2 ; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4 4 0 2 5000 rejected -SJ702; Amendment to section 2, item
4402-5000 rejected -SJ702; Amendment to section 2,
item 4402-5000 rejected -SJ702; Amendment to section 2, item 4402-5000 rejected -SJ702; Amendment
t o s e c t i o n 2, i t e m 4 4 0 2 - 5 0 0 0 r e j e c t e d - S J 7 0 2 ;
A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4402-5000 rejected S J 7 0 2 ; A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4 4 0 2 - 5 0 0 0
rejected -SJ703; Amendment to section 2, item 44025000 rejected -SJ703; Amendment to section 2, item
4402-5000 rejected -SJ703; Amendment to section 2,
item 4402-5000 rejected -SJ703; Amendment to section 2, item 4 4 0 2 - 5 0 0 0 r e j e c t e d - S J s 7 0 3 - 7 0 4 ;
A m e n d m e n t to section 2, item 4402-5000 rejected -


SJ704; Amendment to section 2, item 4402-5000 and to a new section rejected -SJ704; Amendment to section 2, item 4403-2000 rejected -SJ704; Amendment to section 2, items 4403-2000, 4403-2013 and to section 231 rejected -SJ704-705; Amendment to section 2, item 4408-1000 and to section 229 rejected -SJ705; Amendment to section 2, item 4408-1000 and to a new section rejected -SJ704; Amendment to section 2, item 4510-0750 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4510-1002 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, to a new item 4512-0200 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, to a new item 4512-0201 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new section rejected -SJ704; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0201 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4510-0750 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4510-1002 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0200 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0201 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4510-1002 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0200 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0201 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4510-1002 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0200 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0201 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4510-1002 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0200 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0201 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4510-1002 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0200 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 4512-0201 rejected -SJ707; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5046-3700 rejected -SJ709; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5046-3700 rejected -SJ709; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5948-0000 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5948-0000 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5911-0006 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5948-0000 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5911-0006 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 6006-0003 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9401 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 6005-0011 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5046-3700 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9401 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 5046-3700 rejected -SJ710; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9401 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9401 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9401 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711-712, Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 7000-9501 rejected -SJ711.
section 541 adopted -SJ758; Amendment adding a new section 542 adopted -SJ758-770; Amendment adding a new section 543 adopted -SJ771; Amendment adding a new section 544 adopted -SJ771; Amendment adding a new section 545 adopted -SJ771-772; Amendment adding a new section 546 adopted -SJ772; Amendment adding a new section 547 adopted -SJ772; Amendment adding a new section 548 adopted -SJ772; Amendment adding a new section 549 adopted -SJ772; Amendment adding a new section 550 adopted -SJ772-775; Amendment adding a new section 551 adopted -SJ775; Amendment adding a new section 552 adopted -SJ775; Amendment adding new sections 553 and 554 adopted -SJ775-776; Amendment adding a new section 555 adopted -SJ776; Amendment adding a new section 556 adopted -SJ776-777; Amendment adding a new section 557 adopted -SJ777; Amendment adding a new section 558 adopted -SJ777-778; Amendment adding a new section 559 adopted -SJ778; Amendment adding a new section 560 adopted -SJ778; Amendment adding a new section 561 adopted -SJ779; Amendment adding a new section 562 adopted -SJ779; Amendment adding a new section 563 adopted -SJ779; Amendment adding new sections 564 through 568 adopted -SJ779-780; Amendment adding a new section 569 adopted -SJ780; Amendment adding a new section 570 adopted -SJ780-781; Amendment adding a new section 571 adopted -SJ781; Amendment adding a new section 572 adopted -SJ781; Amendment adding new sections 573 and 574 adopted -SJ781-782; Amendment adding a new section 575 adopted -SJ782; Amendment adding a new section 576 adopted -SJ784; Amendment adding a new section 577 adopted -SJ784-785; Amendment adding a new section 578 adopted -SJ785-786; Amendment adding a new section 579 adopted -SJ786; Amendment adding new sections 580 and 581 adopted -SJ786; Amendment adding a new section 582 adopted -SJ786-787; Amendment adding a new section 583 adopted -SJ787; Amendment adding a new section 584 adopted -SJ787; Amendment adding a new section 585 adopted -SJ787; Amendment adding a new section 586 adopted -SJ788; Amendment adding a new section 587 adopted -SJ788; Amendment adding a new section 588 adopted -SJ788-789; Amendment adding new section 590 adopted -SJ789; Amendment adding new sections 590 and 591 adopted -SJ789; Amendment adding a new section 592 adopted -SJ789-790; Amendment adding a new section 593 adopted -SJ790; Amendment adding a new section 594 adopted -SJ790; Amendment adding a new section 595 adopted -SJ790-791; Amendment adding a new section 596 adopted -SJ791; Amendment adding new sections 597 through 605 adopted -SJ791-794; Amendment adding new sections 606 through 610 adopted -SJ795; Amendment adding a new section 611 adopted -SJ795-800; Amendment adding a new section 612 adopted -SJ800; Amendment adding a new section 613 adopted -SJ800-801; Amendment adding a new section 614 adopted -SJ801-803; Amendment adding a new section 615 adopted -SJ803; Amendment adding a new section 616 adopted -SJ803-804; Amendment adding a new section 617 adopted -SJ804; Amendment adding a new section 618 adopted -SJ804-805; Amendment adding a new section 619 adopted -SJ805-806; Amendment adding a new section 620 adopted -SJ806-807; Amendment adding new sections 621 through 623 adopted -SJ807-808; Amendment adding a new section 624 adopted -SJ808-809; Amendment adding a new section 625 adopted -SJ809-810; Amendment adding a new section 626 adopted -SJ810-815; Amendment adding new sections 627 and 627A adopted -SJ815-816; Amendment adding a new section 628 adopted -SJ816; Amendment adding a new section 463A adopted -SJ816; Amendment adding a new section 629 adopted -SJ816-817; Amendment adding a new section 630 adopted -SJ817; Amendment adding a new section 631 adopted -SJ817; Amendment adding a new section 478A adopted -SJ817; Amendment adding a new section 232A adopted -SJ817; Amendment to sections 264 and 265 adopted -SJ818; Amendment adding a new section 458A adopted -SJ818; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ818-819; Amendment adding a new section 632 adopted -31 YEAS to 6 NAYS -SJ819-820; Amendment adding new sections 633 through 638 adopted -22 YEAS to 13 NAYS -SJ820-833; Amendment adding a new section 639 adopted -SJ833; Amendment adding new sections 640 and 641 adopted -21 YEAS to 14 NAYS -SJ833-836; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ836-837; Amendment adding new sections 642 and 643 adopted -SJ837; Amendment adding a new section 644 adopted -SJ837; Amendment adding new sections 332A and 332B adopted -SJ837-838; Amendment adding another new section 332B adopted -SJ838; Amendment adding a new section 645 adopted -SJ838; Amendment adding a new section 646 adopted -SJ838; Amendment adding a new section 647 adopted -SJ838-840; Amendment adding a new section 648 adopted -SJ840; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJ841; Amendment adding a new section 649 adopted -SJ841; Amendment adding a new section 6A rejected -SJ841-844; Amendment adding a new section 13A rejected -SJ844-845; Amendment to section 19 rejected -SJ845; Amendment to section 31 rejected -SJ845-846; Amendment adding a new section 109A rejected -SJ846-848; Amendment to section 32 rejected -SJ848; Amendment adding a new section 32A rejected -SJ848; Amendment to sections 38 through 57 rejected -SJ849-854; Amendment to section 105 rejected -SJ854-853; Amendment to section 106 rejected -SJ853; Amendment to section 107 rejected -SJ853; Amendment to sections 108 rejected -SJ855; Amendment adding a new section 19A rejected -SJ855-856; Amendment to section 158 rejected -SJ856; Amendment to section 161 rejected -SJ856; Amendment adding a new section 161A rejected -SJ857; Amendment to section 162 rejected -SJ857; Amendment to section 162 rejected -SJ857-860; Amendment to sections 163 and 164 rejected -SJ860-861; Amendment to sections 163, 164, 165, 166 and 389 through 401 rejected -SJ861; Amendment to section 2, item 6005-0014 and adding a new section 169A rejected -SJ861-862; Amendment adding a new section 197A rejected -SJ862-865; Amendment to section 202 rejected -SJ865; Amendment to section 203 rejected -SJ865; Amendment to sections 204 and 205 adopted -SJ865; Amendment to section 254 rejected -SJ865; Amendment to section 255 rejected -SJ865; Amendment to section 256 rejected -SJ865; Amendment to sections 264 and 265 rejected -SJ866; Amendment to section 266 rejected -SJ866; Amendment to section 275 rejected -SJ866; Amendment to section 275 rejected -SJ866; Amendment adding new sections 293A, 293B and 293C rejected -SJ866-867; Amendment to sections 321 and 447 rejected -SJ867; Amendment adding four new sections rejected -SJ867; Amendment to section 2, adding a new item 8000-1100, to sections 372 and 373 and adding a new section rejected -SJ867-869; Amendment to section
Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs907-908; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs908; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs909-910; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs910-911; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs911-912; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs912-913; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs913-914; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs914-915; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs915-916; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs916-917; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs917-918; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs918-919; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs919-920; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs920-921; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs921-922; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs922-923; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs923-924; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs924-925; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs925-926; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs926-927; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs927-928; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs928-929; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs929-930; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs930-931; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs931-932; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs932-933; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs933-934; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs934-935; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs935-936; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs936-937; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs937-938; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs938-939; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs939-940; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs940-941; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs941-942; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs942-943; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs943-944; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs944-945; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs945-946; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs946-947; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs947-948; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs948-949; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs949-950; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs950-951; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs951-952; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs952-953; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs953-954; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs954-955; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs955-956; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs956-957; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs957-958; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs958-959; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs959-960; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs960-961; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs961-962; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs962-963; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs963-964; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs964-965; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs965-966; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs966-967; Amendment adding a new section rejected -SJs967-
S 1994 Text of the amendment recommended by the Senate committee on Ways and Means, to the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three for the maintenance of the departments, boards, commissions, institutions and certain activities of the Commonwealth, for interest, sinking fund and serial bond requirements and for certain permanent improvements. 6/25- Senate, No. 1993, printed as amended - SJ993; See H5700.

For status, see H5700.
H 1 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting the annual budget of the Commonwealth for the fiscal year beginning July first, nineteen hundred and ninety-two. 1/22-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ33; Public Hearing date Apr 10 am; Hearing date Apr 10 pm; Hearing date Apr 13 am; Hearing date Apr 13 pm; Hearing date Apr 15 am; Hearing date Apr 15 pm; Hearing date Apr 22 am; Hearing date Apr 22 pm; Hearing date Apr 23 am; Hearing date Apr 23 pm; Hearing date Apr 25 am; Hearing date Apr 27 am; Hearing date Apr 27 pm; Hearing date Apr 30 am; Hearing date Apr 30 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Reporting date extended to Thu., May 21 -HJ541; 5/26-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H5600 -HJ585; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2 Recommendation of the Appellate Tax Board relative to the practice and procedure of said board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ20A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3 Recommendations of the Department of the State Auditor (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ21A.

H 4 So much of the recommendations of the Department of the State Auditor (House, No. 3) as relates to reimbursement for the costs of special education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Reported a study order, see H5497.

H 5 So much of the recommendations of the Department of the State Auditor (House, No. 3) as relates to the Commonwealth's contract debartment process. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ239; 3/31-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ227; 4/13-SENATE-Reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ291; 4/14-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ307.

H 6 So much of the recommendations of the Department of the State Auditor (House, No. 3) as relates to providing for uniform administrative standards in the audit of federal funds received by state agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Report accepted a new draft, see H5796.

H 7 So much of the recommendations of the Department of the State Auditor (House, No. 3) as relates to oversight of private foundations of institutions of public higher education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 8 So much of the recommendations of the Department of the State Auditor (House, No. 3) as relates to clarifying the scope of the local mandate law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H5608.

H 9 Recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ21A.

H 10 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to certain actions of the Board of Bank Incorporation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ544; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; 10/15-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1230; 10/19-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ153; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 11 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the implementation of certain banking laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/12-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ464; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 12 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the operation of certain banking laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ544; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 13 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the reorganization of state-chartered stock banks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ801; 6/3-
H 14 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the regulatory powers of said commissioner. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ576; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 15 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the disclosure of fees or charges assessed a customer for use of an electronic branch. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 16 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the list of legal investments prepared by said commissioner. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ534; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 17 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the receipt of deposits for transmittal to foreign countries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ502; 5/12-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ467; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ593; 6/8- SENATE-Report accepted - SJ602.

H 18 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the investment in certain bonds and other evidences of indebtedness by state-chartered banks. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ96A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ464; 1/5-93- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 19 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the approval of certain mergers or acquisitions by said commissioner. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ801; 6/5-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ810; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 20 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to aggregate loan and investment limitations governing credit unions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5654.

H 21 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to investments and reserves in credit unions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ557; 1/5-93-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1548; 1/5-93-SENATE-Reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 22 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to certain notifications to said commissioner. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-BILL-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ554; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ431; 12/18-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ464; 1/5-93- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 23 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to certain reports of said commissioner. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by H5761; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ554; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ431; 12/18-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1530; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 24 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to investments in bank premises. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ21A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ464; 7/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1029; 7/12- SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1067; 7/13-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1136; 7/27-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1036; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1090; 8/6-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1105; 8/10- HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1108; 8/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1217; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 166 Acts.

H 25 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to certain insider transactions at state-chartered banks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 26 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Banks (House, No. 9) as relates to the approval of certain bank holding company transactions by the Board of Bank Incorporation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1427; 12/18-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Committee on Policy -SJ1530; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 27 Recommendations of the Commission for the Blind (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ22A.

H 28 So much of the recommendations of the Commission for the Blind (House, No. 27) as relates to furthering braille literacy for blind persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/19/93-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5675.

H 29 So much of the recommendations of the Commission for the Blind (House, No. 27) as relates to authorizing and directing the Secretary of State, who shall make all written laws and public documents available and accessible in electronic format for use by the print handicapped through the American Standard Code of Information Interchange or its successor. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on State Administration -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 30 So much of the recommendations of the Commission for the Blind (House, No. 27) as relates to the protection of persons crossing or attempting to cross ways. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ369; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1504; 12/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1594; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1511; 12/28-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1609; 1/5/93-GOVERN-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 329 Acts.

H 31 Recommendations of the Office for Children (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ22A.

H 32 So much of the recommendations of the Office for Children (House, No. 31) as relates to amending the definition of placement agency. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 33 So much of the recommendations of the Office for Children (House, No. 31) as relates to persons approved to assist family day care providers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied by section 12 of H1999; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ883; 6/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ955; 6/29/SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1009; 7/1-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ929; 7/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1021; 7/9-GOVERN-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 109 Acts.

H 34 Recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ22A.

H 35 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (House, No. 34) as relates to amending certain public deed restrictions to retain affordable housing. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 36 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (House, No. 34) as relates to veterans of recent conflicts. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ483; 5/11-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ468; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ481; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ602.

H 37 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (House, No. 34) as relates to the master planning unfunded state mandate. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 38 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (House, No. 34) as relates to the Mobile Home Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ444; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 39 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (House, No. 34) as relates to clarifying the Chapter 707 definition of a student. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ22A;
1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ97A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

H 40 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (House, No. 34) as relates to establishing a commission to study the identification and utilization of certain unexpended state funds being retained by municipalities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5828.

H 41 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Communities and Development (House, No. 34) as relates to the membership of the Advisory Commission on Local Government. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ22A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5429.


H 43 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to motor vehicles and aircraft. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 44 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to streamlining judicial review of certain administrative agency decisions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 45 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to liquor purchase identification cards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 46 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission hearings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 47 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to reappeals to the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 48 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to establishing a new category of alcoholic beverage license known as "brew pub". 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2991.

H 49 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the filing of an annual report by the Cable Television Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 8/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1128. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 50 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to changing the name of the Community Antenna Television Commission and conforming the cable television statute to federal law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

H 51 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to reorganization of franchising authorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 52 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the inspection and sale of food, drugs and various articles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 53 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to weights and measures. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 54 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the measurement of lumber. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied H52.

H 55 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to anti-freeze sales. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ801; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 56 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to authorizing the Division
of Standards to issue administrative fines. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 57 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the assessment of telephone companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2989.

H 58 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to medical examinations required by the Board of Registration of Cosmetology. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 59 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to examinations required by the Board of Registration of Cosmetology. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 60 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the Board of Certification of Operators of Drinking Water Supply Facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture- HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H112; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means-HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 61 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the Board of Registration of Social Workers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means-HJ377; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 62 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to medical examinations required by the Board of Registration of Barbers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 63 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the membership of the Board of Registration of Cosmetology. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ98A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 64 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to providing greater consumer protection powers to the boards of registration within the Division of Registration. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ23A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 65 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to clarifying certain procedures and assisting the boards of registration within the Division of Registration in the discharge of their duties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 66 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the disciplinary powers of the boards of registration within the Division of Registration. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 67 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to assisting the boards of registration within the Division of Registration in the discharge of their duties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 68 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to providing greater enforcement powers to the boards of registration within the Division of Registration. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 69 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the Board of Registration of Social Workers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading-HJ496; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 70 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (House, No. 42) as relates to the Board of Registration in Medicine Committee on Acupuncture. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means-HJ346; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 71 Recommendation of the Massachusetts Criminal Justice Training Council relative to improving and streamlining said council and enhancing accountability for law enforcement training. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety-HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ99A; Public Hearing
Recommendations of the Designer Selection Board (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file - HJ24A.

So much of the recommendations of the Designer Selection Board (House, No. 72) as relates to providing certain revisions to the laws of said board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ99A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/12-HOUSE - Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

So much of the recommendations of the Designer Selection Board (House, No. 72) as relates to clarifying the application of the conflict of interest laws to the members of said board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ99A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

Recommendations of the Secretary of Education (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file - HJ24A.

So much of the recommendations of the Secretary of Education (House, No. 75) as relates to traffic violations at public colleges and universities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ280; 4/7-SENATE - Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ234; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ219; 4/14-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ507.

So much of the recommendations of the Secretary of Education (House, No. 75) as relates to the licensing fees for independent colleges and universities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ99A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1540 - S1418.

So much of the recommendations of the Secretary of Education (House, No. 75) as relates to creditable service for sabbatical leaves. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 10/1-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1581 - S1517.

So much of the recommendations of the Secretary of Education (House, No. 75) as relates to making correct changes in the law concerning the Committee on Educational Policy. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 7/2-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5199.

So much of the recommendations of the Secretary of Education (House, No. 75) as relates to public education foundations and the academic challenge grant. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Recommendations of the Department of Education (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file - HJ25A.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to providing financial assistance for the special education costs for certain children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to strengthening workforce literacy. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4069 and H5171; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ439; 5/12-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ512-513; HOUSE-No further action taken.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to requiring grandfathered English as a second language teachers to meet current certification requirements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to providing for the entry of the Commonwealth into an interstate compact for pension portability for educators. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to establishing improved standards in teacher preparation and certification. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to developing the public school as the center for the community. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to establishing improved standards in teacher preparation and certification. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ25A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Education (House, No. 81) as relates to expanding integrative educational opportunities and eligibility criteria for children with special needs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and
So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (letter of transmittal), 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ26A.

H 90 Recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to the notification of third parties on non-renewal and cancellation of certain insurance policies held by elderly consumers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ25A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2300.

H 92 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to the notification of third parties on non-renewal and cancellation of certain insurance policies held by elderly consumers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ25A; 1/1-senate-Concurred -SJ100A-101A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5905.

H 93 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to placing previously enacted legislation affecting property tax exemptions for the elderly and others into the General Laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ190; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ831; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 94 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to clarifying the rights of current and former employees to see their personnel records. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ25A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5464.

H 95 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to holding SHINE program health counselors harmless from civil or criminal liability in the good faith performance of their duties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 96 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to adding physician's assistants as mandated reporters of elder abuse. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ25A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1032; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 97 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to the issuance of certain licenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ25A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ100A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ913; 7/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ931; 9/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1190; 10/1-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1329; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 98 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Elder Affairs (House, No. 90) as relates to protecting the rights of persons subject to guardianship proceedings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 99 Recommendation of the Department of Employment and Training relative to amending the employment and training law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; Hearing date Apr 1 am; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5909.

H 100 Recommendations of the Division of Energy Resources (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ26A.

H 101 So much of the recommendations of the Division of Energy Resources (House, No. 100) as relates to contracts for the purchase of energy management services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5594.

H 102 So much of the recommendations of the Division of Energy Resources (House, No. 100) as relates to authorizing the Governor to respond to energy supply disruptions. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 103 So much of the recommendations of the Division of Energy Resources (House, No. 100) as relates to the reporting of fuel inventory, sales, delivery, and price information. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28-House-Report accepted -HJ401; 4/29-Senate-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ377; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ442; 5/14-Senate-Report accepted -SJs505-506.

H 104 So much of the recommendations of the Division of Energy Resources (House, No. 100) as relates to promoting energy efficiency in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ26A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 105 So much of the recommendations of the Division of Energy Resources (House, No. 100) as relates to
promoting economic development and energy efficiency in the Commonwealth through the development of cogeneration at state facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ26A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ372; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 106 So much of the recommendations of the Division of Energy Resources (House, No. 100) as relates to promoting economic development by providing for an exemption of certain cogenerators and small power producers from certain Department of Public Utilities regulation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ26A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 107 Recommendations of the Department of Environmental Management (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ26A.

H 108 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Environmental Management (House, No. 107) as relates to authorizing said department to deposit certain fees into the conservation trust. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ26A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H966.

H 109 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Environmental Management (House, No. 107) as relates to clarifying the use of public land for recreational purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ26A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 110 Recommendations of the Department of Environmental Protection (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ26A.

H 111 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Environmental Protection (House, No. 110) as relates to transferring certain authorities from the Director, Division of Water Pollution Control, to the commissioner of said department. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ26A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ101A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 112 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Environmental Protection (House, No. 110) as relates to the Board of Certification of Operators of Drinking Water Supply Facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H60.

H 113 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Environmental Protection (House, No. 110) as relates to further amending the Massachusetts Clean Waters Act to conform with the Federal Clean Water Act. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied H4552.

H 114 Recommendation of the Department of Environmental Affairs relative to improving the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H549.

H 115 Recommendations of the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ27A.

H 116 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement (House, No. 115) as relates to clarifying the disposition of non criminal and criminal fines and penalties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5647.

H 117 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement (House, No. 115) as relates to providing for motorboats and boating. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 118 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement (House, No. 115) as relates to clarifying the eminent domain authority of said department. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 119 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement (House, No. 115) as relates to providing for motorboat registration. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 120 Recommendations of the Group Insurance Commission (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ27A.

H 121 So much of the recommendations of the Group Insurance Commission (House, No. 120) as relates to repaying the Group Insurance Commission Employee Trust Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 122 So much of the recommendations of the Group Insurance Commission (House, No. 120) as relates to further preventing fraud, waste, and abuse in state government. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 123 Recommendation of the Executive Office of Human Services relative to establishing the office of refugees and immigrants in the Executive Office of Human Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public
Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ478; HOUSE-No further action taken.


H 125 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 125) as relates to requiring the open and accountable acquisition and disposition of real property by state authorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied HI593.

H 126 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 126) as relates to further regulating the procurement of services by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 127 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to providing for effective and efficient procurement procedures for the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

H 128 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to improving the management of state office buildings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 129 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to making a technical change regarding said office. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ239; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 130 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to further regulating the establishment and administration of certain funds by state agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 131 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to clarifying procedures for the procurement of services by municipal and county retirement boards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

H 132 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to providing fair and efficient procurement procedures for insurance and towing services for cities, towns, districts and counties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

H 133 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to establishing a capital expenditures monitoring board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 134 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to establishing a capital expenditures monitoring fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 135 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to establishing a Massachusetts Water Resources Authority monitoring board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 136 So much of the recommendations of the Office of the Inspector General (House, No. 124) as relates to establishing a Massachusetts Water Resources Authority monitoring fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ27A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ102A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 137 Recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ28A.

H 138 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as relates to the Occupational Blood Lead Registry. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ801; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 139 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as relates to increasing the penalties for violations of the child labor laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ551; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered
So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as to defining the applicability of the child labor laws in places of employment. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ551; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; HOUSE-No further action taken.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as to clarifying the employment of directors at said department. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as to more accurately defining the term "employee". 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5701.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as to the bi-weekly payment of wages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ103A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/26-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5701.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as to the corporate takeover law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

So much of the recommendations of the Department of Labor and Industries (House, No. 137) as to the asbestos laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ28A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ103A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/26-HOUSE- Read third, second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ3727; 6/25-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ9907; 6/25-Senate Ways and Means- Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1003; 6/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 88 Acts.

Recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ29A.

So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as to the operation of "Las Vegas, Casino or Monte Carlo" functions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6143.

So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as to making certain changes in the operation of the State Lottery. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amended adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ554; 5/19-Senate Ways and Means- Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1003; 6/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 88 Acts.
on Senate Ways and Means - SJ513; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 156 So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as relates to making certain changes in the operation of the State Lottery - 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ496; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - H554; 5/19-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ514; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 157 So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as relates to making certain changes in the operation of the State Lottery. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 158 So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as relates to changing the definition of Massachusetts gross income. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 159 So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as relates to making certain changes in the conduct of Beano. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5738.

H 160 So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as relates to making certain changes in the conduct of Beano. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5738.

H 161 So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as relates to making certain changes in the conduct of Beano. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft; see H5738.

H 162 So much of the recommendations of the State Lottery Commission (House, No. 152) as relates to making certain changes in the conduct of Beano. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft; see H5738.

H 163 Recommendations of the Department of Mental Health (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file - HJ29A.

H 164 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Health (House, No. 163) as relates to state, county and municipal hospitals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties - HJ181; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 165 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Health (House, No. 163) as relates to protecting mentally ill persons from abuse. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 166 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Health (House, No. 163) as relates to providing an alternative approval system for treatment with antipsychotic medication. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 167 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Health (House, No. 163) as relates to allowing certain persons to serve on mental health advisory committees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ520; 5/13-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ473; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ581; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ560.

H 168 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Health (House, No. 163) as relates to allowing forensic evaluations at certain facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ29A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 169 Recommendations of the Department of Mental Retardation (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file - HJ30A.

H 170 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Retardation (House, No. 169) as relates to creating a trust for the benefit of persons with mental retardation in western Massachusetts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ239; 3/31-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ227; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ291; 4/14-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ308.

H 171 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Retardation (House, No. 169) as relates to alternative procedures for taking testimony of a child or mentally retarded witness. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ380; 4/28-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Senate Steering and
Policy - SJ365; 5/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ442; 5/18-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ506.

H 172 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Retardation (House, No. 169) as relates to the appointment of a temporary guardian by a guardian. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ373; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 173 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Retardation (House, No. 169) as relates to the appointment of a standby guardian. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ373; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 174 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Mental Retardation (House, No. 169) as relates to tax credit for individuals caring for mentally retarded persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 175 Recommendation of the Registry of Motor Vehicles relative to the operations of said registry. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 176 Recommendations of the Department of Public Health (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file - HJ30A.

H 177 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Health (House, No. 176) as relates to governing administration of medications to school children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; 3/12-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Health Care - HJ180; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred - SJ140; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 178 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Health (House, No. 176) as relates to substance abuse. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 179 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Health (House, No. 176) as relates to protecting the health of children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/7-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by HJ3857 - HJ1402; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 180 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Health (House, No. 176) as relates to requiring immunization of certain college students. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; 3/12-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Health Care - HJ180; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ497; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 181 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Health (House, No. 176) as relates to requiring rabies inoculation of cats. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see HJ5610.

H 182 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Health (House, No. 176) as relates to providing for the use of marijuana in therapeutic research. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ208; 3/24-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ173; 4/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ291; 4/14-SENATE-Report accepted - SJ307.

H 183 Recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file - HJ30A.

H 184 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to authorizing the placement of certain transportation officers within the Department of Correction in retirement Group 4. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 185 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to providing for the indemnification of employees of the Department of Correction for damages caused by dogs used in performance of official duties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see SJ5875.

H 186 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to the classification of prisoners. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety - HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ563; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 187 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to further regulating commitment for aid in sentencing evaluations.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 188 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to the retirement rights of managerial employees of the Department of Correction.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 189 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to Bridgewater State Hospital records.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 190 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to clarifying the jurisdiction of the district court to adjudicate petitions for observation.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 191 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to exempting certain management positions in the Department of Correction from civil service.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ54; 5/18-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ555; 5/19-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ121; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ124; 5/27-HOUSE-Report accepted favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ59; 6/8-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ602.

H 192 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to authorizing the disclosure of certain Department of Revenue tax return information to the Commissioner of Correction for use in locating escaped prisoners.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Taxation -HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 193 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to the imposition and execution of criminal sentences.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ53; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 194 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to the threshold provisions for indefinite sentences.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 195 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to consecutive sentences.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 196 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to statutory good time.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ255; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 197 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to the privatization of correctional industries.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 198 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to the criminal sanction imposed upon third time conviction drinking drivers.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 199 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to state owned land and trespass thereon.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 200 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to alcoholics and substance abusers.  1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 201 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183)
as relates to providing that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts may enter into a compact with any of the states to provide for the control, development, and execution of programs of cooperation for the confinement, treatment and rehabilitation of offenders. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ828; 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1401; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1487; 12/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1606; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 202 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to admission procedure at Bridgewater State Hospital. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ451; 5/5-SENATE-Refered to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ416; 5/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ443; 5/18-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ506.

H 203 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to providing for an investigation and study by a special commission relative to the feasibility of establishing mandatory fire training in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ105A; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 204 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to providing for the transfer of sexually dangerous persons to correctional facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ105A; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 205 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to correlation of industries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-Reported into H5221, but no further action taken.

H 206 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to changing the title of correction facility heads from superintendent to warden. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 207 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to requiring all inmates to participate in an employment experience. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 208 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to transferring a certain parcel of land from the Metropolitan District Commission to the Department of Correction. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 209 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to increasing the maintenance assessment currently levied on inmates participating in the work release programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred -SJ106A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 210 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to providing for an investigation and study by a special commission relative to the feasibility of establishing mandatory fire training in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ31A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ512; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 211 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to funding automation of military war records. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 212 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to blood alcohol threshold and the presumption of driving while intoxicated. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ30A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ105A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 213 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to further regulating alcohol use by minors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-
H 214 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as relates to providing for the admissibility of the refusal to take a breathalyzer test, so-called, into evidence at criminal trials. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ30A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ105A; 1/1-Senate-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Senate NON-concurred in the reference to the committee on Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary; Majority of the committee by unanimous consent to consider that no action had taken place on this matter objected to -S18; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 215 So much of the recommendations of the Executive Office of Public Safety (House, No. 183) as Senate to providing for confidential transmission of medical information in jails, houses of correction and correctional institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ31A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -S106A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ380; 4/28-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ365; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ442; 5/18-Senate-Report accepted -SJ506.

H 216 Recommendations of the Department of Public Works (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ32A.

H 217 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to establishing a uniform post judgment procedure in eminent domain cases. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ32A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ380; 4/28-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ365; 5/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ442; 5/18-Senate-Report accepted -SJ506.

H 218 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to increasing the threshold requiring bids for public contracts and changes necessary to speed the purchasing of materials and repair of vehicle equipment. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ32A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Feb 5 pm; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ239; 3/31-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ227; 4/13-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ291; 4/14-Senate-Report accepted -SJ308.

H 219 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to authorizing the Commissioner of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to transfer the care, custody and control of certain parcels of land in the city of Lowell from the Department of Environmental Management to said department. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ32A-33A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -S107A-108A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ329-240; 3/31-Senate-Refereed to the committee on Senate Steering and Administration -HJ32A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ108A;
Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 226 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to plans and specifications for bidding purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 227 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to establishing the public construction disputes act of nineteen hundred and ninety-two. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 228 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ32A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ107A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 229 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to bid eligibility. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 230 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Public Works (House, No. 216) as relates to debarment of contractors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 231 Recommendations of the Department of Revenue (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ33A.

H 232 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to improving state tax administration. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 233 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to making corrective changes in existing tax laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 234 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to revising and clarifying the provisions relating to the administration of state taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 235 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to revising and clarifying certain provisions under the business corporation excise. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 236 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to revising and clarifying certain provisions under the business corporation excise. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 237 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to conforming the investment tax credit to purchased tangible personal property as originally intended. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 238 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to strengthening the enforcement of certain provisions under the sales and use tax laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 239 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to facilitating the collection, administration and enforcement of the deeds excise. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 240 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to conforming the motor carrier excise to the national uniform fuel use tax reporting requirements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 241 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to authorizing the commissioner of said department to enter into cooperative agreements with other states to provide for base state fuel use tax reporting and payment for certain interstate motor carriers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 242 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the administration and enforcement of the special fuels excise. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 243 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to clarifying the applicability of the room occupancy excise. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 244 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the apportionment of taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 245 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the
collection of certain municipal liens. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -H134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 246 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to abatement applications. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 247 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the penalty for tendering an insufficient funds check. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H4725.

H 248 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to property tax exemptions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 249 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to transferring the county personnel board from the Bureau of Accounts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Senate Counties -SJ1460; Senate Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Report accepted -SJ506.

H 250 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to revenue budgets. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 251 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to extending the term of certain temporary loans of cities, towns and districts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H1349.

H 252 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to authorizing cities, towns, districts and regional school districts to make expenditures from any available funds in anticipation of borrowing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H1349.

H 253 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to clarifying the use of proceeds from the sale of bonds and notes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ33A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ322; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 254 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the payment of court judgments and the issuance of notes by municipalities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ304; 4/9-HOUSE-Report accepted favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ319; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 255 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to budget reductions in cities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties -H301; 6/8-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ828; 6/9-HOUSE-Bill read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ344; 12/1-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1336; 12/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the Committee on Senate Counties -SJ1460; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 256 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to making certain changes to the compensating balance agreement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ34A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ109A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties -H301; 6/8-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ828; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ344; 12/1-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1336; 12/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the Committee on Senate Counties -SJ1460; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 257 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the valuation of farm equipment. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 258 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to local tax assessment administration. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 259 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to clarifying property tax exemptions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 260 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to eliminating the requirement that tax collectors submit copies of their performance bonds to the commissioner of said department. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 261 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the collection of real estate taxes subsequent to a sale or taking. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ110A;
H 262 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to land subject to tax titles held by municipalities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 263 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to the collection of betterments and special assessments. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 264 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to improving the wage reporting system in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 265 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to providing for the fair and efficient administration of the child support enforcement program in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 266 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to providing for the fair and efficient enforcement of child support obligations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 267 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to enhancing interstate child support enforcement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ33A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 268 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to providing for periodic adjustment of child support orders. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ33A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 269 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to improving procedures for determining parentage and establishing child support obligations. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ33A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 270 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Revenue (House, No. 231) as relates to providing for criminal enforcement of child and spousal support obligations. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ33A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ108A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 271 Recommendations of the Department of Social Services (letter of transmittal). 1/1-House-Placed on file -HJ35A.

H 272 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Social Services (House, No. 271) as relates to requiring an assessment for drug related crimes for therapeutic treatment for children of substance abusing parents. 1/1-House-Referred to the Committee on Criminal Justice -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-House- Accompanied a study order, see HS592.

H 273 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Social Services (House, No. 271) as relates to allowing social workers to disclose criminal activity. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 7/10-House- Accompanied a study order, see HS970.

H 274 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Social Services (House, No. 271) as relates to privileged communications between social workers and clients. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 6/2-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; 9/30-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1190; 10/1-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1329; 1/593-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 275 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Social Services (House, No. 271) as relates to multi-disciplinary teams and the investigation of child abuse by district attorneys. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/13-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-House-Report accepted -HJ333; 4/16-Senate-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ325; 4/23-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ336; 4/27-Senate-Report accepted -SJ353.

H 276 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Social Services (House, No. 271) as relates to expanding the jurisdiction of the district and juvenile court for the purpose of expediting adoptions. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ33A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 7/27-House- Accompanied a new draft; see H6004.

H 277 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Social Services (House, No. 271) as relates to authorizing the commissioner of said department to expend funds for the purpose of preserving families and preventing the placement of children in foster care. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ35A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ110A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 278 So much of the recommendations of the Department of Social Services (House, No. 271) as relates to creating the position of deputy commissioner for administrative services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ35A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order; see H5920.

H 279 Recommendation of the Department of the Treasurer and Receiver-General relative to certain abandoned property. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Bill Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ429-430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second; Postponed to the next session -HJ450; 5/6-HOUSE- Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ463; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5699.

H 280 Recommendations of the Commissioner of Veterans' Services (letter of transmittal). 1/1-HOUSE-Placed on file -HJ36A.

H 281 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Veterans' Services (House, No. 280) as relates to requiring the training of certain veterans agents and directors of veterans services. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied by S620; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 282 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Veterans' Services (House, No. 280) as relates to the wartime service of those members of the American Merchant Marine who served during World War II. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 6/24-HOUSE- Accompanied by S544; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ883; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ898; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ376; 5/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ143; 5/6-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1423; 5/11-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ495; 5/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ454; 5/20-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 38 Acts.

H 283 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Veterans' Services (House, No. 280) as relates to the reimbursement to cities and towns of certain burial expenses of indigent veterans and their dependents. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 6/22-HOUSE- Accompanied by S544; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ883; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ898; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1553; 5/9/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 284 So much of the recommendations of the Commissioner of Veterans' Services (House, No. 280) as relates to those veterans who have participated in military actions facing armed opposition. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 9/14-HOUSE- Accompanied by H3025; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the commit-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ497.

H 292 Petition filed at the request of William Peace for legislation to regulate the fees charged by banks acting as custodians of individual retirement accounts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ497.

H 293 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to regulate the fees charged by banks acting as custodians of individual retirement accounts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ497.

H 294 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to work-ers' compensation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 295 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the provisions of the Sunday law, so-called. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 296 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to provide for an interpreter system for administrative proceedings before the Department of Employment and Training. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 297 Petition of M. Joseph Manning that certain common victualers be required to provide "no salt" substitutes to patrons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 298 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the enforcement of the prevailing wage law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 299 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for an investigation and study by the Commissioner of Insurance relative to certain premiums paid by employers to the Workers' Compensation Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 300 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide for the establishment of economic development assistance areas. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

H 301 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to further regulate the distribution of certain cosmetic samples. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 302 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate advertisements and solicitations for time share properties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 303 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require publication of rulings made by the Commissioner of Labor and Industries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ583; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 304 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to prohibiting retaliatory action by employers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 305 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide for an interpreter system for administrative proceedings before the Department of Employment and Training. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 306 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit certain television advertising which depicts the speed of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Apr 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 307 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the disclosure of certain personal information in consumer transactions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 308 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for an appropriation of a sum of money for the Secretary of the Commonwealth to mail certain notices to corpora-tions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 309 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit age discrimination in the delivery of health care services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 310 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to incentives for economic development. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -
H 311 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to subleasing motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 312 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the Department of Public Health be directed to establish a program of drug testing for persons involved in transportation activities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 313 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide for a paint recycling program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 314 Petition filed at the request of Solomon Quasha for legislation to regulate the sale of cigarettes and other tobacco products through vending machines. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/17-HOUSE-Accompanied H179.

H 315 Petition filed at the request of George Hickok for legislation to repeal the law establishing criminal penalties for violating certain Sunday closing laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ39A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ114A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 316 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the clarification of the fees of registers of deeds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ120A; Senate Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; House Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 317 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to require the testing of persons arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5444.

H 318 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to authorizing the Victim and Witness Assistance Board to inform and instruct victims and/or families of victims and witnesses of a capital offense of their rights and privileges under the Criminal Offender Record Information (C.O.R.I.) law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5592.

H 319 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require a minimum mandatory prison sentence for throwing or dropping objects on a motor vehicle. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied H1648.

H 320 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to establish the death penalty for persons convicted of major drug trafficking offenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 321 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the definition of the term "kingpin" for the application of sentences for persons found guilty of major drug trafficking offenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 322 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to discourage the reduction of charges in drug cases from possession with intent to sell to mere possession. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5399.

H 323 Petition of William F. Cass for legislation to regulate the payment of special education costs in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ52A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 324 Petition of William F. Cass relative to the payment of costs for certain special education programs by the Commonwealth in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ52A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 325 Petition of William F. Cass for legislation to regulate payments to private educational services for special education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ52A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 326 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to further regulate the issuance of hazing information to students, student groups, teams and organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ52A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 327 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi, Robert J. Rohan, Mary Jane McKenna and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to authorize the Commonwealth to place a lien on property of persons who default on student loans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ52A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 328 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to extend the borrowing authority of regional school districts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ52A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 329 Petition of M. Joseph Manning, Mary Jeanette Murray and Larry F. Giordano relative to establishing the position of program specialist in the education of deaf and hard of hearing children and the
position of interpreter within the Division of Special Education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ52A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 330 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to permit access to criminal records of applicants for positions in schools by school committees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 331 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the payment of tuition for vocational post graduate students. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 332 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the Board of Regents be directed to establish a sliding fee tuition system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 333 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to further regulate the school building assistance program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 334 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that provision be made for up-to-date factual drug education on marijuana and other illegal drugs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 335 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to school building assistance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 336 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the participation of students in dissections of animals and the disposal of organs of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ400.

H 337 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to further regulating voter registration affidavits. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ397.

H 338 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to limit the aggregate contributions of certain political committees to candidates for public office. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 339 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the feasibility of utilizing a uniform ballot at state primary elections containing the names of all candidates grouped by political party affiliation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ400.

H 340 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to authorize the placing of binding initiatives on town ballots. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 341 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to requiring minimum energy efficiency standards for lighting fixtures, light bulbs, floor lamps and electric fixtures. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/23-SENATE-Accompanied H3561 -SJ337.

H 342 Petition filed at the request of Stephen A. Cohen for legislation to regulate the issuance of liquor purchase identification cards to persons convicted of driving under the influence of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 343 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to authorize the Board of Registration of Professional Engineers and of Land Surveyors to license corrosion engineers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 344 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi relative to the employment of one master plumber by another master plumber. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 345 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi and Mary Jane McKenna relative to the distribution of monies collected from the Megabucks lottery. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6143.

H 346 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate plumbing work by employees of electric companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 347 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to make changes in the law governing the licensing of pipefitters and refrigeration technicians. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government
Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that providers of health care services be prohibited from hiring or requiring additional laboratory samples in death cases. 1/1-House-Recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ462.

Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to prohibit the advertising of alcoholic beverages on television. 1/1-House-Recommended to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/4-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

Petition of William F. Cass relative to the operation of Metropolitan District Commission ice skating rinks. 1/1-House-Recommended to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ73A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to include low income subsidized apartments in determining housing for low and moderate income families. 1/1-House-Recommended to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ73A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the use of the former Nike facility in the Blue Hills Reservation in the town of Randolph for recreational purposes. 1/1-House-Recommended to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ73A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the future uses by the General Court of Peddocks Island. 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

Petition of the House of Representatives that the Metropolitan District Commission be directed to allow continued occupancy permits on Peddocks Island. 1/1-House-Recommended to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and Robert L. Hedlund that the Metropolitan District Commission be directed to allow continued occupancy permits on Peddocks Island. 1/1-House-Recommended to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.
H 366 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi and Robert J. Rohan for legislation to provide for direct rent payments to landlords by the Department of Public Welfare on behalf of welfare recipients. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ152A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 367 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to allow certain persons to provide homemaker services to a family member. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ152A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 368 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to clarify education, training and employment programs within the Department of Correction. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ152A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 369 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to authorize the acquisition of certain de-commissioned vessels for use as prisons for persons convicted in the courts of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ152A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 370 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that motor vehicle insurance premiums be based on independent driving records. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 371 Petition of William F. Cass for legislation to authorize the Trial Court of the Commonwealth to establish a sick leave bank for procedures clerk Camille Martin. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ513; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ568; 6/3-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ814; 6/8-HOUSE-Committee to reconsider the bill, see H5535.

H 372 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Larry F. Giordano to the removal of children from their homes by the Department of Social Services and providing for the reunification of families. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ152A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 373 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Larry F. Giordano relative to the placement of children in foster care. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ334.

H 374 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to regulate investigations of certain cases of child abuse in the offices of district attorneys. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5535.

H 375 Petition of William F. Cass relative to participation by certain health insurers and others in municipal health care plans. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ568; 6/3-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ814; 6/8-HOUSE-Committee to reconsider the bill, see H5535.

H 376 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that motor vehicle insurance premiums be based on independent driving records. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5698.

H 377 Petition of William F. Cass for legislation to authorize the Trial Court of the Commonwealth to establish a sick leave bank for procedures clerk Camille Martin. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ513; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 378 Petition of M. Joseph Manning that provision be made for registers of deeds to retain a percentage of money received from the sale of certain stamps. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 379 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to establish a uniform custodial trust law. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Received a new draft, see H5949.

H 380 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the fees of registers of deeds. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 381 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the rights of deaf persons in judicial and quasi-judicial proceedings. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27-
HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ367; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 382 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require the notification of local police chiefs of the release of persons convicted of sexual assault of children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5715.

H 383 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the tort liability of sailing programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5948.

H 384 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to child pornography. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5715.

H 385 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to providing certain employers with access to criminal history records of employees who work with children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ385.

H 386 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require counselling services in certain divorce actions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5948.

H 387 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate abortions relative to sex selection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 388 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Larry F. Giordano for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the rights of defendants in certain cases involving children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ391; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ442.

H 389 Petition filed at the request of Cleon Turner relative to the repair of private ways and bridges. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/22-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5429.

H 390 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to make certain changes in the oil and hazardous material release prevention and response law of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Jan 16 am*; 1/27-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H2026.

H 391 Petition of William F. Cass and William R. Keating relative to the powers of the advisory board of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5507.

H 392 Petition of William F. Cass and other members of the General Court relative to the cost of the clean up of Boston Harbor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5507.

H 393 Petition of William F. Cass and other members of the General Court relative to certain assessments to be paid by the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5507.

H 394 Petition of William F. Cass and other members of the General Court for legislation to repeal the law establishing the Watershed Management Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5507.

H 395 Petition of William F. Cass and other members of the General Court relative to certain payments to be made by the Water Resources Authority to the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5507.

H 396 Petition of William F. Cass relative to the compensation of employees of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Jan 16 am*; 1/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed; Motion to suspend Rules 33 and 41 pending; Quorum roll call -113 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 9]; Pending motion divided; Pending motion to suspend Rule 33 prevailed - 47 YEAS to 35 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 11]; Pending motion to suspend Rule 41 prevailing - 87 YEAS to 33 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 12]; 1/21-HOUSE-Amendment adopted; Motion to suspend Rules 33 and 41 pending; Rule 41 prevailed - 87 YEAS to 33 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 12]; 2/1-HOUSE-Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Considered; Amendment rejected -41 YEAS to 106 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 12]; Amendment rejected; Amendment rejected -32 YEAS to 106 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 13]; Amendment rejected -50 YEAS to 90 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 14]; Amendment (substituting, in part, an Order requesting the opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court...
pending; Motion to postpone until Wed., March 11
negated; 49 YEAS to 92 NAYS [See Yea and Nay
in Supplement, No. 15]; Pending amendment rejected
- 41 YEAS to 99 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in
Supplement, No. 16]; Amendment (substituting, in
part, an Order requesting the opinions of the
Supreme Judicial Court) rejected - 43 YEAS to 96
NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 17];
Amendment rejected - 26 YEAS to 116 NAYS [See
Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 18]; Amendment
adopted - 72 YEAS to 69 NAYS [See Yea and Nay
in Supplement, No. 19]; Ordered to a third reading
- 130 YEAS to 12 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in
Supplement, No. 20]; Rules suspended; Read third;
Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Postponed to 1
P.M., Wed., Jan. 22 - HJs27-32; 1/22-HOUSE-
Considered; Quorum roll call - 125 members in
attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No.
21]; Amendment pending; Motion to reconsider the
committee on Bills in the Third Reading negatived -
28 YEAS to 111 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in
Supplement, No. 22]; Pending amendment rejected
- 31 YEAS to 108 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in
Supplement, No. 23]; Amendment rejected; Amend-
ments rejected; Motion to reconsider negatived;
Amendment rejected; Amendment rejected - 35 YEAS
to 104 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No.
24]; Amendments rejected; Amendment rejected;
Motion to reconsider negatived; Amendment re-
jected; Amendments rejected - 52 YEAS to 88 NAYS
[See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 27]; Amendment
laid aside on a point of order; See point of order and
ruling; Amendment adopted; Amendment rejected
- 52 YEAS to 89 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in
Supplement, No. 28]; Passed to be engrossed - 131
YEAS to 10 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement,
No. 29]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived - HJ35-40; 1/23-SENATE-Read;
and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and
Means - SJ32; 1/27-SENATE-Committee recom-
mended ought to pass and referred to the com-
mittee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee
reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the
Day for the next session - SJ128-SENATE-Reported
- 56 YEAS to 26 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in
Supplement, No. 26]; Motion to reconsider negatived - 52 YEAS to 88 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in
Supplement, No. 27]; Amendment adopted; Amend-
ment rejected; Amendment adopted; Amendment re-
jected; Motion to reconsider negatived; Amendment re-
jected - 114 YEAS to 25 NAYS [See Yea and Nay
in Supplement, No. 119]; Amended and reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ460; 5/6-SENATE-Enacted - 31 YEAS to 4 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ410; 4/5-SENATE-Pending motion to reconsider negatived - 7 YEAS to 25 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJ45-456; 5/20-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 36 Acts.

H 398 Petition filed at the request of Joseph O'Brien relative to establishing treatment for minimizing lead and copper concentrations in drinking water. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 399 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to reduce the membership of the Board of Directors of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 400 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to exempting ethyl alcohol as a pollutant chemical in manufacturing, packaging, rotogravure and flexographic printing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ475; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred - SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 401 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the siting of an outfall pipe in the vicinity of the town of Hull by the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 402 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require the approval of the General Court of regu-
Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate the conviction of certain persons under the law regulating the operation of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ399; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

Petition of William F. Cass for legislation relative to disability retirement for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Report accepted a new draft, see H5722.

Petition of Brian S. Dempsey relative to the further regulation of the disclosure of records by the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Reported a study order, see H5957.

Petition of Brian S. Dempsey for legislation to regulate the conviction of certain persons under the law regulating the operation of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ399; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

Petition of William F. Cass for legislation relative to disability retirement for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Report accepted a new draft, see H5722.
employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied H4161.

H 420 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to extending the time for withdrawal of additional deductions paid into the annuity savings fund of contributory retirement systems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 421 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to provide for a medical review board within the Massachusetts Criminal Justice Training Council. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 422 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the order of certain persons on eligible lists for appointment as fire fighters or police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 423 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to terminating pension benefits received by persons convicted in criminal proceedings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 424 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require criminal record information checks for certain employees within the Executive Office of Human Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 425 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate disability compensation for military and non-military persons on active duty with the military or armed forces in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 426 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the future employment of executive secretaries, commissioners and deputy commissioners of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 427 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the Joint Rules of the General Court be amended to provide for carrying over certain unfinished matters to the second annual session of the same General Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules-HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 428 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require the House committee on Ways and Means and the committee on Counties on the part of the House to include a fiscal note when reporting certain bills involving appropriations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules-HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 429 Petition of William F. Cass for legislation to exempt the re-opening of schools by cities and towns from the requirements of the Architectural Access Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second; Postponed to the next session -HJ293; 4/13-HOUSE-Amendment adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ322; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 430 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to exempt all grants relative to the health and safety of municipalities from requirements of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 431 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to expedite payments to contractors furnishing labor or labor and material to subcontractors and improving the flow of funds in the construction industry. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 432 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to clarify the requirement for listing subcontractors in sub-bids. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 433 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate competitive bidding for public building projects. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 434 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to require certain departments and agencies of the Commonwealth to file statements of building projects in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 435 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to further regulate public construction contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 436 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to authorize the Auditor of the Commonwealth to perform audits of accounts of the General Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 437 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit certain public authorities from appropriat-
ing funds to encourage public lobbying efforts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ521.

H 438 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide for a system of periodic legislative review and for the termination, consolidation or re-establishment of state agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Report accepted -H3810.

H 439 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to designate English as the official language of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended Ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ521.

H 440 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to further authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey certain park land in the town of Hull to the redevelopment authority of said town. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 441 Petition of William F. Cass relative to the distribution of the Local Aid Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 442 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to require tax stamps for dealers in controlled substances. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 443 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi and Robert J. Rohan that motor vehicles owned and registered to members of the Legion of Valor of the United States be exempt from the motor vehicle excise tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 444 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi, Robert J. Rohan and Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to provide an income tax credit for families caring at home for relatives who are elderly or victims of Alzheimer's disease. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 445 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi, Robert J. Rohan and Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to require proof of payment of the excise tax upon issuance of a certificate of registration of a motor vehicle. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 446 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi, Robert J. Rohan and Mary Jane McKenna that provision be made for certain elderly joint tenants to receive real property tax abatements in proportion to the interest in such property, notwithstanding the qualifications of other joint tenants for such exemptions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 447 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi that provision be made for an annual payment by the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority to each city and town in lieu of taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 448 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to exempt certain direct mail advertising from the sales tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 449 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide a personal income tax exemption for commuter use of public transportation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 450 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to establish a five hundred dollar yearly real estate tax abatement for persons seventy years of age or older. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 451 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to grant a deduction for certain volunteer activities for state income tax purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 452 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to restore federal tax benefits. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 453 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 454 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to authorize tax increment financing of economic development and revitalization projects. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 455 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the Local Aid Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ215A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 456 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide a limited income tax exemption for caring for elderly persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 457 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to further regulate the gasoline tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 458 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that provision be made for a sales tax exemption for mandated pollution control devices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 459 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that cities and towns be reimbursed by the Commonwealth for a portion of property exempt from taxation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 460 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the taxation of Wompatuck State Park in the towns of Hingham, Norwell and Cohasset. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 461 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to unearned income for certain elderly persons under the income tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 462 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the amount of interest governing overpayment and underpayment of taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 463 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*, HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 464 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the reduction of the rate of taxation on unearned income. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ141A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 465 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide for a tax on the leasing of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 466 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that provision be made for the refund of sales taxes paid on motor vehicles declared to be "lemons", so-called. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 467 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to establish a tax credit for certain businesses offering health insurance to employees for the first time. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 468 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for adoption of resolutions by the General Court requesting the Commissioner of Revenue to adequately interpret and communicate the rules pertaining to the sales tax in a manner that does not cause hardship to small business owners. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 469 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to increasing the estate tax exemption in the Commonwealth to the level of the federal government. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 470 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to increase the Massachusetts estate tax exemption to the federal level. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 471 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the income tax exemption for certain contributory pensions of other states. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 472 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that provision be made for limited taxation exemptions for certain military retirees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ216A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 473 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to exempting interest paid on a home mortgage from the income tax law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 474 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to providing for a tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 475 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that cities and towns be provided with a revenue source independent of the state appropriation process by diverting the old deeds excise to the general fund of the municipality wherein conveyed property is located. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 476 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that provision be made for a property tax deferral for taxpayers experiencing a temporary hardship. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 477 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to increasing the state appropriation process by diverting the old deeds excise to the general fund of the municipality wherein conveyed property is located. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.
Taxation -HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 479 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to authorize the deduction of medical expenses when determining gross receipts for the property tax defer-

eral program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ142A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 480 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide an additional income tax exemption for certain elderly persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 481 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to establishing educational fund accounts in banks and establishing an income tax exemption for such accounts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 482 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the installation of illuminating lights at Route 28 and Route 128 in the town of Randolph. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5576.

H 483 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to authorizing the Metropolitan District Commission to install traffic control signals in the town of Milton. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5576.

H 484 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the Department of Public Works be directed to install street lighting on Washington Boulevard in the towns of Hingham and Hull. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 3/23-HOUSE- Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ220; 3/25-HOUSE- Report accepted -HJ222.

H 485 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority be authorized to reimburse the town of Hull the amount assessed upon said town for fiscal year nineteen hundred and eighty-four. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 486 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority be directed to reduce the assessment of said authority on the town of Hingham. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 487 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the towns of Cohasset and Hull be authorized to withdraw from the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.
Petition of Charles N. Decas and Robert Kraus for legislation to further regulate the ownership of mobile homes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to facilitate the participation of minority business enterprises and women business enterprises in public construction. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Michael R. Knapik for legislation to regulate the licensing of transient vendors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ801; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ810; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to foster computer crime. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ551; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second, Reconciled to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ569; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the Bay State Skills Corporation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit retaliatory action by employers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and Daniel E. Bosley relative to regulating the dissemination of certain scented material. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to protect the public health by limiting the public distribution of free smoking or tobacco products for commercial purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied H179.

Petition of Susan F. Rourke for legislation to further define the term "cogeneration facility" as relates to the industrial development of municipalities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation to place on the ballot in Essex County a question relative to the establishment of a charter for said county. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties - HJ47A; 5/11-SENATE-Concorded - SJ1450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for mandatory minimum terms of imprisonment for certain drug offenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 4/16-SENATE- Accompanied a new draft, see S1497-SJ321.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide a mandatory sentence for the carrying of certain dangerous weapons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1- SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied H1651.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for a mandatory sentence for trafficking in marijuana. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5399.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for mandatory sentences for trafficking in certain controlled substances. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5397.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to the punishment of repeat sexual offenders. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to establishing mandatory penalties for motor vehicle operators leaving the scene of an accident. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A; 4/6-HOUSE- Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ291.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to prevent computer crime. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/21-SENATE- Accompanied S137-SJ329.

Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide an assessment against persons convicted of drug related offenses and the establishment of a fund from such assessments for drug education programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded - SJ122A;
Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 516 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to extending drug free zones to municipal parks, public playgrounds and recreation areas. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 12/17-HOUSE-Accompanied H1081.

H 517 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for mandatory minimum sentences for certain drug trafficking offenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1492 -SJ321.

H 518 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to the penalty for use of firearms in certain criminal acts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 519 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to the use of facsimile checks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ47A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5590.

H 520 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to bail or personal recognition of convicted persons pending imposition of sentence and appeal. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied S113 -SJ352.

H 521 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to establish uniform educational guidelines for correctional facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ122A; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ291.

H 522 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to regulate certain controlled substances. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ123A; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ291.

H 523 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to prohibit the infliction of physical injury or other acts of negligence. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5597.

H 524 Petition of John C. Bradford for legislation to authorize removal of shellfish constables after final conviction of a criminal offense. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ123A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 525 Petition of Richard Colucci relative to increasing the penalty for certain offenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied H526.

H 526 Petition of Susan F. Rourke, Edward A. LeLacheur and John F. Cox relative to increasing the fines of persons convicted of prostitution. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied by H525 and H4830; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third passed to be engrossed -HJ553; 5/19-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ154; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ560; 9/24-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1297; 9/28-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1179; 9/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1313; 10/9-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 10/13-HOUSE-For message, see H6155; Referred to the Committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ1222; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 527 Petition of Susan F. Rourke, John F. Cox and Edward A. LeLacheur for legislation to provide a penalty for persons who refuse to disclose their names or give false names to police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied S134 -SJ164.

H 528 Petition of John C. Bradford that the Old Colony Regional Vocational Technical High School District be authorized to issue certain refunding bonds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H547.

H 529 Petition of John C. Bradford relative to promotion of the arts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 530 Petition of Charles N. Decas and Robert Kraus relative to dissolution of the Plymouth-Carver Regional School District. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ815; 6/8-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ833; 6/9-HOUSE-Postponed to Wed., June 17 -HJ845; 6/22-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ887; 6/24-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ900; 6/26-HOUSE-Amendments adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ918; 11/23-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1319; 11/25-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1450; 12/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate...
Petition of John C. Bradford that provision be made for the establishment of voter registration facilities in police stations in the cities and towns of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit construction or repair work on school premises during school hours. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to provide educational benefits to certain Vietnam veterans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5702.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require the listing of the ingredients of meals served in schools. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ53A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

Petition of John C. Bradford for legislation that candidates for the offices of Governor and Lieutenant-Governor be authorized to share expenses under the campaign finance laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

Petition of John C. Bradford for legislation to regulate elections for state-wide offices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to further define the rights of individuals in investigations conducted by the Office of Campaign and Political Finance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to prohibit the inclusion of music television in basic cable service. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

Petition of Charles N. Decas for legislation to regulate the granting of additional cable television licenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

Petition of Charles N. Decas relative to the sale of television or radio sets. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to authorize the operation of video poker games at certain non-profit organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to further regulate the conduct of auctioneers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to further regulate storage costs of certain towed vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit the inclusion of basic television in basic cable service. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.
H 549 Petition of Susan F. Rourke relative to further regulating community antenna television systems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

H 550 Petition of Susan F. Rourke and other members of the General Court relative to charges for certain telephone calls by common carriers. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 551 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate the practice of public accountancy. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ64A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ853; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ625; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 552 Petition of Charles N. Decas relative to establishing a pilot program for a certain hepatitis vaccine within the Department of Public Health. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 553 Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to prohibit discrimination in the pricing of identical medical services. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 554 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the cost of organ donations be paid by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 555 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to permit housing authorities access to the criminal records of tenants. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5646.

H 556 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to rental assistance programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6109.

H 557 Petition of John C. Bradford that boards of health be authorized to provide for cleaning of homes declared uninhabitable. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ542; 5/18-SENATE-Concurred -SJ500; 9/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6076.

H 558 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to eliminate the multiple damages provision of the security deposit law and making tenants liable for wilful damage to the property of landlords. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

H 559 Petition filed at the request of Helen Kelleher for legislation to regulate net income for tenants under state-assisted housing programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

H 560 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to provide for administrative fees in the rental assistance program and for comparable rent levels in rent subsidy programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 561 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald that provision be made for the appointment of housing authority police officers to provide for the security of tenants. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 562 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to provide for the modernization of public housing developments and for youth and other supportive services for residents of public housing. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 563 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to authorize prompt action on emergency conditions in federally-assisted public housing. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 564 Petition of Susan F. Rourke, John F. Cox and Edward A. LeLacheur relative to requiring the installation of emergency generators in certain housing for elderly and handicapped persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 565 Petition of Robert a. Antonioni for legislation to establish a regimented inmate discipline program. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 566 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to establish a regional secure substance abuse center for the treatment of prisoners. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A;
4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 567 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide alternative sentencing or early parole for certain youthful offenders and providing for a basic training program for such offenders. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ256; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 568 Petition of John C. Bradford relative to establishing a program utilizing volunteers to provide respite care. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 569 Petition of John C. Bradford that the Executive Office of Elder Affairs be directed to establish a program utilizing volunteers to provide respite care and related services for certain elderly persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Concluded H2305.

H 570 Petition of Charles N. Decas and Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to include members of the Merchant Marines in the laws defining the term "veteran". 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/24-HOUSE-Concluded H282.

H 571 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to establish a youth services and supportive services program for residents of public housing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ78A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ153A; 3/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ122; 5/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117; 5/14-HOUSE-Concluded a new draft, see H5646.

H 572 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to further regulate the establishment of certain insurance rates. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concluded a study order, see H5987.

H 573 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the conversion of mutual life insurance companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended a study order, see H5987.

H 574 Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward, other members of the House and others for legislation to require the Commissioner of Insurance to announce increases in the Medicare supplementary insurance rates. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended a study order, see H5987.

H 575 Petition of Francis G. Mara to relative to the effective date of certain provisions of the medical malpractice insurance law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5479.

H 576 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to further regulate the licensing of insurance advisors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concluded a study order, see H5987.

H 577 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to insurance coverage for damage to rented motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 578 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the Massachusetts Insurers Insolvency Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concluded a study order, see H5987.

H 579 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to regulate property insurance policies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concluded a study order, see H5987.

H 580 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the liquidation of domestic insurance companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concluded a study order, see H5987.

H 581 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to regulate the formation and operation of risk retention groups. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concluded a study order, see H5987.

H 582 Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to further protect elderly persons in meeting health care and life insurance needs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5498.

H 583 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass., Francis H. Woodward, J. Michael Ruane, Daniel E. Bosley, Timothy F. O’Leary and Francis G. Mara for legislation to increase the membership of the Insurance Advisory Committee. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/7-4/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ330; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 584 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for expedited trials for persons in custody. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Concluded a study order, see H5715.

H 585 Petition of Charles N. Decas for legislation to require that judges of the Trial Court reside within
the jurisdiction of the courts in which such judges preside. 1/1-HOUSE-Recommended to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 586 Petition of Charles N. Decas relative to special homestead protection for elderly and disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ385.

H 587 Petition of Charles N. Decas for legislation to establish a second assistant register of deeds for Plymouth County. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied by S734; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ153; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; 5/19-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ362; 5/20-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Counties -SJ518; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1154; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 588 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to regulate court escrow accounts of tenants concerning rental disputes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ89A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied H936.

H 589 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi that provision be made for the mandatory escrowing of withheld rents to facilitate the resolution of summary process cases. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied H936.

H 590 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to clarify and establish a limitation of court actions involving lead-based paint. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 591 Petition of Peter Forman for legislation to regulate liens on aircraft. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ513; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; 5/19-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ562; 5/20-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1518; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 592 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to proba- tion officers in Barnstable County Probate Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 593 Petition of Robert C. Lawless for legislation to regulate certain records of deceased persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ164A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ380.

H 594 Petition filed at the request of Al Bonica that provision be made for joint physical custody of children by order of the courts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 595 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to limit the terms of clerk magistrates in the courts of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ385.

H 596 Petition of the Mass. Chiefs of Police Association and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to exempt police officers from jury duty. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ385.

H 597 Petition of Daniel J. Rameri relative to liability for the release of hazardous materials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4520; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 598 Petition of Marianne Brenton relative to the class of postage used by cities and towns for mailing certain documents. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -SJ1171A.

H 599 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to regulate the process of review of local by-laws by the Attorney General. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Recommended a study order, see H5401.

H 600 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to the groundwater protection district within the towns of Orleans, Brewster and Eastham. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Recommended a study order, see H5429.

H 601 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to repeal the law relative to the employment of assessors in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to

H 602 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri relative to the regulation of chauffeured limousines. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5431.

H 603 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri for legislation to regulate the protection of certain permits from zoning changes in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 604 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri for the establishment of a manufactured and mobile home rent control and advisory board. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/31-HOUSE- Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1245; 4/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ234; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 605 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to improving environmental law enforcement in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/6-Senate- Accompanied a new draft, see S1538 -SJ419.

H 606 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to the forfeiture of certain environmental property in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/6-Senate- Accompanied a new draft, see S1538 -SJ419.

H 607 Petition of John C. Bradford relative to the protection of groundwater. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ175A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-House- Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 608 Petition of Charles N. Decas relative to the registration of bee colonies in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/13-House- Accompanied by H4912; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ527; 11/17-House- Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1282; 11/18-House- Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1308; 11/30-House- Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ132; 12/2-Senate- Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1460; 12/14-Senate- Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1498; 12/18- Senate- Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1534; 1/5/93-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1661; 1/5/93-House-Enacted -HJ1561; 1/5/93-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1679; 11/13/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 376 Acts.

H 609 Petition of Charles N. Decas and Augusta Hornblower for legislation to allow the use of crossbows by certain handicapped persons for use in hunting. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 7/8-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 610 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to regulate reviews by the Commonwealth for the removal, filling, dredging or altering of land bordering waters. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-House- Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 611 Petition of Donald E. DuPlessie, Robert D. Hawke, Robert D. Wetmore and others relative to the siting of solid waste disposal facilities. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/21-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 612 Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to provide warnings of significant health risks from toxic chemicals. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/11-Senate- Accompanied a new draft, see S1554 -SJ445.

H 613 Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to provide an appeal procedure for classification of certain water supply connections. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/11-Senate- Accompanied a new draft, see H5954.

H 614 Petition of Richard T. Moore and another for legislation to promote water conservation. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 615 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for reimbursement to the town of Cohasset for an oil spill in the Aaron River in said town. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/11-Senate- Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ475; 5/11-Senate-Concurrent -SJ452; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 616 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that the Division of Waterways be directed to provide for a stabilization and restoration project for Point Allerton Bluff in the town of Hull. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-House- Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 617 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the management of solid waste and the abatement of pollution resulting therefrom. 1/1-House- Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/7-House- Committee...
H 618 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the recycling and reuse of non-sewerage waters by persons with private septic systems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

H 619 Petition of John C. Bradford for legislation to authorize pick up trucks and vans used principally for personal or recreational use to be registered as passenger vehicles and not as commercial vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 620 Petition of Charles N. Decas and Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to include call and volunteer fire fighters as members of the Massachusetts Fire Training Council. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 621 Petition filed at the request of Cynthia Betters for legislation to further regulate the height requirements on certain motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

H 622 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to further regulate the speed of motor vehicles in certain districts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 623 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to permit the Commissioner of Public Safety to authorize the employment of special police officers at colleges and universities in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

H 624 Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to authorize the registration of certain pickup trucks as passenger vehicles rather than commercial vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 625 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the use of the records of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 626 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri for legislation to establish a police and fire station building assistance fund within the Executive Office of Public Safety. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 627 Petition of Susan F. Rourke relative to windows and windshields under the law regulating annual inspections for motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

H 628 Petition of Susan F. Rourke for legislation to require law enforcement officers to administer the nystagmus test for the detection of intoxication. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

H 629 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass., J. Michael Raane, Daniel E. Bosley, Thomas F. Kennedy and Timothy F. O'Leary for legislation to reduce by fifty per cent the motor vehicle license renewal fee for persons seventy years of age or older. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 630 Petition of Thomas Soutcher and Philip Travis that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue distinctive plates to veterans of the Persian Gulf War. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ110A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 631 Petition of Charles N. Decas and Edward P. Kirby for legislation to provide retirement benefits for employees of community development agencies and economic development and industrial corporations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ177A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 632 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass., J. Michael Raane, Daniel E. Bosley, Thomas P. Kennedy and Timothy F. O'Leary relative to determining the amount of cost-of-living adjustments in retirement allowances, pensions and annuities for retired public employees and certain beneficiaries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ177A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A-192A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 633 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to increasing retirement allowances of certain former state, county, city, town and district employees retired for accidental disablement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.
H 634 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit the payment of pensions to certain public employees who have been convicted of misconduct in office. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 635 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass. and Timothy F. O'Leary relative to permitting cost-of-living adjustments for certain retired municipal employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 636 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri relative to the continued employment of fire chiefs past the age of seventy in certain towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 637 Petition of Susan F. Rourke, John F. Cox and Edward A. LeLacheur for legislation to establish certain creditable service for retirement purposes for certain persons having served in the Cadet Nurse Corps during World War II. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 638 Petition filed at the request of Donald C. Page for legislation to regulate the salaries of any elected or appointed member of the executive, legislative or judicial branch of government who announces a candidacy for the office of the President of the United States or senator or representative in Congress. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 639 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass., J. Michael Ruane, Daniel E. Bosley and Timothy F. O'Leary for legislation to increase the annual allowance for widows of certain public employees retired for disability. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 640 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass., J. Michael Ruane, Daniel E. Bosley and Timothy F. O'Leary relative to the cost-of-living adjustments for retired public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ117A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 641 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass., J. Michael Ruane, Daniel E. Bosley and Timothy F. O'Leary relative to the election of retirement options by public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 642 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass. and J. Michael Ruane for legislation to further regulate certain retirement allowances for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 643 Petition of Michael R. Knapik for a legislative amendment to the Constitution limiting the annual session of the General Court to a period of six months. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ194; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

H 644 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni, Thomas P. Walsh and another for legislation to further define lowest responsible and eligible bidder under the public contract laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 645 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to audits performed by the State Auditor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 646 Petition of John C. Bradford for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey certain Commonwealth land to the town of Lakeville. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 647 Petition of John E. McDonough that street addresses and telephone numbers of public employees be exempt from the public records disclosure law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 648 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to regulate computer access to records of public agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ206A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 649 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that provision be made for sanctions against vendors providing services to the Commonwealth who submit bills for previously compensated services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ207A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 650 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to accelerate periodic payments to contractors on public building construction contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-
H 651 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to compensate contractors on public construction contracts for increases and costs resulting from adjustments for subcontractors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 652 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to bonds for payment for labor and materials furnished in public construction contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 653 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to correct an oversight in the law relative to construction in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 654 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to improve competition in the furnishing of materials for use in certain public contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ132A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ207A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1427; 12/18-Senate-Reported favorably by the Senate Committee and referred to the Senate Committee on Taxation for report. 1/1-House-Reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 655 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for an income tax exemption for families caring for their elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 656 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to establish regional recovery zones in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 657 Petition of John C. Bradford relative to improving school age child care options for parents. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 658 Petition of John C. Bradford that certain disabled veterans be granted a real estate tax abatement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 659 Petition of John C. Bradford for legislation to establish landbank and housing funds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 660 Petition of Marianne Brenton relative to income taxation of retired members of the armed forces. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 661 Petition of Charles N. Decas and Patricia A. Walrath for legislation to exempt cities and towns from the special fuels tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 662 Petition of Charles N. Decas that cities and towns be exempt from the special fuels tax on vehicles used for public safety purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 663 Petition of Charles N. Decas, and Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to provide for certain income tax exemptions for persons caring for relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ217A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 664 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to clarifying the tax status of property acquired by housing authorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 665 Petition of Thomas Convery and Anthony P. Giglio for legislation to provide for a three thousand dollar exemption from taxation for persons retired from the armed forces of the United States or the national guard. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 666 Petition of Robert C. Lawless for a legislative amendment to the Constitution granting to the General Court power and authority to impose and levy a graduated tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; S/4-SENATE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ392; S/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -HJ444.

H 667 Petition filed at the request of John Ratta relative to the assessment of certain real estate taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 668 Petition of John E. McDonough relative to the granting of tax exemptions for certain real estate in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 669 Petition of John E. McDonough relative to the tax classification of real and personal property. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ218A; Public...
H 670 Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to provide an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 671 Petition of John C. McNeil relative to increasing the tax deduction for persons renting property as their residence. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ143A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 672 Petition of John C. McNeil for legislation to authorize the deduction of medical expenses when determining gross receipts for the property tax deferral program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 673 Petition of John C. McNeil that provision be made for a property tax deferral for taxpayers experiencing a temporary hardship. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 674 Petition of Susan F. Rourke for legislation to authorize the contribution of a portion of income tax refunds to the United States Olympic Team. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 675 Petition of the Retired State, County & Municipal Employees Association of Mass., J. Michael Ruane and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to exempt all contributions of federal, state, and local retirement funds from taxation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 676 Petition of the Mass. Town Clerks' Association and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to further regulate bank accounts of businesses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5655.

H 677 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to regulate the sale and assigning of mortgages by banking institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ36A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ111A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see S1570-SJ472.

H 678 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to reverse mortgage loans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1370-SJ472.

H 679 Petition of the Mass. Town Clerks' Association and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to authorize the Governor of the Commonwealth to submit to the General Court a comprehensive five-year management and financial plan. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; S1472-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 680 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann relative to regulating beauty services under the Sunday blue laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 681 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to unemployment compensation in voluntary separations and discharges. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ115A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 682 Petition of Louis L. Kafka that applicants for mortgage loans be authorized to select their own attorneys. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1370-SJ472.

H 683 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and Carol C. Cleven relative to the disclosure of medical records and credit services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ40A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1569-SJ472.

H 684 Petition of Carmen Gentile and Angelo M. Scaccia relative to regulating the labelling of certain foodstuffs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-
Concurred-SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session.-HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ569; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 690 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and Carol C. Cleven relative to licenses for the sale of second hand vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ115A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 691 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to protect the public health by banning the public distribution of free smoking or tobacco products for commercial purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied H179.

H 692 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, Edward G. Connolly, Marie J. Parente and Philip Travis relative to persons or corporations transacting business in the Commonwealth under an assumed or fictitious business name. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ116A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 693 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to provide for the establishment of a charter for Essex County. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Counties-HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties-HJ47A; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred-SJ1450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 694 Petition of Paul R. Haley relative to the penalty for the use of firearms while committing a felony. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 695 Petition of Paul R. Haley that persons convicted of murder in the first degree or convicted under the mandatory gun law be ineligible for furloughs. 1/1- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 696 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to increase the penalties imposed for the theft of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 697 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to increase the penalty for repeat convicted felons. 1/1- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5725.

H 698 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to provide that persons charged with certain drug offenses be held without bail. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5591.

H 699 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann, Gary M. Coon and Kevin P. Blanchette for legislation to further regulate the operation of motor vehicles and providing penalties for certain violations. 1/1- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 700 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another relative to creating the crime of evading arrest by a police officer in pursuit and establishing a penalty therefor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred-SJ134-SJ464.

H 701 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to increase the penalties for trafficking in certain controlled substances. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5397.

H 702 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another relative to drug free playgrounds and recreational facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ48A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

H 703 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to regulate the penalty for illegal operation of certain motorcycles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

H 704 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide penalties for persons convicted of crimes against farm property, livestock or crops. 1/1- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ123A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5990.

H 705 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to require the Commonwealth to pay the full cost of transportation of persons attending certain educational and mental health facilities. 1/1- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities-HJ53A-S24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/27- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 706 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to provide educational benefits to certain Vietnam veterans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities-HJ53A-S24A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/26- HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5702.

H 707 Petition of Louis L. Kafka that the Department of Education be authorized to establish a public education endowment trust. 1/1- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities-HJ54A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred-SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.
Petition of Louis L. Kafka that the Board of Education be required to establish minimum standards for teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ128A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

Petition of Edward A. LeLacheur, Brian S. Dempsey, Susan F. Rourke and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to establish civic literacy requirements for high school students in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1128A-129A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-SENATE-Accompanied S202 -S387.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, Carol C. Cleven, Barbara Gardner and Philip Travis relative to the payment of tuition for vocational post graduate students. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to strengthen transitional bilingual education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and Jacqueline Lewis for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the right to vote for certain incarcerated persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/21-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ330; 4/21-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ348.

Petition of the Mass. Town Clerks’ Association and Joseph B. McIntyre that certain towns be authorized to conduct voter registration sessions in various locations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 5/4-SENATE-Proposed an amendment - 98

Petition of the Mass. Town Clerks’ Association and Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the party enrollment of unenrolled voters at primary elections. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Proposed an amendment - 98
H 719 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to regulate the operation of customer owned coin operated telephones. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 720 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to the use of automatic telephone dialing systems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 721 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to require the licensing of persons who perform inspections of real property. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 722 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to assist hearing impaired persons in certain emergency situations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 723 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia that provision be made for reduced telephone rates for deaf residents of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 724 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to require public telephones to be equipped with a hand-set for hearing amplification. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 725 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to require telephone companies serving residents of the Commonwealth to enlarge the type size of the print generally used in telephone directories. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 726 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, Robert A. Durand, Mary Jeanette Murray and Philip Travis relative to further regulating cosmetologists and barbers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 727 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court relative to radon gas. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 728 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court relative to disclosure to local licensing authorities of the names and locations of establishments which served alcohol to persons convicted of operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5797.

H 729 Petition of Barbara E. Gray, J. Michael Ruane, Kevin O'Sullivan and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to extend the policy of medical leave of absence days to chronic disease hospitals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H5725.

H 730 Petition of Barbara E. Gray, J. Michael Ruane, Kevin O'Sullivan, and Kevin G. Honan relative to cost efficient services in chronic disease and rehabilitation hospitals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied H5723.

H 731 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to services performed by dental hygienists and dental assistants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied H5356.

H 732 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to provide assistance to elderly residents of subsidized housing developments. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 733 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another relative to rents, transfers and continued occupancy in state-assisted public housing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 734 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to expend a sum of money to acquire land and restore structures in the Metropolitan Parks District. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ74A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

H 735 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire certain conservation restrictions for the Metropolitan District Commission near the Blue Hills Reservation and Neponset River Reservation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

H 736 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to subsidize elderly persons up to twenty-five per cent of annual income for the purpose of maintaining possession of their homes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 737 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann relative to notice of release or discharge of certain juveniles from facilities of the Department of Youth Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human
H 738 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to further regulate pardons and furloughs for certain persons convicted of murder in the first degree and in the second degree. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ153A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety - HJ257; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1247; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 739 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the feasibility of constructing low cost, barrack-style type of correctional facilities for housing minimum security risk prisoners. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ153A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety - HJ257; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-SENATE-Concurred SJ615 - SJ349.

H 740 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile and Athan Catjakis relative to welfare payments to parents of children housed in institutions operated by the Department of Youth Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ153A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ334.

H 741 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to establish a Massachusetts human services corps within the office of the Secretary of Human Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ153A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

H 742 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to protecting the rights of mentally ill and mentally retarded persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ153A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

H 743 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to medical care for persons in mental health facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ154A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Concurred a new draft, see H5703.

H 744 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to children born with congenital deformities, birth injuries or mental retardation. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ154A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Concurred H2274.

H 745 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to ensuring the elderly equal access to long term care facilities participating in the medical assistance program. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ154A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

H 746 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be directed to conduct a study of the feasibility of converting the Lemuel Shattuck Hospital into a life care center for long term elderly care. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ154A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/27-SENATE-Concurred favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - H478; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 747 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another for legislation to further define the term "Lebanese Peace Keeping Force Veteran". 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ154A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

H 748 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to ensuring the elderly equal access to long term care facilities participating in the medical assistance program. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ154A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5693.

H 749 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House relative to establishing a public guardianship commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ154A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5987.

H 750 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to further regulate compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance rates in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance - HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Concurred H2459.

H 751 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann relative to increasing the limit requiring fire insurance companies to contribute to certain costs for fire protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance - HJ84A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5987.

H 752 Petition of the Massachusetts Association of Life Underwriters, Francis G. Mara and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to authorize insurers to cover short term (title third)  

committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ809; 6/8-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S597; 6/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ653; 7/1-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1022; 7/2-House-Enacted -HJ949; 7/2-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1035; 7/9-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 107 Acts.

H 753 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to provide for the notification of persons who are not at fault in motor vehicle accidents under the insurance laws. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ84A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-House-Enacted a study order, see H5987.

H 754 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House relative to motor vehicle insurance rates charged to motorists who are physically handicapped. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/14-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ330; House-No further action taken.

H 755 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court that provision be made for home care services insurance coverage for certain children. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/14-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ330; House-No further action taken.

H 756 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi, Paul Kollies and another for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to improving procedures governing summary process. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/27-House-Resolve reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ372; House-No further action taken.

H 757 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann relative to persons arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-House-Enacted a study order, see H5715.

H 758 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to clarify interest on judgments, warrants and executions. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/27-House-Enacted a study order, see H5715.

H 759 Petition filed at the request of Steven B. Drobins for legislation to regulate certain action in divorce proceedings. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/8-House-Enacted a study order, see H5949.

H 760 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to the Probate Court laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 4/28-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; House-No further action taken.

H 761 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to provide for the preservation of testimony by electronic means in the Probate Court. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Enacted a study order, see H5698.

H 762 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to authorize the Commonwealth to place an attachment upon the real property of persons convicted of certain crimes to assist in the cost of incarceration of such persons. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-House-Report accepted -HJ411.

H 763 Petition filed at the request of Aldred Bonica for legislation to provide for equal coverage in alimony and child support obligations. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 7/8-House-Enacted a study order, see H5949.

H 764 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to requests for criminal history record information by employment agencies which provide child care employees. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ90A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 pm*; 7/20-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-House-Report accepted -HJ380.

H 765 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to liability of rowing associations. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/30-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ447; 5/12-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ515; 5/13-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1473; 1/5-93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 766 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gregory W. Sullivan, Mary Jeanette Murray, Francis H. Woodward, Kevin Poirier and another for legislation to regulate judicial proceedings for minors. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 767 Petition of Michael J. Sullivan relative to the payment of witness fees to police officers in certain court proceedings. 1/1-House-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-Senate-Considered -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/18-House-Enacted a study order, see H5663.

H 768 Petition of Eric Turkington for legislation to provide for compensation of certain court officers of the
Bill History — 1992

Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ165A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 769 Petition of Edward A. LeLacheur and Susan F. Rourke for legislation to authorize the city of Lowell to establish a hunger/homeless commission. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/23-House-Committee recommended NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ205; 3/25-House-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 770 Petition of The Boston Society of Landscape Architects, Daniel J. Ranieri and Janet W. O'Brien relative to space residential development rights under the zoning and site plan control law. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/30-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5541.

H 771 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another relative to the Greater Lawrence Sanitary District. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

H 772 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to increase the membership of the district commission of the Greater Lawrence Sanitary District. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

H 773 Petition of Augustus Scamarcycz and Augusta Hombrewer for legislation to prohibit the transportation of diseased honey bees. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ101A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 774 Petition of Louis L. Kafka for charges for services, facilities and commodities by the Water Resources Authority be subject to the approval of the General Court. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 775 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to orders of condition for recreational activities at Nauset Beach in the towns of Orleans and Chatham. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 12/3-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H6284.

H 776 Petition of Edward A. LeLacheur, Susan F. Rourke and Warren E. Tolman relative to authorizing county commissioners and the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering to establish, operate, maintain and control facilities for energy resource recovery and for the collection, transfer, processing and disposal of solid waste. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/13-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties -HJ527; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 777 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to further regulate the operation of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 778 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile relative to the composition and duties of the Advisory Board of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 779 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile relative to further regulating the bidding of certain contracts by the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 780 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to further regulate the activities of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 781 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to define the responsibility of certain persons to report the release of hazardous waste. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 782 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to establish review of environmental regulations by the Board of Environmental Regulations. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 783 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to the Department of Environmental Protection. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 784 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Protection to undertake a study relative to loans for the removal of hazardous material. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 785 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to provide protection for innocent landowners in hazardous waste problems. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.
Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, and other members of the House for legislation to exempt persons sixty-five years of age or older from charges for the use of any state recreational facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to the protection of the metropolitan water supply. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to the protection of water supplies from sodium chloride and other delecing chemicals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, Edward G. Connolly, Emile J. Goguen and Lida E. Harksins relative to the identification of recyclable materials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to promote water conservation by marking and labeling performance standards on water closets, flushometers and urinals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ102A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to promote consumer hazardous substance right to know protection laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to include other deicing chemicals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish an interagency coordinating council to address issues of interagency responsibility for public health and consumer protection concerning indoor air pollution and other threats. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ177A-178A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6126.

Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, and other members of the House for legislation to exempt persons sixty-five years of age or older from charges for the use of any state recreational facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to regulate the issuance of firearm identification cards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5717.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to establish certain requirements for vehicles and operators used in transporting children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ321; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to regulate the use of bumper stickers on motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to prohibit motor vehicles from passing on the right. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 5/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another relative to motor vehicle license fees for persons sixty years of age or older. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ185A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to safety measures for certain public safety personnel. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

Petition of Augusta Hornblower that provision be made for distinctive motor vehicle plates for officers of the Veterans of Foreign Wars. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to authorize an early retirement incentive for police officers and fire fighters employed prior to January first, nineteen hundred and seventy-five. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann relative to further regulating the retirement benefits of certain employ-
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804 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and others for legislation to regulate the computation of cost-of-living allowances for retired teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS878.

805 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to regulate disability retirement for school employees relative to asbestos related diseases. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ192A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

806 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to authorize cities and towns to pay a fixed sum of money to a municipal employee who declines health insurance coverage. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

807 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to the supervision and investment of funds of the teachers' retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

808 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to increasing the cost-of-living adjustment for retired public employees and their beneficiaries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

809 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to the amounts of the cost-of-living adjustment in retirement allowances, pensions, and annuities of retired public employees and certain beneficiaries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

810 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to spousal consent of selection of retirement options. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H4161.

811 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to the preferred employment of handicapped persons in the public service. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

812 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, Robert A. Durand, Mary Jeanette Murray, Thomas S. Cahib, Lida E. Harkins and Philip Travis relative to the pension rights of certain call fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

813 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan and Warren E. Tolman for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to limit annual sessions of the General Court to a period not exceeding six months. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1205A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ1394; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

814 Petition filed at the request of Joseph J. Pellechia for legislation to establish an international cultural dome authority within the Executive Office for Administration and Finance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1568; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3467; HOUSE-No further action taken.

815 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to permit state agencies to join in collective purchasing by cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3808; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

816 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the administration of state statistical policy, standards and data needs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

817 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann that contracts for public building construction contain a requirement relative to the purchase of domestic steel and steel products. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

818 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to establish the freedom of information commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

819 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to create preventive maintenance accounts for state buildings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

820 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann relative to the expenditure of state funds for any form of advertising involving the use of actors or actresses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

821 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and Jacqueline Lewis that legislators be authorized to request certain reports from the Division of Local Mandates. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1132A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -
H 822 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to require public buildings to meet certain air quality ventilation standards. 1/1-HOUSE-Resolved to the committee on State Administration -HJ133A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Resolved H459.

H 833 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide minimum ventilation in state leased and newly constructed state buildings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ208A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 834 Petition of Mark P. Murray, Larry F. Giordano, Emile J. Goguen, Philip Travis and David J. Lionetti for legislation to further define recreational land for tax purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 835 Petition of Joseph H. Breton for legislation to exempt bird feed from the sales tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ218A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 836 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann relative to requiring that information furnished by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles for excise tax purposes contain the license numbers of the owners of such vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 837 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to exempt bird feed from the sales tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 838 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to establish a homeles assistance fund and authorizing the taxpayers of the Commonwealth to contribute on their income tax return a portion of
any refund to such a fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 839 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another that provision be made for an increase in the income tax credit for persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 840 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to reimburse cities and towns for revenue lost due to tax exemptions for educational and hospital land. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 841 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another for legislation to regulate claims for reimbursement under the law relative to the taxation of sales of gasoline. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 842 Petition of The Construction Industries of Massachusetts and Frank M. Hynes for legislation to regulate claims for reimbursement under the law relative to the taxation of sales of gasoline. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 843 Petition of Louis L. Kafka for legislation to regulate the payment of property taxes of certain persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 844 Petition of Robert C. Lawless for legislation to exempt certain charitable organizations from the provisions of the excise tax on boats, ships and vessels. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ144A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 845 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to the taxation of real estate of horticultural societies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 846 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to exempt the Worcester Development Corporation from the sales and use tax in developing the medical and high-technology or bio-technology research and development park. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 847 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to providing for a tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 848 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate the use and taxation of cigarette rolling papers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 849 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to exempt telecommunication devices for the deaf from the sales tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 850 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court relative to the taxation of agricultural land. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 851 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House that provision be made for limited taxation exemptions for certain military retirees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ219A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 852 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 853 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for income tax exemptions for families caring for their elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 854 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House for legislation to exempt from the Massachusetts income tax certain scholarships and fellowships granted to the federally 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 855 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House relative to the reduction of the rate of taxation on unearned income. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 856 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House for legislation to authorize the deduction of medical expenses when determining gross receipts for the property tax deferral program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 857 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House that provision be made for a property tax deferral for taxpayers experiencing a temporary hardship. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 858 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the House relative to increasing the amount of income and the amount of the whole estate for cer-
tain elderly persons when determining eligibility for real estate tax exemptions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ145A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 859 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court relative to the deduction for property passing to a surviving spouse under the Massachusetts estate tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 860 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court relative to real estate tax exemptions for the elderly. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 861 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to increase the exemptions under the estate tax of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 862 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court that owners or tenants of residential property be granted certain income tax credits for reducing health hazards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 863 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann that the Department of Public Works be required to provide financial assistance grants to eligible intercity carriers and local agencies for the improvement of public transportation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ207; 5/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ221.

H 864 Petition of Augusta Hornblower and Nancy Achin Sullivan for legislation to direct the Department of Public Works to construct traffic lights in front of the Brinley Terrace elderly housing project in the town of Tyngsborough. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 865 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to designate a certain bridge in the Hyde Park section of the city of Boston as the Joseph M. Kearney Bridge. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ208; 4/14-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ335; 4/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ325; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1050; No further action taken.

H 866 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for the Central District Court of Worcester. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ155A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 867 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to regulate the law relative to deficiency of revenues. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ155A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 868 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to repeal the law relative to deficiency of revenues. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ155A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 869 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another relative to the renewal of certain real estate loans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ497.

H 870 Petition of the Mass. Credit Union Association, Inc., and Edward M. Lambert, Jr., relative to federal conformity provisions governing state chartered credit unions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5803.

H 871 Petition of Joseph Manning relative to home equity mortgage loan disclosures. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150; HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied by H311; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ352; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 872 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to the subleasing of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied by H311; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ352; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 873 Petition of the Group Against Smoking Pollution, John A. Businger, J. James Marzilli, Jr., and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to regulate the advertising of tobacco products. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 874 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to fraudulent claims under the workers' compensation law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied by H311; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ352; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.
passed to be engrossed - HJ1541; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 876 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and Marie J. Parente for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Labor and Industries to file a list of inspectional districts for industrial, construction and various other specialized occupations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ116A; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 877 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and J. Michael Ruane relative to inspectional districts in the Department of Labor and Industries. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 878 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and J. Michael Ruane for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Labor and Industries to appoint committees on industrial safety and occupational health, fair employment practices and child labor. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 879 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and J. Michael Ruane relative to authorizing the commission on Commerce and Labor to conduct public hearings on the powers and duties of the Department of Labor and Industries. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ116A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 880 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer, Patrick F. Landers III, Richard T. Moore, Robert D. Wetmore and another relative to the recovery of lost dogs. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/13-HOUSE- Discharged to the committee on House Counties - HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred - SJ305; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 881 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer, Patrick F. Landers III, Richard T. Moore, Robert D. Wetmore and another for legislation to extend the life of impounded dogs. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/13-HOUSE- Discharged to the committee on House Counties - HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred - SJ450; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 882 Petition of Robert Kraus (by vote of the town) relative to the licensing and keeping of dogs in the town of Kingston. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/13-HOUSE- Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ333.

H 883 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate the issuance of bonds and notes by counties. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ402; 5/12-HOUSE- Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ518; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ809; 6/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Counties - SJ597; 12/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1534; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 884 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to authorize counties to issue refunding bonds and notes. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ402; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ518; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ809; 6/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Counties - SJ597; 12/18- SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1534; 1/5/93-SENATE-Reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 885 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to expanding the scope of prior convictions for the sentencing of subsequent rape offenders. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 886 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Peter Forman for legislation to further regulate the charges for drug trafficking in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 887 Petition of Paul R. Haley relative to creating the crime of evading arrest by a police officer in pursuit and establishing a penalty therefor. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 888 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to provide a penalty for persons who refuse to disclose their names or give false names to police officers. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE- Accompanied S134-S1464.

H 889 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to further regulate the penalty for entering a dwelling house in the nighttime or breaking and entering in the daytime. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12- SENATE- Accompanied S134-S1464.

H 890 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to further regulate the penalty for entering a dwelling house in the nighttime or breaking and entering in the daytime. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ124A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11- HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5611.

H 891 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to increase the penalty for shoplifting goods with a value over one hundred dollars. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ124A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5598.

H 891 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to provide for the admisibility of the refusal to take a breathalyzer test, so-called, into evidence at criminal
H 892 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to create statutory right of arrest for certain misdemeanors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5589.

H 893 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to increase the penalties for breaking or entering a dwelling. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5611.

H 894 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Larry F. Giordano and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to further define and amend the law relative to the abuse and neglect of children and providing penalties for such abuse. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 895 Petition of Frank M. Hynes and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to regulate the performance of dissections in schools in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 896 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to include a member of organized labor on the Higher Education Coordinating Council and other boards of higher education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 897 Petition of Peter Forman relative to extending the period of time between a regional school district's vote to incur debt and when a member town may hold a special town meeting to consider such vote. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 898 Petition of Peter Forman, J. Michael Ruane, Marianne Brenton, Bruce E. Tarr and Larry F. Giordano relative to the health and safety of high school athletes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 899 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to college credit for courses in American sign language. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5613.

H 900 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Patricia A. Walrath, Carol C. Cleven and Lida E. Harkins that the Department of Education be required to issue a voucher as reimbursement for the education of state wards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ440; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 901 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Carol C. Cleven and Lida E. Harkins for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the incidence of child suicide. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Resolves reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 902 Petition of Marie J. Parente relative to children with special needs in the public schools. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 903 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., relative to allowing cities and towns to conduct the municipal listing of residents biennially. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 904 Petition of Robert Kraus for legislation to provide for speedy and effective enforcement of the election laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 905 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate the conduct of elections. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 906 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr. and Janet W. O'Brien relative to certain political activities of public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ135A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 907 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., for the adoption of resolutions calling on the Governor to enter into interstate no-raiding contracts relative to the offering of tax incentives. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 3/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Taxation -HJ122; 3/3-Senate-Concurred -SJ116; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 908 Petition of Robert Correia for legislation to further define cable television. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ63A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/11-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ493; 5/12-House-Report accepted -HJ517.

H 909 Petition of Peter Forman for legislation to require the several boards of registration and examination to annually notify licensees of certain changes in laws and regulations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the commit-
H 910 Petition of Paul R. Haley relative to the licensing of certain electric generating facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 911 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to authorize the telecasting of dog and horse racing in teletheatres. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ65A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 912 Petition of Marie J. Parente and another for legislation to further regulate the registration of professional engineers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 913 Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to further regulate gas and electric bills for residents on life sustaining equipment. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 914 Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to further regulate rebates on overcharges by municipal gas and light companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 915 Petition of Michael P. Walsh, Robert L. Howarth and Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to further regulate the issuance of licenses for the sale of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877; 11/25-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules; Reported on a part of H5877; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ132; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1432; 12/18-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1350; 1/5/93-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1699; No further action taken.

H 916 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Walter A. DeFilippi for legislation to regulate the practice of optometry. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5728.

H 917 Petition of Peter Forman and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require physicians to report cases of drug overdose. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 3/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 918 Petition of Peter Forman relative to the transfer of dead persons by district attorneys for medical examiners. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H4622.

H 919 Petition of the Group Against Smoking Pollution, J. James Marzilli, Jr., Janet W. O'Brien and John A. Businger relative to protecting nonsmokers from involuntary exposure to cigarette smoke in indoor public areas. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ322; 4/14-HOUSE-Amendments adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ335; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 920 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to regulate the referral of patients by health care providers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ69A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/22-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5833.

H 921 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to establish a moratorium on the conversion, alteration or discontinuance of use of mobile home parks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

H 922 Petition of M Joseph Manning and another for legislation to expedite evictions for health and safety reasons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 923 Petition of Jordan Shapiro for legislation to extend the moratorium on single room occupancy conversion. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied H4503.

H 924 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to regulate the administration of housing vouchers in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

H 925 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to provide for local approval of federal housing contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5974.
H 926 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to further define the term "low and moderate income housing". 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

H 927 Petition of Peter Forman, Edward P. Kirby and Robert Kraus for legislation to provide for the award of grants to cities and towns for infrastructure repairs necessitated by the expansion of county correctional facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ154A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ257; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 928 Petition of Peter Forman, Thomas S. Cahir, Edward P. Kirby and Henri S. Rauschenbach for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the distribution of funds for social services in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ79A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ154A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5536.

H 929 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Larry F. Giordano and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the rights of extended family members in care and protection proceedings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ154A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5536.

H 930 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Larry F. Giordano and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the reporting of child abuse and neglect. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ154A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ583; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 931 Petition of Marie J. Parente that the Department of Public Welfare be authorized to reimburse foster care agencies for costs incurred in adoption proceedings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ154A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5537.

H 932 Petition of Marie J. Parente that the Department of Public Welfare be directed to provide individual service plans for the treatment of certain patients of Mental Health be directed to provide individual service plans for the treatment of certain patients. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ154A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ343; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 933 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to require foster care placements to be made in the best interests of the child. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ154A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 934 Petition of Marie J. Parente and another for legislation to prohibit the sale of property owned by the Department of Mental Health. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 935 Petition of Marie J. Parente that the Department of Mental Health be directed to provide individual service plans for the treatment of certain patients. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/26-HOUSE-Accompanied H2275.

H 936 Petition of Marie J. Parente relative to the establishment of a mental health trust. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5693.

H 937 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to regulate public disclosure by health insurers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5528.

H 938 Petition of Peter Forman for legislation to regulate the implementation of mandatory health benefits under the insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5528.

H 939 Petition of the Group Against Smoking Pollution, Frank M. Hynes, John A. Businger, Patricia D. Jehlen and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to reduce life and health insurance rates for nonsmokers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5528.

H 940 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to make certain changes in the law relative to the filing of false health care claims. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H3038.

H 941 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to professional liability insurance for health care providers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5479.

H 942 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to clarify the cancellation of group insurance contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/15-HOUSE-Bill readed favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; 5/4-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -H1447; 5/5-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ415; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ461; 5/18-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to May 26 -SJ509; 5/26-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading -H1573; 6/8-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ600; 6/9- HOUSE-Enacted -HJ843; 6/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ619; 6/19-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 72 Acts.

H 943 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to increase the amount of benefits by health maintenance organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 944 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to provide for the protection of consumers under certain health insurance plans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 945 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, James T. Brett, Paul D. Harold, William R. Keating and another relative to the granting of immunity to certain persons before grand juries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 946 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer, Patrick F. Landers III, Richard T. Moore, Robert D. Wetmore and another for legislation to exempt owners of sporting dog training areas from any civil or criminal actions relating to noise pollution. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 947 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to regulate eminent domain proceedings against property used for agriculture or farming. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27- HOUSE-Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ384; 7/8- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 948 Petition of Paul R. Haley relative to the punishment for assault or battery for purpose of intimidation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27- HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ380.

H 949 Petition of Paul R. Haley relative to forfeiture of monies seized in certain criminal cases. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 950 Petition of Paul R. Haley relative to homestead protection for elderly and disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/30- HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5538.

H 951 Petition of Peter G. Fallon for legislation to require surety bonds for notaries public. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/27- HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; 12/22- HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ486; 12/28- SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1607; 1/15-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 952 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Larry F. Giordano and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to require certification by judges that all applicable state and federal regulations are complied with in child custody cases. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/8- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 953 Petition of Marie J. Parente Edward L. Burke, Michael P. Walsh and Thomas M. Petrolati relative to the liability of operators of roller skating rinks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/23- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27- HOUSE-Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ384; 7/8- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 954 Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to establish a sick leave bank for Mary Ann Healy, a procedures clerk in the Holyoke District Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663; 12/14- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules; Reported on a part of H5663; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ389; 12/16- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ407; 12/17- HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ427; 12/18-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1550; 12/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1616; 1/4-93- HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1536; 1/4-93-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1628; 1/4-93- HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1536; 1/4-93- SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1628; 1/14-93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 381 Acts.

H 955 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer that provision be made for a right of first refusal for the purchase of real property by cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28- HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 956 Petition of Peter Forman relative to lockup facilities in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/31- HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on
Petition of Robert J. Rohan that cities and towns be authorized to observe Halloween on the last Saturday in October. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5472.

Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and William R. Keating for legislation to regulate enforcement of the environmental laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1370; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and William R. Keating for legislation to further promote environmental protection in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1370; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to further regulate the acquisition of agricultural licenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1370; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the disposal of feminine hygiene devices having applicators made from substances which are not biodegradable. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1038; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -SJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Peter Forman that the Department of Environmental Management be authorized to deposit certain fees into the conservation trust. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1038; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -SJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to further amend the composition and duties of the Advisory Board of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1038; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -SJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the inspection and approval of milk plants, receiving stations and pasteurization plants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the licensing of milk pasteurization plants located within the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the disposal of oil and hazardous materials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson that the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs be directed to make an investigation and study of management policies for lakes and ponds in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/1/4-HOUSE-Adjourned to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1362; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Robert J. Rohan that cities and towns be authorized to observe Halloween on the last Saturday in October. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5472.

Petition of Peter Forman relative to the disposal of oil and hazardous materials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to further regulate the acquisition of agricultural licenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1370; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to further amend the composition and duties of the Advisory Board of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1038; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -SJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the inspection and approval of milk plants, receiving stations and pasteurization plants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ103A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the licensing of milk pasteurization plants located within the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate promotions for the sale of milk. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate promotions for the sale of milk. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate promotions for the sale of milk. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate promotions for the sale of milk. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to regulate promotions for the sale of milk. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ178A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.
H 974 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to define the term “foreseeable use” under the hazardous material control law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 975 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another for legislation to require retirement boards to inform retirees of restrictions on future employment. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 976 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer that employees of the Commonwealth be granted time off for attendance at funeral services of deceased veterans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ118A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 977 Petition of the Group Against Smoking Pollution, John A. Businger, Patricia D. Jehlen, J. James Mazzilli, Jr., and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to further regulate public employee retirement in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ5118A-119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 978 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to unauthorized leaves of absence for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 979 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to examination procedures for provisional employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 980 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate contracts for state service resulting in the replacement or displacement of employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied H4157.

H 981 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi that police matrons and detention attendants be placed in Group 4 of the public employees retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 982 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the testimony of accused persons at hearings under the civil service law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ193A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 983 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi that provision be made for the payment of interest on monies owed to certain state employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 984 Petition filed at the request of Robert J. Regan that certain public employee retirement systems be authorized to grant credit to employees for services in the armed forces. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 985 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien for legislation to grant credit for retirement to teachers for service in overseas dependent schools of the United States and in the public schools of Puerto Rico. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 986 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien for legislation to grant retirement credit for teachers in service in overseas dependent schools of the United States, the Peace Corps and in the public schools of Puerto Rico. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 987 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide benefits for call fire fighters in towns who are not members of a retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 988 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to further regulate certain public service consultant contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied H4157.

H 989 Petition of Marie J. Parente for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the awarding of “07” consulting contracts by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied H4157.

H 990 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to regulate the employment of consultants by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied H4157.

H 991 Petition of the Mass. Correction Officers Federated Union and Marie J. Parente for legislation to provide for certain permanent positions in the Department of Correction. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1119A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5874.
H 992 Petition of the Mass. Correction Officers Federated Union and Marie J. Parente relative to the certification by the Department of Personnel Administration of certain permanent employees in Unit 4 of the Department of Correction. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ119A; 1/1-SENATE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 993 Petition of Marie J. Parente relative to the retirement of certain legislative officers and employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 994 Petition of Robert J. Rohan relative to the administration and personnel of the University of Massachusetts. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 995 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and J. Michael Ruane relative to the cost-of-living adjustments for retired public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 996 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and J. Michael Ruane that provision be made for cost-of-living increases for certain retirees from public employment and their beneficiaries. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 997 Petition of Anthony M. Scibelli relative to providing indemnification for environmental police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ194A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 998 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Emanuel G. Serra relative to employment and assignment of provisional employees of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 999 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the termination and discharge of employees of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1000 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to further encouraging the restoration of horseracing and wagering in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 1/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1; 1/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Feb 6 am; 5/18-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1575-S1498.

H 1002 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for an early retirement incentive program for state employees. 1/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ1; 1/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ14; 1/23-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H1998.

H 1003 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to authorize the Springfield District Court to establish a sick leave bank for Thomas J. Dalmolin, an employee of said court. 1/10-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ120A; 1/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ14; 1/15-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendments adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended and passed to be engrossed -HJ12; 1/16-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ13; 1/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1412; and by striking out the emergency preamble and inserting in place thereof a new emergency preamble adopted -SJ70; 2/6-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendments -HJ69; 2/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ73; 2/10-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ18; 2/12-HOUSE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -J18; 2/20-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 4 Acts.

H 1004 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Emanuel G. Serra that provisional employees in the labor service be granted permanent employment. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 1005 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the retirement rights of employees of public higher educational institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.
H 1007 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to regulate premiums for group insurance for employees of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 1008 Petition of the Group Against Smoking Pollution, Kevin P. Blanchette, John A. Businger, Patricia D. Jeählen and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to establish fire safety standards for cigarettes and little cigars. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ323.

H 1009 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another that the Registry of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue distinctive license plates for fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1010 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another relative to inspections of electrical wiring. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ448.

H 1011 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to establish a police and fire station building assistance fund within the Executive Office of Public Safety. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ448.

H 1012 Petition filed at the request of Boleslaw Gill relative to the employment of traffic supervisors on state road construction projects. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 1013 Petition filed at the request of Christopher C. Kyprianos relative to the safe operation of motorcycles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5719.

H 1014 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the issuance of general registration plates by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

H 1015 Petition of Marie J. Parente and others that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be directed to make an investigation and study relative to the licensing of persons over age seventy. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ111A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1016 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to provide for a local assessment committee to be utilized whenever a public facility of statewide significance is proposed for a community. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 1017 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to convey the state police barracks in the town of Brookfield to said town. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*, 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5935.

H 1018 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to authorize the State Secretary to distribute a booklet containing laws relative to veterans and veterans' organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ208A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 1019 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to authorize the Governor of the Commonwealth to submit to the General Court a comprehensive five-year management and financial plan. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ208A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1020 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to clarify the requirements for plans and specifications in contracts for public construction under the sub-bid law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 1021 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the Uniform Procurement Act. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

H 1022 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the Uniform Procurement Act. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second; Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ866; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

H 1023 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to further regulating the public records law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.
H 1024 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to provide for inventory control of equipment purchased with public funds by private contractors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ239; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1025 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to regulate the salaries of executive directors of non-profit human service provider agencies under contract to the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ245; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1026 Petition of Marie J. Parente that human service providers contracting with the Commonwealth be required to submit uniform financial statements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 1027 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to abolish the Asset Management Board within the Executive Office of Administration and Finance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 1028 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to place certain providers of services to the Commonwealth under the ethics law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 1029 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to regulate the issuance of contracts by the Division of Purchased Services and the Executive Office of Human Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

H 1030 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to regulate certain leases by the Industrial Finance Agency with Mass Care Capital Inc. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI134A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 1031 Petition of Marie J. Parente relative to including private non-profit corporations which receive public funds under contracts and orders to the committee on State Administration -HI135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 1032 Petition of Marie J. Parente for legislation to prohibit certain officers of non-profit agencies who contract with the Commonwealth from receiving financial benefits. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

H 1033 Petition of Marie J. Parente that provisions be made for biennial audits of social service providers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 1034 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to prohibit the imposition of parking fees upon employees of the Commonwealth at institutions of higher education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HI135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ158.

H 1035 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to the taxing of certain mobile homes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HI146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 12/17-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1426; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1455; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Bill rejected -HJ1485.

H 1036 Petition filed at the request of Raymond J. Smith relative to exemptions from the gasoline sales tax for certain non-profit agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HI146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1037 Petition of the Group Against Smoking Pollution, John A. Businger, Patricia D. Jehlen, J. James Marzilli, Jr., and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to require health warning labels on packages of cigarettes under the cigarette excise tax law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HI146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1038 Petition of Peter Forman for a legislative amendment to the Constitution establishing a class of real property for taxation purposes for persons over the age of sixty-five years. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HI146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ393; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HI444.

H 1039 Petition of Peter Forman for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to limiting the increase of property taxes for persons over sixty-five years of age. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HI146A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ220A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ393; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HI444.

H 1040 Petition of Peter Forman and Edward P. Kirby relative to limiting the frequency of ballot questions to raise tax levies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the comm-
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and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1063 Petition of Athan Catjakis for legislation to establish a preparatory skills program for construction trades apprenticeship training for women and minorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1064 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to prohibit the practice of discrimination in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ41A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1065 Petition of Peter Forman relative to the voluntary dissolution of corporations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/24-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ101; 2/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ106.

H 1066 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy, Shaun P. Kelly, Robert D. Wetmore and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to establish a "Buy Massachusetts" program within the Department of Commerce and Development. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1067 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to further regulate the sale of produce as "native" or "local". 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1068 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to provide that certain information contained in video rental stores not be made available to the public. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/13-SENATE-Recommended S69 -S184.

H 1069 Petition of John C. Klimm for legislation to prohibit the production of a credit card in certain business transactions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1070 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to regulate the advertising of certain merchandise. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1071 Petition filed at the request of Robert Hall relative to the issuance of certain reports by treasurers of counties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ333.

H 1072 Petition of John C. Klimm for legislation to further regulate dog kennels. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1073 Petition of John C. Klimm for legislation to require persons operating a dog training facility to be licensed for kennel operations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1074 Petition of Anthony M. Schelli and Linda J. Melconian for legislation to authorize the register of deeds of Hampden County to establish a certain pilot program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ366-367, 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365-366; 6/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ800; 6/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ867; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged. Passed to be engrossed -HJ869; 12/22-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1784; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means text (S1784) pending; Rules suspended; Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1784; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -S1760; 12/30-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ151; 1/5-SENATE-Putting on its final passage; Recommended to the committee on House Counties -HJ1554; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1075 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to provide for mandatory minimum sentences for certain drug trafficking offenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Recommended a new draft, see S1492-SJ321.

H 1076 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to provide for a mandatory sentence for trafficking in marijuana. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5399.

H 1077 Petition of Andrew Collaro relative to the penalty imposed for breaking and entering. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5611.
H 1078 Petition of Andrew Collaro relative to the penalty imposed for buying or receiving stolen goods. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ124A. Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ533; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered placed in a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1079 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to increase the penalty for breaking and entering in a dwelling house in the night-time. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ49A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5611.

H 1080 Petition of Andrew Collaro relative to the penalty for the crime of breaking and entering with intent to commit a misdemeanor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5611.

H 1081 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy relative to drug free park and playground zones. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 12/17-HOUSE-Passed by S121, S174, S177, H516, H702, H2631, H2790, H2965, H2966, H3340, H3516 and H5338; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1425; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1455; Read third (title changed); Amendments adopted; 12/22-HOUSE-Passed to be engrossed -HJ1489; 12/28-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1607; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 1082 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts and Daniel E. Bosley for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to provide a right to quality affordable public education from primary to public higher education. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ54A-55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/4-Senate-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ393-394; 5/4-House-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ445.

H 1083 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to trust fund accounts and other non-state appropriated funds under the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1084 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to include a graduate of public higher education in the Commonwealth on the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1085 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to reporting and auditing of special trust funds maintained by community colleges, state colleges and public universities. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ129A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1086 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the appropriation of funds for public higher education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1087 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the retention of tuition at public higher education institutions. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1088 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to include internal administrative fees in scholarship programs of higher education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1089 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Patricia D. Jehlen relative to the membership on the Board of Trustees of the University of Massachusetts. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1090 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate increases in scholarship assistance for public higher education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1091 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the closing of public higher educational institutions in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1092 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts and Daniel E. Bosley for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the establishment of a public higher education authority. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ55A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1093 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette
Murray relative to tuition costs at public institutions of higher education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ55A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1094 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide increases in certain higher educational scholarship programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ55A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1095 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate internal administrative fee costs at public higher educational institutions of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ55A-56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1096 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the expenditure of student activities fees at higher educational institutions of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1097 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to include certain graduates of public higher educational institutions on the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No report from committee.

H 1098 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to revise the tenure system for teachers in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ130A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1099 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to limit tuition waivers for certain persons in public institutions of higher education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1100 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to further regulate gate receipts of district and state interscholastic sporting events. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1101 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to establish residency requirements for admission to the University of Massachusetts Medical School. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1102 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., that the Board of Education be directed to provide for graduation requirements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1103 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., relative to the establishment of an educational accreditation program by the Department of Education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1104 Petition of Peter Forman that the Secretary of Education be required to establish a statewide core curriculum for elementary and secondary students in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1105 Petition of Lida E. Harkins, Pamela P. Resor, Vincent P. Ciampa and Michael W. Morrissey relative to the use of funds for public schools in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1106 Petition of Lida E. Harkins, Patricia A. Walter, Nancy H. Evans, Vincent P. Ciampa, Michael W. Morrissey and Barbara Gardner for legislation to provide biennial basic educational skills testing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 1107 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Daniel E. Bosley, Robert D. Wetmore and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide financial assistance for public education in certain small towns of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ56A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1108 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to promote the development of energy conservation measures to electric lighting products. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy - HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 1109 Petition of Marie J. Parente relative to procedural requirements in applying for federal grant funds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance - HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ274; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ291.

H 1110 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts and Daniel E. Bosley that the Lottery Commission be directed to provide the proceeds from
the establishment of a certain game for public higher education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ140A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5143.

H 1111 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to authorize package stores to open on Sunday during certain hours for the sale of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 1112 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to further regulate cable antenna television systems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5142.

H 1113 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to ensure the continued viability of county agricultural fairs and related youth programs in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 1114 Petition of Anthony M. Scibelli for legislation to authorize the establishment of off-track telebets in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 1115 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to require the certification of persons who perform inspections of real property. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2995.

H 1116 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to protect consumer refunds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2995.

H 1117 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald that the Department of Public Health be required to establish priority plans for certain vaccines. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ441; 5/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ462.

H 1118 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to regulate medical respite services for homeless persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ301; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1119 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to provide for treatment on demand for certain drug dependent persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1120 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the expansion of HIV services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1121 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to expand outreach, education and advocacy services for high risk population areas. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ144A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H3582.

H 1122 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to increase certain programs of health care agencies for the purpose of reducing infant mortality. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

H 1123 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to providing for reimbursement to physicians for uncompensated care. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

H 1124 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to defining maximum reimbursable uncompensated care costs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

H 1125 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to regulate the distribution of funds for increased deleading of residential premises. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 1126 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald that third party payors and other purchasers of acute care hospital services be directed to offer contracts to certain hospitals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 1127 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to define the term “athlete trainer” under the law regulating health care professionals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ208.

H 1128 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to establish a prescription assistance program for elderly and disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 1129 Petition of John E. McDonough and other members of the House for legislation to prevent lead poisoning through increased lead paint abatement. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 1130 Petition of Athan Catjakis for legislation to limit the amount of rental abatements awarded to tenants in public housing to the amount of rent payable by such tenants. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

H 1131 Petition of Athan Catjakis relative to the awarding of attorney's fees by housing authorities in certain eviction actions. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 1132 Petition of Athan Catjakis for legislation to require all urban redevelopment corporations to deposit and invest all income in Massachusetts banks. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 1133 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., that waiting lists for subsidized housing be open for public inspection. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 1134 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to regulate the issuance of housing benefits for unmarried couples. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 1135 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to authorize local housing authorities to administer rental housing programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5646.

H 1136 Petition of Albert Herren relative to the safety of residents of housing developments for the elderly and disabled. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 1137 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy, Michael W. Morrisey and Thomas P. Walsh relative to regulating advertisements and solicitations for time-shares. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ75A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2271, H3165 and H4493; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1138 Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, Daniel E. Bosley and Mary Jeanette Murray that the Department of Public Welfare be directed to provide assistance for day care for parents attending higher educational institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-SENATE-Accompanied S606 -SJ363.

H 1139 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi and Robert I. Rohan for legislation to require the thumb print of applicants on welfare identification cards. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied H2299.

H 1140 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi, Robert J. Rohan and Mary Jane McKenna that programs operated by municipal recreational departments be exempt from the law relative to the definition of school age child care programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 1141 Petition of Kevan W. Fitzgerald that the Secretary of Human Services be directed to provide for a statewide health care telephone information and referral service. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; 3/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Health Care -HJ122; 3/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1142 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy, Daniel E. Bosley, Jane M. Swift, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Carmen D. Buell and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for the takeover by the Commonwealth of the Franklin County Jail. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; 3/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Counties -HJ122; 3/3-SENATE-Concurred -S3116-117; Public Hearing date May 6 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1143 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to equalize rest home residents rights with those of nursing home residents. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1144 Petition of Albert Herren relative to services available through the elder home care program. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1145 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to insure access to elderly home care facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-SENATE-Committee H528.
Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2303.

H 1146 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to verify special assistance to the homeless. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ80A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H2678.

H 1147 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to enhance the safety of vulnerable elders and disabled persons by providing for personal emergency response system services in the homes of such persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S617; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1148 Petition of Albert Herren relative to improving the availability of respite care. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2923.

H 1149 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to maximize the federal Medicaid revenue to the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2826.

H 1150 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to provide basic assistance to battered, homeless, destitutinalized and other non-employable persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H2926.

H 1151 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to extend the time for payments of veterans' benefits. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied by S540 and S619; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1152 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to employee representation on the Group Insurance Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ155A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1153 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., relative to the language contained in health insurance policies issued in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1154 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to provide for accessibility to pharmaceutical services. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5906.

H 1155 Petition of Albert Herren relative to improving access to insurance for terminally ill children. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1156 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to insurance and increasing access to medical care for the subscribers of medical service corporations. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3923, H3924, H3928 and H3929; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ928; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1157 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh relative to insurance insolvency. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 1158 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh that the Commissioner of Insurance be required to notify the committee on Insurance of the General Court of insolvent insurers. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; 5/4-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ447; 5/5-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ145; 1/5-93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1600; No further action taken.

H 1159 Petition of Athan Catjakis relative to anonymous information or complaints submitted to the Commission on Judicial Conduct. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1160 Petition of Athan Catjakis relative to exemptions of property of a debtor upon seizure or execution. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ498.

H 1161 Petition of Athan Catjakis relative to the appointment of six additional assistant clerks in the Hampden County Superior Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ91A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1162 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to further regulate the confidentiality of medical records of patients. 1/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.
H 1163 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., relative to the protection of viable human lives. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1164 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy, Daniel E. Bosley, Jane M. Swift, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Carmen D. Buell relative to the operation of registries of deeds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1165 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy relative to the use of criminal offender record information for the purpose of evaluating applicants to housing authorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ166A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 1166 Petition of John C. Klimm for legislation to establish uniform procedures for municipal administrative boards and further regulating judicial review thereof. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 1167 Petition of John C. Klimm relative to the powers of guardians and conservators. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ515; 5/13-HOUSE-Consent passed a new draft, see H6126.

H 1168 Petition of Anthony M. Seibelli relative to further limiting the liability of certain officers of charitable corporations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 1169 Petition of Anthony M. Seibelli for legislation to increase the number of probate judges in Hampden County. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ41.

H 1170 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to regulate school budgets in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ301; 4/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 1171 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to regulate the deposit and expenditures for compensation of off-duty or special duty work of employees in cities, towns and districts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28-HOUSE-Recommnted to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ400; 5/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5614.

H 1172 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy and other members of the House relative to fines accrued from handicapped parking violations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-SENATE-Accompanied S879-J286.

H 1173 Petition of James T. Brett relative to the unlawful use of solid waste disposal containers. 1/1-HOUSE-Recommended to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; 5/19-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ563; 5/20-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJJ158, 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJJ117; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJJ158; 6/1-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJJ179; 6/3-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ808; 6/3-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJJ587; 6/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 64 Acts.

H 1174 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., and Peter 1. Blute for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the operations of the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 1175 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., and Peter 1. Blute that the Water Resources Authority be direct- ed to build a water pollution control facility in the town of West Boylston. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1176 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., relative to the open burning of leaves and shrubs at certain times of year with the prior approval of local fire departments. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6126.

H 1177 Petition of Lida E. Harkins and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to require the Water Resources Authority to release certain easements upon the completion of construction projects. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on
H 1178 Petition of Lida E. Harkins, Patricia A. Wairath, Pamela P. Resor, Carol C. Cleven, Nancy H. Evans and Barbara Gardner relative to the disposal of feminine hygiene devices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/21-HOUSE- Accompanied H965.

H 1179 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy and other members of the General Court relative to establishing a dairy stabilization fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1180 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy, Jane M. Swift, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for the adoption of rules and regulations for commercial white water rafting in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1181 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to establish a board of environmental protection regulations within the Department of Environmental Protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 1182 Petition of Albert Herren and Marc R. Pacheco that the Department of Environmental Protection be directed to make an investigation and study relative to the recycling of soil contaminated by petroleum. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ104A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ459; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1183 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to regulate the approval of rules for waterways by the Department of Environmental Protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ527; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 1184 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to make certain changes in the pesticide control law of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1185 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to require the licensing or certification of pesticide applicators. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ179A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ527; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 1186 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh relative to the duties of academy trained police officers assigned to coastal harbor patrols under the marine fisheries laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ105A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred - SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1187 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to prohibit the use of radar detectors in motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ112A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred - SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206, 3/25-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ221; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 1188 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., that persons eighty years of age and over be required to pass a road test for renewal of licenses to operate motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred - SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1189 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to further regulate restraint devices for certain passengers in motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ112A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred - SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5743.

H 1190 Petition of Linda E. Harkins, Pamela P. Resor, Carol C. Cleven, Vincent P. Ciampa, Michael W. Morrissey and Barbara Gardner that the Registry of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue a distinctive environmental trust fund plate. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ112A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred - SJ186A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1191 Petition of Lida E. Harkins and Paul E. Caron relative to the issuance of non-commercial "combination" license plates to certain motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ186A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ513; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 1192 Petition of Lida E. Harkins and Paul E. Caron relative to the driving records of individuals operating under the influence of intoxicating liquor or controlled substances. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ112A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred - SJ187A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ275; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 1193 Petition of Lida E. Harkins and Paul E. Caron for legislation to regulate certain operations of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ187A; 3/19-HOUSE- Accompanied in part (sections 4, 5 and 6) a new draft, see H5348 -
H 1194 Petition of Lida E. Harkins, Pamela P. Resor and Barbara Gardner for legislation to place on the ballot a non-binding question banning the sale and use of assault weapons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ399; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 1195 Petition of Lida E. Harkins and other members of the House that personal use and recreation use pick-up trucks be exempt from commercial registration. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1196 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to further regulate the fees for the registration of farm vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1197 Petition of Anthony M. Scibelli relative to increasing the maximum speed limit in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ313; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306; 6/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ856; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ867; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; For text, see Journal; Passed to be engrossed -HJ951; 7/7-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1060; 7/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1083; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 1198 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh, Steven Angelo and Barbara Gardner for legislation to require a certificate of competency issued by the Department of Public Safety to persons conducting blasting operations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1199 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh, Steven Angelo and Barbara Gardner for legislation to regulate the use of explosives in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1200 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to further regulate the retirement of public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1201 Petition of Athan Catjakis relative to retirement credit for military service under the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1202 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., that employees of the Commonwealth and of state authorities be prohibited from receiving holiday benefits for Bunker Hill Day and Evacuation Day. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 1203 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., that certain employees of the Commonwealth be prohibited from receiving group insurance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 1204 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and Byron Rushing for legislation to further regulate the right to strike of public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ120A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1205 Petition of William J. Glosid Jr., and John J. Binienda relative to binding arbitration under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1206 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to regulate the calculation of vacation benefits for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1207 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to further regulate disability benefits for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1208 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to regulate the retirement of certain teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 1209 Petition filed at the request of James D. Crocker that the board of retirement be directed to grant a pension to James D. Crocker, a member of the police department of the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1210 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Patrick F. Landers III that forest and park supervisors at Myles Standish and Warwick state forests be placed in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ195A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5874.
H 1211 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Patrick F. Landers III that assistant chiefs of fire control and forest fire patrolman in the Bureau of Fire Control be classified in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5723.

H 1212 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Patrick F. Landers III relative to the retirement rights of electricians and elevator repairmen employed at public higher education institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 1213 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Patrick F. Landers III relative to the retirement rights of power plant employees at public higher education institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 1214 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Patrick F. Landers III that certain employees in the Department of Public Works be classified in Group 2 of the public employees retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 1215 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Patrick F. Landers III that campus police officers and institutional fire fighters be classified in Group 4 of the public employees retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 1216 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Thomas C. Norton, Timothy F. O'Leary and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to regulate retirement for teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 1217 Petition of Timothy F. O'Leary for legislation to further regulate unilateral changes in public employee collective bargaining agreements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1218 Petition of Timothy F. O'Leary and William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to regulate agency fees under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1219 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to increase retirement benefits for public employees who retired before nineteen hundred and eighty. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ121A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 1220 Petition filed at the request of Cheryl A. Jacques for legislation to provide six month annual sessions of the General Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1221 Petition of Athan Catjakis relative to the powers of the Designer Selection Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 1222 Petition of Andrew Collaro that home addresses and telephone numbers of public employees, including district attorneys and assistant district attorneys, be excluded from disclosure requirements of the public records law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1223 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to require state agencies to furnish family impact statements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ209A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-House-Accompanied by H5991; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1224 Petition of Lida E. Harkins that the Treasurer and Receiver-General be required to reimburse cities and towns for services furnished to certain state institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied H3799.

H 1225 Petition of Lida E. Harkins, Michael W. Morrissey and David H. Locke to a further regulate the Commonwealth to cities and towns for the cost of responding to false fire alarms. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-House-Accompanied H3799.

H 1226 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to promote the purchasing of Massachusetts grown and produced products. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1227 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy relative to the assessment of administrative penalties for violations of certain laws and regulations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-House-Accompanied by H3799; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1228 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy relative to the powers of the Designer Selection Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1229 Petition of Athan Catjakis relative to the powers of the Designer Selection Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1230 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy relative to the powers of the Designer Selection Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-No further action taken.
Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy that contracts for public building construction contain a requirement relative to the purchase of domestic steel and steel products. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 3/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan and Arthur E. Chase for legislation to clarify the use of certain property under the control of the Department of Food and Agriculture. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ135A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ240.

Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan for legislation to prohibit the printing of names of state officers in reports and other publications issued by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 3/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ518.

Petition of Thomas P. Walsh and Steven Angelo for legislation to establish a newspaper recycling program at the State House. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts for legislation to provide for tax exemptions for donations made for public higher education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ147A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to increase the excise tax imposed on the sale of cigarettes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ147A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to require acute care hospitals to comply with community care standards in order to qualify for property tax exemptions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ147A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Lida E. Harksins and Michael W. Morrisey for legislation to further regulate the distribution of local aid. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ147A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Lida E. Harksins and Michael W. Morrisey for legislation to regulate the definition of new motor vehicles under the excise tax law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ147A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Lida E. Harksins that certain sewer and capital improvement fees of the Water Resources Authority be deductible under the income tax law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ147A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to provide certain income tax deductions to persons domiciled in Massachusetts and residing outside the Commonwealth due to service in the armed forces. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of the State Student Association of Massachusetts and Mary Jeanette Murray that the Commonwealth and its agencies not prohibit the printing of names of state officers in reports and other publications issued by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Daniel E. Bosley relative to the taxation of interest income of banking partnerships. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to establish direct payment of local excise tax to the municipal treasury of each city and town. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to authorize full state funding for projects on all local roads and roads which are part of the state aid primary system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 3/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ207; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ222.

Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to ensure access by elderly and disabled persons to public transportation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ153A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5638.

A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to providing for recall elections in the town of Mendon. 1/13-
Petition of the Credit Union League of Massachusetts, Inc., and Anthony M. Scibelli relative to the offsetting of certain credit card debts. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5803.

Petition of the Credit Union League of Massachusetts, Inc., and Anthony M. Scibelli relative to real estate mortgage loans by credit unions. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1570-SJ472.

Petition of the Credit Union League of Massachusetts, Inc., and Anthony M. Scibelli for legislation to increase the total obligation of members of credit unions on credit cards. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ37A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5803.

Petition of the Credit Union League of Massachusetts, Inc., and Anthony M. Scibelli for legislation to provide occupational safeguards for employees resulting from the introduction and utilization of video display terminals. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and John A. Businger for legislation to prohibit certain advertising by billboards. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Steven Angelo, Emile J. Goguen, Marc D. Draisen and David F. Gately for legislation to prohibit certain state agencies from using outdoor advertising by billboards. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Patricia D. Jehlen, Steven Angelo, Emile J. Goguen, Marc D. Draisen and David F. Gately that the Outdoor Advertising Board be directed to establish a moratorium on the placement of billboards in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.
H 1262 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish an agricultural development revolving loan fund under the control of the Industrial Finance Agency. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1263 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate cigarette advertising displays on taxicabs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1264 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to require purchasers of motor vehicles to sign an affidavit of possession of a valid license to operate a motor vehicle. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ42A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ117A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1265 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to prohibit the consumption of alcoholic beverages in motor vehicles and providing a penalty therefor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJS0A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ124A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5444.

H 1266 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to impose a special assessment on drunken drivers and for the establishment of a victims compensation fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJS0A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 1267 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to provide for the forfeiture of motor vehicles of certain persons convicted of driving under the influence. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJS0A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 1268 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the House relative to the compensation of victims of violent crimes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJS0A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5825.

H 1269 Petition of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, Emanagel G. Serra and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to establish penalties for certain conduct on public transportation facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJS0A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 1270 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Steven Angelo for legislation to establish an office for the gifted and talented within the Department of Education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS6A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1271 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers, Carol A. Donovan, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Thomas P. Walsh and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for comprehensive training to teachers in computer based technologies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS6A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by S246 and H1277; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ539. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1272 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to establish a teacher educational loan repayment program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS7A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1273 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., for legislation to abolish transitional bilingual education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS7A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1274 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., for legislation to abolish the Bureau of Transitional Bilingual Education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS7A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1275 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., for legislation to improve English language acquisition by promoting language development and achievement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS7A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1276 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers, Lida E. Harkins and Marc D. Draisen that the Board of Education be required to establish alternative education discretionary grants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS7A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ131A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1277 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Thomas P. Walsh and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide training and support for teachers in telecomputing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS7A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied H1271.

H 1278 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Paul Kolios that the acquisition and installation of certain equipment of vocational education programs be included in the definition of "approved school project". 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJS7A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied H1271.

H 1279 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to establish a paraprofessional incentive higher education program.
1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS497.

H 1280 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to establish a tuition free program for teachers and paraprofessionals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS497.

H 1281 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide for the reporting of certain offenses of students. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS497.

H 1282 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Michael W. Morrissey that the Commonwealth be required to pay fifty percent of local expenditures for education. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS497.

H 1283 Petition of Richard A. Voke for legislation to establish a state scholarship board for the purpose of administering a state scholarship office. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ367; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1284 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to further define the residence of students for admittance in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS497.

H 1285 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to include the acquisition and installation of certain vocational education equipment under the definition of "approved school project". 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS497.

H 1286 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to designate a John F. Kennedy memorial election day. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ136A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS603.

H 1287 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to regulate redemption centers used for bottles and cans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS604.

H 1288 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Edward G. Connolly, Emile J. Goguen, Larry P. Giordano, Marc D. Draisen and David F. Gately relative to clarifying and improving radiological emergency response planning and monitoring for licensed and operating nuclear power plants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A-138A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS5400.

H 1289 Petition of Susan D. Schur for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the Congress of the United States to enact legislation establishing a Charles River Valley National Heritage Corridor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Resolutions reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ553; 9/21-HOUSE-Adopted -HJ1170; 9/24-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1296; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 1290 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to price discounts under the alcoholic beverages control law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1291 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to retail sales of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ585; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1292 Petition of Douglas W. Petersen relative to the promulgation of certain public utility regulations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS5791.

H 1293 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati relative to the advertising of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS5877.

H 1294 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati relative to the sale of malt beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1295 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri and Thomas S. Cahir relative to cooperative purchasing of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS5877.

H 1296 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the membership of the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ66A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS5877.
H 1297 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the appellate jurisdiction of the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5877.

H 1298 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to require the Department of Public Utilities to send prepaid postage envelopes on requests for payment made to persons sixty-five years of age or over. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 1299 Petition of William G. Reinstein, Thomas F. Birmingham and Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to regulate the conduct of dog racing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6144.

H 1300 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, Francis G. Mara and David B. Cohen for legislation to establish utilization review for hospitals in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1301 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to establish the licensing of congregate living health facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5720.

H 1302 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Edward G. Connolly, Emile J. Goguen, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Athan Catjakis for legislation to provide for reimbursement by insurance companies and others for services performed by licensed acupuncturists. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5720.

H 1303 Petition of John E. McDonough and J. James Marzilli, Jr., relative to training and education on the diagnosis and treatment of acquired immune deficiency syndrome. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ70A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1304 Petition of John E. McDonough and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to regulate prescriptions and the possession of hypodermic instruments. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1305 Petition of John E. McDonough and J. James Marzilli, Jr., relative to intravenous drug abuse in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1306 Petition of John E. McDonough and J. James Marzilli, Jr., relative to the delivery of health care for human immunodeficiency virus. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1307 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to improve the quality of long term care in convalescent and nursing homes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ334.

H 1308 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to cost effectiveness and accessibility of certain human services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ145A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5728.

H 1309 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to further regulate the tenant selection process in publicly subsidized housing units. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 1310 Petition of William G. Reinstein and Charles N. Decas for legislation to promote the creation of affordable housing in cities and towns of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

H 1311 Petition of William G. Reinstein and Charles N. Decas that certain elderly persons of low income be made eligible for rental assistance in manufactured housing communities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

H 1312 Petition of William G. Reinstein that the Metropolitan District Commission be directed to provide lifeguards and police patrols for beaches within the town of Winthrop and the city of Revere. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

H 1313 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and John A. Businger that employees of the Commonwealth involved in motor vehicle accidents in the performance of their official duties shall not be subject to adjustments on their insurance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ85A-86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 1314 Petition of John E. McDonough and J. James Marzilli, Jr., relative to access to health care under certain insurance laws in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public
Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to regulate involuntary insurance under the premium finance agreement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Added a new draft, see HS818.

Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to further regulate the establishing of motor vehicle insurance rates. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ160A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Added a new draft, see HS818.

Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to further regulate motor vehicle insurance rates for certain disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Added a new draft, see HS818.

Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the cancellation of accident and sickness insurance policies. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Added a new draft, see HS818.

Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to regulate adverse selection in health care products under the law regulating the operation of health maintenance organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Added a study order, see HS528.

Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to regulate certain contracts of health maintenance organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Added a study order, see HS528.

Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to regulate adverse selections of health care in certain insurance laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Added a study order, see HS528.

Petition of William G. Reinstein and Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to establish a flat rate premium charge for motor vehicle insurance. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Added a new draft, see HS818.

Petition of William G. Reinstein and Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to regulate the setting of rates for motor vehicle insurance. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Added a new draft, see HS818.

Petition of Susan D. Schur, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to provide equal access to medical care for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Added a study order, see HS528.

Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi that landowners shall not be held liable for injuries or property damage by persons operating recreational vehicles on such land. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ386.

Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., and John J. Binienda for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the Congress of the United States to propose an amendment to the United States Constitution authorizing the Congress and the states to prohibit the physical desecration of the flag of the United States. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ167A; 3/25-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ218; 3/25-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Emile J. Goguen, Peter J. Larkin, Jane M. Swift and Shaun P. Kelly for legislation to exempt from civil liability the emergency care rendered by a registered member of the National Ski Patrol system. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Added a study order, see HS948.

Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to improve the administration of civil motor vehicle infractions in the courts of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the rights and services afforded to child victims and witnesses to certain crimes. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Added a study order, see H5715.

Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to further regulate juror service for elderly persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ396; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ914; 6/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1650; 7/8-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

Petition of Susan D. Schur relative to the powers and duties of the Chief Administrative Justice of the Trial Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ92A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ176A; Public Hearing date Apr 14
H 1334 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the General Court relative to adoption consents in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed -HJ899; 6/29-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1000. 7/2-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1029; 7/8-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 9/30-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Title changed; Passed to be engrossed -29 YEAS to 6 NAYS -SJ1313-1314; 10/1-House-Enacted -HJ1209; 10/1-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1331; 10/9-Governor-Returned to the House with an amendment. 10/15-House-For message, sent H6156; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ1222; 10/15-House-Amendment adopted (in the form approved by committee) -HJ1229; 11/16-Senate-Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1388; Senate-no further action taken.

H 1335 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the House for legislation to clarify the law relative to modification of child support. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 6/24-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ899; 6/29-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1000. 1/5-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; no further action taken.

H 1336 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the House that courts be directed to consider the best interest of children in custody proceedings. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 6/24-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ897; 6/29-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 1/5-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; no further action taken.

H 1337 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the House for legislation to include lost career development in alimony determination in certain divorce cases. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ167A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 7/8-House-Engrossed a new draft, see H5944.

H 1338 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the House for legislation to improve the administration of justice in the court system of the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-House-Engrossed a new draft, see H5944.

H 1339 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the House for legislation to improve the administration of justice in the court system of the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 6/8-House-Engrossed a new draft, see H5773.

H 1340 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the House relative to the elimination of two-trial systems in the Trial Court. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 6/8-House-Engrossed a new draft, see H5773.

H 1341 Petition of the Credit Union League of Massachusetts, Inc., and Anthony M. Scibelli for legislation to increase to three thousand dollars the jurisdictional amount of small court claims. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-House-Engrossed by H4278 and H5076; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 6/15-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1659; 9/3-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; no further action taken.

H 1342 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the House relative to authorizing cities and towns to establish a consolidated department of public works. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-House-Engrossed a new draft, see H5435.

H 1343 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Michael J. Barrett, Janet W. O'Brien, Edward G. Connolly and Emile J. Goguen relative to the application of non-conforming use in zoning laws to building permits. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-House-Engrossed a new draft, see H5618.

H 1344 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, David G. Connolly, Emile J. Goguen, Athan Catjakis and David P. Magnani relative to improved subdivision planning in cities and towns. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ97A-98A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-House-Engrossed a new study order, see H5606.
H 1345 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Edward G. Connolly, Emile J. Goguen, Robert A. Antonioni, Patrick F. Landers III and Athan Catjakis for legislation to coordinate the issuance of local public health permits. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ98A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 1346 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Janet W. O'Brien, Edward G. Connolly, Emile J. Goguen and Patrick F. Landers III relative to the definition of "preliminary plan" under the subdivision control law in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ98A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ172A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2693.

H 1347 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Janet W. O'Brien, Emile J. Goguen, Larry F. Giordano and Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to regulate development impact fees in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ98A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ173A; Public Hearing date Apr 24 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5617.

H 1348 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Daniel J. Ranieri, Edward G. Connolly and Emile J. Goguen relative to certain charter amendments for cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ98A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5472.

H 1349 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the General Court for legislation to facilitate the borrowing of money and making of expenditures by cities, towns and districts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ98A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ173A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by H251 and H252; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ322; 4/27-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ385; 4/28-HOUSE-Motion to reconsider prevailed; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ393; 6/3-HOUSE-Title changed; Again passed to be engrossed -HJ809; 6/8-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ597; 7/10-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1083; 7/28-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day, Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1194; 7/30-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1097; 7/30-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1204; 7/30-House-Engacted -HJ1097; 7/30-Senate-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1204; 7/13-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 143 Acts.

H 1350 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to regulate the expenditure of reimbursements received by cities and towns from the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ98A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ173A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/4-House-Committee recommended not to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ442; 5/6-House-Report accepted -HJ462.

H 1351 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to further regulate the licensing of taxicabs in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ98A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ173A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5431.

H 1352 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Emile J. Goguen and Jane M. Swift that the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife be authorized to provide compensation for damages caused by bears. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1353 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the General Court relative to certain information of persons seeking to maintain or operate a solid waste or hazardous waste facility within the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 1354 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Emile J. Goguen, Jane M. Swift and Stephen M. Brewer that persons suffering crop and livestock losses caused by wildlife protected by state or federal law be reimbursed by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1355 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the General Court for legislation to reform the Massachusetts Pesticide Act. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1356 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the House for legislation to establish a monitoring program for the protection of groundwater. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/21-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; House-No further action taken.

H 1357 Petition of Douglas W. Petersen and Walter J. Boverint that the Division of Waterways within the Department of Environmental Management be directed to dredge a certain area of Swan's Point Harbor. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/21-House-Bill accompanied by S916, S917, S918, S923, S924, H2696, H3233, H3237, H4287 and H4560; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; House-No further action taken.

H 1358 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to open season on migratory waterfowl on Sundays throughout the established waterfowl season. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1359 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the hunting of birds or mammals in areas under the juris-
H 1360 Petition of William G. Reinstein and another for legislation to prohibit the imposition of costs on cities and towns for the cleanup of Boston Harbor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 1361 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to regulate water and sewer charges imposed by the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 1362 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the authority of the Fisheries and Wildlife Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1363 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the powers of the Director of the Fisheries and Wildlife Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ105A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1364 Petition of William G. Reinstein and Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to direct the Department of Environmental Management to dredge the Belle Isle Creek and the mooring areas adjacent to the Beachmont Yacht Club and VFW Post in the city of Revere. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ180A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ313; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1365 Petition of Paul F. Caron for legislation to define the use of identification cards issued by the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1366 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the control of noise pollution from motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 1367 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to further regulate the collection of out of state parking fines. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ112A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1368 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to the licensing of automatic sprinkler contractors and fitters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 1369 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to establish a local option retirement incentive plan. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1370 Petition of the Mass. Association of Contributory Retirement Boards and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to further regulate funding schedules under the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1371 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and James T. Brett for legislation to provide creditable service for teachers who are union officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1372 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and James T. Brett relative to hearings by the Labor Relations Commission concerning the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1373 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers, Suzanne M. Bump and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to provide for the continuation of collective bargaining agreements during renegotiation periods. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ196A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1374 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and John A. Businger for legislation to repeal the law prohibiting strikes by public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1375 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and John A. Businger for legislation to include certain employees of municipal street lighting departments in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 1376 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and John A. Businger for legislation to permit certain public
employees to participate in strikes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1377 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and John A. Businger for legislation to eliminate the waiting period for insurance coverage for seasonal employees of the Commonwealth who are rehired annually. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 1378 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and John A. Businger for legislation to place full time rink and pool employees in the Department of Environmental Management under the civil service system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 1379 Petition of John Coleman Walsh for legislation to include members of the Interscholastic Athletic Association in the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1380 Petition of the Mass. Association of Contributory Retirement Boards and Vincent P. Ciampa relative to the powers and duties of the Commissioner of Public Employee Retirement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5658.

H 1381 Petition of the Mass. Association of Contributory Retirement Boards, Brian S. Dempsey and Sally P. Kerans for legislation to increase the membership of the Pension Reserves Investment Management Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1382 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Salvatore F. DiMasi that teachers be included in the "heart law" under the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1383 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Barbara Hildt for legislation to grant creditable service to certain public employees for service in the Peace Corps. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1384 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Patricia O. Jehlen for legislation to regulate the retirement of certain terminated teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 1385 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy and another relative to compensation for members of contributory retirement boards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ122A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1386 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers, Edward A. LeLacheur and Susan M. Tracy for legislation to increase benefits for public employees who retired before the year nineteen hundred and eighty. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 1387 Petition of Edward A. LeLacheur for legislation to provide certain creditable service for vocational educational teachers in the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1388 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to define the responsibilities of the Labor Relations Commission relative to certain work stoppages by public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ197A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1389 Petition of the Mass. Association of Contributory Retirement Boards and Richard T. Moore for legislation to further define regional medical panels under the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5722.

H 1390 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers, Michael W. Morrissey, Suzanne M. Bump and Lida E. Harkins that provisions be made for certain creditable service for vocational education teachers under the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1391 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Timothy F. O’Leary for legislation to clarify continuous service in a public employees retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1392 Petition of William G. Reinsein for legislation to further define regional medical panels under the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5722.

H 1393 Petition of William G. Reinsein, William F. Birmingham, Robert A. DeLeo and another for legislation to further regulate the rules of certain reinstated fire fighters and police officers laid off due to a reduction in force. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on
H 1395 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Susan F. Rourke for legislation to provide retirement credits for teachers who have served in the VISTA program and within the Indian Bureau. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1396 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Susan F. Rourke relative to disability retirement for school employees caused from asbestos related diseases. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ123A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1397 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to reduce subsidiary accounts of employees in public higher education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H4157.

H 1398 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to regulate collective bargaining impasses involving public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1399 Petition of the Mass. Association of Contributory Retirement Boards and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to further regulate investment income and regulate interest under the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1400 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to collective bargaining at the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1401 Petition of Marian Walsh for legislation to clarify certain management rights relative to collective bargaining by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1402 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to health insurance contributions for part-time employees of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ198A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/14-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ3493; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 1403 Petition of James T. Brett and another relative to authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to approve a lease of certain property in the city of Boston to the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ586; 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendments pending -HJ586; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 4/6-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amendment (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text and inserting an emergency preamble) pending; For text, see Journal; Further amendment adopted; Pending Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted, as amended; Passed and ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1666; 1/5-93-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1569; 1/5-93-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ3168; 1/5-93-HOUSE-Enacted - YEA S 136, NAYS 1 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 3811-HJ1569-1570; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 1404 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., that the Secretary of Administration and Finance be directed to erect a plaque in the State House in memory of the 26th Infantry Division. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1563; 5/19-93-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1405 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Edward G. Connolly, Emiee J. Maguen, Robert J. Rohan, Larry F. Giordano and Robert A. Antonio; relative to the membership and compensation of the members of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6132.

H 1406 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the General Court for legislation to promote the purchase of Massachusetts grown produce for certain needy persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1407 Petition of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority and Stephen J. Karol that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations convey certain land in the city of Somerville to the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority for construction of a bridge for eastern route rail over the Mystic River. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ210A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ586; 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ586; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1542; 4/6-93-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to
a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1666; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 144, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 376].

H 1408 Petition of Douglas W. Petersen, Janet W. O'Brien, Pamela P. Resor and Sally P. Kerans for legislation to establish a system of newspaper recycling for the State House. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ210A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 6/24-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ895; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1409 Petition of the Mass. Building Trades Council and William G. Reinstein for legislation to limit the use of modular construction bidding provisions for specially planned permanent building construction. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ331; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1410 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and other members of the General Court for legislation to require all non-federal tax expenditures to be limited to three years. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ122A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1411 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Edward G. Connolly and Emile J. Goguen that provision be made for the imposition of a litter fee, so-called, on food establishments selling prepared food in disposable wrappers or containers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1412 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the House relative to the distribution of local aid. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ222A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1413 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenborg for legislation to provide graduated rates of income taxes in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1414 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., and other members of the House for legislation to provide assistance to low and moderate income taxpayers in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ123A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1415 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to regulate certain deductions from the adjusted gross under the income tax law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ123A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1416 Petition of John E. McDonough that boards of assessors in cities and towns be authorized to recover public expenditures for requests for certain public records. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ123A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am, HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1417 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to provide for a local option excise tax on billboards and signs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ123A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1418 Petition of William G. Reinstein that provision be made for tax relief for homeowners and tenants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1419 Petition of William G. Reinstein and Michael R. Knapik for legislation to further regulate the payment of real estate taxes. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1420 Petition of William G. Reinstein that the Registry of Motor Vehicles be authorized to retain a certain portion of the motor vehicle excise tax for the purpose of assisting cities and towns in the process of violations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1421 Petition of William G. Reinstein that provision be made for limited taxation exemptions for certain military retirees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ148A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1422 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to increasing the tax deduction for persons renting property as their residence. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1423 Petition of William G. Reinstein relative to exempting certain unearned income of persons sixty-five years of age or older from the income tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1424 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to exempt from taxation interest and dividends for certain savings deposits and accounts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1425 Petition of William G. Reinstein that the Registry of Motor Vehicles be authorized to retain a certain portion of the motor vehicle excise tax for the purpose of assisting cities and towns in the process of violations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ123A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1426 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to exempt from the sales tax certain equipment installed in motor vehicles for the use of disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on
H 1427 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to establish a five hundred dollar yearly real estate tax abatement for persons seventy years of age and older. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ149A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1428 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to encourage economic development in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ149A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ223A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1429 Petition of James T. Brett and another relative to the disposal of lost, abandoned, and stolen property by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 3/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1228-229; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1430 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and Emile J. Goguen relative to the disposition of fines collected from violations of the rules and regulations established by the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5577.

H 1431 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority to transfer certain land in the Southwest Corridor in the city of Boston to the Metropolitan District Commission for park purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 3/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1229; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1432 Petition of William G. Reinstein for legislation to reduce to sixty-two years the age of eligibility for establishment of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 1433 Petition of William G. Reinstein that the Department of Public Works be directed to erect a fence for the purposes of noise reduction on Spring Street in the city of Revere. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 1434 Petition of William G. Reinstein that the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority be directed to limit the tolls charged for motorists using the Sumner Tunnel and Callahan Tunnel. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5577.

H 1435 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Emile J. Goguen, Daniel E. Bosley and Jane M. Swift for legislation to provide relief to cities and towns in Berkshire County damaged by the storm of May thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-one. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1155A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1436 Petition of Susan D. Schur and other members of the General Court relative to equal access to health care procedures under Medicaid. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1155A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1437 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to increase the amount of money that may be borrowed by the Throtdike Fire and Water District in the town of Palmer and to extend the time limit within which such loans shall be payable. 1/14-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ18; 1/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ198; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ208; 3/31-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJs246-247; 4/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the Senate Committee on Joint Rules, reported, that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ206; 4/13-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ294; 4/14-HOUSE-Enabled -HJ353; 4/14-HOUSE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ306-307; 4/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 24 Acts.

H 1438 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to regulate the purchase and sale of securities in stock corporations or thrift institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ112A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ1497.

H 1439 Petition of the Mutual Savings Central Fund, Inc., Shannon P. O'Brien, Charles E. Shannon, Richard T. Moore, Peter J. Larkin, Philip Travis and Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the deposit insurance system for banking institutions in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1113A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1440 Petition of the Mass Building Trades Council, James T. Brett and Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to insure fair competition by requiring contractors or subcontractors to provide a copy of weekly payroll records to appropriate awarding authorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ424A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1117A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1441 Petition of the Mass Building Trades Council, James T. Brett and Kevin W. Fitzgerald that political subdivisions and public authorities be placed under the prevailing wage law of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ424A-43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred...
H 1442 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to authorize the Secretary of Consumer Affairs to draft, publish and enforce regulations relative to fundraising activities for charitable purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ117A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5737.

H 1443 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to impose a moratorium on the elimination of automotive service bay facilities used for the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1444 Petition of Lida E. Harkins and other members of the House for legislation to provide for the protection of pregnant women from magnetic radiation emitted from video display terminals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1445 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to impose a moratorium on the elimination of motor vehicle service bay facilities used for the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1446 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the rental or sale of videotapes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/13-SENATE-Concurred S69 - SJ84.

H 1447 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate billboards in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1448 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate the payment of workers' compensation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1449 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to provide for the development of an export trading company for the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1450 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to entrepreneurial development and training for youths, women and minorities in the construction trades of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A, Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

H 1451 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation relative to workers' compensation insurance coverage. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1452 Petition of David P. Magnani, John E. McDonough, Emile J. Goguen, J. James Marzilli, Jr., and Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to prohibit termination of certain so-called at-will employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1453 Petition of David P. Magnani and Warren E. Tolman that the Secretary of Economic Affairs and the Secretary of Labor designate an agency to provide assistance for economic diversification for the defense contract industries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1- SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1454 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to prohibiting retaliatory action by employers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1455 Petition of David P. Magnani and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to establish a preparatory skills program for construction trades apprenticeship training for women and minorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1456 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the membership of the Economic Stabilization Trust. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ43A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

H 1457 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to authorize the economic stabilization trust to provide assistance to certain mature industries for technological investment. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ118A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

H 1458 Petition of David P. Magnani and other members of the House for legislation to prohibit retaliation and other wrongful actions by employers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1459 Petition of David P. Magnani that state agencies be directed to develop a plan to reduce the flow of paperwork. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied H2597.

H 1460 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to incentives for economic development. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ119A; Public
H 1461 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the General Court for legislation to increase the minimum wage for certain employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1462 Petition of the Mass. Building Trades Council and Richard T. Moore for legislation to further regulate the issuance of bonds by the Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1463 Petition of Shannon P. O’Brien that manufacturers and importers of motor vehicles be required to disclose the bumper quality of such vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ801; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; 9/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1139; 9/8-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ128; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 1464 Petition of Shannon P. O’Brien relative to the awarding of state grants to counties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/14-House-Accompanied by S101; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ330; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1465 Petition of John J. Binienda for legislation to further regulate the operation of motor vehicles while under the influence of intoxicating liquor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ237; 3/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ228; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1466 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to certain exploitation by psychotherapists and providing criminal penalties for such conduct. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1467 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the penalty for escapes from city or town jails and from police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/5-Senate-Accompanied S171-SJ44.

H 1468 Petition of John A. Businger and Larry F. Giordano that cities and towns be authorized to establish a special fund for the treatment of alcohol and drug abuse problems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1469 Petition of William Constantino, Jr. and other members of the House for legislation to grant priority for school building projects to certain cities, towns and regional school districts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ57A-58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1470 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to prohibit the use of tobacco products in public schools during normal school hours. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1471 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the General Court that school nurses be included in the law relative to teacher certification. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/30-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ427; 11/30-House-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/2-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1348; 12/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1485; 12/18-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1533; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 1472 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to authorize leaves of absence for public school teachers for the purpose of serving in the Peace Corps of the United States of America. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1473 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a youth development commission in the Department of Education for the purpose of promoting community based programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1474 Petition of Shannon P. O’Brien for legislation to establish a career incentive pay program for public school educators. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1475 Petition of Shannon P. O’Brien and Martin J. Dunn relative to the transportation of pupils. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ132A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-Senate-Accompanied S212-SJ387.
H 1476 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate financial assistance for certain low income students enrolled in institutions of higher education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ58A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1477 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to require the distribution of thyroid-blocking agents to help protect citizens from radioactive emissions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy - HJ63A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ138A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 1478 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the disclosure of medical records of nuclear power plant workers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy - HJ63A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ138A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 1479 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to further regulate the campaign finance law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ136A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1480 Petition of Edward A. LeLacheur, other members of the General Court and another relative to the imposition of fines for late filed campaign finance reports. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ136A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1481 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to further define governmental expenditures for campaign financing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ136A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1482 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, other members of the General Court and another that the Director of the Office of Campaign and Political Finance be responsible for monitoring the State Election Campaign Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ136A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/25-Senate-Accompanied S290 - S1100.

H 1483 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to reduce reporting requirements of certain candidates for public office. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ136A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1484 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien relative to the party enrollment of unenrolled voters at primary elections. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ136A; 1/30-House-Accompanied H714.

H 1485 Petition of Warren E. Tolman, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to regulate certain reporting requirements under the campaign finance law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws - HJ61A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ136A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1486 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and another for legislation to further regulate thoroughbred horse racing and wagering in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ141A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 10/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 1487 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to require local licensing authorities to hold hearings on applications for licenses to sell alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ141A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 1488 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to protect ratepayers from excessive costs due to the decommissioning of nuclear power plants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 1489 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the possession of alcohol by minors as well as the presence of a minor where such an offense occurs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 1490 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to providing for the sale of beer and wine substitutes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/29-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 1491 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate the membership of the Advisory Council on Radiation Protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care - HJ71A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/6-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ458; House-No further action taken.

H 1492 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins that the Department of Public Health be required to establish procedures for the monitoring and testing of the effects of pesticides and residues on all food and produce sold in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Health Care - HJ71A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/28-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 1493 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to prohibiting the sale of tobacco products in certain health care facilities. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Health Care - HJ71A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/4-Senate-Accompanied S431 - S1388.

H 1494 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to restrict smoking in certain places. 1/1-House-Referral to the committee on Health Care - HJ71A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/2-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of
the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ815; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1495 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to increase penalties for illegally smoking aboard public transportation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1496 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to prohibit the sale of tobacco products in pharmacies or drug stores. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/22-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5834.

H 1497 Petition of Stephen J, Karol, Edward B. Teague III, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Kevin Poirier, Robert L. Hedlund and Frederick E. Berry for legislation to regulate the definition of certain service costs by the Rate Setting Commission under the determination of need program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5376.

H 1498 Petition of Stephen J. Karol, Edward B. Teague III, Nancy Achin Sullivan, Kevin Poirier, Robert L. Hedlund and Frederick E. Berry relative to the service costs of lithotripsy services provided by acute care hospitals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5376.

H 1499 Petition of David P. Magnani and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to reduce unwanted or unnecessary medical intervention for nursing home residents. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ334.

H 1500 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to establish comprehensive family planning services for residents of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ71A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ274; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ292.

H 1501 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the powers of the Franklin County Regional Housing Authority and the Berkshire County Regional Housing Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ150A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 1502 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate the operation of public subsidized rental housing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5664.

H 1503 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide supplemental rent payments to certain low-income persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; 3/16-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date May 20 am; 6/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ843; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1504 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks and other members of the General Court for legislation to require housing authorities to provide adequate housing for pregnant women and mothers with children under one year of age. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 1505 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., Robert A. Antonioni, Patricia A. Walrath, Jacqueline Lewis and Robert D. Hawke for legislation to provide for the payment of compensation to municipalities where prison facilities are located. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ155A-156A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ257; 4/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ451.

H 1506 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate the reporting of welfare fraud. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied H2299.

H 1507 Petition of David P. Magnani and other members of the House for legislation to ensure elderly equal access to long term care facilities participating in the medical assistance program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2300 -SJ1695-1696.

H 1508 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to establish a pilot job training program for women committed to the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Framingham. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ156A; 2-HOUSE-Accompanied H2300 -SJ1695-1696.

H 1509 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to extend hospital liens to include payments made by underinsured and uninsured motor vehicle insurance policies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 1510 Petition of John J. Binienda for legislation to establish a pilot job training program for women committed to the Berkshire County Regional Housing Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.
H 1510 Petition of John P. Cox relative to the valuation of capital stock of subsidiaries of insurance companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4120; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1511 Petition of John R. Driscoll for legislation to authorize life insurance companies to exchange policies issued by affiliated life insurance companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1512 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to life insurance beneficiaries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by H752.

H 1513 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to further regulate insurance benefits. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ86A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1514 Petition of Stephen J. Karol for legislation to authorize the establishment of a driver education program for persons accumulating five surchargeable incidents. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 1515 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate certain fire insurance premiums. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 1516 Petition of David P. Magnani and Warren E. Tolman that health maintenance organizations be prohibited from requiring members to use designated providers for the purchase of prescription drugs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1517 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien relative to providing employees a right of continuation of health insurance coverage. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ161A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by S636; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ331; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ864; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ897; 6/29-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1000; 12/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1482; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1620; No further action taken.

H 1519 Petition of John J. Binienda relative to the liability of persons who volunteer services to nonprofit organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 1520 Petition of William Constantino, Jr. relative to the Committee for Public Counsel Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1521 Petition of Peter Forman, Salvatore F. DiMasi and other members of the General Court for legislation to expedite legal proceedings involving children in need of care and protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6004.

H 1522 Petition of Peter Forman, Salvatore F. DiMasi and other members of the General Court for legislation to clarify child abuse and adoption procedures. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6004.

H 1523 Petition of Lida E. Harkins for legislation to establish a civil rights enforcement fund for the protection of the civil rights of persons in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NORT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 1524 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to establish the office of independent counsel. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1525 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to establish a western Massachusetts division of the Housing Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1526 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to prohibiting a victim's mode of dress as admissible evidence in the trial of rape cases. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ93A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ168A; Public Hearing date Mar
16 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1527 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to establish the community mediation services trust fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H594A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H5394A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1528 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens, Alvin E. Thompson, Byron Rushing and John E. McDonough relative to public disposition of confiscated drugs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H594A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H5394A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1529 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan, Mary Jeanette Murray, Francis H. Woodward, Kevin Poirier, Marie J. Parente and another for legislation to regulate abortions relative to sex selection in pregnancies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H594A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H5394A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1530 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate the sharing of towers in cities and towns under the zoning law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1531 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate certain local zoning by-laws and ordinances relative to wetlands. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 1532 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Daniel J. Ranieri, Emile J. Goguen, Larry F. Giordano, Patrick F. Landers III and Athan Catjakis for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relating to certain home rule petitions approved by cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/30-SENATE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ1221; 3/30-SENATE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -HJ238.

H 1533 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate agreements between governmental units for joint services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5672.

H 1534 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate the first annual maturity of refunding bonds by cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ409; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to reconsider prevailed; Amendment adopted; Again passed to be engrossed -HJ409; 4/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ382; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ569; 6/1-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ575; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 1535 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to further regulating subdivision plans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1536 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the House relative to the filing of zoning ordinances with the Attorney General. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 1537 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the holding of annual town meetings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5429.

H 1538 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and others for legislation to coordinate the issuance of public health permits in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 1539 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Martin J. Dunn for legislation to further regulate the noncriminal disposition of ordinances and by-law violations in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H598A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ280; 4/27-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ379; 4/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ376; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 1540 Petition of John J. Binienda for legislation to reform the Massachusetts pesticide law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ106A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1541 Petition of William Constantinou, Jr., Arthur E. Chase, Peter I. Blute, Patricia A. Walthr and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to transfer the ownership of the wastewater treatment plant of the Water Resources Authority located on the Nashua River in the town of Clinton. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ106A;
H 1542 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to establish the Walden Pond state sanctuary under the jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Management. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5125.

H 1543 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to amending the law providing for the maintenance of waste oil retention facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1544 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins that provision be made for improved promotion of Massachusetts agricultural products. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1545 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to determine the environmental impact of the lawn care industry in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1546 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to require an environmental impact report for siting of solid waste disposal facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 1547 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to amending the law providing for the maintenance of waste oil retention facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1548 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the registration, inspection, construction and reconstruction of dams. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by H5415; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ527; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1549 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to establish an agricultural development revolving loan fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1550 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Food and Agriculture to establish a program to promote the building of sites for the sale of Massachusetts-grown agricultural products. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1551 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins that the Department of Food and Agriculture be directed to establish a certification program for organically grown produce. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1552 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to require certification of pesticide applicators in public facilities and rental units. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 1553 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the clean lakes program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ106A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ313; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred - SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1554 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide for notice of projects affected by the clean air law between abutting states and the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ313; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ370; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1555 Petition of David P. Magnani that the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering and the Department of Public Health be directed to establish a program for reducing the use of disposable diapers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 1556 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to improve access to markets for recyclable wastes generated by cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ181A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 1557 Petition of David P. Magnani and other members of the House relative to certain changes in the law providing for the maintenance of waste oil retention facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1558 Petition of David P. Magnani and Edward L. Burke relative to the charges of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ321; 5/27-SENATE-Reporting date extended to July 10- SJ554; 1/593-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter
be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1649; No further action taken.

H 1559 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to require the use of recycled newsprint. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture - HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 1560 Petition of John J. Binienda relative to the licensing of school bus operators. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1561 Petition of Marianne Brenton, Brion M. Cangiamia, Augusta Hornblower, Daniel J. Valianti, Edward G. Connolly and Frank M. Hynes for legislation to transfer certain functions of the Registry of Motor Vehicles to the cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ187A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended an NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ280.

H 1562 Petition of Lida E. Harkins and Paul E. Caron relative to certain motor vehicle fees, values and the collections thereof. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ187A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1563 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valianti, William F. Coss and Louis L. Kafka that provision be made for regional police lock-up facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ187A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 1564 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the issuance of commercial license plates to owners of private vehicles in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1565 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to prohibit standees on school buses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H3776.

H 1566 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide for distinctive motor vehicle plates for certain disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1567 Petition of Stephen J. Karol for legislation to prohibit the painting of private security vehicles with facsimiles of police motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1568 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to establish a separate fund from certain motor vehicle registration fees to be known as the "veteran's assistance fund" for support of the soldiers homes in Chelsea and Holyoke. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended an NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ261; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ276.

H 1569 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to police powers on fresh and continued pursuit. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5718.

H 1570 Petition of Francis H. Woodward, Robert H. Marsh, Larry F. Giordano, Edward B. Teague III, Walter A. DeFilippi and Peter I. Blute for legislation to regulate the operation of motor freight carriers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1571 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, William P. Nagle, Jr., Brian S. Dempsey, Martin J. Dunn and W. Paul White relative to clarifying the confidentiality of collective bargaining meetings of public boards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 6/4-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5770.

H 1572 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the retirement of teachers in public educational institutions in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1573 Petition of Brian S. Dempsey, Alvin E. Thompson and John A. Businger for legislation to provide for cost-of-living adjustments for retired public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 1574 Petition of Brian S. Dempsey and Martin J. Dunn for legislation to clarify the jurisdiction of the Labor Relations Commission under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ182; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second; Recommittted to the committee on Public Service - HJ1833; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1575 Petition of Carol A. Donovan relative to amnesities in certain collective bargaining agreements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1576 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and others for legislation to clarify the payment of compensation for members of the Emergency Finance Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.
H 1577 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to disability benefits for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1578 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and Stanley C. Rosenberg that employees of the Commonwealth be authorized to use accumulated retirement funds for homeownership purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1579 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the Criminal Justice Training Commission within the Executive Office of Public Safety. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 1580 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate the activities of certain employees of the Commonwealth as legislative agents of state agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ124A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 1581 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate the retirement benefits of certain teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 1582 Petition of Joan M. Menard and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for local option on early retirement incentives for teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1583 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to establish a shared payment early retirement incentive program for teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1584 Petition of Timothy F. O'Leary relative to the adoption of "cafeteria" plans for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1585 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Marc R. Pacheco relative to the cost-of-living adjustments for retired public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ199A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5722.

H 1587 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Marc R. Pacheco relative to the amount of cost-of-living adjustments in retirement allowances, pensions and annuities of retired public employees and certain beneficiaries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 1588 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Marc R. Pacheco relative to the retirement rights of employees of the departments of public health, mental health and mental retardation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 1589 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh and other members of the House for legislation to regulate the future employment of the executive secretaries, commissioners and deputy commissioners of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 1590 Petition of Lida E. Harkins for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain right of way in the town of Medfield. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; 6/1-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1505; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 1591 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to historic districts and landmarks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied by H14604 and H5241; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1592 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins that agencies and departments of the Commonwealth be prohibited from making expenditures for the purpose of influencing legislation for the appropriation of funds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1593 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate the acquisition and disposition of historic districts and landmarks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ136A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied by S1197, H125 and H1990; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to
the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ491; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1594 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to authorize the State Auditor to conduct an audit of the Turnpike Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ136A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6132.

H 1595 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Management to lease a certain parcel of land in the town of Sandisfield. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ136A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1596 Petition of David P. Magnani that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to reimburse the Sheffield Water Company for the cost of relocating a certain water main. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1597 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to increase efficiency within state agencies and authorities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 1598 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to establish an infrastructure commission for the purpose of conducting continuing studies of the infrastructure of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 1599 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to provide for an annual audit of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority by the State Auditor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 7/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6011.

H 1600 Petition of David P. Magnani that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to acquire certain land adjacent to the Ashland State Park in the town of Ashland. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-Senate-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1601 Petition of David P. Magnani and other members of the House that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to study the feasibility of establishing a point system for siting facilities in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 1602 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the General Court for legislation to declare the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a multi-lingual and multi-cultural state. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 1603 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to regulate conflicts of interest of employees of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

H 1604 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain parcel of land in the town of Hadley to John F. and Phyllis R. Koloski. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ211A-212A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5896.

H 1605 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks and other members of the General Court relative to development on the grounds of Boston State Hospital. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ137A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6130.

H 1606 Petition of William B. Vernon, John C. Bradford, other members of the House and another for legislation to establish a personal income tax credit for the purchase of long-term health care insurance policies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1607 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., Peter I. Blute, Emile J. Goguen and Robert A. Antonioni relative to the tax imposed on certain sales of machinery and materials used in the operation of pollution control and hazardous waste treatment facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1608 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the taxation of certain property. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1609 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to increase the fee for licensing cigarette vending machines. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1610 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the income tax exemption for certain contributory pensions of other states. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1611 Petition of Stephen J. Karol for legislation to reimburse common carriers for certain excise taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ149A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ224A; Public
H 1612 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to provide for an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -H149A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1613 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to provide cities and towns the right of first refusal relative to certain land owned by nonprofit organizations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -H150A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1614 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the investment credit for certain corporations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -H150A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1615 Petition of David P. Magnani and William J. Glodis, Jr., for legislation to authorize tax increment financing of economic development and revitalization projects. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -H150A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1616 Petition of David P. Magnani and Warren E. Tolman that cities and towns be authorized to defer payment of the property tax for taxpayers experiencing temporary hardship. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -H150A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1617 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the General Court for legislation to limit the capital gains deduction to fifty percent. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -H150A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1618 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the disposition of fines collected from violations of the rules and regulations established by the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -H154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; 5/6-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5577.

H 1619 Petition of Stephen J. Karol, Robert A. Havnen, III and Thomas S. Cahir for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the use of revenues from the registration, operation or use of vehicles on public highways or from fuels used for propelling such vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -H154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 4/13-SENATE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - SJ293; 4/13-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - SJ293; 4/27-HOUSE-Called for consideration in the joint session - HJ363; 4/9-93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter - SJ1625.

H 1620 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the liability of the Commonwealth for damages to motor vehicles as a result of defects in state highways. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -H154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 1621 Petition of Shannon P. O’Brien and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to designate a certain bridge connecting the town of South Hadley and the city of Holyoke as the Marc John Kuzma Memorial Bridge. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 1622 Petition of John J. Binicenda for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for the purchase of a safety vehicle for the town of Leicester for use in emergencies at the airport in the city of Worcester. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ155A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1623 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for payment from the state treasury of a certain sum of money to certain police officers for work performed for the F. Santos Painting Company while said company was under contract by the Department of Public Works. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ156A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1624 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for payment from the state treasury of a certain sum of money to Ashmere Manor Nursing Home, Inc., for Medicaid reimbursements withheld in nineteen hundred and eighty. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ156A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1625 Petition of Byron Rushing relative to the reporting by the Attorney General and district attorneys on the forfeiture of property for certain criminal activities. 1/13-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ5-6; 1/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ13-14; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ53; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ915; 6/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1017; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 1626 Petition of Byron Rushing for legislation to regulate the reporting by chiefs of police on the use of funds of the special law enforcement trust. 1/13-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ6; 1/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ14; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1627 Petition of Peter J. Larkin, Jeffery J. Hayward and Susan M. Tracy for legislation to regulate interest on credit cards in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/13-SENATE- Accompanied a study order, see S1569-SJ472.

H 1628 Petition of John Amuso for legislation to establish a “bootstrap bond” savings program in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm;
H 1629 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to authorize mergers between co-operative banks and credit unions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ38A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred a new draft, see S1564-SJ463.

H 1630 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to regulate the sale of mobile home parks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1631 Petition of Paul E. Caron that employees locked out of their jobs due to a labor dispute be made eligible for employment benefits. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1632 Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to substituting the terms manufactured home and manufactured housing community for the term mobile home and mobile home park. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1633 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Paul E. Caron and Marc D. Draisen relative to creating a mobile home park stabilization program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1634 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to further regulate wage rate schedules under the prevailing wage law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/17-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/17-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1635 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to further regulate second injuries under the workers' compensation law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1636 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to further clarify disfigurement under the workers' compensation law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1637 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to provide for the establishment of economic development assistance areas. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Concurred a new draft, see H5696.

H 1638 Petition of Peter J. Larkin relative to further regulating payments under the workers' compensa-

H 1639 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to further regulate vocational rehabilitation services under the workers' compensation law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ44A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1640 Petition of Peter J. Larkin relative to retirement due to injuries. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1641 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., relative to the establishment of a bureau of railroad freight development within the Office of Business Development of the Executive Office of Economic Affairs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1642 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to regulate the termination of franchises. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1643 Petition of Marian Walsh that the Outdoor Advertising Board be directed to establish a moratorium on the placement of billboards in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 1644 Petition of Peter J. Larkin relative to the clarification of the fees of registrars of deeds. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ47A; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1645 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to authorize county commissioners to receive fees for real estate appeals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ46A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ119A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ47A; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1646 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga relative to establishing mandatory penalties for motor vehicle operators leaving the scene of an accident. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ291.

H 1647 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to provide for the testing of personal for narcotics when arrested for driving under the influence.
influence of intoxicating beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5444.

H 1648 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga relative to the penalty of throwing or dropping objects on public ways. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ496; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 1649 Petition of the Mass. Chiefs of Police Association and Paul E. Caron relative to the illegal use of firearms. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5560.

H 1650 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Paul E. Caron, Patricia D. Jehlen, Lida E. Harkins, Marie-Louise Kehoe and Barbara Gardner for legislation to further regulate the consumption and possession of alcoholic beverages in motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5444.

H 1651 Petition of Paul L. Doherty and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to further regulate the possession of firearms. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ50A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied by H509, H3338 and H4819; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ501; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1543; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 1652 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to establishing a system of presumptive sentencing, the revision of crimes against the person and the improvement of the criminal justice system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 1653 Petition of Marian Walsh for legislation to regulate the possession of firearms. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 1654 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to improve the minimum teacher salary. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1655 Petition of Carol C. Cleven relative to the admissions of the children of faculty in school districts under certain collective bargaining agreements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ496; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 6/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ601; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 1656 Petition of Carol C. Cleven for legislation to regulate the tuition of students based on the prior residency of such students. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; 6/8-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ382; 6/9-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ609; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 1657 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and Robert H. Marsh for legislation to require school committees to pay the cost of special education for children who move to different school districts during a school year. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1658 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the development of a curriculum for the purpose of informing students of the important contributions of persons who served in the armed services of the United States. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ58A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ376; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ397.

H 1659 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to further regulate the filing of nomination papers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ136A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ376; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ397.

H 1660 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the election of county commissioners in Bristol County. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ61A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ136A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 2/22-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ98; 2/25-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -
The next session - HJ376; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ398.

H 1668 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Thomas M. Petrolati and another for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to repeal the requirement that a person be able to read English and write his name in order to vote. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/24-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - HJ102; 2/25-Senate-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - SJ100.

H 1669 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Thomas M. Petrolati for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to eliminating certain residency requirements as a qualification to vote. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/24-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - HJ102; 2/25-Senate-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - SJ100.

H 1670 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Thomas M. Petrolati and Stanley C. Rosenberg that cities and towns be authorized to conduct the municipal listing of residents bi-annually and authorizing the registration of voters during such listings. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1671 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Thomas M. Petrolati and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to further regulate the filing of absent voting ballots. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/20-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5142.

H 1672 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Thomas M. Petrolati and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to voter registration certificates. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/25-House- Accompanied by H3531 and H4448; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ98; 2/25-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ106; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1673 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Thomas M. Petrolati and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the party enrollment of unenrolled voters at primary elections. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ137A; 1/30-HOUSE- Accompanied H714.

H 1674 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., relative to primary and general elections. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ62A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 1675 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to reduce the greenhouse effect by promoting clean and efficient energy resources. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Energy - HJ63A; 1/1-Senate-Concurrent - SJ138A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 5/7-HOUSE- Discharged in part (Section 12) to the
committee on Taxation - HJ477; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred - SJ453; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1676 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to further regulate agreements for the purchase and sale of real estate. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ447; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1677 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to prohibit utility companies from retaining labor cost savings or to incur unnecessary expenditures during a curtailment of work due to a labor dispute. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 1678 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to further regulate the operation of the game commonly called Beano. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5738.

H 1679 Petition of Paul E. Caron and Marianne Brenton relative to the Sunday opening of certain stores for the sale of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 1680 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and Paul E. Caron for legislation to prohibit directory assistance charges for newly installed telephones. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 1681 Petition of Shaun P. Kelly for legislation to further regulate public utility rates in certain economically depressed areas of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1682 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the management of certain public utilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 1683 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation establishing a new category of alcoholic beverage license known as "brew pub". 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2991.

H 1684 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the sale of alcoholic beverages along the border towns of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ67A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 1685 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another relative to the registration of certain corporations conducting the business of home improvement renovations and alterations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ493; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ517.

H 1686 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga that health care facilities be required to affix tags to the bodies of deceased persons who died while afflicted with a communicable disease. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ571A-72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1687 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to require diaper changing facilities in certain toilets. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 1688 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the structure, policies and practices of the Board of Registration in Medicine in the state of Oregon and the comparison of said board to the Massachusetts Board of Registration in Medicine. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ316, 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ334.

H 1689 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to the sale of alcoholic beverages (SRO) units. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ146A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 6/22-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5832.

H 1690 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Peter Forman and Sally P. Kerans relative to providing that ownership of residential real property shall not make certain elderly persons ineligible for housing for the elderly. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ151A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5764.

H 1691 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Sally P. Kerans and Carol A. Donovan for legislation to extend the rental assistance program to mobile homes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ151A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

H 1692 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to preserving single room occupancy (SRO) units. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ151A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied H4503.

H 1693 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to establish a trust fund within the Metropolitan District Commission for the planting of trees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban...
Petition of Carol C. Eleven and other members of the House for legislation to regulate services for adolescent parents and children of such parents. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

Petition of David B. Cohen, Paul Kolios, Barbara Hilt, James T. Brett, Marc D. Draisen and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to protect disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ367; 4/28-SENATE-Concorded -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Barbara Gray and other members of the House for legislation to clarify the homelessness prevention program for low-income families of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied by S360; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Sally P. Kerans and other members of the House for legislation to regulate the duties of male employees of the Department of Correction in female prison units. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ257; 4/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

Petition of Paul Kolios and other members of the House for legislation to provide transitional rental allowances for homeless families. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to monthly stipends paid to volunteers in designated community action agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to restore the annual cost-of-living increase for elderly, blind and disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish and provide for the financing of a geriatric authority for Hampshire County. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ81A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Counties -S3251; 5/2-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ523; 7/2-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 8/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1210; 9/24-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed, to be engrossed -SJ1298; 9/28-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Counties -HJ1177-1178; 12/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1346; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to provide for child care linkage. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied H2776.

Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to provide services for medically ill and mentally ill persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/30-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Marian Walsh for legislation to define the term "Persian Gulf Veterans" concerning wartime service. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/26-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 8/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1210; 9/24-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed, to be engrossed -SJ1298; 9/28-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Counties -HJ1177-1178; 12/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Edward Conley for legislation to regulate the domestication of insurance companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/14-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ331; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to the redetermination of insurance companies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concorded -SJ156A; House Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ331; HOUSE-No further action taken.
the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5328.

H 1709 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to insurance information and privacy protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ87A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ162A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 1710 Petition of Paul E. Caron and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a public safety fund for law enforcement agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ411; 9/29-HOUSE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ1185; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1711 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to making the employment of minors serving alcohol an arrestable offense. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/12/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ153; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1712 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the admissibility of hospital records and medical reports in certain court actions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 1713 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Robert M. Koczera and Antonio F. D. Cabral relative to the disposition of real estate under eminent domain proceedings which has been determined to be a nuisance or dangerous. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 1714 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to provide for a fourth assistant clerk in the District Court of Hampshire. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1715 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., relative to increasing the number of court officers in the District Court of Hampshire. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1716 Petition filed at the request of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to regulate publications in newspapers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ411.

H 1717 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr. for legislation to establish a western Massachusetts division of the Housing Court Department. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1718 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another relative to the liability of landowners under the law authorizing the public use of land for recreational purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 1719 Petition filed at the request of Albert L. O'Neil and Angelo M. Scaccia relative to illegal aliens who commit crimes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 1720 Petition of Albert L. O'Neil and Angelo M. Scaccia for a legislative amendment to the Constitution for the election of justices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/4-Senate-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ391; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ443.

H 1721 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to limited civil liability for sports officials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 1722 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to further regulating the possession of certain weapons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ94A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ513; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ531; 5/18/HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ554; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1723 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to regulate the removal of underground storage tanks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ490; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ469; Public Hearing date May 28 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1361; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1724 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to regulate the disposal of certain abandoned storage tanks. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged.
to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1490; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ469; Public Hearing date May 28 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1725 Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to amending the law providing for the maintenance of waste oil retention facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1726 Petition of Paul E. Caron, Geoffrey D. Hall and Michael P. Walsh relative to the issuance of certain fish and game licenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1727 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and Lucile P. Hicks relative to increasing the review period for certain projects upon written request of a municipality. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ554; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; 1/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1541; 1/93-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 1728 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Lida E. Harkins and Pamela P. Resor relative to the disposal of feminine hygiene devices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H965.

H 1729 Petition of Peter J. Larkin that the Department of Environmental Management be directed to repair the Onota Lake Dam in the city of Pittsfield. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ313; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1730 Petition of Peter J. Larkin that counties be exempt from certain filing fees relative to lakes under flood control programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 1731 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to provide for the development of aquaculture in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ348; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1732 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to protect coastal waters of the Commonwealth from oil spills and hazardous materials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1733 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Lucile P. Hicks for legislation to regulate sewage system cleaning and additives. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ107A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ348; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1734 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to further protect the natural resource areas of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 10/1/HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

H 1735 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., that the Division of Forests and Parks be authorized to establish a pilot discount program at all camping facilities for persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 10/1/HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

H 1736 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., relative to permitting the issuance of three day hunting and fishing licenses to non-residents. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ182A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8/HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1737 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and other members of the General Court for legislation to protect and recover the Northern Right Whale. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5645.

H 1738 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to the storage of snow removal chemicals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 10/1/HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 1739 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to establish a protective firefighting equipment loan program by the Commissioner of Public Safety. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1740 Petition of Paula E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to establish a grant program to provide bullet-proof vests to municipal police departments. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1741 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to revising the vehicle emissions inspection and maintenance program and other matters related thereto, 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ113A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2/HOUSE-Committee
recommends the adoption of the enforcement of the law relating to school buses and the amendment thereof. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1153; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session pending -HJ1387; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1430; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1743 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to revise and modernize the requirements for the inspection and operation of certain boilers and pressure vessels. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1744 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga relative to the seizure of revoked, suspended or cancelled motor vehicle registration plates. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ275; 4/28-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ396; 4/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ377; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ66; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ656; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 1745 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to modify the hoisting engineers' licensing and training law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1746 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga for legislation to exempt trailers transporting refuse from certain weight limitations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ205; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 1747 Petition of Paul E. Caron that the Executive Office of Public Safety be directed to provide bullet proof vests for police officers in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1748 Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to the licensing of automatic sprinkler contractors and fitters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ188A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 1749 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to require certain insurance coverage for sprinkler fitter contractors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Committee completed a study order, see H5716.

H 1750 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to require the reporting of felony convictions to the Department of Public Safety to verify eligibility for certain firearm licenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ289; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ844; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1751 Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to the issuance of permits by cities and towns to operators of certain amusement rides. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1752 Petition of Paul E. Caron that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be required to suspend the license to operate a motor vehicle of any person under eighteen years of age who uses a false, forged or altered identification card for the purchase of alcoholic beverages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1753 Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to the definitions of a school bus. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H1742.

H 1754 Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to automatic sprinkler systems in high rise buildings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1755 Petition of Paul E. Caron that special police officers of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals be authorized to use red and blue flashing, rotating or oscillating lights. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1756 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to allow refuse and other haulers to utilize modern trailer connection devices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1757 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and Paul E. Caron relative to the registration fee for certain motor vehicles used as pleasure passenger vehicles used for commercial purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Committee completed a study order, see H5637.

H 1758 Petition filed at the request of Michael Card relative to the security of residential swimming pools. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public...
Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to further regulate the height requirements on certain motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ114A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to further regulate the issuance of firearm identification cards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5717.

Petition of Paul L. Doherty and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to further regulate the possession of firearms. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5825.

Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg that provision be made for regional police lock-up facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

Petition of Albert L. O'Neil and Angelo M. Scaccia relative to the passing of one motor vehicle by another vehicle traveling in the same direction. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to direct the Department of Personnel Administration to design and implement an appeal procedure for dismissed non-civil service employees and/or non-members of collective bargaining units. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of the Mass. Chiefs of Police Association and Paul E. Caron that chiefs of police be authorized to reside outside their municipalities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to further regulate disciplinary proceedings against public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

Petition of Peter J. Larkin relative to appeals to the courts from actions by the Civil Service Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

Petition of Peter J. Larkin relative to certain creditable service for Joseph N. Barmini, an assistant clerk-magistrate in the district court of the Trial Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ125A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to require the pension system of the Commonwealth to include benefits for spouses of deceased judges and former court employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to provide for cost-of-living adjustments for retired municipal employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to credit educators with time served in the military for purposes of retirement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre that the Department of Public Safety be directed to implement a grant-in-aid program of assistance for cities and towns for the control of drugs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ542-543; 5/18-SENATE-Concurred -SJ500; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of William F. Nagle, Jr., and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to provide retirement credit for out of state service by teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition of Timothy F. O'Leary, Pamela P. Resor, Thomas P. Walsh and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to clarify the coverage of group health insurance in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

Petition of Douglas W. Petersen, Janet W. O'Brien, Sally P. Kerans and Pamela P. Resor relative to establishing civil service exemptions for newly constituted regional public service positions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ200A-201A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5600.
H 1777 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to death caused by heart disease, hypertension, diseases of the lungs or respiratory tract to fire fighters who have retired. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 1778 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to civil service appeals from administrative review. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 1779 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to prevailing wages of employees of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1780 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to collective bargaining for employees of Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1781 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to civil service appeals on promotional examinations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1782 Petition of Marian Walsh for legislation to repeal the law relative to the offset of workers' compensation payments against pensions payable for injuries of employees of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 1783 Petition of Marian Walsh, Michael LoPresti, Jr., Peter A. Vellucci and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to prohibit discrimination or retaliation against employees who file complaints with the Department of Public Administration -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H6299.

H 1784 Petition of Paul E. Caron relative to the liability of members of the General Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-no further action taken.

H 1785 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and other members of the House relative to reviving and continuing the special commission (including members of the General Court) established to make an investigation of rental assistance programs. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-no further action taken.

H 1786 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to require the State Secretary to notify city and town clerks of changes in regulations affecting public health or safety. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ137A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ591; HOUSE-no further action taken.

H 1787 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Paul E. Caron relative to the leasing of excess land of the Public Access Board in the town of Southwick. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ137A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed on the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ230; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ240.

H 1788 Petition of Paul E. Caron, Robert L. Howarth, Linda J. Melconian and Brian P. Lees relative to directing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain parcel of land in the city of Springfield to Western New England College. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ137A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H5730; 12/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules; Reported on a part of H5730; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1347; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H6299. Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1387; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second; Pending new draft substituted, see H6299-HJ1430.

H 1789 Petition of Peter J. Larkin, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Michael P. Walsh for legislation relative to the membership of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ137A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 10/1-HOUSE-accompanied a study order, see H6132.

H 1790 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to expend a certain sum of money for emergency repairs to court facilities owned by counties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ137A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE-accompanied SJ146 -SJ337.

H 1791 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to prohibit discrimination or retaliation against employees who file complaints with the Department of Social Services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ219; HOUSE-no further action taken.

H 1792 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to reimburse any city or town for land owned by the Commonwealth under the care and control of the Department of Food and Agriculture. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ212A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-no further action taken.

H 1793 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., that the Adjutant General of the Commonwealth be required
to establish a list of veterans who served in World War II, the Korean Conflict and in Vietnam. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ369; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1794 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., relative to works of art and certain payments to artists. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ518.

H 1795 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to establish a list of veterans who served in World War II, the Korean Conflict and in Vietnam. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1796 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain parcels of land to the housing authority of the city of Northampton. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1797 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain parcels of land at the Northampton State Hospital to the city of Northampton. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1798 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to lease and sell land in the city of Revere to Slade's Mill Realty Trust. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1799 Petition of Michael J. Sullivan that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to acquire portions of the Prowse Farm land for reservation purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ5620.

H 1800 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain parcels of land to the housing authority of the city of Northampton. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1801 Petition of William G. Reinstein and Robert A. DeLeo that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to acquire portions of the Prowse Farm land for reservation purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1802 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to acquire portions of the Prowse Farm land for reservation purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ5730.

H 1803 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another relative to authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain parkland in the town of Canton. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1804 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to acquire certain Quincy Quarry land for reservation purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-ACCOMPANIED a study order, see H5730.

H 1805 Petition of Michael J. Sullivan that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to grant easements over certain parkland in the town of Hingham. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; 12/3-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1369; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-HOUSE-Read and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1806 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease certain parcels of land to the housing authority of the city of Northampton. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ138A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 1806 Petition of Paul E. Caron for legislation to provide an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1807 Petition of Carol C. Cleven for legislation to increase the estate tax exemption and credit. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1808 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Lida E. Harkins and Marc D. Draisen that certain disabled veterans be granted a real estate tax abatement. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1809 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Patricia A. Walrath and Marie J. Parente for legislation to provide tax incentives to corporations for sharing dependent care costs of their employees by offering dependent care assistance programs as benefits. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1810 Petition of Carol C. Cleven relative to the estate tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1811 Petition of Carol C. Cleven for legislation to exclude the primary residence of certain decedents from the estate tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ224A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1812 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Lida E. Harkins, Marc D. Draisen and Carol A. Donovan relative to tax credits for persons caring for the elderly. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1813 Petition of Peter J. Larkin for legislation to increase the time in which real property owned by the Central County Development Corporation may be exempt from taxation by the city or town in which such property is located. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 11/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1259, 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1387, 12/16-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1408; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1428; 12/18-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1530; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1703; No further action taken.

H 1814 Petition of Peter J. Larkin relative to the taxation of certain charitable mental health corporations. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ822; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ834; 6/9-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ845; 6/15-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ1867; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 1815 Petition of Peter J. Larkin relative to the cost of real estate tax appeals in counties. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1816 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the tax valuation of agricultural or horticultural land. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1817 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the taxation of agricultural land. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1818 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr. for legislation to establish a five hundred dollar yearly real estate tax abatement for persons over seventy years of age. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ150A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1819 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr. and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to establish a childhood nutrition fund from certain proceeds of the sales tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1820 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another for legislation to regulate the filing fee for appeals from tax assessments. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1821 Petition of Peter J. Larkin, Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to further regulate state payments to cities and towns from the Highway Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Companion a study order, see H5640.

H 1822 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., that the Department of Public Works be directed to include the district 2 headquarters in the town of Haffield in official publications. 1/1-HOUSE-Filed; referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ154A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Companion a study order, see H5640.
H 1823 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another relative to the administration of rent regulations and the control of evictions in mobile home park accommodations in the town of West Bridgewater. 1/22-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ134; 1/23-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ33; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 2/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ177; 2/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ74; 2/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading; rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ97; 2/24-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ100; 2/25-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ106; 2/25-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ104; 2/25-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ106; 2/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ106; 3/4-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 5 Acts.

H 1826 Petition of John F. Cruz (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for the establishment and administration of rent regulations and the control of evictions in mobile home park accommodations in the town of West Bridgewater. 1/22-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ134; 1/23-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ33; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 2/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ177; 2/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ177; 2/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ74; 2/20-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading; rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ97; 2/24-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ100; 2/25-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ106; 2/25-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ104; 2/25-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ106; 2/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ106; 3/4-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 5 Acts.

H 1827 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to the establishment of mortgage services and escrow accounts in banking institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-
H 1837 Petition of Shannon O'Brien for legislation to regulate the granting of parenting leave under certain employment practices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ120A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 1838 Petition of Byron Rushing, Nelson Merced, Daniel E. Bosley and Antonio F.D. Cabral for legislation to regulate unemployment compensation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ45A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ120A; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1839 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the penalty for committing an assault in a dwelling house. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 1840 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the penalties for rape and abuse of a child. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 1841 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the penalty for assault with a dangerous weapon on elderly persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 1842 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the penalty for assault with intent to rob or murder. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 1843 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to increase the penalties for rape. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 1844 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the penalties for indecent assault and battery on mentally retarded persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied S107 -SJ321.

H 1845 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the penalties for indecent assault and battery on children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 1846 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to increase the penalty for assault and battery on elderly persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ51A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 1847 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to further regulate the penalty for untrue and misleading advertisements. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the commit-
Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by S199; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ440; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1858 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate the compensation payable to teachers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1859 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for an investigation and study relative to establishing a job partnership program for graduates of the public school system in the city of Boston. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1860 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for an investigation and study relative to the development of methods to reduce the school drop out rate in urban areas. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4423; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1861 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valanti and William F. Cass that the Board of Education be directed to establish a program for assisting low-income students for college board scholastic aptitude testing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2794; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1862 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Thomas P. Walsh, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valanti and William F. Cass for legislation to regulate the possession of paging devices by students in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1863 Petition of Kevin G. Honan and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to establish a South African and Namibian scholarship program at higher educational institutions of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ133A-134A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1864 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to authorize the Commonwealth to place a lien on property of persons who default on student loans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1865 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the financing of special education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1866 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra relative to security third party reimbursement for medical treatment for school-aged children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1867 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Joan M. Menard relative to rate setting for special education services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1868 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to provide for the reporting of certain offenses of students. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1869 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan, Marie-Louise Kehoe and another relative to regional school district budgets. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ59A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 1870 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to regulate contributions of political action committees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ62A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1871 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to further regulate recounts in municipal elections. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ62A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 1872 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to further regulate the financing of elections. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ62A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1873 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien relative to the filing date for certain depository campaign accounts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ62A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 1874 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan Jr., for legislation to make certain changes in the law relative to regulations by the Division of Energy Resources for heating oil. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy Resources -HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Taxation -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1369; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 1875 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to permit local licensing authorities to revoke liquor licenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Companied a study order, see H5877.

H 1876 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to make certain changes in the statutory ceilings of fees for licenses for the sale of alcoholic beverages in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Companied a study order, see H5877.

H 1877 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to further define the procedure for establishing a municipal lighting plant. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ493; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

H 1878 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe, Andrew Collaro, Robert M. Koczera, Walter A. DeFilippis, Shannon P. O'Brien and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to the membership of the Board of Registration of Cosmetology. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142A-143A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ493; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

H 1879 Petition of Robert C. Sinclair and others for legislation to require that public utilities give discount rates to certain veterans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Companied a study order, see H5791.

H 1880 Petition of Carmen D. Buell and other members of the House of legislation to regulate group insurance plans for residents of the Commonwealth by the Department of Medical Security. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 2/12-SENATE-Companied S424 -SJ79.

H 1881 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Thomas P. Walsh, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valtieri and William F. Cass relative to the establishment of rates for home health care services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ146A; Public Hearing date Feb 10 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Companied a new draft, see H5580.

H 1882 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to regulate benefits payable to chiropractors under the medical assistance program 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/6-HOUSE-Companied a new draft, see H5580.

H 1883 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the fluoridation of water supplies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ442; 5/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ465.

H 1884 Petition of John E. McDonough, Emanuel G. Serra and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the removal of lead paint from certain housing accommodations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Companied a new draft, see H5867.

H 1885 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to provide for education and counseling for intravenous drug abusers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companied a new draft, see H5972.

H 1886 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan relative to the boards of trustees of certain hospitals of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ208.

H 1887 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Michael W. Morrissey, Gregory W. Sullivan and others for legislation to clarify occupancy requirements for elderly and handicapped housing. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; NO HOUSE-Non further action taken.

H 1888 Petition of Athan Catjakis and another for legislation to provide for increased housing opportunities in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Companied a new draft, see H5646.

H 1889 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., and Arthur E. Chase relative to the operation of a certain beach in the town of Clinton by the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Companied a study order, see H6111.

H 1890 Petition of John E. McDonough, Emanuel G. Serra and Kevin W. Fitzgerald that tenants of lodging houses be granted certain rights in the occupied premises. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ76A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Companied H4503.

H 1891 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to further regulate common expenses for owners of condominiums. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Companied a study order, see H5947.

H 1892 Petition of Kevin G. Honan and Thomas P. Walsh that public housing authorities be required to install "hard-wire" smoke detectors in each unit of housing projects. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ151A; Public Hearing
H 1900 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Thomas P Walsh, Daniel E Bosley, Daniel J. Vallianti, William F. Cass and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to prevent unnecessary institutionalization of disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S533; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1901 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Vallianti, William F. Cass and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to prevent unnecessary institutionalization of disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S533; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1902 Petition of Kevin G. Honan and other members of the House relative to the restoration of Medicaid benefits for welfare families returning to work. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S533; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1903 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the list of admittances to nursing homes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S533; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1904 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the House for legislation to establish within the Department of Public Welfare a program of aid for elderly and disabled persons and for children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S622; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1905 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the House relative to the homelessness of elderly and disabled persons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied by S622; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1906 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan that parents of handicapped children be provided with certain information relative to the availability of assistance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied by S622; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1907 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to establish a workfare program or community work experience program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ902; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1908 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to further regulate the clothing allowances for children provided by the Department of Public Welfare. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2297.

H 1909 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan that the Department of Public Welfare be directed to locate service offices accessible to public
transportation facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ82A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied by S614; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1910 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan, Marie-Louise Kehoe and another relative to annuities for certain paraplegic veterans. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ82A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 10 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H288; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ377; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1911 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., that health insurance companies shall not be required to provide benefits for “in vitro” fertilization for unmarried women. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ87A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1912 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to repeal the universal health care law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ87A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1913 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and Susan F. Rourke relative to access to cost effective marriage and family therapy services under certain insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ87A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1914 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the Liquor Liability Joint Underwriting Association, the Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association and the Urban Area Insurance Placement Facility. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ87A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/29-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5899.

H 1915 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to further regulate insurance adjusters and investigators under the law regulating the licensing of private detectives. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ87A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ32.

H 1916 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to health insurance provided to students at state colleges and universities. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ87A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ928; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1917 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to health insurance provided to students at state colleges and universities. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ87A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 1918 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Thomas P. Kennedy, Angelo M. Scaccia and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate access to rehabilitative services under certain insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/16-Senate-Accompanied S694 - SJ320.

H 1919 Petition of Nelson Merced and other members of the House for legislation to establish a community reinvestment law for insurance companies. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/20-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 1920 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien relative to prohibiting discrimination in insurance policies issued or renewed after September first, nineteen hundred and eighty-eight. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5666.

H 1921 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Michael P. Walsh relative to the classification of risks in automobile insurance. 1/1-House-Referred to the Committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ162A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 1922 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another for legislation to provide for notification of certain insurance information to the Auto Damage Appraisers Licensing Board. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 1923 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another for legislation to further regulate dispute resolution concerning motor vehicle insurance claims. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 1924 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another for legislation to further regulate the guarantee of the quality of repairs performed at auto body repair shops. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 1925 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan relative to the operation of motor vehicles equipped with ignition interlock devices and the reduction of automobile insurance premiums. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ88A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 1926 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi, John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the protection of abused persons. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary - HJ94A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred - SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1927 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to regulate the testimony of persons who are accessories in criminal activities. 1/1-House-Referred to the
committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1928 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to contributions between joint tortfeasors in certain judicial proceedings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 1929 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to further regulate information for prevention of preganancy or conception. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ169A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1930 Petition of William C. Galvin for legislation to eliminate the two-trial system for criminal cases in the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5773.

H 1931 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to clarify interest on judgments. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 1932 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Thomas P. Walsh, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valianti and William F. Cass relative to the hours of business for the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1933 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Thomas P. Walsh, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valianti and William F. Cass for legislation to establish a drug control court in the city of Boston. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1934 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Daniel E. Bosley, William F. Cass and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to further regulate probation of certain delinquent children. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1935 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to establish a penalty for persons falsely claiming to have a legal interest in property derived from the illegal drug trade. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1937 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to prohibit a cause of legal action or award of damages based on the claim of wrongful life. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 1938 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the publication of certain court records of juvenile offenders. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 1939 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the assignment of an assistant clerk in the District Court of Springfield as first assistant clerk in charge of the civil department. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 1940 Petition of John H. Rogers, and Gregory W. Sullivan that provision be made for the arrest without a warrant of a person who threatens to commit murder. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ411.

H 1941 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan relative to the issuance of arrest warrants. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ411.

H 1942 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan that police officers be authorized to arrest without a warrant persons violating certain motor vehicle laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ411.

H 1943 Petition of John H. Rogers for legislation to establish a mechanics lien for certain architectural services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 1944 Petition of John H. Rogers relative to the protection of viable human life. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ95A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1945 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan relative to the trials of juveniles as adults. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The ...
BILL HISTORY — 1992

H 1946 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Thomas S. Cahill for legislation to further regulate fees in cities and towns: 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-House-Discharged to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ301; 4/13-Senate-Concurred -SJ294; 10/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

H 1947 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate the qualifications of building commissioners and local inspectors in municipalities with populations in excess of seventy thousand persons: 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5429.

H 1948 Petition of the Mass. Town Clerks' Association, Kevin G. Honan and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to increase the fees collected by city and town clerks: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ321.


H 1950 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Frank M. Hynes relative to the cost of recycling programs in cities and towns: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5828.

H 1951 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to further regulate the use by municipalities of certain sums of money received as payment for property damages: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-House-Accompanied by H3612; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; 4/20-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ410; 4/36-House-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1382; 5/21-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ523; 5/26-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 6/1-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ575; 6/3-House-Enacted -HJ808; 6/3-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ587; 6/10-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 62 Acts.

H 1952 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Marc R. Pacheco, Daniel E. Bosley and Janet W. O'Brien for legislation to make certain changes in the timing schedule for borrowing by cities and towns: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5828.

H 1953 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., Arthur E. Chase and Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to increase the membership of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority to include the Wachusett, Quabbin and Ware River watershed communities: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 1954 Petition of William C. Galvin that the Water Resources Authority be directed to provide a cost formula for each city and town in the Commonwealth for cleanup of the Boston Harbor: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 10/1-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

H 1955 Petition filed at the request of Harold Bassett that certain persons be exempt from fees relative to the use of recreational facilities of the Commonwealth: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 1956 Petition of the Mass. Town Clerks' Association, Kevin G. Honan and Thomas P. Walsh relative to the issuance of sporting, hunting, fishing or trapping licenses: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 10/1-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

H 1957 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to certain provisions of the severability clause of the inland fisheries and game laws: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/13-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-House-Report accepted -HJ336.

H 1958 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the limitations of actions and prosecutions under the inland fisheries and game laws: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/13-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-House-Report accepted -HJ336.

H 1959 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Frank M. Hynes for legislation to establish a model water sewer commission and defining the powers and duties of said commission: 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/13-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5642.

H 1960 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the liability of cities and towns under the hazardous material law: 1/1-House-
H 1961 Petition of John H. Rogers for legislation to repeal the law relative to the establishment of the Watershed Management Fund. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 1962 Petition of John H. Rogers for legislation to repeal the law relative to certain payments to the Commonwealth by the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 1963 Petition of John H. Rogers relative to certain assessments to be paid by the Water Resources Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ108A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 1964 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valianti, William F. Cass and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to establish an educational motor vehicle license plate program. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 1965 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Michael J. Barrett and John E. McDonough relative to the installation of automatic sprinklers in residential buildings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ189A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5744.

H 1966 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the carrying of dangerous weapons. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended Ought to Pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ401.

H 1967 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the installation of automatic sprinklers in residential buildings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5744.

H 1968 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to clarify the issuance of certain fire permits. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

H 1969 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to prohibit arrest by law enforcement officers for non-payment of traffic tickets. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended Ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

H 1970 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to authorize coalition bargaining for health care for employees in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 1971 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to clarify the status of heart and lung diseases under the indemnification law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ126A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1972 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate appeals before the Division of Administrative Law Appeals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1973 Petition of Kevin G. Honan relative to dispute resolution for fire fighters and police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 1974 Petition of Kevin G. Honan that employees in collective bargaining Unit 8 in the Department of Public Welfare be placed in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1975 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Robert H. Marsh relative to the management rights of employers in cities and towns under the collective bargaining law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 1976 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Robert H. Marsh relative to the membership of municipal and county retirement boards. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1977 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Robert H. Marsh for legislation to further define costs for fire fighters under the cancer presumption pension law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 1978 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate public employee retirement in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ201A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am;
6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1979 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Douglas W. Petersen for legislation to clarify the requirements for municipal health care. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 1980 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra for an investigation by a special committee relative to the hiring procedures for applicants for public safety positions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 1981 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to recover retirement contributions for part-time employees of cities and towns working paid details for private parties. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H4157.

H 1983 Petition of William R. Keating and William C. Galvin that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to convey certain easements over Commonwealth owned land in the town of Canton. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1984 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to further define participation by selectmen and mayors in self-insurance groups. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

H 1985 Petition of Kevin G. Honan relative to the disposition of non-surplus real property held by certain governmental bodies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

H 1986 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to correct an oversight in the law relative to construction in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 1987 Petition of Kevin G. Honan and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to provide interest on claims by contractors on suits against the Commonwealth for recovery of damages. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ213A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 1988 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Daniel E. Bosley, Thomas F. Cass and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to undertake a feasibility study of the implementation of the suicide prevention program in lockup facilities in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 1989 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the payment of invoices of vendors doing business with the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ213A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 1990 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to the acquisition of property by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied H1593.

H 1991 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to require family impact statements by certain agencies of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied H1223.

H 1992 Interim report of the joint special committee established (under Senate Order, No. 1825 of 1989 and revived and continued by Senate Order, No. 1325 of 1991) for the purpose of recommending a new division of the Commonwealth into Congressional districts. 1/14-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ7; 1/14-Senate-Concurred -SJ8-9; 1/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ7-8; 1/15-HOUSE-Read second; Quorum roll call - 124 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 2]; Substitute bill pending; Quorum roll call - 125 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 3]; Pending substitute bill rejected - 39 YEAS to 124 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 5]; Ordered to a second; Quorum roll call - 118 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 7]; Pending amendment adopted - 116 YEAS to 21 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 8]; Passed to be engrossed; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived; Reprinted, as amended, see H1993 - HJs17-20.

H 1993 Bill establishing Congressional districts. 1/16-House, No. 1992, printed as amended by the House on Jan. 16; Passed to be engrossed; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ20; 1/16-Senate-Read; Rules suspended; Read second -S115; New text (S1381) rejected - 12 YEAS to 21
NAYS -SJ16-17; Amendment rejected -SJ17; Amendment laid aside on a point of order -SJ17; Amendment rejected - 13 YEAS to 19 NAYS -SJ17-19; New text (S1382) rejected - 14 YEAS to 17 NAYS -SJ19-20; Amendment rejected -SJ20; New text (S1383) rejected - 10 YEAS to 19 NAYS - SJ19-22; Ordered to a third reading; Read third -SJ22; Passed to be engrossed - 16 YEAS to 15 NAYS -SJ22-23; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ23; New legislative day; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ24; New legislative day - 20 YEAS to 12 NAYS - Motion to suspend pending -SJ24; Motion to lay on the table negative - 13 YEAS to 19 NAYS - SJ25-26. Pending motion to reconsider negatived - 16 YEAS to 17 NAYS -SJ26-27; 1/16-HOUSE-Enacted; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ21; 1/16-HOUSE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ19; 1/22-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 3/9-HOUSE-For message, see H5303; Amendments recommended by the Governor rejected; Amendment, striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text pending; See actions and roll calls posted on H5304; Pending amendment (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of H5304) adopted, as amended - 128 YEAS to 18 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 69] - HJ138; 3/9-Senate -Rules laid before the Governor -SJ130-131; 3/11-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 7 Acts.

H 1994 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to further enhancing the cleanup and management of oil and hazardous material in the Commonwealth. 1/21-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ23; 1/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ33; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 1995 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to authorizing the creation of economic opportunity areas. 1/21-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -HJ23; 1/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ33; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1996 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to economic growth. 1/21-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -HJ23; 1/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ33; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1997 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting recommendations for making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seventy-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 1/22-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ33; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 1998 Bill providing for an early retirement incentive program for state employees. 1/23-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service. New draft of H1002; Bill reported favorably by committee; Motion to suspend rules pending; Quorum roll call -127 members in attendance [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 30]; Pending motion to suspend rules divided; Pending motion to suspend Rule 33 prevailed - 92 YEAS to 38 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 31]; Pending motion to suspend Rule 41 prevailed - 92 YEAS to 39 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 32]; Read second; Amendment rejected -4 YEAS to 10 YEAS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 33]; Amendment rejected - 28 YEAS to 104 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 34]; Amendment rejected - 30 YEAS to 107 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 35]; Amendment rejected - 31 YEAS to 104 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 36]; Ordered to a third reading -135 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 37]; Rules suspended - 98 YEAS to 34 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 38]; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Motion to reconsider negatived - 30 YEAS to 104 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 39]; Amendment rejected - 60 YEAS to 71 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 40]; Motion to reconsider negatived - 64 YEAS to 68 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 41]; Amendments rejected - 61 YEAS to 70 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 42]; Motion to reconsider negatived - 63 YEAS to 67 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 43]; Amendment adopted; Amendment pending; Further amendment adopted (precluding a vote on the pending amendment) - 128 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 44]; Amendment adopted - 129 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 45]; Amendment laid aside on a point of order; See point of order and ruling; Amendment adopted; Further amendment adopted - 130 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 46]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived; Reprinted, as amended, see H2000 - HJ843-35.

H 1999 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to regulatory reform. 1/27-HOUSE-Section 6 referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ156; 1/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ38; Public Hearing date for Section 6 on Mar 31 pm; 6/15-HOUSE-Section 6 (reported from the committee on Banks and Banking) accompanied a study order, see H5802 -HJ861; 1/27-HOUSE-Sections 2 and 14 referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ156; 1/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ38; Public Hearing date for Section 2 on Mar 9 am; Hearing date for Section 14 on Mar 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken on sections 2 and 14; 1/27-HOUSE-Section 11 referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ156; 1/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ38; Public Hearing date for Section 11 on Mar 24 am; 5/6-HOUSE-Section 11 referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ156; 1/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ38; Public Hearing date for Section 11 referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ56; 1/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ38; Public Hearing date for Sections 7, 8 and 9 on Apr 7 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Section 9 (subsection 1) (reported from the committee on Government Regulations) accompanied a new draft, see H5519; HOUSE-No further action taken on sections 7, 8 and 9 referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ56; 1/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ38; Public Hearing date for Sections 7, 8 and 9 on Apr 7 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Section 9 referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ56; 1/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ38; Public Hearing date for subsection 1 of Section 5 on Mar 25 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Section 5.
H 2006 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the municipal lien certificates under the local tax law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2007 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the awarding of attorneys' fees for certain tax abatement cases. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2008 Petition of William C. Galvin relative to the payment of certain fees for appeals to the Appellate Tax Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2009 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Jeffery J. Hayward, Louis L. Kalka and Robert C. Lawless relative to the taxation of public land leased for commercial purposes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2010 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to further clarify the limitation on state and local taxes and expenditures. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ225A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2011 Petition of Kevin G. Honan relative to allowing tax assessors to abate certain taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2012 Petition of Robert L. Howarth that certain medical equipment be exempt from the sales tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2013 Petition of Robert L. Howarth relative to providing for certain amounts to be refunded upon the abatement of taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2014 Petition of Robert L. Howarth for legislation to provide an income tax credit for families caring at home for relatives who are elderly or victims of Alzheimer's disease. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2015 Petition of Robert L. Howarth and Brian P. Lees for legislation to establish a bone marrow donor fund from certain revenues received under state income tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2016 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Louis L. Kafka for legislation to provide property tax relief for homeowners and tenants in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2017 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Robert C. Lawless for legislation to establish an alternative property tax levy limit growth factor. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ151A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2018 Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Robert C. Lawless relative to property tax overlay in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2019 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., and other members of the General Court for a legislative amendment to the Constitution requiring the General Court to impose and levy a graduated income tax. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - SJ192; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file - HJ444.

H 2020 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., Sally P. Kerans and Mary Jane Gibson relative to tax abatement accounts in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2021 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to control and regulate the cost of tax expenditures. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2022 Petition of John E. McDonough, Paul J. Gannon and W. Paul White relative to tax overlay assessments in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2023 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for an investigation and study relative to parking needs in the city of Boston and surrounding communities during construction of the Central Artery and the third harbor tunnel. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ155A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H565.

H 2024 Petition of Irene D. Livingston-Mann for legislation to designate Route 91 as the Women Veterans Memorial Highway. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ155A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H566.

H 2025 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan, Marie-Louise Keboe and another relative to regulating off-street parking facilities of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ155A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H569.

H 2026 Bill to further improve and enhance the environmental protection activities of the Comm
H 2027 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate loans to officers of banking institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking-HJ38A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/12-Senate-Accompanied S9-SJ463.

H 2028 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to the personal credit of persons making late home mortgage payments. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking-HJ38A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ113A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 5/13-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see S1570-SJ472.

H 2029 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, other members of the House and another for legislation to modify the provisions of the Employment Security Law. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ45A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ120A; Public Hearing date Jan 30 am*; 1/30-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H2935.

H 2030 Petition of Paul C. Casey and William B. Vernon for legislation to regulate door to door solicitation of persons over sixty-five years of age. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ45A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ120A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2031 Petition of Barbara E. Gray relative to electronic monitoring. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ45A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ120A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-House-No further action taken.

H 2032 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and Christopher J. Hopkins for legislation to reduce the number of billboards in the Commonwealth. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ45A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ120A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2033 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and David P. Magnani relative to extending labor relations laws to certain professional employees. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ45A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ120A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2034 Petition of Claudia Kelty Edgell relative to the availability of the dog law booklet. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Counties-HJ46A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ121A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/27-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-HJ375; 4/28-House-Report accepted-HJ397.

H 2035 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the penalties for harboring animals and wrongfully removing the collars of licensed dogs. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ52A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5599.

H 2036 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to regulate the minimum term of imprisonment of persons convicted under the controlled substances law. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ52A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ126A; 4/6-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-HJ291.

H 2037 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to the definition of cocaine. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ52A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ126A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5397.

H 2038 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to amend the law relative to unauthorized trafficking in heroin. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ52A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5444.

H 2039 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to increase the penalties for certain motor vehicle offenses. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ52A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/16-Senate-Accompanied a new draft, see S1492-SJ321.

H 2040 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that provision be made for a mandatory sentence for persons convicted of breaking into a dwelling or certain motor vehicle violations. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ52A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/11-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5611.

H 2041 Petition of John E. McDonough and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the forfeiture of motor vehicles of persons convicted for carrying certain weapons. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice-HJ52A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ127A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 6/18-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 2042 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the National Guard education assistance program. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities-HJ59A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2043 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to establish a four year bachelor of fire science program in the Massachusetts college system. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities-HJ59A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2044 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to further develop a policy concerning students who are under the influence of intoxicating liquor or controlled substances in the public schools. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities-HJ59A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.
H 2045 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to instructional programs on the nature and effects of alcohol and alcoholism in the schools of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2046 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Warren E. Tolman relative to the education and training of police officers and fire fighters in institutions of higher education in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ69A-60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2047 Petition of Francis H. Woodward for legislation to regulate reimbursements to the Norfolk County Agricultural High School, Bristol County Agricultural High School and Essex County Agricultural and Technical Institute for transportation expenses. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2048 Petition of Francis H. Woodward, Robert M. Koczera and Christopher M. Lane for the payment of tuition for adult evening classes at certain county agricultural schools and for vocational education schools in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ60A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2049 Petition of Barbara E. Gray relative to services for handicapped and elderly voters at polling places. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ137A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5003.

H 2050 Petition of Jack Farrell relative to the definition of "beverage" under the law regulating the sale of containers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ63A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ138A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 2051 Petition of Paul C. Casey for legislation to regulate automatic telephone dialing systems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2052 Petition of Barbara E. Gray, for legislation to establish reduced telephone rates and requiring public telephones to be equipped with a handset for hearing amplification for deaf residents of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2053 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to require public telephones to be equipped with a handset for hearing amplification. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2054 Petition of Robert J. Rohan relative to the definition of "electric power pool facilities" within the New England power pool. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2055 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to further regulate travel agencies. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2056 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that operators of tow trucks be required to accept major credit cards in payment of obligations. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2057 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to regulating cable television system fees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

H 2058 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to require minimum standards for the practice of massage. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ68A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2059 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Robert A. Anionioni relative to regulating early cardiac defibrillation for fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5448.

H 2060 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for equatable reimbursement for hospital services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ208.

H 2061 Petition of Paul C. Casey for legislation to authorize the expenditure of funds by the Commissioner of Public Health for insurance premiums for persons with AIDS. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5792.

H 2062 Petition of David B. Cohen and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to regulate health records requested from providers by persons seeking benefits under the Social Security Law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ72A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5473.
H 2063 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to provide
punishment for physicians infected with acquired immune
deficiency syndrome who have sexual intercourse with patients. 1/1-HOUSE-
referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing
date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2064 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to provide
punishment for physicians infected with sexually transmitted diseases who have
sexual intercourse with patients. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing
date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2066 Petition of Barbara E. Gray, Suzanne M. Bump, and
another for legislation to require health care providers to screen pregnant
women for evidence of the occurrence of domestic violence. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/6-
HOUSE- Accompanied by H2451. Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ272; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2065 Petition of Barbara E. Gray that hospitals be required
to report head and spine injuries. 1/1-
HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/6- HOUSE-
Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ274; 4/8-
HOUSE- Report accepted -HJ292.

H 2066 Petition of Barbara E. Gray, Suzanne M. Bump,
Barbara Hilt, Marc D. Draisen and Christopher J. Hodkins for legislation to increase the penalty for the sale of tobacco products to persons under the age of eighteen. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/22-
HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5834.

H 2067 Petition of Leonard S. Campbell, Patrick F.
Landers III and another for legislation to establish an administration board for lead poisoning prevention and providing for rules and regulations for such programs. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-
HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 2068 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to the liability of owners of residential property under the lead paint poisoning law. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ147A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-
HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 2069 Petition of Leonard S. Campbell and another relative to the safety and reduction of the cost of lead paint abatements. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-
HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 2070 Petition of Leonard S. Campbell and another for legislation to reduce the incidence of chronic childhood lead poisonings. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-
HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 2071 Petition of Leonard S. Campbell and another that property owners be authorized to remove or encapsulate lead paint. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-
HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 2072 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to aftercare for elderly persons receiving short term hospital care. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/6-
HOUSE- Accompanied by S445; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2073 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to provide for continuity of care for public assistance recipients. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ73A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/13-
HOUSE- Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE- Report accepted -HJ334.

H 2074 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to clarify removal procedures for occupants of certain residential programs. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ152A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/21-
HOUSE- Accompanied H3914.

H 2075 Petition of Barbara E. Gray that the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency be authorized to establish a revolving loan fund to assist single parent heads of households. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ152A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/8-
HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 2076 Petition of Leonard S. Campbell, Patrick F.
Landers III and another for legislation to ensure citizen oversight of regulations affecting housing costs. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ152A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/8-
HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 2077 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-
Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens and Raymond A.
Jordan, Jr., relative to the appointment of a joint specia
l committee to make an investigation and study of the impact of rent on the affordability of mobile and manufactured housing. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ77A; 1/1-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ152A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/13-
HOUSE- Accompanied by H4675; Order reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ526; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2078 Petition of Paul C. Casey for legislation to reduce the number of audits relative to the Department of Mental Retardation. 1/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ82A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/21-
HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 2079 Petition of Paul C. Casey that the Department of Mental Retardation be directed to conduct an examination of the service coordination system for the prevention of wasteful expenditures. 1/1-
HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/21-
HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 2080 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to establish a rehabilitation program for persons upon whom restraining or vacate orders have been issued.
H 2081 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and David P. Magnani relative to the establishment of a mental health treatment unit and housing placement programs for women at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Framingham. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-Senate-Concorded -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/21-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; House-No further action taken.

H 2082 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to provide for the establishment of a mental health treatment unit and housing placement programs for women at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Framingham. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-Senate-Concorded -SJ157A; 4/2-House-Discharged from the committee on Public Safety -HJ257; 4/6-Senate-Concorded -SJ248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-Senate-Concorded -SJ349.

H 2083 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the care of minor children when their parents are arrested. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-Senate-Concorded -SJ157A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-House-Read second and passed to be engrossed -HJ1190; 10/1-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1329; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2084 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to ensuring the elderly equal access to long-term care facilities participating in the medical assistance program. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-Senate-Concorded -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-House-Concorded -H2300.

H 2085 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that the Department of Correction be directed to make an investigation and study of the acquisition of state-owned land for the purpose of constructing facilities for the incarceration of prisoners convicted of drug-related crimes. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-Senate-Concorded -SJ158A; 4/2-House-Discharged from the committee on Public Safety -HJ257; 4/6-Senate-Concorded -SJ248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-Senate-Concorded -SJ349.

H 2086 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to nursing home waiting lists. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-Senate-Concorded -SJ158A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-House-Concorded -H2301.

H 2087 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the feasibility of using surplus federal property as jails and correctional institutions. 1/1-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ83A; 1/1-Senate-Concorded -SJ158A; 4/2-House-Discharged from the committee on Public Safety -HJ257; 4/6-Senate-Concorded -SJ248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-Senate-Concorded -SJ349.
H 2095 Petition of Louis L. Kafka and Paul R. Haley relative to uninsured motor vehicle coverage. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ88A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ205; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 2096 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Timothy F. O'Leary relative to health insurance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ88A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 2097 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Timothy F. O'Leary relative to health insurance. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ88A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 2099 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to provide for an increase in contributions for costs of training firefighting personnel. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ88A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 2100 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to further regulate the distribution of funds for the cost of training firefighting personnel. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ88A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ163A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2101 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2102 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to visitation rights in divorce actions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 2103 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to require persons possessing knowledge of certain felony crimes to report such knowledge to law enforcement officials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2104 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to restrict the distribution and sale of obscene and violent material and providing for an investigation and study of such materials. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2105 Petition of Barbara E. Gray that provison be made for testimonial privilege between parents and children relative to confidential communications. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2106 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to restrict mediation among the parties involved in domestic violence cases in which vacate or restraining orders are requested. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2107 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and other members of the General Court for legislation further regulating the statute of limitations for filing civil damage suits by minor victims of sexual abuse. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ533; 5/19-Senate-Read; and referred to the Senate committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ514; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ569; 6/1-Senate-Read second; Motion to refer to the Senate committee on Ways and Means pending: Postponed to June 8 -SJ1777; 6/8-SENATE-Pending motion to refer to the Senate committee on Ways and Means negatived - 1 YEAS to 33 NAYS; Amendment pending and laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session -SJ643; 6/22-Senate-Pending amendment rejected - 13 YEAS to 24 NAYS; Amendment pending and laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session -SJ650-657; 6/29-Senate-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ1007; 7/8-SENATE-Postponed to July 22 -SJ1068; 11/16-SENATE-Postponed to December 7 -SJ1399. SENATE-No further action taken.

H 2108 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and Carol C. Cleven relative to the use of force for self-protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2109 Petition of Barbara E. Gray, Pamela P. Resor, Carol C. Cleven and Sally P. Kerans for legislation to establish the battered person syndrome defense and providing for special appeal considerations for
women convicted of killing batterers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2110 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III and Robert D. Wetmore that provision be made for the appointment of an additional court officer in the District Court of Palmer. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2111 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III and Robert D. Wetmore that provision be made for the appointment of an additional assistant clerk in the District Court of Palmer. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2112 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to the payment of certain medical examinations for children who have been physically abused. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 2113 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens, Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Shirley Owens-Hicks relative to protection by the Attorney General of civil rights of persons in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ96A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ171A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 2114 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to extend the time pursuant to which a right authorized by a variance must be exercised. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 2115 Petition of Barbara E. Gray relative to subdivision planning in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 2116 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to regulate appeals under the zoning law in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 2117 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to regulate development impact fees in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5617.

H 2118 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to extend the time pursuant to which an applicant would have to make use of a special permit. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 2119 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to make certain changes in the zoning and subdivision control laws and to further regulate the subdivision of certain land. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 2120 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and David P. Magnani that cities and towns be authorized to create an ordinance or by-law awarding a density bonus to developers under the condition that a percentage of units is allotted for families of low to moderate income. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ99A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 2121 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and David P. Magnani that provision be made for the development of accessory apartments by special permit under the zoning laws in cities and towns. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ100A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ174A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 2122 Petition of Claudia Kelty Edgell that certain humane societies be required to maintain free or low cost spay and neuter clinics for animals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ488.

H 2123 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the posting of carbon monoxide warning signs in skating rinks operated by the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6126.

H 2124 Petition of Paul C. Casey and Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation to clarify inspections at certain animal facilities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ183A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6127.

H 2125 Petition of Paul C. Casey for legislation to prohibit the sale of dogs or cats less than eight weeks of age. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6127.

H 2126 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the practice of ear cropping by registered veterinarians. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6127.

H 2127 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to establish areas of critical scenic preservation and for the acquisition of such
H 2128 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to improve certain state reviews relative to the removal, filling or dredging of bordering waters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H527; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2129 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to applications for permits for solid waste transfer stations by mobile home parks to the Department of Environmental Protection. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -H448; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ468; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2130 Petition of Mark Roosevelt and other members of the General Court for legislation to promote recycling and providing for environmentally accepted packaging. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ109A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ184A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/13-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1642-SJ643.

H 2131 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the issuance of identification cards to non-drivers by the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 2132 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the public safety and transportation of animals. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H603; 6/3-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ181.

H 2133 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to provide for the revocation of firearms licenses of convicted felons by the Commissioner of Public Safety. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2134 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to restrict the use of all terrain vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5741.

H 2135 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to establish a photo identification card system by the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ275; 4/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ410; 4/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ382; 6/11-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; 7/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third, amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ1203; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2136 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and Francis H. Woodward for legislation to further regulate safety devices in the operation of motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5743.

H 2137 Petition of Barbara E. Gray, Patricia D. Jehlen, Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor, Patricia A. Walrath and Francis H. Woodward for legislation to increase the age requirement for use of passenger restraints in motor vehicles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ115A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5743.

H 2138 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and other members of the General Court relative to requiring the use of helmets for children who are passengers on bicycles. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H393; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2139 Petition of Kevin G. Honan relative to the safety of fire fighters operating in buildings of truss design. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

H 2140 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to regulate motor vehicle pursuits by police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

H 2141 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to the suspension of a license to operate a motor vehicle by persons involved in high speed pursuits by police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

H 2142 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Nelson Merced, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to regulate the improper storage of firearms accessible to minors. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ190A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370;
H 2143 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to automatic sprinkler systems in high rise buildings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5744.

H 2144 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens and Shirley Owens-Hicks relative to the public disclosure of criminal offenses committed at educational institutions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ517. 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 2145 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens, Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Shirley Owens-Hicks for legislation to require manufacturers of firearms to provide trigger-locking devices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ116A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 2146 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Robert A. Antonioni relative to retirement credit for public employees for military service. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 2147 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and John J. Binienda for legislation to further regulate collective bargaining for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2148 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and John J. Binienda for legislation to provide for the indemnification of police officers and fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2149 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin P. Blanchette for legislation to regulate the review of accidental death benefits by the Commissioner of Public Employee Retirement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5724.

H 2150 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to define retirement benefits for fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ127A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2151 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to negotiation disputes between the Massachusetts Port Authority and the labor organization representing the employees of the fire department of said authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2152 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation relative to the powers and duties of the Commissioner of Public Employee Retirement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5858.

H 2153 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to repeal the law establishing a maximum salary upon which a retirement allowance may be based. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2154 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to indemnification of governmental employees for legal expenses incidental to the performance of duty. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2155 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to results of competitive examinations for appointments to police and fire forces. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2156 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to injury leave for fire fighters in cities and towns, fire fighters, crash controlman and deputy chief employed by the Massachusetts Port Authority fire department under the provisions of the civil service law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A-203A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2157 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to place the position of permanent crash crewman, lieutenant, captain, boat captain, assistant fire controlman and deputy chief employed by the Massachusetts Port Authority fire department under the provisions of the civil service law. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ202A-203A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1380-S1393.

H 2158 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to heart disease, hypertension, disease of the lungs or respiratory tract to paid fire fighters subsequent to retirement. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ191A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2159 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to establish a career incentive pay program for
fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2160 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to indemnification for members of the Massachusetts Fire Academy. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2161 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the manner of selection of persons eligible and willing to accept appointments or promotions in public service. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2162 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the disability of fire fighters due to exposure to infectious diseases. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2163 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to county retirement systems. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties -HJ583; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2164 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to leave with pay for certain incapacitated fire fighters and police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ128A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2165 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to further regulating investment income and regular interest of the contributory retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5765.

H 2166 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts, Larry F. Giordano and Richard T. Moore for legislation to define civil service suspensions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2167 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to define overtime compensation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2168 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts, Larry F. Giordano and Richard T. Moore for legislation to further define retirement allowances. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 2169 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to require insurance companies to offer "wellness" programs to all employees of the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2170 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Louis L. Kafka relative to mandatory seven week training courses at the Massachusetts Fire Academy for newly appointed fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ203A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2171 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Louis L. Kafka relative to the annual allowances for widows of certain public employees retired for disability. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2172 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Stephen J. Karol relative to civil service examinations for police officers and fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5765.

H 2173 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Stephen J. Karol relative to appointments to the position of inspector in the Department of Public Safety. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2174 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Stephen J. Karol relative to expenses incurred in defense against unfair labor practices. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2175 Petition of Sally P. Kerans for legislation to regulate employees of the Commonwealth or cities and towns involved with state or local pension fund management. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 2176 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to include certain employees in the Department of Public Works in Group 2 of the retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 2177 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III and Robert D. Wetmore relative to the retirement rights of certain call firemen. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.
H 2178 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to the retirement rights of employees of water and/or sewer commissions, authorities and departments. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 2179 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to regulate the contracting of state services affecting public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H4157.

H 2180 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Francis G. Mara for legislation to further regulate reductions in force under the civil service law. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ129A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ831; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1032; 1/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 1/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 2181 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Francis G. Mara for legislation to further regulate the rights of certain terminated fire fighters and police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1393; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1400; 1/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1527; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2182 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Timothy F. O'Leary for legislation to define regional medical panels. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5722.

H 2183 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to further define retirement allowances for employees classified in Group 4 of the contributory retirement system. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 2184 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Alvin E. Thompson relative to the order of certain persons on eligible lists for appointment as fire fighter or police officer. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2185 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to further regulate civil service examinations. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2186 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to regulate the payment of compensation to members of contributory retirement boards. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ204A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2187 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to provide for a hearing for civil service members who have been suspended. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2188 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Bill Owens relative to the decertification of unions under the labor relations law for public employees. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2189 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and other members of the General Court relative to the organization of the National Guard. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2190 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens, Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Shirley Owens-Hicks relative to the organization of the National Guard. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2191 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to further regulate eligibility lists for certain civil service examinations. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2192 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Warren E. Tolman that provision be made for binding arbitration for fire fighters and police officers. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2193 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Daniel J. Valianti relative to expenses incurred in defense of certain actions for incapacitated police officers and fire fighters. 1/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ130A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2194 Petition of Stephen M. Edgell III that certain documents of the General Court be in print seven
days prior to public hearings. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ131A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ205A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2195 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to insuring adequate bond protection for all construction contracts for which bonds are issued in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 2196 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to regulate certain bonds for public agencies for labor, materials, rentals and transportation on construction contracts. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 2197 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to securing the construction of ways and the installation of municipal services. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 2198 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to the impact of the closing of the Belchertown State School on persons with mental retardation. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 2199 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Bill Owens that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to lease a certain parcel of land in the city of Cambridge under the control of the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ139A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; 12/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1521; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments recommended by committee rejected; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1544; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1703; No report from committee.

H 2200 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Bill Owens that the appointments of directors of certain authorities be coterminous with the appointing authority. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2201 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens, Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Shirley Owens-Hicks for legislation to create a child care center at the State House. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 2202 Petition of Francis H. Woodward that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be directed to lease a certain parcel of land to the Veterans of Foreign Wars in the town of Wrentham. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2203 Petition of Francis H. Woodward relative to the establishment of drug-free workplaces in the Commonwealth. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2204 Petition of Francis H. Woodward relative to including private non-profit corporations which receive public funds under the provisions of the open meeting and open records laws. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 2205 Petition of Francis H. Woodward relative to the disposition of surplus public property. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2206 Petition of Francis H. Woodward relative to authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain easement in the town of Norfolk to the Southwood Community Hospital. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ140A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ214A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2207 Petition of David Gordon Wilson for legislation to establish a curb-side parking meter system to be administered by the Department of Revenue. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2208 Petition of Paul C. Casey for legislation to establish a transportation improvements trust fund to be administered by the Department of Revenue. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2209 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to providing for a tax deduction for certain residential property owners. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2210 Petition of Jeffrey J. Hayward for legislation to expedite the collection of property taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ226A; Public
Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2211 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III relative to an appeal from assessment to the Appellate Tax Board. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ226A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2212 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Bill Owens for legislation to restore equity in the taxation of certain banking entities. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2213 Petition filed at the request of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Bill Owens relative to certain property tax exemptions. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2214 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens and Nelson Merced for legislation to exempt certain industrial production and commercial films and videotapes from the sales and use taxes. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2215 Petition of the Professional Fire Fighters of Massachusetts and Warren E. Tolman relative to placing pension liability outside the restrictions of tax proposition two and one-half, so-called. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2216 Petition of Francis H. Woodward for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2217 Petition of Francis H. Woodward relative to providing for a tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ152A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ227A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2218 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and David P. Magnani for legislation to encourage the use of car pools on the Massachusetts Turnpike. 1/1-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ155A; 1/1-Senate-Concurred -SJ229A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2219 Petition of John J. Binienda for legislation to establish uniformity in the deposit of public monies in certain financial institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day to be referred to the House Ways and Means -HJ576; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2220 Petition of John J. Binienda for legislation to revise certain banking laws that apply to credit unions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5803.

H 2221 Petition of John J. Binienda relative to loans by banks to directors, trustees and officers of such institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/12-Senate-Concurred 59-SJ463.

H 2222 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to the by-laws of credit unions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5803.

H 2223 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate mortgage lending. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*, 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ531; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ531; 6/09-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ854; 6/11-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ618; 12/7-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1482; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2224 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, and another for legislation to establish a Massachusetts security for public deposits commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H5001.

H 2225 Petition of Kevin G. Honan relative to the use of collective investment funds and common trust funds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ498.

H 2226 Petition of Edward A. LeLacheur relative to certain bank investment powers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ557; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ931; 7/2-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1032; 9/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1306; 11/6-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; 12/7-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1592; 12/23-House-Engrossed -HJ1511; 12/28-House-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1609; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 319 Acts.
H 2227 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the Cooperative Bank Investment Fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ246A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-SENATE-ACcompanied a new draft, see S1565 -SJ464.

H 2228 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., that provision be made for reimbursement to banks for production of copies from the records, books and accounts of such banks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2229 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to provide equality and increased competition in financial services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-ACcompanied a study resolve, see S1562 -SJ463.

H 2230 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to further regulate certain consumer product pricing practices. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2231 Petition of David B. Cohen, W. Paul White, Byron Rushing, Michael J. Barrett and Edward L. Burke for legislation to limit the testing of employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2232 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate maternity leave. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2233 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to make certain changes in the workers' compensation law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2234 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to requiring the correct pricing of certain consumer goods. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2235 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the use of credit cards for identification purposes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2236 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the disclosure of certain personal information in consumer transactions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2237 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit retaliatory action by employers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2238 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to regulate the advertising of merchandise at sale prices by retail trade stores. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2239 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Labor and Industries to file a list of inspectional districts for industrial, construction and various other specialized operations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2240 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to inspectional districts in the Department of Labor and Industries. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2241 Petition of Peter I. Blute for legislation to further regulate the use of shopping carts, laundry carts, dairy cases, dispenser cases, egg baskets, poultry boxes and certain other containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5590.

H 2242 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish penalties for causing obstruction of entry or departure of medical facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/13-SENATE-ACcompanied a new draft, see S1574 -SJ473.

H 2243 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to encourage participation in treatment programs by persons convicted of driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5589.

H 2244 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for the imposition of capital punishment for the violation of certain drug control laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2245 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to further regulate procedures involving motor vehicle violations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-ACcompanied a study order, see H5442.
H 2246 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to increasing the penalty for the unauthorized use of a motor vehicle from a misdemeanor to a felony. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 2247 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the penalty for malicious breaking of glass. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 2248 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to provide for twenty-five year mandatory sentences for major drug dealers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

H 2249 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to increase the penalties for homicide by use of a motor vehicle. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

H 2250 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to increase the penalties for breaking glass in buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 2251 Petition of David B. Cohen, Frederick E. Berry, Lois G. Pines, Michael J. Barrett and Mary Jane Gibson relative to the specific methods of educating children with special needs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2252 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Emile J. Goguen and another that the Board of Education be required to establish a program to encourage employment of adjustment counsellors for elementary school students. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2253 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to further regulate the school building assistance program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 2254 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Patricia A. Wallath, Douglas W. Petersen and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to provide for a "none of these candidates" line on election ballots. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 2255 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to primary elections. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5968.

H 2256 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide for the training of city and town clerks in conducting elections. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5805.

H 2257 Petition of John F. Cox and William Q. MacLean, Jr., for legislation to promote efficiency in energy company regulations in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 2258 Petition of Richard T. Moore, Peter I. Blute, Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Walter A. DeFilippi for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the compatibility of a mandatory deposit system with competitive, separate recycling programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369; Public Hearing date May 5 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ488; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2259 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide for reimbursement to utility companies for the costs of relocating in the operation of the State Lottery. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2260 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to increase the fine for failure to issue a notice of electrical installation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2261 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Douglas W. Petersen and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to prohibit the use of automatic telephone dialing systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2262 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Emile J. Goguen and another for legislation to further regulate the odds of winning in the operation of the State Lottery. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6143.

H 2263 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to restrict the availability of credit machines at gambling establishments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6143.

H 2264 Petition of Paul Kollios that gambling establishments be required to post notices of compulsive gambling programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SEN-
H 2265 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to establish a board of registration of automotive repair shops. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2266 Petition of J. Michael Ruane and another for legislation to further regulate the sale of certain malt beverages which are sold by the keg. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 11 am*; 3/12-HOUSE-Concurred H2994.


H 2268 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to establish hospital-based distinct part skilled nursing units and clarifying the determination of need for health care facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ264A; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5376.

H 2269 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Marc D. Draisen, Pamela P. Resor, Steven Angelo, Daniel J. Valianti and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to toxic art or craft materials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ272; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2270 Petition of Albert Herren, other members of the House and another relative to the removal of lead paint in residential premises for the prevention of poisoning in children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ264A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 2271 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Marie J. Parente, Daniel J. Valianti and Emile J. Goguen relative to regulating advertisements and solicitations for timeshares. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ268A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H1137.

H 2272 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to provide that housing for the elderly be equipped with air conditioning to meet the needs of elderly persons with respiratory problems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 2273 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to provide for medical care for persons in mental health facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2275.

H 2274 Petition of David B. Cohen relative to providing appropriate medical care for persons in mental health facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H743; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2275 Petition of David B. Cohen and Paul Kollios for legislation to further regulate community services for certain patients of the Department of Mental Health and the Department of Mental Retardation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H935 and H2273; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2276 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for child care linkage. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ271A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Accompanied by H702; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2277 Petition of John F. Cox and another relative to the apportionment of costs and attorneys’ fees between clients and the Commonwealth under certain programs of the Department of Public Welfare. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ271A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2278 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Jeffrey J. Hayward, Marie J. Parente, Daniel J. Valianti and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to provide assistance to families with disabled children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2279 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to establish an alternative temporary shelter program for leased housing units by the Department of Public Welfare. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ271A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2280 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to enhance the availability of health and social services
H 2281 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to life care, continuing care, and certain other residential long term care services for the elderly. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2668; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2282 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to modify successor liability for providers of services in certain programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 1/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6207.

H 2283 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to establish a program for the purpose of identifying unmet needs for human services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ271A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2284 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to facilitate access to community based services for elderly and disabled persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2285 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to enable human services providers to offer health insurance to their employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S547; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2286 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to maximize federal Medicaid revenues to the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1149; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2287 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to establish a program of short-term disability assistance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2288 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to establish a task force to develop and implement procedures for the treatment of dual diagnosis. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2289 Petition of Paul Kollios that the Department of Correction be required to establish residential substance abuse programs in facilities of said department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ258; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2290 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to limiting payments to private human service vendors for administrative services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2291 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the protection of persons seeking or receiving treatment for substance abuse, mental illness or certain other conditions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SE-NATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 2292 Petition of Paul Kollios that the Secretary of Human Services be directed to develop and implement a plan for employment training for persons with disabilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2293 Petition of Paul Kollios that the Secretary of Human Services be directed to develop and implement a respite service plan for persons with disabilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by H370 and H1148; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2294 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the membership of the Advisory Council for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ287A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ272A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; Postponed to the next session -HJ366; 4/28-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ410; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1032; 9/24-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1292;
H 2295 Petition of Paul Kollios, Bill Owens, Barbara Hildt and Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to provide literacy programs in shelters for the homeless. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2296 Petition of Paul Kollios, Bill Owens, Christopher J. Hodgkins and David P. Magnani for legislation to provide general relief payments for persons discharged from institutions under the Department of Mental Health and the Department of Mental Retardation. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by H745 and H1150; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2297 Petition of Paul Kollios And David P. Magnani relative to facilitating the transition of AFDC recipients to paid employment. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1907 and H3172; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2298 Petition of Paul Kollios, David P. Magnani and Bill Owens relative to the personal needs allowance for certain patients in mental hospitals of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1907 and H3172; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2299 Petition of Paul Kollios and David P. Magnani for legislation to prevent the fraudulent receipt of welfare benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1907 and H3172; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ302; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -S1610-1611; 1/5-93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendments -HJ1552; Enacted -HJ1554; 1/5-93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S1661; 1/14-93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 411 Acts.

H 2300 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the General Court relative to nursing home waiting lists. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2086; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2301 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the General Court relative to nursing home waiting lists. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2086; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2302 Petition of Paul Kollios and John E. McDonough for legislation to extend the coverage for substance abuse treatment to certain elderly and disabled persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1272A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2303 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the General Court relative to eligibility for elderly home care services. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S555, H1145 and H2829; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2304 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the General Court relative to services available through the elder home care program. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by S568, H567 and H1144; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2305 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the House that the Executive Office of Elder Affairs be directed to establish a program utilizing volunteers to provide respite care and related services for certain elderly persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by H569; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2306 Petition of Paul Kollios and David B. Cohen relative to the Disabled Persons Protection Commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5350.

H 2307 Petition of Paul Kollios and David B. Cohen relative to the authority of the Disabled Persons Protection Commission to obtain certain information. 1/2-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5350.

Orders of the Day; Read third; Amendment adopted; SJsl610-1611; 1/5-93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendments -HJ1552; Enacted -HJ1554; 1/5-93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S1661; 1/14-93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 411 Acts.
H 2306 Petition of Paul Kollios, John E. McDonough, Patricia D. Jehlen and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to achieve compliance by certain mental health facilities with standards of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ273A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2309 Petition of Paul Kollios and Bill Owens for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the quality of care in the purchase of human services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ273A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ583; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2310 Petition of Paul Kollios, David P. Magnani and Bill Owens for legislation to provide for literacy instruction in correctional facilities of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ273A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ258; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 2311 Petition of Paul Kollios, John E. McDonough, Barbara Hildt and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to document the need for community housing for persons with mental illness. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ273A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ258; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 2312 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the General Court relative to the development of a comprehensive family support plan for persons with disabilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ273A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5537.

H 2313 Petition of Michael Ruanne that provision be made for direct rent payments to landlords by the Department of Public Welfare on behalf of welfare recipients. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ273A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 2314 Petition of David B. Cohen relative to insurance offered by telephone companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ929; 7/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ931.

H 2315 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to provide insurance coverage for children born with craniofacial anomalies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ351; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2316 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to provide insurance coverage for the administration and cost of aerosolized pentamididine when prescribed for the treatment or prevention of pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 2317 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to further protect elderly citizens in meeting their health care and life insurance needs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5498.

H 2318 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to provide for jury trials in certain actions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 2319 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to authorize courts to award attorneys' fees to petitioners in consumer actions who prevail out of court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 2320 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to authorize certain abortions with consent of a parent. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2321 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to allow the dissemination of reproductive health information and the sale of reproductive health services and improved access to contraceptives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 6/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to engross; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ863; 6/16-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1629; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2322 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the collection of fraudulent checks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2323 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Sally P. Kerans, Barbara Hildt, Patricia D. Jehlen, Emile J. Goguen and others for legislation to protect the liberty of incapacitated persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the
Petition of Paul Kollios, Bill Owens and Barbara Hildt relative to the detention of juveniles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ381; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to clarify certain provisions relative to the statute of fraud in certain credit agreements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray, Marie-Louise Kehoe, Edward P. Kirby, Bruce E. Farr, Robert D. Hawke, Robert A. Antonioni and others relative to the defense of obscenity charges in certain court proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray, Marie-Louise Kehoe, Edward P. Kirby, Bruce E. Farr, Robert D. Hawke and others for legislation to further define the dissemination of obscene matter. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the dissemination of obscene matter. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to regulate the form and approval of deeds by justices in the Land Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of J. Michael Ruane and another for legislation to establish the judicial automation commission for the acceleration of the Trial and Appellate courts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/18-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to establish the birthday of John F. Kennedy as a legal holiday. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition filed at the request of Margaret Crowdis for legislation to regulate the form and approval of deeds by justices in the Land Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition filed at the request of Margaret Crowdis relative to descent and distribution under the law regulating wills and estates of deceased persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to increase the financing authority of cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 10 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court relative to the testing of homes for the presence of radon gas and other health hazards. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Mary Jane Gibson for legislation to promote recycling, waste reduction and composting in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and another that the Water Resources Authority be directed to make an investigation and study of the controlled ocean feeding of electron-treated sludge for ocean productivity enhancement. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and another that the Water Resources Authority be directed to make an investigation and study of the controlled ocean feeding of electron-treated sludge for ocean productivity enhancement. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.

Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to clarify the innocent owner defense of the Commonwealth's hazardous waste cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/18-Senate-Report accepted -S1642-S1643.
H 2341 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that provision be made for the issuance without charges of hunting and fishing licenses to persons sixty-two years of age and older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 2342 Petition of J. Michael Ruane and another relative to the commercial use of toxic chemicals used to promote the growth of lawns, shrubs or other flora. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 2343 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to exempt the host city from the assessment of costs incurred in the construction, operation or use of certain sewerage treatment facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second; Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ412; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2344 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to limit the eminent domain powers of the South Essex Sewerage District. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second; Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ412; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2345 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a comprehensive traffic safety education program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2346 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a state bicycle program office. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2347 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Emile J. Goguen and another for legislation to further regulate the illegal sale of firearms. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ368; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2348 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Daniel J. Valianti and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to provide for issuance by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles of temporary handicapped plates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ276.

H 2349 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Marie J. Parente and Emile J. Goguen for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the testing of drivers of motor vehicles in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; 303A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 2350 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to further regulate the issuance of disabled American veterans number plates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2351 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to further regulate the enforcement of handicapped parking restrictions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2352 Petition of Richard T. Moore and Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to further regulate the installation of automatic sprinkler systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2353 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati relative to towing motor vehicles other than during snow removal. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2354 Petition of J. Michael Ruane and another for legislation to regulate the playing of radio and sound systems during the operation of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 2355 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to further regulate the penalties for so-called “out of service” motor vehicle violations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2356 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the license plates issued to certain officials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 2357 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to require persons jogging on public ways after dusk to wear reflectors or reflective material on their outside clothing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to
pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ448.

H 2358 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that provision be made for the security, testing and supplying of power to smoke detectors located within a rental dwelling unit. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ803; 6/3-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ811.

H 2359 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to further regulate penalties for the violation of regulations governing the transportation of unsafe materials on certain highways. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 3/23-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ803; 3/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ173; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2360 Petition filed at the request of James A. Lack that the State Retirement Board be directed to increase retirement allowances payable to Ruth E. Lack. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2361 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit certain consulting contracts by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied H4157.

H 2362 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to increase the annual allowance for widows of certain public employees retired for disability. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2363 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the election of retirement options by public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2364 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that civil service appointing authorities be authorized to summons witnesses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2365 Petition of J. Michael Ruane, Peter A. Vellucci and Michael LoPresti, Jr., relative to determining the amount of cost-of-living adjustments in retirement allowances, pensions and annuities of retired public employees and certain beneficiaries. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2366 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to regulating appointments within the staff of the militia of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2367 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to increasing the cost-of-living adjustment for certain retired public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2368 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to creditable service for retirement purposes in the Massachusetts National Guard. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 2369 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the rights of retired public employees subsequently restored to active service. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2370 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Patricia A. Walrath, Marc D. Draisen, Patricia D. Jehlen and Emile J. Goguen for the adoption of resolutions ratifying the proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United States prohibiting discrimination on account of sex. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2371 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the House for legislation to make certain changes to the Architectural Access Board. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 3/25-HOUSE- Accompanied by SJ150; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2372 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Marc D. Draisen and Patricia D. Jehlen for legislation to establish a Massachusetts commission on the status of women. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 3/25-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2373 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that legislators be authorized to request certain reports from the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H821.

H 2374 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require legislative approval for all fees established by the Secretary of Administration. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ475; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2375 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that members of the General Court be authorized to request certain reports from the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/25-HOUSE- Accompanied H821.
H 2376 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the employment of legislative agents within agencies and departments of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2377 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit “lame duck” appointments by the Governor of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2378 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to the taxation of banks and other financial institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2379 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to provide for a tax credit for the testing and abatement of radon gas. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2380 Petition of John R. McCarthy and Edward G. Connolly relative to the classification of property in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2381 Petition of Edward G. Connolly and Thomas F. Birmingham relative to real estate tax exemptions, the valuation of property, payments in lieu of taxes and the sale or lease of certain property. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2382 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and Jeffery J. Hayward that real and personal property of charitable mental health corporations be exempt from taxation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2383 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Jeffery J. Hayward, Marc D. Draisen, Patricia D. Jehlen and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to require all non-federal tax expenditures to be limited to three years. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2384 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, J. James Marzilli, Jr., Emile J. Goguen and another for legislation to exclude certain special need costs from the limitations of tax proposition two and one-half, so-called. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2385 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to clarify the tax laws of the Commonwealth with respect to trusts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2386 Petition of Paul Kollies for legislation to include disabled persons under the property tax exemption law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2387 Petition of Richard T. Moore, Peter Forman, Marie-Louise Kehoe, John F. Cox and Robert H. Marsh for legislation to make certain exemptions in the state tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2388 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the taxation of certain corporations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2389 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to exempt from the Massachusetts income tax certain scholarships and fellowship grants taxed federally. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2390 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide a limited exemption from the income tax for paraplegic and quadriplegic persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2391 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray that provision be made for a limited exemption from real property taxes for paraplegic and quadriplegic persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2392 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to exempt all public annuities, pensions, endowments and retirement funds from taxation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2393 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to increase the exemptions under the estate tax of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ327A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2394 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that the Department of Revenue be directed to establish a taxpayer assistance office in the city of Salem. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2395 Petition of J. Michael Ruane that real estate taxes of certain persons who have attained the age of seventy be frozen at the present level. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2396 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to property tax exemptions for certain persons over sixty-five years of age. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -
H 2397 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to exempting from the income tax the income of persons in the armed forces of the United States who are stationed outside the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2398 Petition filed at the request of Margaret Crowdis that the Department of Revenue be directed to establish a will alternative publication on income tax forms. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2399 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to impose a gross receipts tax on leased vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2400 Petition of David B. Cohen relative to expenses of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority Advisory Board. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ230; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ240.

H 2401 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to require the installation of street lighting along Route 128. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 2402 Petition of Peter L. Blute relative to the servicing of automatic teller machines of banking institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 4/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ502.

H 2403 Petition of John F. Cox relative to mutual bank holding companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5802.

H 2404 Petition of John F. Cox relative to establishing smoking policies in the workplace. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2405 Petition of John F. Cox and another relative to the notification of injuries by employers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2406 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to impose a moratorium on the elimination of automotive service bay facilities used for the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2407 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to prohibit employers from restricting the off duty use of tobacco products by employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied H179.

H 2408 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to further regulate the exclusion or modification of warranties of certain consumer goods and services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ248A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2409 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson, Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Bill Owens for legislation to establish a minority business development fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2410 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Peter A. Vellucci and Bill Owens for legislation to establish an employment and training program for the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2411 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, other members of the General Court and others for legislation to establish an employment leave insurance program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2412 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to changing the Office of Manpower Affairs to the office of economic affairs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2413 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to further regulate the opening of retail stores and shops on Sundays. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2414 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the economic monitoring group within the industrial services program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ233A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2415 Petition of the Committee to Restore Traditional Morality and Philip Travis for legislation to repeal certain provisions of law relative to sexual orientation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2416 Petition of Kevin J. Leach, Bruce E. Tarr, Marianne Brenton, James R. Henry and Robert C. Buell for legislation to provide for the establishment of a charter for Essex County. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ275A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 3/11-Senate-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2417 Petition of Peter I. Blute for legislation to impose penalties for destruction to public property resulting from riots in prisons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 2418 Petition of John F. Cox that provision be made for capital punishment for certain persons convicted of first degree murder. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ243A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2419 Petition of John F. Cox relative to multiple convictions for sexual offenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 2420 Petition of Francis H. Woodward for legislation to regulate the blood alcohol threshold and the presumption of driving while intoxicated. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2421 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the transportation of school children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ263A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2422 Petition of John F. Cox that provision be made for the Commonwealth to assume and pay all mandated costs of special education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ263A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2423 Petition of John F. Cox that provision be made for the Commonwealth to assume and pay for certain capital outlay projects under the school building assistance program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ263A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 2424 Petition of John F. Cox that provision be made for the Commonwealth to assume and pay fifty per cent of the costs associated with agricultural education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ263A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2425 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the issuance to students of records of scores of intelligence quotient and achievement tests. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2426 Petition of Paul Kollios that the Board of Education be directed to establish a uniform entrance age for kindergarten and first grade in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2642 and H4070; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2427 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to regulate physical education in the public schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2428 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Marianne Brenton for legislation to regulate school building assistance programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2429 Petition of Francis H. Woodward for legislation to provide transportation for students of the Norfolk, Essex and Bristol County agricultural high schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2430 Petition of John F. Cox that certain towns be authorized to conduct voter registration sessions in various locations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 5/4-Senate-Accompanied S296 -SJ387.

H 2431 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the party enrollment of unenrolled voters at primary elections. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ253A; 30-HOUSE-Accompanied H714.

H 2432 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to election officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied H4079.

H 2433 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to promote efficiency in energy company regulations in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 2434 Petition of Peter I. Blute relative to the issuance of liquor purchase identification cards. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred SJ260A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.
H 2435 Petition of John F. Cox that the Board of Registration of Real Estate Brokers and Salesmen be directed to issue a real estate brokers license to William G. Riley of the city of Lowell. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ867; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ883; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1664; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session, Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ994; 6/29-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ921; 6/29-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1014; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ921; 6/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1019; 7/14 Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 116 Acts.

H 2436 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to increase the fine for failure to issue a notice of electrical installation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2437 Petition of John F. Cox, relative to advertising the prices of alcoholic beverages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2438 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to prohibit unauthorized communication by facsimile machines. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ275A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2439 Petition of John F. Cox, relative to certain birth, marriage and death records. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2440 Petition of Emily Oliver and Barbara Gardner, relative to further regulating the conduct of dog racing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 2441 Petition of Paul Kollows for legislation to further regulate issuance of death certificates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2442 Petition of William F. Cass and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate the retention of hospital and clinic medical records. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ279A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ272; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ290; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 2443 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the confidentiality of HIV tests. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ279A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5966.

H 2444 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require hospitals to notify police officers, fire fighters and other persons who have had contact with patients suffering from certain diseases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2445 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to further regulate the rights of providers of medical assistance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 2446 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson, Peter A. Vellucci and Bill Owens that the Department of Public Health be authorized to establish a program of medical care and assistance for pregnant women and minors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H3582.

H 2447 Petition of Albert Herren and other members of the General Court for legislation to standardize utilization review programs for medical records. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2448 Petition of Albert Herren and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate charges and provide for the financing of health care services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ200; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ209.

H 2449 Petition of Albert Herren and other members of the General Court for legislation to repeal the determination of need law for health care facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5376.

H 2450 Petition of Paul Kollows for legislation to further regulate the issuance of burial certificates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ272; 4/6-HOUSE-
Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ290; 4/28-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ396; 4/29-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1397A; 6/9-Senate-Reporting date extended to July 10 -S1608; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S11650; No further action taken.

H 2451 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan, David P. Magnani and another for legislation to improve prenatal care. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1265A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/6-House-Accompanied H2064.

H 2452 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan that the Department of Public Health be directed to promulgate rules and regulations for the licensing of sterilization clinics. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1265A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/28-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 2453 Petition of Francis H. Woodward relative to the construction of a professional office building in the town of Norfolk. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1265A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/2-House-Discharged to the committee on State Administration -HJ122; 3/3-Senate-Concurred -S1116; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/4-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ882; 6/8-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ831; House-No further action taken.

H 2454 Petition of Peter J. Blute for legislation to require the Department of Mental Health to privatize certain laundry services at institutions under the control of said department. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 2455 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to improve the quality of home care program services for the elderly. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-Senate-Accompanied by S592; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; House-No further action taken.

H 2456 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson, Peter A. Vellucci and Bill Owens that qualified independent clinical social workers be authorized to perform certain forensic examinations. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1273A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 6/11-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5797.

H 2457 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, other members of the General Court and others relative to comprehensive care for the treatment, early intervention and treatment of substance abuse among pregnant and parent- ing women. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1273A-274A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/13-House-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ312; 4/14-Senate-Concurred -S1305; House-No further action taken.

H 2458 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, other members of the General Court and others relative to the treatment and care of substance abusing pregnant women. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1274A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/29-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5531.

H 2459 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, other members of the General Court and others for legislation to establish a public guardianship commission. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1274A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/13-House-Accompanied by H749; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; House-No further action taken.

H 2460 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, other members of the General Court and others relative to the restoration of Medicaid benefits for residents of nursing homes and for certain adolescent persons. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1274A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/13-House-Accompanied by H3018, H3170 and H9196; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; House-No further action taken.

H 2461 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the House for legislation to provide employment services for persons graduating from high school or turning twenty-two. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1274A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/13-House-Accompanied by S561 and S591; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; House-No further action taken.

H 2462 Petition of Paul Kollios and David P. Magnani for legislation to establish in the office of the Treasurer of the Commonwealth a separate fund to be known as the "Trust Fund for Head Injury Treatment Services". 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1274A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/26-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5705.

H 2463 Petition of Paul Kollios and other members of the General Court relative to the monitoring and oversight of human service programs. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1274A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/29-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5530.

H 2464 Petition of Paul Kollios, Christopher J. Hodgkins, David P. Magnani, Frederick E. Berry and Bill Owens for legislation to create a committee on the purchase of workshop commodities and services to persons with disabilities. 1/2-House-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ289A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -S1274A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/26-House-Accompanied by S588; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ584; House-No further action taken.
H 2466 Petition of Paul Kollios and David B. Cohen relative to the regulation of motor vehicle insurance policies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5528.

H 2467 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5528.

H 2468 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation relative to the credit life, accident and health and involuntary unemployment insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5528.

H 2469 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation relative to credit involuntary unemployment insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 2470 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the regulation of auto body referrals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 2471 Petition of John F. Cox and another for legislation to eliminate the coordination of certain benefits provided under the motor vehicle insurance laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 2472 Petition of John F. Cox and another for legislation to equalize the effects of motor vehicle insurance coordination of benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 2473 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to authorize domestic mutual life insurance companies to convert to a stock form of ownership. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 2474 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 2475 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to improve access to mental health services under the insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 2476 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to improve access to mental health services under the insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 2477 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 2478 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 2479 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 2480 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 2481 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ278A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 2482 Petition of John F. Cox that the Auditor of the Commonwealth be directed to conduct an independent audit of motor vehicle insurance policies issued under the assigned risk plan. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 2483 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require the offering of health care insurance to include welfare benefit plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on
H 2484 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and other members of the General Court for legislation to prohibit discrimination in insurance policies issued or renewed after September first, nineteen hundred and eighty-eight. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 2485 Petition of Albert Herren and other members of the General Court for legislation to require insurance companies to collect copayments and deductibles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 2486 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the examination of auto damage appraisers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Feb 22 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 2487 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to further regulate automobile insurance surcharges. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H5906.

H 2488 Petition of David P. Magnani that health maintenance organizations be prohibited from requiring members to use designated providers for the purchase of prescription drugs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ294A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H5906.

H 2489 Petition of Francis H. Woodward and David H. Locke relative to the operation of motor vehicles equipped with ignition interlock devices and the reduction of automobile insurance premiums. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H5818; 4/23-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ1511.

H 2490 Petition of William F. Cass and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate subpoenas of hospital medical records. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/26-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H5698.

H 2491 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require that notice be filed with lienholders on certain storage and other fees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ299A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2492 Petition of John F. Cox and another for legislation to clarify the obligation of attorneys relative to the trust accounts of clients. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Report recommended NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ381.

H 2493 Petition of John F. Cox and another relative to damages for unfair or deceptive acts or practices. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2494 Petition of John F. Cox and another for legislation to regulate the issuance of notices on foreclosure sales. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ151; 5/15-HOUSE-Second read and ordered to a third reading -HJ51; 6/15-HOUSE-Third read (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ66; 6/16-HOUSE-Reported; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ629; 7/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1096; 7/8-SENATE-Second read and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 12/16-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1521; 12/17-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1426; 12/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1533; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 287 Acts.

H 2495 Petition of John F. Cox and another for legislation to regulate the appointment of counsels in certain misdemeanor cases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2496 Petition of John f. Cox for legislation to reduce the number of days in final actions for divorce. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H5949.

H 2497 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide for the videotaping of booking procedures when a person is charged with driving while intoxicated. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H5715.
H 2498 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the appointment of the Commissioner of Probation and the chief probation officers in the courts of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2499 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to further clarify small claims procedures for property damage caused by motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2505; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2500 Petition of John F. Cox relative to convictions for the use or sale of controlled substances which take place in the homes of children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2501 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the powers and duties of constables in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 2502 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to establish a local option probation fund to be administered by the Treasurer and Receiver-General of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ284A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2503 Petition of John F. Cox relative to multiple offenses of driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2504 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to clarify publication requirements for the sale of real estate after a court decree. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 2505 Petition of John F. Cox and another for legislation to further clarify small claims procedures. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H2499.

H 2506 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the liability of operators of railroads at gate crossings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 2507 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to exempt landowners from liability for injuries incurred by persons operating vehicles on the property of such landowners. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 2508 Petition of Paul Kollios for a legislative amendment to the Constitution providing for the abolition of the Council and the appointment of certain officers by the Governor with the consent of the Senate. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ391; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ443.

H 2509 Petition of Dolores S. V. Timbas and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to religious freedom and tolerance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 2510 Petition filed at the request of Michael Couture for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to require the election of all judges within the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 2511 Petition of Thomas F. Reilly and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to regulate the revocation of bail in certain court proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ300A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ391; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 2512 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to include federal regulations for the construction of amateur radio antenna structures under the zoning law in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ391; 5/4-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ443.

H 2513 Petition of Paul Kollios, Kevin O'Sullivan and William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to establish the central Massachusetts recreation district. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5657.

H 2514 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Robert C. Buell (by vote of the town) that the town of Rockport be authorized to grant a driveway exemption over a section of watershed land in said town. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ259; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2515 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Robert C. Buell (by vote of the town) that the town of Rockport be authorized to grant a driveway exemption over a section of watershed land in said town. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ259; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 2515 Petition of John F. Cox that the Department of Environmental Protection be directed to promulgate rules and regulations for vapor recovery control systems dispensing fuel into motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2517 and H4531; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ348; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2516 Petition of John F. Cox for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the cost of admission to non-profit agricultural fairs where horse racing is conducted. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 2517 Petition of John F. Cox relative to air quality and the vapor recovery control system for fuel pumps. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H2515.

H 2518 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson, Peter A. Vellucci and Bill Owens that the Department of Environmental Management be authorized to provide for the rehabilitation and restoration of Orchard Park in the city of Boston. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

H 2519 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to regulate the cutting of trees by the Metropolitan District Commission and the Water Resource Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ489; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ468; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2520 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the licensing of school bus drivers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2521 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to the membership of the Board of Directors of the Water Resources Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 2522 Petition of John F. Cox and another for legislation to clarify the offense of operating a motor vehicle after the suspension or revocation of an operator's license. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2523 Petition of John F. Cox and another that the Secretary of Public Safety be directed to establish rules and regulations for operators of breathalyzer devices. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 2524 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the suspension of a license to operate a motor vehicle by persons involved in high speed pursuits by police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5718.

H 2525 Petition of John F. Cox relative to high speed pursuits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5718.

H 2526 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to repeal the law providing for the suspension of motor vehicle licenses upon conviction of violations of the controlled substances law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2527 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to regulate the use of all-terrain vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5741.

H 2528 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the licensing of school bus drivers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ303A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 2529 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the safety of residents of housing developments for elderly and disabled persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 2530 Petition of David P. Magnani that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be authorized to include blood
type on the licenses of operators of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ331; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2531 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Robert C. Buell for legislation to require operators of public transportation vehicles to receive first aid training. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ281.

H 2532 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to provide for the issuance of bullet proof vests to municipal police departments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 2533 Petition of Peter I. Blute for legislation to require the Secretary of Administration and Finance to provide the House of Representatives and Senate with a list of all state employees and their corresponding salaries. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2534 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to improve the contracting rights for municipal health care insurance coverage. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2535 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to establish certain creditable service for retirement purposes for certain persons having served in the Cadet Nurse Corps during World War II. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 2536 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to prohibit the collection of service fees from certain employees of the Commonwealth under the collective bargaining law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2537 Petition of Kevin G. Honan that provision be made for the annual adjustment of retirement allowances payable to persons gainfully employed after retirement for disability, 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2538 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to establish a commission on public safety employees line of duty death benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 2539 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to provide cost-of-living increases for certain retired public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ325A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2540 Petition of Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate retirement for members in Group 4 of the contributory retirement law for public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 2541 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to further regulate pensions for court officers who have attained sixty-five years of age. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2542 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the retirement rights of certain public employees who have attained the age of seventy. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 2543 Petition of Paul Kollios and William Constantino, Jr., relative to requiring the posting of vacancies in certain public offices and positions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2544 Petition of Paul Kollios and William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the hiring of employees in the toll collection division of the Turnpike Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2545 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to spousal consent of selection of retirement options. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H4161.

H 2546 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Marianne Brenton relative to the compensation of members of the General Court and their staff. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2547 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to prohibit legislators from receiving state retirement benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2548 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr relative to retirement benefits for members of the General Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public
H 2549 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Marianne Brenton for legislation to require certain legislative bills to be accompanied by cost estimates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2550 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, Nancy H. Evans and Marianne Brenton for a legislative amendment to the Constitution limiting the annual session of the General Court to a period of six months. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ1394; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

H 2551 Petition of Peter I. Blute relative to further regulating the internal controls of public authorities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2552 Petition of Peter I. Blute, Robert H. Marsh, Gary M. Coon and Mary Jane McKenna relative to the private management of the Hynes Convention Center and the Boston Common Garage. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2553 Petition of John F. Cox relative to reimbursement by the Commonwealth for legal costs incurred by cities and towns under the law regulating state mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2554 Petition of Barbara E. Gray relative to the installation of water saving devices in buildings owned and operated by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2555 Petition of Paul Kollios that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to make an investigation and study of acquiring a site for a central Massachusetts state office building in the city of Worcester. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2556 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to require the posting of public notices prior to the filling of certain public positions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Excused a study order, see H6129.

H 2557 Petition of Paul Kollios, Kevin O'Sullivan and William Constantino, Jr., relative to further regulating fees of the Department of Environmental Management. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ475; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2558 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to lease a building located on Water Street in the town of Framingham for the purpose of house-ahing homeless families. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2559 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, Nancy H. Evans and Marianne Brenton for legislation to establish a system of periodic review and for the termination, continuation, or reestablishment of certain state agencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Excused a study order, see H3810.

H 2560 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to require the posting of public notices prior to the filling of certain public positions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Excused a study order, see H5620.

H 2561 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to authorize special obligation bonds of the Commonwealth for improvement to the State Pier in the city of Gloucester. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2562 Petition of Peter I. Blute relative to returning a portion of the sales tax revenue to the city or town from which it was generated. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2563 Petition of Peter I. Blute that the sales tax revenue collected on motor vehicles be returned to cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2564 Petition of Peter I. Blute for legislation to increase property tax exemptions for veterans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2565 Petition of Peter I. Blute for legislation to prohibit the increase of real estate taxes of persons sixty-eight years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2566 Petition of John F. Cox relative to real property tax exemptions for certain persons seventy years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
on Taxation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2567 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide a limited exemption from the state income tax for certain elderly renters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2568 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the taxation of banks and other financial institutions. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2569 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to exempt from the sales tax motor vehicles purchased by blind veterans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/7- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ498; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ498.

H 2570 Petition of John F. Cox relative to certain liens on real estate and future interests. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/7- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ483.

H 2571 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide a limited exemption from the real property tax for paraplegics and quadriplegics. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2572 Petition of John F. Cox relative to certain liens on real estate and future interests. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/7 -HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ483.

H 2573 Petition of Paul Kollios for legislation to provide property tax relief for small businesses. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ328A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2574 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the promotion of exports by small and medium-sized Massachusetts firms. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2575 Petition of M. Joseph Manning that the Department of Revenue be prohibited from assisting cities and towns with data management or computer assisted appraisal programs. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2576 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, Nancy H. Evans and Marianne Brenton relative to an income tax exemption for paraplegics and quadriplegics. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2577 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, Marianne Brenton and Nancy H. Evans for legislation to establish a deduction from the state income tax for the payment of certain college student tuitions. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2578 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to authorize one hundred percent funding by the Commonwealth for projects on certain local roads. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE- Concurred - SJ340A; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5864.

H 2579 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Alvin E. Thompson and Bill Owens relative to the program established to assist certain small businesses in areas affected by transportation enhancement activities of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ391-392; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ385; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading - HJ665; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5838 - H884.

H 2580 Petition of Paul Kollios that the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction be authorized to provide assistance to neighborhoods impacted by the Route 146 Massachusetts Turnpike interchange project. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ238; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2581 Petition of M. Joseph Manning and W. Paul White that the Department of Public Works be directed to install traffic control signals on Blue Hill Avenue at Oak Street in the town of Milton. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ551; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1282; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1308; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ1392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1505; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 2582 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan, Marie-Louise Keboe, Christopher M. Lane and another for legislation to prohibit the construction of any privately owned buildings on certain land owned by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 2583 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Alvin E. Thompson, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for payment from the state treasury of a
certain sum of money to Pacita Bradford and Pearl Jackson-Holden for services performed as parole officers in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ358A; 8/6-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1105; 8/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S1215; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1672; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Resolve passed -HJ1571; 1/5/93-SENATE-Resolve passed and laid before the Governor -SJ1695; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 2 Resolves.

H 2584 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Marianne Brenton for a legislative amendment to the Constitution further regulating the budget of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Ways and Means -HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ342A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ395; 5/4-HOUSE-Resolve Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

H 2585 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, Nancy H. Evans and Marianne Brenton for legislation to establish all budgets of the Commonwealth as zero based budgets. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Ways and Means -HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ342A; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ453; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2586 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the issuance of small loan banking licenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1569 -SJ472.

H 2587 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the return of paid small loan notes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1569 -SJ472.

H 2588 Petition of the Massachusetts Laborers' District Council, Daniel E. Bosley, Robert D. Wetmore and others for legislation to further regulate the training of workers engaged in the cleanup of hazardous waste. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2589 Petition of the International Brotherhood of Boilermakers and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to require the payment of prevailing wages on certain environmental projects. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Resolve accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2590 Petition of the Excavating & Building Material Teamsters, Chauffeurs & Helpers, and Suzanne M. Bump relative to the payment of wages of operators of rented motor vehicle equipment. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ569; 6/3-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ814; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2591 Petition of the Excavating & Building Material Teamsters, Chauffeurs & Helpers, and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to provide for the payment of certain wages to the drivers of concrete trucks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ569; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2592 Petition of Local 4, IUCO, AFL-CIO, Suzanne M. Bump, Daniel E. Bosley, Lois G. Pines and another that provision be made for equity in the awarding of certain contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2593 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Suzanne M. Bump and Lois G. Pines for legislation to further regulate the solicitation of charitable funds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Resolve accompanied a new draft, see H5737.

H 2594 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and other members of the House relative to electronic monitoring. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ249A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1572 -SJ472.

H 2595 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to protect private employees who report certain practices of their employers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/24-HOUSE-Resolved a new draft, see H5143.

H 2596 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to protect public employees who report certain practices of their employers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/24-HOUSE-Resolved a new draft, see H5144.

H 2597 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Daniel E. Bosley, Stephen M. Brewer, David P. Magnani and Robert M. Koczera for legislation to streamline business permit and licensing services and reduce paperwork for businesses in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Resolved by H1459, H2763, H3861 and H4057; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ352; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 2598 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Stephen M. Brewer and Robert M. Koczera relative to investigations and the reporting of safety violations in the workplace. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ576; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2599 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump that food service establishments be required to disclose the weight and capacity of food and beverage containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2600 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and David P. Magnani for legislation to prohibit termination of certain so-called at-will employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2601 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump Stephen M. Brewer and David P. Magnani for legislation to prohibit retaliation and other wrongful actions by employers. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2602 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to provide for the payment of unemployment compensation benefits to employees subjected to a lockout. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2603 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to further protect injured or ill employees in the workplace. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2604 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to clarify the duties of the Department of Labor and Industries and to further clarify employer sanctions for failure to give notice of continuation of employee health insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2605 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and Robert M. Koczera for legislation to provide for an interpreter to work without compensation. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ815; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2607 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump relative to the cancellation of dating services contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -H1810; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2608 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and Robert M. Koczera relative to apprentice training under the Department of Labor and Industries. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2609 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Daniel E. Bosley, David P. Magnani and Robert M. Koczera relative to the child labor laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied by S61; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ352; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2610 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and Stephen M. Brewer relative to the penalty for requiring a person to work without compensation. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ250A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/13-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ184; 3/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ219; 4/6-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ250; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 2611 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump relative to changing the statute of limitations for filing nonpayment of wage complaints. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/13-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ184; 3/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ219; 4/6-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to April 13 -SJ251; 4/13-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading -SJ295; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 2612 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Daniel E. Bosley, Stephen M. Brewer, David P. Magnani and Robert M. Koczera for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to competitiveness and innovation for the expansion of business and job growth. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3689; Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -H1390; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 2613 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Lois G. Pines, Daniel E. Bosley, David P. Magnani, Robert M. Koczera and another relative to employment and training programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; Hearing date Apr 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2614 Petition of the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists, AFL-CIO, and Suzanne M. Bump relative to freedom of employment in the broadcasting industry. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2615 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council, Suzanne M. Bump, Susan M. Tracy and another relative to the child labor laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2616 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to further reduce the cost of administrative compliance with the Commonwealth's civil rights laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2617 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to further reduce the cost of administrative compliance with the Commonwealth's civil rights laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2618 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to allow the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination to assess costs after a finding of discrimination. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2619 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the House for legislation to make it unlawful to discriminate on the basis of height and weight. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2620 Petition of Susan M. Tracy and other members of the General Court relative to sexual harassment education and training in the workplace. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5599.

H 2621 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci, John A. Businger and Janet W. O'Brien that direct mail advertisement solicitations be required to indicate a clear statement of the intent of such advertisements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ413; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2622 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci, Janet W. O'Brien and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to prohibit automated telephone solicitations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2623 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to clarifying the use of lie detector tests by private detectives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2624 Petition filed at the request of John Mahoney for legislation to protect the unlisted status of telephone numbers of consumers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2625 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamp ilia and other members of the House for legislation to establish penalties for crimes of violence and drug trafficking. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5725.

H 2626 Petition of Gary M. Coon and other members of the House for legislation to increase the penalty for repeat convicted felons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ258A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5725.

H 2627 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi and other members of the House relative to the penalty for carrying weapons on school grounds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ24; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ291.

H 2628 Petition of Peter Forman and other members of the House for legislation to lower the legal intoxication limit for minors and increasing penalties for minors convicted of operating motor vehicles under the influence of alcohol. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ24; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ291.

H 2629 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Barbara E. Gray and Barbara Gardner relative to the penalty for neglect of elderly or disabled persons resulting in serious bodily injury. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5597.

H 2630 Petition of Robert L. Howarth and other members of the House relative to the death penalty. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 2631 Petition of Robert Kraus and other members of the House for legislation to establish a penalty for failure to notify the police of the possession of narcotics on school grounds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 12/17-HOUSE-Accompanied H1081.

H 2632 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to establish penalties for kidnapping with intent to forcibly convert the beliefs or life style of any person eighteen years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 2633 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to increase the penalties imposed for committing crimes against older persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 2634 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to the penalty for larceny. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ243A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 2635 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to provide a penalty for the larceny of certain services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 2636 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to provide funds for certain drug educational programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2637 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to define "approved school project" to include the acquisition and installation of certain equipment. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2638 Petition of John A. Businger and Daniel J. Valianti that members of boards of trustees of private colleges be prohibited from serving as members of the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2639 Petition of Carol A. Donovan, Daniel J. Valianti and Geoffrey D. Hall for legislation to establish a board of professional standards for educators. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2640 Petition of Nancy H. Evans and other members of the House relative to default of repayment by state employees of guaranteed student loans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2641 Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for early childhood education programs in cities and towns of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2642 Petition of Barbara Hildt, William R. Keating, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Lida E. Harkins and Daniel J. Valianti that the Board of Education be directed to establish a statewide uniform entrance age for kindergarten and first grade in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied H2426.

H 2643 Petition of the Massachusetts Association of School Committees, Joan M. Menard, Richard T. Moore, Barbara Gardner and another relative to the payment of costs of special education residential programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2644 Petition of Byron Rushing and others members of the General Court for legislation to prohibit discrimination against students in public schools on the basis of sexual orientation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ915; 6/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1017; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee report- ed that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2645 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to require sex education courses in public schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ264A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied H3702.

H 2646 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to regulate redemption centers for beverage containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 2647 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci, Janet W. O'Brien, Marc D. Draisen and Douglas W. Petersen relative to making wine coolers and other carbonated alcoholic beverages subject to the provisions of the bottle law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 2648 Petition of Peter A Vellucci for legislation to prohibit the sale of certain mixed material containers
in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 2649 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another for legislation to provide for the one-stop licensing of energy facilities within the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2650 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and another relative to service charges on the resale of tickets for certain events. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H2995.

H 2651 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to regulate the advertising of alcoholic beverages and the protection of consumers of such beverages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2652 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Stephen M. Brewer and Robert M. Koczena for legislation to require the inclusion of health warnings on the advertising of alcoholic beverages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2653 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to increase the licensing fee for real estate brokers and agents and providing for the use of such funds by the Commission Against Discrimination for the fair housing program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ260A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2654 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to permit municipal licensing authorities to impose a fine in lieu of a license suspension for violations of the alcoholic beverages laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2655 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci that part of the income from the State Lottery be used to establish programs for the rehabilitation of compulsive gamblers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6145.

H 2656 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to the continuation of certain health care cost containment measures. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ200; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ209.

H 2657 Petition of Carmen D. Buell and other members of the General Court that the Department of Medical Security be directed to establish a program of preventive pediatric care. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H5582.

H 2658 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish standards for mammography equipment and technicians. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/6-SENATE-Concurred SJ327 -SJ432.

H 2659 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and other members of the House for legislation to regulate the control of certain contagious diseases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2660 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to the expansion of HIV services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2661 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate the issuance of certain prescriptions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2662 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to ensuring access to drug treatment programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ280A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2663 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to prohibit smoking in drug stores or pharmacies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 2664 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci that physicians be required to bill insurance companies directly for certain services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H1304; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 2665 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox relative to further regulating certain Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency rentals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 2666 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox that landlords or lessors of residential or commercial property be required to inform tenants of certain insurance coverage. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public
H 2667 Petition of James T. Brett, Robert A. Antonioni, Kevin W. Fitzgerald, Susan M. Tracy and Stephen W. Doran that the Department of Mental Retardation be required to provide certain services for older mentally retarded persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ274A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by S593; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2668 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to enhance the availability of health and social services for the disabled. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ274A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H280.

H 2669 Petition of Gary M. Coon and other members of the House that the Department of Correction by authorized to establish a home incarceration electronic monitoring system for non-violent crimes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ274A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ258; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2670 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the General Court relative to the Division of Child-Adolescent and Family Support Services in the Department of Mental Health. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ274A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5708.

H 2671 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the General Court for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the development of a child support assurance system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ274A-275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 2672 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a central process application bureau within the Executive Office of Human Services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5706.

H 2673 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to increasing the amount of money allowed for certain burial expenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2674, H3375 and H3918; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ478; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2674 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to ensuring that the graves of indigent persons are identified with burial markers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied H2673.

H 2675 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the House for legislation to regulate oversight procedures of child service agencies by the Office for Children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2676 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the House relative to the team process in the Office for Children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2677 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide that information about the Office for Children be given to potential clients. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1146; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2678 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to verify special assistance to the homeless. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1146; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2679 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to ensuring equal access to services for all residents of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HI290A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2680 Petition of Carmen D. Buck and other members of the General Court that certain health care insurance plans and policies shall cover payment for costs arising from speech and language disorders. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HI295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Health Care -SJ249; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370; 6/15-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ861; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2681 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to strengthen disclosure provisions of the law regulating insurance contracts against losses by fire. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HI295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.
H 2682 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to modify the application for mortgage loans to make information available to banks relative to potential arson customers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 2683 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump relative to referential by judges of persons to alcohol treatment and rehabilitation programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; S/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2684 Petition of Brian M. Cangiamili and other members of the House for legislation to regulate the granting of bail in certain judicial proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; S/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2685 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippis and other members of the House for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to search and seizure. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ391; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ443.

H 2686 Petition of Peter Forman, John R. Cruz, Douglas W. Stoddart and another for legislation to regulate adjournment of examinations and certain court trials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; S/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2687 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Alvin E. Thompson and other members of the General Court relative to protection by the Attorney General of the rights of persons in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 2688 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox for legislation to establish the eastern Middlesex County division of the Housing Court Department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2689 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Gloria L. Fox relative to the procedure for appeal of summary process cases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 2690 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and David P. Magnani relative to the testing of cosmetic products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ285A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 2691 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to court testimony of private conversations between husbands and wives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 2692 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Marian Walsh and Robert A. Havem relative to the interest amount to be added to damages in eminent domain proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2693 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Daniel J. Ranieri, Janet W. O'Brien, Mary Jeannette Murray and Barbara Gardner relative to the quality of preliminary plans of subdivisions in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1346; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Real second ordered and to a third reading -HJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2694 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to making certain changes in zoning ordinances or by-laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 2695 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to making certain changes in zoning ordinances or by-laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 2696 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump that the Division of Waterways be authorized to dredge the Weymouth Fore River. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1357.

H 2697 Petition of Gary M. Coon that provision be made for an investigation and study by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the regulation of sprinkler systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ372; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2698 Petition of Gary M. Coon relative to back-flow protection for sprinkler systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 2699 Petition filed at the request of Dorothy Checchi-O'Brien for legislation to prohibit the use of lead pellets in the hunting of upland game. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ298A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.
H 2700 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre and other members of the General Court relative to the management of disease vectors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 2701 Petition of Susan M. Tracy and other members of the House relative to the prevention of pollution from illegal connections to storm drains and sewers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5648.

H 2702 Petition of the Asbestos Workers', Local 6, AFL-CIO, and Stephen M. Brewer relative to the certification of employees engaged in the stopping of fires and draft stopping. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second; Postponed to Mon. May 4 -HJ413; 5/4-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ450; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; For text, see Journal; Passed to be engrossed -HJ899; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 7/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1029; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 12/2-SENATE-See journal for unanimous consent motion -SJ1459; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 2703 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump relative to the operation of a motor boat while under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2704 Petition of Local 4, IUOE, AFL-CIO, Paul E. Caron, Suzanne M. Bump, James P. Jajuga, William R. Keating and another that provision be made for the licensing of apprentice hoisting engineers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2705 Petition of Local 4, IUOE, AFL-CIO, Paul E. Caron, Suzanne M. Bump, James P. Jajuga, William R. Keating and another relative to the assessment of civil penalties on violators of the hoisting engineers' licensing law, 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ319A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ205; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2706 Petition of Local 4, IUOE, AFL-CIO, Paul E. Caron, Suzanne M. Bump, James P. Jajuga, William R. Keating and another for legislation to modify the licensing and training law for hoisting engineers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 2707 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the issuance by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles of general registrations and plates for motor vehicle dealers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2708 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to regulate the installation of sprinkler systems for certain buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5744.

H 2709 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and others relative to public safety in the construction and rehabilitation of buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2710 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and Marc D. Draisen relative to safety and emissions inspections for certain motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2711 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to require applicants for employment by the Commonwealth to comply with the federal military selective service law. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2712 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Susan M. Tracy and Paul D. Harold that the State Retirement Board be authorized to grant a pension to Beverly Boyle. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ310A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ528; 7/1-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ928; 7/2-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ953; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ996; 7/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1134; 8/6-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1211; 8/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ11108; 8/10-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ11217; 8/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1114; 8/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1223; 8/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 178 Acts.
HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ510A-311A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 2714 Petition of Kevin G. Honan that certain fire alarm operators be included in Group 4 of the retirement system for public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ511A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 2715 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that provision be made for permanent civil service status for certain employees of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ511A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 2716 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and John A. Businger for legislation to provide a cost-of-living adjustment for retired employees of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ511A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 2717 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to residency requirements for police and fire department personnel. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ511A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 2718 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to the payment of funeral and burial expenses of certain fire fighters and police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ326A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ511A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 6/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2719 Petition filed at the request of William Jones for legislation to require certain public employees to retire at sixty-five years of age. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ511A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2720 Petition of John C. Bradford and other members of the House for legislation to require legislative approval for all fees established by the Secretary of Administration. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ800; 6/4-SENATE-Concurred -SJ593-594; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2721 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Suzanne M. Bump and Lois G. Pines relative to fees, costs and penalties recovered by the Division of Public Charities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ251A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5965.

H 2722 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, M. Joseph Manning and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to further define the terms "responsible" and "lowest responsible and eligible" under the public bidding laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ319A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 2723 Petition of William F. Cass for legislation to clarify uniform procurement procedures for certain public contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6128.

H 2724 Petition of Gary M. Coon for legislation to require the Governor to annually submit a detailed listing of state positions to the General Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2725 Petition of Peter Forman that the "Billington Sea" be the official state pond of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H4787.

H 2726 Petition of Robert Kraus and other members of the House for legislation to prohibit certain public authorities from appropriating funds to encourage public lobbying efforts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2727 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for the protection of tropical rain forests by restricting purchases by the Commonwealth of certain wood products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ335A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H479; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2728 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to prohibiting discrimination in programs funded by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 2729 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to establishing a new seal and a new motto for the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HIJ560-561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2730 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to the sale, rental or disposition of real property of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2731 Petition of Byron Rushing and other members of the General Court relative to regulating state con-
tracts with companies doing business with or in the Republic of South Africa or Northern Ireland. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2732 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to require public agencies to make prompt payment to contractors and subcontractors on building construction contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ591; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2733 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to prohibit "no damages for delay clauses" in public works contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 2734 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci relative to actions for breach of certain subcontractors on public construction projects. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ406; 12/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1527; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2735 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci that the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority be authorized to sell a parcel of land on Cambridge Street in the city of Cambridge to said city. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 12/16-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2736 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to clarify bidding requirements on public construction contracts for pumping stations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ331; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2737 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to establish uniform contract conditions on bidding for public construction contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ320A-321A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ331; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2738 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to regulate the awarding of contracts for public construction in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 2739 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to insure adequate bond protection for all public and private construction contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 2740 Petition of the Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to enable contractors, subcontractors and suppliers of materials to obtain payment protection on public construction projects. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ336; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2741 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci that the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority be authorized to provide a tax exemption for certain repairs to owner-occupied buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2742 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump relative to contributions to the United States Olympic Committee under the income tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2743 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to provide a tax exemption for certain repairs to owner-occupied buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2744 Petition of Robert D. Hawke and other members of the House for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2745 Petition of James R. Henry and other members of the House relative to corporate tax deductions for educational contributions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 2746 Petition of James R. Henry and other members of the House relative to exempting interest paid on a home mortgage from the income tax law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2747 Petition of Robert H. Marsh and other members of the House relative to the Local Aid Fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2748 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and other members of the House for legislation to establish a fund for educational excellence. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2749 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson, Gloria L. Fox, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Bill Owens and Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to authorize the deduction of union dues under the income tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2750 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci, Douglas W. Petersen, Janet W. O'Brien, David P. Magnani and Marc D. Draisen relative to voluntary contributions made to local arts lottery councils on income tax returns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2751 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to the taxation of cigarettes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2752 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to payment of proceeds and certificate of municipal liens. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2753 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to further regulate the taxation of income from capital gains. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation-HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ329A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2754 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump relative to advertising on vehicles of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation-HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2755 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to prohibit tobacco advertising on public transportation vehicles and facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation-HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2756 Petition of Thomas B. Pizzi that the Port Authority be directed to reduce air and noise pollution at Logan Airport. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation-HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5578.

H 2757 Petition of Thomas B. Pizzi that the Port Authority be directed to collect certain fees from passengers at Logan Airport for the purpose of reducing air and noise pollution. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation-HJ336A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5578.

H 2758 Petition of Thomas B. Pizzi that the Port Authority be directed to make payments for noise pollution to certain residents of the East Boston district of the city of Boston. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation-HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5578.

H 2759 Petition of Thomas B. Pizzi that the Port Authority be established to direct a carpool for operations at Logan Airport. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation-HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5578.

H 2760 Petition of Gary M. Coon and other members of the House for legislation to establish an expenditure limit by restricting appropriations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means-HJ358A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2761 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to the examination of banks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking-HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H23.

H 2762 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and other members of the House for legislation to authorize the economic stabilization trust to provide assistance to certain mature industries for technological investment. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ252A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

H 2763 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and other members of the House for legislation to streamline business permit and licensing services for businesses in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ252A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied H2597.

H 2764 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and other members of the House relative to economic development. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ252A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

H 2765 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to advance notification of employee separation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor-HJ252A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ236A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2766 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Robert Correia, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Kevin G. Honan and Daniel
placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1016; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1068; 11/16-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1389; 1/27-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1284; 11/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1419; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 247 Acts.

H 2783 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati, Joseph F. Wagner and Brian P. Lees relative to decreasing the sales volume exemption under unit pricing of certain packaged commodities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ237A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2784 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati and Joseph F. Wagner relative to further regulating unit pricing of certain packaged commodities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ237A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2785 Petition of Lawrence J. Nascimento for legislation to increase the compensation to the town of Ludlow for the siting of the Hampden County Jail. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ475; 5/11-SENATE-Struck out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; For text, see Journal; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1394; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ549; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ445; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1155; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1650; No further action taken.

H 2789 Petition of Barbara Gardner, other members of the House and others relative to criminal penalties for sexual misconduct by mental health professionals and health professionals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2790 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to drug free school and recreation areas. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 12/17-HOUSE-Accompanied H1081.

H 2791 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to prohibit the possession of paging devices by students on school property. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2792 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the House for legislation to further regulate special education programs of the Department of Education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Counties - HJ551; 6/22-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ883; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; For text, see Journal; Ordered to a third reading - HJ900; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; For text, see Journal; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1394; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ549; 1/5/93-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1702; No report from committee.

H 2793 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the House relative to establishing an early childhood family education outreach program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2794 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Kevin G. Honan and Shirley Owens-Hicks for adoption of resolutions by the General Court urging the Higher Education Coordinating Council to discontinue the use of standardized test scores for admissions to state institutions of higher education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2795 Petition of Barbara Gardner, David P. Magnani, Carol C. Cleven, Pamela P. Resor, Lida E. Harkins and Carol A. Donovan for legislation to provide for school-based community service opportunities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2796 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Carol C. Cleven, Pamela P. Resor and Lida E. Harkins for legislation to establish improved standards in teacher preparation and certification. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the
Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation to provide for increased state support for the costs of students in post-secondary vocational programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ249A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward relative to the employment of certified personnel for evaluations of special needs students. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward that a representative of the school administrators' association be a member of the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the General Court for legislation to include AIDS/HIV prevention education in the health education curriculum of the public schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ265A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by S225; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ464; 5/11-HOUSE-Amendment pending; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ500; 5/12-HOUSE-Pending amendment adopted; Amendments rejected - YEAS 16, NAYS 133 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 128]; Amendments adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ519; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third. Bills in the Third Reading discharged. Passed to be engrossed -HJ545; 12/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1607; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1650; No further action taken.

Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the General Court for legislation to prohibit the use of carbonated alcoholic beverages subject to provisions of the bottle law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Counties -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ369; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 5/11-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Joan M. Menard for legislation to further regulate election campaign contributions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

Petition of Warren E. Tolman, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to establish an annual filing fee for political committees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5676.

Petition of Barbara Gardner, Mary Jane Gibson, Pamela P. Resor, Lida E. Harkins, Daniel J. Valanti and Douglas W. Petersen relative to making wine coolers and other carbonated alcoholic beverages subject to provisions of the bottle law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ255A-256A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to establish a new category of alcoholic beverage license known as "brew pub". 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H2991.
H 2812 Petition of John F. Cruz relative to the definition of “plumbing”. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2813 Petition of John F. Cruz relative to plumbing and gasfitting work in buildings owned and used by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2814 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the House relative to the posting of signs concerning the warning to pregnant women of the effects of alcohol. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2815 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to telecommunications services provided by cable television systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ276A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

H 2816 Petition of Robert A. Averin, Thomas M. Petrolati, Stephen J. Karol, Kevin O’Sullivan and James R. Miceli relative to continuing education requirements for all licensed dispensing opticians. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2817 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati and Brian P. Lees relative to the Hampden County Jail. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 2818 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati, Joseph F. Wagner, Brian P. Lees and Martin J. Dunn relative to off-track teletheatres for pari-mutuel horse and dog racing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 2819 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley relative to the composition of the Hemophilia Advisory Committee. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ346; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2820 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., for legislation to regulate and find testing methods for lead paint. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5667.

H 2821 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippie and other members of the House that providers of health care services be prohibited from hiring or contracting for legislative agents. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ265A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ442; 5/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ465.

H 2822 Petition of Michael P. Walsh, Robert A. Averin, Thomas M. Petrolati, Stephen J. Karol, Kevin O’Sullivan and James R. Miceli relative to continuing education requirements for all licensed dispensing opticians. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2823 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to further provide access to housing for elderly persons and handicapped persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

H 2824 Petition of Nancy H. Evans and other members of the House relative to utility costs in public housing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 2825 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and other members of the House relative to utility costs in public housing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5664.

H 2826 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and other members of the House relative to utility costs in public housing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5664.

H 2827 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Kevin W. Fitzgerald, Nelson Merced and David P. Magnani for legislation to increase the amount of bonds and notes issued by the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5434.

H 2828 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to provide additional funding for public housing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ344; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2829 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan relative to access to elderly home care services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the
committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ275A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2303.

H 2830 Petition of John R. Driscoll and other members of the House that the Commissioner of Youth Services be required to establish a prevention program for youthful offenders. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 2831 Petition filed at the request of Jack Barron relative to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ275A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied HI899.

H 2832 Petition of Robert D. Hawke and other members of the House for legislation to authorize the employment of prisoners by private entities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ275A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety - HJ295A; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2833 Petition of Daniel, E. Bosley, Peter J. Larkin, Jane M. Swift, Kevin P. Blanchette and Daniel J. Valianti relative to glass repairs on vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ279A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5898.

H 2834 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to clarify certain record keeping requirements of insurance companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ279A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5897.

H 2835 Petition of Thomas M. Petroluti relative to beneficiaries of savings bank life insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ279A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5897.

H 2836 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Jane M. Swift, Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan relative to the recording of financial benefits to criminals who offer for sale the rights to stories of crimes from which they were convicted. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ498.

H 2837 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan relative to the awarding of fees and other expenses to small businesses in judicial proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ498.

H 2838 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan relative to the rights and services afforded to child victims and witnesses to certain crimes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2839 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to amend the Massachusetts division of the Housing Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2840 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley relative to establishing the office of the Massachusetts District Attorneys Association. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary - HJ301A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2841 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation to authorize the District Court Department of the Trial Court to establish a sick leave bank for Ralph Terrazano, an employee of the Cambridge District Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 2842 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., relative to the membership of the Advisory Committee on Child Support Guidelines within the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary - HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5849.

H 2843 Petition of John F. Cruz relative to the repossession of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary - HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 2844 Petition of John F. Cruz and other members of the House relative to the custody of children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2845 Petition of Barbara Gardner for legislation to establish standards for admissions of testimony of convicted individuals in sexual abuse cases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order. see H5715.
H 2846 Petition of Jane Maron and Barbara Gardner relative to the reporting of child abuse. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 2847 Petition of Barbara Gardner, other members of the House and others relative to civil actions for sexual misconduct by mental health professionals and health professionals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2848 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa, and Lida E. Harkins for legislation to further regulate historic districts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5430.

H 2849 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to make certain changes in the zoning enabling law in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2850 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the posting of signs for farming purposes under the zoning law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 2851 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri, Paul E. Caron, John C. Kimm and another for legislation to clarify density in certain cluster developments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5341.

H 2852 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri and Marianne Breton relative to the protection of certain permits from changes in zoning. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 2853 Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to provide additional authority for issuance of revenue bonds for solar, hydro and other renewable fuel facilities by cities and towns having a municipal gas or electric department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ427; S/4-SENATE-Concorded -SJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2854 Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to provide additional authority for the issuance of revenue bonds by cities and towns having a municipal gas or electric department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ427; S/4-SENATE-Concorded -SJ396; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2855 Petition of Byron Rushing and Pamela F. Resor that counties be included in the definition of a governmental unit. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE- Concorded -SJ295A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5672.

H 2856 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to make certain changes in the pesticide laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 2857 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the House for legislation to establish a heritage trust fund for the purpose of assisting local governments in acquiring lands for recreation and conservation purposes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ459; 5/12-SENATE-Concorded -SJ468; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2858 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe relative to the membership of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 2859 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and Christopher M. Lane that the Water Resources Authority be directed to dispose of a certain parcel of land located in the town of Dedham. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ314A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ353.

H 2860 Petition of Joan M. Menard and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to protect the environment and public health by proper disposal of certain automotive waste products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5668.

H 2861 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri, Paul E. Caron, Marianne Brenton, Gregory W. Sullivan and another relative to the approval of certain projects under the law regulating the dredging or altering of land bordering waters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 2862 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley relative to the safety and installation of underground storage tanks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5746.

H 2863 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Public Safety to appoint certain employees of colleges or universities as special police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to
the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ304A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5740.

H 2864 Petition of Barbara Gardner relative to the issuance of number plates for certain pick-up trucks. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 2865 Petition of Barbara Gardner and Pamela P. Resor relative to the issuance of handicapped plates for certain municipal motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2866 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the General Court relative to regulating the opening of motor vehicle doors to load or unload passengers. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ448.

H 2867 Petition filed at the request of George Irir for legislation to prohibit the operation of motor vehicles covered with snow. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ262; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 2868 Petition filed at the request of Dale Gibson for legislation to further regulate the wearing of helmets for motorcyclists. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 2869 Petition filed at the request of Dale Gibson relative to the wearing of helmets for operators and passengers on motorcycles. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ518.

H 2870 Petition of Shaun P. Kelly, Robert Kraus, Jane M. Swift, Patricia A. Walrath and Robert A. Antonioni relative to the operation of farm equipment on public ways. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ447; 5/5-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ515; 5/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ473; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 6/29-SENATE-Read third; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Passed to be engrossed -SJ1010; 12/3-HOUSERules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1359; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1367; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SI1482; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 257 Acts.

H 2871 Petition of Robert A. Averna, Stephen J. Karol, Kevin O'Sullivan and James R. Miceli for legislation to regulate the proper installation, servicing and removal of underground storage tanks. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5746.

H 2872 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni and Francis H. Woodward that retired employees of the National Guard be eligible for group insurance coverage. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2873 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Daniel J. Vallianti and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to further regulate public employee retirement allowances for veterans. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 2874 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Jane M. Swift relative to the pension contributions of Charles Frederick Parsons, an employee of the Department of Employment and Training. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/15-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ523; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 2875 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to increase the membership of the Group Insurance Commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 2876 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to further regulate public employee retirement due to asbestos exposure. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 2877 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Timothy F. O'Leary, Brian S. Dempsey and Daniel J. Vallianti that the Higher Education Coordinating Council be authorized to establish an alternative retirement program for employees of public institutions of higher education. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6263.

H 2878 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and John A. Businger that "blue collar" and supervisory public employees be included in Group 4 of the public employees retirement laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Mar
Petition of AFSCME Council 93, John A. Businger and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the retirement rights of food and drug inspectors in the Department of Public Health. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa and J. James Marzilli, Jr., relative to the retirement allowance of James L. Ferretti. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition of Mark Mulcahy, Brian S. Dempsey and James P. Jajuga for legislation to change the job title of certain youth service cases workers in the Department of Youth Services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ551; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to further define "public employer" under the law concerning labor relations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ311A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of Nancy H. Evans and other members of the House for legislation to require criminal record information checks for certain employees within the Executive Office of Human Services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of AFSCME Council 93, Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the civil service rights of employees of the Deer Island House of Correction. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5766.

Petition of Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor and Lida E. Harkins relative to the retirement rights of certain employees of educational collaboratives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation to regulate the retirement of members in service employed by school committees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another that inmate transportation officers within the Department of Correction be placed in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Joan M. Menard relative to the computation of retirement allowances for certain members of the contributory retirement system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5934.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore relative to the designation of public schools as non-smoking areas under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to further define the arbitration powers under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Kevin O'Sullivan, Michael W. Morrissey and James R. Miceli for legislation to authorize the Higher Education Coordinating Council to establish and maintain an optional retirement program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6263.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to provide that dispute resolution procedures be made available over issues arising during midterm bargaining of public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor and Lida E. Harkins relative to the retirement rights of certain employees of educational collaboratives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ327A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to define the term "supervisor" under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Kevin O'Sullivan, Michael W. Morrissey and James R. Miceli for legislation to authorize the Higher Education Coordinating Council to establish and maintain an optional retirement program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6263.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to provide that dispute resolution procedures be made available over issues arising during midterm bargaining of public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition filed at the request of the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation, Inc., for legislation to establish six month sessions for the General Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition filed at the request of the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation, Inc., for legislation to establish six month sessions for the General Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ321A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to provide that dispute resolution procedures be made available over issues arising during midterm bargaining of public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6263.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to define the term "supervisor" under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to authorize the Higher Education Coordinating Council to establish and maintain an optional retirement program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6263.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to provide that dispute resolution procedures be made available over issues arising during midterm bargaining of public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to define the term "supervisor" under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to authorize the Higher Education Coordinating Council to establish and maintain an optional retirement program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6263.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to provide that dispute resolution procedures be made available over issues arising during midterm bargaining of public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to authorize the Higher Education Coordinating Council to establish and maintain an optional retirement program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6263.
and convey certain land in the town of Cheshire. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE MAR 11 AM*; 4/7-HOUSE-BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS -HJ288; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2897 Petition of John F. Cruz for legislation to regulate the fees of certain public officers. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE APR 15 AM; 5/7-HOUSE-DISCHARGED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ345; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.


H 2899 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to reimburse cities and towns for the cost of public safety services provided to counties in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE FEB 24 AM; 5/12-HOUSE-BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE COUNTIES -HJ512; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2900 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to reimburse cities and towns for the cost of public safety services provided to counties in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE FEB 24 AM; 5/11-HOUSE-BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE COUNTIES -HJ491; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2901 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Richard T. Moore, Barbara E. Gray, Francis H. Woodward, Barbara Gardner, Timothy F. O'Leary and another relative to the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE FEB 24 AM; 3/26-HOUSE-ACCOMPANIED BY H3444; BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS -HJ228; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2902 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Richard T. Moore, Barbara E. Gray, Francis H. Woodward, Barbara Gardner, Timothy F. O'Leary and another relative to the submission of written notices to the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE FEB 24 AM; 3/26-HOUSE-ACCOMPANIED BY H3445; BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS -HJ228; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2903 Petition of Joan M. Menard for legislation to direct the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain parcel of land in the city of Taunton to said city. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE MAR 30 AM*; 4/8-HOUSE-BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS -HJ228; 1/5/93-HOUSE-COMMITTEE RECOMMENDED OUGHT TO PASS WITH AN AMENDMENT, SUBSTITUTING THEREFORE A NEW DRAFT, SEE H6365; RULES SUSPENDED; READ SECOND; PENDING NEW DRAFT SUBSTITUTED, SEE H6365-HJ1568.

H 2904 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON STATE ADMINISTRATION -HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ321A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE FEB 24 AM; 1/2-SENATE-ACCOMPANIED BY H3443, H3796 AND H4183; BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS -HJ228; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2905 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to exclude certain income of volunteer fire fighters from gross income under the income tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ329A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE MAR 25 AM*; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2906 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to clarify the exemption of farm tractors from the sales and use taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ330A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE MAR 25 AM*; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2907 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and other members of the General Court for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ330A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE MAR 31 AM*; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2908 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan relative to classification under the income tax laws of the Commonwealth of income received by volunteers of the Commonwealth Service Corps. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ330A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE MAR 25 AM*; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2909 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Jonathan L. Healy relative to the establishment of a forest products trust fund. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION -HJ345A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ330A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE APR 7 AM; 5/7-HOUSE-COMMITTEE RECOMMENDED OUGHT NOT TO PASS AND PLACED IN THE ORDERS OF THE DAY FOR THE NEXT SESSION -HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-REPORT ACCEPTED -HJ498.

H 2910 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley relative to the interest rate paid and received on late tax payments. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION -HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ330A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE MAR 18 AM*; HOUSE-NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN.

H 2911 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to grant the General Court the power and authority to impose and levy a graduated tax. 1/2-HOUSE-REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON TAXATION -HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-CONCURRED -SJ330A; PUBLIC HEARING DATE APR 8 AM*; 5/4-SENATE-PROPOSAL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND PLACED ON FILE -SJ393; 5/4-HOUSE-PROPOSAL REPORTED FAVORABLY BY COMMITTEE AND PLACED ON FILE -HJ444.

H 2912 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley relative to the taxation of banks and bank-like entities. 1/2-HOUSE-
Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2913 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Christopher J. Hodgkins and Patricia A. Walrath for legislation to authorize late-filing of applications under the provisions of the farmland tax assessment law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2914 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley relative to the farm machinery and animal excise tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2915 Petition of Gary M. Coon and other members of the House relative to unearned income for certain elderly persons under the income tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2916 Petition of Gary M. Coon and other members of the House for legislation to provide an additional income tax exemption for certain elderly persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2917 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and other members of the House for legislation to provide a limited income tax exemption for caring for elderly persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2918 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and other members of the House for legislation to provide a limited exemption from the state income tax for certain elderly renters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2919 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and other members of the House for legislation to provide a limited exemption from the real property tax for paraplegic and quadriplegic persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2920 Petition of John R. Driscoll and other members of the House that provision be made for a limited exemption from real property taxes for paraplegic and quadriplegic persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2921 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor, Lida E. Harkins and David P. Manni; that the Secretary of Administration and Finance be authorized to distribute a certain amount of money from the Local Aid Fund to cities and towns for regional projects. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ330A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2922 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor and Robert H. Marsh for legislation to exempt bulk purchases by municipalities from the gasoline tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2923 Petition of James R. Henry and other members of the House for legislation to provide for an income tax deduction for persons establishing a homeowners fund account. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2924 Petition of Joan M. Menard for legislation to clarify certain eligibility under the law regulating the taxation of agricultural and horticultural land. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2925 Petition of Byron Rushing relative to the deeds excise tax in counties. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Counties - HJ371; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ370; Public Hearing date May 6 pm; 5/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ527; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2926 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., and Peter I. Blute for legislation to abolish the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/12-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ365; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ281; 4/6-HOUSE-Motion to reconsider negatived - 39 YEAS to 103 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 107] - HJ295.

H 2927 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for bicycle parking spaces. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety - HJ228; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5741.

H 2928 Petition of the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation, Inc., and Daniel E. Bosley for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to clarify certain provisions relative to the budget and the general appropriation bill. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Ways and Means - HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ342A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file - SJ395; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file - HJ466.

H 2929 Petition of John C. Bradford and other members of the House for legislation to require legislative adoption of revenue estimates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Ways and Means - HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ342A; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred - SJ453; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 2930 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor and Lida E. Harkins for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to a biennial state budget. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Joint Ways and Means -HJ358A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ342A; 5/4-Senate-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ395; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

H 2931 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley that provision be made for payment from the state treasury of a certain sum of money to John C. Blasi of the town of North Adams. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ358A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2932 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Peter J. Larkin and Jane M. Swift for legislation to provide for reimbursement of costs incurred in complying with requirements of the Board of Fire Prevention relative to underground storage tanks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ358A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2933 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for payment from the state treasury of a certain sum of money to Julian Bell of Peru, a former employee of the Department of Revenue. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ358A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2934 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to improving access to reproductive health care. 1/30-HOUSE-Reported by the committee on Joint Rules -HJ60; 2/24-House-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ65; 2/12-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ343; Public Hearing date May 5 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2935 Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 1/30-HOUSE-Reported by the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H2029; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ60; 2/4-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ65; 2/12-House-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ76; 2/23-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment adopted; Amendments recommended by the committee on Bills in the Third Reading adopted; Amendments rejected - 35 YEAS to 104 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 54]; Amendment rejected - 31 YEAS to 111 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 55]; Amendment rejected - 32 YEAS to 108 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 56]; Committee recommended a third reading - 108 YEAS to 32 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 57]; Rules suspended - 104 YEAS to 32 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 58]; Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - 102 YEAS to 32 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 59]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negative -HJ66; 2/24-House-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ90; 3/12-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of SJ461; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new text (S1461) pending SJs137-138; 3/16-Senate-Read second; Motion to postpone until March 23 negatived - 8 YEAS to 17 NAYS; Motion to lay on the table pending and post-poned to the next session -SJs144-145; 3/18-Senate-Pending motion to lay on the table negatived -11 YEAS to 19 NAYS; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of SJ461; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Amendments adopted; New text (S1463) rejected - 6 YEAS to 25 NAYS; Amendment rejected - 12 YEAS to 20 NAYS; Amendment rejected - 8 YEAS to 24 NAYS; Amendment rejected; Amendment rejected; Amendment adopted - 20 YEAS to 3 NAYS; Amendment rejected; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; For text of Senate amendments, printed as amended, see S1464; Passed to be engrossed - 22 YEAS to 8 NAYS -SJs149-161; 3/19-House-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate amendment. Committee of conference appointed -HJ201; 3/19-Senate-Notice of House appointments received; Senate insisted on its amendment; Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence -SJ1160; 3/19-House-Notice of Senate appointments received -HJ201; 3/25-House-Reported by committee of conference; For report, see H5379; Rules suspended; Quorum roll call asked for 138 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 102]; Committee of conference report accepted - 110 YEAS to 40 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 95] -HJ222; 3/25-Senate-Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted -SJ211; 3/25-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ223; 3/25-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ213; 3/25-House-Enacted -HJ225; 3/25-Senate-Enacted and placed before the Governor -SJ213; 4/3-Governor-Returned to the House with amendments; 4/6-House-For message, see H5445; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ267; 4/8-House-Amendments rejected (as recommended by the committee on Bills in the Third Reading); -SJ297-299; 4/14-House-Amendments pending; Pending amendments divided; First pending amendment adopted; Second pending amendment adopted - 111 YEAS to 30 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 105]; Amendment rejected -HJ293; 4/13-Senate-Rules suspended; Pending amendment laid aside at a point of order; Amendment rejected; Amendment pending and subsequently withdrawn; Amendment adopted; Senate concurred in the House amendment with a further amendment -SJ297-299; 4/14-House-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate further amendment -HJ288; 4/14-Senate-Receded from its amendment -SJ314; 4/14-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ371; 4/14-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ315; 4/14-House-Read (motion by unanimous consent) to reconsider negative -HJ371; 4/14-Senate-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ315; 4/24-Governor-Returned to the House with veto; 4/27-House-For message, see H5560; Considered; Quorum roll call asked for 131 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 113]; Passed over veto - 111 YEAS to 11 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 114] -HJ361; 4/27-Senate-Taken out of regular order; Passed over veto - 27 YEAS to 12 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJs356-357; New legislative day; Pending motion to lay on the table negatived; Pending motion to reconsider negatived; Transmitted to the State Secretary -SJ360; 4/30-Became law,
Chapter 26 Acts; 1/22-HOUSE-Members appointed to the special commission established under Section 30 of this Act -HJ1482.

H 2936 Petition of James T. Brett and Marc D. Draisen relative to providing for the licensing and regulation of check cashers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied by H4003; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ576; 1/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1282; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1308; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1348; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1485; 12/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1672; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1564; Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1572; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 2937 Petition of David B. Cohen and W. Paul White relative to the liquidation of certain financial institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ231A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied H10.

H 2938 Petition of David B. Cohen, David M. Peters, William C. Galvin and Paul C. Casey relative to electronic branches of banking institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; HOUSE-Reported favorably (new draft), but no further action taken.

H 2939 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe relative to further regulating the execution of mortgage discharges and related instruments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ464; 12/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1594-1595; 12/30-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1520; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1542; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; Enacted -HJ1570; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted. 1/6/93-Senate-Laid before the Governor -SJ1701; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 410 Acts.

H 2940 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to the payment of unemployment compensation during labor disputes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ237A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2941 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to the payment of unemployment compensation in voluntary separations and discharges. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2942 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to qualifying wages for unemployment compensation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ237A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2943 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to the procedure for drug testing of employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2944 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another for legislation to authorize the suspension of certain labor laws of the Commonwealth during emergencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1605; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third, passed and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1485; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5634.

H 2945 Petition filed at the request of Jonathan P. Schiff relative to the sale of tobacco products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied H179.

H 2946 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another for legislation to further regulate consumer credit reporting. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2947 Petition of Robert H. Marsh and another for legislation to establish a maximum penalty for non-payment of medical security contributions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2948 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to further regulate the issuance of unemployment benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 2949 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Robert H. Marsh, Gary M. Coon and another for legislation to clarify the weekly payment of wages to certain employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ253A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Apr 4 am*; 5/26-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5701.

H 2950 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien, Kevin G. Honan, Joan M. Menard, Gary M. Coon and another for legislation to require training programs for low-wage earners receiving unemployment compensation.
H 2951 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to provide partial compensation for the host community of the Norfolk County Jail and House of Correction. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ475; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2952 Petition of Robert M. Koczera and other members of the House relative to expenditures by county agricultural schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 1/2-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; 5/4-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ447; 5/5-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Counties -SJ415; 7/2-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1030; 7/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1133; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; 12/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1459; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted -H1367; 12/27-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1482; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 269 Acts.

H 2953 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna relative to vaccinations of dogs and cats for rabies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/11-SENATE-Enacted a new draft, see H5610.

H 2954 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and James T. Brett for legislation to impose criminal penalties for trespass upon electric or gas public utility premises or facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Enacted a new study order, see H5593.

H 2955 Petition of James T. Brett and Christopher J. Hodkins for legislation to prohibit the infliction of physical injury or other acts of negligence to children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committed to study a new order, see H5597.

H 2956 Petition of James T. Brett, Robert Kraus and William R. Keating for legislation to regulate certain controlled substances. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -H291.

H 2957 Petition of James T. Brett and Robert Kraus relative to the creation of a commission to investigate and study computer crime. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/21-SENATE-Companion SJ329.

H 2958 Petition of James T. Brett and William R. Keating for legislation to permit analysis by the Postal Inspection Service of the United States Postal Service in drug cases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 1/5-93-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; 1/5-93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 2959 Petition of James T. Brett and William R. Keating relative to providing a penalty for escapes or attempted escapes from courthouses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ259A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/5-SENATE-Companion SJ171; SJ144.

H 2960 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation relative to bail or personal recognizance of convicted persons pending imposition of sentence and appeal. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Companion SJ113; SJ321.

H 2961 Petition of James T. Brett relative to the recording of telephone conversations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Companion SJ116; SJ321.

H 2962 Petition of James T. Brett relative to establishing mandatory penalties for motor vehicle operators leaving the scene of an accident. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mark 25 pm*; 4/16-SENATE-Companion SJ11 -SJ321.

H 2963 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to provide for the admissibility of the refusal to take a breathalyzer test, so-called, in evidence at criminal trials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2964 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Mary Jane Gibson, Gloria L. Fox, Emilie J. Goguen, Sally P. Kerans and another relative to the penalty for rape by caregivers of persons with disabilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; HOUSE-Committed to study a new order, see H5588.

H 2965 Petition of Robert M. Koczera and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for drug-free library zones. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Committed to study a new order, see H5588.

H 2966 Petition of Francis G. Maro for legislation to further regulate the controlled substances law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A;
H 2967 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to provide a penalty for reporting of a false alarm of a medical emergency. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ244A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2968 Petition of James T. Brett relative to certain reimbursement costs for the transportation of special needs pupils. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2969 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court relative to the quality of childhood teachers in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2970 Petition filed at the request of Shirley A. Hayden for legislation to prohibit retroactive tuition and fee increases at state colleges and universities. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2971 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to establish a career incentive pay program for public school educators. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 2972 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to require the filing of a bond for recounts in certain elections. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ376; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ398.

H 2973 Petition of Steven Gusenoff and David B. Cohen for legislation to authorize part-time residents to vote in local elections. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ254A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 2974 Petition of Robert M. Koczera, Antonio F.D. Cabral, Warren E. Tolman, Edward A. LeLacheur and Peter J. Larkin for legislation to provide for voter registration in offices of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ254A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 2975 Petition of Robert M. Koczera and Edward A. LeLacheur for legislation to require primary candidates for Governor and Lieutenant-Governor to be nominated in groups. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ254A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 2976 Petition of Robert Kraus (by vote of the town) that provision be made for recall elections in the town of Carver. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ269A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ254A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ376; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ400.

H 2977 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and James T. Brett for legislation to require the purchase of fuel-efficient motor vehicles by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 2978 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the House for legislation directing the Energy Facilities Siting Council to conduct a rulemaking on the biological effects of electric and magnetic fields. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5371.

H 2979 Petition of Robert M. Koczera, William Q. MacLean, Jr., Antonio F.D. Cabral, Marc R. Pacheco and Richard T. Moore relative to the siting of electric generating facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 2980 Petition of Robert M. Koczera and other members of the General Court for legislation to promote public participation relative to decision-making of proposed generating facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ543; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2981 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to promote the development of energy conservation measures to electric lighting products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 2982 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to regulate the business of redemption centers for beverage containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5969.

H 2983 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to regulate the issuance of permits for plumbing work in certain cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2984 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to make certain changes in the law providing for the certification and licensing of real estate appraisers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred - SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2985 Petition of John F. Cruz relative to plumbing and heating materials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 2986 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Albert Herren, Marc R. Pacheco and Robert L. Howarth relative to the licensure of sign installation contractors and sign installers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 11/25-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1757 - S1449.

H 2987 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another relative to the assessment of costs by municipalities for violations relative to liquor licenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ261A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 2988 Petition of Robert Kraus relative to further regulate the conduct of dog racing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ261A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 2989 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the assessment of telephone companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H57; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2990 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate the operation of the game commonly called Beano. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A, Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5738.

H 2991 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation establishing a new category of alcoholic beverage license known as "brew pub". 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H48, H1683 and H2810; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2992 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to authorize the operation of video lottery machines. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2993 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to providing local officials with cable operator revenue information. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ447; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2994 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to require an identification system for the purchase of kegs of beer, ale or malt beverages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/12-HOUSE-Accompanied by S350, S370, H2266, H4855 and H5030; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ181; 6/18-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendments pending - HJ876; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading - HJ885; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third (title charged); Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ930; 7/2-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1032; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 2995 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate the sale and resale of tickets to the-atrical exhibitions and public amusements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1116 and H2650; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2996 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to provide for the certification of alcoholic beverages licenses and servers of alcoholic beverages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1520 - SJ348.

H 2997 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Francis G. Mara that the Department of Public Utilities be authorized to assess gas and electric companies for the purpose of funding certain emergency assistance programs for elderly persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied S363 - SJ348.

H 2998 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and another relative to renewal licenses of real estate brokers and salespersons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ277A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 2999 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and another for legislation to further regulate real estate brokers and salesmen. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3000 Petition of James T. Brett that the Department of Medical Security be directed to establish a community health centers managed care trust. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -
H 3001 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to expand the Board of Registration in Dentistry. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

H 3002 Petition of David B. Cohen, other members of the General Court relative to the licensing of psychologists. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/11-Senate-Concurred -SJ443.

H 3003 Petition of David B. Cohen, other members of the House and another relative to the access of minors to certain health services. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; 3/2-House-Discharged to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ122; 3/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ116; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3004 Petition of Barbara Gardner, other members of the House and another relative to the reporting of sexual misconduct by mental health professionals and health professionals. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; 3/2-House-Discharged to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ122; 3/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ116; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3005 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe relative to further regulating the Board of Registration in Nursing. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/6-House-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ272, HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3006 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another for legislation to require persons convicted of certain offenses to submit to HTLV-III testing. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/5-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303; 4/13-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; 12/14-House-Read third and passed to the engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S1505; Senate-Report from committee.

H 3007 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another for legislation to require persons convicted of certain offenses to submit to HTLV-III testing. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5966.

H 3008 Petition of Francis G. Mara that the Metropolitan District Commission be directed to make certain repairs on Morrissey Boulevard in the city of Boston. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/28-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 3009 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the liability of owners of residential property for damages caused by lead paint. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 3010 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to prevent lead poisoning through increased lead paint abatement. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ281A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 3011 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Thomas W. Walsh relative to utilization review of health care services in the Commonwealth. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3012 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Shannon P. O'Brien relative to the confidentiality of HIV test results and the protection of public health. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5966.

H 3013 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Shannon P. O'Brien relative to the confidentiality of HIV test results and the protection of public health. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a new draft, see S1553 -SJ444.

H 3014 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Francis G. Mara that the Department of Public Health be directed to establish guidelines for the sale of "liquid protein bar" products, so-called. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11-Senate-Concurred a new draft, see S1553 -SJ444.

H 3015 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Francis G. Mara that the Department of Public Health be directed to establish guidelines for the sale of "liquid protein bar" products, so-called. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/28-House-Accompanied a study order, see H7529.

H 3016 Petition of James T. Brett that the Metropolitan District Commission be directed to make certain repairs on Morrissey Boulevard in the city of Boston. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ284A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/28-House-Accompanied a study order, see H7529.

H 3017 Petition of James T. Brett, Mary Jane Gibson, Kevin G. Hanan and others for legislation to increase the personal care allowance for residents of long term care facilities. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/7-House-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3018 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to provide for medical assistance to needy elders. 1/2-
H 3019 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to regulate homecare services for the elderly. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2460.

H 3020 Petition of James T. Brett relative to transportation services for residents of long term care facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2285.

H 3021 Petition of James T. Brett relative to transportation services for residents of long term care facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ275A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3022 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another relative to the proposed liability insurance system for aircraft. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3023 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the care and protection of certain pregnant women. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3024 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna for a change in the law relative to family day care. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 9/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3025 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Linda E. Harkins relative to benefits for veterans who have participated in certain military actions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 9/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H284.

H 3026 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to provide for human services provider liability insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ279A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3027 Petition of James T. Brett that the Commissioner of Insurance be authorized to establish a compulsory liability insurance system for aircraft. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3028 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to regulate the insurance liability of operators of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3029 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to regulate HIV-related testing in determining eligibility for health care insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 3030 Petition of David B. Cohen relative to the classification of risks and premium charges under the motor vehicle insurance law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3031 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another for legislation to regulate the insurance liability of operators of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3032 Petition of Francis G. Mara, Shannon P. O'Brien and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to make certain changes in the small business health insurance law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 3033 Petition of Francis G. Mara, Louis L. Kafka and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to require notice to employees prior to cancellation of health insurance benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by S644; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ351; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3034 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to mental illness benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by S644; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ351; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3035 Petition of Francis G. Mara, Shannon P. O'Brien, Louis L. Kafka and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to require notice to employers prior to cancellation of health insurance benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ295A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4116 and H4117; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ928; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3036 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to certificates of insurance for the registration of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -
H 3037 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the protection of confidentiality under certain insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -H333; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); New draft substituted, see H6357 -HJ1549.

H 3038 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to further regulate false health care claims under the insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*, 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied by H940; Bill reported by 1/2-HOUSE and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ551; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3039 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to agent commissions for taxicab insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*, 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 3040 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to benefits for certain mental health patients under the mental health programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3041 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the Massachusetts insurers insolvency fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am. 7/20-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3042 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Shannon P. O'Brien relative to establishing certain alternative approaches to providing health insurance for employees of governmental units. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5671.

H 3043 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the establishment of insurance rates by health maintenance programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ280A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3044 Petition of Louis L. Kafka and Paul R. Haley relative to insurance coverage for uninsured motorist coverage. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 3045 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Shannon P. O'Brien relative to the development of group insurance coverage for small employers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 3046 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to further regulate benefits under certain insurance policies in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/20-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3047 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Carmen D. Buell for legislation to reform the small business health insurance market. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ320.

H 3048 Petition of Francis G. Mara, other members of the House and another for legislation to make certain changes in the motor vehicle insurance laws in the Commonwealth and providing for the reduction of the number of uninsured motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 3049 Petition of Francis G. Mara and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate the purchase of long-term care insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5667.

H 3050 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna, Paul Kollios and Jacqueline Lewis for legislation to authorize the appropriate public authority of a governmental unit to designate a health maintenance organization as the primary health benefit carrier for employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ296A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3051 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and James T. Brett for legislation to require public agencies to reimburse public utility companies for relocation costs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3052 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and James T. Brett relative to the relocation of property of public utility companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ286A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/26-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3053 Petition of James T. Brett relative to the disposition of abandoned property by the housing courts of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3054 Petition of David B. Cohen, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to make certain changes in laws relative to consensual inti-
H 3063 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another for legislation to make certain changes in the hazardous waste facility site safety law. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE- concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 3064 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another for legislation to make certain changes in the hazardous waste facility site safety law. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE- concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 3065 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another that the Department of Environmental Protection be directed to establish rules and regulations for the reduction of emissions in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE- concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 10/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6126.

H 3066 Petition of Barbara Gardner and Robert Kras for legislation to regulate open burning in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE- concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE- Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ811; 6/8- SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ598; 7/2-SENATE- Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1029; 7/8- SENATE- Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ11069; 12/23- SENATE- Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ11597; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1513; 12/28- SENATE- Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1609; 1/7/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 340 Acts.

H 3067 Petition of Stephen J. Karol, Joan M. Menard, Robert A. Antonioni, Gary M. Coon and another that the Department of Environmental Management be directed to assist small businesses affected by environmental laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE- concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE- Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ313; 4/14- SENATE- Concurred -SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3068 Petition of Francis G. Mara for legislation to define the term "reportable quantity" under the oil and hazardous material release prevention and response law. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ299A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/31- HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ246; 4/1-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1235; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3069 Petition of Robert H. Marsh and another that the Department of Environmental Protection be directed to establish regulations relative to the discharge of water. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE- concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ459; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3070 Petition of Joan M. Menard and another relative to standards established by the Department of Environmental Protection and environmental rules and regulations issued by the federal government and
other states. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*: 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 3071 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and James T. Brett for legislation to regulate high speed pursuits by police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*: 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5718.

H 3072 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to impose a fee on pilots to compensate victims of accidents caused by aircraft. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*: 4/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ448.

H 3073 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to amend the motor vehicle license and registration fees for persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*: 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 3074 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to establish a grant program to provide bullet-proof vests to municipal police departments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*: 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3075 Petition of Robert M. Koczera and Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to further regulate the issuance of junior operator licenses by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*: 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 3076 Petition of Francis G. Mara relative to the Board of Fire Prevention Regulations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*: 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

H 3077 Petition of Robert H. Marsh and another for legislation to regulate the operation of steam boilers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*: 4/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ494.

H 3078 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna that the Secretary of Public Safety be directed to establish a program of grants to cities and towns for the purchase of infrared breath-testing devices. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ305A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am: 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3079 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and James T. Brett relative to police officers killed in the line of duty. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3080 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to recognize Stephen J. Ridge of Boston, as the son of a police officer killed in performance of duty, for the purposes of the civil service eligibility list. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ312A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied HS460-SF493.

H 3081 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to include court officers employed by the Chief Administrative Justice of the Trial Court under the Board of Fire Prevention Regulations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3082 Petition of David B. Cohen and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to place certain employees of the Department of Correction in Group 4 for retirement purposes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ377; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3083 Petition of David B. Cohen and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to place certain employees into Group 2 of the contributory retirement law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/26-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ493; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3084 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another for legislation to provide for injured on duty leave for officers of correctional facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ328A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3085 Petition of Francis G. Mara that the Group Insurance Commission be authorized to contract with health maintenance organizations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3086 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to prohibit participation in the contributory retirement system of newly elected officials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 3087 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the residency requirements for police officers and fire fighters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3088 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the decertification of unions under the labor relations law for public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-
Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 3089 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to change the annual observance of Korean War Veterans Day from July twenty-seventh to June twenty-fifth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied H286.

H 3090 Petition of James T. Brett relative to the Architectural Access Board within the Office of Handicapped Affairs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ332A. Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 3091 Petition of Evelyn Fishman and David B. Cohen for legislation to establish a John F. Kennedy Hall of Fame for artists of the Metropolitan Opera. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ332A, Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3092 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe that contracts awarded by agencies and authorities of the Commonwealth be required to include penalties for failure to complete such contracts in a timely manner. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ332A, Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3093 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to convey land in the town of Hubbardston. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ562; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1282; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1308; 12/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1363; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1485; 1/2-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1651. 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1651. No further action taken.

H 3094 Petition of Mark Roosevelt relative to the development of affordable housing on certain state-owned property in the city of Boston and the relocation of certain state agencies in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ337A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 3095 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to the collection of tax assessments during pending appeals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3096 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and James T. Brett for legislation to provide incentive tax relief for users of low emission vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ346A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3097 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and James T. Brett relative to use of alternate fuel vehicles and the preservation of the environment. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3098 Petition of James T. Brett relative to the redemption of tax titles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3099 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer, Joan M. Menard, Robert A. Antonioni and another for legislation to conform certain provisions of the tax laws of the Commonwealth to the federal tax code. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3100 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to the payment of excise taxes imposed on certain insurance companies in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3101 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to assure motor vehicle excise tax payments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3102 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to authorize cities and towns to include in their total taxes assessed, amounts representing annual debt service for capital improvements to water and sewer service systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3103 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to permit personal income tax deductions for contributions to organizations that provide food and shelter. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3104 Petition of David B. Cohen relative to estate tax filing for small estates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3105 Petition of Stanley Rosoff and David B. Cohen that certain veterans organizations be exempt from the sales, meals and hotel occupancy taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ331A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 3106 Petition of Joseph Andrews and David B. Cohen relative to the collection of local real estate taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ331A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3107 Petition of Stephen J. Karol, Daniel E. Bosley, Gary M. Coon, Stephen M. Brewer, Robert A. Antonioni and another for legislation to provide for a sales tax exemption for mandated pollution control expenditures and devices. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3108 Petition of Stephen J. Karol, Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to the amount of interest governing overpayment and underpayment of taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3109 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to provide reimbursement to cities and towns for services furnished to certain state and county facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3110 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe that provision be made for the deduction of certain medical expenses in determining eligibility for real estate tax exemptions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3111 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe that the assessed valuation of exempt county owned facilities be included in the equalizing formula for the distribution of local aid. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3112 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another for legislation to further regulate the payment of income taxes for persons paying rent. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3113 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe that cities and towns be reimbursed by the Commonwealth for a portion of property exempt from taxation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ347A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3114 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another relative to income tax deductions for medical and dental expenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3115 Petition of Robert M. Kocezera, Suzanne M. Bump, Marc R. Pacheco, Edward A. LeLacheur, Athan Catjakis and Richard T. Moore relative to the investment tax credit for certain corporations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3116 Petition of Robert M. Kocezera and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to prohibit the issuance or renewal of licenses or registrations of motor vehicles to certain delinquent taxpayers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3117 Petition of David J. Lionett relative to an income tax exemption for parents of minor children to be used for educational purposes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3118 Petition of Robert H. Marsh, Thomas G. Palumbo and Bruce E. Tarr that cities and towns be authorized to establish tax growth factor systems in the computation of real and personal property taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3119 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna relative to further regulating certain reimbursements of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3120 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Robert A. Antonioni, Robert H. Marsh, Gary M. Coon and another for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3121 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Kevin G. Honan, Robert A. Antonioni, Gary M. Coon and another for legislation to grant tax incentives for employers providing day care facilities for employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3122 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Robert A. Antonioni, Gary M. Coon and another for legislation to provide a tax credit for employee training and education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ348A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3123 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to disclosure penalties in certain retail installment sales agreements and loans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5656.

H 3124 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to regulate requests from banking institutions of mortgage payoff statements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1570-SJ472.

H 3125 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to economic development in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -
H 3126 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore and David P. Magnani relative to incentives for economic development. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3127 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide for the recycling of lead-acid motor vehicle and marine batteries. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/25-SENATE-Concurred a new draft, see SJ135 -SJ103.

H 3128 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Edward G. Connolly, James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo and William R. Keating for legislation to require operators of self-storage facilities to maintain registers of persons using such facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 3129 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation to further regulate the sale and repair of certain new boats. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5634.

H 3130 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to encourage child care benefits for private industry employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3131 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to the fees charged by the registry of deeds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3132 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation relative to the board of trustees of the Norfolk County Agricultural School. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ333; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/5/93-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3133 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court relative to the penalty for resisting, obstructing or interfering with police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134 -SJ464.

H 3134 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo and Athan Catjakis for legislation to prohibit the giving of false information to a police officer. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134 -SJ464.


H 3136 Petition of Larry F. Giordano for legislation to further regulate the use of shopping carts, laundry carts, dairy cases, dispenser cases, egg baskets, poultry boxes and certain other containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5590.

H 3137 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo, Edward B. Teague III and Athan Catjakis for legislation to provide mandatory imprisonment for persons found guilty of assault and battery on certain elderly persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5588.

H 3138 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Charles E. Shannon, James P. Jajuga and Athan Catjakis relative to the penalties for the sale and distribution of controlled substances to minors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ291.

H 3139 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court relative to prohibiting persons charged or convicted of sexual abuse from receiving public funds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5727.

H 3140 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Thomas G. Palumbo and Athan Catjakis relative to disciplinary periods for certain violations 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ260A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5727.

H 3141 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and Richard T. Moore for legislation to establish a penalty for certain ritualistic acts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Concurred a study order, see H5592.

Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ629; 6/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1009; 12/28-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1611; 12/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1523; 12/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 323 Acts.

H 3143 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey, Vincent P. Ciampa and Lida E. Harkins relative to the penalty for resisting, obstructing or interfering with police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading -SJ464.

H 3144 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to provide for capital punishment for certain crimes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5444.

H 3145 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to further regulate the disposition of criminal cases involving driving under the influence of alcohol. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5444.

H 3146 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Gary M. Coon, James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to establish a four year bachelor of fire science program in the Massachusetts college system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3147 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to direct the Department of Education to assist the public schools in child care programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3148 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Thomas G. Palumbo and Carol A. Donovan for legislation to establish a tuition free program for certain teachers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ250A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3149 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to employment contracts with executive or administrative personnel of school committees and school districts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3150 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey relative to the enrollment of police officers and fire fighters in certain state and community colleges or private colleges. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3151 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to establish the James R. Mclntyre tuition aid program for municipal junior college students. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3152 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to establish an educational assistance program for residents of the Commonwealth who are members of an organized unit of the ready reserve of the armed forces of the United States. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3153 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to extend certain reimbursement percentages relative to the school building assistance program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Enacted H355.

H 3154 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano that provision be made for health related fitness tests in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5497.

H 3155 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Robert J. Rohan, James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo relative to the sale of alcoholic beverages on Sunday. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ262A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5877.

H 3156 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Charles E. Shannon, Richard T. Moore, Anthony M. Mandile and James P. Jajuga for legislation to require public utilities to grant preference to handicapped persons in the restoration of services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5791.

H 3157 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Edward G. Connolly, Robert J. Rohan, Thomas G. Palumbo and Athan Catjakis relative to the issuance of liquor purchase identification cards. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ262A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29- HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5877.

H 3158 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore and James P. Jajuga for legislation to authorize sports pool wagering on professional football.
games. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -H278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H493; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -H517.

H 3159 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Vincent P. Ciampa that the Commissioner of Insurance be directed to promulgate rules and regulations concerning the licensing of marine surveyors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -H278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ262A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 3160 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey to establish the board of registration of locksmiths. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -H278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 3161 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate the records of patients being treated by psychotherapists. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -H282A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ266A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 3/12-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on The Judiciary -H180; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5499.

H 3162 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to require that the Department of Mental Health hospitals be licensed by the Department of Public Health. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -H282A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H200; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -H210.

H 3163 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore and Edward G. Connolly for legislation to establish a council on community restoration within the Department of Community Affairs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -H284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 3164 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to permit housing authorities access to the criminal records of tenants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -H284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 3165 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to regulate advertisements and solicitations for time-shares. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -H284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H137.

H 3166 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to authorize the Metropolitan District Commission to take an easement and right of way in the city of Quincy from Commander Shea Boulevard to the Water Resources Authority staging area. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -H285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

H 3167 Petition of Evelyn Greeley for legislation to provide for live-in personnel at public elderly housing under the control of the Department of Communities and Development. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -H285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 3168 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, Robert C. Buel and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to protect the water supplies and to provide adequate safe levels of sewage disposal in construction of housing under the anti-snob zoning law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -H285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ269A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

H 3169 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish an early childhood trust fund for the purpose of providing certain social and educational programs for children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -H291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3170 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to promote managed care for elderly persons receiving medical assistance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -H291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2460.

H 3171 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate general relief under the public assistance law in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -H291A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3172 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court that the Department of Employment and Training be required to establish a job placement program for certain recipients of aid to families with dependent children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -H292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied H2297.

H 3173 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, James P. Jajuga and Joseph F. Wagner for legislation to further regulate eligibility for increments in benefits under the program of aid to families with dependent children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -H292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H1899.

H 3174 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, James P. Jajuga and Joseph F. Wagner relative to reform of the program of aid to families with dependent children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -
H 3175 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate eligibility for aid to families with dependent children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ392A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3175 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate eligibility for aid to families with dependent children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ392A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5863.

H 3176 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to credits involuntary unemployment insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/20-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3177 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to regulate attachments of child support orders. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ929; 7/2-HOUSE-Read second; Postponed to Tae...July 7 -HJ933; 7/8-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ976; 7/10-HOUSE-Amendment adopted; Amendments ordered adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ997; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3178 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for a legislative amendment to the constitution relative to the retention of justices of the Superior Court, Appellate Court and the District Court Department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ391-392; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ443.

H 3179 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to establish a Massachusetts court administration commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 3180 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the Child Support Trust Fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ302A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE- Accompanied by S820 and H5192; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ428; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3181 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to actions for death and injuries resulting in death. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied by H3953; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3182 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the settlement of claims of minors and incompetent persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ356; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3183 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to indemnification of damages in civil cases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/12-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3185 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to authorizing the payment for accumulated sick and vacation leave to retiring justices of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663; 5/26-HOUSE-Discharged from the committee on Joint Rules from a part of H5663; Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ582; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3186 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to permit non-residents to serve as voluntary administrators under the probate laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied H3932.

H 3187 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to certain juvenile delinquent proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 3188 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to alimony and the assignment of estates in certain divorce proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 3189 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate notices in certain Probate Court actions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3190 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for the indemnification of members of the judiciary. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -
S1288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by S821 and H3396; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1429; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3191 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to make certain changes in the Judicial Council. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3192 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to permit registers of probate to issue certificates of appointment to voluntary administrators and voluntary executors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1352; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3193 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the deposit of wills with the registers of probate. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H1357; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3194 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to establish a judicial association for the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 3195 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for certain liability insurance for judges of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4706; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1429; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3196 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to further regulate the reimbursement of attorneys' fees for matters brought before the Commission on Judicial Conduct. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3197 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to establish a court education trust fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1357; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3198 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to judicial compensation and other expenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3199 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to expand the powers and duties of the Chief Administrative Justice of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1303A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1357; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3200 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the administration of the Office of the Jury Commissioner. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied by S797; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1352; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3201 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to make certain changes in the law governing the rule against perpetuities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ374; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3202 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate the concealment of public hazards. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3203 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate the appointment, retirement, vacation and sick leave of clerks in the district courts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3204 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to reconciling publication requirements for licenses for the sale of property under orders of a court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3205 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the appointment of family service officers in the Probate and Family Court Department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1357; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3206 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the enforcement of certain liens against civil judgments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3207 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for a living will. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -H1304A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3208 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Gary M. Coon, Richard T. Moore, James P. Jajuga, Thomas G.
H 3209 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Walter A. DeFilippi, Edward G. Connolly, Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga relative to enforcement of the criminal offenders record information law on organizations whose operations include security responsibility for persons in residential or care facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ304A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/27-House-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 3210 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore and Thomas G. Palumbo relative to the Governor’s powers of commutation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ304A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/23-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/29-House-Report accepted -HJ414.

H 3211 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Paul E. Caron, James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo and John J. Binienda for legislation to establish a protection from liability for civil damages for volunteers in assisting municipal government or school programs. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ304A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3212 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Lida E. Harkins for legislation to increase fees for marriages and divorce and providing that such increases be used to aid shelters for victims of domestic violence. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ304A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/23-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/27-House-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 3213 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and others relative to damages paid by insurance companies in civil actions. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ304A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3214 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another for legislation to facilitate the storage of information by electronic and other methods within the registries of deeds. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ304A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/27-House-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 3215 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to the storage of information by electronic and other methods in the registries of deeds. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ304A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/27-House-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 3216 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to the enumeration of fees with the registries of deeds. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3217 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to the fees charged by registries of deeds for certain documents. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3218 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another for legislation to make uniform recording fees in the registries of deeds. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3219 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to the recording of mortgage discharges within the registries of deeds. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3220 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to designate an assistant clerk in charge of six-may jury sessions in the District Court of East Norfolk. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-House-Report accepted -HJ663.

H 3221 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to revise the procedure for filing a complaint for registration or confirmation with the recorder of the Land Court. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3222 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to further regulate the admission of evidence of medical and hospital service reports and records. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3223 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Lida E. Harkins relative to the use of motor vehicle seat belts as evidence in certain judicial proceedings. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.

H 3224 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, James P. Jajuga and Larry F. Giordano relative to providing certain employers with access to criminal history records of employees who work with children. 1/2-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SI289A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/26-House-Report accepted -HJ5948.
H 3225 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to limit the statute of limitations on product liability cases to ten years. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ290A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 3226 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Robert C. Buell for legislation to exclude homicide from the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court when committed by a juvenile fourteen years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ305A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ290A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 3227 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Edward G. Connolly and Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to require municipalities to hold public hearings on home rule petitions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ275.

H 3228 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, James P. Jajuga and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to provide for reimbursement of legal expenses for certain cities and towns involved in the emergency planning zone of the Seabrook Nuclear Power Station. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/1-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ245; 4/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ234; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3229 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Lida E. Harkins for legislation to provide approval by the General Court of the purchasing or leasing of certain real estate by the Water Resources Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3230 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey, Francis H. Woodward, Vincent P. Ciampa, Lida E. Harkins and William R. Keating for legislation to regulate the location of septic tanks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3231 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey, Francis H. Woodward and William R. Keating for legislation to provide for approval of rates of the Water Resources Authority by the Department of Public Utilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3232 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey, Francis H. Woodward, Lida E. Harkins and William R. Keating relative to sewer charges levied by the Water Resources Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ315A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3233 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey that the Division of Waterways be directed to dredge the area of Marina Bay located in Dorchester Bay. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1357.

H 3234 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey relative to the duties and responsibilities of the Commissioner of Environmental Management and owners of dams in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3235 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey relative to the underground storage tank petroleum product cleanup law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3236 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to establish a youth conservation corps in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1357.

H 3237 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey that the Division of Waterways be directed to dredge the area surrounding the Squantum Yacht Club in Boston Harbor. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1357.

H 3238 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to regulate the location of septic tanks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

H 3239 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey that the Water Resources Authority be directed to relocate the administrative and executive offices of said authority to the city of Quincy. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3240 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano relative to the authorization of the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of the protection of coastal resources and related matters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5668.
H 3242 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to motor vehicle parking violations. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 3243 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to amend the motor vehicle license and registration fees for persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3244 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate automatic sprinklers in condominiums. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3245 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Geoffrey D. Hall, James P. Jajuga and Athan Catjakis for legislation to establish the powers of the police to arrest on fresh and continued pursuit in other jurisdictions. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5718.

H 3246 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue distinctive motor vehicle plates to the members of said association. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3247 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to reduce by fifty per cent the motor vehicle license renewal fee for persons seventy years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3248 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano relative to safe working conditions for police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 3249 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish certain educational and attendance requirements for minors to obtain a driver's license. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3250 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court relative to the suspension of motor vehicle operator licenses of minors who have been arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ514; 6/3-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ801; 6/3-HOUSE-Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; For text, see Journal; Ordered to a third reading -HJ814; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3251 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and James P. Jajuga for legislation to establish a state carve-out commission within the Department of Public Safety. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/7-HOUSE-Read third [title changed]; Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1369; 12/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1493; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 3252 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Lida E. Harkins relative to additional sentences of imprisonment for crimes committed while in possession of rifles, shotguns or other firearms. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5717.

H 3253 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Lida E. Harkins that funds collected from the issuance of motor vehicle registration plates for veterans be deposited in a fund for the Soldiers' Homes in Massachusetts. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 3254 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to special police officers of colleges, universities, hospitals and other educational and educational institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 3255 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey, Vincent P. Ciampa, John C. Klimm and Lida E. Harkins relative to the testing of air used in self-contained breathing apparatus for fire fighters. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ277.

H 3256 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey, Vincent P. Ciampa, John C. Klimm and Lida E. Harkins relative to the suspension of a license to operate a motor vehicle by persons involved in high speed pursuits by police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306A; Public Hearing date Mar 23
H 3257 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to require certain residential buildings to be marked with proper and easily readable numbers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ322A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3258 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey relative to fire departments and fire districts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ322A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3259 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey relative to the licensing of elevator contractors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ322A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5745.

H 3260 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be prohibited from establishing a limitation on filing applications at offices of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ322A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3261 Petition of Maura Graham that operators of tow trucks be required to clear debris from accident scenes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ322A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3262 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the retirement or resignation of judges and clerks of the various courts in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3263 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the retirement system for judges of the Commonwealth to be compensated for sick leave and vacations upon retiring. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3264 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the retirement system for the judges of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3265 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the Advisory Board on Legislative, Judicial and Constitutional Compensation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3266 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the retirement of certain judges. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3267 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to compensation for justices for personal injuries incurred while in the performance of duty. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 3268 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to make up payments by certain members of the contributory retirement system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 3269 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to employment in police or fire agencies of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3270 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to authorize the retirement of judges. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ313A; Public Hearing date Apr 4 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3271 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to authorize judges of the Commonwealth to contribute to the Judges' Retirement Fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 3272 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and Richard T Moore for legislation to define overtime compensation for fire fighters and police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 3273 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and Athan Catjakis for legislation to further define retirement allowances for fire fighters and police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 3274 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and Richard T. Moore for legislation to define overtime compensation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 3275 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to regulate payroll deductions for retirement for public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ329A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 3276 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to regulate the disclosure of personnel records of police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3277 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano relative to employment in police or fire agencies of the Commonwealth and its
political subdivisions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3278 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to regulate disability retirement for certain public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 3279 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano that military service performed by certain public employees be counted as creditable service for purposes of retirement. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3280 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano relative to the retirement rights of certain public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 3281 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Athan Catjakis and Carol A. Donovan for legislation to regulate retirement allowances for teachers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 3282 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Thomas G. Palumbo and Carol A. Donovan that provision be made for the computation of cost of living allowances for retired teachers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 3283 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Thomas G. Palumbo, Richard T. Moore, Robert Correia and Marianne Brenton for legislation to repeal certain fees for the training of police cadets. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3284 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Gary M. Coon and James P. Jajuga for legislation to further regulate the pensions payable to police and fire dispatchers and employees providing emergency medical services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3285 Petition of the Massachusetts Police Association and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to regulate computation of retirement allowances for public employees classified in Group 4. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 3286 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, James P. Jajuga and Athan Catjakis relative to disability pensions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ314A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 3287 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another relative to classifying superintendents of public schools in Group 2 of the contributory retirement system for public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3288 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and another for legislation to provide for creditable service for vocational educational teachers under the public employees retirement law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3289 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey relative to the retirement rights of shellfish constables. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3290 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey that the Metropolitan District Commission be directed to grant permanent employment for Paul Phillips of the City of Quincy. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3291 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey that provision be made for the voluntary retirement of police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 3292 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and James T. Brett for legislation to facilitate procedures for grants of location in Metropolitan District Commission proper location in Metropolitan District Commission proper location in Metropolitan District Commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ540-481; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJS01; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3293 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for a system of periodic legislative review and for the termination, consolidation or re-establishment of state agencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied H3810.

H 3294 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo relative to expanding the authority of the Bureau of Special Investigations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied H1228.

H 3295 Petition of Larry F. Giordano relative to the administration of the laws governing lobbying. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -
H 3296 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and James P. Jajuga for legislation to require certain notices to be issued relative to the acquisition of one or more acres of real property by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3297 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to authorize a shareholder of a qualified "S" corporation a carryover pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ332A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3298 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3299 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to further regulating real estate tax exemptions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3300 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to creating an exemption for all persons who have attained the age of sixty-five from paying the motor vehicle excise tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3301 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to increasing the tax deduction for persons renting property as their residence. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3302 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court relative to providing for a tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3303 Petition of Larry F. Giordano, Richard T. Moore, Robert J. Rohan, James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to prohibit the increase of real estate taxes of persons sixty-eight years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3304 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide that business corporations supplying day care facilities for the convenience of employees be granted a tax credit. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3305 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a five hundred dollar yearly real estate tax abatement for persons over seventy years of age. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3306 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court relative to returning a portion of the sales tax revenue to the city or town from which it was generated. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3307 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court that the sales tax revenue collected on motor vehicles be returned to cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3308 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide tax credits for recycling certain materials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3309 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation to establish a navigational and safety fund from the tax on the sale of gas and Diesel fuel used for water crafts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3310 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to increase the estate tax exemption and credit and allowing for the deduction of certain administration expenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3311 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey relative to establishing an individual homeowner's savings program and providing for a reduction therefor from the state income tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3312 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey and Lida E. Harkins relative to providing for a tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3313 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to extend the investment tax credit. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3314 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to require quarterly local aid distributions to cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ333A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 3315 Petition filed at the request of William E. Slusher for legislation to establish a tax credit for contributions to community support incentive plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ344A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3316 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the establishment of a certain advisory committee for the northern area of the Central Artery/third harbor tunnel project. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ356A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 3317 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for payment from the state treasury of a sum of money to Francis L. Guerriero of the city of Quincy as reimbursement for state income taxes paid on exempt pension income. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to House Ways and Means -HJ359A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3318 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to maximum small loans after the maturity rate of interest. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1569-SJ472.

H 3319 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to make a corrective change in notice requirements relative to mortgage foreclosures. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ254; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third [title changed] and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ629; 7/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1060; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; 12/16-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1521; 12/17-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1426; 1/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1533; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 285 Acts.

H 3320 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Suzanne M. Bump and Daniel E. Bosley relative to enforcement actions by the Secretary of the Commonwealth for violations of law regulating the sale of securities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ238A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3321 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, Suzanne M. Bump, Daniel E. Bosley and Kevin P. Blanchette relative to investment advisors and financial planners. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3322 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, and Suzanne M. Bump and Daniel E. Bosley relative to the sale of certain commodity investments products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 2/24-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3323 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, Suzanne M. Bump and Daniel E. Bosley relative to the voluntary dissolution of a corporation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/24-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1102; 2/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ106.

H 3324 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, Suzanne M. Bump and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to make certain changes in the corporate laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ352; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3325 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the working hours of certain pharmacists. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3326 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to provide for the imposition of a seven percent annual interest on unpaid wages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ583; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3327 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger, Barbara E. Gray, Patricia D. Jehlen, Daniel J. Valanti and Mary Jane Gibson relative to the payment of arbitration awards in certain consumer transactions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3328 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to include all political subdivisions and authorities under the prevailing wage law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ254A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3329 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to reduce paperwork for annual reports by certain public charities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5737.

H 3330 Petition filed at the request of R. J. Lenhardt for legislation to prohibit the sale or distribution of candy cigarettes, so-called. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing
H 3331 Petition filed at the request of Steven G. O'Donnell relative to the regulation of dogs. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Counties -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ242A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ333.

H 3332 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to increase the penalties for operating an uninsured motor vehicle. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3168; Public Hearing date May 6 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ329; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ897; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 1/593-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3333 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the penalty for vehicular homicide in the operation of a vessel. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ245A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ369; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3168; Public Hearing date May 5 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ489; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ468; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3334 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide an assessment against persons convicted of drug related offenses and the establishment of a fund from such assessments for drug education programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 3335 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide for mandatory minimum sentences for certain drug trafficking offenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 3336 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide for mandatory sentences for trafficking in certain controlled substances. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 3337 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide for a mandatory sentence for injuring or defacing tombs. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 3338 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide a mandatory sentence for the carrying of certain dangerous weapons. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied H1651.

H 3339 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide for a mandatory twenty-five year sentence for major drug dealers. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 3340 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to extending drug free zones to municipal parks, public playgrounds and recreation areas. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 12/17-HOUSE- Accompanied H1081.

H 3341 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide for a mandatory sentence for trafficking in marijuana. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30- HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5399.

H 3342 Petition of Thomas F. Reilly and Warren E. Tolman relative to the penalty for operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcoholic beverages or drugs. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ261A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5599.

H 3343 Petition of Thomas F. Reilly and Warren E. Tolman relative to the penalty for a second offense for the distribution of cocaine. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ355; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 7/2-HOUSE- Read third [title changed]; Bill engrossed -HJ950; 7/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1060; 1/593-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3344 Petition of Carol A. Donovan and Geoffrey D. Hall relative to the granting of tenure to teachers in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3345 Petition of Linda E. Harkins, Carol A. Donovan, Daniel J. Valianti, Marc D. Draisen, J. James Marzilli, Jr., and Shirley Owens-Hicks for legislation to increase the minimum salaries of teachers. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ266A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3346 Petition of Barbara Hildt, Geoffrey D. Hall, Carol A. Donovan, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Daniel J. Valianti and Marc D. Draisen that the Board of Education be directed to establish a program for the purpose of examining the impact of reduced class sizes in the public schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -
HJ266A: 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HJ947.

H 3347 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks, Marc D. Draisen and Jane M. Swift for legislation to provide for a career incentive plan for educators in the public schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HJ947.


H 3356 Petition of Samuel T. Tisdale, Joseph B. McIntyre and Thomas M. Petrolati relative to the State Ballot Law Commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ254A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 3357 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, Joseph B. McIntyre, Thomas M. Petrolati, Stanley C. Rosenberg and another for legislation to make certain changes in the initiative law relative to political parties and candidates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI256A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ376; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ398.

H 3358 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to further define the word "beverages" under the law regulating the sale and disposal of beverage containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ271A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI256A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 3359 Petition of Charles N. Decas for legislation to further regulate the conduct of racing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 3360 Petition filed at the request of John Buonoguario in regard to the removal of markings by utility companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ278A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 3361 Petition filed at the request of Helen Rossetti that telephone companies be required to service leased or purchased telephone equipment. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI263A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5499.

H 3362 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the records of certain patients of psychotherapists. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI267A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 3/12-HOUSE-Discharged to the Committee on the Judiciary -HJ181; 3/16-STATE-Concurred -SI141; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5499.

H 3363 Petition filed at the request of Generoza Zizza for legislation to prohibit certain health care facilities from requiring more than one-third of a patient's assets for health care in such facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI267A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ334.

H 3364 Petition of John E. McDonough and other members of the House for legislation to finance health services for residents of the Commonwealth and to moderate the growth of health care costs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI267A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ200; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ209.

H 3365 Petition of John E. McDonough, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to decrease the risk of infant mortality in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI267A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H3582.

H 3366 Petition of John E. McDonough relative to the confidentiality of HIV testing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI267A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5966.

H 3367 Petition of John E. McDonough that health care facilities be prohibited from charging for audits of bills of patients. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI267A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ200; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ209.

H 3368 Petition of Edward J. Clayncy, Jr., Jeffery J. Hayward and another for legislation to require local approval of certain state and federal housing programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI269A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

H 3369 Petition filed at the request of James Toscano relative to the financial management of condominiums. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI269A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 9/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6074.

H 3370 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and other members of the House for legislation to clarify the powers of housing receivers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI269A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 3371 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and David P. Magnani for legislation to establish a fund to assist local housing authorities and owners of private property receiving federal or state rental subsidies to remove paint containing a lead base. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI269A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 3372 Petition of Richard T. Morse that tenants be authorized to assume responsibility for the cost of water and sewer in certain rental agreements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-STATE-Concurred -SI270A; Public Hearing date Mar 30
H 3373 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to permit housing authorities access to the criminal records of tenants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 3374 Petition filed at the request of David F. Delorey relative to public access to criminal records of the Department of Public Welfare. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3375 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the recovery of expenses for funerals and burials of indigent persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ276A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5673.

H 3376 Petition of Paul C. Casey, Edward G. Connolly, Vincent P. Ciampa and Richard R. Tisei relative to motor vehicle insurance rates charged to motorists who are physically handicapped. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ281A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 3377 Petition of Charles N. Deegan relative to group marketing plans for motor vehicle insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ281A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 3378 Petition filed at the request of Generosa Zizza for legislation to establish a consumer assistance service board to assist purchasers of insurance in the understanding of rights under coverage plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ281A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3379 Petition of Sally P. Kerans, Warren E. Tolman, John E. McDonough, Patricia D. Jehljen, Daniel J. Valianti and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to require physicians to disclose financial statements in medical diagnostic machinery under certain insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ281A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3380 Petition of Sally P. Kerans and other members of the House for legislation to require health insurers to reimburse for bone marrow transplants for patients whose breast cancer has advanced to bone cancer. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ281A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5987.

H 3381 Petition filed at the request of William R. Budreau for legislation to authorize the Governor to appoint additional justices of the peace in the town of Winthrop. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ305A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 7/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1090; 9/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1139; 9/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1238; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3382 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh for legislation to regulate notices in certain adoption proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ305A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5950.

H 3383 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to make certain changes in the law relative to hens on Mechanics for labor and materials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ305A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3929 and H4902; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second; Postponed to Wed., May 27 - HJ530; 6/3-SENATE-Postponed to Tue., June 16 - HJ914; 6/22-Ordered to a third reading - HJ5885; 1/5-93-SENATE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1549; 1/5-93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 3384 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and others for legislation to improve the administration of justice in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ305A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 3385 Petition of John F. Burke and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the court costs of indigent persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ305A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3386 Petition of Samuel E. Zoll and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to eliminate the two-trial system for criminal cases in the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 6/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5773.

H 3387 Petition of John F. Burke and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to jurisdiction of appeals by aggrieved parties in findings or decisions of the Land Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 6/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5773.

H 3388 Petition of Samuel E. Zoll and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the efficient utilization of the resources of the District Court Department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ290A; Public
H 3389 Petition of Samuel E. Zoll and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to consolidate the multiple procedures in the General Laws for noncriminal disposition of certain violations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 3390 Petition of Samuel E. Zoll and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to improve the administration of justice in the District Court Department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 3391 Petition of Samuel E. Zoll and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to strengthen local court administration in the district courts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 3392 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh for legislation to authorize nonresidents to serve as voluntary informal administrators of small estates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ290A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by S824 and H3186. Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3393 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to notice in certain probate actions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3394 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to the appointment of family service officers in the Probate and Family Court Department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3395 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh for legislation to further define the equity jurisdiction of the Probate and Family Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3396 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh for legislation to provide indemnification for judges of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied HJ390.

H 3397 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh for legislation to require written consent of certain persons in adoption proceedings and rights of fathers of children born out of wedlock. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 3398 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to the revocation or release of impoundment of old probate records. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3399 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to service for a capias in contempt actions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 3400 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh for legislation to authorize payment for accumulated sick and vacation leave to retiring justices of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ306A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3401 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to the deposit of wills with the Register of Probate. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3402 Petition filed at the request of Vincent F. Zarrilli for legislation to require the Judicial Nominating Commission to require candidates for judicial positions in the district courts to be fluent in the Hispanic language. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3403 Petition filed at the request of Vincent F. Zarrilli for legislation to require the tabulation of results of cases heard by the Supreme Judicial Court and the Appeals Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3404 Petition of Vincent F. Zarrilli for legislation to require a statement of reasons to accompany the denial or dismissal of any motion entered in the Appeals Court or Supreme Judicial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3405 Petition of Vincent F. Zarrilli for legislation to establish a modified judicial merit-retention system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.
H 3406 Petition filed at the request of John Buonoguario for legislation to limit parole eligibility of persons convicted of violating the provisions of law relative to carrying or the possession of dangerous weapons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5713.

H 3407 Petition filed at the request of Generoza Zizza for legislation to limit parole eligibility of persons convicted of violating the provisions of law relative to carrying or possession of dangerous weapons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ291A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 3408 Petition of Sally P. Kerans and other members of the House for legislation to provide for the admis- sibility of the “battered women’s syndrome” in crim- inal court proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3409 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to certain juvenile delinquent proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 3410 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to protect the feasibility of projects subject to special permits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 3411 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to prevent frivolous appeals from certain permits in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 3412 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to providing for amendments to certain subdivision plans. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 3413 Petition of Pamela P. Resor, Emile J. Goguen, Daniel J. Valianti and Janet W. O’Brien for legislation to further regulate special town meetings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 3414 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and other members of the General Court relative to the payment of costs for the cleanup of Boston Harbor. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ300A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3415 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the registration, inspection, construction and reconstruction of dams. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H1548.

H 3416 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to protect the rivers of the Commonwealth. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ313; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3417 Petition of Richard T. Moore for certain changes in the law relative to the Blackstone River and Canal Heritage State Park. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 3418 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to regulate the granting of certain permits by the Department of Environmental Protection adjacent to the Douglas State Forest. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*, 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

H 3419 Petition of Richard T. Moore and John C. Klimm for legislation to provide for a uniform code for installation of individual sewage disposal systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5661.

H 3420 Petition of Pamela P. Resor, Emile J. Goguen, Daniel J. Valianti, Janet W. O’Brien, David P. Magnani and J. James Marzilli, Jr., relative to the disposition and acquisition of conservation land. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5661.

H 3421 Petition of Pamela P. Resor, Robert A. Durand, Daniel J. Valianti, Emile J. Goguen, Janet W. O’Brien and David P. Magnani that the Division of Water Pollution Control be directed to establish a nonpoint source pollution control program. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ316A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3422 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Paul E. Caron for legislation to regulate the dissemination of public information relative to firearms and explosives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ322A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3423 Petition filed at the request of Paul Carboni for legislation to prohibit the issuance of licenses to operate motor vehicles to persons who have not received a high school diploma. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ322A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders.
of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 3424 Petition filed at the request of Domenic A. Constantino, Jr., for legislation to permit all public garages to install lights or devices to alert pedestrians of the exiting of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 3425 Petition filed at the request of Margarette Ferullo for legislation to restrict the use of mobile telephones while operating a motor vehicle. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 3426 Petition filed at the request of William McCarthy that all newly registered motor vehicles be equipped with bumpers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 3427 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to establish a police and fire station building assistance fund within the Executive Office of Public Safety. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 3428 Petition of Pamela P. Resor and Robert A. Durand for legislation to further regulate railroad warning devices at certain grade crossings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ320; 10/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6149.

H 3429 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, A. Joseph DeNucci and Kevin P. Blanchette, relative to dental benefits for employees in the Executive and constitutional branches of government. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ31A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ90; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3430 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and William Constantino, Jr., relative to converting temporary positions to permanent positions under the civil service law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3431 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and William Constantino, Jr., that certain diseases resulting in dis-ability or death to public employees shall be presumed to have been suffered in the line of duty with reference to the accidental disability retirement law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 3432 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and William Constantino, Jr., relative to the computation of retirement allowance for public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 3433 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and Warren E. Tolman that the Port Authority and the Water Resources Authority be directed to establish a program of priority hiring for residents affected by the operation of said authorities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ834; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ883; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ664; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 3434 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and Thomas M. Petrolati relative to the conversion of temporary civil service positions to permanent positions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3435 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and Thomas M. Petrolati relative to the scheduling of civil service examinations by the Department of Personnel Administration. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3436 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and Thomas M. Petrolati for legislation to regulate provisional promotions under the civil service law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3437 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineer and Scientists and Thomas M. Petrolati for legislation to provide for the reporting of the management of public employee retirement funds to members of the retirement system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ315A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 3438 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Kevin P. Blanchette for legislation to establish the freedom of information commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.
H 3439 Petition of the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists and William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to regulate expenditures of construction appropriations by the Commonwealth and authorities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order. see H5621.

H 3440 Petition of Gary M. Coon for legislation to establish a universal contractor prequalification board and providing for the design of a prequalification form for public construction in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3441 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo, Michael LoPresti, Jr., William G. Reinstein and Thomas F. Birmingham that the Port Authority be directed to pay certain revenues from fines for violations of noise abatement rules and regulations at Logan Airport to the town of Winthrop and the cities of Revere, Chelsea and Boston. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ322A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order. see H5620; 11/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules, Reported on a part of H5620; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1266; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1348; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1485; 12/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1616; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1537; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/16/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

H 3442 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and Thomas F. Birmingham that employees of the Port Authority be eligible for sound insulation programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1266; 6/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1831; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ883; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1664; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3443 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to clarify the effects of state mandated rules and regulations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied H2904.

H 3444 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied H2901.

H 3445 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the submission of written notices to the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied H2902.

H 3446 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide improved administration and oversight of state authorized travel. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ338A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ562; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3447 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to exempt certain expenditures relative to initiative petitions from the public disclosure law concerning legislative agents. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ562; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3448 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to exempt certain expenditures relative to initiative petitions from the public disclosure law concerning legislative agents. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ562; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3449 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to establish a museum advisory commission within the Department of the State Secretary. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3450 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to further regulate the filing of personal data system notices and authorizing the publication of said notices by the Secretary of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ501; 5/12-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ516; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3451 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to clarify the definition of "public records". 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order. see H5620.

H 3452 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra relative to fees charged by notaries public and other authorized officials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 3453 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the printing and distribution of certain state documents. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concorded -SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3454 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra for certain changes in the law regulating legislative agents. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ822; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ831; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3455 Petition of Michael J. Connolly and Emanuel G. Serra for adoption of regulations by the State Secretary relative to the laws governing lobbyists. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ323A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5520.

H 3456 Petition of Paul C. Casey and Richard R. Tirei for legislation to authorize tax increment financing of housing, economic development and urban revitalization projects. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3457 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and Thomas F. Birmingham relative to the payment of funds from the Local Aid Fund under the tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3458 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo relative to increasing the real estate tax exemption for certain veterans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3459 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for the deduction of water and sewer costs under the income tax law of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3460 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi, Thomas F. Birmingham, Michael LoPresti, Jr., and another for legislation to further regulate real estate tax exemptions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ349A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3461 Petition filed at the request of Paul Carbone relative to income taxation of retired members of the armed forces. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3462 Petition filed at the request of Maryanne D'Amato for legislation to increase the amount upon which the Commonwealth imposes a luxury tax. 1/2-

H 3463 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to establish a local emergency relief fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3464 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3465 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to establish rural enterprise zones. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3466 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to regulate the taxation of domestic life insurance companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3467 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to regulate the collection of the sales tax by vendors of boats and vessels. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3468 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to clarifying real estate tax exemptions granted to certain paraplegic veterans and their surviving spouses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3469 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to real estate tax exemptions for certain veterans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3470 Petition of Richard T. Moore that provision be made for a property tax deferral for taxpayers experiencing a temporary hardship. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3471 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the amount of interest governing overpayment and underpayment of taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ334A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3472 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to regulate recording fees for liens and certificates under the law regulating the classification and taxation of recreational land. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3473 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to establish regional recovery zones in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SEDNATE-Concorded -
SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3474 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to further regulate the estate tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ335A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3475 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the rate of reimbursement for state owned land held in local communities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3476 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to protect newspapers from harassment under the administrative provisions of the tax laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3477 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to reduce the tax on savings accounts of persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ350A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3478 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to tax exemptions from personal income of certain military personnel. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3479 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the trade-in of boats and airplanes under the sales tax law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ498; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ498.

H 3480 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the siting of a second major airport. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5575.

H 3481 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and William G. Reinstein that the Port Authority be directed to limit the tolls charged for motorists using the Sumner Tunnel and Callahan Tunnel. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ265; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ279.

H 3482 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and William G. Reinstein that the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority be directed to limit the tolls charged for motorists using the Sumner Tunnel and Callahan Tunnel. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5577.

H 3483 Petition of John E. McDonough, Paul J. Gannon, Marc D. Draisen and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate assessments on cities and towns of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 3484 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to providing for a balanced state budget and emergency deficit control. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ359A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3485 Petition filed at the request of Ralph Kraw that provision be made for payment from the state treasury of a certain sum of money to the town of Billerica on an annual basis. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ359A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3486 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting (under Article LXXXVII of the Amendments to the Constitution) Reorganization Plan Number 1 of 1992, relative to reorganizing certain offices and bureaus of the Executive Office for Administration and Finance. 2/3-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ61; 2/27-SENATE-Concurred -SJ109; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 3/50-HOUSE-Placed in the Orders of the Day (under Joint Rule 23A); Quorum roll call - 125 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 96]; Reorganization plan not approved - 36 YEAS to 107 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 97]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ240.

H 3487 Order relative to reviving and continuing the special committee of the House established to make an investigation and study of the foster care system in the Commonwealth. 2/3-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted -HJ62.

H 3488 Order relative to reviving and continuing the special committee of the House established to make an investigation and study of the extent of damages caused by the winds, floods and rains of the storm in October, nineteen hundred and ninety-one. 2/3-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted -HJ62; 5/11-HOUSE-For order further continuing special committee, see H5793.

H 3489 Order (filed by Ms. Gardner of Holliston and other members of the House) relative to the appointment of a special committee of the House to make an investigation and study of the conditions and treatment provided for females in the criminal justice system of the Commonwealth and other related matters. 2/3-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted -HJ63; 2/14-HOUSE-Members appointed -HJ93.

H 3490 Petition of Steven Angelo and Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to require banks to defer late charges on loan payments for certain elderly low-income persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar
H 3491 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan Jr., for legislation to authorize mergers between co-operative banks and credit unions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurrent a new draft, see S1564-SJ463.

H 3492 Petition of Paul Kolliss relative to the notification and availability of documents in certain mortgage transactions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ247A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ222A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ498.

H 3493 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to further regulate leaves of absence for adoptive parents. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3494 Petition of the Mass. State Council of Carpenters, Daniel E. Bosley and another for legislation to authorize private enforcement of the prevailing wage law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3495 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to regulate notification by employers to employees of plant closings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3496 Petition of John C. Bradford and other members of the House for legislation to encourage the expansion of business in areas of substantial poverty. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5696.

H 3497 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and James T. Brett relative to the monitoring of employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3498 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to further protect injured or ill employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ239A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3499 Petition of the Mass. State Council of Carpenters and John A. Businger relative to violations of the unemployment and workers' compensation laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3500 Petition of the United Food & Commercial Workers and John A. Businger for legislation to regulate the pricing of certain products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3501 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council, John A. Businger, Susan M. Tracy and another for legislation to increase the minimum wage for certain employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3502 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council, John A. Businger and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to regulate the hiring of certain employees during the continuance of a strike, lockout or other labor dispute. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3503 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and John A. Businger for legislation to regulate the payment of unemployment benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3504 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to further regulate the licensing of transient vendors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3505 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Alvin E. Thompson and Nelson Merced for legislation to establish a minority business development fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3506 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to regulate benefits under the workers' compensation law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3507 Petition of George Beeltje for legislation to regulate overcharges of consumers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3508 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Susan M. Tracy relative to unemployment benefits for victims of lockouts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ255A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3509 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Susan M. Tracy for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the right-to-know law, so-called 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on
H 3510 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Susan M. Tracy relative to the granting of parental leave by employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3511 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa, Lida E. Harkins, Emile J. Goguen and Anthony P. Giglio for legislation to further regulate penalties for the use of certain controlled substances. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5399.

H 3512 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger and Barbara Gardner for legislation to establish the crime of aggravated assault for serious bodily injury of elderly persons or disabled persons or children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5597.

H 3513 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to provide an assessment against persons convicted of drug related offenses and the establishment of a fund from such assessments for drug education programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 3514 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation to provide that major drug traffickers be held without bail. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5591.

H 3515 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to provide for a mandatory twenty-five year sentence for major drug dealers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ246A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 3516 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Vincent P. Ciampa relative to the extending of drug free zones to municipal parks, public playgrounds and recreation areas. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 1/17-HOUSE-Accompanied H1081.

H 3517 Petition of Edward B. Teague III, Mary Jeanette Murray, Edward G. Connolly, Kevin Porrier, Nancy H. Evans and another relative to further regulating certain controlled substances. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5399.

H 3518 Petition of Edward B. Teague III, Carol C. Cleven, Mary Jeanette Murray, Larry F. Giordano, Edward G. Connolly and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to increase the penalties for theft of motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

H 3519 Petition of Edward B. Teague III, Mary Jeanette Murray and Stephen M. Brewer relative to the unlawful possession of heroin, marijuana and other controlled substances. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5399.

H 3520 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to regulate the rate setting process of special education services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3521 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to establish predictability of certain special education costs at the local level. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3522 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to assist cities and towns in meeting the costs of special education placements for certain children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ251A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3523 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to financial assistance to cities and towns in the construction of school buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3524 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to provide incentives and resources for school districts to provide for early childhood education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3525 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to direct the Department of Education to assist the public in child care programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3526 Petition of Pamela P. Resor, Emile J. Goguen, Daniel J. Vallanti and Janet W. O'Brien for legislation to prohibit the use of tobacco on school grounds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3527 Petition of John C. Bradford, other members of the House and another relative to extending the time to candidates for state office to file nomination papers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ254A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/27-
H 3538 Petition of Albert Herren relative to making wine coolers and other carbonated alcoholic beverages subject to the provisions of the bottle law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3539 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to prohibit the sale of certain mixed material containers in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ256A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3540 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to further define the word "beverages" under the law regulating the sale and disposal of beverage containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3541 Petition of Albert Herren relative to the disclosure of medical records of nuclear power plant workers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3542 Petition of Albert Herren relative to solar and wind energy. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3543 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to promote efficiency in energy company regulations in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3544 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to mitigate the global warming impact of new power production facilities in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3545 Petition of Albert Herren relative to authorizing the Governor to respond to energy supply disruptions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 3546 Petition of Albert Herren and Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to reduce energy expenditures of cities, towns and the Commonwealth by encouraging the development of cogeneration facilities at public facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5400.
H 3547 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to regulate the business of redemption centers for beverage containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3548 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to require the distribution of thyroid-blocking agents to help protect citizens from radioactive emissions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3549 Petition of Albert Herren relative to making wine coolers and other carbonated alcoholic beverages subject to provisions of the bottle law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3550 Petition of Albert Herren and Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to promote the development of alternative energy fuels. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 3551 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to promote the development of energy conservation measures to electric lighting products. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ272A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 3552 Petition of Albert Herren relative to the importation of Canadian electric power. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 3553 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to regulate beverage containers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3554 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to repeal the law relative to the establishment of the Executive Office of Energy Resources. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 3555 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to improve monitoring of licensed and operating nuclear power plants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5555.

H 3556 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to promote alternative fuels and fuel-efficiency in motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 3557 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to provide for a capital outlay for energy conservation in public buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ257A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 3558 Petition of Albert Herren relative to reorganizing the Division of Energy Resources to make the operation of government more efficient. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ398.

H 3559 Petition of Albert Herren relative to the reporting of fuel inventory, sales, delivery, and price information. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ398.

H 3560 Petition of Albert Herren relative to the maximum permissible levels of airborne emissions from nuclear power plants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ275.

H 3561 Petition of Albert Herren relative to requiring minimum energy efficiency standards for lighting fixtures, lightbulbs, floor lamps, table lamps and electric motors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/23-SENATE-Accompanied by H341; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ337; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 3562 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to require minimum energy efficiency standards for lighting fixtures, lightbulbs, floor lamps, table lamps and electric motors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/23-Senate Ways and Means -SJ337; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 3563 Petition of Albert Herren relative to authorizing the committee on Energy to make an investigation and study of fuel charges on electric bills. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ159; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 3564 Petition of Albert H. Herren relative to establishing the Massachusetts maritime transmission authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 3565 Petition of Albert Herren and other members of the General Court for legislation to improve radiological emergency response planning for nuclear power plants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5556.
H 3566 Petition of Albert Herren and Robert A. Durand that the commissioner of energy resources be required to establish a home energy audit program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 3567 Petition of Albert Herren and other members of the General Court for legislation to promote energy efficient lighting in state owned or leased buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3890. Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ372; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3568 Petition of Albert Herren for legislation to establish the energy advisory board. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ372; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3569 Petition of Albert Herren and Daniel J. Valianti relative to the fuel efficiency of motor vehicles purchased by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ273A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ398.

H 3570 Petition of Albert Herren and Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to require certain power generating facilities to be equipped with co-generation capabilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3571 Petition of Albert Herren and Daniel J. Valianti relative to directing the Energy Facilities Siting Council to conduct a rulemaking on the biological effects of electric and magnetic fields. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2978; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ543-544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3572 Petition of Edward B. Teague III, Mary Jeanette Murray, David P. Magnani, Stephen M. Brewer and Paul C. Casey for legislation to remove natural fruit from the definition of "beverage" under the beverage container law of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2978; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ543-544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3573 Petition of Steven Angelo for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the Congress of the United States to enhance its commitment to the preservation of the use of animals in biomedical research and the education or testing for the treatment and elimination of human and animal disease. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3574 Petition of Steven Angelo for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the Congress of the United States to enhance its commitment to the preservation of the use of animals in biomedical research and the education or testing for the treatment and elimination of human and animal disease. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3575 Petition of John C. Bradford for legislation to increase the distribution of revenues to cities and towns from the operation of the State Lottery. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5643.

H 3576 Petition of James R. Miceli and another for legislation to establish a program to license solar contractors in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 3577 Petition filed at the request of Kirk McGan that the Department of Public Utilities by directed to rescind a certain rate increase by the New England Telephone Company. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 3578 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to the licensing of cable television installers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 5/6-HOUSE-Read third and passed to the engrossed -HJ461; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -S11004; 7/10-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day. Read third and passed to the engrossed -S11089; 7/10-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1092; 7/20-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 135 Acts.

H 3579 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to rates governing cellular telephone service providers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ493; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

H 3580 Petition of the Mass. State Council of Carpenters and John A. Businger that health care facilities be prohibited from charging for audits of bills of patients. 1/2-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-SENATE-Referral-Concurrent -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ200; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ209.
H 3581 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa, Lida E. Harkins, Emile J. Goguen, Edward G. Connolly and Anthony P. Giglio that provision be made for the preservation of essential community hospitals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/19-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ200; 3/23-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ209.

H 3582 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the General Court for legislation to insure early and periodic screening diagnosis and treatment of children with health problems. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ282A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by S395, S463, H1121, H1122, H2446, H2657 and H3365; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3583 Petition of James R. Miceli for legislation to expand the Board of Registration in Dentistry. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Accompanied by H3601; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ443; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 3584 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and other members of the House for legislation to authorize the Board of Regents to establish a physician incentive program for physicians providing care to medically underserved areas. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by S480; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ346; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3585 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo, William G. Reinstein and Thomas F. Birmingham that the Metropolitan District Commission be directed to provide lifeguards and police patrols for beaches within the town of Winthrop and the city of Revere. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

H 3586 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Alvin E. Thompson, Nelson Merced and Byron Rushing for legislation to provide assistance to elderly residents of subsidized housing developments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 3587 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and another for legislation to provide for local approval of federal housing contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

H 3588 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to establish emergency care for certain infirmed elderly persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5532.

H 3589 Petition of Steven Angelo relative to ensuring the elderly equal access to long term care facilities participating in the medical assistance program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ276A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H2306.

H 3590 Petition of Thomas S. Cahill that provision be made for the evaluation of certain sexual offenders. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ277A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ288; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3591 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, other members of the General Court and others relative to the care of substance abusing pregnant women. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3592 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco that provision be made to afford disabled veterans the same special treatment granted to women, minorities, the socially and the economically disadvantaged and other special groups with respect to all legislation or regulations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5531.

H 3593 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and other members of the House for legislation to require a waiting period of ninety days for applying for assistance by the Department of Public Welfare. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3594 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Suzanne M. Bump for legislation to require the payment of medical insurance for insured workers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ371; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3595 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa, Daniel J. Vallanti, Emile J. Goguen, Paul C. Casey, Edward G. Connolly and Anthony P. Giglio for legislation to provide for a certain discount on fire insurance for elderly persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281A-282A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3596 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Sally P. Kerans, J. James Marzilli, Jr., Janet W. O'Brien and Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to improve the availability of health insurance coverage. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 3597 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy and Joan M. Menard for legislation to further regulate surcharges on motor vehicle insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3598 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco that provision be made for mandatory insurance coverage for emergency ambulance services and direct payment to ambulance providers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3599 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to require relocation benefits to be provided with the purchase of certain residential property insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3600 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to regulate the custody of children in certain divorce proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 3601 Petition of Steven Angelo relative to the custody of children during divorce proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3602 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to authorize Barnstable County to establish the fees of the register of deeds of said county. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3603 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir, Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington for legislation to establish the third district court of Barnstable in the town of Falmouth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3604 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir, Robert C. Lawless, John C. Kilm, Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington that provision be made for the appointment of an additional assistant clerk in the First District Court of Barnstable. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3605 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir, Robert C. Lawless, John C. Kilm, Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington for legislation to increase the number of assistant clerks in the Barnstable Superior Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ307A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ429; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3606 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to further regulate frivolous claims in the district courts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3607 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa, Daniel J. Valianti and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to authorize police personnel to withhold information concerning defenseless victims of crime. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 3608 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to visitation rights of certain grandparents of unmarried minor children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ292A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1091; HOUSE-No further action taken.


H 3610 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to coordinate the issuance of certain permits in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 3611 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and Eric Turkington for legislation to further regulate the enforcement of zoning ordinances and by-laws in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ311A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 3612 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir relative to the disposition of certain municipal funds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H1951.

H 3613 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir (by vote of the town) relative to the position of town warden in the town of Bourne. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ205; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.
H 3614 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Bourne to establish a revolving fund for the propagation, cultivation, protection and study of shellfish. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5401.

H 3615 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir (by vote of the town) relative to the preparation of the annual report in the town of Bourne. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5401.

H 3616 Petition filed at the request of Thomas S. Cahir relative to the repair of private ways and bridges. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5429.

H 3617 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir relative to the office of municipal building officials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ321A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ280; 4/27-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ379; 4/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ377; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ461; 5/18-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ504; 8/13-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SI1223; 8/17-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1118; 8/17-SENATE-Engrossed and delivered to the Governor -SI1221; 8/26-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with veto (for message, see H6370); HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3618 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to clarify certain subdivision requirements in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 3619 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to remove "grandfather" protection from certain real estate plans under zoning law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ296A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 3620 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to regulate amendments to zoning ordinances. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 3621 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to provide for improved zoning enforcement decisions in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 3622 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to the regulation of drainage in subdivision projects in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 3623 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to clarify public hearing requirements for the revocation of disapproval of subdivision plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3624 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir, John C. Klimm and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to establish a mosquito control board within the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs for the purpose of improving lowlands and swamps. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 3625 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir, John C. Klimm and Eric Turkington relative to exempting innocent homeowners from liability for releases of oil or hazardous materials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ459; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3626 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and John C. Klimm relative to exempting innocent homeowners from liability for releases of oil or hazardous materials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ459; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3627 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa, Alvin E. Thompson, Paul C. Casey, Mary Jane Gibson, Anthony P. Giglio and another relative to treatment by the Water Resources Authority of waste water from Deer Island discharged into Boston Harbor. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3628 Petition of Albert Herren, Daniel J. Vaianbi, John J. Binienda and Robert A. Durand for legislation to require the reporting of carbon dioxide emissions from power generating facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Energy -HJ228; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ223; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ392; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ414; 5/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ553; 5/19-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ514; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed...
SJ1673: 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1571; 1/5/93-
SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -
SJ1695; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the 
Governor, Chapter 385 Acts.

H 3629 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco that underground 
watering sources be classified as Class I. 1/2-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural 
Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 
am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see 
H5694.

H 3630 Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh and Barbara Gardner relative to directing the State 
Fire Marshal to conduct a study of the laws and regu-
lations for explosives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the 
committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 
am*, 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on 
House Ways and Means -HJ429; 5/12-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ468; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3631 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir relative to the display of red and blue lights on motor vehicles. 1/2-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety 
-HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public 
Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the commit-
tee on House Ways and Means -HJ429; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3632 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa and other mem-
ers of the House for legislation to regulate entries on 
daily police logs relative to physically or mentally 
incapacitated persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the 
committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 
4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next ses-
tion -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to 
a third reading -HJ275; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3633 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to further regulating commercial motor vehicles. 1/2-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety 
-HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public 
Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee 
recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the 
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ275; 4/6-HOUSE-
Report accepted -HJ278.

H 3634 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to 
further regulate the registration of motor vehicles. 
1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety 
-HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ307A; Public 
Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-
Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3635 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to the issuance of permits by cities and towns to operators of 
certain amusement rides. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the 
committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ307A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 
HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3636 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to 
establish certain educational and attendance require-
ments for minors to obtain a driver's license. 1/2-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety 
-HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public 
Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee 
recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the 
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ275; 4/6-
HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278; 4/8-HOUSE-
Motion to reconsider prevailed; Referred to the com-
mittee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ290; 
4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ287; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3637 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to the issuance of motor vehicle plates to disabled veterans. 
1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety 
-HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public 
Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the 
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-
HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 3638 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to issue distinctive registration plates to recipients of the Purple Heart Medal. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the 
committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought 
NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accept-
ed -HJ278.

H 3639 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and other members of the House for legislation to provide for the 
forfeiture of motor vehicles of persons convicted of 
operating a motor vehicle after suspension of a 
license to operate such vehicle. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the 
committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2- 
SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date 
Mar 16 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by 
committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for 
the next session -HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and 
ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3640 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to regu-
late the hiring of professional management and instruc-
tional services in cities and towns. 1/2-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service 
-HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ316A; Public 
Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied 
a study order, see H5875.

H 3641 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa and Emile J. 
Goguen relative to the powers and duties of the Commissi-
ero of Public Employee Retirement. 1/2-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service 
-HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ316A; Public 
Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied 
a new draft, see H5638.

H 3642 Petition of Stephen J. Karol relative to the estab-
lishment of a sick leave bank for Leonard J. 
Baxendale, an area program manager in the 
Department of Social Services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred 
to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2- 
SENATE-Concurred -SJ316A; Public Hearing date 
Mar 4 am; 3/5-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by 
committee; Rules suspended; Read second; New 
draft substituted, see H5264 -HJ131.

H 3643 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to 
convert all provisional civil service employees who 
have been in service for one year to permanent 
employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on 
Public Service -HJ331A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred 
-SJ316A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-
HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3644 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to 
authorize retirement credits for public employees who 
honorably served in the armed forces of the 
United States. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the commit-
tee on Public Service -HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurrent - SJ316A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3645 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to authorize cities and towns to credit certain employees with five years additional creditable service for purposes of retirement. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ316A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3646 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Lida E. Harkins relative to the pension rights of certain elected local officials. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ316A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3647 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and another relative to benefits for employees of housing and urban renewal agencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ316A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3648 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate the appointment of state police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ316A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3649 Petition of Edward B. Teague III, Mary Jeanette Murray, Henri S. Rauschenbach and Stephen M. Brewer relative to the appointment of state police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ316A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3650 Petition of John C. Bradford, other members of the House and another for a legislative amendment to the Constitution limiting sessions of the General Court to six months. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ318A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ497; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ497; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ515-516; 5/13-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on State Steering and Policy - SJ373; 5/15-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ395; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1004; 11/16-SENATE-Read third; Title changed; Recommitted to the committee on State Administration - SJ1398; SENATE-No further report from committee.

H 3651 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Joan M. Menard for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to sell and convey a certain parcel of land known as Camp Nihan and Breakheart Reservation to the town of Saugus. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ323A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ288; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3652 Petition of Steven Angelo relative to the indemnification of contractors for liability for hazardous material on public works projects. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ323A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 3654 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to authorize state employees to be employed by public authorities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ324A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 3655 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Alvin E. Thompson and Byron Rushing for legislation to establish a code of fair practice in state government. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ324A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 3656 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to designate the maintenance building of the Blackstone River and Canal Heritage State Park as the Honorable P. Eugene Casey Memorial Building. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ324A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ497; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ497; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ515-516; 5/13-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on State Administration - SJ373; 5/15-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ395; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1004; 11/16-SENATE-Read third; Title changed; Recommitted to the committee on State Administration - SJ1398; SENATE-No further report from committee.

H 3657 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Joan M. Menard for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain parcel of land in the city of Taunton to said city. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ339A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ324A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ396; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ368; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3658 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to audits performed by the State Auditor. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ324A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ494; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ518.

H 3659 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to include the development of industrial parks in the definition of "direct public use" relative to surplus property of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ324A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ396; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ368; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3660 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to provide for the construction of a Korean war memorial in the Charlestown Navy Yard in the city of Boston. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ324A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/11- HOUSE - Accompanied a new draft, see H5607.

H 3661 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Joan M. Menard for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey certain property in the city of Taunton to said city. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ324A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/27- HOUSE- Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ369; 4/28- SENATE- Concurred -SJ368; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3662 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco, Joan M. Menard, Stanley C. Rosenbach, and David F. Gately for legislation to provide for continued services at public health, mental health and mental retardation facilities. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ324A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/11- HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ491; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3663 Petition of Marie J. Parente that the Division of Purchased Services be directed to regulate certain consultant contracts. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ324A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12- HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6131.

H 3664 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and other members of the House relative to compensation of employees within independent authorities of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ324A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12- HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 3665 Petition of Edward B. Teague III, Alvin E. Thompson, Carol C. Cleven and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to direct the Adjutant General to furnish a flag of the United States to said city. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ324A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/8- HOUSE- Accompanied H4605.

H 3666 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to restore equity in the taxation of certain banking institutions. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3667 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and Henri S. Rauschenbach relative to the assessment of betterments. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3668 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir, Henri S. Rauschenbach and Eric Turkington for legislation to further regulate tax titles. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3669 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to further regulate the payment of real estate taxes. 1/2- HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3670 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to provide for limited exemption under the income tax law for retired veterans. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3671 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir that motor vehicles of certain veterans be exempt from the excise tax. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3672 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to further regulate the excise tax on motor vehicles. 1/2- HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3673 Petition of James R. Miceli for payment from the state treasury of a certain sum of money to Helen Bergman of the town of Westport as reimbursement for payment of a sales tax. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3674 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to the establishment of an educational fund under the local tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3675 Petition of Roland Vigeant for legislation to require the Commissioner of Revenue to compile and publish a list of all motor vehicles using special fuels. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3676 Petition of Susan D. Schur and Lois G. Pines relative to the payment of interest on notices of preliminary taxes on property. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3677 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and other members of the House for legislation to regulate the distribution of local aid. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3678 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3679 Petition of Edward B. Teague III, Carol C. Cleven, Mary Jeanette Murray, Augusta Hornblower, Larry F. Giordano and Edward G. Connolly for legislation to provide tax credits for home improvements. 1/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2- SENATE- Concurred -SJ335A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 3680 Petition of the Mass. State Council of Carpenters and John A. Businger for legislation to regulate the rates charged by the Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard
and Nantucket Steamship Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5641.

H 3681 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir, Robert C. Lawless, John C. Kimm and Henri S. Rauschenbach relative to financial assistance for transportation purposes in Barnstable County. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ238; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3682 Petition filed at the request of Howard Pendergast relative to the registration of aircraft. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5575.

H 3683 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to provide for a capital outlay program for Bridgewater State College. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ359A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3684 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Vincent P. Ciampa for legislation to authorize the Governor of the Commonwealth to submit to the General Court a comprehensive five-year management and financial plan. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ359A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3685 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to limit the interest rates on credit cards. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ248A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/13-Senate-Concurred a study order, see S1569-SJ472.

H 3686 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to regulate the acquisition of mutual bank holding companies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ248A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ502.

H 3687 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to regulate distributions from the Share Insurance Fund by the Co-Operative Central Bank. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ248A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ232A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ502.

H 3688 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis for legislation to provide warranty protection for leased motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3689 Petition of John E. McDonough for the establishment of a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to economic competitiveness in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied H2612.

H 3690 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to regulate warrants issued to customers by manufacturers of goods sold in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ240A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3691 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to prohibit the termination of employment of certain injured workers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3692 Petition of Salvatore D. DiMasi and Susan M. Tracy for legislation to establish a competitive industries program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3693 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to regulate burials and burial grounds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3694 Petition of James T. Brett relative to the punishment for members of criminal street gangs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 3695 Petition of James T. Brett relative to assault and battery on hackney carriage operators. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm, 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1549; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1794. No report from committee.

H 3696 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to revise the laws relative to the sentencing, incarceration and parole of individuals convicted for crimes against the person. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm, 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1549; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1794. No report from committee.

H 3697 Petition of Paul J. Gannon, Marc D. Drisen, Kevin G. Honan and John E. McDonough relative to increasing the penalty for the defacement of property. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3698 Petition of John E. McDonough, W. Paul White, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Paul J. Gannon, Susan M. Tracy and Kevin G. Honan relative to intimidation by criminal street gangs under the law regulating
crimes against public justice. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ262A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 3699 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to establish centers for vocational education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 3700 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and other members of the House relative to the establishment of curriculum requirements for high school students. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1496; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3701 Petition of Barbara Hildt, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to make confidential certain information between students and school personnel. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1496; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3702 Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the General Court for legislation to prevent abuse and strengthen the family through comprehensive health education and human services in public schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second, placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ464; 5/11-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ500; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3703 Petition of Barbara Hildt and Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to provide for school-based community service opportunities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2645 and H3711; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3704 Petition of Michael J. Sullivan, Thomas P. Kennedy and another for legislation to regulate the attendance of non-resident students in public schools in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ267A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ252A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 3705 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for the establishment of centers for voca-
H 3714 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia and another for legislation to provide increased state support for the cost of nonresident students in post-secondary vocational programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3715 Petition of John R. Driscoll, other members of the House and another for legislation to provide parking for handicapped persons at polling places. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 3716 Petition of Barbara Hildt relative to making wine coolers and other carbonated alcoholic beverages subject to the provisions of the bottle law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3717 Petition of Barbara Hildt and Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the maximum permissible levels of airborne emissions from nuclear power plants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ258A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ275.

H 3718 Petition of Barbara Hildt, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Carmen D. Buell relative to clarifying and improving radiological emergency response planning for licensed and operating nuclear power plants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3719 Petition of Philip Travis for adoption of resolutions by the General Court ratifying the proposed original second amendment to the Constitution of the United States requiring an election of the United States House of Representatives to intervene before a pay raise for members of the United States Congress may take effect. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ275A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3720 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to the licensing of certain amusements and amusement devices. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3721 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra that gas and electric companies be prohibited from shutting off gas and electric service to certain persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ278A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 3722 Petition of Philip Travis relative to the conduct of raffles and bazaars. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3723 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to chronic disease and rehabilitation hospitals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied by H730 and H3726; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3724 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to establish a fund to assist local housing authorities and owners of private property receiving federal and state rental subsidies to remove lead-based paint. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 3725 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to extend the policy of medical leave of absence days to chronic disease hospitals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ267A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H729; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3726 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to reimbursement for chronic and rehabilitation hospitals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied H3723.

H 3727 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to provide mortgage loans by the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency for the removal and repair of sources of lead paint poisoning in houses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 3728 Petition of Philip Travis that persons suffering from acquired immune deficiency syndrome be required to notify the police, fire fighters or medical personnel rendering aid to such persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 3729 Petition of Philip Travis for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the Congress and the President of the United States relative to discriminatory pricing practices of pharmaceutical manufacturers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 3730 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Kevin W. Fitzgerald, David P. Magnani and John E. McDonough relative to certain powers of the Community Economic Development Assistance Corporation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ288A; 1/2-SENATE-Concorded -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 3/11-SENATE-Concorded a new draft, see S145 -SJ132.

H 3731 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court relative to the eviction of tenants in housing authority properties upon conviction of certain drug offenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred
to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ270A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 3732 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to amending certain public deed restrictions to retain affordable housing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ285A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ270A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 3733 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Nelson Merced and David P. Magnani relative to community development enterprise zones. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3734 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis, John F. Cruz, Patricia A. Walrath, Paul E. Caron, Augusta Hornblower and Kevin Pointer for legislation to regulate conversions of mobile home parks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ170A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 9/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

H 3735 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to provide supportive services to youthful residents in certain public housing developments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ170A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 3736 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to provide statewide staffing to provide information and referral and individual assistance to persons seeking children's services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3737 Petition of Barbara Hildt, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to children and families in need of services. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5693.

H 3738 Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the General Court relative to latch-key children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3739 Petition of Barbara Hildt, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to further regulating the reporting and investigation of certain cases of child abuse. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ292A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3740 Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the House for legislation to further regulate rent subsidies for housing assistance and providing for the reduction of foster care placements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/11-SENATE-Accompanied S598 - SJ444.

H 3741 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks, Susan M. Tracy, Kevin G. Honan, John E. McDonough and W. Paul White for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to job training for recipients of aid to families with dependent children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ127A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ341; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3742 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to establish a program to pay excess rental expenses to certain welfare recipients remaining in their homes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ293A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3743 Petition of Paul J. Gannon, John E. McDonough and W. Paul White relative to the classifications of risks and charges under the motor vehicle insurance law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5666.

H 3744 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to prohibiting discrimination concerning newly issued insurance contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5666.

H 3745 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to prohibit discrimination relative to insurance contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ297A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5666.

H 3746 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to provide that automobile insurance premiums be based on individual driving records. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5666.

H 3747 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra that provision be made for accessibility to pharmaceutical services under the insurance laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5906.

H 3748 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to further regulate the unemployment health insurance contributions of certain governmental units. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5528.
H 3749 Petition of Paul J. Gannon, Kevin G. Honan and John E. McDonough relative to the fees charged in certain courts in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3750 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Marc D. Draisen, John E. McDonough and W. Paul White for legislation to establish a drug control court in the city of Boston. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ292A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3751 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and another for legislation to require judges to instruct juries of rights of nullification. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ357; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ382.

H 3752 Petition of John E. McDonough, Marc D. Draisen and W. Paul White for legislation to regulate certain claims against health care professionals employed by the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ292A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3753 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Robert A. Antonioni relative to eminent domain proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3754 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Susan M. Tracy, Marc D. Draisen, Kevin G. Honan and W. Paul White for legislation to regulate the hours of operation of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3755 Petition of Alan F. Anderson and Philip Travis relative to forfeiture of alimony payments. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5949.

H 3756 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to define the term “disorderly” under certain laws regulating disturbances. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3757 Petition of Philip Travis relative to the custody and naming of children born out of wedlock. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ308A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ382.

H 3758 Petition of the Mass. Association of School Superintendents and Carol A. Donovan relative to the rental or lease of school buildings in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5828.

H 3759 Petition of Barbara Hilt and James P. Jajuga for legislation to authorize certain agreements between the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission and the cities and towns within the service area of said commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ297A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ198; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ208; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/5/93 SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 3760 Petition of Joan M. Menard, Stanley C. Rosenberg and another that superintendents of schools in cities or towns be authorized to appear before local appropriating authorities. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ297A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ275; 4/23-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ396; 6/29- SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ377; 6/11/93 SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16/93- SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; 11/16-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1389; 11/17-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1284; 11/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1419; 11/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 234 Acts.

H 3761 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to improve the process of review of local by-laws by the Attorney General. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ312A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ297A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5429.

H 3762 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to prevent frivolous appeals from certain local permits. 1/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ297A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5618.

H 3763 Petition of Philip Travis relative to notification of local conservation commissions when definitive plans of subdivisions are submitted. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ313A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ297A; Public Hearing
date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 3764 Petition of Barbara Hildt, James P. Jajuga, Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to prohibit the diversion of the Merrimack River for water supply purposes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ301A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3765 Petition of Barbara Hildt and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to reduce heavy metals in consumer packaging. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3766 Petition of Robert Kraus and other members of the House for legislation to further regulate disposal of certain waste oil. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5785.

H 3767 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and other members of the General Court relative to the preservation of equine agriculture in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3768 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to provide for the appointment of three members of the House and one member of the Senate to the Board of Directors of the Water Resources Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 3769 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to assure responsiveness to appeals with the Department of Environmental Protection. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 3770 Petition of Philip Travis that provision be made for the Department of Environmental Management to grant a certain sum of money to the towns of Seekonk, Rehoboth, Norton and Swansea for a household hazardous waste pick-up program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 3771 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Susan M. Tracy, John E. McDonough, W. Paul White and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the establishment of regional lock-up facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 3772 Petition of John E. McDonough, Kevin G. Honan and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to regulate the use of buildings under the fire prevention laws of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 3773 Petition of John E. McDonough, Paul J. Gannon, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Marc D. Draisen, Kevin G. Honan and W. Paul White relative to possession of firearms in the commission of a felony. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ323A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied H970.

H 3774 Petition of Philip Travis that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue special plates to call or volunteer fire fighters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3775 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to issue distinctive motor vehicle plates for certain vehicles commonly called "street rods". 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3776 Petition of Philip Travis and Mary Jeanette Murray relative to the elimination of standees on school buses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied by S1012, H1565 and H4565; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ447; 5/5-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ415; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ994; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1004; 9/30-SENA-TE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1314; 10/5-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1215; 10/5-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1336; 10/8-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1221; 10/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1134; 10/9-CONV-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 212 Acts.

H 3777 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to assure responsiveness to appeals with the Department of Environmental Protection. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ317A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 3778 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to require trailers to have motor vehicle certificates of title. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ263; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.
H 3778 Petition of Philip Travis relative to school bus safety. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1308A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ567; 4/15-HOUSE-Recommitted to the committee on Public Safety - HJ322; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3779 Petition of Philip Travis and another relative to school buses and the operation thereof. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H1742.

H 3780 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to further regulate retirement credit for teachers for out of state service. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1316A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3781 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis that the State Board of Retirement be directed to pay certain benefits to Lena A. Correia, the surviving spouse of Francis A. Correia, a former employee of the Department of Correction. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1316A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 3782 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and Patricia A. Walrath for legislation to provide indemnity for certain police officers and fire fighters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1316A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 3783 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for the forfeiture of retirement rights of persons convicted of certain violations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1316A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 3784 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to the retirement rights of public higher education employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1316A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3785 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to make provisional employees in the labor service permanent employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1316A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3786 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to the retirement rights of employees of water and/or sewer commissions, authorities and departments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3787 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to allow all members of contributory retirement systems to retire at age fifty-five with maximum benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 3788 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to include employees of the Water Resources Authority under the Group 4 formula of the contributory retirement system for public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3789 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to the retirement rights of employees of water and/or sewer commissions, authorities and departments. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ332A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3790 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to increase the retirement allowances of certain former public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ552A; 5/20-HOUSE-Read second time placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - HJ569; 6/3-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading - HJ918; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ996; 7/13-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1134; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1651. No further action taken.

H 3791 Petition of the Teamsters-Local Union 157 and Emanuel G. Serra relative to the cost-of-living adjustment for certain former public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3792 Petition of Philip Travis and Gregory W. Sullivan that public school teachers be granted retirement credit for teaching in private schools. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 3793 Petition of Philip Travis that separated employees of the Commonwealth be entitled to employment at other state institutions and agencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ334A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1317A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3794 Petition of Philip Travis relative to reviving and continuing the special commission (including members of the General Court) established to make an investigation and study of the mandatory use of seatbelts on school buses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ343A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1318A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3795 Petition of Peter Forman that the Secretary of the Commonwealth be directed to establish a bidding process for the printing of building codes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ344A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1318A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.
H 3796 Petition of the Mass. Association of School Superintendents, Joan M. Menard and Barbara Gardner relative to the assumption by the Commonwealth of costs of city, town and regional school districts under regulations by the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ324A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied H5904.

H 3797 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to regulate sub-bidders on public construction contracts for minority and woman business enterprises. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 3798 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis for legislation to require departments of the Commonwealth to receive local approval prior to the issuance of licenses and permits. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 3799 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and Patricia A. Walrath that the Treasurer and Receiver-General be required to reimburse cities and towns for services furnished to certain state institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied by H1224, H1225 and H3802. Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ491; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3800 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and Patricia A. Walrath that provision be made for reimbursement to cities and towns for police and fire services furnished to certain facilities of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ480; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3801 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to sell and convey or to lease a certain parcel of land located on the site of the Boston State Hospital in the city of Boston. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ340A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6130.

H 3802 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Paul J. Gannon and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to provide reimbursement to cities and towns for services provided for facilities of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/1-HOUSE-Accompanied H3799.

H 3803 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to increase the threshold requiring bids for public contracts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ230; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ240.

H 3804 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to access of public buildings for disabled persons in the Commonwealth; 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ432; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3805 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to expend a certain sum of money for emergency repairs to court facilities owned by counties. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE- Accompanied S1145-SJ337.

H 3806 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to clarify the authority of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire land and buildings for new court facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE- Accompanied S1145-SJ337.

H 3807 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to clarify the authority of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire land and buildings for new court facilities in the city of Lawrence. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/23-SENATE- Accompanied S1145-SJ337.

H 3808 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra and other members of General Court for legislation to permit state agencies to join in collective purchasing by cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied by S1137; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3809 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra and other members of General Court relative to the adoption, amendment or repeal of regulations by certain public agencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied by S1137; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3810 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for a system of periodic legislative review and for the termination, consolidation or re-establishment of state agencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/3-HOUSE- Accompanied by S1127, S1169, S1192, H438, H559 and H3293; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3811 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra and other members of the House relative to the care and control of the State House. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Mar
H 3812 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra, John A. Businger, Edward G. Connolly, Marie-Louise Kehoe and Susan F. Rourke for legislation to provide for a civil penalty for public bid splitting. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H2188; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3813 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra and other members of the House that legislators be authorized to request certain reports from the Division of Local Mandates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/25-HOUSE- Accompanied H821.

H 3814 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra and other members of the General Court relative to the bonus incentive program of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H2188; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3815 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra, John A. Businger, Edward G. Connolly, Anthony P. Giglio, Charles E. Shannon, Marc D. Draisen and others relative to establishing the Massachusetts land records commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3816 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, other members of the House and another for legislation to authorize the Auditor of the Commonwealth to perform audits of the accounts of the General Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 3817 Petition of Gary M. Coon, other members of the House and another relative to the taxation of business corporations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ351A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3818 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, other members of the House and another relative to establishing educational fund accounts in banks and establishing an income tax exemption for such accounts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3819 Petition of Paul J. Gannon, Susan M. Tracy, John E. McDonough and Kevin G. Honan relative to funding for homeless programs in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3820 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to increase real estate tax exemptions for certain disabled and honored veterans and their survivors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3821 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to exempt the sale of marine vessels or barges constructed in the Commonwealth from provisions of the sales tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3822 Petition of Barbara Hildt relative to providing for an income tax deduction for the amount of water, sewer and trash collection fees paid to municipalities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3823 Petition of Barbara Hildt, other members of the General Court and another relative to the establishment of a health protection fund from certain proceeds of the cigarette excise tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3824 Petition of Barbara Hildt, Sally P. Kerans and Mary Jane Gibson for legislation to clarify the limited real estate tax exemption of certain facilities for the treatment of committed mentally ill patients. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3825 Petition of Kevin G. Honan, Susan M. Tracy, Marc D. Draisen and John E. McDonough relative to the taxation of public land leased for commercial purposes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3826 Petition of John E. McDonough and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate assessments under the administrative tax laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3827 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis for legislation to further regulate the distribution of pari-mutuel wagering funds to cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3828 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to expedite the collection of property taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ336A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3829 Petition of John E. McDonough, Kevin G. Honan, Paul J. Gannon, Susan M. Tracy and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to provide for the local collection of certain urban redevelopment excise taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3830 Petition of John E. McDonough and Shirley Owens-Hicks relative to reimbursement for taxes lost
on certain state-owned properties. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3831 Petition of John E. McDonough, Paul J. Gannon and Susan M. Tracy for legislation to regulate personal exemptions under the property tax law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3832 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to regulate abatements under the property tax laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3833 Petition of John E. McDonough and Marc D. Draisen relative to exemptions and levy limits under the property tax laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3834 Petition of John E. McDonough and Marc D. Draisen relative to instruments of taking under the law providing for the collection of local taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3835 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Susan M. Tracy, Marc D. Draisen, W. Paul White and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide tax relief for homeowners and tenants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3836 Petition of John E. McDonough, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Paul J. Gannon relative to the distribution of State Lottery revenue. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3837 Petition of the Mass. Association of School Superintendents, Joan M. Menard and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the limitation of growth of local property taxes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ352A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3838 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to holders of certain leasehold interests in property owned by the Port Authority. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3839 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to provide a tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3840 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to increasing tax exemptions for certain persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3841 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to provide an income tax credit for families caring at home for relatives who are elderly or victims of Alzheimer's disease. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3842 Petition of John E. McDonough, Susan M. Tracy, Marc D. Draisen and W. Paul White for legislation to further regulate tax exemptions for certain public infrastructure and capital projects. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3843 Petition of Susan M. Tracy, Kevin G. Honan and John E. McDonough for legislation to provide for payments in lieu of taxes upon hospitals and universities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3844 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to regulate the time for payment of late tax bills. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ337A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3845 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to exempt day camp services from the sales tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ498.

H 3846 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to regulate rental deductions for members of the National Guard under the income tax law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3847 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to promote the enhancement of revenue through the equitable determination of fair cash valuation of property in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3848 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to regulate local aid for regional school districts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3849 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis for legislation to designate a certain bridge on Route 104 in the town of Bridgewater as the Korean War Veterans Memorial Bridge. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ207; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ221.
H 3850 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to regulate the location of certain oil and gas storage facilities at commercial airports. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ265; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ279.

H 3851 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to prohibit the operation of supersonic category aircraft (SST) from state owned airports. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ265; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ279.

H 3852 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to require all carriers operating regularly scheduled passenger or cargo flights to reduce the number of flights to or from Logan Airport during certain hours. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ341A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ265; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ279.

H 3853 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to prohibit the construction of instrument landing systems at Logan Airport except over water approaches. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ342A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ265; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ281.

H 3854 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to regulate the location of certain oil and gas storage facilities at commercial airports. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ357A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ342A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ265; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ281.

H 3855 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and another relative to the powers and duties of the Department of Labor and Industries. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3856 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Robert Correia, Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel J. Valianti and Kevin G. Honan relative to prohibiting retaliatory action by employers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3857 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and John F. Cox relative to the privacy of employees outside the course of their employment. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied H179; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1462; 12/22-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1489; 12/28-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1607; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 3858 Petition of John C. McNeil relative to the interest rate paid on security deposits for rental agreements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3859 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to entrepreneurial development and training for youths, women and minorities in the construction trades of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3860 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to establish a preparatory skills program for construction trades apprenticeship training for women and minorities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3861 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to streamline business permit and licensing services for businesses in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ256A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied H2597.

H 3862 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to provide for the recycling of lead-acid motor vehicle and marine batteries. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Feb 12 am*; 2/25-SENATE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1435 -SJ103.

H 3863 Petition of the Mass. Building Trades Council and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to regulate the penalty for contractors who fail to provide workers' compensation or misclassify employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3864 Petition of Michael P. Walsh, Linda J. Melconian and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to regulate the fees for conducting a search of financial statements under the Uniform Commercial Code. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3865 Petition of Michael P. Walsh, Shannon P. O'Brien, Linda J. Melconian and Kevin G. Honan for
legislation to increase the fees for filing financial statements, assignments, continuations, releases and terminations under the Uniform Commercial Code. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ532; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3866 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the hours of employment for boys and girls between the ages of fourteen and eighteen years at permanent amusement parks. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ257A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 3867 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to establishing a system of presumptive sentencing, the revision of crimes against the person and the improvement of the criminal justice system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5727.

H 3868 Petition filed at the request of Eric Merrill Budd for legislation to repeal the law providing criminal penalties for blasphemy. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5726.

H 3869 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga relative to the penalty for the use of firearms in certain criminal acts. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/5-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 3870 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, James P. Jajuga and Larry F. Giordano relative to the death penalty. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 3871 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Shannon P. O'Brien relative to establishing mandatory penalties for motor vehicle operators leaving the scene of an accident. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3872 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the penalty imposed on commissioners of weights and measures for certain violations of the oath of office. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ247A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5827.

H 3873 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to reduce the demand for certain controlled substances. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/5-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 3874 Petition of Michael P. Walsh that provision be made for capital punishment for certain persons convicted of first degree murder. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ263A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ248A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3875 Petition of James R. Henry for legislation to further regulate public school budgets. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3876 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo that provision be made for state aid for the cost of certain special education placements. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3877 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to further regulate the school building assistance program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3878 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to relieve local communities of the non-educational costs of special education. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ268A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 3879 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to further expand the disposition of residual campaign funds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 3880 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to regulate the disposal of residual campaign funds. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 3881 Petition of Warren E. Tolman for legislation to further regulate contributions by campaign committees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 3882 Petition of Warren E. Tolman for legislation to regulate the election of certain candidates for Constitutional office. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 3883 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the House for legislation to regulate contributions and solicitations by legislative agents under the campaign finance laws. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 3884 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the House relative to contribution limitations for political action committees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270A; 1/2-
SENATE-Concurred -SJ255A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 3885 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to require local approval of radiological emergency response plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3886 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to clarify and improve the Governor's authority in radiological emergency response planning and to improve monitoring for licensed and operating nuclear power plants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 3887 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish energy efficiency standards for projects of the Department of Community Affairs, the Housing Finance Agency and the Home Mortgage Finance Agency. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ3598.

H 3888 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the House that the Commissioner of Energy Resources be directed to establish a home energy rating system program. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5662.

H 3889 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the House relative to the definition of "beverage" and "beverage container" under the bottle bill, so-called. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 3890 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the General Court for legislation to promote an energy efficient lighting system for public buildings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ274A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ259A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H3567.

H 3891 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to inquiries to defendants convicted of driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 3892 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to identification for proof of age by consumers purchasing alcoholic beverages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 3893 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the procurement of alcoholic beverages by a minor. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 3894 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the House that gas and electric companies be required to include on the bill of each customer the quantity of gas or electricity consumed during the billing period of the previous year. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 3895 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to regulate the length of gas pipelines. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 3896 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the sitting of gas pipelines. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 3897 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to regulate the occupation of plumbing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ263A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 3898 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Jonathan L. Healy to ensure the continued viability of county agricultural fairs and related youth programs in the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 3899 Petition of Michael P. Walsh that cities and towns be authorized to establish a municipal cable television department. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3900 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate the granting of special licenses for the sale of alcoholic beverages. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ279A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ264A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3901 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Daniel J. Valeanti relative to emergency medical care. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3902 Petition of John E. McDonough, Emile J. Goguen, Mary Jane Gibson and others for legislation to restrict smoking in the workplace. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A;
H 3903 Petition of John E. McDonough and other members of the General Court for legislation to ensure education and standards of practice for independent midwives. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3904 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo to prevent spousal impoverishment due to medical expenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ336.

H 3905 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to require physicians, medical officers or medical examiners to notify funeral directors of any infectious disease including the AIDS related virus before the body of a deceased person is released. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 3906 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga relative to extending the time in which owners of residential premises may remove lead paint. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ283A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 3907 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the House for legislation to regulate the information to patients relative to breast implantations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ284A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ268A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ272; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ865; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3908 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to preserve the affordability of certain multifamily rental housing projects constructed or substantially rehabilitated with federal mortgage insurance and preventing the displacement of low and moderate income tenants therefrom. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 3909 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi that provision be made for the rehabilitation of certain previously federally subsidized properties. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5646.

H 3910 Petition of Marc D. Draisen and other members of the General Court for legislation to protect owners of condominium units. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 3911 Petition of Marc D. Draisen and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish capital reserve funds for condominiums. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ270A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 3912 Petition of Marc D. Draisen and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide financial information for condominiums. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ271A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 3913 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to amending the definition of local needs for low and moderate income housing. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ271A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2074; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3914 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the General Court for legislation to clarify removal procedures for occupants of certain residential programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ286A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ271A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3915 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the separation of prisoners in correctional institutions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ277A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ258; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 9/4-HOUSE-Read third and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 10/8-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading consolidation substituted, see H6146 -HJ1121.

H 3916 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to extend the rights of elderly and disabled recipients to enroll in health maintenance organizations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ277A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H2460.

H 3917 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to establishing a program utilizing volunteers to provide child care. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ298A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 3918 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, Byron Rushing and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to increase the amount of money allowed for certain burial expenses. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human
Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ293A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ277A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/7- HOUSE-Accompanied H2673.

H 3919 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Stephen M. Brewer relative to the establishment of the workers’ compensation insurance fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ192X; 7/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ1033; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3920 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to credit life, accident and health and involuntary unemployment insurance. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/20- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3921 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to authorize the issuance of credit accident and health insurance policies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/20- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 3922 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to accident and health insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/29- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3923 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to increasing access to medical care for medical service corporations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied H1156.

H 3924 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to increasing access to medical care for subscribers of medical service corporations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ282A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied H1156.

H 3925 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to regulate the acquisition of capital stock by life insurance companies. 1/2- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ321.

H 3926 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to authorize payroll deductions for life insurance premiums under employer-sponsored programs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 3927 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the classification of risks in automobile insurance. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ283A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18- HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 3928 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to clarifying the rights of subscribers to non-profit medical service plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ283A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied H1156.

H 3929 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to clarifying the rights of subscribers to non-profit medical service plans. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ298A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ283A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied H1156.

H 3930 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Daniel J. Valanti and Kevin G. Honan relative to attendance at Juvenile Court proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ308A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 3931 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the liability of certain non-profit corporations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ308A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 3932 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to further regulate procedures for the appeal of summary process cases. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ308A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5951.

H 3933 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the examination of jurors. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ308A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ332; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3934 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to interest and other monies payable to the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ309A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3935 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the powers and duties of constables in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ309A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ384; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5950.

H 3936 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate court escrow accounts during the pendency of cases relative to tenants. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ309A; 1/2- SENATE-Concurred - SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied by H588, H589 and H3957; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ354; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ332; 6/5-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ384; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 3937 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the jurisdiction of constables in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ293A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 3938 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to establish a public employee bond for the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3939 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to mechanic's liens. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3940 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the membership of the Judicial Council. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3941 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the indemnification of certain members of the judiciary or employees of the judicial branch. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3942 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to claims against members of the judiciary and employees of the judicial branch. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3943 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to include impact statements with legislation affecting the judicial branch and filed with the General Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ293A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3944 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the powers and duties of the Commissioner of Probation. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3945 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to conditions of release of persons after arrest for abuse of a family or household member. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3946 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to wrongful death actions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3947 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the receipt and transmission of bills and vouchers covering fees paid for indigents in certain court proceedings. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 3948 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the jurisdiction of the Land Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5950.

H 3949 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to establish a uniform custodial trust law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied by H379; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3950 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to discovery under the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 6/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ629; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1165; No further action taken.

H 3951 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the enforcement of certain liens in personal injury actions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 3952 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the equitable distribution of marital estates. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ309A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3953 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to actions for death and injuries resulting in death. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H3181.

H 3954 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the settlement of claims of minors and incompetent persons. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 3955 Petition of Marc D. Draisen, John A. Businger, Gloria L. Fox, J. James Marzilli, Jr., Salvatore F.
Petition of Barbara Gardner, other members of the House and others relative to the issuance of licenses for the practice of medicine and the protection of the public health, by profession. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ310A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H9591.

Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to the protection of wetlands, 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to grant equal access for users of small watercraft to tidelands of the Commonwealth, great ponds, public landings and rights of way. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate the operation of security systems for motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh and Barbara Gardner for legislation to regulate the use of explosives in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the construction of boat access facilities in the town of Southwick. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to grant equal access for users of small watercraft to tidelands of the Commonwealth, great ponds, public landings and rights of way. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ318A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ302A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ312; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ306; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh and Barbara Gardner for legislation to authorize the Board of Fire Prevention Regulations to appoint certain advisory committees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to possession of firearms in the commission of a felony. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3773; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh and Barbara Gardner for legislation to authorize the Board of Fire Prevention Regulations to appoint certain advisory committees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ308A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.
H 3973 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga that personal use and recreation use pick-up trucks be exempt from commercial registration. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3974 Petition of Warren E. Tolman, other members of the House and another for legislation to regulate the operation of motorboats while under the influence of alcoholic beverages or drugs. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3975 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Thomas P. Walsh relative to damaged motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ324A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ309A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 3976 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Daniel J. Vallanti relative to increasing the disability retirement of certain call or volunteer fire fighters and reserve police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3977 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the classification of certain positions within the Bureau of Special Investigations. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3978 Petition of James R. Henry for legislation to establish a certain incentive program for employees of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 3979 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to establishing a bill of rights for municipal police officers. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 3980 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the payment of funeral and burial expenses of certain police officers and fire fighters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3981 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to regulate the contracting of state services affecting public employees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H4157.

H 3982 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to prohibiting disclosure of certain police personnel records. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3983 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to regulate the suspension of police officers charged with misconduct during the performance of duty. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ317A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 3984 Petition filed at the request of Walter J. Ziobro, Jr., for a legislative amendment to the Constitution requiring voter approval of certain pay raises. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ394; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ445.

H 3985 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the Massachusetts service medal award. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 3986 Petition of Michael P. Walsh that animal control directors and animal control officers of county animal control facilities be placed in Group 4 of the contributory retirement system. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ333A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ318A; Public Hearing date Mar 20 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 3987 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to lease certain golf facilities under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4399. Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ289; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3988 Petition of Marc D. Draisen, Janet W. O'Brien, J. James Marzilli, Jr., David F. Gately and another relative to financial disclosure by county commissioners. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 3989 Petition of James R. Henry relative to the setting of state fees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3990 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to require legislative approval for all fees established by the Secretary of Administration. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3991 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and other members of the House for legislation to require persons having beneficial interest in real property involving a public agency to make a timely disclosure of such
H 3992 Petition filed at the request of Walter J. Ziobro, Jr., for a legislative amendment to the Constitution requiring that all fee increases be submitted to the voters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ369; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3993 Petition filed at the request of Walter J. Ziobro, Jr., for a legislative amendment to the Constitution requiring that all fee increases be submitted to the voters. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ394; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

H 3995 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Jane M. Swift for legislation to require the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority to make payments to certain cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ342A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 1/2-HOUSE-Committed to committee by concurrence and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ289; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3996 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Daniel J. Valanti for legislation to allow for certain tax credits for members of volunteer firefighting and rescue units. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3997 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide an income tax credit for families caring for relatives who are elderly or victims of Alzheimer's disease. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ353A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3998 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Jane M. Swift, Christopher J. Hodgkins, David P. Magnani, Kevin P. Blanchette and Daniel J. Valanti relative to tax incentives for employers providing day care facilities and/or subsidies to employees for the benefit of dependent children. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 3999 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to permit small estates full use of the Massachusetts marital deduction. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4000 Initiative petition of Jon Bryan and others for an Initiative Amendment to the Massachusetts Constitution limiting the terms of office of Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary, Treasurer, Attorney General, Auditor, Councillor, State Senator, State Representative, United States Senator and Representative in Congress (as required, see Senate document numbered 1536) and placed on file -SJ1414; 5/6-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee (for majority and minority reports, see Senate document numbered 1536) and placed on file -HJ459; 5/13-SENATE-Opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court required, see SJ1577-7-SJ487-489; 5/15-JOINT-Read; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - 106 YEAS to 81 NAYS -SJ1476-481; 6/24-JOINT-Motion (for unanimous consent) to discharge this item from its position at the end of the calendar objected to -SJ668-669; 7/7-SENATE-Opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court returned, see SJ1657 - SJ1105; 7/8-JOINT-Motion (for unanimous consent) to discharge this item from its position at the end of the calendar objected to -SJ11070; 11/16-JOINT-Motion (for unanimous consent) to discharge this item from its position at the end of the calendar objected to -SJ1393-1394; 12/7-JOINT-Motion (for unanimous consent) to discharge this item from its position at the end of the calendar objected to -SJ1446; 12/16-JOINT-Motion (for unanimous consent) to discharge this item from its position at the end of the calendar objected to; To point of order raised and laid aside as not within the province of the Chair -SJ1510; 1/4/93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no further action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

H 4001 Initiative petition of Joseph P. Kennedy II and others for an untitled Initiative Amendment to the Constitution relative to a graduated income tax (received on January 3 from the Secretary of the Commonwealth, having been transmitted by him to the Clerk of the House of Representatives as required by Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution). 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ360A; 3/18-SENATE-Concurred -SJ149; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/5-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee (for majority and minority reports, see Senate document numbered 1536) and placed on file -SJ1414; 5/6-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee (for majority and minority reports, see Senate document numbered 1536) and placed on file -HJ459; 5/13-SENATE-Opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court required, see SJ1577-7-SJ487-489; 5/15-JOINT-Read; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - 106 YEAS to 81 NAYS -SJ1476-481; 6/24-JOINT-Motion (for unanimous consent) to discharge this item from its position at the end of the calendar objected to -SJ668-669; 7/7-SENATE-Opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court returned, see SJ1657 - SJ1105; 7/8-JOINT-Motion (for unanimous consent) to discharge this item from its position at the end of the calendar objected to; To point of order raised and laid aside as not within the province of the Chair -SJ1510; 1/4/93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no further action taken on this matter -SJ1625.
H 4002 Initiative petition of Matthew L. Wilson and others for passage of an Act to fund clean up of hazardous waste dumpsites in Massachusetts (received on January 3 from the Secretary of the Commonwealth, having been transmitted by him to the Clerk of the House of Representatives as required by Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution). 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -SJ361A; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 11/3-Disapproved by the voters.

H 4003 Initiative petition of William F. Weld and others for passage of an Act to promote packaging reduction and recycling (received on January 3 from the Secretary of the Commonwealth, having been transmitted by him to the Clerk of the House of Representatives as required by Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution). 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ361A; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 11/3-Disapproved by the voters.

H 4004 Initiative petition of Herbert A. Ollivierre and others for passage of an Act requiring public reporting of corporate tax information and analysis of certain tax expenditures (received on January 3 from the Secretary of the Commonwealth, having been transmitted by him to the Clerk of the House of Representatives as required by Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution). 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ361A; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 11/25 Approved at state election, became Chapter 255 Acts.

H 4005 Initiative petition of William C. Allard and others for passage of an Act pertaining to health and tobacco (received on January 3 from the Secretary of the Commonwealth, having been transmitted by him to the Clerk of the House of Representatives as required by Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution). 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ361A; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 11/25 Approved at state election, became Chapter 255 Acts.

H 4006 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to require that golf courses be taxed as commercial property. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4007 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi that provision be made for limited taxation exemptions for certain military retirees. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4008 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to exempt elderly persons from the excise tax charged on meals. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4009 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to further regulate property tax exemptions for the blind. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4010 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi that taxpayers be entitled to certain deductions under the sales tax law. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4011 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate the payment of sales taxes by retailers to the Department of Revenue. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4012 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for innocent spouse relief of certain tax deficiencies. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4013 Petition of James R. Henry for legislation to further regulate the gas tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4014 Petition of John E. McDonough, other members of the General Court and others relative to the establishment of a special fund under the cigarette excise for certain health promotion purposes. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ338A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4015 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to the tax imposed on certain sales of machinery and materials used in the operation of pollution control and hazardous waste treatment facilities. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4016 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to establishing an individual homeowner’s savings program and providing for a reduction therefore from the state income tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4017 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to corporate tax deductions for educational contributions. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4018 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo for legislation to provide that business corporations supplying day care facilities for the convenience of employees be granted a tax credit. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4019 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo relative to establishing education fund accounts in banking institutions and exempting such accounts from the income tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ354A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4020 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga that the funding for land banks he made subject to local option. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-
H 4021 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to grant a tax credit for persons providing support for certain elderly relatives. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4022 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to provide for income tax deductions for homeowner fund accounts. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4023 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to provide for a residential tax credit for certain water purification systems. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4024 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, James P. Jajuga and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to provide tax incentives to corporations for sharing dependent care costs of their employees by offering dependent care assistance programs as benefits. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4025 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, James P. Jajuga and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to provide tax credits for recycling certain materials. 1/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4026 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to school aid to regional school districts and independent vocational schools from the Local Aid Fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved; HOUSE-No further action taken. 1/2-Senate-Approved; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4027 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to increase the income tax credit for deleading. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Approved a new draft, see H5623.

H 4028 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to provide tax credits for homeowner fund accounts. 5/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4029 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the collection of real estate taxes in cities and towns. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4030 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and others that certain proceeds from the deeds excise tax be disbursed and expended for the operation and maintenance of county jails and houses of correction. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ339A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4031 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to school aid to regional school districts and independent vocational schools from the Local Aid Fund. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4032 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to regulate the excise tax imposed on antique motor vehicles. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4033 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to state funding for county jails and houses of correction. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4034 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the motor vehicle excise tax. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ340A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4035 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi that the Secretary of the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction be required to file quarterly reports relative to the Central Artery and third harbor tunnel project. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ342A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Approved a new draft, see H5640.

H 4036 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to prohibit the use of revenues of the Turnpike Authority for the Central Artery project and the third harbor tunnel. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ342A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Approved a study order, see H5577.

H 4037 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to require that certain proceeds from the deeds excise tax be disbursed and expended for the operation and maintenance of county jails and houses of correction. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ342A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Approved a study order, see H5640.

H 4038 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate the procedures for abandoning certain municipal ways. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ342A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Approved a study order, see H5640.

H 4039 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate expenditures by the Turnpike Authority in certain areas of the Commonwealth. 1/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ358A; 1/2-SENATE-Approved -SJ342A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Approved a study order, see H5577.
H 4040 Petition filed at the request of Walter J. Ziobro, Jr., for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the submission and adoption of a balanced budget. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Ways and Means -HJ355A; 1/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ342A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -S1395; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ447.

H 4041 Petition of John F. Cox relative to electronic branches and electronic fund transfers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ362A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ502.

H 4042 Petition of John F. Cox relative to electronic branches and electronic fund transfers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ362A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ502.

H 4043 Petition of John F. Cox relative to competition in the banking and financial services industry. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ362A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study resolve, see S1562 -SJ463.

H 4044 Petition of John F. Cox relative to increasing the scope of the special commission (including members of the General Court) established to make an investigation and study relative to the scope and extent of financial services in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ362A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study resolve, see S1562 -SJ463.

H 4045 Petition of Charles W. Mann for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the insurance of deposits in savings and cooperative banks and of shares in credit unions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ362A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4046 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to license fees for mobile homes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4047 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to excluding pay from weekend drills by military reservists under the law regulating the payment of wages. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4048 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the use of names by corporations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4049 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the powers and duties of the Department of Labor and Industries. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4050 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to provide financial assistance for small businesses acquiring motor fuel retail outlets. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4051 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to protect employees in the workplace. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4052 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the centers for applied technology. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4053 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to clarify the law relative to the granting of maternity leave for employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4054 Petition of David P. Magnani for an investigation and study by the Secretary of Economic Affairs relative to the extent to which state agencies are effective in providing capital to businesses in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4055 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to establish an employment training coordinating council under the unemployment insurance law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4056 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to provide for the development of an export trading company for the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4057 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to streamline business permit and licensing services for businesses in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied a study resolve, see H2597.

H 4058 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to make certain changes in the workers' compensation law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.
H 4059 Petition of Eric Turkington and another relative to providing workers' compensation coverage for sole proprietors and partnerships. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ347A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4060 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Robert D. Wetmore, Daniel E. Bosley and Jane M. Swift relative to the charter of Franklin County. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties - HJ356A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties - HJ474; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred - SJ451; 7/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ961; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4061 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to reconcile illegal sale and illegal manufacture of dangerous weapons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 4062 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to prohibit interference with police officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred SJ344.

H 4063 Petition of John F. Cox that provision be made for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to improving the Commonwealth's juvenile justice system, the prosecution of juveniles and laws pertaining thereto. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5726.

H 4064 Petition of Eric Turkington for legislation to provide a penalty for escapes or attempted escapes from courthouses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/6-SENATE-Concurred S171 - SJ414.

H 4065 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette for legislation to repeal the law regulating local control over annual school budgets. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ371A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4066 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and Barbara E. Gray for legislation to provide for early childhood education programs in all cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ371A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4067 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Lida E. Harkins and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to establish an exchange program between teachers and legislators. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ371A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4068 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Marie J. Parente, Marc D. Draisen and Carol A. Donovan for legislation to provide for the Massachusetts Education Financing Authority to establish a loan/loan-forgiveness program for certain nursing students. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ371A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Concurred S203 - SJ418.

H 4069 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Patricia D. Jehlen, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to establish an adult literacy program in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ371A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE- Accompanied H83.

H 4070 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, John C. Bradford and Barbara Gardner for the appointment of a joint special committee to make an investigation and study of the appropriate entrance age for kindergarten and first grade in the public schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ371A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE- Accompanied H2426.

H 4071 Petition of Carol C. Cleven and Patricia D. Jehlen for legislation to require the development of local plans for day care needs of student parents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ441; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ462; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Bill rejected - HJ917.

H 4072 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Patricia A. Walrath and Shirley Owens-Hicks for legislation to encourage family life education programs in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4073 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to establish a career incentive pay program for public school educators. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4074 Petition of Stephen W. Duran for legislation to improve the distribution of state aid for public schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4075 Petition filed at the request of Peter Colt Josephs and another relative to the acquisition by the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and Humanities of works of art beneficial to the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.
H 4076 Petition filed at the request of Peter Colt Josephs and another relative to works of fine art and payments to artists. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4077 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for legislation to include mailing addresses on voting and street lists. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ375A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/20-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ98; 2/25-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ106; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4078 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to further regulate the time for filing nomination papers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ375A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2432; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ441; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ464; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4079 Petition of John F. Cox relative to election officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ375A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2432; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ441; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ464; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4080 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to regulate the registration of voters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 23 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ441; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ464; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4081 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to restrict the location of persons or materials intended to influence voters at polling places. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4082 Petition of Philip Travis and another for legislation to provide for voter registration in offices of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; Hearing date Feb 25 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4083 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council, James T. Brett and another relative to the importation of electricity. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ380A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 4084 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to the sale of containers connected by plastic ring devices and other non-biodegradable material. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Energy -HJ380A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ377; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 4085 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the Congress of the United States to enact legislation to make the theft, destruction, or unauthorized use of research animals, equipment or data a federal crime. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ380A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4086 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to the licensing of heating contractors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4087 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, Robert D. Westmore, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Daniel E. Bosley relative to authorizing the retail sale of alcoholic beverages not to be drunk on the premises on certain Sundays in Franklin County. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ493; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

H 4088 Petition filed at the request of Joanne Flanagan relative to the transportation of alcoholic beverages by minors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 4089 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to increase the membership of the Board of State Examiners of Plumbers and Gasfitters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4090 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the advertising of alcoholic beverages. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 4091 Petition of John F. Cox relative to further regulating community antenna television systems. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6142.

H 4092 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to regulate fees in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ364A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4093 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to the membership of the Board of State Examiners of Plumbers and Gasfitters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENA-TE-Concurred -SJ364A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.
Petition of Stephen W. Doran and another relative to the statewide Emergency Telecommunications Board. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ364A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

Petition of Stephen W. Doran and Robert A. Havem (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Lexington to impose a certain license fee upon community antenna television signal operators. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ364A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of David P. Magnani relative to automatic telephone dialing systems. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ364A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5777.

Petition of David P. Magnani that cities and towns be authorized to impose fines and penalties for certain violations of the alcoholic beverages law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ381A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ364A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

Petition of Carmen D. Buell and other members of the General Court relative to group health insurance for recipients of Medicaid. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Carmen D. Buell and other members of the General Court relative to home care programs of the Department of Elder Affairs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Carol C. Cleven, and Shirley Owens-Hicks for legislation to provide counseling services for certain pregnant teenagers by the Department of Public Health. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of John F. Cox for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to rental assistance programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5966.

Petition of John F. Cox relating to the conservation of certain land under the control of the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6111.

Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to mandating preservice and inservice training plans for mental health and social service workers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5707.

Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to the practice of nursing. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

Petition of Carmen D. Buell for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to rental assistance programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

Petition of Carmen D. Buell for legislation to provide services for autistic persons by the Department of Mental Retardation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5707.

Petition of Carol C. Cleven for legislation to provide services for autistic persons by the Department of Mental Retardation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ389A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied by H5056; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4112 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the care and
protection of certain pregnant women. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed
to the committee on Human Services and
Elderly Affairs -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 5/21-
HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4113 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to trans-
portation services for residents of long term care
facilities, 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on
Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H3020.

H 4114 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, and other
members of the House for legislation to ensure consumer
"Medex" rate intervention. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the
committee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied S655 -SJ320.

H 4115 Petition of John F. Cox relative to premiums for
workers' compensation insurance. 1/6-HOUSE-
Refereed to the committee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Announced H3035.

H 4117 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require
notice to employees prior to cancellation of health
insurance benefits. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the com-
mittee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5529.

H 4116 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require
notice to employees prior to cancellation of health
insurance benefits. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the com-
mittee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Announced H3035.

H 4118 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to
improve access to affordable private health insur-
ance. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on
Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Announced a new draft, see H5671.

H 4119 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to improve
access to mental health services. 1/6-
HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -
HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill report-
ed favorably by committee and referred to the com-
mittee on House Ways and Means -HJ331; HOUSE-
No further action taken.

H 4120 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the valuation
of capital stock of subsidiaries of insurers. 1/6-
HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -
HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Announced H1510.

H 4121 Petition of Eric Turkington and another for leg-
islation to require renters of mopeds to obtain liabili-
ty insurance. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -
HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5526.

H 4122 Petition of Eric Turkington and another that air
ambulance services be included in individual and
group hospital service contracts and plans. 1/6-
HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Insurance -
HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ375A, Public

Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied
a study order, see H5987.

H 4123 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to the adop-
tion of children. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee
on The Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ377A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see
H5988.

H 4124 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, Robert D. Wetmore, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Daniel E.
Bosley relative to the time within which a city, town
or county may transfer the title to certain buildings
and land to the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-
Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -
HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public
Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee
recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-
HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 4125 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to restrict
proceeds received by criminals as a result of notori-
ey achieved through the commission of a crime. 1/6-
HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -
HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public
Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Announced
a study order, see H5715.

H 4126 Petition of John F. Cox and Michael P. Walsh
relative to the fees of notaries public. 1/6-HOUSE-
Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -
HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public
Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee
recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-
HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ411.

H 4127 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to further
regulate the rights of veterans in the Commonwealth.
1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The
Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-
HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to
pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next
session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -
HJ412.

H 4128 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to require
notices to be filed with lienholders on certain storage
and other fees. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the com-
mittee on The Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next
session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to
a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4129 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the powers
and duties of constables in cities and towns. 1/6-
HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The
Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -
SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Announced a study order, see H5698.

H 4130 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to
define the term "written contract". 1/6-HOUSE-
Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary -
HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public
Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee
recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-
HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 4131 Petition of Eric Turkington relative to the
appointment of interpreters in the Superior Court
Department. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4132 Petition of Eric Turkington for legislation to clarify the procedure for payment of cost for copies of transcripts of grand jury and other court proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4133 Petition of John F. Cox for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to local mandates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/30-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ221; 3/30-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ238.

H 4134 Petition of Stephen W. Doran and Robert A. Haven (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Lexington to establish an "enterprise fund" for the disposal of solid waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5401.

H 4135 Petition of Eric Turkington and another that cities, towns and certain agencies of the Commonwealth accepting the transfer of certain police officers be required to compensate the municipality from which police officers have transferred. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/31-HOUSE-Accompanied by S896; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ246; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4136 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for legislation to authorize the use of tree stumps as fill on agricultural land. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 4137 Petition of Timothy E. O'Leary and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate the clean up of hazardous waste facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4138 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to promote recycling, waste reduction and composting in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 4139 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to require the Advisory Board to the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority to hold public hearings on certain expense budgets. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A-SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 4140 Petition of Stephen W. Doran and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to increase the fee retained by city and town clerks for the issuance of sporting, hunting, fishing and trapping licenses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 4141 Petition of Charles W. Mann for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the effect of bovine growth hormone on dairy cows and the quality of milk. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ390-391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4142 Petition of Charles W. Mann and others relative to the maintenance or improvement of golf course land under certain environmental laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4143 Petition of Eric Turkington and another relative to the management of solid waste and the abatement of pollution resulting therefrom. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ493; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ517.

H 4144 Petition of Eric Turkington and another relative to fishing in the ponds of the town of Nantucket. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/3-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ335; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4145 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to the suspension of motor vehicle operator licenses by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles for illegal possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages by minors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4146 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to clarify the certification requirements of operators of breath-testing devices. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ254; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 4147 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to create a statewide system of crime laboratories. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ259; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4148 Petition of John F. Cox and another relative to habitual traffic offenders. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 4149 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to issue temporary handicapped plates to certain persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4150 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide distinctive license plates for survivors of the Pearl Harbor attack. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 4151 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to regulate the proper installation, servicing and removal of underground storage tanks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 6/3-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5746.

H 4152 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to increase the fines imposed for the violation of use of public ways by pedestrians. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 15 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 4153 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to the storage or sale of liquid propane gas. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 11/16-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1273; 11/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1417; 11/13-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 4154 Petition filed at the request of William Anderson for legislation to prohibit local building inspectors from issuing certificates of occupancy until applicants produce proof of payment to all subcontractors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449.

H 4155 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to expand the powers of the police to arrest on fresh and continued pursuit in other jurisdictions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5718.

H 4156 Petition of Eric Turkington and another for legislation to require automatic shut-off nozzles on pumps or other dispensing devices used to provide fuel for motorboats. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4157 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Kevin O’Sullivan, Brian S. Dempsey and Paul Kollins relative to further regulating the procurement of services by the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied by H980, H988, H989, H990, H1397, H1982, H2179, H3981 and H4331; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means HJ551; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4158 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Brian S. Dempsey and Pamela P. Resor relative to public employee management in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4159 Petition filed at the request of Patrick J. Fallon relative to cost-of-living adjustments for retired public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4160 Petition of Patrick J. Fallon for legislation to increase retirement allowances for certain former public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4161 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Brian S. Dempsey and Pamela P. Resor relative to spousal consent of selection of retirement options. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied by H4119, H810, H2545 and H4174; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ346; 5/18-HOUSE- Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4162 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette and other members of the House relative to the funding of public pension systems. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 3/5-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties -HJ131; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ336; 11/16-HOUSE-Read third, Bills in the Third Reading discharged; New draft substituted, see H6203 -HJ1274.

H 4163 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson and Brian S. Dempsey relative to further regulating the public employee
retirement laws. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6 SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4164 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Brian S. Dempsey, Pamela P. Resor, Brian S. Dempsey and Douglas W. Petersen for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to the retirement of judges. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 3/4-SENATE-Proposed report favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ399; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposed report favorably by committee and placed on file -HJ444.

H 4165 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Pamela P. Resor, Brian S. Dempsey and Douglas W. Petersen for legislation to regulate the funding of certain post-retirement benefits payable to public employees in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4166 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Pamela P. Resor, Brian S. Dempsey relative to annual determination of cost-of-living changes under the retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4167 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Pamela P. Resor and Brian S. Dempsey relative to cost-of-living adjustments for certain retired employees in the Commonwealth and their beneficiaries. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4168 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Brian S. Dempsey and Pamela P. Resor relative to further regulating the deferred compensation program for public employees in the Commonwealth, and further regulating the procurement of goods and services by the Commonwealth's constitutional officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ238; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second. Pending new draft substituted, see H6319. Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ4145; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; Pending new draft substituted, see H6319 - HJ466.

H 4169 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Pamela P. Resor and Brian S. Dempsey relative to appeals by public employees seeking disability pensions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4170 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Pamela P. Resor and Brian S. Dempsey that provision be made for the entry of the Commonwealth into an agreement relative to the portability of certain public employee retirement benefits. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 4171 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Daniel E. Bosley, Alvin E. Thompson, Pamela P. Resor, Brian S. Dempsey and Douglas W. Petersen relative to reduction in rank for certain public employees in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4172 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to the retirement allowance of Harold Wetherby of the town of Orange, an employee at the University of Massachusetts, at Amherst. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5872.

H 4173 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to the maximum amount of earnings of persons retired for disability under the retirement law for public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5872.

H 4174 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to require the written consent of a spouse of persons selecting certain retirement options. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H4161.

H 4175 Petition of Charles W. Mann relative to allowing certain retired state employees to be employed as teachers after retirement. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 4176 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to leave with pay for certain incapacitated fire fighters and police officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ416A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-­Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4177 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to transfer the flextime program of the Commonwealth from the Department of Personnel Administration to the Office of Employee Relations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-­Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4178 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that provision be made for the indemnification of police officers and fire fighters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-­Accompanied a study order, see H5875.
H 4179 Petition of Eric Turkington and another relative to police pay incentive programs for chiefs of police. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4180 Petition of Charles W. Mann relative to a record keeping system for the General Court. 1/6-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ406A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4181 Petition of Eric Turkington and another for a legislative amendment to the Constitution providing for two hundred and two Representative districts, two of which shall consist of the counties of Dukes and Nantucket. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ406A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJs394-395; 3/4- HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

H 4182 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette for legislation to make regulatory agencies more accountable to the public. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 3/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4183 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to include regional school districts and counties under provisions of the local mandate law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied H2904.

H 4184 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to establish an independent office of the Comptroller. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied H2904.

H 4185 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to further define participation by members of boards of selectmen of towns in self-insurance groups. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

H 4186 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to further define participation by members of boards of selectmen of towns in self-insurance groups. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

H 4187 Petition filed at the request of Peter Colt Josephs and another for legislation to establish an art sale commission in the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4188 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette for legislation to authorize tax increment financing of economic development and revitalization projects. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4189 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to encouraging energy efficiency in multi-residential housing units. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4190 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to granting a tax credit to corporations using photovoltaic electricity generating facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4191 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to granting a tax credit to corporations for emergency conservation measures. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4192 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, Robert D. Wetmore, Daniel E. Bosley and Jane M. Swift for legislation to exempt farm equipment and cattle from taxation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4193 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, Robert D. Wetmore, Stanley C. Rosenberg, Daniel E. Bosley and Jane M. Swift for legislation to provide tax relief for certain required improvements to agricultural land and property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4194 Petition of Carol C. Cleven, Barbara Gardiner, Lida E. Harkins and Shirley Owens-Hicks for legislation to authorize all or part of the income tax refund to be credited to the Child Abuse Prevention Fund. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4195 Petition of Jacqueline Arvanites and John F. Cox for legislation to provide a tax credit for the use of recycled materials in packaging. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4196 Petition of John F. Cox relative to increasing personal deductions under the income tax law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4197 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide an income tax exemption for families caring for their elderly relatives at home. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4198 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide a limited exemption from the state income tax for elderly persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concordanced -SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4199 Petition of John F. Cox relative to corporate tax deductions for educational contributions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4200 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide tax incentives to corporations for sharing the dependent care costs of employees by offering dependent care assistance programs as benefits. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4201 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to provide for reductions in the taxation of interest and dividends of persons sixty-five years of age and over. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4202 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to provide property tax relief for small businesses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4203 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to exemptions from the sales tax on the lease of non-commercial motor vehicles for the personal use of certain handicapped persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4204 Petition of Stephen W. Doran for legislation to provide an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4205 Petition of Stephen W. Doran relative to compliance with tax laws by certain licensed professions, trades or businesses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4206 Petition of Stephen W. Doran, Lucille P. Hicks, Marianne Brenton and Robert A. Havern for legislation to provide for the distribution of the jet fuel tax collected at Lawrence G. Hanscom Field. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ429A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4207 Petition of Stephen W. Doran, Lucille P. Hicks, Marianne Brenton, Robert A. Havern and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to direct the Massachusetts Port Authority to make payments in lieu of taxes to the towns of Bedford, Lexington, Concord and Lincoln. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4208 Petition of Charles W. Mann for legislation to regulate the statute of limitations for the assessment of taxes under certain provisions of the administrative tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4209 Petition of Cora Medeiros and another that the towns of Nantucket, Oak Bluffs, Tisbury and Falmouth be reimbursed by the Commonwealth for real estate taxes due and payable on property of the Woods Hole, Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4210 Petition of Eric Turkington and another relative to increasing the excise tax on deeds, instruments and writings in the county of Dukes County. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4211 Petition of Eric Turkington and another for legislation to protect municipalities from being denied self-help funds in acquiring open space land. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4212 Petition of Eric Turkington and another for legislation to further regulate the estate tax. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4213 Petition of Eric Turkington and another that the Department of Revenue be required to report certain taxes collected in each city and town. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4214 Petition of Stephen W. Doran, Marianne Brenton, Robert A. Havern and Pamela P. Resor relative to development at Lawrence G. Hanscom Field. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5575.

H 4215 Petition of Stephen W. Doran, Lucille P. Hicks, Marianne Brenton, Robert A. Havern and Pamela P. Resor relative to the powers of the Hanscom Field Advisory Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ436A; 1/6-SENT-A-Concurred - SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5575.

H 4216 Petition of Charles W. Mann for legislation to remove Duxbury and Pembroke from the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 4217 Petition of Eric Turkington and another that the county of Dukes County be authorized to assess fees on certain persons using public carriers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation - HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 3/26-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Taxation - HJ228; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ223; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4218 Petition filed at the request of Barbara Lavoine relative to the sale of motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4219 Petition filed at the request of Gary Banks relative to the sale of paper or paper products in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4220 Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to security deposits under certain rental agreements. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4221 Petition of James Stam and Robert H. Marsh for legislation to permit manufacturing establishments to operate on Sundays. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4222 Petition of Robert H. Marsh and another for legislation to regulate the practice of public accountancy. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4223 Petition of Robert Haydock, Jr., and Robert H. Marsh relative to amending the Uniform Commercial Code to cover leases of personal property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ364A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ352; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4224 Petition filed at the request of Robert Haydock, Jr. relative to the termination of employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4225 Petition of Kevin Poirier and another relative to the disclosure of certain information relating to musical performances. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ350A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5495.

H 4226 Petition of James T. Brett and another relative to the accountability of employees of the sheriff's department in Suffolk County. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ350A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5495.

H 4227 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson relative to county retirement boards. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ498.

H 4228 Petition of Kevin Poirier and David H. Locke relative to the penalty for use of firearms while committing a felony. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 4229 Petition of Kevin Poirier relative to the death penalty. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4230 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to establish penalties for crimes of violence and drug trafficking. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 4231 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to authorize law enforcement officers to arrest persons violating certain laws public transportation facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5826.

H 4232 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to provide further penalties for the use or carrying of firearms in the commission of drug related or violent crimes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 4233 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to regulate the fees payable by school districts for expenses and appeals of certain special educational programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4234 Petition filed at the request of Suellen Conlin for legislation to regulate the participation of students in dissections in schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4235 Petition filed at the request of Harry Carter for legislation to require the instruction of keyboarding in secondary schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4236 Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to residential special education placements. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ354A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4237 Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to the cost of special education programs at residential schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 19
am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4238 Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to special education costs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1355A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4239 Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees and Richard T. Moore for legislation to establish the time of dismissal of teachers due to declining enrollment and financial conditions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1355A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4240 Petition of the Mass. Association of School Committees, Richard T. Moore and Barbara Gardner for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the implementation and improvement of the transitional bilingual education law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1355A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4241 Petition of Kevin Poirier that provision be made for school committees to pay the cost of special education for children who move to different school districts during a school year. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1355A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4242 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for a legislative amendment to the Constitution providing for the abolition of the office of Lieutenant-Governor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/21-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ330; 4/21-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ348.

H 4243 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to regulate initiative petitions and referendums submitted to the people of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1358A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5603.

H 4244 Petition filed at the request of James P. D. Waters relative to prohibiting cities and towns from distributing street lists to the general public. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1358A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ376; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ398.

H 4245 Petition of Kevin Poirier and another for legislation to provide for the election of county commissioners. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Counties -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1369; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4246 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy, Joseph B. McIntyre and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to further regulate the licensing of pipelayers and refrigeration technicians. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1364A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4247 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre and John A. Businger for legislation to provide for the licensing of fire protection sprinkler system designers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1364A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4248 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to authorize distribution to the town of Marshfield of five percent of the total pari-mutuel wagers from the Marshfield Fair. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1364A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6144.

H 4249 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol relative to identification in the purchasing of alcoholic beverages. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1364A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 4250 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol relative to credit under the alcoholic beverages control law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1364A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 4251 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol that telephone companies be required to provide blocking services of premium price telephone calls. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1364A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4252 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol relative to the liquor liability joint underwriting association. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1364A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Insurance -HJ370; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am* HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4253 Petition of Robert H. Marsh, and Peter Forman for legislation to exempt cities and towns with extra costs incurred under the medical security law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1366A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5378.

H 4254 Petition of Rose Spoltore for legislation to further regulate the lead poisoning prevention and control law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.
Petition of Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to require physicians to attach a bio-hazard tag or marking on the body of a deceased person who may be infected with a highly contagious disease. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date March 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson relative to the establishment of educational requirements for licensed acupuncturists by the Board of Registration in Medicine and the Committee on Acupuncture. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date March 25 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ237; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Public Hearing date April 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as amended and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ454; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H7535 -H809.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the construction of housing in certain environmentally sensitive areas. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 6 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition filed at the request of Eleanor Sawtelle relative to housing for the elderly. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5697.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to further define low and moderate income housing. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to appeals to the Housing Appeals Committee. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to appeals to the Housing Appeals Committee in the Department of Community Affairs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to extend the rental assistance program to mobile homes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date April 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to require insurance coverage for sprinkler fitter contractors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date March 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson that group insurance plans be required to offer acupuncture services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date March 4 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson relative to reimbursement for certain services by medical insurance carriers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date March 26 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to "time lines" for social workers in the Department of Social Services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date April 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh for legislation to regulate the operation of newly constructed residences by the Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services and the Housing Appeals Committee. 1/6-HOUSE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date March 25 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5697.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to require physicians to attach a bio-hazard tag or marking on the body of a deceased person who may be infected with a highly contagious disease. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date March 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson relative to the establishment of educational requirements for licensed acupuncturists by the Board of Registration in Medicine and the Committee on Acupuncture. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date March 25 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ237; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Public Hearing date April 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as amended and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ454; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ554; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H7535 -H809.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the construction of housing in certain environmentally sensitive areas. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 6 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition filed at the request of Eleanor Sawtelle relative to housing for the elderly. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5697.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to further define low and moderate income housing. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to appeals to the Housing Appeals Committee. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date April 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to appeals to the Housing Appeals Committee in the Department of Community Affairs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to extend the rental assistance program to mobile homes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date April 6 am*; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

Petition of SEIU Local 509, Albert Herren and Daniel J. Valianti relative to "time lines" for social workers in the Department of Social Services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date April 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

Petition of SEIU Local 509 and Angelo M. Scacca for legislation to regulate the operation of newly constructed residences by the Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services and the Housing Appeals Committee. 1/6-HOUSE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date March 25 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5697.

Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to require insurance coverage for sprinkler fitter contractors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date March 4 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson that group insurance plans be required to offer acupuncture services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date March 4 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson relative to reimbursement for certain services by medical insurance carriers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date March 30 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

Petition of Alvin E. Thompson relative to reimbursement for certain services by medical insurance carriers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date March 23 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.
Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and others for legislation to provide for photographs of prisoners to clerks of courts and authorities having custody of such prisoners. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and others for legislation to provide for the orderly transmission of arrest and conviction information. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ383.

Petition filed at the request of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to establish certain privileges for attorneys and clients. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and others for legislation to provide for the apprehension of fugitive evidentiary documents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ383.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the collection of solid waste generated by certain docking facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; HOUSE No further action taken.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to provide for a program for the control and prevention of quine encephalitis. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to establishing a program for conservation professionals in coastal communities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh and Bruce E. Tar for legislation to establish a grant program to assist cities and towns in repairing, rebuilding and restoring beaches, shorefronts and other coastal property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Management to contribute a sum of money toward the cost and maintenance of a dredging project in Scituate Harbor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the establishment of resident parking only at or near town beaches. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ275.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh and Bruce E. Tar for legislation to authorize cities and towns to refuse to provide funds for state mandated programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ280.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the collection of solid waste generated by certain docking facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; HOUSE No further action taken.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to prohibiting the use of nets, traps and other gear of fishermen and establishing a fixed gear recovery fund in the office of the State Treasurer. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the establishment of resident parking only at or near town beaches. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ275.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh and Bruce E. Tar for legislation to authorize cities and towns to refuse to provide funds for state mandated programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ280.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the collection of solid waste generated by certain docking facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; HOUSE No further action taken.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to provide for a program for the control and prevention of quine encephalitis. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to establishing a program for conservation professionals in coastal communities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh and Bruce E. Tar for legislation to establish a grant program to assist cities and towns in repairing, rebuilding and restoring beaches, shorefronts and other coastal property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to authorize the Department of Environmental Management to contribute a sum of money toward the cost and maintenance of a dredging project in Scituate Harbor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to prohibiting the use of nets, traps and other gear of fishermen and establishing a fixed gear recovery fund in the office of the State Treasurer. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5955.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the establishment of resident parking only at or near town beaches. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ275.

Petition of Robert H. Marsh and Bruce E. Tar for legislation to authorize cities and towns to refuse to provide funds for state mandated programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ280.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the collection of solid waste generated by certain docking facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; HOUSE No further action taken.
H 4290 Petition of Frank M. Hynes and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate box or cage traps for the capture of fur-bearing mammals. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 4291 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to requiring marinas, yacht clubs and boat yards to make certain reports to harbormasters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ410. 12/14-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H6306 -HJ1393.

H 4292 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to require the Department of Environmental Management to control pollution of the North River. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ385A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ313; 4/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4293 Petition filed at the request of Don Tewksbury, Robert C. Buell and another for legislation to further regulate the possession of ferrets. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 4294 Petition of Bradley W. Boyd and Robert H. Marsh relative to special regulations by cities and towns for the speed of motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ220.

H 4295 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the installation of automatic sprinkler systems. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ3306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 4296 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to require certain insurance coverage for sprinkler fitter contractors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5716.

H 4297 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre for legislation to require the installation of sprinkler systems in certain buildings occupied by elderly persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5744.

H 4298 Petition of Kevin Poitier and others for legislation to regulate fire sprinkler systems. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ408A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4299 Petition of Kevin Poitier and others for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to regulations for fire sprinkler systems. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ313; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ372; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4300 Petition of Donald LaFralta relative to the performance of police duties by parole officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4301 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to transfer gun control from local authorities to the Department of Public Safety. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5717.

H 4302 Petition of SEIU local 509, Kevin P. Blanchette and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the public employee collective bargaining law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ551; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4303 Petition of James T. Brett and others for legislation to classify certain county correctional personnel in Group 4 of the public employees contributory retirement system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4304 Petition of James T. Brett and others relative to the retirement rights of certain county employees classified in Group 4. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 4305 Petition of James T. Brett and others that certain employees of county correctional facilities be placed under the "heart law", so-called. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 4306 Petition of SEIU local 509, John A. Businger and Henri S. Rauschenbach for legislation to authorize voluntary payroll deductions for public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4307 Petition of SEIU local 509 and John A. Businger that public employees be granted the right
to strike. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4308 Petition of SEIU local 509 and Albert Herren that the employees of Unit 8 of the Department of Social Services be placed in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4309 Petition of SEIU local 509 and Kevin G. Honan for legislation to provide for binding arbitration in public employee labor disputes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ399A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4310 Petition of SEIU local 509 and Kevin G. Honan that the employees in Unit 8 of the Department of Public Welfare be placed in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4311 Petition filed at the request of John Allen that provision be made for payment of salary to state employees who served in Operation Desert Shield and Operation Desert Storm in the Persian Gulf. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4312 Petition of Stephen J. Karol and another that certain employees involved in construction or demolition be included in Group 2 of the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4313 Petition of Robert H. Marsh for legislation to regulate the termination of certain employment contracts negotiated by the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4314 Petition of Robert H. Marsh for legislation to disallow pension benefits to persons convicted of certain crimes while employed by the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ417A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4315 Petition of SEIU Local 509 and John E. McDonough relative to contributions to health and welfare funds by public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4316 Petition of Kevin Poirier, Mary Jeanette Murray and David H. Locke relative to terminating pension benefits received by persons convicted in criminal proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 4317 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to clarify the status of certain employees of the National Guard. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4318 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson that court officers of the Superior Court of Middlesex County be included in Group 4 of the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4319 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to include all departments in cities, towns and counties under the definition of "departmental unit" of the civil service law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4320 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the selection and appointment of persons on civil service eligible lists. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4321 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the appointment of the Commissioner of the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4322 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to regulate certain appointments to the Group Insurance Commission of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4323 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the organization of the National Guard. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4324 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to clarify the status of certain employees of the National Guard. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4325 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to dental benefits for employees in the Executive and Constitutional branches of government. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4326 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to medical panels under the public employees' accidental disability retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-
Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for a new draft, see H5792.

H 4327 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to further regulating unilateral changes in public employee collective bargaining agreements. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ400A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4328 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the delivery of health insurance benefits to public employees in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4329 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that provision be made for permanent civil service status for certain employees of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4330 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that certain county employees in correctional facilities be placed under the hypertension presumption law, so-called. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5874.

H 4331 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to regulate the use of "03" consultants, so-called, in public contracts for personal services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ418A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied H4157.

H 4332 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to regulate health care insurance benefits for elected officials and appointees to boards, authorities and commissions in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4333 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to include certain employees of the Water Resources Authority in Group 4 of the contributory retirement system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4334 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to unfair labor practices of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4335 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to regulate health care insurance benefits for appointees of the Governor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4336 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to provide for salary increases for managers of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4337 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to authorize retirement incentives for career employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4338 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to include police matrons in Group 2 of the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4339 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the costs for annual physical and mental examinations of state employees who remain in state service beyond the age of seventy. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4340 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that provision be made for binding arbitration for fire fighters and police officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4341 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to further regulating unilateral changes in public employee collective bargaining agreements. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4342 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to tenure and seniority rights for certain managers of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ401A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5923.

H 4343 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to insurance benefits for dental and vision expenses of managers and certain other employees of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 4344 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that provision be made for an early retirement incentive for public employees with twenty-five years of service. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5894.

H 4345 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to authorize an early retirement incentive
for career employees with long years of service. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5394.

H 4346 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that provision be made for an early retirement incentive for employees of the Commonwealth with twenty-five years of service. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5394.

H 4347 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that certain employees of the Commonwealth whose duties require daily contact with prisoners or mentally ill persons be placed in Group 2 of the contributory retirement system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4348 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the cost-of-living adjustments for retired public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ419A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4349 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that campus police officers of Southeastern Massachusetts University be included in Group 2 of the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4350 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to the last survivor allowance of the public employee retirement system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4351 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another that licensed electricians in the employment of the Commonwealth be included in Group 4 of the contributory retirement system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4352 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to incapacitated police officers of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4353 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to increase the retirement allowances of public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4354 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to further define retirement allowances for fire fighters and police officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 4355 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to permitting cost-of-living adjustments for certain retired municipal employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENEAT- Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4356 Petition of SEIU Local 509 and Peter A. Vellucci for legislation to make changes in the compensation payable to certain retired public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

H 4357 Petition of Robert H. Marsh for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to limiting the annual sessions of the General Court to six months. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ406A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ395; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ446.

H 4358 Petition of SEIU Local 509, Larry F. Giordano and William F. Keating for legislation to prohibit the disclosure of home addresses of public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ407A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ501; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4359 Petition of SEIU Local 509 and Joseph N. Herrmann for legislation to regulate indoor air quality in state buildings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ407A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied by H830; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ562; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4360 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to regulate mandates imposed on cities and towns by agencies of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ407A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5608.

H 4361 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to further regulating the budgets of certain authorities of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ407A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4362 Petition filed at the request of Myron Botoh relative to art in public buildings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ407A, Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ369; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ368; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4363 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol for legislation to include a representa-
tative of the hotel industry as a member of the Convention Center Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4364 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol for legislation to regulate business permits and licensing services by agencies of the Commonwealth and providing for the reduction of paperwork for businesses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ407A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ562; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4365 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to regulate fees and charges in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am*; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4366 Petition filed at the request of the National Association of Government Employees for legislation to further regulate legislative agents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4367 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another relative to open meetings of the Group Insurance Commission of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4368 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and others for legislation to regulate state funding for county jails and houses of correction under certain tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4369 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to allow certain disabled persons to postpone payment of all or a portion of real estate taxes when tax deferral and recovery agreements have been entered into with boards of assessors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4370 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to regulate real estate taxes for certain elderly persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ412A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4371 Petition filed at the request of Robert Greim for legislation to authorize the taxation of pensions of former public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ412A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4372 Petition filed at the request of Myron Boluch relative to the tax on cigarettes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4373 Petition filed at the request of Myron Boluch for legislation to impose a tax on alcoholic beverages to be used for the administration and operation of health care facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4374 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol for legislation to exempt residential use of heating fuels from the sales tax. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4375 Petition of the Mass. Hotel Association and Stephen J. Karol for legislation to provide for retention by vendors of a portion of sales tax collections to be used for administrative costs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ430A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4376 Petition of Robert H. Marsh for legislation to reduce the tax on unearned income to five per cent. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4377 Petition of Robert H. Marsh for legislation to prohibit increases in the real estate taxes of persons who have attained seventy years of age. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4378 Petition of Robert H. Marsh that the cost of nursing home care be allowed as a deduction under the income tax law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4379 Petition of Robert H. Marsh that provision be made for a tax credit to certain elderly persons having a spouse in a nursing home. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4380 Petition of Robert H. Marsh for legislation to exempt from the income tax the unearned income of elderly persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4381 Petition of Robert H. Marsh that provision be made for a tax credit to certain elderly persons having a spouse in a nursing home. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4382 Petition of Robert H. Marsh relative to a tax exemption equal to the amount of expenses paid by persons for the purchase of commuter rail tickets. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4383 Petition of Robert H. Marsh for legislation to provide a limited income tax exemption for donating homes for the care of mentally retarded and mentally
ill persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4384 Petition filed at the request of Hedley A. Dupelle that persons sixty-two years of age or older be exempt from certain fees and betterments. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4385 Petition of Kevin Poirier and another for legislation to exempt sales to the United States, the Commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof from provisions of the sales tax. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4386 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to provide a limited income tax exemption for mentally retarded persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4387 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to provide a limited income tax exemption for persons caring for mentally retarded persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4388 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to extend the investment tax credit for certain businesses and corporations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ413A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4389 Petition of Kevin Poirier relative to providing for a tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4390 Petition of Kevin Poirier that certain disabled veterans be granted a real estate tax abatement. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4391 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to provide for a research and development tax credit. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4392 Petition of Kevin Poirier relative to the amount of interest governing overpayment and underpayment of taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ431A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4393 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to further regulate the county excise tax. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4394 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to provide for the withdrawal of the towns of Scituate and Marshfield from the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 4395 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to provide for the reconstruction of Route 139 in the towns of Pembroke and Marshfield and Route 3 from the town of Weymouth to the town of Plymouth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4396 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to authorize the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority to file a report on the Old Colony rail project. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5639.

H 4397 Petition of Frank M. Hynes that the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority and the Department of Public Works be directed to establish increased bus and other transportation services during the Central Artery and third harbor tunnel projects. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A, Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4398 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Works to establish a time table and cost schedule for the improvement of state highway Route 139 in the towns of Pembroke and Marshfield. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ436A-437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4399 Petition filed at the request of Peter Fallon for legislation to provide for an access road from the Southeast Expressway to the Wompatuck State Park and the town of Scituate. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am*; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4400 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for reconstruction and maintenance of the seawall in the town of Marshfield. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4401 The annual report of the Division of Public Employee Retirement Administration (under Section 102 of Chapter 32 of the General Laws) relative to the percentum change in the average cost-of-living index for the year 1991 when compared with such index for the year 1990. 2/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ69; 2/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ78; Public Hearing date May 6 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be "placed on file". Report accepted -HJ575; 5/26-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ531.

H 4402 Petition of John A. Businger relative to mortgage loans, housing rehabilitation loans and home improvement loans for properties subject to rent con
H 4403 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran for legislation to provide for the licensure and regulation of persons or businesses engaged in the function of cashing checks, drafts or money orders. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see S1564 - SJ463.

H 4404 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to authorize mergers between co-operative banks and credit unions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred a new draft, see S1564 - SJ463.

H 4405 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to permit mergers between co-operative banks and credit unions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred a new draft, see S1564 - SJ463.

H 4406 Petition of John A. Businger and other members of the House for legislation to require certain applications for credit, membership, employment, services, and other purposes to contain a notice relative to discrimination. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4407 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to clarify the law relative to the granting of maternity leave for employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4408 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide unemployment benefits to employees who are locked out of their jobs due to a labor dispute. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4409 Petition of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO Council and John A. Businger relative to unemployment benefits. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4410 Petition of John A. Businger, John E. McDonough, Janet W. O'Brien and Barbara Hildt for legislation to prohibit the sale of products containing freon. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4411 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to clarify the law relative to shareholder derivative actions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4412 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to protect employees who report violations of state, local or federal laws. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ347A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4413 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to include all political subdivisions and authorities under the prevailing wage law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4414 Petition of Mark Roosevelt and Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to regulate the sale of home food service plans. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to engross -HJ950; 7/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ11060; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 4415 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran relative to intimidation by criminal street gangs under the law regulating crimes against public justice. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 4416 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran relative to "street gangs" under the law regulating crimes against public peace. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-Senate-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 4417 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran for legislation to provide further penalties for the use or carrying of firearms in the commission of drug related or violent crimes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 4418 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to require physicians to report cases of drug overdoses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5586.

H 4419 Petition of Richard T. Moore that provision be made for capital punishment for certain persons convicted of first degree murder. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4420 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to provide that major drug traffickers be held without
bail. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5591.

H 4421 Petition of Richard T. Moore, other members of the General Court and another to the penalty for the illegal use of firearms. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 4422 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran for legislation to regulate the possession of paging devices by students in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ372A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4423 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Nelson Merced that the Department of Education be directed to make an investigation and study relative to the drop out rate of Hispanic students. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/5-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5497.

H 4424 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Kevin G. Horan for legislation to provide medical coverage for certain secondary public school athletes in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 3 am*; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ411; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to the Committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ473; 1/5-HOUSE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 4425 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to providing for school-based community service opportunities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Companioned H2795.

H 4426 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide for elections officials to call and determine the results of elections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4427 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to regulate the polling hours in local primaries and elections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4428 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide for election officials to call and determine the results of elections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4429 Petition of John A. Businger and another that provision be made for voter registration sessions at recreational areas. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4430 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to further regulate political campaign contributions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4431 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide for an assistant registrar of voters at colleges and universities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4432 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to authorize local election officials to recount votes in certain cases. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4433 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to further regulate the administration of the Office of Campaign and Political Finance. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4434 Petition of John A. Businger relative to voter registration. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 6/15-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5805.

H 4435 Petition of John A. Businger and another for legislation to further regulate the times when polls shall be open during presidential and state primaries and elections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4436 Petition of John A. Businger and another for legislation to provide for voter registration in offices of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4437 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to limit the aggregate contributions of certain political committees to candidates for public office. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ376A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4438 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to designate a John F. Kennedy memorial election day. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Companioned a study order, see H5967.

H 4439 Petition of John A. Businger that provision be made for voter registration in the course of the annual listing of residents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the
committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/20-HOUSE-Accompanied H3353.

H 4440 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the voter registration of persons temporarily absent from their place of residence. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4441 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide that the Commonwealth assume the cost of assuring that polling places are accessible to handicapped and elderly voters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4442 Petition of John A. Businger and another relative to voter registration in state agencies. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4443 Petition of John A. Businger relative to extending the time for candidates for state office to file nomination papers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4444 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to designate all state primary and state biennial election days as legal holidays in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4445 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the compensation of members of the State Ballot Law Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H3355.

H 4446 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to conform the General Laws to the Constitutional amendment abolishing the state census. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H3355.

H 4447 Petition of John A. Businger relative to certain changes to the initiative law relative to political parties. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4448 Petition of John A. Businger relative to voter registration certificates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ359A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/20-HOUSE-Accompanied H1672.

H 4449 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to allow cities and towns to conduct the municipal listing of residents biennially and authorizing voter registration in the course thereof. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/20-HOUSE-Accompanied H3353.

H 4450 Petition of John A. Businger and Michael P. Walsh for legislation to regulate the procedure for the reporting of residents of multi-dwelling units for the census. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5805.

H 4451 Petition of John A. Businger and another for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the impact of institutional, financial and educational barriers to voter participation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4452 Petition of John A. Businger for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to increased state payments to cities and towns for the costs of elections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4453 Petition of John A. Businger relative to regulating conduct at polling places during elections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4454 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to make certain changes in the law relative to limited public financing for state-wide political office. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4455 Petition of John A. Businger and another for legislation to provide for a more effective and simplified voter registration system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ377A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4456 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to simplify the absentee voting laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ378A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4457 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the State Ballot Law Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ378A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4458 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to further regulate the filing of absent voting ballots. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ378A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ360A; Public Hearing date Feb 19 am; 2/20-HOUSE-Accompanied H1672.

H 4459 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to allow the filing of an election petition against a candidate who has solicited or received illegal campaign contributions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee
Petition of John A. Businger relative to certain questions submitted to the voters on election ballots.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to place names of candidates on the ballot and to amend the Constitution relative to eliminating certain residency requirements as a qualification to vote.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to define political activity at polling places.

Petition of John A. Businger relative to the recording of name changes for street listings and voting purposes.

Petition of John A. Businger that provision be made for civil remedies for false statements in election campaigns.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide that primaries and elections be held on Sundays.

Petition of John A. Businger in favor of a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to employees of the Commonwealth and their activities in political campaigns.

Petition of John A. Businger for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to eliminating certain residency requirements as a qualification to vote.

Petition of John A. Businger for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to employees of the Commonwealth and their activities in political campaigns.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to require primary candidates for Governor and Lieutenant-Governor to be nominated in groups.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to require that a person be able to read English and write.

Petition of John A. Businger to provide for the process of recall of certain elective persons.

Petition of John A. Businger for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to repealing the limitation on the number of signatures of voters of any one county on referendum petitions.
to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file - SJ394; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file - HJ445.

H 4477 Petition of John A. Businger for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to reducing the residency requirements for Senators and Councillors from five years to one year. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ361A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/23-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - S1340-341; 4/28-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file - HJ359.

H 4478 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, Joseph B. McIntyre, Thomas M. Petrolati, Stanley C. Rosenberg and another for legislation to recodify the election laws. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ361A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 7/10-House- Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4479 Petition filed at the request of Rosaire Rajotte for permission to regulate advertisements and solicitations for time-share properties. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ382A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ364A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/29-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5877.

H 4480 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to make certain changes in the acute care hospital payment system. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ384A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/6-House-Committee recommended Ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ224; 4/8-House-Report accepted - HJ292.

H 4481 Petition of John A. Businger for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to nutritional health concerning the use of palm, palm kernel or coconut oil in food products. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

H 4482 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the House relative to free care and providing for financing of the uncompensated care pool for acute care hospitals. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 6/24-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4483 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the adoption of town by-laws for the holding of elections. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws - HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ361A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/2-House-Committee recommended Ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ260; 4/6-House-Report accepted - HJ275.

H 4484 Petition of Frank M. Hynes and Peter Forman relative to establishing the Massachusetts maritime transmission authority. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Energy - HJ380A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ362A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-House-Committee recommended Ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ276; 4/28-House-Report accepted - HJ398.

H 4485 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the maxim permissible levels of airborne emissions from nuclear power plants. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Energy - HJ380A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/2-House-Committee recommended Ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ260; 4/6-House-Report accepted - HJ275.

H 4486 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the House relative to free care and providing for financing of the uncompensated care pool for acute care hospitals. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

H 4487 Petition of John A. Businger,for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to nutritional health concerning the use of palm, palm kernel or coconut oil in food products. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/6-House-Committee recommended Ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ224; 4/8-House-Report accepted - HJ292.

H 4488 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the House relative to free care and providing for financing of the uncompensated care pool for acute care hospitals. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 3/25-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5377.

H 4489 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to regulate the cost of deleading paint in residential properties. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4490 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., for legislation to improve safety and reduce the cost of lead paint abatement. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4491 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to protect providers and consumers of personal care services. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ385A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/10-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 4492 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the right of landlords to provide certain notices to tenants. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ387A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ370A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

H 4493 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to regulate advertisements and solicitations for time-shares. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ387A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ370A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.
Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to further regulate warehouse charges for the storage of belongings for certain evicted tenants. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to require landlords to provide certain notices to tenants. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to further regulate certain rental agreements. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to clarify the law relative to the right to occupy by a tenant. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

Petition of John A. Businger that cities and towns be authorized to establish housing review boards. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

Petition of John A. Businger relative to the termination of tenancies in residential property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to stabilize residential rents and minimize residential displacement. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the preservation of multifamily rental housing projects receiving assistance from the Commonwealth and preventing the displacement of low and moderate income tenants therefrom. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the House relative to preserving single room occupancy (SRO) units. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied by S528, H923, H1692 and H1890; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the prevention of residential displacement under the Massachusetts Health and Educational Facilities Authority law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to the oversight of regulations affecting housing costs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

Petition of John A. Businger relative to assistance granted to the working, disabled and elderly poor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ390A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Nelson Merced relative to requiring certain human service agencies to document their ability to perform services to certain minority, ethnic, racial or linguistic populations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ390A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of John A. Businger and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate certain optional disability insurance plans for employees of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., relative to the motor vehicle liability insurance law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to promote competition among insurance companies by repealing the anti-trust exemption. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

Petition of Larry F. Giordano for legislation to further regulate insurance benefits. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to clarify the commencement of summary process actions in residential property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ395A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ378A; Public Hearing date...
Mar 16 pm*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5951.

H 4513 Petition of John A. Businger that provision be made for appellate review of certain orders in summary process actions involving residential tenancies. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ498.

H 4514 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the establishment of housing courts in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4515 Petition of John A. Businger for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to provide for increasing the number of members of the Senate. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 5/4-SENATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ392; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ1443; 5/12-HOUSE-Called for consideration in the joint session -HJ508; 1/493-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

H 4516 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for the establishment of a juvenile court department of statewide jurisdiction. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 4517 Petition of the Massachusetts State Basketball Officials Association, Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Kevin G. Honan that sports officials shall not be liable in actions for damages. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 4518 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., Alvin E. Thompson and Byron Rushing that employees of agencies, authorities or political subdivisions of the Commonwealth be indemnified and held harmless for personal liability resulting from affirmative action decisions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ358; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 4519 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to reduce the storage number of court officers in the Second District Court of Northern Worcester. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ258; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4520 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the establishment of a juvenile court in the Second District Court of Northern Worcester. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ75.

H 4521 Petition of the Gun Owners' Action League, Richard T. Moore, Shannon P. O'Brien, Robert A. Antonioni and Augusta Hornblower for legislation to exempt police chiefs from civil liability in the issuance of firearms identification cards. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ359; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ386.

H 4522 Petition of Richard T. Moore, Robert A. Antonioni, Augusta Hornblower, Stephen M. Brewer, Matthew J. Amorello and another for legislation to protect victims of crime under the law relative to court trials and proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ378A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4523 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to limit the liability of damages for each occurrence against private airports. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ359; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 4524 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the number of court officers in the Second District Court of Southern Worcester. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ260; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ75.

H 4525 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray, other members of the General Court and others relative to child pornography. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4526 Petition of John A. Businger, Warren E. Tolman, John E. McDonough and Janet W. O'Brien relative to commissions for the handicapped in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Apr 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ497.

H 4527 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald, and other members of the House for legislation to provide accessibility for persons with disabilities under the open meeting law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Apr 24 am*; 5/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ246; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4528 Petition filed at the request of Rosarie Rajotte for legislation to regulate certain voting within town
Petition of Steven Angelo that the Department of Environmental Protection be directed to promulgate rules and regulations for vapor recovery control systems dispensing fuel into motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Report accompanied H5449.

H 4531 Petition of Steven Angelo that the Department of Environmental Protection be directed to promulgate rules and regulations for vapor recovery control systems dispensing fuel into motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Report accompanied H5695.

H 4532 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to make certain changes in the law relative to hazardous waste facility sites. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ403A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Report accompanied H5694.

H 4533 Petition of Steven Angelo relative to the collection, transportation, storage, treatment, and disposal of infectious waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Report accompanied H5694.

H 4534 Petition of Steven Angelo for legislation to further enhance and protect the environment of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ260; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ275.

H 4535 Petition of Steven Angelo, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Robert A. Durand, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani relative to creating the clean water fund to further protect the natural resources of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1459; 12/1-HOUSE-Committee recommended to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H6300; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1388; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1433; 12/21-HOUSE-Pending new draft substituted, see H6300 -HJ1456.

H 4536 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate the control and removal of oil and hazardous materials. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Report accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 4537 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani relative to the disposal of infectious waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4538 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate the collection, transportation, storage, treatment, and disposal of infectious waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4539 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand, and David P. Magnani relative to the collection, transportation, storage, treatment, and disposal of infectious waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4540 Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate the Northeast Interstate Dairy Compact. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4541 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate the wildlife resources of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Apr 19 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/26-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ411; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4542 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to further regulate the wildlife resources of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/26-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ411; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4543 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate the control and removal of oil and hazardous materials. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture.
H 4544 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to provide for the further protection of natural resources in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ386A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 4545 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani for legislation to limit municipal liability during household hazardous waste collections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4546 Petition of Steven Angelo and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to authorize guaranteed deposit funds and design review fees paid to conservation commissions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ414; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4547 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand, Thomas P. Walsh, David P. Magnani and another for legislation to further regulate the control and removal of oil and hazardous materials. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 4548 Petition of Steven Angelo and Thomas P. Walsh relative to the payment of fees by the Water Resources Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ531; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4549 Petition of L. Scott Harshbarger and Steven Angelo for legislation to make certain changes in the environmental policy laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ404A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied by S915, H114, H4530 and H4550; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ532; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4550 Petition of Steven Angelo, Christopher J. Hodgkins, Robert A. Durand and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to improve the environmental policy laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied H4549.

H 4551 Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh, David P. Magnani and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to further protect and enhance the wetlands of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ414; 5/18-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4552 Petition of Steven Angelo and Thomas P. Walsh for legislation to provide for certain changes in the clean waters law of the Commonwealth to conform with the federal clean waters law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/28-HOUSE- Accompanied by H113; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4553 Petition of Steven Angelo and Robert A. Durand relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of the treatment and disposal of sewage and sewerage in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

H 4554 Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani for legislation to protect the environment by ensuring the proper disposal of low-level radioactive waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4555 Petition of Steven Angelo, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani relative to the penalty for violations of animal control laws. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4556 Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand, Kevin O' Sullivan, Thomas P. Walsh and David P. Magnani relative to exempting innocent homeowners from liability for releases of oil or hazardous materials. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4557 Petition of Steven Angelo and Thomas P. Walsh relative to releasing residual rights of the Commonwealth in and to landlocked lands. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4558 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to further regulate commercial kennels and pet shops. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date
Apr 16 am*: 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6127.

H 4559 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., and another for legislation to further regulate certain traps or other devices for fur-bearing mammals. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5953.

H 4560 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran for legislation to direct the Division of Waterways to dredge the Neponset River from Hancock Street and Neponset Avenue to Commercial Point. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ387A-388A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/21-HOUSE-Accompanied H1357.

H 4561 Petition of Jerome B. Carr and Richard T. Moore for legislation to include wetlands stewardship and scientific wetlands management in the wetlands protection laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ398A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied H6124.

H 4562 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to establish a dairy equalization fund for the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 4563 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray, other members of the House and others for legislation to regulate the operation of certain watercraft in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Accompanied H4564.

H 4564 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray, other members of the General Court and others for legislation to make certain changes in the laws relative to the operation of certain watercraft in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ405A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Accompanied by H4563; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1361; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4565 Petition of John A. Businger and Lois G. Pines for legislation to prohibit standees on school buses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Accompanied H3776.

H 4566 Petition of John A. Businger and Lois G. Pines for legislation to mandate lap-shoulder belts on school buses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5743.

H 4567 Petition of John A. Businger and Lois G. Pines for legislation to provide that school buses be equipped with telephones or two-way radio equipment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ306; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 4568 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to authorize cities and towns to enact laws controlling handguns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 4569 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to regulate the record keeping of crimes involving the use of handguns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ500; 6/4-SENATE-Concurred -SJ593; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4570 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to increase the penalty for failing to stop for a red light at traffic intersections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ206; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ222.

H 4571 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., relative to certain traffic violations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am*; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ207; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ222.

H 4572 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to clarify the exemption of automatic sprinklers for certain condominiums. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4573 Petition of Carl F. Tripp and Robert H. Marsh relative to automatic garage door openers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ391A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ451.

H 4574 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to further regulate the registration of motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4575 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the issuance of distinctive motor vehicle license plates to active members of the National Guard. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4576 Petition of the Gun Owners' Action league, Richard T. Moore, Robert A. Durand, Robert A. Antonioni and Augusta Hornblower for legislation to
protect non-resident licensees of firearms. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4577 Petition of Richard T. Moore, Robert A. Durand, Robert A. Antonioni, Augusta Hornblower, Stephen M. Brewer and another for legislation to temporarily extend the period within which licenses to carry firearms shall be valid after the expiration dates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ409A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 11/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1504; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 4578 Petition of the Gun Owners' Action League, Richard T. Moore, Shannon P. O'Brien, Robert A. Durand, Robert A. Antonioni and Augusta Hornblower for legislation to clarify the display of firearms by licensed dealers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ401.

H 4579 Petition of the Gun Owners' Action League, Richard T. Moore, Robert A. Antonioni and Augusta Hornblower for legislation to further regulate the licensing of firearms. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ401.

H 4580 Petition of Richard T. Moore that passengers under the age of nineteen be prohibited in the back of pick-up trucks, so-called. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449.

H 4581 Petition of the Gun Owners' Action League, Shannon P. O'Brien, Richard T. Moore, Robert A. Durand, Robert A. Antonioni, Stephen M. Brewer and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to require the reporting of felony convictions to the Commissioner of Public Safety to verify eligibility for certain firearms licenses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ129; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ444; 9/3-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1139; 9/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1258; 9/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1306; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 4582 Petition of John A. Businger relative to clarifying payroll deductions of certain school employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4583 Petition of John A. Businger relative to regulating agency service fees paid by public employees to public employee organizations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ402A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4584 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., and Robert C. Buell relative to the annual amount of disability retirement for certain retired public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4585 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., and Robert C. Buell for legislation to prohibit municipal employees on injury leave from receiving more than fifty-two weeks compensation annually. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4586 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to regulate the compensation payable to assistant district attorneys. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4587 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald for legislation to further regulate pensions for district attorneys. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4588 Petition of Richard T. Moore and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a funding schedule for the retirement system of Worcester County. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ420A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4589 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to grant permanent civil service status to employees of the Commonwealth serving in positions in a temporary-after-certification status. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 3/5-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5268.

H 4590 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to require the reporting of felony convictions to the Commissioner of Public Safety to verify eligibility for certain firearms licenses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ406A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4591 Petition of John A. Businger for an amendment to the Joint Rules of the General Court relative to referring matters on residential rents and condominium use and ownership to the committee on Housing and Urban Development. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ406A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4592 Petition of John A. Businger for certain changes in the Joint Rules of the General Court relative to the filing of legislation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the
committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ406A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4592 Petition of John A. Businger relative to amending the Joint Rules of the General Court concerning the reporting dates for joint committees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ406A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4593 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran relative to reviving and continuing the special commission (including members of the General Court) established to make an investigation and study of the insurance of deposits in savings and cooperative banks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ406A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4594 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and Warren E. Tolman for an amendment to the Joint Rules of the General Court to provide for the carryover of legislation from the first annual session to the second annual session of the same General Court. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ406A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4595 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the membership of certain state agencies, boards or authorities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ425A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4596 Petition of John A. Businger relative to regulating the definition of public records. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4597 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the authority of the office of the State Auditor to declare certain laws or rules or regulations not to be effective in cities or towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ495; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ521.

H 4598 Petition of John A. Businger for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the administration of state statistical policy, standards and data needs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4599 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to lease certain golf facilities under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Accompanied H2987.

H 4600 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to acquire a certain parcel of land known as "The Meadow" in the Mission Hill section of the city of Boston. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the commit-tee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ289; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4601 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and Nelson Merced for legislation to establish a bureau of interpretation services within the Executive Office for Administration and Finance and to create offices of cultural and linguistic minority affairs in certain state agencies. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ369; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4602 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to authorize state employees to be employed by public authorities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4603 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to audits performed by the State Auditor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4604 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to historic districts and landmarks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3665; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ289; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4605 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the furnishing of a flag of the United States for certain deceased members of the National Guard. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 4/8-HOUSE-Accompanied by H3665; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ289; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4606 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to designate a portion of the Blackstone River and Canal Heritage State Park in Uxbridge and Millville as the Grace Ballou picnic area. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and ordered to be engrossed -HJ516; 5/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ473; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S3995; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -S1004; 7/30-SENATE-Taken of the Orders of the Day; Read third and ordered to be engrossed -S1203; 7/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ110; S/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1213; 8/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 159 Acts.

H 4607 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to reduce the age of eligibility for real estate tax exemptions to age sixty-five. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4608 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide property tax relief for homeowners. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4609 Petition of John A. Businger and Thomas F. Birmingham relative to the classification of property in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4610 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to impose an excise tax on cigarette rolling papers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4611 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide property tax relief for small businesses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4612 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide for payments in lieu of taxes to municipalities for certain properties exempt from taxation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4613 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., relative to increasing real estate tax exemptions for certain disabled veterans and their families. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4614 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to reduce the income tax on dividends. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ432A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4615 Petition of John A. Businger for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the establishment and financing of a no-fare prepaid transit system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ230; 3/30- HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ240.

H 4616 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to provide for commuter representation on the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 3/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ230; 3/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ240.

H 4617 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to prohibit the operation of tandem unit eighteen wheel tractor trailers on certain public ways. 1/6-HOUSE-Recommended to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ207; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ222.

H 4618 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to provide for revenue financed safety improvements at certain public airports. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 3/20-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ238; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4619 Petition of Sally P. Kerans that the Department of Public Works be directed to install a flashing school zone sign on Route 62 in the vicinity of the Essex Agricultural and Technical Institute in the town of Danvers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Recommended to place a study order, see H5640.

H 4620 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to designate a certain traffic island in the town of Webster as the Anthony D. Dauksz Memorial Square. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ208; 4/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ410; 4/30-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1382; 5/5-Senate-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1419; 5/5-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -S1423; 5/11-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed -S1454; 5/12-House-Engaged -HJ515; 5/13-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ475; 5/19-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 33 Acts.

H 4621 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to authorize the Governor of the Commonwealth to submit to the General Court a comprehensive five-year management and financial plan. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 4622 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to enhancing the delivery of medicolegal services in the Commonwealth. 2/6-House-Referred to the Committee on Health Care -HJ68; 2/10-Senate-Concurred -SJ77; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Reported by H918; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ301; 12/3-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1369; 12/14-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1505; 12/20-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1668-1669; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1562; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/12/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 368 Acts.

H 4623 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to contributions by employers to the Unemployment Compensation Fund. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4624 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to establish a retail hazardous products identification program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4625 Petition of John R. Driscoll for legislation to regulate discrimination in employment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4626 Petition of Robert Kraus and Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to further regulate the termination of mobile home park leases. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4627 Petition of Robert K. Samia for legislation to further regulate consumer reporting agencies. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4628 Petition of James R. Miceli and others for legislation to place cigarette paper under the definition of "drug paraphernalia". 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4629 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to include the sale of boats under the provisions of the lemon law, so-called. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ365A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4630 Petition of J. Michael Ruane and another relative to rental security deposits. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4631 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to increase the penalty for discrimination on the basis of age. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4632 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan relative to the statute of limitations in certain contract claims. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Feb 26 am; 5/14-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4633 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to authorize the county commissioners of Worcester County to borrow money for the purpose of making capital improvements to the Worcester County Hospital. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Counties -HJ368A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/7-HOUSE- Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ474; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4634 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to further regulate the disposition of dog license fees in Worcester County. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4635 Petition of Antonio F. D. Cabral and other members of the General Court relative to the confiscation of drug related money, property and assets. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4636 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to provide for mandatory sentences for injuring or defacing tombs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4637 Petition of Paul J. Cannon for legislation to provide for mandatory minimum terms of imprisonment for certain drug offenses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 4/16-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see S1492-SJ321.

H 4638 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to establish "stalking" as a crime against the person. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 4/16-SENATE- Accompanied a new draft, see S1493-SJ321.

H 4639 Petition of Antonio F.D. Cabral for legislation to regulate the hours of certain activities and the length of days in public schools in the commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4-SENATE- Accompanied S190-SJ387.

H 4640 Petition of Antonio F.D. Cabral, Robert M. Koczera, Louis L. Kafka, Paul R. Haley, William Q. MacLean, Jr., and Daniel J. Valianti that the board of education be required to establish a program of academic advisors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/4/HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4641 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and Robert C. Lawless that the towns of Bourne and Orleans by eli
gible for equal educational opportunity grants. 1/6-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 3/31-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ246; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4642 Petition filed at the request of Susan Kwedor for legislation to establish a students bill of rights. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4643 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, Robert A. Durand, Robert H. Marsh, Bruce E. Tarr and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to further regulate school choice enrollment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 4644 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, Robert H. Marsh, Bruce E. Tarr, Marianne Brenton, Barbara Gardner and James R. Henry relative to the funding of school choice programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 4645 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, Bruce E. Tarr, Mary Jeanette Murray, Barbara Gardner and Robert C. Buell for legislation to provide reimbursement to certain municipalities under the school choice program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ355A-356A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 4646 Petition of Nancy H. Evans and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate the funding of school building projects under the school building assistance law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1363A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 4647 Petition of Candice Lopes that the Board of Education be directed to establish regulations for the mandatory attendance of students up to eighteen years of age. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4648 Petition of Robert H. Marsh, Bruce E. Tarr and Thomas G. Palumbo relative to participation of certain students in transitional bilingual educational programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4649 Petition of James R. Miceli relative to the re-election of certain public school teachers. 1/6-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4650 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to provide for co-operative education programs at certain state universities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4651 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, Robert C. Buell, James P. Jajuga and Brian S. Dempsey relative to school building construction reimbursements. 1/6-
HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ373A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 4652 Petition of Marie J. Parente and another for legislation to further regulate educational appropriations for cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4653 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to establish a tuition free program for teachers and para-professionals. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4654 Petition of Marianne Brenton for legislation to regulate returns of dented metal or plastic containers under the bottle law, so-called. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ380A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5604.

H 4655 Petition of Rosaire Rajotte for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing Congress to enact legislation to protect the assets of elderly citizens. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ381A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ174; 4/8-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ291.

H 4656 Petition of Rosaire Rajotte for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the Congress of the United States to enact legislation requiring national compulsory automobile insurance. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ381A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 3/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Insurance -HJ121; 3/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ116; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4657 Petition of Antonio F.D. Cabral for legislation to provide for the regulation of the sale of cellular phones. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4658 Petition of Louis L. Kafka relative to the registration of barbers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date
Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4659 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to public records of stillborn births. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4660 Petition of Joseph M. Heyman relative to the registration of cosmetologists. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4661 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri for legislation to authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages on certain Sundays. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4662 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin relative to the registration of real estate brokers and salesmen. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 4663 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to protect certain health care workers from the disease acquired immune deficiency (AIDS). 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ385A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 4664 Petition filed at the request of Richard Leroux relative to the detection of lead poisoning in residential premises. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ385A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4665 Petition filed at the request of Richard Leroux for legislation to further regulate the implementation of the lead poisoning prevention program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ385A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4666 Petition filed at the request of Richard Leroux relative to the abatement of lead paint hazards. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ385A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4667 Petition filed at the request of Richard Leroux that the University of Massachusetts be directed to make an investigation and study relative to the cost of lead paint abatement procedures. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ385A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4668 Petition filed at the request of Richard Leroux for legislation to regulate the control of lead paint in public buildings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ385A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ367A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4669 Petition of Antonio F. D. Cabral, Robert M. Koczera and William G. Reinstein relative to low and moderate income housing. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 4670 Petition filed at the request of Richard Leroux relative to regulations for the fueling of common areas in residential dwellings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ370A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.

H 4671 Petition of Robert Kraus and Marc R. Pacheco for legislation relative to relocation benefits for tenants of discontinued mobile home parks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

H 4672 Petition of Robert Kraus and Marc R. Pacheco for legislation to further regulate the discontinuance of mobile home parks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6112.

H 4673 Petition filed at the request of Ernestine Meyer relative to pets in certain public housing. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5947.

H 4674 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and others for legislation to further regulate condominium master deeds. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 4675 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and other members of the General Court for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the laws governing mobile home parks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 4676 Petition filed at the request of David E. Craig relative to low and moderate income housing. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ388A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6110.

H 4677 Petition of Andrew Collaro for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the distribution of funds by the Office of Elder Affairs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ390A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ372A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4678 Petition of John R. Driscoll for legislation to further regulate the reporting of child abuse. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ390A; 1/6-SEN-
H 4679 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to further regulate the operation of nursing homes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ372A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/13-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; House-No further action taken.

H 4680 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to include Merchant Marine veterans under the definition of "veteran". 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 6/24-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4681 Petition filed at the request of Richard Leroux for legislation to establish a homeless fund in the Commonwealth. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4682 Petition of Sally P. Kerans and other members of the House for legislation to provide oversight and monitoring of certain persons with mental illness or mental retardation. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ372A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 6/24-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ895, 7/23-House-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1032; House-No further action taken.

H 4683 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to prohibit the Department of Public Welfare from issuing benefits to certain persons unless they are attending an elementary or secondary school or have graduated from a secondary school. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ372A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4684 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Gloria L. Fox, Larry F. Giordano and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to criminal offender record information in foster care placements. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/4-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Order of the Day for the next session -HJ441, 5/6-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/18-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ553, 5/19-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ514; 5/26-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Order of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ560, 6/29-Senate-Read third; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Passed to be engrossed - SJ51010-1011; 7/1-House-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment - HJ226; 7/2-House-Enacted -HJ949; 7/2-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1035; 7/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 106 Acts.

H 4685 Petition of Marie J. Parente relative to the treatment of mentally ill persons. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ373A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 6/24-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5866.

H 4686 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to establish a fuel assistance fund for elderly persons within the Department of Public Welfare. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ390A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ373A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/21-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4687 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to regulate notice requirements to persons covered under dental insurance plans. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ393A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5987.

H 4688 Petition of Antonio F. D. Cabral, Edward G. Connolly and Brian S. Dempsey that the Commissioner of Insurance be directed to establish geographical zones for motor vehicle insurance rates. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ393A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 4689 Petition of Antonio F. D. Cabral, Edward G. Connolly, Brian S. Dempsey, William F. Cass and Paul R. Haley that the Commissioner of Insurance be directed to establish a competitive rate system for noncompulsory motor vehicle insurance coverage. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ393A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 4690 Petition of Antonio F. D. Cabral, Edward G. Connolly, Louis L. Kafka, Brian S. Dempsey and William F. Cass relative to deductibles under the motor vehicle insurance law. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ393A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 4691 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to further regulate the cancellation of motor vehicle liability insurance policies. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ393A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 4692 Petition of Shawn P. Kelly for legislation to provide for reduced motor vehicle insurance premiums for persons who take certain driver improvement courses. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ393A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ375A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 4693 Petition filed at the request of James Carroll for legislation to provide for arbitration in the appeal of certain divorce orders. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ396A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred - SJ379A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5949.
H 4694 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and Robert C. Lawless for legislation to regulate bail in certain court proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ396A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4695 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., for legislation to regulate criminal proceedings in the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5622.

H 4696 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., relative to the status of property in criminal prosecutions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/27- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4697 Petition of Andrew Collaro relative to the appointment of special assistant district attorneys. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ412.

H 4698 Petition of Andrew Collaro relative to the number of court officers in the Central District Court of Worcester. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4699 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to provide for the appointment of additional assistant clerks in the Central District Court of Worcester. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4700 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to provide for mandatory sentences for trafficking in certain controlled substances. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4701 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another for legislation to expand the powers and duties of the Chief Administrative Justice of the Trial Court. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27- HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ367; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4702 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another relative to judicial compensation and other expenses. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/27- HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ367; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4704 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another for legislation to further regulate the reimbursement of attorneys' fees for matters brought before the Commission on Judicial Conduct. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4705 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another for legislation to establish a judicial association for the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30- HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ429; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4706 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another for legislation to provide for certain liability insurance for judges of the Commonwealth. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5944.

H 4707 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another relative to compensation for justices for personal injuries incurred while in the performance of duty. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ379A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 7/7- HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 4708 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another for legislation to authorize judges to solemnize marriages. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/14- HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 6/3- HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ809; 6/8- SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1598; 7/7- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1060; 7/8- SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 4709 Petition of Michael R. Knapiik for legislation to prohibit tort actions by persons involved in criminal activities. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 7/8- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 4710 Petition of James R. Micelli and another for legislation to limit the liability of electricians. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm*; 4/23- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/27- HOUSE-Recommitted to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ386; 7/8- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 4711 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the prosecution of obscenity. 1/6- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public
Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to clarify child abuse and adoption procedures. 1/6-HOUSE-Referenced to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ397A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6004.

Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to expedite resolution of legal proceedings involving children in need of care and protection. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6004.

Petition of Marie J. Parente relative to the duties of social workers testifying before certain agencies and in court proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

Petition of Sumner B. Gillette for legislation to clarify child abuse and adoption procedures. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 7/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6004.

Petition of A. Stephen Tobin relative to the removal of gravel, loam, topsoil or other material from land without authority in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375. 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of A. Stephen Tobin relative to the keeping of a daily log by police departments. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another relative to the removal of gravel, loam, topsoil or other material from land without authority in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375. 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and Emile J. Goguen relative to councils on aging in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ401A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 3/15/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ198; 3/23/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ208; 4/6/HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ274; 4/7/Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ254; 5/5/Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ415; 5/6-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ423; 5/11/House-Enacted -HJ495; 5/11/Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S454; 5/19/GOV-ERNO-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 34 Acts.

Petition filed at the request of Jeanne P. Grover relative to postponements of town meetings due to a declared state of emergency. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/31/HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Election Laws -HJ246; 4/11/Senate-Concurred -SJ124; 7/10/HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5968.

Petition of Douglas W. Petersen relative to the penalty for tendering certain insufficient funds checks for city and town services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9/HOUSE- Accompanied by H247; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ303. 4/13/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; 8/13/HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1115. 8/17/Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1229; 1/593/Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

Petition of Steven Angelo, Robert A. Durand and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to further protect the wetlands of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for the protection of the water resources of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/27/HOUSE-Reported (in part) (as relates to sections 1, 2, 3, 4) by a new draft, see H6002; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4728 Petition of Louis L. Kafka for legislation to further regulate the sale of recycled paper products. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 4729 Petition of Louis L. Kafka for legislation to provide for the regulation and sale of residential fertilizers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 4730 Petition of Robert Kraus for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to providing state grants for the promotion of recycling activities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 4731 Petition of Robert Kraus for legislation to regulate the liability of cities and towns relative to hazardous waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 4732 Petition of Eric Olson relative to the transportation of hazardous waste. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5694.

H 4733 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to regulate the mandatory closure of municipal landfills. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 4734 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan that the Commonwealth be required to pay for the cleanup of Boston Harbor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 4735 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to provide for the election of the Board of Directors of the Water Resources Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 4736 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin relative to the expenditures of the Water Resources Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am*; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 4737 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin and another for legislation to direct the Water Resources Authority to permit the city of Quincy to pave a certain dike located in the Hough's Neck section of said city. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ388A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 4738 Petition filed at the request of Paul Turowski for legislation to prohibit hunting on Raccoon Island in the city of Quincy. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6125.

H 4739 Petition filed at the request of Mark LaVoie for legislation to regulate penalties for defects in motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 4740 Petition of Peter J. Blute that armored vehicles be exempt from certain parking rules and regulations. 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-NO further action taken.

H 4741 Petition of Paul J. Gannon relative to the membership of the Board of Fire Prevention Regulations. 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ269; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ275; HOUSE-NO further action taken.

H 4742 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to further regulate the issuance of licenses for the operation of motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ378; 4/28-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ399.

H 4744 Petition of Andrew H. Thomas that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be directed to issue registration plates for motor vehicles owned for collection purposes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4745 Petition of Andrew H. Thomas relative to the issuance of certain temporary motor vehicle registration plates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4746 Petition of James R. Miceli and another relative to the issuance of certain distinctive motor vehicle plates to members of the Legion of Valor of the United States of America, Inc. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ392A-393A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.
H 4747 Petition of James R. Miceli and another relative to the issuance of distinctive registration plates to certain handicapped veterans. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Recommitted to the committee on Public Safety -HJ281; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4748 Petition filed at the request of James B. Stone for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to issue distinctive motor vehicle plates to World War II veterans. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4749 Petition of Kevin Potier and another relative to the registration of all-terrain vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4750 Petition of Andrew Collaro relative to the retirement of the assistant chief of fire control and forest fire patrolmen in the Department of Environmental Management. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5874.

H 4751 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another for legislation to further regulate pensions for justices and court officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 4752 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another relative to the retirement of certain judges. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 4753 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another relative to the retirement system for judges of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 4754 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another relative to the Advisory Board on Legislative, Judicial and Constitutional Compensation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4755 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another relative to make up payments by certain members of the contributory retirement system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 4756 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and another relative to authorizing justices of the Commonwealth to be compensated for sick leave and vacations upon retirement. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4757 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, John C. Bradford, Mary Jeanette Murray, Athan Catjakis and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to further regulate civil service appeals. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second; Recommitted to the committee on Public Service -HJ832; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4758 Petition of Nancy H. Evans and John C. Bradford for legislation to prohibit political activities of certain public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/19-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ568; 6/3-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ814.

H 4759 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, John C. Bradford, Bruce E. Tarr, Athan Catjakis and Larry F. Giordano that employees of the State Lottery be subject to the civil service law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4760 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, Carol C. Cleven, Bruce E. Tarr, Athan Catjakis and Larry F. Giordano relative to the management of public retirement funds. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ403A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4761 Petition of Nancy H. Evans, John C. Bradford, Bruce E. Tarr and Athan Catjakis relative to educational requirements for certain civil service positions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ547; 5/18-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ557.

H 4762 Petition of Paul J. Gannon and another relative to the appointment of police officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4763 Petition of James R. Henry for legislation to further regulate collective bargaining by cities, towns and school districts. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4764 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and another relative to civil service examination fees for veterans. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4765 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to regulate the compensation
payable to the executive director of the Water Resources Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ421A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5926.

H 4766 Petition filed at the request of Katherine Piper for legislation to further regulate mailings of the Department of Revenue. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4767 Petition filed at the request of Larry Hanerfeld for legislation to further regulate appeals from boards of assessors in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ414A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4768 Petition of Peter J. Blute relative to the automation of revenue collections and expenditure payments of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4769 Petition of Marianne Brenton that certain matching salaries and profit sharing be subject to the income tax laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ414A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4770 Petition of Marianne Brenton relative to the estate tax law of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ414A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4771 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to certain exemptions from the excise tax on meals. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4772 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the collection of motor vehicle excise taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4773 Petition of Nancy H. Evans and other members of the House for legislation to further regulate the sale of cigarettes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4774 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to further regulate the sale of cigarettes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4775 Petition of Louis L. Kafka for legislation to establish a clean lakes fund from the sales tax on residential fertilizers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ432A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4776 Petition of Robert Kraus for legislation to reduce the liability of taxpayers for purchases of certain capital goods. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4777 Petition of David J. Lionetti that certain limited equity cooperative housing corporations be granted an exemption from the corporate excise tax. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4778 Petition of Charles W. Mann for legislation to further regulate the collection of motor vehicle excise taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4779 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, Robert C. Buell, James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey and Larry F. Giordano relative to a temporary reduction of the sales tax on motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4780 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, Robert C. Buell, James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey and Larry F. Giordano for legislation to provide for a tax exemption for non-withdrawal bank accounts established for the purpose of paying for long term medical care. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4781 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, Robert C. Buell, James P. Jajuga, Brian S. Dempsey and Larry F. Giordano relative to an income tax deduction for the cost of certain home care services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4782 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to provide for an income tax exemption for certain persons providing home care in the residences of such persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4783 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr relative to a graduated capital gains tax deduction. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4784 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr relative to the sales tax on the purchase of new motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4785 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to impose an excise on certain telephone calls. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4786 Petition of Philip Travis that the Treasurer of the Commonwealth be authorized to establish a tax liability redemption bond program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4787 Petition of Peter Forman relative to the issuance by the Governor of an annual proclamation in recognition of “Billington Sea Day”. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ408A; Public Hearing date Apr 3 am; 5/15-HOUSE- Accompanied by H2725; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4788 Petition of James R. Miceli relative to authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain parcel of land in the town of Tewksbury. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6130.

H 4789 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray relative to competitive bidding by cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 4790 Petition filed at the request of Annabelle C. Hoyle for legislation to regulate the employment of certain former state officials. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4791 Petition of John H. Rogers and Gregory W. Sullivan for legislation to regulate the fees imposed by the Commonwealth on persons sixty-five years of age or older. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4792 Petition of Edward B. Teague III for legislation to regulate the public records law relative to electronic data. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ426A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4793 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be directed to sell the clock in the Great Hall in the State House. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4794 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for reimbursements for crime watch programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4795 Petition of Andrew Collaro for an appropriation of a sum of money for certain payments to cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4796 Petition of John R. Driscoll for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for reimbursement to the town of Grafton for the cost of replacing the Brigham Hill Road Bridge. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4797 Petition of John R. Driscoll for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for reimbursement to the town of Grafton for the cost of replacing the Brigham Hill Road Bridge. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4798 Petition of Paul J. Gannon for legislation to provide for the demolition of the existing bathhouse at Carson Beach located in the South Boston district of the city of Boston and the construction of a replacement facility. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4799 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to authorize certain appropriations for repairs to the State Armory in the town of Hingham. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ438A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4800 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., relative to authorizing the committee on Banks and Banking to make an investigation and study of the establishment of a program for special savings accounts for first time homebuyers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ345A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1562 -SJ463.

H 4801 Petition of Philip Travis and Joan M. Menard for legislation to provide for an emergency mortgage deferral payment plan. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6022.

H 4802 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to authorize an emergency mortgage payment deferral plan. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6022.

H 4803 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to establish credit for employers who hire certain unemployed persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 2 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4804 Petition of David F. Gately and another for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the economic impact of gasoline stations that provide free car washes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4805 Petition of Jeffrey J. Hayward and Edward J. Clancy, Jr., for legislation to prohibit "slotting" allowances in trade practices involving the sale of food or grocery products. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4806 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to further regulate the sale of certain hazardous...
products in retail establishments. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4807 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen for legislation to further regulate the dispensing of tobacco products by vending machines. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ348A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied H179.

H 4808 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen and others relative to the continuation of employee benefits during work cessation resulting from certain cease and desist orders. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4809 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the use of firearms in the vicinity of dwellings, highways or streets and establishing a penalty for such illegal use. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5443.

H 4810 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to further regulate the use of firearms in the vicinity of dwellings, highways or streets and establishing a penalty for such illegal use. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 4811 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to further regulate the crime of receiving stolen property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 4812 Petition of Andrew Collaro that provision be made for mandatory sentencing for the carrying of certain dangerous weapons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 4813 Petition filed at the request of Sheldon M. Prenowitz for legislation to provide for the registration of staff management or employee leasing companies. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 4816 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the use of firearms in the vicinity of dwellings, highways or streets and establishing a penalty for such illegal use. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 4817 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to establish a penalty for medical profiteering and intentional or reckless medical malpractice. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 4818 Petition of Andrew Collaro for legislation to further regulate the use of firearms in the vicinity of dwellings, highways or streets and establishing a penalty for such illegal use. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 4819 Petition of Andrew Collaro that provision be made for mandatory sentencing for the carrying of certain dangerous weapons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 4820 Petition of Larry F. Giordano relative to the penalty for indecent assault and battery on persons under eighteen years of age. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 4821 Petition of Larry F. Giordano relative to the penalty for indecent assault and battery on persons under eighteen years of age. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ369A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 4822 Petition of Larry F. Giordano relative to the penalty for indecent assault and battery on hand-capped persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5588.

H 4823 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to further regulate the penalty for certain motor vehicle violations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied S107-J521.

H 4824 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe and another for legislation to increase the penalties for certain motor vehicle offenses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-
Concurred - SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5589.

H 4825 Petition filed at the request of Barbara McWilliams relative to the penalty for homicide by motor vehicle while under the influence of an intoxicating substance. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

H 4826 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the payment of compensation to victims of violent crimes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*. 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5592.

H 4827 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the commitment of juvenile offenders. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5726.

H 4828 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile and another relative to the punishment imposed for certain attacks on police officers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred S134 - SJ146a.

H 4829 Petition of the Massachusetts Democratic Leadership Council, Inc., Susan F. Rourke and other members of the House for legislation to provide an assessment against persons convicted of drug related offenses and the establishment of a fund from such assessments for drug education programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 pm*; 3/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5398.

H 4830 Petition of Anthony M. Scibelli for legislation to increase the penalties for persons engaging in sexual conduct for a fee. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied H526.

H 4831 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to budgets of regional school districts. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4832 Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation to require the teaching of practical arts in certain public schools in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4833 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen, Michael J. Barrett, Warren E. Tolman and others relative to the teaching of Braille to blind persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5675.

H 4834 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., other members of the General Court and another for legislation to require the instruction of certain students in Braille reading and writing. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5675.

H 4835 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and other members of the General Court that the Board of Education be directed to approve certain school building assistance projects. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4836 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and other members of the General Court relative to the establishment of a community scholarship foundation demonstration project within the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4837 Petition of Robert C. Lawless and Marian Welsh relative to the Christian A. Herter Memorial Scholarship Program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ440; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4838 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to further regulate scholarships and fees by the Higher Education Coordinating Council. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4839 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to increasing the funding for local school improvement councils. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ356A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4840 Petition of the Massachusetts Democratic Leadership Council, Inc., A. Stephen Tobin and other members of the House for legislation to provide an agenda for education reform in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Jun 18 pm; Hearing date Jun 22 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4841 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks and other members of the General Court relative to the teaching of African-American history in public schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5601.

H 4842 Petition of Charles F. Fiherty, Mark Roosevelt and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish school based nutrition and childhood hunger relief programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 3/30-HOUSE-Bill reported
favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ238; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ259; 12/22-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third. Substituted by H6336-HJ1483.

H 4843 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate physical education requirements in the public schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 4844 Petition of Daniel J. Valanti for legislation to prohibit increases in tuition and fees at institutions of higher education. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4845 Petition of Daniel J. Valanti for legislation to establish a commission for public safety standards and education. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ374A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4846 Petition of Stephen W. Doran, other members of the General Court and others for legislation to regulate contributions to candidates for public office and other related matters. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ361A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/19-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5676.

H 4847 Petition filed at the request of Rosaire Rajotte relative to the election of United States Senators. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ361A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am; 4/27-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ376; 4/28-House-Report accepted -HJ398.

H 4848 Petition of Rosaire Rajotte for legislation to limit campaign expenditures. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ361A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 7/10-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5967.

H 4849 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and another for legislation to further regulate the arrangement of names on ballots in municipal elections. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am; 5/12-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ513; 5/13-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4850 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., relative to the election of county commissioners. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/27-House-Discharged to the committee on Counties -HJ370; 4/28-Senate-Concurred -SJ369; 5/7-House-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ475; 5/11-Senate-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4851 Petition of David J. Lionnett for a legislative amendment to the Constitution providing that no persons shall hold a state wide elective office or the office of Senator, Representative or Councillor for more than eight consecutive years. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Feb 27 am*; 4/13-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ293; 4/13-House-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ318.

H 4852 Petition of Antonio F.D. Cabral and Joseph B. McInnery for legislation to require electric generating facilities to convert to non-coal fuel sources. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ380A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5806.

H 4853 Petition of Antonio F.D. Cabral, Robert M. Koczera, Brian S. Dempsey and Joseph B. McInnery for legislation to further regulate the use of coal in electric generating facilities. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ380A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5806.

H 4854 Petition filed at the request of Rosaire Rajotte for adoption of resolutions by the General Court memorializing the congress to enact legislation to grant immunity to government employees. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Federal Financial Assistance -HJ381A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ363A; Public Hearing date Feb 25 am*; 4/16-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ274; 4/16-House-Report accepted -HJ292.

H 4855 Petition filed at the request of Ralph C. Lambert for legislation to require manufacturers or sellers of alcoholic beverages to label all containers with identification or bar codes. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ382A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/12-House-Accompanied a study order, see H2994.

H 4856 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to require telephone companies to establish a system of providing accountability of directory assistance service. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 4857 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to require the New England Telephone Company to replace the current geographic distance based system of local service, exchange services and optional calling plans with a new population-based volume discount usage class system. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 6/11-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 4858 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to establish a media fairness commission, a code of ethics and rules of conduct for communications outlets. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-Senate-
Petition filed at the request of Cynthia DeCouto for legislation to require telephone companies to establish a system of accountability in directory assistance service. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 4859 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to regulate the practice of cremation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 4860 Petition of David F. Gately and another for the establishment of a professional incompetence commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 4861 Petition of David F. Gately and another for legislation to regulate the telephone system. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; NO further action taken.

H 4862 Petition of M. Joseph Manning for legislation to establish a study order, see H5797.

H 4863 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to further regulate the sale and distribution of alcoholic beverages to minors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; NO further action taken.

H 4864 Petition filed at the request of Peter Tocci for legislation to establish a system of accountability in directory assistance service. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; NO further action taken.

H 4865 Petition filed at the request of Peter Tocci for legislation to establish a system of accountability in directory assistance service. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; NO further action taken.

H 4866 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to regulate the practice of cremation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ334.

H 4867 Petition filed at the request of Cynthia DeCouto for legislation to regulate the practice of cremation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ365A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ334.
H 4875 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to further regulate removal or covering of accessible materials containing dangerous levels of lead paint in residential premises. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4876 Petition of Daniel J. Valianti relative to the pronouncement of death by registered nurses in certain cases. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 4877 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen and another for legislation to regulate the calculation of rental charges of tenants of the quality of the drinking water. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5664.

H 4878 Petition of Sandra Needlar for legislation to regulate to require landlords or lessors to inform tenants of the quality of the drinking water. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ516; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third and passed to engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-HOUSE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4879 Petition of Frances Rigol for legislation to further regulate eligibility for the food stamp program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ390A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4880 Petition of Larry F. Giordano relative to providing certain criminal record information to the Department of Public Welfare. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ390A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; 4/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Safety -HJ258; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4881 Petition of Larry F. Giordano for legislation to establish a bill of rights for foster parents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ390A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4882 Petition of Sally P. Kerans and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide for oversight and monitoring of the care of certain persons with mental illness or mental retardation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4883 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and other members of the House for legislation to preserve the homes of Medicaid-eligible nursing home residents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ314; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4884 Petition filed at the request of Virginia Cabral for legislation to further regulate eligibility requirements for certain programs administered by the Department of Public Welfare under the aid for families with dependent children program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4885 Petition of the Massachusetts Democratic Leadership Council, Inc., A. Stephen Tobin and other members of the House for legislation to provide programs and policies for the development of children and families. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Welfare -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4886 Petition of the Massachusetts Democratic Leadership Council, Inc., A. Stephen Tobin and other members of the House for legislation to provide for welfare reform in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4887 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and another for legislation to further regulate day care agreements by the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4888 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and another relative to the standard for group day care centers established by the Office for Children. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4889 Petition filed at the request of Paul Lewis and another for legislation to further regulate the placement of minors in certain residences. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 4890 Petition of David F. Gately and another relative to requiring insurance payments for persons treated with the drug known as botulinum-A toxin. 1/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Insurance -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/29-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5528.
H 4891 Petition of Patricia D. Jehen for legislation to further regulate choices of medical insurance. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 20 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5528.

H 4892 Petition of Isabelle Mills for legislation to further regulate motor vehicle insurance certificates of insurance companies. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 4893 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate eligibility for Medicaid. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ928; 7/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1033; Public Hearing date Sep 23 pm; 11/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6199.

H 4894 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., Thomas P. Walsh and Joan M. Menard for legislation to require refunds of certain motor vehicle insurance surcharges. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 4895 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr. and other members of the House for legislation to further regulate the establishment of certain insurance rates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ393A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 4896 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to require insurance companies to reimburse municipalities for increasing fire safety therein. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Consent to -SJ176; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 4897 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., and another for legislation to provide for jury trials in certain court proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ414.

H 4898 Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to establish a system of court appointed experts to advise judges in trials requiring expertise in certain professions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4899 Petition of Marc D. Draisen and other members of the General Court for legislation to provide an automatic exemption of equity for personal residences. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 4/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5538.

H 4900 Petition of David F. Gately and another for legislation to further regulate appeals in certain criminal cases. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ412.

H 4901 Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward for legislation to establish a housing court division for the city of Lynn. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 4902 Petition filed at the request of Jack Walsh for legislation to further regulate certain liens on property by subcontractors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied H3383.

H 4903 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to establish a verbal threshold for motor vehicle tort actions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4904 Petition of the Massachusetts Democratic Leadership Council, Inc., A. Stephen Tobin and other members of the House for a legislative amendment to the Constitution to provide a mainstream agenda to insure the rights of victims of crime in Massachusetts. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ380A-381A; Public Hearing date Mar 29 pm*; 7/24-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ1390-391; 7/24-HOUSE-Proposal reported favorably by committee and placed on file -HJ412; 7/13-HOUSE-Called for consideration in the joint session -HJ324A; 4/93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

H 4905 Petition filed at the request of John R. Arden relative to the time for filing notices of presentment in certain claims against the Commonwealth and its political subdivisions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 7/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 4906 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart relative to sanctions for non-compliance with pretrial discovery orders in criminal court cases. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4907 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate the filing of memoranda of law with certain pretrial motions in criminal court cases. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4908 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate pretrial discovery in criminal court cases. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ398A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4909 Petition filed at the request of Richard Roberts that juvenile court records be open for public speci-
H 4910 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and another for legislation to further regulate claims and offenses in certain civil court actions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 4911 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy relative to increasing the terms of loans of the Ashfield Water District. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ198; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ350; 7/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ11061; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 4912 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy relative to increasing the terms of loans of the Ashfield Water District. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ198; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ350; 7/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 6/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ601; 6/16-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ636; 6/22-HOUSE-Engrossed and referred to the Governor -SJ652; 6/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 84 Acts.

H 4913 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and another for legislation to further regulate the processing of frozen lobsters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H608.

H 4914 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate the release of a certain number of ballets into the environment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4915 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and other members of the House for legislation to require the use of recycled newsprint. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 7/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 4916 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to regulate the disposal and recycling of white goods. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ406A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4917 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to establish a small farms marketing revolving loan fund. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am*; 4/16-SENATE-Accompanied S949 - SJ320.

H 4918 Petition of Eric Turkington and another relative to the membership of the Martha's Vineyard Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6- SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1504. 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 4919 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to authorize the certification of underwater and scuba divers and the organization of volunteer teams for such divers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ361; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4920 Petition filed at the request of Rosemary Nadolski for legislation to further define the term "school bus" under the motor vehicle laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ410A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/14-HOUSE-Accompanied H1742.

H 4921 Petition of David F. Gately and another for legislation to provide for recovery of costs in emergency response situations involving persons operating motor vehicles or boats under the influence of alcoholic beverages. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/14- HOUSE-Accompanied H1742.

H 4922 Petition of David F. Gately and another for legislation to further regulate the registration of pick-up trucks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13- HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4923 Petition of Larry F. Giordano relative to the impoundment of motor vehicle registration plates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.
H 4924 Petition of Geoffrey D. Hall and another for legislation to further regulate the issuance of distinctive initial plates for motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4925 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen for legislation to further regulate fines for moving violations of motor vehicle laws. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ278.

H 4926 Petition filed at the request of Ed Steinberg for legislation to further regulate the parking of motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ278.

H 4927 Petition of Stephen J. Karol and others to automatic sprinkler systems in older high rise buildings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/3-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5744.

H 4928 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to school bus safety. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449.

H 4929 Petition of Michael R. Knapik for legislation to further regulate revocation of registrations of motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4930 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate fees for certain registrations of motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4931 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin that persons sixty-three years of age or older be exempt from payment of motor vehicle licensing and registration fees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ393A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 4932 Petition of Thomas E. Souther and Philip Travis that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue distinctive registration plates to veterans. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ279.

H 4933 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to annual public pension assistance grants. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 4934 Petition filed at the request of Rosaire Rajotte for legislation to regulate creditable service for teachers' aids under the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 4935 Petition filed at the request of Rosaire Rajotte for legislation to further regulate the civil service law within the cities and towns of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 4936 Petition filed at the request of Rosaire Rajotte relative to fringe benefits of certain employees of towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5875.

H 4937 Petition of David F. Gately for legislation to further regulate the retirement benefits for transfers from housing authorities to municipal employment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 4938 Petition of David F. Gately and another for legislation to further regulate part-time employment for certain retired public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5878.

H 4939 Petition of Geoffrey D. Hall for legislation to increase public employees retirement allowances for veterans. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 15 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5928.

H 4940 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to further regulate disability pensions for public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 4941 Petition of Sally P. Kerans and Douglas W. Petersen relative to the disciplining of certain employees of the Department of Mental Retardation, the Department of Mental Health and the Bridgewater State Hospital under the public employees collective bargaining law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5922.

H 4942 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., Albert Herren and Robert Coreia for legislation to further regulate the certification of public reemployment lists by the Personnel Administrator of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the com-
Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to extend civil service eligibility lists for the state police. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ404A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to extend civil service eligibility lists for municipal police officers and fire fighters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

Petition of David J. Lionett that the Secretary of Administration and Finance be directed to make an investigation and study relative to the assessment of group insurance premiums. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5771.

Petition of Lucille G. Ouimette that members of school committees in cities and towns be authorized to establish credit for such services for retirement purposes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/4-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5771.

Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to provide for certain retirement credits to public employees who have served in the armed forces of the United States. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to prohibit the designation "by request" on all petitions for legislation filed for consideration in the General Court. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ407A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition filed at the request of Mark Brown for legislation to require quorums of all committees of the General Court during hearings on petitions for legislation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ407A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Robert C. Krekorian relative to revising and continuing the special commission (including members of the General Court) established to make an investigation and study of driver education training. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ407A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., for legislation to establish an office on volunteerism in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 3/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ228; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition filed at the request of Rosalie Rajotte relative to the conflict of interest law in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

Petition of Peter Forman that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to convey a certain parcel of land and easement in the town of Plymouth to Hector E. Patenaude and Jean W. Patenaude and Margaret W. Stacey. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*. 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJS13; 11/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendments pending -HJ1329; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ489; 12/24-HOUSE- Amendments recommended by committee rejected; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1350; 12/7-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1368; 12/10-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1453; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1615; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1694; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to members of state committees of political parties under the laws regulating the conduct of public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/11-HOUSE- Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ495; 5/12-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJS18.

Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to further regulate the sale of surplus state vehicles and equipment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ481; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ628; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/8/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to require reimbursement by the Commonwealth to cities and towns for certain public safety services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Feb 24 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ562; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4957 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to promote the purchasing of Massachusetts grown and produced products. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ491; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4958 Petition filed at the request of Owen J. Hartnett for legislation to regulate auditing practices of the Committee on the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ822; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ831; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4959 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of the feasibility of privatizing recreational facilities under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan District Commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 5/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5730.

H 4960 Petition of the Massachusetts Democratic Leadership Council, Inc., Marc R. Pacheco and other members of the House for legislation to provide a mainstream agenda for economy, efficiency and productivity in the government of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ409A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/12-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 4961 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., and another for legislation to increase real estate tax exemptions for certain disabled veterans and their families. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ415A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4962 Petition of David F. Gately and another that provision be made for an income tax credit for certain water conservation devices. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ415A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4963 Petition of David F. Gately and another for legislation to provide for a surviving spouse tax exemption under the estate tax law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ415A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4964 Petition of Geoffrey D. Hall, Robert A. Durand and another that the Commissioner of Revenue be required to report certain tax information to cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4965 Petition of Geoffrey D. Hall, Robert A. Durand and another for legislation to establish a separate fund to be known as the "additional local aid revenue fund". 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4966 Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward and Edward J. Clancy, Jr., for legislation to exempt the sale of electronic printing equipment from the sales tax. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4967 Petition of Marie Louise Kehoe relative to reimbursement for loss of taxes for land used for certain public institutions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4968 Petition of Paul Kollios and another for legislation to further regulate income taxes for married persons filing separately. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4969 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate certain payments in lieu of taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ433A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4970 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and other members of the House that provision be made for an income tax exemption for families caring for elderly relatives at home. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4971 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and other members of the House for legislation to establish regional recovery zones in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4972 Petition of David P. Magnani that provision be made for a tax credit to parents caring for their minor children at home. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4973 Petition of David P. Magnani for legislation to promote wellness among employees, providing for a tax credit and reducing health insurance premiums. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4974 Petition of the Massachusetts Democratic Leadership Council, Inc., Marc R. Pacheco and other members of the House for legislation to establish regional recovery zones and providing for economic development in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concorded -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4975 Petition of Pamela P. Resor, Daniel J. Vallianti and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to provide for open space and housing funds in certain cities and towns of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SEN-
H 4976 Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to further regulate petitions for foreclosure of rights of redemption for non-payment of real estate taxes by cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4977 Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to regulate the income tax rate on interest and dividends on savings banks deposits. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4978 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to provide for an income tax deduction for sewer use fees in cities, towns and districts. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4979 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to provide a tax liability redemption bond program for certain taxpayers in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ416A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4980 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to further regulate the payment of certain highway funds to cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4981 Petition of Larry F. Giordano for legislation to designate a portion of Route 213 as the Methuen Mall Way. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/28-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5511.

H 4982 Petition of Larry F. Giordano for legislation to designate a certain bridge in the city known as the town of Methuen as the Frank S. Giles Memorial Bridge. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 4/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ208; 3/31-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ247; 4/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ234; 4/27-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ345; 5/4-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ398; 5/6-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ460; 5/6-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ422; 5/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 29 Acts.

H 4983 Petition of Larry F. Giordano that the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction be directed to develop and implement a plan for the privatization of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ265; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ279.

H 4984 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the erection of directional signs for historical sites on state highways. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4985 Petition of Frank M. Hynes that the Department of Public Works be directed to repair or replace the North River Bridge between the towns of Scituate and Marshfield. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ419A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ207; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ221.

H 4986 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to further regulate traffic signs or devices in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ420A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4987 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to designate a certain bridge in the town of Eastham as the Veterans Memorial Bridge. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ437A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ420A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4988 Petition of Eric Turkington relative to the distribution of the highway fund to cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ438A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ420A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 5/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 4989 Petition of David J. Lionett for a legislative amendment to the Constitution further regulating the budget of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Ways and Means -HJ438A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ420A; 5/4-SENATE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -SJ395; 5/4-HOUSE-Ought NOT to pass (under Joint Rule 23) and placed on file -HJ447; 5/13-HOUSE-Called for consideration in the joint session -HJ524; 1/4/93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SJ1625.

H 4990 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for payment for school aid to the town of Wendell. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4991 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for an appropriation of a certain sum of money for projects for the removal, encapsulation or containment of asbestos. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4992 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for an appropriation of a certain sum of money relative to the construction of facilities in the town of Westport. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439A; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 4993 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two, to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 2/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H1000. Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. HJ72; 2/12-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - 146 YEAS to 1 NAYS (See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 48); Reprinted, as amended, see H4996-HJ78.

H 4994 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Springfield to lease the former Howard Street Armory to the South End Community Center. 2/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs -HJ76; 2/24-HOUSE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. HJ117; 3/2-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ124; 3/4-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ128-129; 3/5-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ122; 4/21-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ328; 4/27-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ352; 4/28-House-Enacted -HJ395; 4/28-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ394; 4/14-GOVERNOR-Signed, in part, by the Governor, Chapter 27 Acts.

H 4995 Bill relative to the practice of nursing. 2/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S417 and H4100. Bill reported favorably by committee and placed on the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ101; 3/25-House-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ107; 2/26-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ106; 3/12-Senate-Committee recommended oaths to pass and referred to the Senate Steering and Policy Committee that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. SJ137; 3/16-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ144; 3/19-House-Engrossed -HJ201; 3/19-Senate-Engaged -HJ395; 3/24-Senate-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ165; 3/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 10 Acts.

H 4996 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two, to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 2/12-House, No. 4993, printed as amended by the House on Feb. 12; Passed to be engrossed -146 YEAS to 1 NAYS (See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 48) -HJ79; 2/12-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ83; 2/13-Senate-Committee recommended oaths to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1420. Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for Tuesday, February 18, in accordance with the provisions of Senate Rule 27A; Motion to suspend Senate Rule 27A was negative -19 YEAS to 12 NAYS -SJ84-86; 2/14-Senate-Read second; Motion to recommit the committee on Ways and Means, with instructions, negative -12 YEAS to 19 NAYS; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of Senate Bill 4174, as amended, and passed to be engrossed -SJ391-92; 2/14-House-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment with a further amendment, striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of H5000 -HJ93; 2/14-Senate-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the further House amendment -SJ94; 2/14-House-Engaged -HJ94; 2/14-Senate-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ94; 2/14-GOVERNOR-Signed, in part, by the Governor, Chapter 3 Acts; 2/21-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with disapproval of section 8; HOUSE-For message, see H6374; No further action taken.

H 4997 Bill providing a cost of living adjustment for state and municipal retirees. 2/13-House-Reported from the committee on conference on a part of H2000; Motion to suspend rules pending; Quorum call - 136 members in attendance (See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 51); Pending motion to suspend rules prevailed; Laid aside on a point of order. See point of order and ruling; See H2000-HJ84.

H 4998 Bill providing for an early retirement incentive program for state employees. 2/13-House-Reported from the committee on conference on a part of H2000; Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted -76 YEAS to 66 NAYS (See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 52) -HJ85; 2/13-Senate-Read; Point of order (that Joint Rule 11B was not complied with) NOT well taken; Motion to suspend rules negative -19 YEAS to 13 NAYS; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ87-88; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ89; 2/14-Senate-Considered -SJ90; Committee of conference report accepted, in concurrence -SJ93; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 4999 Bill providing for a local option early retirement program for municipal employees and teachers. 2/13-House-Reported from the committee on conference on the residue of H2000; Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted -119 YEAS to 13 NAYS (See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 53); Pending motion to suspend rules negative -19 YEAS to 13 NAYS; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ88-89; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ89; 3/9-Senate-Committee of conference report NOT accepted -SJ125; 3/9-House-Notice of Senate refusal to accept the committee of conference report received; See H2000-HJ143.

H 5000 Text of a further amendment to the Senate amendment (striking out all after then enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of Senate document numbered 1420, as amended) of the House Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 2/14-House-See H4996-HJ93-94.
H 5001  Petition of David B. Cohen, David M. Peters and Paul C. Casey for legislation to establish a Massachusetts security for public deposits commission. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 5/21-HOUSE-Accompanied by H2224; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ576; 11/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1339; 12/7-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1368; 12/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1494; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 5002  Petition of Douglas W. Petersen and Lois G. Pines for legislation to regulate accurate and accessible credit reporting. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1569-SJ472.

H 5003  Petition of J. Michael Ruane and others for legislation to authorize the use of transit identification cards by senior citizens as valid proof when cashing checks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5802.

H 5004  Petition of Marian Walsh and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to repeal certain provisions of the law relative to consumer credit. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/13-SENATE-Accompanied a study order, see S1569-SJ472.

H 5005  Petition of John A. Businger relative to the payment of wages and pay periods for employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5701.

H 5006  Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to regulate the disclosure of certain information in the sale of locks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5701.

H 5007  Petition of Lenore Frazier for legislation to regulate promotional advertising on privately owned property without the consent of the owners of such property. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ366A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 5008  Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the sale of seafood fresh water fish and other perishable items on Sundays. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 5009  Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to discriminatory employment practices. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 5010  Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the House for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to flexible work environments. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 5011  Petition of Mary Jane McKenna for legislation to require employers to provide certain employee assistance programs. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 5012  Petition of Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to regulate managers, consultants and labor disputes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; Hearing date Apr 21 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5013  Petition of Warren E. Tolman and another for legislation to further regulate payment of interest on security deposits under certain rental agreements. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5634.

H 5014  Petition of Barbara Gardner, Barbara Hild, Carol C. Cleven, Pamela P. Resor and Barbara E. Gray relative to the establishment of alternative sentences for drug dependent persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A-SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5725.

H 5015  Petition of J. Michael Ruane for legislation to provide that certain motor vehicle violations may be treated as civil infractions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ352A-SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm*; 4/6-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5442.

H 5016  Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia for legislation to establish a penalty for assault upon sports officials. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm*; 5/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5593.

H 5017  Petition of Douglas W. Stoddard for legislation to further regulate sentencing for certain misdemeanors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5018  Petition of Carmen D. Buell that the Board of Education be directed to approve the elementary school renovation project in the town of Shutesbury. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.
H 5019 Petition of Barbara Gardner and Douglas W. Petersen relative to the school choice improvement program for public school students in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3357A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 5020 Petition filed at the request of Michael Gilbert for legislation to establish a school facilities and management service maintenance related repair fund. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3357A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 5021 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to establish a law stipend/loan education program by the Higher Education coordinating council. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3357A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 5022 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to establish a health professions stipend/loan program by the Higher Education coordinating council. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3357A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 5/6-SENATE-Accompanied S203-SJ418.

H 5023 Petition of the Mass. Federation of Teachers and Timothy F. O'Leary relative to the control of school budgets in cities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3357A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 5024 Petition of Pamela P. Resor and other members of the House for legislation to establish a school choice enhancement program for certain public schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ3357A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 6/15-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5804.

H 5025 Petition of John A. Businger relative to providing for the one-sentence statement required by law in the information to voters to be also placed on the state election ballot. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 5026 Petition of John A. Businger for legislation to make certain changes relative to restrictions under the campaign contribution law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ379A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ379; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed and engrossed -HJ3524; 1/5-93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 5028 Petition of Carmen D. Buell and Stanley C. Rosenbery for legislation to further regulate the Yankee Atomic Nuclear Power Plant in the town of Rowe. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ380A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 3/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5400.

H 5029 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., Barbara Hildt, Byron Rushing, Gloria L. Fox, Pamela P. Resor and John R. Driscoll relative to resource management regulations for electric utilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ380A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -S5362A-S363A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5605.

H 5030 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for legislation to regulate the sale and delivery of kegs containing alcoholic beverages. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/12-HOUSE-Accompanied H2994.

H 5031 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the licensing of fire warning and security systems contractors and technicians. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 5032 Petition of Geoffrey D. Hall and another for legislation to regulate telephone service commonly known as "caller ID". 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 5033 Petition of Nelson Merc and other members of the General Court that the Statewide Telecommunication Board be authorized to make an investigation and study of making "911 service" accessible to linguistic minorities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 5034 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddard and another for legislation to regulate the advertising of alcoholic beverages. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ383A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5791.

H 5035 Petition of J. Michael Ruane and another for legislation to regulate the promotion, operating or conducting of raffles and bazaars. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6143.

H 5036 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for legislation to further regulate the covering of lead paint, soil or material. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on
H 5037 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to the advisory committee for the lead poisoning prevention program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 5038 Petition filed at the request of Patricia Conway and another relative to the regulation of lead paint in residences. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5867.

H 5039 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to regulate the establishment of rates for nursing homes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ465; 6/22-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5835.

H 5040 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald that the city of Boston be authorized to develop and operate a managed care demonstration program and authorizing the city of Cambridge to participate in said program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ368A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ442; 5/6-HOUSE-Recommitted to the committee on Health Care -HJ465; 6/22-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5835.

H 5041 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the establishment of a commission (including members of the General Court) to study the process of credentialing for licensed substance abuse counselors. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6308.

H 5042 Petition of Patricia D. Jochlen and another that the Department of Public Health be directed to promulgate rules and regulations for the establishment of public restrooms. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 5043 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy that the Department of Public Health be directed to establish areas of need for nursing home beds under the determination of need program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ317; 4/14-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ334.

H 5044 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to regulate the establishment of rates for nursing homes in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 5045 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy relative to the quality of care in nursing homes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5046 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and another relative to legislation to prohibit the advertising of mind-altering fragrances. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ386A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 5047 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and another for legislation to prohibit the use of mind-altering fragrances in the air or air circulation systems. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 5048 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien, Stephen M. Brewer and another for legislation to regulate the standards and provide complete evaluations of legislative entitlements relative to health care services. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Insurance -HJ300-301; 4/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ294; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5049 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and another for legislation to further regulate the imposition of billing fees by hospitals. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ3803; 6/3-SENATE-Report accepted -HJ3186.

H 5050 Petition of Philip Travis and another relative to the disclosure of infectious disease in real estate transactions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ387A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am*; 7/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5972.

H 5051 Petition of Barbara E. Gray for legislation to regulate the leasing of premises in state-aided public housing by owners of pets. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5974.

H 5052 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate certain benefits of the rental assistance program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 9/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6109.

H 5053 Petition filed at the request of William Strazzullo for legislation to require tenants to obtain rental insurance upon entering into rental agreements with landlords. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5946.
H 5054 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald and other members of the General Court that the Department of Public Welfare be directed to provide a clothing allowance for children. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied by S531, S534 and H1908; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5055 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and other members of the General Court relative to the licensing of psychologists. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ373A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; S21-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.

H 5056 Petition of Barbara E. Gray to authorize the Department of Public Health and the Board of Education to promulgate rules and regulations requiring individualized service delivery for students with autism. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Accompanied H4111.

H 5057 Petition of Paul Kollos that provision be made for the treatment, education and prevention of substance abuse and compulsive gambling. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ301; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5058 Petition of Anthony M. Scibelli for legislation to provide for a demonstration program in the Department of Mental Retardation in the four county region of western Massachusetts. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ391A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5059 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor and another relative to the assigned risk plan for motor vehicle insurance. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 5060 Petition filed at the request of Warren Chamberlain relative to the adjustment of motor vehicle insurance premiums under the safe driver plan. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 5061 Petition of Jeffrey J. Hayward, Edward J. Clancy, Jr., Douglas W. Petersen, William F. Cass and Geoffrey D. Hall relative to supplemental insurance coverage for Medicare. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 5062 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to further regulate contractual arrangements of medical service corporations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/1-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ929; 7/2-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ951.

H 5063 Petition of Michael R. Knapiik for legislation to further regulate motor vehicle insurance rates for certain municipal vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see HS818.

H 5064 Petition filed at the request of John Zicko for legislation to require physicians to directly bill medical service corporations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 5065 Petition of Robert A. Antonioni relative to the granting of immunity in certain grand jury proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; S27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 5066 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and another relative to the suspension of visitation rights of parental delinquent in making child support payments. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ359; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 5067 Petition of David B. Cohen and other members of the House for legislation to provide counseling services for certain minors relative to the risks, choices and options regarding pregnancy. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5068 Petition of Barbara Gardner, Carol C. Cleven, Lida E. Harkins, Barbara Hildt, Sally P. Kerans and Marc D. Draisen relative to counseling for pregnancy and regulating the confidentiality of such counseling. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5069 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate emergency court orders for certain abused persons. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5070 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and another for legislation to assist victims of violent crimes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/13-HOUSE-Accepted by H5071; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ141; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ529; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5071 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and another for legislation to assist victims of violent crimes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary...
H 5072 Petition of Robert H. Marsh and another for legislation to protect persons from liability for providing voluntary assistance during emergencies involving hazardous materials. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/27-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ383.

H 5073 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for legislation to make certain changes in the controlled substances law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 5074 Petition of Ronald McLeish for legislation to further regulate estates of homestead. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ381A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 4/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5538.

H 5075 Petition of Ronald McLeish for legislation to ban the use of steroids by athletes within the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ412.

H 5076 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate small claims procedures in certain court actions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied H1341.

H 5077 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and Nancy H. Evans for legislation to establish a delinquency support strike force within the Probate and Family Court Department of the Trial Court. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5663.

H 5078 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate answers to interrogatories in judicial proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 5079 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to establish an evaluation system for certain judicial employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ399A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 5080 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate answers to interrogatories in judicial proceedings. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5081 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart relative to appeals to the Appellate Division of the District Court Department. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Mar 9 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5082 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart relative to the judicial districts of the divisions of the District Court Department. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 5083 Petition filed at the request of Janet Kett for legislation to require engineering plans prior to zoning or subdivision approval. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 5084 Petition of Robert C. Lawless (by vote of the town) that the town of Orleans be authorized to convey a certain parcel of conservation land to Gansevoort. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Legislation on Local Affairs -HJ402A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ208; 4/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ352; 4/21-SENATE-Read a second time and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ325; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1527, 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1558; 6/22-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ652; 6/24-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 137, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 201]-HJ896; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted -27 YEAS to 0 NAYS. Laid before the Governor -SJ1003-1004; 7/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 103 Acts.

H 5085 Petition of Paul E. Condon for legislation to provide for approval of certain projects by the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 5086 Petition of Barbara Gardner for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to water conservation. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6124.

H 5087 Petition of Lida E. Harkins relative to the construction of the relief sewer for the town of Framingham by the Water Resources Authority and the access to certain property known as "Elm Bank" in the town of Dover. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ489; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ468; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5088 Petition of J. James Marzilli, Jr., relative to "full capacity fees" of resource recovery facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.
Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H1546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5089 Petition of Douglas W. Petersen and Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to regulate the transfer of licenses for the taking of lobsters. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ54A; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1432; 12/18-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1530; 1/5/93-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1666; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1562; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/13/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 369 Acts.

H 5090 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the South Essex Sewerage District. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5956.

H 5091 Petition of J. Michael Ruane and another for legislation to further regulate the operation of trucks transporting toxic chemicals. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5957.

H 5092 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to the South Essex Sewerage District. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ489; 5/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ468; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5093 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and another for legislation to regulate the assessment of charges to cities and towns by the Water Resources Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 5094 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and another for legislation to further regulate water and sewer rates for elderly and handicapped persons served by the Water Resources Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ389A-390A; Public Hearing date Mar 10 am; 7/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5954.

H 5095 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and Sally P. Kerans for legislation to establish an underground oil storage removal and remediation fund. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5096 Petition of James T. Brett for legislation to regulate the operation of emergency vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5740.

H 5097 Petition of David B. Cohen and another for legislation to establish within the Criminal Justice Training Council a course of instruction on post partum mental health. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5740.

H 5098 Petition of Barbara Gardner and Pamela P. Resor for legislation to require the use of lights or motor vehicles during any period in which windshield wipers are also in use. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied SJ1432 -SJ349.

H 5099 Petition of David F. Gately and another that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be directed to issue a distinctive motor vehicle plate to members of the Marine Corps League. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 5100 Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue distinctive registration plates for occupations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ411A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 5101 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre, Steven Angelo, Mark Roosevelt, John A. Businger, Sally P. Kerans and Barbara E. Gray for legislation to establish an educational motor vehicle license plate program. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5637.

H 5102 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna and Robert D. Wetmore that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be authorized to issue special collegiate motor vehicle license plates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449.

H 5103 Petition filed at the request of Eliot Taylor for legislation to further regulate the testing of audible motor vehicle alarms. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449.

H 5104 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and another for legislation to reduce the speed limit for motor vehicles in school zones. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-
Petition of David J. Lionett for legislation to further regulate pensions for persons elected to certain offices. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ422A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449.

Petition of Douglas McLellan and Charles W. Mann that said Douglas McLellan of the town of Pembroke be authorized to take a civil service examination for the position of clinical social worker. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ423A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ821; 11/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to the engrossment -HJ1332; 1/2-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1450; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S11651; No further action taken.

Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to the retirement of certain municipal employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ423A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to regulate the confidentially of medical records of public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ423A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to provide for additional retirement benefits for certain municipal employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ423A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ405A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

Petition of Bruce E. Tarr for legislation to further regulate the retirement of certain municipal employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ423A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ406A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

Petition of Bruce E. Tarr relative to the retirement of certain municipal employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ423A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ406A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

Petition of the Massachusetts Municipal Association and Edward B. Teague III for legislation to exempt municipalities from the payment of a preferred health care provider assessment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ423A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ406A; Public Hearing date Mar 11 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5879.

Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to prohibit police officers from soliciting donations or contributions under the law regulating the conduct of public employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ822; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ831; HOUSE-No further action taken.

Petition of Joseph N. Hermann and another that the Commissioner of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to accept on behalf of the Commonwealth a memorial to law enforcement personnel killed in the line of duty in the Commonwealth and to locate the monument on the northeast parking area, so called, of the State House grounds. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 5/17-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ591; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 5121 Petition of Paul Kolios that the Department of Mental Health and the Department of Mental Retardation be required to promulgate regulations requiring vendors to request criminal offender record information upon hiring employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ427A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ491; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5122 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna relative to prompt payment for contractors doing business with the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5621.

H 5123 Petition of the Mass. Building Trades Council and Richard T. Moore that the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency be required to provide bond protection and to enforce payment of prevailing wages to mechanics and laborers. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ410A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ331; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5124 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci that animal care committees be subject to the open meeting law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 5125 Petition of John A. Businger relative to the periodic reporting of tax payments of major corporations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5126 Petition of Michael W. Merrill and John A. Businger, Lois G. Pines, Marc D. Draisen and others for legislation to further regulate residential tax classifications. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5127 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir and John C. Klimm relative to the collection of local taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ434A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5128 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to further regulate excise taxes on boats. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5129 Petition filed at the request of Frank Keegan relative to income tax deductions for tuition payments. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5130 Petition of Robert Correia, Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and Albert Herren relative to the publication of certain delinquent taxpayers lists in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5131 Petition of Barbara Gardner for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to a tax on motor vehicles commuting during rush hour. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5132 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., for legislation to repeal the law relative to the taxation of land used for recreational purposes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5133 Petition of William J. Glodis, Jr., for legislation to repeal the law relative to the taxation of land for agricultural and horticultural use. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5134 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the board of public welfare to establish a real estate tax exemption program for serving and retired members of the volunteer fire department. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5135 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins for legislation to provide additional assistance from State Lottery proceeds to be used for public schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5136 Petition of Angelo M. Scaccia relative to the taxation of leased motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5137 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart relative to tax credits for certain businesses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5138 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to increase certain exemptions under the estate tax of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ417A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5139 Petition of John F. Cruz for legislation to further regulate the posting of hospital signs by the Department of Public Works in cities or towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ420A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 5140 Petition filed at the request of Eliot Taylor for legislation to regulate stop signs at certain road intersections. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ420A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.

H 5141 Petition filed at the request of Eliot Taylor for legislation to further regulate the grading of public highways. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ420A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 5/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5640.
Transportation - HJ438A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ420A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; 3/23-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ207; 3/25-HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ221.

H 5142 Bill further regulating the filing of absent voting ballots. 2/20-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Election Laws; New draft of H1671, H3529 and H4458; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ98; 2/25-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ106; 3/23-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ207; 3/24-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ173; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ534; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5143 Bill to protect private employees. 2/24-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H2395; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ101; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5144 Bill to protect public employees. 2/24-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H2396; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ101; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5145 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty for legislation to designate the intersection of Fresh Pond Parkway at Vassal Lane in the city of Cambridge as the Major General John F. Cremins Park. 2/24-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development - HJ100; 2/24-SENATE-Concurred - SJ102; 2/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ117; 2/27-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ109; 3/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ121; 3/26-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ230; 3/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ127-218; 4/2-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 12 Acts.

H 5146 Petition of Paul R. Haley, Ronald Mariano and Robert L. Hedlund (by vote of the town) relative to the establishment of a funding schedule for the retirement system of the town of Weymouth. 2/24-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ99; 2/25-SENATE-Concurred - SJ104; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 3/5-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see HJ2563.

H 5147 Petition of the Mass. State Council of Carpenters, Paul Kollios and others for legislation to clarify education, training and employment programs within the Department of Correction. 2/24-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Safety - HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ394A; Public Hearing date Mar 12 am; Hearing date Mar 26 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5148 Petition of Peter J. Larkin, Jane M. Swift and Shaun P. Kelly (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to repeal the law exempting the office of chief of police of the city of Pittsfield from the civil service law. 2/25-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Service - HJ108; 2/26-SENATE-Concurred - SJ106; Public Hearing date Mar 4 am; 3/5-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ132; 3/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ138; 3/11-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ110; 3/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ118; 3/16-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ144; 3/19-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ201; 3/19-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ165; 3/27-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 1 Acts.

H 5149 Petition of Gregory W. Sullivan, William R. Keating, William C. Galvin, Louis L. Kafka and Marc D. Draisen relative to high school graduation dates. 2/24-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ100; 2/25-SENATE-Concurred - SJ103; Public Hearing date Mar 5 am; 3/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ198; 3/23-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ208; 3/31-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ207; 4/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ234; 4/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ239; 4/6-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ251; 4/8-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted - HJ239; 4/8-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ260; 4/8-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ289; 4/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ260; 4/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 20 Acts.

H 5151 Petition of John F. Cox relative to home improvement loans. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking - HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ346A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 pm; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ557; 6/22-HOUSE
Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ83; 6/23-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1664. 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S11016; 7/8-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -S11068; 12/7-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day. Read third and passed to be engrossed -S11484; 12/10-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S11496; 12/18-Governor-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 268 Acts.

H 5152 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the implementation of economic development plans in cities and towns. 1/6-House-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/21-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5696.

H 5153 Petition of Paul C. Casey and another relative to the reporting of the receipt of charitable gifts or donations. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ349A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 6/2-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5737.

H 5154 Petition of Larry F. Giordano for legislation to further regulate the purchase of copper by certain dealers. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/14-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5634.

H 5155 Petition of David P. Magnani that the Massachusetts Technology Development Corporation be directed to establish a certain fund for the benefit and expansion of the economy in the Commonwealth. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 4/23-House-Filed a new draft, see S66.

H 5156 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and Susan M. Tracy for the establishment of a special commission (including members of the General Court) for the purpose of conducting an inventory of all employment and training, adult education and literacy programs funded by the Commonwealth. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ367A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 5/14-House-Filed a new draft, see H5643.

H 5157 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the use of firearms during illegal drug activity. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 4/6-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5443.

H 5158 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and Paul J. Gannon relative to youthful firearm offenders in certain court proceeding. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 6/18-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5826.

H 5159 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen, Barbara Gardner, Pamela P. Resor, Peter A. Vellucci, A. Stephen Tobin and others for legislation to further regulate the operation of motor vehicles while under the influence of alcoholic beverages. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ370A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/11-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5612.

H 5160 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen, other members of the House and others for legislation to further regulate the blood alcohol content for driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/7-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5161 Petition of Robert C. Krekorian relative to the confiscation of firearms upon conviction of certain offenses. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 4/6-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5444.

H 5162 Petition of James Marzilli, Jr., and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to provide for the treatment of certain young persons convicted of driving under the influence of alcohol and drugs. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/7-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5163 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to prohibit certain acts of physical injury against children and providing penalties for such violations. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 pm; 5/7-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5397.

H 5164 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddard relative to the penalty for the crime of shoplifting. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm; 5/7-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5598.

H 5165 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddard relative to the penal laws of the Commonwealth. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5166 Petition of Thomas F. Reilly and Warren E. Tolman for legislation to make certain changes in the extortion law of the Commonwealth. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; 5/28-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5372.

H 5167 Petition of Warren E. Tolman, Emile J. Goguen, John E. McDonough, Sally P. Kerans, Janet W. O'Brien and another relative to mandatory jail sentences for driving with revoked or suspended licenses. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ371A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/7-House-Returned with a new draft, see H5589.

H 5168 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo that the Higher Education Coordinating Council be directed to establish a sliding scale tuition program. 1/6-House-Refered to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-Senate-Disagreed -SJ353A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 pm; 5/7-Senate-Returned with a new draft, see H5612.
H 5169 Petition of Carol A. Donovan for legislation to regulate leaves of absence for teachers. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities-HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed on the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ462; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ496; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 6/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ601; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5170 Petition of Barbara Hildt relative to the establishment of requirements for community services for graduates of institutions of higher education of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ357A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 5171 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Marc D. Draisen and Kevin G. Honan that the Department of Education be directed to develop a comprehensive system for adult education and literacy services for recipients of public assistance. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 pm*; 5/4-HOUSE-Accompanied H83.

H 5172 Petition of Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to permit student funded legal service organizations to represent certain students. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ375A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ358A; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 5173 Petition of William Constantino, Jr. for a legislative amendment to the Constitution limiting the terms of office of state Senators and state Representatives. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the Committee on Election Laws -HJ380A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ362A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; 4/13-SEATE-Proposed reported adversely by committee and placed on file -SJ1293; 4/13-SEATE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ318.

H 5174 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to regulate plumbing and gasfitting in certain buildings. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ384A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ366A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am*; 6/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5792.

H 5175 Petition of the Mass. State Council of Carpenters and James T. Brett for legislation to provide that local housing authorities conform to certain rates of wages relative to public housing. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 5176 Petition of Molly Gordon, Sarah Rotman, John A. Businger and Marc D. Draisen relative to utility costs in the rental assistance program. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5664.

H 5177 Petition of Marc D. Draisen, Kevin W. Fitzgerald, Kevin G. Honan and Susan M. Tracy for legislation to protect residents of condominiums. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; 9/14-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6074.

H 5178 Petition of Kevin W. Fitzgerald, John E. McDonough, Marc D. Draisen, Kevin G. Honan and W. Paul White relative to community development projects. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5179 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra relative to providing adequate security for elderly persons and handicapped persons in public housing. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ389A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ371A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 am*; 5/19-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5674.

H 5180 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to prohibit interest charges on unpaid Medicaid expenses for persons over sixty-five years of age. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am*; 4/27-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Health Care -HJ370-371; 4/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ369; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ475; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5181 Petition of Marc D. Draisen, other members of the General Court and another relative to the treatment of detoxification and substance abuse under certain health benefits of the Department of Public Welfare. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5529.

H 5182 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., for legislation to establish a detoxification center for juveniles. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ392A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am*; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ315; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5183 Petition of Carmen D. Buell and other members of the General Court relative to long term care insurance. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 7/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5907.

H 5184 Petition of Charles W. Mann for legislation to regulate the calculation of amounts for claims on motor vehicle insurance. 1/6-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 5185 Petition of Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to further regulate insurance coverage of home care se-
vices. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am*; 7/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 5187 Petition filed at the request of Dolores E. Guilfoyle relative to the trial of juveniles for civil rights offenses. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm*; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 5187 Petition of Thomas F. Reilly, Paul C. Casey, Edward G. Connolly, Emile J. Goguen and Vincent P. Ciampa relative to the forfeiture of property for distributing marijuana. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ412.

H 5187 Petition of Thomas F. Reilly, Paul C. Casey and Vincent P. Ciampa relative to forfeiture of property by defaulting defendants in certain criminal actions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 4/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ395; 4/29-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ412.

H 5187 Petition of John F. Cox relative to the engrossing of reorganization plans submitted to the General Court by the Governor. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ229; 3/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ243; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5189 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to repealing certain statutory foreclosure of mortgage provisions of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 5/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ514; 5/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ532; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5190 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to the Child Support Trust Fund. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5192 Petition of Mary C. Fitzpatrick, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Marian Walsh relative to the Child Support Trust Fund. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm*; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H3180.

H 5193 Petition filed at the request of Vincent F. Zarrilli for legislation to authorize the Appeals Court to reinstate the case of said Vincent F. Zarrilli vs. Capitol Bank and Trust Company. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Apr 1 pm*; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 5194 Petition of Barbara Hildt, Mary Jeanette Murray, Nancy H. Evans, Marc D. Draisen, Barbara Gardner and Sally P. Kerans for legislation to protect the civil rights of women and children from pornography and sex discrimination. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5194 Petition of Edward B. Teleage III, Mary Jeanette Murray, Larry F. Giordano, Edward G. Connolly, David P. Magnani and Stephen M. Brewer for legislation to authorize school departments access to records of criminal offenders. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ382A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5987.

H 5196 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to further regulate the storage of gasoline at marinas. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5197 Petition of Forrester A. Clark, Jr., Robert C. Buell and another for legislation to regulate commercial breeders of dogs and pet shops. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 pm; 4/30-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ419.

H 5198 Petition of Philip Travis that the Department of Public Health be directed to establish an emergency response plan for the disease Eastern Encephalitis. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6127.

H 5199 Petition of James T. Brett and others for legislation to establish uniform educational guidelines for correctional facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ142A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449.

H 5200 Petition of James T. Brett and others for an investigation and study by the Division of Capital Planning and Operations relative to suicide prevention programs at county jails in the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ142A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 8/31-HOUSE-Discharged to the Committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1132; 9/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1283; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 5202 Petition of James T. Brett and others relative to the establishment of regional lock-up facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5742.

H 5203 Petition of James T. Brett relative to the separation of prisoners in certain correctional facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1185; 9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1191; 10/8-HOUSE-Bills in the Third Reading consolidation substituted, see H6146-HJ1221.

H 5204 Petition of James T. Brett and others relative to the establishment of regional secure substance abuse centers for the treatment of prisoners. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ394A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5205 Petition of Carmen D. Buell and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to provide for an interdenominational chapel at the correctional institution in the town of Warwick. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5206 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for legislation to ensure the existence of education, training or employment programs for female offenders when released from correctional facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5207 Petition of Carmen D. Buell, Robert D. Wetmore, Stanley C. Rosenberg and Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to provide for the takeover by the Commonwealth of the Franklin County Jail. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5208 Petition of Carmen D. Buell for legislation to authorize Franklin County to issue bonds or notes for the installation of electric lock releases in the Franklin County Jail and House of Correction. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5209 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., that the Department of Correction be authorized to construct a boot camp facility in the town of Lancaster. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ412A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5210 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo for legislation to provide that used car applications for registration be accompanied by proof of payment of excise taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Mar 16 am*; 4/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ264; 4/6-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ279.

H 5211 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and others relative to the reimbursement of county jails and houses of correction for medical and health services provided for inmates. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5212 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi and others for legislation to regulate the use of funds received by sheriffs for the operation of county jails and houses of correction. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5213 Petition filed at the request of Vincent F. Zanilli for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the feasibility of the recycling of an obsolete naval aircraft carrier to a modern correctional facility. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/27-SENATE-Accompanied S615-SJ349.

H 5214 Petition of Gloria L. Fox, Carol A. Donovan, Barbara Hildt and Marc D. Draisen relative to the care of pregnant women in correctional facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties -HJ895; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5215 Petition of Larry F. Giordano and other members of the General Court for legislation to require correctional facilities to provide the Department of Public Welfare with a list of the inmates incarcerated therein. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5216 Petition of Barbara Hildt relative to deductions from sentences for good conduct while confined at a minimum security facility. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied H5218.

H 5217 Petition of Barbara Hildt relative to regulating the use of chemical weapons in correctional institutions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5218 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to encourage good conduct by prisoners. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Accompanied by H5216; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; S4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ450; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5219 Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the General Court relative to providing uniform educational programs for adult offenders. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ395A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Order
of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ449; 5/6-HOUSE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ459; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5220 Petition of Barbara Hildt, other members of the General Court and another for legislation to include gender in the reporting of hate crimes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 5/6-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see HSS84 -HJ461.

H 5221 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., Paul Kollios and Jacqueline Lewis for legislation to require notification to local officials of the construction or expansion of a correctional facility. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-Reported favorably (with H204), but no further action taken.

H 5222 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis for legislation to require notification to local officials of the transfer of sexually dangerous persons to correctional facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5223 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and Patricia A. Walrath relative to the use of modular units in prison expansion. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5224 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and Patricia A. Walrath that the Executive Office of Human Services be authorized to reimburse cities and towns to finance infrastructure repairs for prison expansion and construction. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5225 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and other members of the House for legislation to require certain prison inmates to pursue educational opportunities prior to parole. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ413A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ451.

H 5226 Petition of David P. Magnani relative to the appointment of a joint special committee to make an investigation and study of the feasibility and advisability of using electronic monitoring devices, attached to certain criminal offenders, as a substitute for incarceration in a correctional institution. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5227 Petition of John E. McDonough and W. Paul White for legislation to regulate the acquisition and construction of emergency correctional facilities for the Commonwealth and counties. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5228 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Susan M. Tracy, Marc D. Draisen and Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to a regional secure substance abuse center for the treatment of prisoners. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5229 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks, Paul J. Gannon, John E. McDonough, Kevin G. Honan, W. Paul White and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for compulsory education in correctional facilities relative to illegal drug use and providing for voluntary rehabilitative treatment. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5230 Petition of Shirley Owens-Hicks and other members of the General Court relative to the care and custody of children born to inmates of correctional institutions. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5231 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Larry F. Giordano relative to the privatization of correctional industries. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5232 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jaguar for legislation to provide alternative sentencing or early parole for certain youthful offenders and establishing a basic training program for such offenders. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5233 Petition of Kevin Poirier for legislation to establish a program of home incarceration by electronic monitoring for certain persons committed to prison. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5234 Petition of Kevin Poirier relative to the financing, operation and maintenance of a state correctional facility by private entities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ396A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5235 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart and another relative to religious services for inmates at correctional facilities. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ432; 5/4-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ451.

H 5236 Petition of John E. McDonough, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Paul J. Gannon, John E. McDonough, Kevin G. Honan, W. Paul White and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for an evaluation of all inmates attached to certain criminal offenders, as a substitute for incarcerated for sexual offenses involving force or vio-
H 5237 Petition of Patrick J. Fallon for legislation to regulate survivor benefits under Option (c) of the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ414A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5238 Petition of Paul C. Casey that the Division of State Police be authorized to establish a behavioral science section. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ423A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ406A; Public Hearing date Apr 6 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5921.

H 5239 Petition of Paul C. Casey that the Division of State Police be authorized to establish a behavioral science section. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ423A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ406A; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5920.

H 5240 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to grant credit for athletic coaches under the public employees retirement law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ424A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ406A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5924.

H 5241 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamila relative to historic districts and landmarks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Mar 30 am; 3/25-HOUSE-Accompanied H1591.

H 5242 Petition filed at the request of Robert J. Bonney that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to convey a certain parcel of land in the city of Revere to said Robert J. Bonney. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ491; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5243 Petition of Barbara Hildt relative to the registration of occupations. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ82; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ831; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5244 Petition of Frank M. Hynes for legislation to provide for the waiver of local contribution requirements for eligibility for state funding. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred - SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5245 Petition of Sally P. Kerans, Janet W. O'Brien and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to ensure equity of pay among human service providers employed directly or indirectly by the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred - SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5246 Petition of John E. McDonough, Salvatore F. DiMasi and Kevin G. Honan that the Port Authority be directed to reimburse cities and towns for losses on property taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ476; 5/11-SENATE-Concurred - SJ452; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5247 Petition of Richard T. Moore relative to the administration of the office of Inspector General. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ591; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5248 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to increase the membership of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am*; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6132.

H 5249 Petition of Bruce E. Tarl for legislation to further regulate mandates imposed on cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ410A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5608.

H 5250 Petition of Warren E. Tolman and Daniel J. Valianti for legislation to further regulate the payment of compensation to former employees of the Commonwealth. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ428A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ411A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/12-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5620.

H 5251 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Peter J. Larkin, Christopher J. Hodgkins, David P. Magnani, Kevin P. Blanchette and Daniel J. Valianti relative to tax incentives for employees providing day care facilities and subsidies to employees for the benefit of dependents of such employees. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ417A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5252 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo relative to providing for a voluntary add-on income tax to provide additional funds for education in cities and towns. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ417A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5253 Petition of Barbara Gardner and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish a state bicycle program fund from certain revenues of the gasoline tax. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am*; 4/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ407; 12/21-HOUSE-Committee recommened ought to pass with an amendment, substa.
H 5254 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to create a violence prevention trust fund in the Department of Public Health. 1/6-HOUSE-Returned to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5255 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., relative to the collection of data by the Division of Energy Resources concerning petroleum products available for supply within the Commonwealth from wholesalers and resellers of said products. 1/6-HOUSE-Returned to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A-436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5256 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr relative to the sales tax on motor vehicles. 1/6-HOUSE-Returned to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A-436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 25 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5257 Petition of Philip Travis for legislation to regulate the collection of motor vehicle excise taxes. 1/6-HOUSE-Returned to the committee on Taxation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5258 Petition of Francis H. Woodward and Linda E. Harkins that the Registrar of Motor Vehicles be directed to assist the Department of Revenue in the child support enforcement program. 1/6-HOUSE-Returned to the committee on Transportation -HJ435A-436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5259 Petition of Vincent F. Zarrilli that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be directed to authorize said Vincent F. Zarrilli to make an investigation and study of the transportation problems in the greater Boston area. 1/6-HOUSE-Returned to the committee on Transportation -HJ435A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ418A; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5260 Bill providing for a cost-of-living adjustment for state and municipal retirees. 3/2-HOUSE-Reported from the new committee on conference on a part of H2000; Rules suspended; Conference report accepted - 143 YEAS to 1 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 63] -HJ124; 3/9-SENATE-Rules suspended. Conference report accepted, in concurrence -SJ127; 3/9-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1142; 3/16-SENATE-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ143; 3/18-SENATE-Pending motion to lay on the table negative; No further action taken - SJ161-162; 3/24-SENATE-Motion to postpone until Tuesday, March 31 negative; Emended - 31 YEAS to 2 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ174-175; 3/31-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Pending motion to reconsider negative -SJ123; 3/31-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ247; 4/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ237; 4/10-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 4/13-HOUSE-For message, see H5477; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ308; 5/11-HOUSE-Amendments rejected (in the form approved by committee) -YEAS 0, NAYS 138 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 125] -HJ449; 5/13-SENATE-Amendments rejected - 4 YEAS to 35 NAYS -HJ490; 5/18-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ553; 5/18-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted - 34 YEAS to 2 NAYS -SJs501; 5/27-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 140, NAYS 1 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 141]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negative -HJ592; 5/27-SENATE-Enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ538; 6/5-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with a veto; 6/8-HOUSE-For message, see H5775; Passed over veto -144 YEAS to 1 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 194] -HJ824; 6/8-SENATE-Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ606; 6/16-SENATE-Motion to postpone to June 23 negative -2 YEAS to 32 NAYS; Pending motion to lay on the table negative; Passed over veto -36 YEAS to 1 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ634-635; New legislative day; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ638-639; New legislative day; Pending motion to lay on the table negative -1 YEAS to 35 NAYS; Pending motion to reconsider negative -SJ641-642; 6/18-SENATE-Transmitted to the State Secretary; 6/18-Became law, Chapter 70.

H 5261 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to enabling the State Treasurer to issue and sell certain bonds. 3/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ118; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5262 Special report of the Commissioner of Administration (under authority of Section 4 of Chapter 7 of the General Laws) relative to improving state tax administration. 3/4-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Taxation -HJ127; 3/5-SENATE-Concurred - SJ122; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5263 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the retirement system of the town of Weymouth. 3/5-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5146; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ631-132; 3/9-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended, Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ127; 3/9-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1142; 3/9-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ128; 3/11-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 6 Acts.

H 5264 Bill establishing a sick leave bank for an employee of the Department of Social Services. 3/5-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted for H3642; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended. Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ131; 3/9-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ127; 3/9-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ142; 3/9-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ131; 3/11-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ149; 3/12-SENATE-
Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ139; 3/20.

GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 3/23.

HOUSE-For message, see H5354; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading - HJ202; 3/26.

HOUSE-Refused to amend the bill (in the form approved by the committee on Bills in the Third Reading) - HJ230; 4/7.

SENATE-Refused to amend the bill - SJ256; 4/8.


HOUSE-Re-enacted - HJ289; 4/8.

SENATE-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor - SJ251; 4/17.

GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with veto; 4/27.

HOUSE-For message, see H5501; Passed over veto - 145 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 115] - HJ362; 5/4.

SENATE-Passed over veto - 32 YEAS to 2 NAYS; Transmitted to the State Secretary - SJ404-405; 5/6.

Became law, Chapter 28 Acts.

H 5265 Petition of Steven Angelo and others relative to class size and the number of students assigned to each teacher in the public schools of the Commonwealth. 2/4.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ65; 3/5.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ123; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/27.

HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 5266 Petition of Paul Kollos, Lois G. Pines and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for legislation to prohibit unnecessary institutionalization in certain state facilities. 2/27.


HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ128; 3/5.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ123; Public Hearing date Mar 26 am; 5/4.

HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5558.

H 5267 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati, Martin J. Dunn and another for legislation to further regulate disability pensions. 2/27.


HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ128; 3/5.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ123; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 7/7.

HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5925.

H 5268 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the Worcester County retirement system. 3/5.

HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H4588. Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Rules - HJ131; 4/13.

HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ315; 4/14.

HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ333; 5/6.

HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to engrossed - HJ61; 5/7.

SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Counties - SJ439; 5/28.

SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ569; 6/4.

SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ592; 6/8.

SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ601; 6/16.

SENATE-Read third and passed to engrossed - SJ636; 6/18.

HOUSE-Enacted - HJ876; 6/18.

SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ646; 6/19.

GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 76 Acts.

H 5269 Petition of the New England Business Association, John A. Businger and other members of the General Court for legislation to regulate the shipping or transportation of motor fuel from multiple sources. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ367A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 4/23.

HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Energy - HJ351; 4/27.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ351; Public Hearing date May 8 am; 7/10.

HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5699.

H 5270 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and other members of the General Court for legislation to further regulate mobile home parks. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ367A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ350A; Public Hearing date Mar 23 am; 8/27.

HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6047.

H 5271 Petition filed at the request of Robert Dunlop relative to restoration to insurance companies in sentencing in criminal court cases. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ371A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ353A; 5/11.

HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Insurance - HJ489; 5/12.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ469; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5272 Petition of Barbara Gardner and Carol C. Cleven relative to the education of children with special needs. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ375A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ358A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27.

HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5497.

H 5273 Petition of Albert Herren, Barbara Gardner, Daniel J. Valianti, John J. Binienda and Robert A. Durand for legislation to require nuclear power plant facilities to file reports relative to the decommissioning of nuclear power plants. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Energy - HJ380A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ363A; Public Hearing date Mar 19 am; 4/27.

HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5274 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna relative to long-range forecasting by electric departments in cities and towns. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Energy - HJ380A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ363A; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/27.

HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ377; 4/28.

HOUSE-Report accepted - HJ401.

H 5275 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and other members of the House for legislation to regulate insurance rates for subscribers of MEDICAP. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Health Care - HJ387A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ369A; 4/2.

HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Insurance - HJ254; 4/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ245; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5276 Petition of Jeffer Y. Hayward and Edward J. Clancy, Jr., for legislation to require the Department of Public Welfare to release certain information to the housing authority of the city of Lynn. 1/6.

HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs - HJ392A; 1/6.

SENATE-Concurred - SJ374A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 5/21.

HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5693.
H 5277 Petition of Patricia D. Jehehn, other members of the General Court and others for legislation to further regulate the licensing of transitional housing programs for teenage parents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ392A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ374A; Public Hearing date Apr 2 am; 4/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5278 Petition of Francis G. Mara and Bruce E. Tarr relative to the regulation of transitional housing programs for teenage parents. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ376A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 7/10-House-Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ994; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5279 Petition filed at the request of Debra C. Faison relative to motor vehicle insurance surcharges. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ394A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ377A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 5280 Petition of William Constantino, Jr., for legislation to prohibit the distribution of condoms and birth control devices in the public schools. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 5/7-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ503; 5/12-HOUSE-Motion to reconsider prevailed; Substitute bill rejected -YEAS 9, NAYS 140 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 129]; Report again accepted -HJ521.

H 5281 Petition of John E. McDonough and Kevin W. Fitzgerald relative to the care and protection of neglected children. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 5/7-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H483; 5/11-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ503; 5/12-House-Motion to reconsider prevailed; Substitute bill rejected -YEAS 9, NAYS 140 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 129]; Report again accepted -HJ521.

H 5282 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to require the disclosure of certain defects to prospective purchasers of residential real estate. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ400A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 5/26-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5698.

H 5283 Petition of Douglas W. Stoddart for legislation to further regulate the collection of assessments for civil motor vehicle infraction. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ401A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ383A; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5284 Petition of Barbara Gardner for legislation to further regulate the siting of certain facilities in cities and towns. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ402A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ384A; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 5285 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to the licensing of animal research institutions. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ407A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ390A; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 10/1-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6127.

H 5286 Petition of Andrew Collaro relative to the reimbursement of county jails and houses of correction for medical and health services provided to inmates during their incarceration. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/11-House-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ489; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ468-469; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5287 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to repeal certain provisions of law relative to the retention of motor vehicles and parts thereof. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/12-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ515; 5/13-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ532; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5288 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to the remittance of fines collected by jailers and superintendents of houses of correction. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/11-House-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ489; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ469; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5289 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to provide for infrastructure grants to certain cities and towns undergoing expansion and construction of correctional facilities. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5290 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis and Patricia A. Walrath relative to the expenditure of certain grant funds available to cities and towns with state correctional facilities. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ414A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/7-House-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ489; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ469; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5291 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and James P. Jajuga for legislation to require written approval of furlough applications by the Commissioner of Correction. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5292 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to provide for the orderly administration and improvement of jails, houses of correction, and correctional institutions in the Commonwealth. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5293 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and others for legislation to provide for state assumption of the maintenance and operational costs of county jails and houses of correction. 1/6-House-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-Senate-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5294 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for an investigation by a special commission (including members of
the General Court) relative to county jails and houses of correction. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5295 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the reimbursement of county jails and houses of correction for medical and health services provided to inmates during their incarceration. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5296 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to provide for state assumption of the maintenance and operational costs of the Hampden County Jail, House of Correction, and the Western Massachusetts Regional Alcohol Center. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/8-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H5774.

H 5297 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the money received by sheriffs to operate county jails and houses of correction. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ415A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ397A; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/24-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Counties -HJ895; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5298 Petition of Barbara Gardner relative to establishing a system of motor vehicle insurance funded by a surcharge on gasoline sales. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ436A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ148A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5299 Petition of William E. Johnson (by vote of the town) relative to town meetings in the town of Newton to appoint certain persons to serve as election assessors. 3/9-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5300 Petition of Geoffrey D. Hall and Robert A. Durand relative to an appropriation to provide for a grant for a study of the replacement of the Nahabass Dam in the town of Westford. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ439A; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5301 Petition of Marian Walsh, William C. Galvin and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to regulate the licensing of creditors by the Commissioner of Banks. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ363A; 1/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134A; Public Hearing date Mar 31 pm*; 12/16-SENATE-Concurred a new draft, see H1780-SJ152S.

H 5302 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to lowering automobile insurance rates for consumers and businesses. 3/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Insurance -HJ113; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 18 am; 6/18-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5818.

H 5303 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing Congressional districts. 3/9-HOUSE-See H1993-HJ1138.

H 5304 Text of an amendment (offered by Mr. Brett of Boston) to the House Bill establishing Congressional Districts. 3/9-HOUSE-Considered, amendments rejected; Amendment pending. 3/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 3/11-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading, placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ127; 4/8-HOUSE- Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 4/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ410; 4/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ383; 5/21-SENATE- Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ154; 6/11-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third, amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ1620; 6/29-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ911; Enacted -HJ914; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1103; 7/8-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ1665; 7/30-SENATE-Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enacting of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor -SJ1199; 8/7- GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 15 Acts.

H 5305 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Florida to pay a certain sum of money to Gancarz's Blacktopping and to Steve Brown Trucking. 3/9- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1135; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ127; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 4/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ410; 4/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ383; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ154; 6/11-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third, amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ1620; 6/29-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ911; Enacted -HJ914; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1103; 7/8-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ1665; 7/30-SENATE-Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enacting of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor -SJ1199; 8/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 15 Acts.

H 5306 Petition of Theodore D. Mann (mayor), David B. Cohen, Lois G. Pines and Susan D. Schur (with the recommendation of the mayor and board of aldermen) for legislation to authorize the city of Newton to negotiate and arrange for the purchase of a policy or policies of disability insurance. 3/9-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1135; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ127; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 12/14-HOUSE- Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ11504; 12/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1604; 12/30- HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1523; 12/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; 1/8-93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 34 Acts.

H 5307 Petition of Stephen W. Doran (by vote of the town) for the next session of the General Court) relative to towns in the county of Essex. 3/9-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1135; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1273; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 7/23-HOUSE-Read third and passed to
be engrossed -HJ1032; 7/27-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1151; 7/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1155; 7/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1203; 8/3-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1100; 8/6-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1213; 8/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 158 Acts.

H 5308 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Larry F. Giordano and others (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to expand the size of the disability commission of the city known as the town of Methuen. 3/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ135; 3/11-SENEATE-Concurred -SJ134 -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ305; 4/13-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ321.

H 5309 Petition of Leonard Gonsalves (by vote of the town) relative to establishing a landfill capping expenses fund in the town of Dartmouth. 3/9- HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ135; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; 4/14-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading report consolidating S1427 with this matter accepted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ333; 4/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ328; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ152; 5/26-SENEATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1535; 5/27-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ592; 5/27-SENEATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ558; 6/5-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 60 Acts.

H 5310 Petition of Barbara E. Gray (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize elected town meeting members in the town of Framingham to serve simultaneously as elected charter commission members. 3/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ135; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/1-HOUSE-Companied a new draft, see H5427.

H 5311 Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Lynn to place certain liens on properties in said city. 3/9- HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ135; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/1-HOUSE-Companied a new draft, see H5613.

H 5312 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Brockton to establish a revolving fund to meet the cost of operation and control of motor vehicles. 3/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ135; 3/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ134; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Companied a study order, see H5472.

H 5313 Petition of Robert C. Kreckorian, Richard R. Tisei and Robert C. Buell (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Reading to transfer the care, custody and control of certain park land from the board of selectmen acting as park commissioners to said board acting as road commissioners. 3/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ135; 3/11-SENEATE-Concurred -SJ134 -SJ135; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ735; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 4/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ332; 4/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ325; 5/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ144; 5/6-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ423; 5/11-HOUSE-Enacted -139 YEAS to 0 NAYS; [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 124] -HJ495; 5/13-SENATE-Enacted -39 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ5485-486; 5/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 20 Acts.

H 5314 Petition of Francis H. Woodward and Daniel J. Ranieri (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Medway to grant certain easements to lay, construct, install, maintain, repair or remove and replace sewer mains. 3/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ135; 3/11-SENEATE-Concurred -SJ135; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1207; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 5315 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 3/9-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H1000; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ137; 3/11-HOUSE-Read second; Quorum roll call -133 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 71]; Ordered to a third reading -114 YEAS to 29 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 72]; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5329-HJ149.

H 5316 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 3/9-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H1000; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ137; 3/11-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ150; 3/12-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ138; 4/21-SENATE-Reported (in part) by SJ1499 -SJ1228; SENATE-No further report from committee.

H 5317 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing
appropriate text of the document.
H 5323 Petition of Jordan Levy (mayor), William J. Mulford (city manager), Kevin O’Sullivan, John J. Binienda, Andrew Collaro and William J. Glodis, Jr. (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to certain retirement credits for Raymond McGrath, former police officer of the city of Brookline.

3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ178; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ557; 6/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ803; 9/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ586; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ592; 6/8-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to June 22 -SJ604; 6/22-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading -SJ652; 9/5-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1254; 9/8-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1144; 9/9-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/15-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 86 Acts.

H 5324 Petition of Marie J. Parente (by vote of the town) relative to retirement rights of employees of the Milford geriatric authority. 3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ178; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5325 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to exempt the position of police officer of the city of Brookline from the civil service law. 3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ178; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ831-832; 6/8-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to June 14 -HJ855; 6/18-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading -HJ1349; 12/2-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1485; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 5326 Petition of Michael W. Merrill, John A. Businger, Marc D. Draisien, Lois G. Pines and others (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish a statute of limitations (for the collection of certain excise taxes in the town of Brookline. 3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ178; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ831-832; 6/8-SENATE-Read second; Postponed to June 14 -HJ855; 6/18-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading -HJ5948.

H 5327 Petition of Theodore D. Mann (mayor), David B. Cohen, Lois G. Pines and Susan D. Schur (with the approval of the mayor and board of aldermen) for legislation to authorize the city of Newton to receive and act upon the applications of the Woodland Golf Club for classification as recreational land for tax years nineteen hundred and ninety-one and nineteen hundred and ninety-two. 3/12-HOUSE-Referenced to the committee on Taxation -HJ178; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ143; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 5/19-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ513; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ522; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 6/16-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ636; 6/18-HOUSE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -H1876; 6/22-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ652; 6/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 86 Acts.

H 5328 Order (filed by Mr. Forman of Plymouth) relative to increasing the membership of the special committee of the House established to make an investigation and study of the conditions and treatment provided for females in the criminal justice system of the Commonwealth and other related matters. 3/11-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted; Member appointed -HJ147.

H 5329 Bill relative to certain payments to the Commonwealth by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 3/11-SENATE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5315; Passed to be engrossed -HJ5948. 3/12-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ138; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 5330 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting changes in proposed recommendations for the annual budget of the Commonwealth for the fiscal year beginning July first, nineteen hundred and ninety-two. 3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ176; 8/13-HOUSE-Reported (in part) by new draft, see H6033 -HJ1114; 9/24-HOUSE-Reported (in part) by new draft, see H6090-HJ1115; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5331 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to limit the liability of owners of recreational facilities. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 3/9-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ136; 3/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5948.

H 5332 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson relative to zoning variances. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 3/9-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ136; 3/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5606.

H 5333 Petition of Kevin Poirier and David H. Locke relative to solid waste disposal facilities. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ115; 3/9-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ136; 3/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5952.

H 5334 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to register certain small trucks and vans as private passenger vehicles. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 3/9-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules sus-
petitioned and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ136; 3/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ139; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5335 Petition of John F. Cox, Edward A. LeLacheur and Susan F. Rouke (with the approval of the city council) relative to the salaries of the election commissioners of the city of Lowell. 3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ177; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ273; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 4/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ332; 4/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ125; 4/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ381; 5/4-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ398; 5/6-HOUSE-Engaged -HJ460; 5/6-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor -S1422; 5/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor -Chapter 30 Acts.

H 5336 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 3/12-House, No. 5317, printed as amended by the House on March 11 and 12; Passed to be engrossed 127 YEAS to 11 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 91]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ192, 3/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ140; 3/19-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1465; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for Tuesday, March 24, under the provisions of Senate Rule 27A -SJ164, 3/24-SENATE-Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1465, as amended; Rules suspended. Read third. For further Senate amendments, see S1465; For text of the Senate amendments, printed as amended, see S1470; Passed to be engrossed -SJ175-209; 3/25-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate amendments; Committee of conference appointed -HJ216; 3/25-SENATE-Notice of House appointments received; Senate insisted on its amendments; Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence -SJ211-212; 3/25-HOUSE-Notice of Senate appointments received -HJ227; 4/8-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by the committee of conference, see H5464-HJ295; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5337 Petition of David B. Cohen for legislation to further define the reporting practices of collection agencies. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 3/12-HOUSE-Reported favorably by the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ180; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ141; Public Hearing date May 4 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5338 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci relative to violations of controlled substances laws in the vicinity of public parks, public transit facilities and bus stops. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ116; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules sus-

H 5339 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to the operation of the game commonly called Beano. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ114; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ148; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 4/27-HOUSE-Convened a new draft, see H6003.

H 5340 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray, Paul D. Harold and others for legislation to provide suitable recognition of residents of the Commonwealth who served in the armed forces of the United States during the Persian Gulf Conflict. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ115; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ148; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ848; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5341 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to liability for violations of the State Building Code. 3/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ120; 3/12-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ180; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ375; 4/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ397; 5/6-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ464; 5/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ558; 6/11-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ620; 6/11-HOUSE-Passed; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ851; Emergency preamble adopted -HJ857; 6/11-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ621; 6/11-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ857; 6/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S1621; 6/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 66 Acts.

H 5342 Petition of Joseph B. McLintyre relative to the appointment of arborists in towns. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ114; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ148; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142; Public Hearing date Mar 24 am; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported, in a study order, see H5432.

H 5343 Petition of J. Michael Ruane relative to borrowing by the Salem and Beverly Water Supply Board. 3/9-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ136; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ148; 3/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ142; Public Hearing date Mar 31 am; 4/14-HOUSE-Bill
H 5346 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the
next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be
engrossed -SJ1153; 12/21-HOUSE-Emergency
preamble adopted -HJ1452; 12/22-Senate-Emergency
preamble adopted -SJ1557; 12/22-
HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1502; 12/22-Senate-Enacted
and laid before the Governor -SJ1557; 12/31-GOVER-
NOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 312 Acts.

H 5347 Bill relative to certain records of local historical
commissions. 3/19-HOUSE-Reported from the
committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H4718; Bill
reported favorably by committee and placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-
HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading
-HJ208; 4/6-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be
engrossed -HJ1724; 4/7-SENATE-Read; and referred
to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ254;
5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the
matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next
session -SJ523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and
ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 7/8-SENATE-Read
time; Changed prior to adoption -HJ1066; 7/10-
HOUSE-Enacted -HJ995; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted
and laid before the Governor -SJ1087; 7/20-GOVER-
NOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 136 Acts.

H 5348 Bill further regulating the operation of commercial
motor vehicles. 3/19-HOUSE-Reported from the
committee on Public Safety; Reported on a (as
relates to sections 4, 5 and 6 of) H1193; Bill reported
favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of
the Day for the next session -HJ110; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported,
referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules
suspended to a third reading, ordered to a third reading
-HJ148; 3/16-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am;
HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5345 Petition of Joseph B. McIntyre relative to the
disposition of all fines and penalties recovered in
prosecutions of violations of environmental laws.
2/27-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on House
Rules -HJ114; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to
the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules
suspended and referred to the committee on Public
Safety -HJ148; 3/16-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-
Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431;
5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading
-HJ448; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third (title changed)
and passed to be engrossed -HJ554; 5/19-SENATE-
Read; and referred to the committee on Senate
Steering and Policy -SJ514; 5/26-SENATE-
Committee reported that the matter be placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-
SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading
-SJ558; 6/8-SENATE-Read third and passed to be
engrossed -SJ600; 6/9-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ843;
6/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor
-SJ619; 6/19-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-
Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 74 Acts.

H 5346 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to
authorize the State Retirement Board to recalculate
the pension benefits of Ellen Schiff. 2/27-HOUSE-
Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ110;
3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on
Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to
the committee on Public Service -HJ148; 3/16-SEN-
ATE-Concurrent -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am;
5/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and
referred to the committee on House Ways and Means
-HJ528; 7/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended
ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session -HJ964; 7/8-HOUSE-Read
second and ordered to a third reading; Rules
suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ978;
7/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the
committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1085; 11/30-SEN-
ATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1451; 12/18-SENATE-Committee reported
that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the
next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be
engrossed -SJ1153; 12/21-HOUSE-Emergency
preamble adopted -HJ1452; 12/22-Senate-Emergency
preamble adopted -SJ1557; 12/22-
HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1502; 12/22-Senate-Enacted
and laid before the Governor -SJ1557; 12/31-GOVER-
NOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 312 Acts.

H 5347 Bill relative to certain records of local historical
commissions. 3/19-HOUSE-Reported from the
committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H4718; Bill
reported favorably by committee and placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ199; 3/23-
HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading
-HJ208; 4/6-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be
engrossed -HJ1724; 4/7-SENATE-Read; and referred
to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ254;
5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the
matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next
session -SJ523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and
ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 7/8-SENATE-Read
time; Changed prior to adoption -HJ1066; 7/10-
HOUSE-Enacted -HJ995; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted
and laid before the Governor -SJ1087; 7/20-GOVER-
NOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 136 Acts.

H 5348 Bill further regulating the operation of commercial
motor vehicles. 3/19-HOUSE-Reported from the
committee on Public Safety; Reported on a (as
relates to sections 4, 5 and 6 of) H1193; Bill reported
favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of
the Day for the next session -HJ110; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported,
referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules
suspended and referred to the committee on Public
Safety -HJ148; 3/16-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-
Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431;
5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading
-HJ448; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third (title changed)
and passed to be engrossed -HJ554; 5/19-SENATE-
Read; and referred to the committee on Senate
Steering and Policy -SJ514; 5/26-SENATE-
Committee reported that the matter be placed in the
Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ527; 5/27-
SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading
-SJ558; 6/8-SENATE-Read third and passed to be
engrossed -SJ600; 6/9-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ843;
6/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor
-SJ619; 6/19-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-
Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 74 Acts.

H 5346 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley for legislation to
authorize the State Retirement Board to recalculate
the pension benefits of Ellen Schiff. 2/27-HOUSE-
Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ110;
3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on
Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to
the committee on Public Service -HJ148; 3/16-SEN-
ATE-Concurrent -SJ142; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am;
5/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and
referred to the committee on House Ways and Means
-HJ528; 7/7-HOUSE-Committee recommended
ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session -HJ964; 7/8-HOUSE-Read
second and ordered to a third reading; Rules
suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ978;
7/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the
committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1085; 11/30-SEN-
ATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and
referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1451; 12/18-SENATE-Committee reported
H 5350 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting resolutions for adoption by the General Court providing for a declaration of the intent of the General Court relative to the amount and distribution of local aid to the cities, towns and regional school districts of the Commonwealth during fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three. 3/19-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ196; 5/11-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5616.

H 5351 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending a legislation relative to the terms of certain notes to be issued by the Commonwealth. 3/19-HOUSE-Reviewed to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ196; 6/3-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed. Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negative - HJ307; 6/3-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ586; 6/11-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ614; 6/11-House-Emergency preamble adopted - HJ857; 6/11-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ672; 6/11-House-Enacted - HJ857; 6/11-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ621; 6/19-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 73 Acts.

H 5352 Petition filed at the request of Kathleen Lesneski (with the approval of the mayor and city council) that the city of Gardner be authorized to regulate speed limits for motor vehicles and to exclude certain types of vehicles from public ways. 3/23-House-Reviewed to the committee on Public Safety - HJ204; 3/24-Senate-Concluded - SJ174; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ433; 5/4-House-Report accepted - HJ449.

H 5353 Petition of Philip Travis relative to liens on motor vehicle repairmen. 2/27-House-Reviewed to the committee on House Rules - HJ116; 3/19-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ198; 3/23-Senate-Concluded - SJ169; Public Hearing date Apr 8 pm; 4/27-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ375; 4/28-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ397; 7/2-House-Read third (title changed); Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text: For text, see Journal; Passed to be engrossed - HJ952; 7/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1061; 11/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1382; 11/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1390; 12/23-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - SJ1593-1594; 1/5/93-House-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate amendments - HJ1550; 1/5/93-Senate-Receded from its amendments - SJ1661-1662; 1/5/93-House-Enacted - HJ1561; 1/5/93-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1679; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 394 Acts.

H 5354 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing a sick leave bank for an employee of the Department of Social Services. 3/23-House-See H5264-HJ202.

H 5355 Resolutions memorializing the Congress to redirect federal spending to support states National Guard needs. 2/25-House-Proposed (Mr. Peters of Charlton) substitute for H5149; See point of order and ruling. Referred to the committee on House Rules - HJ105; 3/23-House-Reported by committee; Rules suspended; Substituted for H5149 - 91 YEAS to 49 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 92]; Adopted - 135 YEAS to 1 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 92] - HJ210.

H 5356 Petition of William F. Cass for legislation to further regulate dental hygienists. 3/23-House-Reviewed to the committee on Health Care - HJ204; 3/24-Senate-Concluded - SJ174; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 6/11-House-Accompanied by HJ731; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ491; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5357 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to increasing the penalties for bribery. 3/25-House-Reviewed to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ212; 5/27-Senate-Non-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary - SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5358 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to increasing the penalties for major frauds, thefts and embezzlements. 3/25-House-Reviewed to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ212; 5/27-Senate-Non-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary - SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5359 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to enhancing criminal fines imposed by the Commonwealth. 3/25-House-Reviewed to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ212; 5/27-Senate-Non-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary - SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5360 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to banking crimes. 3/25-House-Reviewed to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ212; 5/27-Senate-Non-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary - SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5361 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to establishing the crime of money laundering. 3/25-House-Reviewed to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ212; 5/27-Senate-Non-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary - SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5362 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to establishing the crime of racketeering activity through a criminal enterprise. 3/25-House-Reviewed to the committee on Criminal Justice - HJ212; 5/27-Senate-Non-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary - SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 5363 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to further prohibiting and punishing drive-by shootings and the discharge of firearms in the community. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ212; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5364 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to further punishing the possession and use of firearms by convicted felons. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ212; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5365 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to aggravating assaults. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ212; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5366 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to ensuring the safety of the public and the appearance of defendants in criminal matters. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ212; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; 6/3-SENATE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Senate concurred in the reference to the committee on Criminal Justice -SJ583; 6/4-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5772.

H 5367 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for the further public safety of the citizens of the Commonwealth. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ212; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5368 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to further strengthening and clarifying the immunity laws of the Commonwealth. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ212; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5369 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to electronic surveillance by law enforcement. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ213; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5370 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for the authorization of pen register and trap and trace devices and clone beepers for use by law enforcement authorities. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ213; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5371 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to authorizing certain medication tests for convicted sex offenders. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ213; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5372 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to promoting truth in sentencing and to establish a department of community reintegration. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ213; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ556; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5373 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to reestablishing the death penalty in the Commonwealth. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ213; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5374 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the penalties for motor vehicle theft and unauthorized use of a motor vehicle. 3/25-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ213; 5/27-SENATE-NON-concurred in the reference to Criminal Justice and referred the matter to the committee on the Judiciary -SJ557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5375 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette and other members of the House relative to public employee pension securities and investments. 2/27-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ110; 3/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ148; 3/24-SENATE-Congrued -SJ174; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; 3/12-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ513; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5376 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the determination of need program for health care facilities and other related matters. 3/25-HOUSE- Accompanied from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by S409, S444, H1497, H1498, H12268 and H2449; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ218-219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5377 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents uncompensated care pool for medical services. 3/25-HOUSE- Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by S451, S478, S484, H11123, H11124, H3000 and H4488; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ219; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5378 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of certain House document exempting cities and towns from extra costs incurred under the medical security law. 3/25-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by H4253; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the commit-
H 5379 Report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two branches with reference to the Senate amendment (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of Senate document numbered 1464) of the House Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 3/25-HOUSE-See H2935-HJ222.

H 5380 Order relative to amending Joint Rule 10A to provide a method for standing committees of the General Court to report on pending legislation which had been previously enacted into law. 3/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ214; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5381 Petition of Jeffrey J. Hayward and another for legislation to require banks to issue quarterly mortgage statements. 3/2-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216; Public Hearing date Apr 16 pm; 5/13-SENATE- Accompanied a study order, see S1570-SJ472.

H 5382 Petition of Edward G. Connolly and other members of the House relative to security deposits on commercial leases. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ216; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216; Public Hearing date Jun 10 pm; 8/20-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6046.

H 5383 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to authorize the retail sale of alcoholic beverages not to be drunk on the premises on Sundays in certain cities and towns. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ216; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 8/20-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H5412-HJ236.

H 5384 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to regulate home improvement contractors. 3/26-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ225; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217; 3/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5412-HJ236.

H 5385 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to the rates paid to home care corporations. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ113; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5386 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa relative to classifications of risks for instructors of motorcycle rider training programs under the motor vehicle insurance laws. 2/27-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5387 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy for legislation to increase the borrowing capacity of the Montague Center Water District. 2/27-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ304; 4/13-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ319; 5/6-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ461; 5/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ461; 5/18-SENA TE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ504; 5/21-HOUSE-Engacted -HJ578; 5/25-SENATE-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJS532; 6/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 53 Acts.

H 5388 Petition of Pamela P. Resor relative to revolting funds for public school transportation. 3/25-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ215-216; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217; Public Hearing date Apr 7 am; 4/13-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ316; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment adopted. Ordered to a third reading -HJ336; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft pending; Further amendment adopted; Pending new draft substituted, see H5891, printed as amended -HJ917.

H 5389 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa relative to modulating headlights on motorcycles. 2/27-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 8/31-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1132; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5390 Petition of John C. Klimm and another for legislation to require the illumination of motor vehicle headlights whenever windshield wipers are in operation. 2/27-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ113; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ217; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 8/31-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1132; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5391 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann for legislation to designate a portion of state highway Route 114 in the towns of Middleton and North Andover and the city of Lawrence as the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Petition of John C. Klimm for legislation to designate Route 6A within Barnstable County as a scenic road. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ113; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJS217-218; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ414; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ883; 6/23-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ664; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1004; 7/1-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1022; 7/2-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ949; 7/2-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1036; 7/10-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 111 Acts.

H 5392 Petition of John C. Klimm for legislation to designate Route 6A within Barnstable County as a scenic road. 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ113; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ217; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121; Public Hearing date Apr 7 pm; 4/28-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ414; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ518; 5/13-SENATE-Read, and referred to the Senate Steering and Policy -SJ473; 5/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ569; 6/1-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ575; 6/3-SENATE-Enacted -HJ808; 6/3-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ877; 6/10-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 61 Acts.

H 5393 Petition of Philip Travis for payment from the state treasury of a certain sum of money to Theodore and Hazel Mohr of the town of Norton for future special needs costs of a mentally ill and retarded adopted daughter. 3/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ121; 3/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ128; 3/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ121; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5394 Bill providing for an early retirement incentive program for state employees. 3/26-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H2888, H4344, H4345 and H4346; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; Postponed to Mon., Mar. 30 -HJ228; 3/30-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Amendment adopted; Amendment rejected - 65 YEAS to 82 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 98]; Motion to reconsider negatived - 57 YEAS to 92 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 99]; Amendment rejected - 59 YEAS to 89 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 100]; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - 149 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 101]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ241; 3/30-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second and ordered to a third reading; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Adjourned with no action taken on the question of passing the bill to be engrossed -SJ225; 3/31-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -SJ226; 4/6-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, and ordered to a third reading for the next session -SJ229; 4/7-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Pending motion to reconsider negatived -SJ235; 4/7- HOUSE-Rules suspended; Pending Senate amendments divided; House concurred in the first Senate amendment; House NON-concurred in the second, third and fourth Senate amendments -HJ249; 4/7-SENATE-Receded from its second, third and fourth amendments -SJ236; 4/7- HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ251; 4/7-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ237; 4/1-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ251; 4/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ237; 4/9-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with amendments -HJ113-114-House concurred in the amendments -HJ113-114-Ordered to the next session -SJ569; 4/16-SENATE-Read, rules suspended; Amendment adopted; First pending amendment negatived; Second pending amendment negatived; Third pending amendment negatived; Fourth pending amendment negatived; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived; Fourth pending amendment negatived; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived; Fifth pending amendment negatived; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived; Further pending amendment negatived; House concurred in the Senate further amendment -SJ337; 4/14-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ338; 4/14-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ335-336; 4/14- HOUSE-Re-enacted; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ338; 4/14-SENATE-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ316; 4/16-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -SJ217; 4/16- HOUSE-Rules suspended; Pending Senate amendments divided; Further amendment -HJ340; Emergency preamble adopted -HJ343; 4/16-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ326-327; 4/16-HOUSE-Again reenacted -HJ343; 4/16-SENATE-Again reenacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ327; 4/22-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 22 Acts.

H 5395 Petition of the Mutual Savings Central Fund, Inc., and John F. Cox relative to the election of the directors of said fund. 3/4-HOUSE-Transmitted to the State Secretary -HJ127; 3/26-HOUSE-Returned from the State Secretary; Referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ128; 3/30-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read second; Sent to the Governor -HJ344; 4/1- HOUSE-Enacted -HJ344; 4/1- HOUSE-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor -HJ344; 4/16-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -SJ217; 4/16- HOUSE-Rules suspended; Pending Senate amendments divided; Further amendment -HJ340; Emergency preamble adopted -HJ343; 4/16-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ326-327; 4/16-HOUSE-Again reenacted -HJ343; 4/16-SENATE-Again reenacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ327; 4/22-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 22 Acts.

H 5396 Petition of Anthony M. Scibelli that the City Library Association of Springfield be authorized to charge admission fees for certain museums. 3/4-HOUSE-Transmitted to the State Secretary -HJ127; 3/26-HOUSE-Returned from the State Secretary; Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ123; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ223; 3/12-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ111; 5/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ474; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184;
9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1194; 10/26-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1244; 10/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1367; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 5397 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain House documents for mandatory sentencing for trafficking in controlled substances. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by H511, H701, H2037, H2248 and H3336; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ237; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5398 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning drug deaths, funds for drug education programs and penalties for trafficking in drugs. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S186, H2429, H3334, H3513, H3573, H4230, H4417 and H4829; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ237; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5399 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning trafficking in marijuana and other related matters. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S170, H322, H510, H1076, H3351, H3511, H3517 and H3519; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ237; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5400 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Energy to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning cogeneration and nuclear power facilities and other related matters. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Energy; Accompanied by H106, H1288, H1477, H1478, H3532, H3541, H3546, H3548, H3570, H3718, H3883, H3886 and H5028; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ237; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5401 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning water protection districts, revolving funds for the propagation, cultivation and protection of shellfish and other related matters. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S872, H600, H3614, H3615 and H4134; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ5237-238; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5402 Petition of Steven Angelo, Walter J. Boverini and Thomas F. Birmingham (by vote of the town) relative to the establishment of a funding schedule for the retirement system of the town of Saugus. 3/25-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ214; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ223; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5508.

H 5403 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jayaga relative to extending the time for the special commissions (including members of the General Court) to report on revising the vehicle emissions inspections and maintenance program and other related matters. 3/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ514-215; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; 4/30-HOUSE-Resolved reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ427; 5/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ427; 5/26-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1283; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second; New draft substituted, see H6227-HJ1310.

H 5404 Petition of John E. McDonough and Nelson Merced (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to grant certain judicial powers to the fair housing commission of the city of Boston. 3/30-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ233; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/1/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ516; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ809; 6/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ598; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 5405 Petition of William F. Cass (by vote of the town) relative to the public board of works in the town of Wakefield 3/30-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ233; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Public Hearing date Apr 28 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ441; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ496; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/12-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ506; 5/21-SENATE-Enacted -HJ758; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ533; 6/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 52 Acts.

H 5406 Petition of John E. McDonough and Bill Owens (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Boston to sell and convey a certain parcel of park land located in the said city. 3/30-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ234; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ380; 5/4-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ447; 5/5-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ416; 6/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-
H 5407 Petition of Mark Roosevelt (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to prohibit the construction of any structure which would cast a new shadow on the Boston Public Garden. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ229; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ380; 12/7-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed -HJ368; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1655; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1664; 3/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 5408 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Larry F. Giordano and others (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to authorize local control of assault weapons in the city known as the town of Methuen. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Safety -HJ224; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5409 Petition of John F. Cox, Edward A. LeLacheur and Susan F. Rourke (with the approval of the city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Lowell to establish an early retirement incentive program. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Service -HJ224; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 15 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5410 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Larry F. Giordano and others (with the approval of the town council) relative to the establishment and classification of water and sewer rates and right of appeal in the city known as the town of Methuen. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Taxation -HJ224; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6312.

H 5411 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty and William M. Bulger for legislation to revise the judicial system of the Commonwealth. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ234; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 1/14-93-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Signed by the Governor, Chapter 38 Acts.

H 5412 Bill further regulating home improvement contractors. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5384; Passed to be engrossed -HJ236; 3/31-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy, Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ232; 3/31-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ247; 3/31-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ323; 3/31-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ247; 3/31-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ232; 4/10-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 16 Acts.

H 5413 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to authorize clerks and assistant clerks of courts to adjudicate small claims matters. 3/25-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ215; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 5414 Petition of John E. McDonough relative to the effective use of resources by investing pendant and ancillary jurisdiction with the Housing Court Department. 3/25-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ215; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ224; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5715.

H 5415 Petition of John E. McDonough for legislation to increase the number of housing court judges in the city of Boston. 3/25-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ215; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ225; Public Hearing date Apr 14 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5950.

H 5416 Petition of David H. Locke and Peter Forman for a legislative amendment to the Constitution relative to restricting the increase in taxes. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 3/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ236; 3/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ225; Public Hearing date Apr 8 am; 5/4-SENATE-Introduced and reported favorably by committee and placed on file -SJ1393; 5/4-HOUSE-Proposal reported adversely by committee and placed on file -HJ445; 5/6-HOUSE-Called for consideration in the joint session received -HJ455; 5/11-SENATE-Called for consideration in the joint session -SJ459; 5/12-HOUSE-Notice of Senate calling for consideration in the joint session received -HJ511; 5/19-93-JOINT-Session adjourned (pursuant to the provisions of Special Rule I) with no action taken on this matter -SI1625.

H 5417 Petition of Vincent P. Giampa and another relative to the by-laws of corporations. 3/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ119; 3/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ235; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5418 Petition of James T. Brett and other members of the General Court for legislation to establish an office of quality assurance for mentally retarded persons. 3/12-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ117; 3/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ236; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 5419 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for legislation to increase the maximum amount of a claim which may be determined under the small claims procedure in the district courts. 3/26-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ227; 3/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ236; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ228; 7/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5950.

H 5420 Petition of Stephen J. Karol relative to the use of bow and arrow weapons in the sport of hunting. 3/30-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJs234-235; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 16 am; 5/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; 10/15-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1229; 10/19-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1353; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1651; No further action taken.

H 5421 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to establish a funding mechanism for the city of Springfield retirement system. 3/26-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ178; 3/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ236; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 4/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5509.

H 5422 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamilia relative to the interest or penalties assessed on overdue excise taxes. 3/12-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ178; 3/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ236; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ229; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5423 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer relative to equal educational opportunity grants. 3/12-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ178; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ241; 4/27-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ251; 4/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ241; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/2-SENATE-Read; referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1485; 12/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1498; 12/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1522; 1/7-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ241; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ461; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ504-505; 5/21-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1524; 6/22-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ26; 4/9-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ287; 4/16-

H 5424 Petition of Albert Herren, Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and Robert Correia relative to signing of voters lists in elections. 2/27-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ113; 3/31-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235; Public Hearing date Apr 15 pm; 4/27-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee, a study order, see H5957.

H 5425 Petition of Carmen D. Buell relative to the administration of the determination of need process by the Department of Public Health. 2/27-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ110; 3/31-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ245; 4/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235; Public Hearing date Apr 13 am; 5/28-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5729.

H 5426 Petition of Stephen M. Brewer and Robert D. Wetmore for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire a certain parcel of land in the town of East Brookfield. 2/27-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ110; 3/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ245; 4/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ235; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 6/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ843; 11/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1329; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read; referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1485; 12/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1498; 12/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1522; 12/17-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ241; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ504-505; 5/21-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1524; 6/22-SENATE-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ26; 4/9-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ287; 4/16-

2246 BILL HISTORY — 1992
SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1317; 4/23-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted - HJ359; 4/27-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ1351; 4/29-HOUSE-Enacted; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived - HJ409; 4/29-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ378; 4/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 25 Acts.

H 5429 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the repair of private ways and bridges, the care of veterans' graves and other related matters in cities and towns; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S888, H41, H389, H599, H1537, H1947, H3616 and H3761;Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ258; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5430 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning postage used by cities and towns and providing for the regulation of historic districts; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H598 and H2848; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ258; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5431 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning chauffeured limousines and the licensing of taxicabs in cities and towns; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H602 and H1351; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ258; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5432 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning the licensing and appointment of arborists in cities and towns; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H3961 and H5342; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ258; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5433 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document abolishing rent control in the Commonwealth; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H4720; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ239; 4/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Rejected; Motion to reconsider negatived - HJ271.

H 5434 Bill relative to the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency. 4/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; New draft of S496 and H2827; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - HJ280; 4/8-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Ways and Means - HJ293; 4/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ373; 4/28-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading - HJ396; 4/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ410; 4/30-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - S1382; 12/7-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1482; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1561; 1/5/93-House-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1679; 1/12/93-GOV-ERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 36 Acts.

H 5435 Bill authorizing cities and towns to establish a consolidated department of public works. 4/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs. New draft of H1342; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ259; 4/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ275; 4/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ410; 4/30-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - S1389; 6/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ161; 6/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ631; 11/16-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1389; 11/17-House-Enacted - HJ1284; 11/17-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1419; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 11/30-HOUSE-For message, see H6254; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading - HJ1327; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5436 Petition of James R. Miceli, Larry F. Giordano, Edward A. LeLacheur and Brian S. Dempsey relative to tuition exemption programs for public institutions of higher learning. 3/2-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules - HJ120; 4/1-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities - HJ250; 4/2-Senate-Consent - SJ124; 4/28-House-For message, see H5702.

H 5437 Petition of Paul C. Casey and Charles E. Shannon (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish a funding schedule for the retirement system of the town of Winchester. 3/30-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules - HJ235; 4/1-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ250; 4/2-Senate-Consent - SJ142; 4/28-House-For message, see H5510.

H 5438 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati and Brian P. Lees for legislation to regulate expansion of the Hampden County Jail and, House of Correction in the vicinity of facilities of the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company in the town of Ludlow. 4/6-House-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ269; 4/7-Senate-Consent - SJ254; 7/2-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ948; 12/14-House-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending - HJ1387; 12/17-House-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading - HJ1430; 12/25-
H 5439 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr. and Stanley C. Rosenberg (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Northampton to establish "residents only" parking areas within said city. 4/6-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ269; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -S1255; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ353-354; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ380; 5/13-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ528; 5/14-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ496; 5/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1J523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 6/1-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ552; 6/3-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ587; 6/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 63 Acts.

H 5440 Petition of Joan M. Menard (with the approval of the mayor and municipal council) for legislation to provide civil service status for certain employees of the municipal light plant of the city of Taunton. 4/6-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Service -HJ269; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -S1255; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJI41; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ145; 5/11-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ500; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ809; 6/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ598; 6/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S1J628; 6/22-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ163; 6/29-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1011; 7/1-SENATE-Enacted -HJ929; 7/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1021; 7/14 Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 171 Acts.

H 5441 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and Jane M. Swift (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of North Adams to establish, install and construct a hydroelectric power project on Hoosac River. 4/6-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ269; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -S1255; Public Hearing date Feb 27; 4/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ4061, H4228, H4421, H4816 and H5157; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ271; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5442 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the operation of motorcycles and motor vehicles under the influence of drugs and alcohol. 4/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S111, S125, S139, S151, S160, H224, H694, H1653, H1854, H1855, H3669, H4061, H4228, H4421, H4816 and H5157; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ271; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5443 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the use of firearms, the illegal manufacture of dangerous weapons and the penalties therefor. 4/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S111, S125, S139, S151, S160, H224, H694, H1653, H1854, H1855, H3669, H4061, H4228, H4421, H4816 and H5157; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ271; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5444 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the operation of motor vehicles under the influence of drugs and alcohol. 4/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S112, H137, H1265, H1647, H1650, H2039, H3145 and H3162; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ271; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5445 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendments the engrossed Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 4/6-HOUSE-See H2935 -HJ267.

H 5446 Petition of Marian Walsh and Christopher M. Lane for legislation to authorize the State Board of Retirement to restore William Egan to employment with the Commonwealth. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ116; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1254; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5447 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy relative to the sales tax on certain motor vehicles. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ113; 4/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -SJ1254; 4/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ249; Public Hearing date Apr 14 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5448 Bill relative to regulating early cardiac defibrillation. 4/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of H2059; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ272; 4/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 4/27-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5503 -HJ364.

H 5449 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., and other members of the House for legislation to prohibit the sale of lottery tickets or shares by use of the telephone. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 4/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ270; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ253; 4/8-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ259; 4/13-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Passed to be engrossed - 29 YEAS to 0 NAYS -SJ598-599; 6/15-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H859; 8/6-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass;
Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ105; 8/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1109; 8/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1217; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Returned to the Senate with an amendment; 8/17-SENATE-For message, see S1680; Referred to the committee on Senate Bills in the Third Reading -SJ1278-1299; 1/59-SENATE-Amendment reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended, Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text -SJ1675; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5450 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., and other members of the House relative to the cost of lottery tickets sold by unlicensed vendors -HJ27; 2/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ270; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255; 4/8-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ259; 4/13-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ297; 4/14-SENATE-Pending motion to reconsider negatived -SJ307; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5451 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., and others for legislation to include certain employees of the Port Authority under the provisions of Group 4 of the contributory retirement system for public employees -HJ271; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5767.

H 5452 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., and another for legislation to include certain employees of the Board of Water Commissioners of the city of Pittsfield to the contributory retirement system for public employees -HJ271; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 6/4-HOUSE-accompanied a new draft, see H5768.

H 5453 Petition of Edward M. Reilly (mayor), Peter J. Larkin, Jane M. Swift and another (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the cost of lottery tickets sold by unlicensed vendors -HJ27; 2/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 4/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ271; 4/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ255; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 6/4-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5768.

H 5454 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to a substation in the city of Cowesville -HJ284; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ380; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/12-SENATE-Read; referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ507; 5/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ553; 6/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 55 Acts.

H 5455 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile, David F. Gately, Lucile P. Hicks and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the publication of ordinances in the city of Waltham -HJ284; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ380; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/12-SENATE-Read; referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ507; 5/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ553; 6/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 55 Acts.

H 5456 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Martin J. Dunn (by vote of the town) relative to certain changes in the charter of the town of Easthampton -HJ284; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am*; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ354; 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ380; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/12-SENATE-Read; referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ507; 5/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ553; 6/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 55 Acts.
Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 5458 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to extend the time within which the mayor of the city of Springfield shall submit the annual budget for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three. 4/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ284; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am; 6/18-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see HS829.

H 5459 Petition of Eric Turkington (by vote of the town) for legislation to validate certain zoning by-laws previously adopted by the town of Tisbury. 4/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ285; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am; 4/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. 4/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ380; 5/11-HOUSE-Second reading and passed to be engrossed -HJ496; 5/12-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ392; 6/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ601; 7/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1203; 8/3-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1100; 8/6-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1213; 8/13-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 165 Acts.

H 5460 Petition of James T. Brett and W. Paul White (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the civil service placement of Stephen J. Ridge of Boston on the eligibility list for the position of police officer in said city. 4/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ285; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 5/14-SENATE-Accompanied by S1126 and H3080; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 6/4-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ392; 6/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ601; 7/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1203; 8/3-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1100; 8/6-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1213; 8/13-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 165 Acts.

H 5461 Petition of John C. McNeil, William G. Reinstein, Richard R. Tisei and Steven Angelo (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to reduction in rank for certain public employees in the city of Malden. 4/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ285; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 22 am; 5/14-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ646; 5/26-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 83 Acts.

H 5462 Petition of Edward M. Reilly (mayor), Peter J. Larkin, Jane M. Swift, Shaun P. Kelly and another (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the awarding of certain contracts by the city of Pittsfield. 4/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ285; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ289; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ844; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ996; 7/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ11134; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5463 Petition of Eric Turkington (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Edgartown to transfer property to the Edgartown Ferry, Inc., notwithstanding certain public bidding requirements. 4/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ285; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ289; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ830; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ844; 6/12-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ894; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1664; 7/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1029; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5464 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 4/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ467; 4/14-SENATE-Enacted - 118 YEAS to 27 NAYS; 4/14-HOUSE-Enacted - 118 YEAS to 27 NAYS -4 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ278; New legislative day -SJ278; Pending motion to lay on the table negatived; Committee of conference report accepted - 30 YEAS to 4 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending; Motion (for unanimous consent) to suspend rules objected to; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ278-279; New legislative day; Pending motion to reconsider negatived - 3 YEAS to 23 NAYS -SJ280-281; 4/14-HOUSE-Enacted - 118 YEAS to 27 NAYS; 4/14-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ798; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1810; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ662; 6/18-SENATE-Enacted -HJ876; 6/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ646; 5/26-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 23 Acts; Governor returned to the House with disapprovals and reductions of certain items and sections and parts of a certain item; 5/6-HOUSE-For message, see HS881; Motion directing the Speaker to place before the House disapprovals of item 8000-3000 (Section 2A), Sections 20, 53 and 60 prevailed; Item 8000-3000 (Section 2A) passed over veto - 143 YEAS to 0 NAYS -See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 1061; HJ1295; 4/8-SENATE-Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted - 102 YEAS to 43 NAYS -See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 1061; HJ1295; 4/8-SENATE-Rules suspended; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session -SJ278; New legislative day -SJ278; Pending motion to lay on the table negatived; Committee of conference report accepted - 30 YEAS to 4 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending; Motion (for unanimous consent) to suspend rules objected to; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ311-312; 4/24-GOVERNOR-Signed (in part) by the Governor, Chapter 23 Acts; Governor returned to the House with disapprovals and reductions of certain items and sections and parts of a certain item, 5/6-HOUSE-For message, see HS881; Motion directing the Speaker to place before the House disapprovals of item 8000-3000 (Section 2A), Sections 20, 53 and 60 prevailed; Item 8000-3000 (Section 2A) passed over veto - 143 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 1201]; 5/6-SENATE-Item 8000-3000 (Section 2A) passed over veto - 36 YEAS to 0 NAYS -SJ428-430; 5/6-SENATE-Section 20 passed over veto - 143 YEAS to 0 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 121]; 5/6-SENATE-Section 20 passed over veto - 37 YEAS to 0 NAYS -SJ430-431; 5/6-SENATE-Section 60 passed over veto - 114 YEAS to 31 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 123]; SENATE-No action taken on veto of section 53; 5/6-HOUSE-Residue of message referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ9465-470; 5/11-HOUSE-Committee
Petition of Robert J. Rohan for legislation to authorize the Trial Court Department to establish a sick leave bank for John T. Lunardini, a probation officer of said court. 3/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means recommended reporting that Item 3722-9100 (Section 2A) ought to pass over veto; Rules suspended, Item 3722-9100 (Section 2A) passed over veto — 115 YEAS to 25 NAYS [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 126]-HJ502; 5/18-SENATE-Item 3722-9100 (Section 2A) passed over veto — 33 YEAS to 1 NAYS -SJ502-503.

H 5465 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to sanding rights in the town of Falmouth. 4/8-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ282; 4/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ288; Public Hearing date Apr 21 am; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ516; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1629; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1995; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1004; then open out of the Orders of the Day. Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1094; 7/10-HOUSE-Engrossed - YEAS 132, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 237]-HJ1018; 7/11-SENATE-Engrossed - 27 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1096-1097; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 124 Acts.

H 5466 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting recommendations for making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 4/8-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ282; 5/18-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H5673 -HJ553; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5467 Petition of John E. McDonough relative to the election of the district attorney for Suffolk County. 3/26-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ226; 4/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ270; 4/8-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281; Public Hearing date Apr 21 pm; 6/18-HOUSE-Engrossed; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1283; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1308; 12/1-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1336; 12/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1450; 12/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1497; 12/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1522; 12/17-HOUSE-Engrossed - YEAS 134, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 341]-HJ1427; 12/21-SENATE-Engrossed - 27 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1540-1541; 12/22-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 274 Acts.

H 5470 Petition of Alvin E. Thompson and Paul E. Caron for legislation to further regulate training for parachute jumping and sky diving. 4/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ254; 4/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ271; 4/8-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281; Public Hearing date Apr 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5471 Petition of Gary M. Coon and Patricia McGovern for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire certain parcels of land in the town of Andover and the city of Lawrence. 3/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ119; 4/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ271; 4/8-SENATE-Concurred -SJ281; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 6/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ843; 6/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1460; 6/18-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ353; 6/3-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 6/4-HOUSE-For message, see H5760; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ18; 6/8-HOUSE-Amendment rejected (in the form approved by committee) -HJ830; 6/9-SENATE-Refused to amend the bill -SJ609; 6/11-HOUSE-Re-engrossed -HJ856; 6/17-SENATE-Re-engrossed and again laid before the Governor -SJ1619-260; 6/24 Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 80.

H 5472 Petition relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain house documents concerning the powers and duties of cities and towns and other related matters. 4/9-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H957, H1348, H4717.
H 5473 Bill concerning health records requested from providers by persons seeking benefits under the Social Security Act and federal or state needs-based benefit programs. 4/9-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of H2062; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ302; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendments pending -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ865; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ952; 7/8-HOUSE-Amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed; Reprinted, as amended, see H5963 -HJ976.

H 5474 Petition filed at the request of Marie Ardito for a message from His Excellency the Governor.

H 5475 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for coordination and oversight of capital expenditures for state roadways. 4/13-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ308; SENATE-No action taken.

H 5476 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for the defacement of the outstanding bonds of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 4/13-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ308; SENATE-No action taken.

H 5477 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for the defacement of the outstanding bonds of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 4/13-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ308; SENATE-No action taken.

H 5478 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for an early retirement incentive program for state employees. 4/13-HOUSE-See H5260-HJ308.

H 5479 Bill further regulating professional liability insurance for health care providers. 4/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of S665, S674, H575 and H941; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ336; 5/6-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; New draft substituted, see H5587 -HJ462.

H 5480 Bill relative to the finances of the county of Dukes County. 4/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Counties; New draft of S102; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/14-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ336; 4/27-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ385; 4/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ413; 6/30-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Counties -SJ1382; 5/14-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ507; 5/21-HOUSE-Engaged -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ533; 6/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 57 Acts.

H 5481 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the powers of the Pocumtuc Valley Memorial Association. 3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ179; 4/14-SENATE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ512; 3:30-4/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ125; Public Hearing date May 6 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ108; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ384; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ166; 9/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ127; 9/24-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1298; 9/28-HOUSE-Engaged -HJ1179; 9/30-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ1313; 10/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 209 Acts.

H 5482 Petition of John F. Cox and Thomas M. Petrolati for legislation to further regulate the sale of brand name alcoholic beverages to wholesalers. 3/26-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ226; 4/14-SENATE-Reported, referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ303; committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ315; 4/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ325; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5483 Petition of John F. Cox and Thomas M. Petrolati relative to wholesalers and importers of alcoholic beverages. 3/30-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ235; 4/14-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ330; 4/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5484 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., for legislation to authorize the Lynn Division of the District Court Department of the Trial Court to establish a sick leave bank for Stephen T. Brown, a court officer of said court. 4/9-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ298; 4/14-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ303; 4/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ326; HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 5/6-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Amendments adopted; Passed
to be engrossed -HJ362; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ152; Senate-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1461; 5/18-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ504; 5/26-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ534; 5/27-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ591; 5/27-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ557; 5/27-House-Enacted -HJ591; 5/27-Senate-Enacted -SJ557; 6/3-Governor-Returned to the House with an amendment; 6/4-House-For message, see H5761; 6/8-House-Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ181; Amendment rejected (in the form approved by committee) -HJ380; 6/9-Senate-Refused to amend the bill -SJ609-610; 6/11-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ856; 6/11-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ619; 6/11-House-Re-enacted -HJ856; 6/11-Senate-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ169; 6/24-Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 81.

H 5485 Petition of William F. Stanley (mayor), Lucile P. Hicks, Anthony M. Mandile, David F. Gately and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Waltham to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 4/9-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ299; 4/14-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ330; 4/16-Senate-Considered -SJ332; Public Hearing date Apr 27 am; 5/4-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5561.

H 5486 Petition of Richard A. Voke relative to authorizing the Commissioner of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to transfer a certain parcel of land in the city of Chelsea to said city. 4/9-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ299; 4/14-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ330; 4/16-Senate-Considered -SJ332; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 6/9-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5784.

H 5487 A message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor, recommending legislation to further promote public integrity and disclosure regarding the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority retirement fund. 4/16-House-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ339; Senate-No action taken.

H 5488 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis relative to public education in the Commonwealth. 3/26-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ226; 4/16-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ341; 4/21-Senate-Considered -SJ332; Public Hearing date Apr 30 pm; 5/26-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5702.

H 5489 Petition of Richard T. Moore for legislation to further regulate prescription forms. 4/9-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ299; 4/16-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ341; 4/21-Senate-Considered -SJ332; Public Hearing date May 6 am; 5/7-House-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ482; 5/11-House-Referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ502; 6/22-House-Accompanied a study order, see H5836.

H 5490 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin, Paul D. Harold, Michael W. Morrissey and Ronald Mariano for legislation to provide a legal holiday in honor of President John F. Kennedy. 4/14-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ328; 4/16-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ341; 4/21-Senate-Considered -SJ332; Public Hearing date Apr 29 pm; 5/6-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; House-No further action taken.

H 5491 Petition of Douglas W. Petersen, Pamela P. Resor, Janet W. O'Brien, Daniel J. Ranieri and Patricia D. Jehlen relative to the joint operation of public activities by certain governmental units. 3/26-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ227; 4/16-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ341; 4/21-Senate-Considered -SJ333; Public Hearing date May 5 am; 5/4-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ444; House-No further action taken.

H 5492 Petition of Richard T. Moore for certain changes in the law relative to the Blackstone River and Canal Heritage State Park. 3/26-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ226; 4/16-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ341; 4/21-Senate-Considered -SJ333; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 5/7-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5602.

H 5493 Petition of Richard T. Moore and other members of the General Court for legislation to authorize the Superintendent of State Office Buildings to install and maintain a plaque to honor the work of General Marquis de Lafayette and the Franco-American community. 3/26-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ235; 4/16-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ341; 4/21-Senate-Considered -SJ333; Public Hearing date Apr 29 am; 5/7-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5602.

H 5494 Bill relative to the maintenance of personnel records. 4/23-House-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H94; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ631; 7/15-Senate-Considered -HJ456; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 6/11-Senate-Considered -HJ380; 5/6-Senate-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ461; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 6/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ130; 7/15-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1022; 7/2-House-Enacted -HJ494; 7/2-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1036; 7/10-Senate-Recalled from the Governor; Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor -SJ1109; 7/20-Senate-Recalled from the
Governor - SJ1140; 7/23 - SENATE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted - SJ1145-1146; 8/13 - HOUSE-Rules suspended; Committee on Bills in the Third Reading recommended NON-concurrence in the Senate amendment; Report accepted; House concurred in the Senate amendment with a further amendment striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; For text, see Journal - HJ1111; 8/13 - SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the further House amendment - SJ1224-1226; 8/17 - HOUSE-Again enacted - HJ1119; 11/16 - SENATE-Rules suspended; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text - SJ1405-1407; 12/10 - HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment with a further amendment - HJ1375; 12/16 - SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the further House amendment - SJ1505-1306; 12/17 - HOUSE-Again enacted - HJ1426; 12/18 - SENATE-Again enacted and again laid before the Governor - SJ1553; 12/23 - GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 28 Acts.

H 5495 Bill concerning the employees of the Suffolk County sheriff's department. 4/23 - HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Counties; New draft of H4226; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ352; 4/27 - HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ385; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5496 Petition of Sally P. Kerans for legislation to require the Governor to submit all privatization plans to the General Court for approval before implementation. 3/26 - HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules - HJ226; 4/21 - HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ346; 4/23 - SENATE-Concurred - SJ343; 6/24 - HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ895; HOUSE-No further action taken.


H 5498 Bill to further protect elderly citizens in meeting their health care and life insurance needs. 4/27 - HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H582 and H2317; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ373; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5499 Bill relative to certain medical records of patients. 4/27 - HOUSE-Reported from the committee on The Judiciary; New draft of H3161 and H3362; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ35; 4/28 - HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ397; 5/11 - HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ496; 5/12 - SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - S3467; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 5500 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 4/27 - HOUSE-See H2955 - HJ361.

H 5501 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill establishing a sick leave bank for an employee of the Department of Social Services. 4/27 - HOUSE-See H2564 - HJ362.

H 5502 Petition of Paul C. Casey relative to the minimum requirements for health benefit plans. 3/30 - HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health - HJ235; 4/23 - HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ351; 4/27 - SENATE-Concurred - SJ351; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5503 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to include full-time shellfish constables under the provisions of Group 4 of the contributory retirement system for public employees. 3/30 - HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ235; 4/23 - HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ351; 4/27 - SENATE-Concurred - SJ351; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5504 Petition of Stephen J. Karol for legislation to designate a certain bridge in the city of Attleboro as the Fire Fighter Richard A. Simkins Memorial Bridge. 4/23 - HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on
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Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ350; 4/27-SENATE-Concurred -SJ351; 4/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ431; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 5/12-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ516; 5/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ473; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ395; 5/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ533; 6/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 51 Acts.

H 5505 Bill regulating early cardiac defibrillation. 4/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft: Substituted for H5448; Passed to be engrossed -HJ5384-385; 4/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ365; 4/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ381; 5/4-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ411; 5/6-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ422; 5/11-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ495; 5/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ454; 5/20-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 39 Acts.

H 5506 Communication from the Board of Education (under Chapter 645 of the Acts of 1948) submitting interim regulations pertaining to school construction under the school building assistance program. 4/27-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ363; 4/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ377; Public Hearing date May 12 pm; 5/18-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be "placed on file"; Report accepted -HJ550; 5/19-SENATE-Report accepted -SJ514.

H 5507 Bill relative to the operations of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H391, H392, H393, H394, H395 and H396; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ391; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5508 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the town of Saugus contributory retirement system. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5402; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ411; 5/4-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ447; 5/5-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ416; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ462; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ505; 5/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ533; 5/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 49 Acts.

H 5509 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the city of Springfield retirement system. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5421; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ411; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ662-663; 6/24-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ896; 6/25-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ994; 6/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 91 Acts.

H 5510 Bill establishing a certain funding schedule for the town of Winchester retirement system. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5437; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ393; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ411; 5/4-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ447; 5/5-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ416; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ462; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ505; 5/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ533; 5/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 48 Acts.

H 5511 Bill naming Route 213 from the juncture of Interstate 495 to the juncture of Interstate 93 as Methuen Mall Way. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; New draft of H4981; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ394; 4/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ411; 5/4-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ505; 5/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ533; 5/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 49 Acts.

H 5512 Bill relative to the board of selectmen in the town of Dartmouth. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for S1456; Passed to be engrossed -HJ356; 4/29-SENATE-Read ordered to a third reading, rules suspended to be engrossed -SJ377; 5/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ523; 5/26-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ534; 6/3-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Passed to be engrossed -SJ587-588; 6/18-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ871; 6/24-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ896; 6/25-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ994; 6/30-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJ1016; 11/16-SENATE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted; SJ1185; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5513 Petition filed at the request of R. P. Churchville for legislation to authorize the Board of Registration of Real Estate Brokers and Salesmen to issue a license to Richard P. Churchville of the town of Lexington, 2/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ112; 4/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ366; 4/28-SENATE-
H 5514 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen relative to the reduction and prevention of childhood lead poisoning. 4/9-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ386; 4/28-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ366; 4/28-Senate-Concurred -SJ371; 6/24-HOUSE-Discharged in part (section 8) to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ894; 6/29-Senate-Concurred -SJ1001; 6/24-HOUSE-Residue accompanied a new draft, see HJ677-HJ895; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5515 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Boston to take an easement in two parcels of Metropolitan District Commission park land and to convey a certain parcel of park land in said city. 4/9-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ289; 4/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ389; 4/28-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -HJ1132; 10/22-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1237; 10/25-Senate-Reported, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ3162; 11/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ377; 11/16-HOUSE-Enacted - YEA 139, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 297]; HJ1272; 11/16-Senate-Enacted - 27 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1408; 11/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 236 Acts.

H 5516 Petition of James P. Jajuga, Larry F. Giordano and others (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to exempt the position of administrative assistant to the executive director of the council on aging in the city known as the town of Methuen from the provisions of civil service law. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ389; 4/29-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ317; Public Hearing date May 27 am; 8/31-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1132; 10/22-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1237; 10/25-Senate-Reported, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ3162; 11/9-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ377; 11/16-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 139, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 297]; HJ1272; 11/16-Senate-Enacted - 27 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1408; 11/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 236 Acts.

H 5517 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen, Larry F. Giordano and others (with the approval of the town council) for legislation to authorize the city known as the town of Methuen to reinstate seniority to police department employees David San Antonio and Timothy Henrick. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ389; 4/29-Senate-Concurred -SJ378; Public Hearing date May 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5518 Petition of Susan M. Tracy (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to certain elections in the city of Boston. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ404; 4/30-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Administration -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 5 am*; 5/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ942; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ156; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ915; 6/30-Senate-Reported, referred to in committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1017; 1/5-93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5519 Petition of Brian S. Dempsey, James P. Jajuga and Thomas G. Palumbo (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Haverhill to issue bonds to be issued by the city of Haverhill. 4/29-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ404; 30-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Administration -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/22-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ180; 6/8-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ831; 6/8-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ385; 6/9-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ608; 6/11-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ620; 6/15-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ862; 6/15-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ627; 6/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 79 Acts.

H 5520 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Cummington to pay certain unpaid bills to Patrick and Richard Ames for work performed on the recreation building located in said town. 4/29-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ404; 4/30-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Administration -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ910; 6/18/HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ876; 6/22-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ385; 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1018; 7/2-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1057; 7/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ966; 7/7-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1062; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 121 Acts.

H 5521 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Hull to establish a revolving fund from monies received from the rental of the senior center building in said town. 4/29-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ404; 4/30-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Administration -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 19 pm, 105-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6133.

H 5522 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Hull to establish a revolving fund from monies received from the rental of the senior center building in said town. 4/29-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ404; 4/30-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Administration -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 19 pm, 105-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6133.
to establish a revolving fund for the observance of the three hundred and fiftieth anniversary of said town. 4/29-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ405; 4/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5739.

H 5523 Petition of Mark Roosevelt (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Boston to use certain parkland in said city for the relocation of and the addition to a certain building to be used as a visitor information center. 4/29-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ405; 4/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1089; 7/28-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged. Passed to be engrossed -HJ1089; 7/30-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ121; 1202; 8/27-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ122; 8/31-Senate-Taken from the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1249; 9/16-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 138, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 276] -HJ1158; 9/16-Senate-Enacted - 32 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1275-1276; 9/24-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 195 Acts.

H 5524 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Springfield to convey certain land located on Berkshire Avenue to the Greater Springfield Habitat for Humanity, Incorporated. 4/29-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ405; 4/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ385; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1080; 11/18-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1308; 11/19-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ122; 11/25-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5525 Petition of Michael W. Merrill, John A. Basinger, Marc D. Draisen, Lois G. Pines and others (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Brookline to appoint Kevin Fallon a permanent police officer of said town. 4/29-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ405; 4/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ383; Public Hearing date May 11 am; 11/12-House-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1264; 11/16-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1405; 11/17-House-Enacted -HJ1284; 11/17-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1419; 11/25-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 240 Acts.

H 5527 Petition of Edward M. Reilly (mayor), Peter J. Larkin, Shaun P. Kelly, Jane M. Swift and another (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to exempt the position of director of veterans' services of the city of Pittsfield from the provisions of civil service law. 4/29-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ405; 4/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ384; Public Hearing date May 11 am; 5/20-Senate-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ151; Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ575; 6/1-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ575; 6/16-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ636; 6/18-House-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ873; 6/22-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ885; 12/30-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/93-House-Enacted -HJ1537; 1/93-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 401 Acts.

H 5528 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Insurance to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning changes in various group, life and health insurance laws of the Commonwealth and other related matters. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; 1/4/93-Senate-Enacted -HJ1537; 1/4/93-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 401 Acts.

H 5529 Bill to improve the elderly, disabled, and children programs. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of S585, S623, H1904 and H5181; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5530 Bill relative to preventing abuse in the human service system. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of S534, S589, H2306, H2307 and H2465; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5531 Bill to reduce barriers to care for substance abusing pregnant women. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly
Bill establishing emergency care for certain infirmed elderly persons. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H5588; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5532 Bill establishing emergency care for certain infirmed elderly persons. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H5588; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5533 Bill relative to women at MCI Framingham and women, infants, and children programs. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2082; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ407; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5534 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Article LXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to authorizing the town of Orleans to grant an easement to the Commonwealth. 4/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs -HJ402; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred - SJ519; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ844; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ915; 6/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ11017; 9/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1305; 10/1-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1328; 11/16-SENATE-Enacted - YEAS 138, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 298] - HJ1272; 11/16-SENATE-Enacted - 29 YEAS to 0 NAYS, Laid before the Governor - SJ1409; 11/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 232 Acts.

H 5535 Bill relative to investigations of certain cases of child abuse in the offices of the district attorneys. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H374; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ554; 5/19-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1514; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1527; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ560; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5536 Bill relative to the rights of extended family members in care and protection proceedings. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H929; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ555; 5/19-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ514; 1/5/93-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1702. No further action taken.

H 5537 Bill relative to the reporting of child abuse and neglect. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H930; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ429; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; 5/18-SENATE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Postponed to the next session - HJ556; 5/19-HOUSE-Amendment rejected - YEAS 8, NAYS 137 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 138]; Passed to be engrossed -HJ568; 5/20-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ519; 5/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ528; 5/27-SENATE-Read second, amended and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading -SJ560-561; 7/1-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendments -HJ926; 7/2-SENATE-Enacted -HJ949; 7/2-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1106; 7/13-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 115 Acts.

H 5538 Bill providing an automatic exemption from levy of execution in a personal residence. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on The Judiciary; New draft of H950, H2330, H4899 and H5074; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5539 Bill relative to recreation and park self-supporting service revolving funds. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of S1442; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ447; 5/5-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ415; 5/6-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ423; 5/11-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ454; 5/12-SENATE-Enacted - HJ515; 5/12-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - S3471; 5/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 42 Acts.

H 5540 Bill relative to debt issued by cities and towns for the payment of the appraisal services. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H2335; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ448; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5541 Bill to allow cities/towns to permit cluster developments & planned unit developments by right with the plan review and approval. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H770 and H12851; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second
and ordered to a third reading - HJ451; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5542 Bill relative to consolidated departments of municipal finance. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H3060; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ430; 5/4-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ434; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ495; 5/27-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ592; 5/27-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - S1558; 6/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 50 Acts.

H 5543 Petition of Anthony P. Giglio and another for legislation to increase the amount of death benefits paid by the Massachusetts Police Relief Association. Incorporated. 3/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules - HJ120; 4/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Insurance - HJ406; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ383; Public Hearing date Jun 23 am; 9/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ152; 9/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1157; 9/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1175; 9/28-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1301; 9/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1306; 9/30-House-Enacted - HJ1190; 9/30-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1325; 10/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 211 Acts.

H 5544 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamila for legislation to authorize the Personnel Administrator to reinstate John J. Balboni as a fire fighter in the fire department of the town of Billerica. 1/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules - HJ440A; 4/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ405-406; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; Public Hearing date May 11 am; 12/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1522; 1/4-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1541; 1/5-93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1694; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5545 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley and others for legislation to credit teachers with time spent in the military service for purposes of retirement. 4/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules - HJ364; 4/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Service - HJ406; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; Public Hearing date May 11 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Enacted a study order, see H5924.

H 5546 Petition of John C. Bradford relative to regulating the selection and employment of persons for civil service. 4/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules - HJ364; 4/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ406; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; Public Hearing date May 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5547 Petition of Athan Catjakis for legislation to restore equitable examination status to error rate specialists in the Department of Public Welfare. 2/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules - HJ111; 4/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ406; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; Public Hearing date May 11 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5548 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty for legislation to make appropriations to fund a certain collective bargaining agreement between the Commonwealth and the National Association of Government Employees— Unit 1. 4/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ424; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; 5/6-HOUSE-Opinions requested, see H5583 - HJ454-455; 9/10-HOUSE-Opinions returned, see H6072 - HJ1145; 11/16-HOUSE-Enacted a new draft, see H6208.

H 5549 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty for legislation to make appropriations to fund a certain collective bargaining agreement between the Commonwealth and the Alliance, AFSCME-SEIU, AFL-CIO — Units 2, 8 and 10. 4/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ424; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; 5/6-HOUSE-Opinions requested, see H5583 - HJ454-455; 9/10-HOUSE-Opinions returned, see H6072 - HJ1145; 11/16-HOUSE-Enacted a new draft, see H6208.

H 5550 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty for legislation to make appropriations to fund a certain collective bargaining agreement between the Commonwealth and the National Association of Government Employees— Unit 3. 4/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ424; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; 5/6-HOUSE-Opinions requested, see H5583 - HJ454-455; 9/10-HOUSE-Opinions returned, see H6072 - HJ1145; 11/16-HOUSE-Enacted a new draft, see H6208.

H 5551 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty for legislation to make appropriations to fund a certain collective bargaining agreement between the Commonwealth and the National Association of Government Employees— Unit 6. 4/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ424; 4/30-Senate-Enacted - SJ384; 5/6-HOUSE-Opinions requested, see H5583 - HJ454-455; 9/10-HOUSE-Opinions returned, see H6072 - HJ1145; 11/16-HOUSE-Enacted a new draft, see H6208.

H 5552 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty for legislation to make appropriations to fund certain collective bargaining agreements. 4/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended
and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ425; 4/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ384; 11/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6208.

H 5553 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty for legislation to make appropriations to fund a certain collective bargaining agreement between the Commonwealth and the Massachusetts Organization of State Engineers and Scientists — Unit 9. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ425; 4/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1384-385; 5/6-HOUSE-Opinions requested, see H5583 - HJ454-455; 9/10-HOUSE-Opinions returned, see H6072 - HJ1145; 11/16-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6208.

H 5554 Bill relative to special education. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of H2792; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ439; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5555 Bill to improve licensed nuclear power plants. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Energy; New draft of H3555; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ440; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5556 Bill relative to nuclear power plant emergency planning. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Energy; New draft of H3556; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ440; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5557 Bill relative to supporting people with disabilities and their families. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2312; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ440; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5558 Bill to prevent institutionalization. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H5266; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ440; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5559 Bill relative to sexual harassment education and training in the workplace. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H2620; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the House Ways and Means - HJ439; 12/21-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefor a new draft, see H6329; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending - HJ4151; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments to the pending new draft adopted; Pending new draft substituted, as amended, see H6329 - HJ4189.

H 5560 Bill relative to firearms. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of H1649; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ440; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ463; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5561 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the city of Waltham retirement system. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5485; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ441; 5/6-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ462; 5/11-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ496; 5/12-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ467; 5/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ492; 5/18-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ506; 5/21-HOUSE-Engaged - HJ578; 5/26-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor - SJ533; 5/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 47 Acts.

H 5562 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy relative to regulation of the sale and dispensing of hearing aids, and the licensing of hearing aid specialists and technicians. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ113; 4/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Health Care - HJ426; 5/6-SENATE-Concurred - SJ397; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6271.

H 5563 Petition of Joseph L. Bradley and David F. Gately relative to further regulating parking of motor vehicles of handicapped and disabled persons. 3/26-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ226; 4/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ427; 5/4-SENATE-Concurred - SJ397; Public Hearing date Jun 8 am; 8/31-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1132; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5564 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy and another relative to warning devices on school buses. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ113; 4/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ427; 5/4-SENATE-Concurred - SJ397; Public Hearing date Jun 8 am; 10/13-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6149.

H 5565 Petition of Susan F. Rourke, Edward A. LeLacheur, John F. Cox and Nancy Achin Sullivan with the approval of the city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Lowell to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 4/28-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ390; 4/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, related, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ427; 5/4-SENATE-Concurred - SJ397; Public Hearing date May 11 am; 5/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5697.

H 5566 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting (under Article LXXXVII of the Amendments to the Constitution) Reorganization Plan Number 2 of 1992, relative to reorganizing the Department of Public Utilities to include the functions of the Energy Facilities Siting Council. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Government Regulations - HJ434; 5/27-SENATE-Concurred - SJ557; Public Hearing date Jun 2 am; 7/21 Became law under the provisions of Article LXXXVII of the Amendments to the Constitution, Chapter 141 Acts.

H 5567 Petition of Byron Rushing (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to remove...
prohibitions relative to transactions between the city of Boston and Namibia. 5/4-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ451; 5/4-Senate-Concurred -SJ397; Public Hearing date May 5 am; 5/6-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5586-HJ457.

H 5569 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir relative to arrests without warrants. 4/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ298; 5/4-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ438; 5/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ417; Public Hearing date May 13 pm; 5/26-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H5699.

H 5569 Petition filed at the request of W. Scott Lenhart and another relative to sureties for subdivision road completion. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ298; 5/4-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ438; 5/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ417; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ803; 6/3-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ811.

H 5570 Petition filed at the request of W. Scott Lenhart and another relative to the expenditure of proceeds derived from the surety of subdivision roads. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ298; 5/4-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ438; 5/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ417; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ803; 6/3-HOUSE-Report accepted -HJ811.

H 5571 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and others relative to the reorganization of the police officers and fire fighters. 3/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ235; 5/4-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ438; 5/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ417; Public Hearing date May 13 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5572 Petition of Sally P. Kerans and others for legislation to exempt sales of telecommunication services made to military personnel in the Persian Gulf from the provisions of the sales tax. 3/12-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ179; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ438; 5/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ417; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5573 Petition filed at the request of Ronald L. C. Maribett relative to further regulating the conduct of certain state employees. 4/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ299; 5/4-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ438; 5/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ417; Public Hearing date May 27 am; 10/1-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6129.

H 5574 Petition filed at the request of Nancy Sveden for legislation to exempt sales of telecommunication services made to military personnel in the Persian Gulf from the provisions of the sales tax. 3/12-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ179; 5/4-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ438; 5/5-Senate-Concurred -SJ417; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5575 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the installation of traffic control signals in the town of Milton by the Metropolitan District Commission. 5/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by S1348, S1353, H3480, H3682, H4214 and H4215; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ457; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5576 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the installation of traffic control signals in the town of Milton by the Metropolitan District Commission. 5/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by S1348, S1353, H3480, H3682, H4214 and H4215; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ457; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5577 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the installation of traffic control signals in the town of Milton by the Metropolitan District Commission. 5/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by H1430, H1434, H1618, H2218, H3482, H4037 and H4039; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ457; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5578 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the installation of traffic control signals in the town of Milton by the Metropolitan District Commission. 5/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by H2756, H2757, H2758 and H2759; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ457; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5579 Bill relative to certain regulatory changes. 5/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of Section 11 of H1999; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5580 Bill relative to home care services. 5/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of H1881; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ458; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5581 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his disapproval of certain items and sections, reductions in certain items and parts of a certain item contained in the engrossed Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for
certain other activities and projects. 5/6-HOUSE-See H5464 -HJ5465-470.

H 5582 Bill authorizing the appointment of a treasurer/tax collector in the town of Buckland. 5/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for S1476; Passed to be engrossed -HJ461; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ439; 5/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ452; 5/18-Senate-Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ509-510; 6/18-House-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ372; 6/22-House-Enacted -HJ383; 6/22-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S1652; 6/29-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 90 Acts.

H 5583 Order relative to requesting the opinions of the Honorable the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court on certain questions of law concerning cost items for collective bargaining agreements between unions representing employees and the Commonwealth (see House, Nos. 5548, 5549, 5550, 5551 and 5553), 5/6-House-Referral to the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Adopted -HJ454-455; 9/10-House-Opinions returned, see H6072 -HJ1145.

H 5584 Bill relative to the reporting of hate crimes. 5/6-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft, Substituted for H5220; Passed to be engrossed -HJ461; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ440; 5/14-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ492; 5/18-Senate-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ507; 5/21-House-Enacted -HJ578; 5/26-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S1533; 6/3-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 59 Acts.

H 5585 Petition of Edward J. Clancy, Jr., Jeffery J. Hayward, Douglas W. Petersen, Steven Angelo and Walter J. Boverini (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to reduction in rank of certain employees of the fire department of the city of Lynn. 5/6-House-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ455; 5/7-Senate-Considered -SJ440; Public Hearing date May 13 am; 6/4-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H5769.

H 5586 Bill removing certain prohibitions regarding transactions between the city of Boston and Namibia. 5/6-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft, Substituted for H5957; Passed to be engrossed -HJ457; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ440; 5/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1017; 7/8-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; 11/16-Senate-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1398; 11/17-House-Enacted -HJ1284; 11/17-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1419; 11/24-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 233 Acts.

H 5587 Bill further regulating professional liability insurance for health care providers. 5/6-House-New draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. Mara) for H5479; Passed to be engrossed -HJ5462-463; 5/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ440; 5/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ462; 5/18-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ510; 5/20-Senate-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ520; 5/21-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ577; 5/26-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ532; 5/27-Senate-Enacted -HJ591; 5/27-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ558; 6/4-Senate-Recalled from the Governor; Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor -SJ594; 6/12-Governor-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 65 Acts.

H 5588 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning crimes against elderly persons, gang crimes assault, rape, indecent assault and battery and the abuse, kidnaping and abduction of children, 5/7-House-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S109, S127, S143, S178, H894, H1839, H1840, H1841, H1842, H1843, H1845, H1846, H1848, H1852, H2632, H2633, H2964, H3137, H3694, H3698, H4415, H4416 and H4821; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ477; House-No further action taken.

H 5589 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the operation of motor vehicles under the influence of alcoholic beverages or drugs, 5/7-House-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S130, H891, H2243, H3342, H4824 and H5167; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ477; House-No further action taken.

H 5590 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning hypodermic needles, child pornography, theft of medical records, facsimile checks, destruction of farm property and the illegal use of shopping carts and other containers, 5/7-House-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S140, S163, S176, H519, H704, H2241 and H3136; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ477; House-No further action taken.

H 5591 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents prohibiting the sale of major drug traffickers; 5/7-House-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S168, H698, H3514 and H4420; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ477; House-No further action taken.

H 5592 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning compensation for victims of criminal acts, rights of victims, medical profiteering and ritualistic acts. 5/7-House-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by H272, H318, H3141, H4817 and H4826; Order reported favorably by committee and
H 5593 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain House documents providing penalties for malicious breaking of glass, prison riots, larceny, trespass, defacing of tombs, common receivers of stolen goods and assaults on sports officials. 5/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; A297, H2250, H4217, H2634, H2635, H2954, H3337, H4636, H4818 and H5016; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ478; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5594 Bill relative to contracts for the purchase of energy management services. 5/7-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of S1191 and H101; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1283; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second; New draft substituted, see H6226-HJ1309.

H 5595 Bill authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey the state police barracks in the town of Brookfield to the town of Brookfield. 5/7-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H1604; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ479; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ906; 7/8-Senate-Read by题 and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1065; 7/28-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1197; 8/6-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1210; 9/24-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed), amended and passed to be engrossed -SJ1298; 11/16-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1269; 11/17-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 135; NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 303] -HJ1285; 11/17-Senate-Enacted -13 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJ4140-1412; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 238 Acts.

H 5597 Bill prohibiting certain acts against children. 5/7-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of S108, S173, S183, H523, H2629, H2955, H3512 and H5016; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ809; 6/4-HOUSE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Postponed to Mon., June 8 -HJS822-823; 6/8-HOUSE-Amendments adopted; Again passed to be engrossed -HJ832; 6/9-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ609; 6/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ643; 6/22-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ653; 6/29-Senate-Pending motion to reconsider prevailed -17 YEAS to 13 NAYS; New text pending and laid over (under Senate Rule 31) until the next session -SJ1005-1007; 7/8-Senate-Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Again ordered to a third reading; Motion to reconsider the vote by which the Senate ordered the bill to a third reading pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1078-1080; 11/6-Senate-Pending motion to reconsider the vote by which the Senate ordered the bill to a third reading prevailed - 16 YEAS to 15 NAYS; Motion to reconsider the vote by which the Senate adopted the new text pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Postponed to November 30 -SJs1391-1392; Senate-No further action taken.

H 5598 Bill relative to shoplifting. 5/7-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of S146, H890 and H5164; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ497; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ813; 6/8-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ598; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5599 Bill relative to the penalties for killing, maiming or poisoning of an animal. 5/7-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of S156, S157, S158, S159 and H2035; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ480; 5/11-House-Read second; Amendments adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ497; 6/3-Senate-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1106; 8/10-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1215; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5600 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three for the maintenance of the departments, boards, commissions, institutions and certain activities of the Commonwealth, for interest, sinking fund and serial bond requirements and for certain permanent improvements. 5/26-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H1; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ585; 5/27-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Amendment (striking section 174) pending; Quorum roll call - 134 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 1421]; Pending amendment (striking section 174) rejected - YEAS 68, NAYS 82 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 143] -HJ593; Amendment (in item 2440-1000) adopted; Amendment (in item 4570-3000) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 284) adopted; Amendments (above item 7005-0003) adopted;
adopted - HJS594; Amendment (in item 7005-0003) adopted - HJS594-595; Amendment (inserting sections 285 and 286) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJS595; Amendment (inserting section 174A) adopted - HJS595-596; Amendment (inserting sections 179A and 179B) adopted - HJS596-597; Amendment (inserting section 186A) adopted - HJS597; Amendment (in item 1107-2000) rejected - YEAS 58, NAYS 90 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 144] - HJS597-598; Amendment (striking out sections 255 through 280, inclusive) adopted - HJS598; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - YEAS 55, NAYS 96 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 145] - HJS598-606; Amendment (inserting section 287) adopted - HJS606-608; Amendment (inserting a new item) rejected - YEAS 52, NAYS 98 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 146] -HJ608. Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJS608-609; Amendment (inserting section 288) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 289) adopted - HJS609; Amendment (inserting section 290) adopted - HJS609-610; Amendment (inserting 25 new sections) rejected - YEAS 48, NAYS 107 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 147] - HJS610-615; Amendment (inserting sections 291 and 292) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 293) adopted; Amendment (in section 172) adopted - HJ616. Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - YEAS 74, NAYS 76 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 148]; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - YEAS 53, NAYS 57 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 149] - HJ617; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - YEAS 37, NAYS 112 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 150] - HJ618; Amendment (inserting section 44A) adopted - HJS618-619; Amendment (in item 0332-6800) adopted; Amendment (in item 0614-6801) adopted; Amendment (in item 0200) adopted; Amendment (in item 1101-2100) adopted - HJ619; Amendment (in section 2260-1000) adopted; Amendment (in item 4000-0300) adopted; Amendment (in item 4120-2000) adopted; Amendment (in item 4150-0100) adopted; Amendment (in item 4202-0030) adopted; Amendment (in item 4237-0001) adopted; Amendment (inserting sections 4800-4900, 4800-4900) adopted; Amendment (inserting sections 4800-4900 and inserting item number 4408-1000) adopted - HJ620; Amendment (in item 4510-2000) adopted; Amendments (in items 4530-6000 and 4590-2000) adopted; Amendments (in items 4800-0016 and 4800-0030) adopted; Amendment (in item 4800-0041) adopted; Amendments (in items 5047-5000 and 5049-1000) adopted; Amendments (in items 6005-0017 and 6005-1000 and above items 6005-1000 and above items 6005-4000) adopted - HJ621; Amendment (striking out item number 7000-9400 and inserting item number 7000-9420) adopted; Amendment (in item 7220-0100) adopted; Amendment (in item 8000-0154) adopted; Amendment (in item 8000-0214) adopted; Amendments (in items 8100-0022 and 8100-0025) adopted; Amendment (in item 8901-0011) adopted - HJ622; Amendment (in item 9275-0200 and inserting item 9275-0600) adopted - HJS622-623; Amendment (in item 0750-0200 of section 28B) adopted; Amendment (inserting sections 47A and 47B) adopted - HJS623; Amendment (in section 60) adopted; Amendment (in section 65) adopted; Amendment (in section 86) adopted; Amendment (inserting sections 195A, 195B, 195C and 195D) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 294) adopted - HJ624; Amendment (inserting section 295) adopted - HJS624-625; Amendments (above item 7066-0000) adopted; Amendments (in items 9731-0000, 9731-0050, 9734-
Amendment (inserting section 208A) adopted - HJ657; Amendment (inserting section 325) adopted - HJ657-658; Amendment (in item 174) rejected; Motion to reconsider prevailed - HJ658; Recurring amendment (in section 174) rejected - YEAS 64, NAYS 90 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 158] - HJ658-659; Amendment (inserting section 326) adopted; Amendment (in section 144) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 327) adopted - HJ659; Amendment (inserting sections 328, 329 and 330) adopted - HJ659-660; Amendment (in item 2200-2000) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 180B) adopted; Amendment (inserting sections 321 and 332) adopted - HJ661; Amendment (inserting section 39A) adopted - HJ661-662; Amendment (inserting section 66A) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 333) adopted - HJ662; Amendment (inserting section 196A) adopted - HJ662-663; Amendment (inserting sections 101B and 101C) adopted - HJ663-664; Amendment (inserting sections 61A and 61B) adopted - HJ664-665; Amendment (inserting section 156A) adopted - HJ665; Amendment (inserting section 335) adopted - HJ665-666; Amendment (inserting section 283B) adopted - HJ666; Amendment (inserting section 334) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - YEAS 55, NAYS 96 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 159]; Quorum roll call - 132 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 160] - HJ667; Amendment (inserting section 335) adopted - HJ667-668; Amendment (in item 4340-1000) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 336) adopted - HJ668; Amendments (in item 1108-5200 and inserting new sections) adopted - HJ668-669; Amendment (inserting section 337) adopted; Amendment (striking out section 79) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected; Amendment (inserting section 338) adopted - HJ669; Amendment (inserting section 339) adopted - HJ669-670; Amendments (in item 2440-1000 and inserting item 2440-4000) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ670; Amendment (in item 9110-1630) rejected - HJ671-672; Amendment (inserting section 340) adopted - HJ672-673; Amendment (in item 7010-0075 and 7010-0080 and inserting a new item) pending - HJ672-673; Further amendment (in pending new item) rejected - YEAS 8, NAYS 12 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 161] - HJ673; Further amendment (in pending new item) rejected - YEAS 8, NAYS 14 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 162] - HJ673-674; Pending amendments (in items 7010-0075 and 7010-0080 and inserting a new item) rejected - YEAS 15, NAYS 126 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 163]; Amendment (in item 7010-0080) adopted; Amendment (in item 6000-2000) adopted - HJ674; Amendment (in order to meet beyond 10 P.M.) adopted - HJ674-675; Amendment (in order to meet beyond 10 P.M.) - YEAS 110, NAYS 42 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 167] - HJ675; Pending amendment (inserting section 68A) adopted - YEAS 102, NAYS 49 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 168] - HJ675-676; Amendment (above item 4800-0015) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ676; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ676-678; Amendment (inserting sections 344, 345, 346 and 347) adopted - HJ678-681; Amendment (inserting section 348) adopted - HJ681-683; Amendment (inserting section 68A) pending; Rule 1A suspended (in order to meet beyond 10 P.M.) - YEAS 110, NAYS 42 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 167] - HJ676; Pending amendment (inserting section 68A) adopted - YEAS 102, NAYS 49 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 168] - HJ675-676; Amendment (above item 4800-0015) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ676; Amendment (inserting sections 185A and 185B) adopted - HJ684-685; Amendment (inserting section 86A) adopted - HJ685; Amendments (in item 7220-0100, striking out items 7310-0100, 7400-0100, 7410-0000, 7410-0010, 7411-1005, 7416-1001, 7400-0223, 7109-0100, 7110-0100, 7112-0100, 7113-0100, 7114-0100, 7115-0100, 7116-0100, 7117-0100, 7118-0100, 7120-0223, 7502-0100, 7503-0100, 7504-0100, 7505-0100, 7506-0100, 7507-0100, 7508-0100, 7509-0100, 7510-0100, 7511-0100, 7512-0100, 7514-0100, 7515-0100, 7516-0100, 7518-0100 and 7520-0423 and inserting 2 new items) adopted - HJ685-686; Amendment (inserting section 349) adopted; Amendment (in item 7053-1925) adopted; Amendment (inserting item 7010-0076) adopted - HJ686; Amendment (inserting section 350) adopted - HJ686-687; Amendment (inserting section 351) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 174B) adopted - HJ687; Amendment (inserting section 352) adopted - HJ687-688; Amendment (inserting section 353) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 206A) adopted - HJ689; Amendment (inserting section 206B) adopted - HJ690; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ690-691; Amendment (inserting section 349) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 350) rejected; Amendment (inserting section 358) adopted - HJ691; Amendment (inserting sections 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366 and 367) adopted - HJ693-695; Amendment (inserting 5 new sections) pending - HJ693-695; Quorum roll call - 135 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 169] - HJ695-696; Further amendment (inserting section 177A) adopted (precluding the pending amendment) - YEAS 147, NAYS 5 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 170] - HJ696; Amendment (inserting a new section) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - YEAS 33, NAYS 118 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 171]; Amendments (in item 2420-1400 and inserting item 0614-3910 and sections 173A and 180C) adopted - HJ697-699; Amendment (inserting section 174C) - HJ699-700 adopted; Motion to reconsider negated; Amendment (inserting section 348A) adopted - HJ700; Amendment (inserting a new section) adopted - HJ700-704; Amendment (inserting section 366) adopted; Amendment (in item 4120-4000) adopted; Amendments (in items 4202-0030, 4237-0001 and 4238-0001) adopted - HJ704; Amendments (in items 4402-0000, 4402-4000, 4410-0000, 4410-0010, 4410-0015, 4410-0020, 4410-0025, 4410-0030 and 4410-0035) adopted - HJ705; Amendments (in sections 151, 152, 153 and 154, striking out items 2270-1000, 2270-2000 and 2270-3000 and inserting items 8311-2000, 8311-3000 and 8311-4000 and sections 154A and 154B) adopted - HJ705-706; Motion to reconsider negated; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ706; Amendment (inserting a new item)
rejected - HJ706-707; Amendment (in item 9000-1492) adopted; Amendment (inserting 3 new sections) rejected - HJ707; Amendment (inserting section 367) adopted - HJ707-708; Amendment (inserting section 368) adopted; Amendment (inserting sections 369, 370 and 371) adopted; Amendment (in item 3100-0200) adopted - HJ707-708; Amendment (inserting section 372) adopted - HJ708-709; Amendment (in section 96) adopted - HJ709; Amendments (in sections 106, 126 and 134) adopted - HJ709-710; Amendment (in item 4402-4400) adopted - HJ710-711; Amendment (inserting section 373) adopted; Amendments (in item 0336-0400 and 0336-0500) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 23A) adopted - HJ711; Amendment (inserting sections 106, 126 and 134) adopted - HJ711-712; Amendment (inserting section 374) adopted - HJ712; Amendment (inserting section 38A) adopted - HJ712-713; Amendment (striking out section 27) rejected; Amendments (in item 4000-0300) rejected; Amendment (inserting section 60A) adopted - HJ713; Amendment (in section 155) adopted; Amendment (in item 5046-3500, above items 9000-1000, 9001-1000 and 9002-1000) adopted - HJ715; Amendment (in item 1201-0100) rejected - YEAS 58, NAYS 91 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 172]; Amendment (inserting section 375) adopted; Amendment (in item 3100-0200) adopted - HJ714; Amendment (in item 2511-4000) adopted - HJ714-715; Amendment (inserting sections 23A) rejected - YEAS 35, NAYS 118 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 173]; Amendment (inserting items 0810-1032) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 376) adopted; Amendment (in item 9000-1900) adopted - HJ715; Amendment (in item 1201-0100) rejected - YEAS 58, NAYS 91 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 174]; Amendment (in item 2100-0300) adopted; Amendment (in item 2100-0300) adopted - HJ716; Amendment (inserting section 377) adopted - HJ716-717; Amendment (striking out item 1100-1220) rejected - YEAS 74, NAYS 76 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 175]; Motion to reconsider prevailing; Recurring amendment (in item 9010-0100) adopted - HJ717; Amendments (inserting sections 190A, 190B, 190C and 248A) adopted - HJ717-719; Amendment (in item 4530-9000) adopted - HJ719; Amendment (inserting section 378) adopted - HJ719-720; Amendments (in item 4408-1000 and inserting a new section) rejected - YEAS 30, NAYS 118 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 177]; HJ720-722; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ722-723; Amendment (in item 0330-3200) rejected; Motion to close debate at 8 A.M., Fri., May 29 negatived; Amendment (in item 2300-0100) rejected; Amendment (in section 105) adopted; Amendments (in item 2350-0100) adopted; Amendments (in items 1201-0100 and 1310-0100) adopted - HJ724; Amendments (in items 5046-2000 and 5047-5000) adopted - HJ722-724; Amendment (in item 4210-3000) adopted; Motion to reconsider prevailing; Recurring amendments (in items 5046-3600 and 5046-4000) rejected; Motion to reconsider prevailing; Recurring amendments (in items 5046-3600 and 5046-4000) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ724; Amendment (in section 26) adopted - HJ724-726; Amendments (in items 4099-1510 and 4800-0018) adopted - HJ726; Amendments (in sections 81) adopted; Amendment (in item 7509-0100) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected; Amendment (in item 5046-2000) rejected - HJ727; Amendment (in section 83) rejected - HJ727-728; Amendment (inserting section 379) adopted - HJ728; Amendment (inserting a new item) rejected - HJ729; Amendment (inserting 3 new sections) rejected - HJ729-731; Amendment (in item 5047-5000) rejected; Motion to reconsider prevailing; Recurring amendment (in item 5047-5000) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 70A) adopted - HJ731; Amendment (inserting section 146A) adopted - HJ732; Amendment (in item 4401-1000) adopted - HJ732; Amendment (in section 372) rejected - HJ732-733; Amendment (in item 3021-1500) adopted; Amendment (inserting item 8850-0015) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 380) adopted; Amendments (in items 7070-0065 and 7070-0067) rejected; Amendment (in item 4401-1000) rejected; Amendment (in item 2420-1400) rejected - HJ733; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ733-734; Amendment (in item 4000-0210) rejected; Amendment (inserting section 154C) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 381) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new item) rejected - HJ734; Amendment (inserting 4 new sections) rejected - HJ734-735; Amendment (in Supplement, No. 178); HJ734-739; Amendment (in item 4403-2000) adopted; Amendment (in item 4000-0210) rejected; Amendment (in item 4407-5070 in section 2A) rejected; Amendment (in item 4000-0702 in section 2A) rejected; Amendment (in item 0340-0535) rejected - HJ739; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ739-740; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ740; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ741; Amendment (in item 4510-7000) adopted; Amendment (inserting sections 382 and 383) adopted - HJ744; Amendment (inserting section 384) adopted - HJ744-745; Amendment (in item 4600-1050) adopted - HJ745; Amendments (in item 5046-4000 and 5047-4000) adopted - HJ745-746; Amendment (inserting sections 385) adopted; Amendment (in item 777) adopted - HJ746; Amendment (inserting sections 100A and 100B) adopted - HJ746-747; Amendment (inserting sections 387, 388, 389 and 390) adopted - HJ747-748; Amendments (in item 4402-4100) adopted - HJ748; Amendment (inserting section 2100-0300) adopted - HJ748-749; Amendment (inserting section 391) adopted - HJ749-750; Amendment (in item 4402-4400) adopted - HJ750; Amendment (inserting sections 392 and 393) adopted - HJ750-751; Amendment (in item 7010-0054) adopted; Amendment (in item 7010-0055) adopted; Amendment (in item 7010-0059) adopted; Amendment (in item 4000-0300) adopted; Amendment (in items 4000-0300 and 4000-0350) adopted - HJ751; Amendment (inserting items 5046-3700) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 77C) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 394) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new item) rejected - HJ752; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ753; Amendment (inserting 21 new sections) rejected - HJ753-762; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ762; Amendments (in items 0336-0400 and 0336-0500) rejected; Amendment (in item 3143-3036) rejected; Amendment (in item 3143-2027) rejected; Amendment (inserting a new item) rejected; Motion to limit time for presenting amendments to 8 A.M. prevailed; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ763; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected; Amendment (in item 7030-1000)
Amendment (in item 5920-3000) adopted - YEAS 150, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 179]; Amendment (in item 7010-0073) pending - HJ764; Further amendment (in item 7010-0075) rejected - YEAS 40, NAYS 110 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 180] - HJ764-765; Further amendment (in item 7010-0075) adopted; Pending amendment (in item 7010-0075) adopted, as amended; Motion to recess to 10 A.M., Mon., June 1 pending - HJ765-766; Amendment (inserting section 395) adopted; Amendments (in item 4800-0050) adopted - YEAS 95, NAYS 46 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 181]; Motion to reconsider negatived - HJ766; Amendments (in items 4402-4100, 4402-4200, 4402-4300, 4402-4400, 4402-4500 and 4402-4600) adopted - HJ766-767; Amendment (in section 78) adopted; Amendment (in item 3222-9002) adopted - YEAS 117, NAYS 31 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 184]; Amendment (in item 3322-8878) adopted; Amendment (inserting item 3743-2027) adopted - YEAS 116, NAYS 31 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 185] - HJ767; Amendment (inserting section 396) adopted; Amendment (in item 3222-9024) pending amendment (in item 3222-9024) rejected - YEAS 107 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 186] - HJ768-769; Pending amendment (in item 3222-9024) adopted - YEAS 142, NAYS 6 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 187]; Amendment (striking out section 186) adopted - HJ769; Amendment (striking out sections 82 and 83) adopted; Amendment (in item 8000-0130) adopted - YEAS 42, NAYS 102 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 188]; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ771; Amendment (in item 7000-9403) rejected - HJ772; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ773; Amendments (in items 7010-0067, 7010-0075 and 7028-0412 and inserting a new item) rejected; Amendment (inserting 2 new sections) rejected - HJ774; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ774-775; Amendment (in item 4406-3000) rejected - HJ775; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ775-776; Amendment (in item 4403-2000) rejected - HJ776; Amendments (in items 1107-2400) rejected; Amendments (above item 4530-1000 and inserting a new item) rejected - HJ777; Amendment (inserting a new section) pending - HJ777-779; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ779-780; Amendment (inserting a new item) rejected - HJ780-781; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ781; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ781-782; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ782; Amendment (inserting a new section) rejected - HJ783; Amendment (inserting section 396) adopted; Amendment (inserting item 7000-9401) adopted; Amendment (in item 4530-1000) adopted; Amendment (in item 8000-0130) adopted - HJ784; Amendment (in item 8400-0050) adopted - HJ784-785; Amendment (inserting section 400) adopted - HJ785; Amendment (inserting section 58A) adopted - HJ785-786; Amendment (in item 3145-1000) adopted; Amendment (in item 4179-0012) adopted - HJ786; Amendment (inserting section 400) adopted - HJ786-787; Amendment (inserting item 3904-0100) adopted; Amendment (inserting a new item) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 402) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 403) adopted - HJ787; Amendment (inserting section 404) adopted - HJ787-788; Amendment (inserting section 405) adopted - HJ787-789; Amendment (in section 170) adopted - HJ789; Amendment (inserting section 406) adopted - HJ789-792; Amendment (inserting sections 249A and 407) adopted; Amendments (in items 8800-0100) adopted; Amendment (in item 2000-0100) rejected - HJ792; Amendment (inserting section 408) adopted - HJ792-793; Amendment (in section 51) adopted; Amendment (inserting section 40A) adopted; Amendments (in items 4402-4100, 4402-4200, 4402-4300 and 4402-4600) adopted - HJ793; Amendments (in items 4000-0200, 4000-0210, 4000-0702 in section 2A, 4099-1510, 4130-0005 and 4407-9070 in section 2A and inserting sections 409, 410 and 411) adopted - YEAS 109, NAYS 38 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 190] - HJ793-795; Amendments (striking out section 284 and inserting section 412) adopted; Passed to be engrossed - YEAS 123, NAYS 26 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 191]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived; Reprinted, as amended, see HS700 - HJ795.

H 5601 Bill relative to including the role of African-Americans in public school curriculums. 5/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of H4841; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ480; 5/11- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ502; 7/2- HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ950; 7/7- SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Sunset and Policy - SJ1061; 1/5/93- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5602 Bill directing the Superintendent of State Office Buildings to install and maintain a plaque to honor the lasting contributions of General Marquis de Lafayette and the Franco-American community. 5/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of HS943; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ481; 5/11- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ497; 5/13- HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ529; 5/14- SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1061; 1/5/93- SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5603 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Election Laws to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning elections and other related matters. 5/11- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Election Laws; Accompanied by S292, S295, H340, H540, H1286.
H 5604 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Energy to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning returnable beverage containers, global warming and other related matters. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Energy; Accompanied by S306, S308, S313, H1287, H2050, H2645, H2647, H2648, H2809, H3358, H3535, H3536, H3538, H3539, H3540, H3544, H3547, H3549, H3553, H3572, H3716, H3889 and H4654; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ490; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5605 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Energy to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning efficient lighting, energy conservation, regulations for energy companies, integrated resource management and importation of electricity. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Energy; Accompanied by S309, H1108, H2257, H2433, H2981, H3543, H3551, H3552, H3557, H3652, H4083 and H5029; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ490; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5606 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning land use planning and policy, zoning and other related matters in the cities and towns of the Commonwealth. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S894, H37, H1344, H1345, H1531, H2115, H2120, H2121, H2694, H2695, H2850, H3039, H3411, H3610, H3611, H3618, H3622, H3763, H3989, H5038, H5284 and H5332; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ490; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5607 Bill providing for the construction of a Korean War Memorial. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H3660; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1491; 6/11-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ854; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ884; 6/23-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S1664; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 5608 Bill clarifying the scope of the local mandate law. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H8, H3460 and H5249; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -H1491; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5609 Petition of Eric Turkington and another (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Tisbury to establish a special trust fund. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs -HJ486; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ803; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ629; 6/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ644; 6/22-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 8/6-Senate-Enacted -HJ1100; 11/17-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 162 Acts.

H 5610 Bill relative to the vaccination of dogs and cats against rabies. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Counties; New draft of H181 and H2953; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ520; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HI886; 6/23-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ665; 6/25-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-Senate-Read second; Postponed to the next session -SJ11010; 7/8-Senate-Ordered to a third reading -SJ1067; 11/16-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1398; 11/17-Senate-Enacted -HJ1284; 11/17-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1419; 11/25-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 237 Acts.

H 5611 Bill to further regulate the penalty for entering a dwelling house in the nighttime and breaking and entering in the daytime. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of H889, H939, H1077, H1079, H1080 and H2040; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ516; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5612 Bill relative to consumption of alcohol by persons under the age of twenty-one. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of H5159 and H5160; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ516; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ629; 6/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ644; 6/22-Senate-Read second; Postponed to July 6; -S659; 7/8-Senate-Ordered to a third reading; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1068; 11/16-Senate-Postponed to November 23 -SJ1391; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5613 Bill relative to college credit for courses in American sign language. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of H899; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ516; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5614 Bill relative to the cost of Medicare and F.I.C.A. taxes imposed upon cities, towns and districts for certain municipal employment. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H171; Bill reported favorably by committee
and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ520; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5615 Bill authorizing the placing of certain liens on properties for guilty violations of certain state codes. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H5311; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ492; 5/12-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ520; 5/18-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ554; 5/19-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ514; 5/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ569; 6/1-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ577; Senate-No further action taken.

H 5616 Resolutions providing for a declaration of the intent of the General Court relative to the amount and distribution of local aid to the cities, towns and regional school districts of the Commonwealth during fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of H5350; Resolutions reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ493; 5/12-HOUSE-Amendment adopted; Adopted -YEAS 145, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 127] -HJ519; 5/13-Senate-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted -SJ490.

H 5617 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning development impact fees in cities and towns. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S877, H1347, H2117 and H3960; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ511; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5618 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning time limitations, appeals, the protection of permits and other related matters under zoning ordinances and by-laws in cities and towns. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S886, H603, H1343, H1538, H2114, H2116, H2118, H2119, H2852, H3062, H3410, H3412, H3619, H3620, H3621 and H3762; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ511-512; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5619 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain Senate document providing assistance for the recovery of financially distressed cities and towns. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S889; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ512; HOUSE-No further action taken.


H 5621 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the public construction laws of the Commonwealth. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by S1136, S1139, S1140, S1144, S1154, S1158, S1162, S1164, S1167, S1169, S1172, S1174, S1179, S1180, S1182, S1184, S1186, S1193, S1196, S1207, H1999 (as relates to sections 3, 4 and 16), H2195, H2196, H2722, H2733, H2738, H2739, H3439, H3653, H3797, H4789 and H5122; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ512; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5622 Bill allowing the court or justice to adjourn an examination or trial for up to thirty days in Essex County. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on The Judiciary; New draft of H4695; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ513; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5623 Bill requiring the Secretary of the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction to report quarterly the activities of the Central Artery and third harbor tunnel project. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; New draft of H4035; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ513; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5624 Petition of Barbara Hildt for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of Education to establish guidelines for a program to instruct school administrators and teachers relative to the laws of sexual harassment. 4/30-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ426; 5/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ488; 5/12-Senate-Concurrent -SJ469; Public Hearing date May 18 am; 5/26-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5625 Petition of Marie J. Parente, Larry F. Giordano, Gloria L. Fox and Stanley C. Rosenberg relative to the removal of children from foster care homes. 2/27-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ113; 5/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ488; 5/12-Senate-Concurrent -SJ470; Public Hearing date May 20 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session.
HJ828. 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ846; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1032; 1/5/93-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy, Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1702; No further action taken.

H 5626 Petition of the Citizens Coalition for Court Reform, Michael LoPresti, Jr., and Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to provide for the orderly unification of the Trial Court and improving the administration of justice in the Commonwealth. 5/4-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ437; 5/11-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ488; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; 7/7-House-Acomppanied a new draft, see H5944.

H 5627 Petition filed at the request of Joseph Galgana relative to the appointment of harbor masters. 3/2-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ120; 5/11-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ488; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; Public Hearing date May 19 am; 7/8-House-Acomppanied a study order, see H5955.

H 5628 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the removal and disposal of paints and pesticides. 3/26-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ226; 5/11-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ488; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; Public Hearing date May 19 am; House-No further action taken.

H 5629 Petition filed at the request of Charles J. Livingstone for legislation to establish a freeze of water and sewer rates of the Water Resources Livingstone for legislation to establish a freeze of rates of the Water Resources Board. 3/12-House-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ930; 7/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ473; 5/1/93-SENATE-Concurred -SJ470; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5630 Petition of Eric Turkington, Henri S. Rauschenbach and another for legislation to authorize the town of Nantucket to develop a public water supply system. 3/12-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ120; 5/11-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ487-488; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; Public Hearing date May 19 am; 5/26-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJS58; 12/14-House-Committee recommended good to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJS88; 12/16-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1407; 12/21-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1566; 1/4/93-House-Enacted - YEAS 138, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 363] -HJ1538; 1/4/93-Senate-Enacted - 33 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJ1631-1632; 1/11/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 355 Acts.

H 5631 Petition of Barbara Hildt and other members of the General Court relative to sexual harassment in public agencies. 4/30-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ426; 5/11-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ488; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; Public Hearing date May 27 am; House-No further action taken.

H 5632 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamilla and another relative to the annual assessment of real estate taxes. 3/26-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ225; 5/7-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ473; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5633 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamilla relative to the collection of motor vehicle excise taxes. 3/26-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ225; 5/11-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ488; 5/12-Senate-Concurred -SJ470; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5634 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Commerce and Labor to make an investigati on and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning rights of employees, consumer protection, economic development, landlord-tenant relationships, the "Blue Laws" and other various and sundry related matters. 5/14-House-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; Accompanied by S10, S11, S13, S17, S18, S19, S20, S22, S23, S24, S28, S29, S30, S31, S33, S34, S35, S36, S37, S38, S39, S40, S45, S46, S47, S50, S51, S54, S55, S60, S64, S78, SJ410, SJ411, SJ495, SJ496, SJ497, SJ498, SJ503, SJ504, SJ505, SJ522, SJ523, SJ524; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5635 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Commerce and Labor to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning rights of employees, consumer protection, economic development, landlord-tenant relationships, the "Blue Laws" and other various and sundry related matters. 1/1/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 355 Acts.

H5635 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the board of licensing commissioners in the city of Springfield. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ508; 5/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ474; Public Hearing date June 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H5636 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray (by vote of the town) relative to the position of town manager in the town of Hull. 5/12-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ508; 5/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ474; Public Hearing date May 19 pm; 6/2-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ803; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; 11/12-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1267; 11/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1387, 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.


H5638 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning construction jobs, access for elderly and disabled persons to public transportation and parking during the construction of the Central Artery, 5/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by S1343, H1345 and H2023; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ526; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H5639 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the administration of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, 5/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by S1339, S1347, S1354, S1355, S1356, S1357, H485, H486, H487, H489, H1432, H1824, H2025, H2582, H2754, H2755, H3483, H4216, H4394 and H4396; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ526; HOUSE-Controversy; HJ527; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H5640 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the Departments of Highways and other related matters. 5/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by S1341, S1359, S1361, S1364, S1366, H133, H134, H482, H864, H1060, H1433, H1620, H1621, H1821, H1822, H1823, H2024, H2401, H3316, H4036, H4038, H4395, H4397, H4398, H4399, H4619, H4980, H4984, H4986, H4987, H4988, H5139 and H5140; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ527; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H5641 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of a certain House document concerning the Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority. 5/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by H3680; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ527; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H5642 Bill establishing a model water and sewer commission, 5/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H1959; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ528; 11/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendments pending -HJ1329; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1339; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1485; 12/18-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1533; 12/23-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1597; 12/30-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1522; 12/30-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1619; 12/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1522; 12/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1619; 1/8/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 343 Acts.

H5643 Petition of Edward B. Teague III and Henri S. Rauschenbach (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Yarmouth to appropriate a certain deficit over a period of years. 5/13-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ525; 5/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ496; Public Hearing date May 26 pm; 6/8-HOUSE-Reported by the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ572; 6/8-AMENDMENTS-Passed; HOUSE-Reported by the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ572; 6/12-HOUSE-Read a second time; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ526; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H5644 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and Robert A. Durand (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Hudson to erect a music shell in Wood Park in said town. 5/13-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ525; 5/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ496; Public Hearing date May 26 pm; 6/9-HOUSE-Reported by the committee on Joint Rules -HJ526; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 5645 Bill to protect and recover the Northern Right Whale. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H1737; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ543; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5646 Bill providing funds for housing and community development. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; New draft of S490, S491, S492, S493, H561, H562, H563, H571, H1132, H1136, H1888, H1892, H1893, H1894, H2272, H3371, H3735 and H3909; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5647 Bill to clarify the disposition of non-criminal and criminal fines and penalties. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H1116; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5648 Bill providing for the public health by managing mosquitoes in the Commonwealth. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H2700; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5649 Petition of Kenneth E. Reeves (mayor) and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the retirement contributions of John Sheehan, a member of the city of Cambridge retirement system. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Service -HJ542; 5/18-Senate-Concurred -SJ500; Public Hearing date May 27 am; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ916; 8/10-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1109; 8/13-Senate-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1122; 8/17-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1119; 8/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1231; 8/26-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 179 Acts.

H 5650 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to the licensing and regulation of check cashers. 4/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ300; 5/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJ526; 5/14-Senate-Concurred -S1496; 6/2-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ900; 6/4-Senate-Concurred -S1593; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5651 Petition of Frank M. Hynes and Bruce E. Tarr relative to the licensing of private detectives. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ487; 5/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ526; 5/14-Senate-Concurred -S1496; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5652 Petition of Michael W. Merrill, John A. Businger, Marc D. Draisen, Lois G. Pines and others relative to the procedure for filling a vacancy in the office of town meeting member. 3/26-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ223; 5/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ526; 5/14-SENATE-Concurred -S1497; Public Hearing date May 26 pm; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5782.

H 5653 Petition of Augusta Hornblower that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to convey certain easements in the towns of Groton and Pepprrell. 5/11-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ487; 5/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ526; 5/14-Senate-Concurred -SJ497; Public Hearing date May 27 am; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ382; 7/10-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1014; 7/10-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1093; 7/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1019; 7/11-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1095; 7/11-Senate-Enacted -YEAS 132, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 238] -HJ1019; 7/28-SENATE-Enacted -30 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1159-1160; 8/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 154 Acts.

H 5654 Bill relative to aggregate loan and investment limitations governing credit unions. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H20; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5655 Bill further regulating bank accounts of businesses. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H68; 5/14-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 1/5-3/3-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H6359 -HJ1549.

H 5656 Bill relative to modifications of retail installment sales agreements. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H3123; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 6/15-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ866; 6/16-SENATE-Read; and recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1629; 1/5-3/3-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5657 Bill relative to local by-laws and ordinances regulating antenna structures used by federally licensed amateur radio operators. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H225; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ545; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 7/11-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1032; 1/5-3/3-SENATE-
Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5658 Bill relative to the determination of regular interest by the Commissioner of Public Employee Retirement Administration. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H3380, H2152 and H3641; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5912-HJ931.

H 5659 Bill relative to reduction in rank for certain public employees in the city of Malden. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5461; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 6/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ309; 6/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ598; 6/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ637; 6/22-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ883; 6/22-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ652; 6/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 89 Acts.

H 5660 Bill establishing a civil service exemption for newly constituted regional positions. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H1776; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ555; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ950; 7/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1061; 7/9/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5661 Bill relative to the disposition and acquisition of conservation land. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H3420; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ546; 5/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ557; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third (caption changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ959; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1061; 7/9/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.


H 5664 Bill relative to state-aided housing. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; New draft of S502, S503, S509, S510, H1502, H2826, H4877 and H5176; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ550; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5665 Bill relative to the Community Development Block Grant. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; New draft of section 5 (subsection 1) of H1999; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ897; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1000; 12/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1063; 7/9/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5666 Bill prohibiting discrimination with respect to newly issued insurance contracts. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H1920, H2484, H3744 and H3745; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ551; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5667 Bill to encourage the purchase of long term care insurance. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H3049; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ551; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5668 Bill relative to recycling waste tires. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H2860, H3241 and H3964; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ551; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5669 Bill including certain environmental police officers in the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement in the career incentive pay program. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5110; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ551;
HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 5670 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting requests for appropriations (under Section 7 of Chapter 150E of the General Laws) for the purpose of funding a certain collective bargaining agreement between the Commonwealth and the Massachusetts Correction Officers Federated Union Unit 4. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ548; 11/16-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6209.

H 5671 Bill relative to establishing certain alternative approaches to providing health insurance for employees of governmental units. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H2468, H3042 and H4118; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ569; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5672 Bill relative to contractual powers of cities, towns, districts, regional school districts, regional planning commissions, regional transit authorities and counties. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of S885, H1533, H2855 and H5491; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ552; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ563; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5673 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two for providing local housing agencies for certain activities and for certain projects. 5/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5466; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ553; 5/19-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Amendment pending; Quorum roll call -121 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 134]; Pending amendment rejected - YEAS 31, NAYS 116 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 135]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 28, NAYS 116 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 136]; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted - YEAS 114, NAYS 31 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 137]; Passed to be engrossed; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived; Reprinted, as amended, see H5686 -HJ564.

H 5674 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Housing and Urban Development to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning public housing programs in the Commonwealth and other related matters. 5/19-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; Accompanied by S504, S511, S513, H555, H732, H733, H736, H922, H1131; H1133, H1134, H1309, H1501, H1504, H1690, H1898, H1999 (residue of Section 5), H2825, H3164, H3167, H3373, H3586, H3731, H3908, H4259, H4502, H4673, H5051, H5175 and H5179; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ560; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5675 Bill relative to Braille literacy. 5/19-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of S258, H28, H4833 and H4834; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5676 Bill relative to accountable politics. 5/19-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Election Laws. New draft of S291, H2808 and H4846; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ561; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5677 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna relative to towing of motor vehicles by order of fire department or police department officials. 4/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ364; 5/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ549; 5/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJ514; Public Hearing date May 28 am; 9/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1152; 9/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1157; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5678 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna relative to towing of motor vehicles by order of fire department or police department officials. 4/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ364; 5/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ550; 5/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJ515; Public Hearing date May 28 am; 9/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1152; 9/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1157; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5679 Petition of Barbara Hilkt and James P. Jajuga (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to elections in the city of Newburyport. 5/19-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Election Laws -HJ559; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ519; Public Hearing date May 21 am*; 6/9-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ828; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ846; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ897; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 6/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1017; 7/8-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1069; 7/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ995; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1087; 7/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 130 Acts.

H 5680 Petition of Shaun P. Kelly, Jane M. Swift, Peter J. Larkin and Edward M. Reilly (mayor) (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the licensing authority of the city of Pittsfield to issue additional licenses for the sale of all alcoholic beverages not to be drunk on the premises. 5/19-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ559; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ519; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5681 Petition of Shaun P. Kelly, Peter J. Larkin, Jane M. Swift and Edward M. Reilly (mayor) (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the licensing authority of the city of Pittsfield to issue additional licenses for the sale of all alcoholic beverages not to be drunk on the
H 5682 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe, Christopher M. Lane and Gregory W. Sullivan (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish a department of public works in the town of Westwood. 5/19-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ559; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ519; Public Hearing date Jun 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5683 Petition of Shaun P. Kelly and Jane M. Swift (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for the appointment of the treasurer of the town of Dalton. 5/19-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ559; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ519; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ848; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ897; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1101; 7/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1029; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; 7/11-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1095; 7/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1022; 7/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1136; 7/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 140 Acts.

H 5684 Petition of Robert J. Rohan, Martin J. Dunn and Walter A. DeFilippi (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Holyoke to change the name of the board of aldermen to the city council and alderman to councilor. 5/19-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ559; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ519; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ844; 6/11-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1618; 6/15-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1623; 6/18-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ876; 6/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ646; 6/22-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 77 Acts.

H 5685 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo (by vote of the town) relative to the retirement rights of Robert C. Crawford, a police officer in the town of Winthrop. 5/19-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ559; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ520; Public Hearing date May 27 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5686 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 5/19-House, No. 5673, printed as amended by the House on May 19; Passed to be engrossed; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negative -HJ568; 5/20-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ518; 5/21-SENATE-Reported (in part) by SJ158 -SJ521; Reported (in part) by SJ158 -SJ521; 5/26-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of SJ1594; Rules suspended; Read second -SJ533; For Senate actions, see SJ1594. Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of SJ1595 (being the text of Senate, No. 1594, printed as amended); Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ539-550; 5/27-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of SJ1594; Rules suspended; Read second -SJ533; For Senate actions, see SJ1594; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of SJ1595 (being the text of Senate, No. 1594, printed as amended); Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ618; 5/29-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of SJ1594; Rules suspended; Read second -SJ533; For Senate actions, see SJ1594; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of SJ1595 (being the text of Senate, No. 1594, printed as amended); Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ539-550; 5/27-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ540; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ541; 6/11-SENATE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ568; 6/15-SENATE-Notice of House appointments received; Senate insisted on its amendment; Committee of conference appointed -HJ568; 5/27-SENATE-Notice of House appointments received; Senate insisted on its amendment; Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence -SJ555; 5/28-HOUSE-Notice of Senate appointments received -HJ636; 6/3-SENATE-Reported, in part, by committee of conference, see H5747-HJ807; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5687 Petition of Kevin Poirier and Stephen J. Karol relative to reciprocity of licensing for nurses. 4/27-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ365; 5/19-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Health Care -SJ560; 5/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ519; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5688 Petition of Marianne Brenton, James R. Miceli, Robert C. Krekorian and Robert C. Buell (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Wilmington to borrow a certain sum of money to pay AVCO Manufacturing Corporation. 5/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ572; 5/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ531; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5842-HJ884.

H 5689 Petition of Jonathan L. Healy and Stanley C. Rosenberg (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Ashfield to construct a wastewater treatment facility. 5/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ572; 5/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ531; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/11-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1615; 7/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1137; 7/23-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1149; 7/27-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1036; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1090; 7/30-SENATE-Enacted
and laid before the Governor -SJ1204; 8/10-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed. Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -SJ1215; 8/13-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1113; 8/17-HOUSE-Again enacted -HJ1118; 8/17-SENATE-Again enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ1231; 8/29 Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 181.

H 5690 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Joan M. Menard (with the approval of the mayor and municipal council) relative to the control of evictions and discontinuances in mobile home park accommodations in the city of Taunton. 5/21-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ575; 5/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ532; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/8-HOUSE-Accompanied by S1590; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ846; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ915; 6/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1018; 7/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1155; 9/24-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1258-1299; 9/28-SENATE-Enacted -HJ179; 9/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1313; 10/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 207 Acts.

H 5691 Petition of Thomas M. Petrolati (by vote of the town) relative to zoning restrictions within the flight overlay zone in the town of Ludlow. 5/21-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ573; 5/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ532; Public Hearing date Jun 2 pm; 6/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 7/7-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ966; 7/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1065; 1/593-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5692 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco (with the approval of the mayor and municipal council) relative to the rank for certain police officers in the city of Taunton. 5/21-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ573; 5/26-SENATE-Concurred -SJ532; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.


H 5695 Bill relating to fees, costs and penalties recovered by the Division of Public Charities. 5/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S43, S52, H300, H310, H450, H456, H457, H460, H463, H2762, H2764, H2770, H2774, H3125, H3496 and H5152; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; 12/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6298-JH1387; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5696 Bill relative to incentives for economic development. 5/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S43, S52, H300, H310, H450, H456, H457, H460, H463, H2762, H2764, H2770, H2774, H3125, H3496 and H5152; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ577; 12/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6298-JH1387; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5697 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the city of Lowell retirement system. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5565; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ589; 5/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ572; 6/9-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ608; 6/16-SENATE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ683; 6/22-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ188; 6/22-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ652; 6/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 85 Acts.

H 5698 Order relative to authorizing the committee on the Judiciary to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning civil matters, procedures in the courts of the Commonwealth; 5/26- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; Accompanied by H98, H1190, H1779, H380, H4129, H5152, H1165, H1166, H1712, H1713, H2318, H2319, H2323, H2325, H2422, H2490, H2501, H2504, H2687, H2690, H2843, H3052, H3053, H3055, H3058, H3189, H3202, H3204, H3206, H3207, H3216, H3217, H3218, H3219, H3221, H3222, H3224, H3393, H3397, H4123, H4129, H5193, H5195 and H5282; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ582; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5699 Order relative to authorizing the committee on the Judiciary to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning abandoned property and arrests without warrants. 5/26-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on The Judiciary;
H 5700 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three for the maintenance of the departments, boards, commissions, institutions and certain activities of the Commonwealth, for interest, sinking fund and serial bond requirements and for certain permanent improvements. See House, No. 5600, printed as amended by the House on May 27 and May 28; Passed to be engrossed - YEAS 123, NAYS 26 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 191]; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived - HJ795; 6/4-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ593; 6/22-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1993; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for June 27, in accordance with the provisions of Senate Rule 27A, with the recommended Ways and Means new text (S1993) pending - SJ657-648; 6/23-SENATE-Report Rule 27A suspended - SJ662; First sentence of Senate Rule 33 suspended - SJ662, 6/24-SENATE-Second read; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1993; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; For floor amendments, see S1993; For text of Senate amendments, see S1994; 6/25-SENATE-Report Rule 3A suspended - 6/26-SENATE-Third read; Amended; See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 191].

H 5701 Bill to clarify bi-weekly payment of wages to certain employees. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; Accompanied by S16, H144, H2949 and H5003; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ583; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5702 Bill relative to certain tuition waivers for veterans. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of H533; H706; H5436 and H5488; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ583; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5703 Bill to protect the rights of mentally ill and mentally retarded persons. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H742 and H2465; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5704 Bill relative to the wartime service of Persian Gulf War veterans. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H1704; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5705 Bill to increase the availability of rehabilitation services for head injured persons. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2462; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ584; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5706 Bill directing the Executive Office of Human Services to study the feasibility of a central in-take bureau to refer applicants to the proper agency. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2672; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ585; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5707 Bill relative to mandating preservice and inservice training plans for mental health and social service workers. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2670; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ585; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5708 Bill relative to the Division of Child-Adolescent and Family Support Services in the Departments of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2670; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ585; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5709 Petition of Michael J. Sullivan (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Whitman to recall elected officials. See HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Election Laws - HJ581; 5/27-SENATE-Concurred - SJ557; Public Hearing date Jun 1 am*; 6/2-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ810; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1541; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1678; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted - HJ1571; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted; 1/6/93-SENATE-Laid before the Governor - SJ1700; 1/19/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

H 5710 Petition of John F. Cox, Susan F. Rourke, Edward A. LeLacheur and Nancy Achin Sullivan relative to tourist promotion agencies. See HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ1573; 5/26-SENATE-Concurred - SJ557; Public Hearing date Jun 1 pm*; 6/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ875; 6/22-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ882; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ897; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1000; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1197; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5711 Petition of Geoffrey D. Hall relative to the payment of interest on life insurance policies. See HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1000; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1197; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1652; No further action taken.
H 5712 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga relative to the operation of motor freight carriers on and off the national network. 4/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1364; 5/26-Senate-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ575; 5/26-Senate-Concurred -S1531; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5713 Petition of Paul E. Caron and James P. Jajuga relative to the operation of horse drawn carriages and the operation of horse drawn carriages for hire on public roads and ways of the Commonwealth. 5/11-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ486; 5/21-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ575; 5/26-Senate-Concurred -S1532; Public Hearing date Jun 4 am; 12/1-HOUSE-Reported a new draft, see H6259.

H 5714 Petition of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Warren E. Tolman, Louis L. Kafka and another for legislation to provide counselling services and medical leave for crew members of a railroad corporation or railway company involved in an accident resulting in a death. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ542; 5/21-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ575; 5/26-Senate-Concurred -S1532; 6/11-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Public Service; New draft of H1211, H2182 and H4326; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Public Service; New draft of H417, H1389, H1586, H2244, H3071, H3245, H3256 and H4515; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5715 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the licensing of fire sprinkler contractors, fire prevention, the safety of fire fighters and other related matters. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by S999, H1569, H2140, H2141, H2524, H2525, H3071, H3245, H3256 and H4515; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5716 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning fire sprinkler contractors, fire prevention, the safety of fire fighters and other related matters. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by S999, H1569, H2140, H2141, H2524, H2525, H3071, H3245, H3256 and H4515; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ589; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5717 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the licensing of firearms, the issuance of firearms identification cards and other related matters. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by S999, H1569, H2140, H2141, H2524, H2525, H3071, H3245, H3256 and H4515; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5718 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning high speed pursuits by police officers. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by H224 and H1012; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5719 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning employment of traffic supervisors on state road construction projects. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by H224 and H1012; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5720 Bill establishing the licensing of congregate living health facilities. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ589; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ590; 12/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H6349; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1038; 7/28-HOUSE-Read a second time; Amendment pending new draft substituted, see H6349 -HJ1544.

H 5721 Bill for consumer protection through the regulation of the sale and dispensing of hearing aids, the licensing of hearing aid specialists and apprentices. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S413, S457 and H5562; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ590; 12/30-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H6349; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1522; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment to the pending new draft rejected - YEAS 30, NAYS 12 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 370]; Pending new draft substituted, see H6349 -HJ1544.

H 5722 Bill relative to disability retirements. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H417, H389, H1392, H1386, H1422 and H4326; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5723 Bill relative to the retirement rights of state fire fighters. 5/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H1211; Bill reported
favorably by a committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ590; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5724 Bill further regulating retirement laws. S/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service. Nerdraft of H2149; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ590; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6360 - HJ1555; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5725 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning career criminals, recidivists and alternative sentencing. S/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S124, S144, H697, H2626 and H5014; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ638; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5726 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning crime, criminals, prisons, prison administration, drug dealers, furlough programs for prisoners, presumptive sentencing, probation, parole and disciplinary practices for violations of law. S/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S133, S135, S147, S148, S187, H992, H1851, H3868, H4063, H4827 and H5166; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ638; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5727 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning extortion, bribery, blasphemy, computer crime, juveniles, banking crimes and the statutory right of arrest. S/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S145, S169, S188, H321, H512, H695, H885, H886, H1652, H2419, H3139, H3140, H3144, H3339, H3515, H3606 and H3867; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ638; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5728 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the practice of optometry. S/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by S446, H916 and H1308; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ638; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5729 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning blood samples in motor vehicle accidents, the immunization of police officers and fire fighters and other matters related to health and safety conditions in the Commonwealth. S/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by H353, H354, H355, H357, H352, H354, H492, H1687, H2452, H3007, H3015, H3729, H4867, H5040, H5042, H5044, H5046, H5047 and H5425; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ638; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5730 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the disposition of state-owned property in the Commonwealth. S/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by S1143, S1149, S1158, S1168, S1172, S1200, S1209, S1211, H128, H434, H646, H819, H1016, H1027, H1030, H1048, H1054, H1055, H197, H2198, H2201, H2555, H3090, H3094, H3798 H4859; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ638-639; 12/2-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by H1788 - HJ1347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5731 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Salvatore F. DiMasi that certain job classifications in public works, police and fire departments of cities and towns be included in the "heart law", co-called, of the public employees retirement law. S/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ587; S/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ572; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5732 Petition of AFSCME Council 93 and Angelo M. Scacchia that certain employees of county jails and houses of correction be included in the "heart law", co-called of the public employees retirement law. S/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ589; S/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ572; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5733 Petition of Kevin O'Sullivan relative to the duties of the State Geologist. S/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ115; S/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration - HJ589; S/28-SENATE-Concurred - SJ572; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5734 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to authorizing the establishment of "residents only" parking areas in the town of Falmouth. S/28-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ587; 6/2-SENATE-Concurred - SJ582; Public Hearing date Jun 9 pm; 6/11-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ867; 6/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ887; 6/23-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ665. 7/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1029; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1068; 7/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1213; 12/2-SENATE-Enacted - HJ1100; 8/6-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1213; 8/12-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 160 Acts.
SJ575; 6/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ644; 6/11-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S1618; 6/15-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ652-623; 6/29-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ912; Emergency preamble adopted -HJ919; 6/29-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1013; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted-HJ919; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -S11013; 6/30-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 7/1-HOUSE-For message, see H5911; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; Amendment rejected (in the form approved by committee) -HJ922; 7/2-SENATE-Refused to amend the bill -SJ1036-1037; 7/7-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ965; 7/7-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1062; 7/7-HOUSE-Re-enacted -HJ965; 7/7-SENATE-Re-enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1062; 7/20 Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 131 Acts.

H 5736 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to allowing police vehicles to display a combination red and blue light. 5/31-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ487; 5/28-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ638; 6/1-SENATE-Concurred -S1575; Public Hearing date June 8 am; 10/13-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6149.

H 5737 Bill further regulating the solicitation of charitable funds. 6/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of S27, S82; H1442, H2593, H3329 and H5153; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5738 Bill further regulating the operation of the game commonly called Bingo. 6/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of H159, H160, H161, H162, H1678 and H2990; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ802; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ810; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5739 Bill authorizing any city or town to establish a special fund for the celebration of its settlement or incorporation. 6/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H5522; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ803; 6/3-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ815; 11/12-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ11267; 11/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S11387; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S11652; No further action taken.

H 5740 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the Criminal Justice Training Council and other related law enforcement matters. 6/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by S988, S1029, H71, H2863, H5096 and H5097; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs800-801; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5741 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents regulating the use of all-terrain vehicles and the establishment of off-street parking spaces for bicycles. 6/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by S1038, H2134, H2527 and H2927; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ801; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5742 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning bullet-proof vests for police officers, breathing apparatus for fire fighters, regional lock-up facilities and other related matters. 6/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by H413, H1011, H1563, H1762, H2532, H3074, H3255, H3427, H3771 and H3502; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ801; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5743 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating restraint devices for passengers in motor vehicles and school buses. 6/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by H1189, H2136, H2137 and H4566; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ801; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5744 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents regulating automated sprinkler systems in buildings. 6/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by S1050, H1965, H1967, H2143, H2708, H4297 and H4927; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ808; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5745 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the licensing and safety codes for elevators. 6/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by S1055 and H3259; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ808; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5746 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning the installation, servicing, safety and removal of underground storage tanks. 6/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by H2862, H2867 and H4151; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ808; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5747 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing
H 5748 Text and title of an amendment to the Senate Bill further regulating the conduct of horse racing in the Commonwealth [printed as amended by the House on June 3], 6/3-HOUSE-Substituted as new text, see S1598.-HJ881-812.

H 5749 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to validating the elections of members of school committees. 4/27-HOUSE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ598; 6/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1797-798; 6/3-Senate-Concurred -SJ587; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; 6/11-House- Accompanied a new draft, see H5799.

H 5752 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to creditable service for retirement purposes for unpaid elected members of school committees. 4/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ365; 6/2-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ800; 6/3-Senate-Concurred -SJ587; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5753 Bill relative to the treatment of animals by acupuncturists. 6/3-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H4257; Passed to be engrossed -HJ809; 6/8-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ598; 6/11-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ616; 6/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ631; 12/16-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended; Entering out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Passed to be engrossed -SJ1521; 12/21-House-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1449; 12/22-House-Enacted -HJ1502; 12/22-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1599; 12/31-Governor-Returned to the House with veto (for message, see H6373); HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5754 Petition of William F. Cass (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Lynnfield to expend the total amount of funds in the American Legion trust fund account. 6/4-House-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1819; 6/8-Senate-Concurred -SJ598; Public Hearing date Jun 16 pm; 6/25-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ905; 6/29-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ904; 6/29-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1012; 7/1-House-Enacted -HJ929; 7/1-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1020; 7/3-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 99 Acts.

H 5750 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to reforming public education. 6/3-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ805; 6/9-Senate-Concurred -SJ609. Public Hearing date Jun 11 pm; Hearing date Jun 18 pm; Hearing date Jun 22 pm; 12/21-House- Accompanied a new draft, see H6322.

H 5751 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump and Paul D. Harold (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish a retirement system funding schedule for the town of Braintree retirement system. 6/2-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1797-798; 6/3-Senate-Concurred -SJ587; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; 6/11-House- Accompanied a new draft, see H5799.
A petition from the Governor - SJ1260-1261; 12/30-SENATE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Amendment adopted - SJ1613-1614; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendments - HJ1554; Again enacted - HJ1561; 1/5/93-SENATE-Again enacted and again laid before the Governor - SJ1679; 1/12/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 361 Acts.

H 5756 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe (by vote of the town) relative to the charter of the town of Dedham. 6/4-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ819; 6/8-SENATE-Concurred - SJ598; Public Hearing date Jun 16 pm; 6/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ885; 7/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ930; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engaged - HJ930; 7/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1021; 10/32; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ11068; 7/11-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engaged - SJ1095; 7/13-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1023; 7/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1136; 7/20-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 34 Acts.

H 5757 Petition of Richard T. Moore and Matthew J. Amorello (by vote of the town) relative to the appointment of cemetery commissioners in the town of Sutton. 6/4-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ819; 6/8-SENATE-Concurred - SJ598-599; Public Hearing date Jun 16 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ905; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ916; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engaged - HJ1524; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 5758 Petition of Eric Turkington, Henri S. Rauschenbach and another (by vote of the town) relative to the special fund for the propagation, cultivation and study of shellfish of the town of Nantucket. 6/4-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ820; 6/8-SENATE-Concurred - SJ599; Public Hearing date Jun 16 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ905; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ916; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ996; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1390; 11/17-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1418; 11/18-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1307; 11/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1438; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 244 Acts.

H 5759 Petition of William G. Reinstein, Robert A. DeLeo, Thomas F. Birmingham and Robert J. Haas, Jr. (mayor) (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to provide for an early retirement incentive program for employees of the city of Revere. 6/4-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service - HJ820; 6/8-SENATE-Concurred - SJ599; Public Hearing date Jun 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5760 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing a sick leave bank for certain employees of the Commonwealth. 6/4-HOUSE-See H5484-HJ818.

H 5761 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing sick leave banks for certain employees of the Commonwealth. 6/4-HOUSE-See H5484-HJ818.

H 5762 Petition of Jennifer L. Miller and Edward G. Connolly relative to the use of alternative fuels in the operation of motor vehicles. 5/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules - HJ508; 6/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ799; 6/4-SENATE-Concurred - SJ594; Public Hearing date Jun 16 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ905; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1916; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ996; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1138; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1390; 11/17-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1418; 11/18-HOUSE-Engrossed - HJ1307; 11/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1438; 11/25-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor - SJ1447; 12/7-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with veto (for message, see H5372); HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5763 Petition of Eric Turkington and another that the town of Nantucket be authorized to construct a channel from each of its great ponds to the ocean. 6/4-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules - HJ442A; 6/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ799; 6/4-SENATE-Concurred - SJ594; Public Hearing date Jun 16 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ905; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1916; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ996; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1138; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1390; 11/17-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1418; 11/18-HOUSE-Engrossed - HJ1307; 11/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1438; 11/25-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor - SJ1447; 12/7-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with veto (for message, see H5372); HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5764 Petition of Eric Turkington and Henri S. Rauschenbach (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Chilmark to convey an interest in certain conservation land in said town to the Martha's Vineyard land bank. 5/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules - HJ574; 6/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ800; 6/4-SENATE-Concurred - SJ594; Public Hearing date Jun 16 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ916; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ996; 7/15-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1134; 7/24-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1201; 8/6-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read
second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1214; 9/16-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 134, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 277] -HJ1118; 9/16-Senate concurred in the House amendment - SJ1501; 12/16-HOUSE-Redrafted and ordered to a third reading before the Governor - SJ1276-1277, 9/25-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 9/28-HOUSE-For message, see H6095; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ1176; 12/1-HOUSE-Amendment adopted (in the form approved by committee) -HJ1335, 12/14-Senate-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment - SJ1541; 12/16-HOUSE-Redrafted and enacted - YEAS 136, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 335] -HJ1403; 12/21-Senate-Reenacted - 29 YEAS to 0 NAY'S; Again laid before the Governor - SJ1541-1542; 12/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 293 Acts.

H 5765 Bill relative to the eligibility for public safety promotional examinations. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H2172; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ832; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-Senate-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1032; 11/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1452; Senate-No further action taken.

H 5766 Bill relative to the civil service rights of employees of the Deer Island House of Correction. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H2884; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ832; 7/2-Senate-Read and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-Senate-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1032; 11/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1452; Senate-No further action taken.

H 5767 Bill further regulating the classification into retirement groups of individuals employed by the Massachusetts Port Authority. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5451; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ822; 6/9-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ846; 6/15-House-Ordered to a third reading -HJ867; 6/22-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ884; 6/23-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ665; 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session for the next session -SJ1017; 7/2-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; 8/13-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading report, consolidating H5768 with this matter, and striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text, accepted; Passed to be engrossed - SJ1223-1224; 8/31-House-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1131; Enacted -HJ1132; 8/31-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1248; 9/10-Senate-Recalled from the Governor; Motion for unanimous consent to move reconsideration of the enactment of this matter objected to; Again laid before the Governor - SJ1260; 9/18-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with veto message, see H5371; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5768 Bill further regulating the classification into retirement groups of individuals employed by the Massachusetts Port Authority. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5452; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ834; 6/15-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ629; 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1017; 7/8-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; 8/13-Senate-Bills in the Third Reading report, consolidating this matter with H5767 accepted; See H5767 - SJ1223-1224.

H 5769 Bill relative to reduction in rank for certain public employees in the city of Lynn. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5585; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ832; 6/15-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ862; 6/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ653; 6/29-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1011; 7/2-Senate-Enacted -HJ929; 7/2-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1021; 7/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 108 Acts.

H 5770 Bill relative to the confidentiality of collective bargaining records in the public sector. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5171; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ822; 6/8-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ832; 6/22-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ884; 6/23-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ665; 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5771 Bill authorizing members of school committees to establish credit for such services for retirement purposes. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1423 and H4946; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ822; 6/8-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ832; 6/22-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ846; 7/2-Senate-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ848; 6/15-House-Ordered to a third reading -HJ867; 6/22-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ884; 6/23-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ665; 6/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5772 Bill relative to the release on bail of certain persons. 6/4-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of H5366; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ821; 6/8-House-Read second; Amendment adopted; Amendment pending; Quorum roll call - 126 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 195]; Pending amendment rejected - YEAS 39, NAYS 104 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 196]; Amendment adopted - YEAS 134, NAYS 9 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 197]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 44, NAYS 96 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 198]; Amendment rejected; Ordered to a third reading -HJ834; 6/9-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed; Motion (by
unanimous consent) to reconsider negatived -HJ845; 6/11-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ618; 6/22-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ648; 9/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment pending; Motion to lay on the table pending and subsequently withdrawn (by unanimous consent); Pending amendment withdrawn (by unanimous consent); Ordered to a third reading - 35 YEAS to 1 NAYS; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1306-1307; 9/30-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 128, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 294]-HJ1203; 9/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1325; 10/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 201 Acts.

H 5773 Bill eliminating the two trial system for criminal cases in the Boston Municipal Court Department and the District Court Department of the Trial Court. 6/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on The Judiciary; New draft of S803, H1340, H1930 and H3386; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading; Amendments adopted. Passed to be engrossed -HJ827; 6/11-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ618; 6/22-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ648; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5774 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning correctional institutions in the Commonwealth. 6/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by H197, H1508, H1697, H2310, H5204, H5207, H5211, H5212, H5217, H5226, H5227, H5228, H5230, H5231, H5232, H5233, H5236, H5292, H5293 and H5296; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ828; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5775 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill providing for a cost-of-living adjustment for state and municipal retirees. 6/8-HOUSE-See H5260-HJ824.

H 5776 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo and another for legislation to authorize the Trial Court of the Commonwealth to establish a personal and/or vacation leave bank for probation officer Louis A. Serino. 3/12-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ179; 6/3-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ807; 6/8-SENATE-Concurred -S1598; 6/18-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ876; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ885; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5777 Petition of Anthony M. Mandile for legislation to authorize the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to establish a remote entry processing system center in connection with a pilot program for insurance agents and runners for automobile dealers. 5/26-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ381; 6/3-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ807; 6/8-SENATE-Concurred -S1599; Public Hearing date Jun 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5778 Petition of Albert Herren, Robert Correia, Edward M. Lambert, Jr., and Joan M. Menard (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Fall River to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 5/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ573; 6/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Service -HJ807; 6/8-SENATE-Concurred -S1599; Public Hearing date Jun 10 am; 6/11-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJs620-621; 6/18-HOUSE-Read; and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ873; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ885; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third and passed to 2nd Reading -HJ1396; 6/24-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ913-914; 6/29-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -S11002; 29-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ913-914; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1003; 7/9-GOVERNOR-Returned to the Senate with an amendment; 7/10-SENATE-For message, see S1653; Referred to the committee on Senate Bills in the Third Reading -S11085; 7/3-SENATE-Reported by committee; Refused to amend bill -SJs1133-1134; 7/27-HOUSE-Amendment rejected -HJ1035; 7/28-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1044; 7/28-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SI1157; 7/28-HOUSE-Re-enacted -HJ1912; 7/28-SENATE-Re-enacted and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1157-1158; 8/10-Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 156.

H 5780 Petition of Kenneth E. Reeves (mayor) and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to require the Personnel Administrator to certify the names of members of the city of Cambridge police reserve force prior to certifying any other list or register. 4/9-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ299; 6/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee report- ed that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading -HJ885; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5781 Bill authorizing the town of Yarmouth to appropriate a certain overlay deficit over a period of years. 6/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H5643; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ844; 6/18-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ877; 6/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on
Senate Steering and Policy -SJ650; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ955; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1004; 7/10-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1094; 7/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1020; 7/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1106; 7/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 129 Acts.

H 5782 Bill relative to the procedure for filling town meeting member vacancies in the town of Brookline. 6/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H5652; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ829; 6/9-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ844; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ915; 6/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1018; 7/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1155; 7/3-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1254; 9/8-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1144; 9/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 187 Acts.

H 5783 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document permitting the town of Hudson to erect a music shell in Wood Park in said town. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H5644; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ3842-843; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5784 Bill authorizing the Commissioner of Capital Planning and Operations to transfer a certain parcel of land in the city of Chelsea to the city of Chelsea. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H5486; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ643; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5785 Bill to reduce heavy metals in consumer packaging. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H3765; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ843; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5786 Petition of John C. Bradford, Marc R. Pacheco and Erving H. Wall, Jr., for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire certain easements in the town of Lakeville and the city of Taunton. 4/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ425; 6/9-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ827; 6/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ609; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5787 Petition of Robert C. Lawless and Henri S. Rauschenbach (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Harwich to pay a certain unpaid bill to F. G. Sullivan Well Drilling Co., Inc. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ841; 6/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ618; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ916; 8/13-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1115; 8/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1139; 8/17-SENATE-Concurred by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Orleans to adopt a certain by-law relative to the upgrading of septic systems. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ841; 6/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ619; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1418; 11/18-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1307; 11/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1438; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 224 Acts.

H 5788 Petition of Robert C. Lawless and Henri S. Rauschenbach (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Orleans to adopt a certain by-law relative to the upgrading of septic systems. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ841; 6/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ619; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ916; 8/13-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1115; 8/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1229; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1382; 11/17-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1418; 11/18-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1307; 11/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1438; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 239 Acts.

H 5789 Petition of Theodore D. Mann (mayor) and Susan D. Schur (with the approval of the mayor and board of aldermen) relative to the appointment of city officers and department heads by the mayor of the city of Newton. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ841; 6/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ619; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ916; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ996; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1139; 8/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1210; 8/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1109; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred and laid before the Governor -SJ1217; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 173 Acts.

H 5790 Petition of Theodore D. Mann (mayor) and Susan D. Schur (with the approval of the mayor and board of aldermen) relative to reorganization plans by the mayor of the city of Newton. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ841; 6/11-SENATE-Concurred -SJ619; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ916; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ996; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1139; 8/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1210; 8/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1109; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ609; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5791 House Supplemental Appropriation. 9/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1144; 9/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 187 Acts.

H 5792 House Supplemental Appropriation. 9/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1144; 9/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 187 Acts.

H 5793 House Supplemental Appropriation. 9/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1144; 9/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 187 Acts.

H 5794 House Supplemental Appropriation. 9/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1144; 9/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 187 Acts.

H 5795 House Supplemental Appropriation. 9/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1144; 9/8-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 187 Acts.
HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1109; 8/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1217; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 174 Acts.


H 5793 Order relative to continuing the special committee of the House established to make an investigation and study of the extent of damages caused by the winds, floods and rains of the storm in October, nineteen hundred and ninety-one. 6/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted -HJ850.

H 5794 Petition of John C. Clink (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Barnstable to dispose of a certain parcel of land. 6/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs -HJ850; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ626; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5888 -HJ916.

H 5795 Petition of John C. Clink (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the board of assessors of the town of Barnstable to assess betterments for less than twenty years. 6/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs -HJ850; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ626; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ916; 7/8-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ975; 7/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1083; 7/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1135; 8/6-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1214; 8/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1109; 8/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1217; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 175 Acts.

H 5796 Bill providing for uniform administrative standards in the audit of federal funds received by state agencies. 6/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H6; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ854; 12/3-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H6283; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1361; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second; Pending new draft substituted, see H6283 -HJ1370.

H 5797 Bill authorizing designated licensed independent clinical social workers to perform certain forensic evaluations. 6/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2456; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5798 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the retirement system of the city of New Bedford. 6/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1616; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1897; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 6/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1017; 7/1-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1028; 7/2-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ949; 7/2-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1036; 7/10-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -SJ1084; 7/10-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1018; Again enacted -HJ1020; 7/11-SENATE-Again enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ1096; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 119 Acts.

H 5799 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the town of Braintree contributory retirement system. 6/11-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5731; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ855; 6/15-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ863; 6/18-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ877; 6/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ560; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ11004; 7/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1057; 7/7-HOUSE-
Enacted - HJ966; 7/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1062; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 120 Acts.

H S800 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three for the maintenance of the departments, boards, commissions, institutions and certain activities of the Commonwealth, for interest, sinking fund and serial bond requirements and for certain permanent improvements. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee of conference; Reported on a h5700: Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted - YEAS 119, NAYS 27 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 233]; Motion to reconsider negatived - HJ999; 7/10-SENATE-Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted, in concurrence - 33 YEAS to 3 NAYS - SJ11089-1090; 7/10-HOUSE-Enacted; Motion to reconsider negatived - HJ1015; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1062; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 120 Acts.

proval - 25 YEAS to 8 NAYS - SJsl1192-1193; 7/28-HOUSE-Section 89 passed over disapproval - YEAS 151, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 250] - HJ1062; 7/28-Senate-Section 89 passed over disapproval - 34 YEAS to 1 NAYS - SJsl1187-1188; 9/30-HOUSE-Section 124 passed over disapproval - YEAS 147, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 291] - HJ1199; SENATE-No action taken on disapproval of section 124; 7/28-HOUSE-Section 134 passed over disapproval - YEAS 147, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 260] - HJsl1077-1077; 7/28-Senate-Section 134 passed over disapproval - 26 YEAS to 7 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJsl1189-1191; 11/16-SENATE-Motion to postpone to November 30 negatived; Pending motion to reconsider negatived - SJsl1397-1398; 7/28-House-Section 158 passed over disapproval - YEAS 115, NAYS 33 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 286] - HJ1195; 9/30-Senate-Section 328 passed over disapproval - 29 YEAS to 3 NAYS - SJsl1319-1321; 7/28-House-Section 367 passed over disapproval - YEAS 120, NAYS 30 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 261] - HJsl1077-1080; 9/16-Senate-Disapproval of section 367 continued; Motion to lay on the table pending and postponed to the next session - SJsl1280-1283; 11/16-SENATE-Postponed to November 23 - SJsl1400-1403; Senate-No further action taken on section 367; 7/28-House-Section 408 passed over disapproval - YEAS 108, NAYS 44 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 253] - HJ1064-1065; 7/28-Senate-Disapproval of section 408 sustained - 22 YEAS to 14 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJsl1188-1189; 11/16-SENATE-Pending motion to reconsider postponed to November 23 - SJsl1397; 1/4/93-SENATE-Consideration of section 408 concluded; Motion to reconsider prevailed; Section 408 passed over disapproval - 24 YEAS to 12 NAYS - SJsl1638-1640; 7/28-House-Section 409 passed over disapproval - YEAS 141, NAYS 10 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 254] - HJsl1065-1066; 1/4/93-SENATE-Section 409 passed over disapproval - 26 YEAS to 13 NAYS - SJsl1640-1642; 7/28-House-Section 411 passed over disapproval - YEAS 141, NAYS 6 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 255] - HJsl1066-1068; 1/4/93-SENATE-Section 411 passed over disapproval - 26 YEAS to 13 NAYS - SJsl1642-1643; 7/28-House-Section 467 passed over disapproval - YEAS 50, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 251] - HJ1062-1063; 7/28-SENATE-Section 467 passed over disapproval - 33 YEAS to 1 NAYS - SJsl1191-1192; 7/28-House-Section 596 passed over disapproval - YEAS 127, NAYS 21 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 256] - HJ1058; SENATE-No action taken on disapproval of section 596; 12/22-House-Members appointed to the special committee established under Section 137 of this Act - HJ1482.

H 5801 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the city of Fall River retirement system. 6/11-House-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5778; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1055; 6/15-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1064; 6/18-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ1078; 6/22-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1078; senate concurred - HJ1078. 6/24-House-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1994; 6/29-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 92 Acts.

H 5802 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Banks and Banking to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents regulating banking management and practices. 6/15-House-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; Accompanied by S4, H1999 (as relates to section 6); H2403 and H5003; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ861; House-No further action taken.

H 5803 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Banks and Banking to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating state-chartered credit unions, mortgage lending, deposits, credit cards and the expansion of said credit unions. 6/15-House-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; Accompanied by H870, H1249, H1252, H1253, H1254, H1255, H2220 and H2222; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ861; House-No further action taken.

H 5804 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning financial aid for the expansion of the school choice program in the Commonwealth. 6/15-House-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; Accompanied by S210, S269, H331, H333, H710, H1106, H1170, H2253, H2423, H3348, H3704, H3877, H4642, H4644, H4645, H4646, H4651, H5019, H5020 and H5024; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ861; House-No further action taken.

H 5805 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Election Laws to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning voter registration and the conducting of elections. 6/15-House-Reported from the committee on Election Laws; Accompanied by H2256, H3354, H4434 and H4450; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ861; House-No further action taken.

H 5806 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Energy to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning coal generating plants. 6/15-House-Reported from the committee on Energy; Accompanied by H4852 and H4853; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ861; House-No further action taken.

H 5807 Bill relative to regulatory reform. 6/15-House-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of section 9 (subsection 1) of H1999; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ861; 11/7-House-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1255; 11/18-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1308; House-No further action taken.
H 5808 Bill providing for recall elections in the town of Westwood. 6/15-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H533; Passed to a third reading. HJ5862-863; 6/16-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ629; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1267; 10/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day. Read second, ordered to a third reading. Rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1359; 10/26-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1363; 11/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 221 Acts.

H 5813 Petition of Marianne Brenton for legislation to authorize certain cities and towns to borrow money for response costs for the Charles George Hill superfund site located in the town of Tyngsborough. 2/27-SENATE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ110; 6/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ852; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ626. Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 6/29-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H5900.

H 5814 Petition of Charles N. Decas (by vote of the town) relative to the historical commission of the town of Middleborough. 3/12-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ179; 6/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ852; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ626; Public Hearing date Jun 22 pm; HOUSE-NO further action taken.

H 5815 Petition of Emile J. Goguen, William Constantino, Jr., and Robert A. Antonioni for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to undertake the construction of a superfund site located in the town of Westminster. 5/19-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ59; 6/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ852; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ626; 6/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ999; 6/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1016; 7/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1057; 7/7-HOUSE-Read, and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ958; 7/8-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ975; 7/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ994; 7/10-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1086-1087; 7/10-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ994-995; 7/10-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1078; 7/10-SENATE-Recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1091; 7/30-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -HJ905; 7/27-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1091; 7/30-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1201; 12/7-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1771; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1482; 12/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new text (S1771) pending; Rules suspended; Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1771; Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ511; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1626; Public Hearing date Jun 22 pm; HOUSE-NO further action taken.

H 5816 Petition of Charles W. Mann and Edward P. Kirby (by vote of the town) relative to the operation of the water supply system of the town of Hanson. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ114; 5/12-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ511; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1626; Public Hearing date Jun 23 pm; 9/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1147; 9/14-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1267; 10/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day. Read second, ordered to a third reading. Rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1359; 10/26-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1363; 11/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 221 Acts.
H 5816 Petition of Charles N. Decas for legislation to designate a certain bridge in the town of Wachusett as the Joseph R. Grussia Bridge. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on House Rules-HJ542; 6/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation-HJ852; 6/15-SENATE-Concurred-SJ626; 6/22-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-HJ883; 6/24-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading-HJ989; 6/29-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed-HJ1005; 6/30-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy-SJ1018; 11/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-SJ1382; 11/16-Senate-Read second and ordered to a third reading-SJ1390; 12/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day, Read third and passed to be engrossed-SJ1459; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted-HJ1367; 12/7-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor-SJ1482; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 259 Acts.

H 5817 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Sandwich to grant an easement in certain conservation land located in said town. 6/15-House-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs-HJ859; 6/16-Senate-Concurred-SJ630; Public Hearing date-Jun 23 pm; 6/25-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-HJ906; 6/29-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading-HJ916; 7/2-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed-HJ950; 7/7-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy-SJ1061; 7/13-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-SJ1133; 11/2-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second and ordered to a third reading-SJ1374; 11/6-House-Enacted-YEAS 134, NAYS 0 (See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 299) -HJ1172; 11/16-Senate-Enacted -29 YEAS to 0 NAYS 29; before the Governor-SJ1409; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 11/30-House-For message, see H6253; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading-HJ1327; 12/7-House-Amendment adopted (in the form approved by committee)-HJ1368; SENATE-No further action taken.


H 5819 Petition of Walter Zagoe for legislation to exempt violations for expired motor vehicle inspection stickers from insurance surcharges. 2/17-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules-HJ115; 6/15-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Insurance-HJ860; 6/16-Senate-Concurred-SJ630; Public Hearing date Jun 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5820 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, Nancy Achin Sullivan and Lida E. Harkins relative to motor vehicle sound amplification systems. 6/9-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules-HJ842; 6/15-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety-HJ860; 6/16-Senate-Concurred-SJ630; Public Hearing date Jul 2 am; 9/14-House-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-HJ1152; 9/16-House-Report accepted-HJ1157.

H 5821 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco and Joan M. Menard (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the town of Taunton to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 5/14-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules-HJ542; 6/15-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service-HJ860; 6/16-Senate-Concurred-SJ630; Public Hearing date Jun 24 am; 6/25-House- Accompanied a new draft, see H5876.

H 5822 Petition of Emanuel G. Serra for legislation to authorize the Superintendent of State Office Buildings to install and maintain a plaque in honor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts American ex-prisoners of war. 6/9-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules-HJ842; 6/15-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration-HJ860; 6/16-Senate-Concurred-SJ630; 7/2-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-HJ948-949; 7/7-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading-HJ960; 7/8-House-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed-HJ975; 7/10-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy-SJ1085; 7/16-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session-SJ1138; 7/23-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed-SJ1149; 7/27-House-Enacted-HJ1039; 7/27-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor-SJ1153; 7/30-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 142 Acts.

H 5823 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath, other members of the General Court and others for legislation to establish the Fort Devens development corporation. 6/9-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules-HJ842; 6/15-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration-HJ860; 6/16-Senate-Concurred-SJ630; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5824 Petition of John R. Driscoll and Louis P. Bertonazzi relative to the conduct of harness horse racing meetings. 4/9-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules-HJ298; 6/15-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations-HJ860; 6/16-SENATE-Concurred-SJ630; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 5825 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning victims of violent crimes, the fire arms laws and the destruction of tombstones. 6/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S1504, H1268, H1761 and H2142; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs874-875; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5826 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning drug education programs, unauthorized use of motor vehicles, youthful firearms offenders and other related matters. 6/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; Accompanied by S119, S167, H515, H524, H1256, H1267, H1269, H1849, H2041, H2246, H3699, H4231, H4418 and H5158; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs875; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5827 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Criminal Justice to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning drug education programs, unauthorized use of motor vehicles, youthful firearms offenders and other related matters. 6/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice. Accompanied by H3872; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs875; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5828 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning financial procedures, bonded indebtedness of cities, towns and districts. 6/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S883, H40, H1950, H1952 and H3758; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs875; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5829 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the submission of city budgets by mayors to the city councils. 6/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by S96, S98 and S1484; Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs875; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5830 Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special committee relative to the direction and structure of county government in the Commonwealth. 6/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Counties; Accompanied by S96, S98 and S1484; Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs875; 7/2-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H5918; Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ948; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5831 Bill relative to holding an election for the office of district attorney of Suffolk County. 6/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Election Laws; New draft of H5467; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ876; 6/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ887; 6/24-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; New draft substituted. see H5872-HJ898.

H 5832 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning reciprocity with Canada for the licensing of nurses. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by H351 and H1689; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs882; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5833 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of a certain House document concerning the referral of patients by providers of health care. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by H1496, H2066 and H2663; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs882; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5834 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating the sale of tobacco products and the prohibition of smoking in pharmacies. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by H1496, H2066 and H2663; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs882; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5835 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of a certain House document prohibiting experimentation upon human fetuses. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by H5039; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs882; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5836 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Health Care to make an investigation and study of a certain House document regulating forms for prescriptions. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; Accompanied by H5489; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJs882; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5837 Bill relative to the appointment of trustees of a certain trust fund in the county of Dukes County. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for S1467; Passed to be engrossed -HJ884; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Counties -S1664; 9/21-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ11288; 10/15-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1349; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1393; 11/17-SENATE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1418; 11/18-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1307; 11/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1438; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 243 Acts.

H 5838 Bill relative to a program to assist certain small businesses in areas affected by transportation enhancement activities of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H2579; Passed to be engrossed -HJ884; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and
referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -S664. SENATE-No report from committee.

H 5839 Petition of Nancy H. Evans (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Wayland to release a certain conservation restriction. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -HJ880; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ665; Public Hearing date Jun 30 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ965; 7/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ975; 7/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ996; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1139; 12/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1489; 12/14-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 133, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 332] -HJ1390; 12/16-SENATE-Enacted -25 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1508; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 283 Acts.

H 5840 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, Robert C. Buell and another (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Gloucester to pay certain unpaid compensation to Fred J. Kyrouz. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ665; Public Hearing date Jun 30 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ965; 7/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ975; 7/28-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1089; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1202; 10/8-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1339; 10/26-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1364; 10/29-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1248; 10/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1369; 11/4-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 222 Acts.

H 5841 Petition of Michael W. Merrill, John A. Businger, Lois G. Pines and others (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt the position of police of the town of Brookline from the provisions of civil service law. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Service -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ665; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 7/30-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1500. SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5842 Bill authorizing the town of Wilmington to borrow money to pay a certain judgment. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading. New draft; Substituted for H6065; Passed to be engrossed -HJ880; 6/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ665; 6/25-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ995; 6/29-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1004; 7/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1057; 7/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ966; 7/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1062; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 123 Acts.

H 5843 A message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor, recommending legislation relative to providing for capital outlays for the acquisition and upgrading of major information technology systems, and for certain other activities and projects. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ878; 9/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6073 -HJ878; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ665; Public Hearing date Jun 30 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ965; 7/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ975; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5844 A message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to conveying certain town owned land in the town of Medfield to the Medfield community development corporation. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ878; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ665; Public Hearing date Jun 30 pm; 7/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ965; 7/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ975; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5845 A message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to an early retirement program for the city of Chelsea. 6/22-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Public Service -HJ879; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ665; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ966. SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5846 Petition of Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., James T. Brett, Nelson Merced, Byron Rushing and Marc D. Draisen for legislation to clarify tenancies after foreclosure of housing units. 6/15-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ651; Public Hearing date Jul 8 am; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted a new draft, see H5880.

H 5847 Petition filed at the request of Keith J. Harding relative to the enforcement of consumer protection laws by the Attorney General. 3/26-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1226; 6/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ651; Public Hearing date Jul 29 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5848 Petition of Robert A. DeLeo (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Winthrop to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 5/21-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1226; 6/18- HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Service -HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ651; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 7/7- HOUSE-Enacted a new draft, see H5945.

H 5849 Petition of Sally P. Kerans (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Danvers to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 6/15-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ859; 6/18- HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ651; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 7/7-HOUSE-Enacted a new draft, see H5945.
Public Service - HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred - SJ651; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 7/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ929; 7/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ950; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ966; 7/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1065; 8/6-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1120; 8/10-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1109; 8/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1127; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 170 Acts.

H 5850 Petition of Edward M. Lambert, Jr., Albert Herren, Robert Correia and Thomas C. Norton for legislation to establish a sick leave bank for Jeff Rogers, an employee of the Department of Social Services. 5/21-HOUSE-Referral of the petition to the committee on House Rules - HJ574; 6/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred - SJ651; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 7/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ929; 7/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ950; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ966; 7/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1065; 7/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1083; 7/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1019; 7/11-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1095-1096; 7/11-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1019; 7/11-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1096; 7/14-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 7/16-HOUSE-For presentation, see H596; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ1024; 10/15-SENATE-Amendment rejected (in the form approved by committee) -HJ1230; 10/19-SENATE-Refused to amend the bill -SJs1353-1354; 10/22-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1238; 10/22-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1159; 10/22-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1238; 10/26-SENATE-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ1163; 11/5 Became law without Executive approval. Chapter 225.

H 5851 Petition of Peter Forman, Robert Kraus and Edward Kirby for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire certain parcels of land in the towns of Kingston and Plymouth. 3/2-HOUSE-Referral of the petition to the committee on House Rules -.HJ120; 6/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1651; Public Hearing date Jul 1 am; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1532; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with certain amendments; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendments recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1569; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5852 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray for legislation to designate a certain corner in the town of Hingham as Muzzi's Corner. 5/21-HOUSE-Referral of the petition to the committee on House Rules -HJ574; 6/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Transportation -HJ874; 6/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ651; 7/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ929; 7/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ950; 7/7-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ966; 7/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1066; 7/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1084; 7/20-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1141; 7/23-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1032; 7/27-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1153; 7/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 145 Acts.

H 5853 Petition of Marie J. Parente and another relative to further regulating adoption agencies. 3/26-HOUSE-Referral of the petition to the committee on House Rules - HJ227; 6/22-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1665; Public Hearing date Sep 23 pm; 11/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1130; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1137; 1/4/93-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1541; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 5854 Petition of Marie J. Parente and another relative to requiring an annual audit of adoption agencies. 3/26-HOUSE-Referral of the committee on House Rules - HJ227; 6/22-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1665; Public Hearing date Sep 23 pm; 11/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1130; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1340; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read third; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1543; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5855 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to exempt individual retirement and pension plans from the laws relating to insolvency. 6/9-HOUSE-Referral of the petition to the committee on House Rules - HJ841; 6/22-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ882; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ665; Public Hearing date Jun 29 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5856 Petition of Barbara Gardner for legislation to authorize the Mendon-Upton Regional School District to convey a certain parcel of land to the town of Upton. 6/18-HOUSE-Referral of the petition to the committee on House Rules -HJ870; 6/22-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ882; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -
S J666; Public Hearing date Jun 30 pm; 7/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ929; 7/2-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ950; 7/7-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S11061; 7/8-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -S11065; 7/13-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1136; 7/28-HOUSE-Engrossed - YEAS 136, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 242] -HJ1045; 7/28-SENATE-Engrossed - 29 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJs1160-1161; 8/6-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 150 Acts.

H 5857 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamila for legislation to authorize the town of Billerica to grant a permanent easement of certain town land located in the forest of said town. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ440A; 6/22-HOUSE-Reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ666; Public Hearing date Jun 30 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5858 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, other members of the General Court and others relative to environmental responsibility and economic relief. 6/22-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ666; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Engrossed - SJU36; 7/28-SENATE-Enacted - YEAS 242, NAYS 0 (See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 150 Acts).

H 5859 Petition of John C. Bradford and William Q. MacLean, Jr., relative to the Mattapoisett River Valley Water Supply Advisory Committee. 6/18-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -Sj666; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 12/2-HOUSE-Engrossed - HJ1045; 7/28-SENATE-Engrossed - 29 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJs1160-1161; 8/6-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 150 Acts.

H 5860 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamila for legislation to exempt certain clerical positions in the town of Billerica from provisions of the civil service law. 1/6-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ440A; 6/22-HOUSE-Reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ881; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -Sj666; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Engrossed - HJ944; 6/29-SENATE-Engrossed - HJ944; 7/28-SENATE-Engrossed - 77 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJs1160-1161; 8/6-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 150 Acts.

H 5861 Petition of Michael P. Walsh relative to the taxation of certain retirement income. 5/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ574; 6/22-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ882; 6/23-SENATE-Concurred -Sj666; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5862 Petition of Byron Rushing, Shirley Owens-Hicks, Gloria L. Fox and Nelson Merced for legislation to establish a new city of the Commonwealth from various precincts of the city of Boston. 3/4-HOUSE-Transmitted to the State Secretary -HJ127; 6/24-HOUSE-Returned from the State Secretary; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ981; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1102; Public Hearing date Jul 2 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Engrossed - HJ127; 6/24-HOUSE-Read sections 1, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37 referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ889; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1296; 6/24-HOUSE-Sections 24 and 25 referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ889; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1296; 9/28-HOUSE-Sections 24 and 25 discharged from the committee on Government Regulations and referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ1179; 9/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1311; Public Hearing date for the committee on Criminal Justice on Oct 26 am for sections 1, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37; HOUSE-No further action taken on Sections 1, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37; 6/24-HOUSE-Section 23 referred to the committee on Health Care -HJ889; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1296; HOUSE-No further action taken on Section 23; 6/24-HOUSE-Section 2 referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ889; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1296; HOUSE-No further action taken on Section 2; 6/24-HOUSE-Sections 3 to 22, inclusive, 30, 31 and 32 referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ889; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1296; Public Hearing date for the committee on Public Safety on Oct 27 pm for sections 3 to 22, inclusive, and sections 30, 31 and 32; HOUSE-No further action taken on Sections 3 to 22, inclusive, 30, 31 and 32.

H 5864 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Transportation to make an investigation and study of a certain House document concerning one hundred percent funding by the Commonwealth for projects on certain local roads. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Transportation; Accompanied by H2578; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ894-895; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5865 Bill to promote the effective management of the Massachusetts criminal justice system. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice on new draft of S118; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ895; 9/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 5866 Bill to promote the effective management of the Massachusetts criminal justice system. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice on new draft of S118; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ895; 9/28-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.
and Means -HJ1400; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5867 Bill to amend the lead paint statutes. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S464, S482, H1125, H1129, H1884, H2067, H2068, H2069, H2070, H2071, H2270, H2820, H3009, H3010, H3724, H3727, H3906, H4254, H4489, H4490, H4664, H4665, H4666, H4667, H4668, H4874, H4875, H5036, H5037, H5038, H5068 and the residue of H5514; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ895; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5868 Bill relative to the development of the Woodsom Farm in the town of Amesbury. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for S881; Passed to be engrossed -HJ897; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 6/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1017; 7/8-SENATE-Read; in order to a third reading; rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1057-1058; 7/7-SENATE-Enacted -SJ1155; 9/3-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ930; 7/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1001; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ11652; No further action taken.

H 5873 Order (filed by Speaker Bähr of Cambridge) relative to the appointment of a special committee of the House to make an investigation and study of health and other services and the conditions of confinement for females incarcerated at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution in the town of Framingham. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Accompanied by HJ890-891; 6/29-HOUSE-Order increasing membership (H5901) adopted and members appointed -HJ910.

H 5874 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning retirement rights of all public employees, elected officials and other related matters. 6/25-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1088, S1116, S1117, H981, H991, H995, H1005, H1006, H1210, H1212, H1213, H1214, H1215, H1375, H1588, H1994, H2176, H2178, H2183, H2540, H2714, H2878, H2879, H3081, H3284, H3287, H3289, H3784, H3786, H3788, H3789, H3986, H4303, H4308, H4310, H4312, H4318, H4333, H4338, H4347, H4349, H4351, H4587, H4750 and H5503; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ694-905; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5875 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning indemnification, conduct and salaries of certain public employees and other related matters. 6/25-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1110, H1185, H426, H978, H997, H1580, H1589, H1766, H1767, H1782, H2148, H2154, H2159, H2160, H2164, H2190, H2193, H2266, H2533, H2546, H2718, H3640, H3782, H3783, H3784, H3786, H3788, H3789, H3986, H4303, H4308, H4310, H4332, H4334, H4338, H4347, H4349, H4351, H4587, H4750 and H5503; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ905; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5876 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the retirement system of the city of Taunton. 6/25-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H821; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ906; 6/29-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ907; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1032; 7/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1155; 9/3-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the


H 5880 Bill relative to the retirement system of the city of Chelsea. 6/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5845; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ912; 6/29-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -S11012; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ920; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1014; 7/1-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor; Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -S11027; 7/1-HOUSE-Referred to the Senate amendment -HJ926; 7/2-HOUSE-Again enacted -HJ949; 7/2-SENATE-Again enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ1035; 7/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 100 Acts.

H 5881 Petition filed at the request of Robert S. Mathieson relative to interest paid on rental security deposits. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 6/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ984; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1001; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5882 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis relative to training schools. 6/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ984; 6/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ984; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1001; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5883 Petition filed at the request of Stanley W. Colten relative to residency requirements for notaries public. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ111; 6/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ984; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1001; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5884 Petition of Paul E. Caron, James P. Jajuga and Emile J. Goguen for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Safety to promulgate rules and regulations governing bungee jumping. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, referred, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ981; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1002; Public Hearing date Jun 25 am; 7/1-HOUSE-Reported, in part, see H5908.

H 5885 Petition of John F. Cox, Susan F. Rourke, Edward A. LaLasheur, Nancy Achin Sullivan and another relative to authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to grant easements over certain parcels of land located in the city of Lowell. 5/14-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ542; 6/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ984; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1002; 7/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negat- ived -HJ1000; 7/11-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1095; 7/11-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 131, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 239]-HJ1020; 7/28-SENATE-Enacted -31 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -S11161; 8/6-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 149 Acts.

H 5886 Petition of Barbara C. Hyland and William R. Keating for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to acquire certain land in the town of Mansfield. 6/15-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ989; 6/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ984; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1002; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; 1/463-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee of
H 5887 Petition of Stephen J. Karol and Robert A. Havem for legislation to require towns to notify the Department of Public Works upon excavation of a state highway. 6/24-HOUSE-Refered to the Committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ938-939; 6/29-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1002; 7/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1038; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ1091; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1202; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1390; 12/28-SENATE-Taken from the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1611; 12/30-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1523; 12/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1620; 1/7-93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 334 Acts.

H 5888 Bill authorizing the town of Barnstable to convey a certain parcel of land. 6/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5794; Passed to be engrossed - HJ916; 6/29-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ1611; 12/30-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1523; 12/30-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1620; 1/7-93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 98 Acts.

H 5890 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting recommendations for making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirty-first; nineteen hundred and ninety-three prior to final action on the General Appropriation Bill for said fiscal year. 6/29-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Ways and Means; Bill reported favorably by committee as changed; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ908; 6/29-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1013; 6/29-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ921; 6/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1014; 6/30-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 93 Acts.

H 5901 Bill relative to revolving funds for public school transportation and certain financial matters [printed as amended by the House on June 29]. 6/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; Recommended new draft of H5388; Amendment adopted; Substituted, as amended, for H5388; Passed to be engrossed - HJ917; 6/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1018; 10/26-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1360; 10/29-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment - HJ1247; Emergency preamble adopted - HJ1248; 10/29-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ1369; 10/29-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1248; 10/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1369; 11/5-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 224 Acts.

H 5892 Petition of Susan M. Tracy (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the use of duplicate blank nomination petition sheets in the city of Boston, 6/29-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Election Laws -HJ910; 6/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1018; Public Hearing date Jul 8 am; 7/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1092; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5893 Petition of Susan M. Tracy (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the listing of persons in the city of Boston, 6/29-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Election Laws -HJ910; 6/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1018; Public Hearing date Jul 8 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
H 5894 Petition of Louis L. Kafka and William R. Keating (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Sharon to convey to a certain parcel of conservation land to Join Construction, Inc. 6/29-HOUSE-Referral to committee on Local Affairs -HJ910; 6/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1018; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 7/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ11092; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1202; 8/3-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1206; 8/13-HOUSE-Pat upon its final passage; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -HJ1114; 8/17-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment with a further amendment -SJ1229-1230; 9/16-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the further Senate amendment -HJ161; Enacted -YEAS 133, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 281] -HJ11162; 9/16-SENATE-Enacted - 35 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1228-1284; 9/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 197 Acts.

H 5895 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Easton to transfer certain bond funds for other uses. 6/29-HOUSE-Referral to committee on Local Affairs -HJ910; 6/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1018; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 7/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ11092; 9/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1139; 9/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1258; 9/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1261; 9/14-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1152; 9/14-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1267; 9/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 190 Acts.

H 5896 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Easton to transfer control of certain conservation land for the purpose of construction of a pump house and four well sites. 6/29-HOUSE-Referral to committee on Local Affairs -HJ910; 6/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1018; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 7/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1092; 9/3-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1139; 9/8-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1258; 9/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1261; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1655; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted - YEAS 138, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 373] -HJ11565; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted - 34 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1669-1670; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 392 Acts.

H 5897 Bill relative to the practice of public accountancy. 6/29-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. DiMasi) for S910. Ordered to a third reading -HJ910; 7/1-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ930; 7/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1032; 7/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1060; 7/8-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1068; 12/28-SENATE-Order further action taken. 12/30-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ950; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5898 Bill to prohibit motor vehicle insurance companies from directing insureds to specific auto glass companies for repair of their vehicles. 6/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H2833; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1913; 7/2-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 7/8-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1089; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1202; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5899 Bill relative to the Liquor Liability Joint Underwriting Association, the Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association and the Urban Area Insurance Placement Facility. 6/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H1914; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1913; 7/2-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 7/8-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1089; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1202; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5900 Bill authorizing certain cities and towns to borrow for costs connected to a landfill site in the town of Tyngsborough. 6/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H5813; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1913; 7/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ291; 7/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1089; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1202; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5901 Order relative to increasing the membership of the special committee of the House established to make an investigation and study of health and other services and the conditions of confinement for females incarcerated at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution in the town of Framingham. 6/29-HOUSE-Referral to committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted; Members appointed -HJ910.

H 5902 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to increasing the penalty for first and subsequent convictions of sex offenses. 6/29-HOUSE-Referral to committee on Criminal Justice -HJ908; 6/30-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1018; Public Hearing date Sep 24 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5903 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to transferring control of the treatment center from the Department of Mental Health to the Department of Correction to further protect the public safety and to improve the
quality of treatment. 6/29-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Safety - HJ909; 6/30-SENATE- Concurred - SJ1018; Public Hearing date Jul 30, 1992; 9/14-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1151; 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1401; 12/21- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1455; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed. HJ1541; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1703; No report from committee.

H 5904 Communication from the Counsel to the Senate and Counsel to the House of Representatives submitting (under authority of Section 53 of Chapter 3 of the General Laws) proposed legislation making certain corrective changes in certain general and special laws. 7/1-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ924; 7/1-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1020; 7/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ965; 7/8-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ997; 7/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1135; 7/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading; read and passed - SJ1145; 7/27-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted - HJ1038; 7/27-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ1152; 7/27-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1038; 7/28-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1158; 8/6-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor - SJ1209; 11/17-SENATE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted - SJ1422-1423; 12/10-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ972; 7/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means and Means - SJ1158; No report from committee.

H 5905 Bill relative to the notification of third parties in nonrenewal and cancellation of certain insurance policies held by elderly consumers. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H99; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ928; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1283; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - HJ1309; 12/1-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - HJ1350; 12/2- HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading - HJ1350. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5906 Bill providing for accessibility to pharmaceutical services. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H92; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means and Means - HJ928; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1283; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second; Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - HJ1309; 12/1-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day - HJ1350; 12/2- HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading - HJ1350. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5907 Bill providing for accessibility to pharmaceutical services. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H5183; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ928; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5908 Bill relative to bungee jumping. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; New draft of H5884. Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ928; 7/8-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading - HJ972; 7/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1085; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass, with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1675; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1197; 8/3-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new text (S1675) pending; Rules suspended; Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1675; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1206; 8/6-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment with a further amendment - HJ1104; 8/13-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the further House amendment. - SJ1222; 8/13-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted - HJ1116; 8/13-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ1226; 8/13- HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1116; 8/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1145; 8/21- GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 177 Acts.

H 5909 Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund [printed as amended by the House on July 11]. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee of conference appointed - HJ957; 7/7-CONFERENCE-Called; New draft of H99; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendments adopted - YEAS 109, NAYS 42 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 211]; Amendment adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Substitute bill pending; Quorum roll call - 132 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 212]; Pending substitute bill rejected - YEAS 60, NAYS 92 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 213]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 43, NAYS 105 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 215]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 34, NAYS 115 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 216]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 41, NAYS 108 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 217]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 45, NAYS 104 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 218]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 54, NAYS 93 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 219]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 36, NAYS 113 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 220]; Passed to be engrossed - YEAS 113, NAYS 37 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 221]; Motion to reconsider negatived - HJ935-944; 7/2-SENATE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second; For Senate actions, see S1654; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1655 (being the text of Senate, No. 1654, printed as amended) - 32 YEAS to 4 NAYS; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1037-1057; 7/7-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate amendment; Committee of conference appointed - HJ957; 7/7- SENATE-Notice of House appointments received; Senate insisted on its amendment; Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence - SJ1063; 7/7- HOUSE-Notice of Senate appointments received - HJ957; 7/10-HOUSE-Reported by committee of con-
H 5910 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting recommendations for making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ922; 7/10-HOUSE-Reported (in part) by a new draft, see H5975 - H11000; 8/13-HOUSE-Reported (in part) by a new draft, see H6036 - H1114; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5911 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing a sick leave bank for a certain employee of the Boston Municipal Court. 7/1-HOUSE-See H5735 - HJ922.

H 5912 Bill relative to the determination of regular interest by the Commissioner of Public Employee Retirement Administration. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading: New draft; Substituted for H5658; Passed to be engrossed -HJ931; 7/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1032; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 5913 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and Jane M. Swift (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish the board of selectmen/town manager form of administration in the town of Great Barrington. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ924; 7/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1033; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 7/27-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6005.

H 5914 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis (by vote of the town) relative to motor vehicle fines collected by the town of Raynham. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ924; 7/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1033; Public Hearing date Jul 14 am; 10/5-HOUSE-Accompanied a study order, see H6134.

H 5915 Petition of J. Michael Ruane (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to establish the economic development and industrial corporation of the city of Salem. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ924; 7/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1033; 7/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1032; 7/27-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Stiering and Policy -SJ1151; 9/24-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter was placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SI1293; 9/28-HOUSE-Engacted -HJ1179; 9/30-SENATE-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1131; 10/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 205 Acts.

H 5916 Petition of Byron Rushing for legislation to provide for removal of restrictions on taxing Namibian gold or silver tender. 6/29-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ911; 7/1-SENATE-Reported -SJ1026; 7/9-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ11569; HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee, but no further action taken.

H 5917 Resolutions memorializing the President of the United States and the Congress to recognize the newly formed Republic of Mountainous Karabagh; to establish full diplomatic relations with the duly elected government of the Republic of Mountainous Karabagh; and take all appropriate measures to assure the survival of the Republic of Mountainous Karabagh and the brave people of Artsakh. 7/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules; Resolutions reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Considered; Quorum roll call - 135 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 222]; Adopted - YEAS 129, NAYS 3 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 223] -HJ946.

H 5918 Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special commission relative to the direction and structure of county government in the Commonwealth. 7/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules; Recommended new draft for H5830 - HJ948; Subject matter (H5830) referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ948; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5919 Bill further regulating higher education in the Commonwealth. 7/2-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of H79; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ948; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5920 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning civil service and other matters related to public employees in the Commonwealth. 7/7-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1057, S1059, S1061, S1062, S1063, S1078, S1081, S1094, S1095, S1100, S1108, S1109, S1115, S1118, S1388, S1443, H228, H278, H289, H422, H979, H982, H992, H1004, H1378, H1768, H1778, H1781, H1980, H2155, H2161, H2165, H2184, H2185, H2191, H2364, H2713, H2715, H2790, H3430, H3434, H3435, H3436, H3437, H3785, H3793, H3977, H3979, H4158, H4171, H4319, H4320, H4329, H4589, H4759, H4762, H4764, H4935, H4943, H4944, H5238 and H5239; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ959; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5921 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning cost-of-living adjustments for retired public employees and other related matters. 7/7-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1060, S1077, S1079, S1111, S1121, S1123, H632, H635, H639, H640, H641, H804, H808, H809, H995, H996, H1573, H1585, H1587, H1770, H1771, H1783, H2171, H2362, H2363, H2365, H2367, H2559, H2716, H2821, H3828, H3871, H4159, H4160, H4166, H4348, H4350, H4353, H4355, H5107 and H5237; Order reported favorably by committee.
by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ8959-960; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5922 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning disability retirement benefits for public employees. 7/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1065, S1070, S1076, S1099, S1123, S1124, H418, H423, H633, H636, H642, H805, H1200, H1207, H1209, H1379, H1380. The H 1396, H1572, H1577, H1777, H1971, H1977, H2150, H2158, H2162, H2369, H2537, H2541, H2547, H2719, H2876, H3086, H3278, H3286, H4341, H4170, H4173, H4175, H4305, H4330, H4584, H4937, H4940 and H5111; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ960; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5923 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning health insurance, training, hiring, promotions and other related matters for public employees. 7/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1080, S1090, S1106, H142, H421, H424, H806, H811, H976, H994, H1007, H1202, H1303, H1377, H1379, H1763, H1775, H1970, H1979, H2169, H2534, H2543, H2544, H2711, H2872, H2875, H3085, H3087, H3276, H3277, H3283, H3647, H3648, H3649, H3980, H3982, H3983, H4165, H4177, H4315, H4321, H4322, H4325, H4328, H4332, H4335, H4339, H4342, H4343 and H4945; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ960; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5924 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning creditable service benefits for public employees. 7/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1068, S1087, S1089, S1104, H631, H637, H812, H894, H895, H896, H1201, H1206, H1371, H1383, H1387, H1390, H1391, H1395, H1581, H1769, H1772, H1774, H2146, H2177, H2535, H2542, H2880, H2885, H3279, H3283, H3285, H3646, H3780, H3791, H3792, H4934, H4947, H5105, H5112, H5240, H5474 and H5545; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ960; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5925 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Service to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning retirement benefits for judges, court clerks, court officers and veterans. 7/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; Accompanied by S1073, S1093, H2873, H3263, H3264, H3266, H3269, H3270, H3271, H3272, H4751, H4752, H4753, H4939 and H5267; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ960; HOUSE-No further action taken.


H 5927 A message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor, submitting recommendation for making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three prior to final action on the General Appropriation Bill for said fiscal year. 7/7- HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means; Accompanied a new draft, see H5928 - HJ967.

H 5928 Bill making certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three prior to final action on the General Appropriation Bill for said fiscal year. 7/7- HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of H5927; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, third and passed to be engrossed -HJ967; 7/7-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -S1063; 7/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ967; 7/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ51065-1064; 7/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor; Chapter 104 Acts.

H 5929 Petition of Barbara Gardner, David P. Magnani, Edward L. Burke and Barbara E. Gray relative to the cost of special education programs at residential schools and the obligations of school committees. 6/9- HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ841; 7/1- HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ927, 7/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1061; Public Hearing date Jul 10 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5930 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi for legislation to eliminate the two trial system for criminal cases in Hampden and Essex counties. 7/2- HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJs946-947; 7/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1061; 7/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ965; 7/8-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ978; 7/10-SENATE-Read, and passed to be engrossed -SJ1063; 7/7- HOUSE-Enacted -HJ967; 7/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ51065-1064; 7/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor; Chapter 104 Acts.
Concurred -SJ1061; Public Hearing date Nov 9 pm; 12/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6330.

H 5932 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Byron Rushing, Douglas W. Petersen, Paul E. Caron, Kevin Poirier and others relative to the liability of certain charitable corporations. 6/24-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ982; 7/2-HOUSE- Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ948; 7/7-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1061; Public Hearing date Nov 9 pm; 12/21-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6330.

H 5933 Petition of Mary Jane Gibson, Byron Rushing, Douglas W. Petersen, Paul E. Caron, Kevin Poirier and others relative to the liability of certain charitable organizations. 6/24-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ982; 7/2-HOUSE- Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ948; 7/7-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1061; Public Hearing date Jul 30 am; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 5934 Petition of Michael P. Walsh for legislation to repeal the law requiring stopped motor vehicles to discontinue engine operation. 6/24-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ983; 7/2-HOUSE- Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ948; 7/7-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1061; Public Hearing date Jul 22 am; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 5935 Petition of Louis L. Kafka and William R. Keating relative to the retirement rights of certain former investigators employed by the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission. 7/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ925; 7/2-HOUSE- Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ947; 7/7-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1062; 7/10-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -H993; 7/13-SENATE- Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1151; 7/15-Senate-Reported, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -H1032; 7/27-SENATE- Read; and referred to the committee on State Steering and Policy -SJ1151; 9/24-SENATE- Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -H1032; 7/30-SENATE- Enacted and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1097; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 5936 Petition of Paul R. Haley for legislation to designate a certain area of Webb State Park in the town of Weymouth as the Domenic J. Sansone Memorial Promontory. 7/2-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ947; 7/7-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1062; 7/10-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -H993; 7/13-SENATE- Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1135; 8/24-SENATE- Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1236; 9/14-SENATE- Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1264-1265; 9/16-HOUSE- Enacted -HJ1156; 9/16-SENATE- Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1273; 9/24-GOVERNOR- Signed by the Governor, Chapter 196 Acts.

H 5937 Petition of John C. Klimm relative to the conveyance of a certain parcel of land in the town of Barnstable by the Division of Capital Planning and Operation. 7/1-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ925; 7/2-HOUSE- Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ948; 7/7-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1062; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; 12/16-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/17-HOUSE- Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/30-HOUSE- Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/5-93-SENATE- Read; rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1678; 1/5-93- HOUSE- Enacted -YES 132- NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 382] -HJ1571; 1/5-93- SENATE- Enacted -30 YEAS to 0 NAYS; 1/6-93-SENATE- Laid before the Governor -SJs 1700-1701; 1/13/93-GOVERNOR- Signed by the Governor, Chapter 372 Acts.

H 5938 Petition of Peter A. Vellucci and others for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey to the city of Cambridge a certain parcel of land located in said city and under the control of the Metropolitan District Commission. 7/24-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Administration -HJ925; 7/7-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1062; Public Hearing date Jul 28 am; 7/30-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ11097; HOUSE- No further action taken.

H 5939 Petition of Kevin Poirier and David H. Locke (by vote of the town) relative to the preliminary elections in the town of North Attleborough. 7/7- HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ955; 7/8-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1066; Public Hearing date Jul 8 am; 7/23-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1032; 7/27-SENATE- Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1151; 9/24-SENATE- Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1097; 9/28-SENATE- Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1131; 10/9-GOVERNOR- Signed by the Governor, Chapter 208 Acts.

H 5940 Petition of Stephen W. Doran and Lucile P. Hicks (by vote of the town) relative to the housing commission of the town of Lincoln. 7/7- HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ956; 7/8-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1066; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29-HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184; 9/30-HOUSE- Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1191; 12/17-HOUSE- Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1428; 12/18-SENATE- Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1530; 1/5-93- SENATE- Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5941 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr. (by vote of the town) relative to the stabilization fund of the town of Southampton. 7/7- HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ956; 7/8-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1066; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 10/29- HOUSE- Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1247; 11/2- SENATE- Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1372; 1/5-93- SENATE- Committee reported
H 5942 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo, James P. Jajuga and another (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish a water privilege fee in the town of Merrimac. 7/7-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ956; 7/8-Senate-Concurred -SJ1066; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184; 9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1191; 10/1-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1209; 10/5-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1334; 11/9/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1773. 11/9/93-House-Enacted -HJ1571; 11/9/93-Senate-Enacted; 11/9/93-Senate-Laid before the Governor -SJ1770; 1/14/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 408 Acts.

H 5943 Petition filed at the request of Arthur Doyle (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt certain clerical positions in the town of Billerica from the provisions of civil service law. 7/7-House-Reported to the committee on Public Service -HJ956; 7/8-Senate-Concurred -SJ1066; Public Hearing date Jul 22 am; 12/10-House-Accompanied H5860.

H 5944 Bill improving the administration and management of the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 7/7-House-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; New draft of S783, H1332, H1338, H1339, H2331, H3179, H3194, H3384, H3388, H3389, H3390, H3391, H4516, H4707, H5079, H5082, H5411, H5413 and H5626; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ964; 12/6-House-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H6210; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1271; 11/17-House-Read second; See actions and roll calls posted on H6210. Pending new draft substituted, as amended, see H6210, H51250-1501.

H 5945 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the retirement system of the town of Winthrop. 7/7-House-Reported from the committee on Public Service. New draft of H5848; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ956; 7/8-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ976; 7/10-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -H5607; 7/13-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1135; 12/23-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJs1597-1598; 12/23-House-Enacted -HJ1513; 12/28-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1609; 1/5/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 331 Acts.

H 5946 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Housing and Urban Development to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning tenant-landlord relationships in rental agreements and other related matters. 7/8-House-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; Accompanied by S497, S515, S523, S527, H558, H1130, H1895, H1896, H2666, H3372, H4492, H4495, H4496, H4497, H4498, H4499, H4500, H4501, H4560 and H5053; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ972; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5947 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Housing and Urban Development to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents regulating public housing programs in the Commonwealth. 7/8-House-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; Accompanied by S499, S520, S522, H35, H925, H1891, H2075, H2076, H2665, H3163, H3370, H3732, H3733, H3734, H3735, H3912, H4494, H4504, H4505, H4669 and H4674; Committee reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ972; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5948 Order relative to authorizing the committee on the Judiciary to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning criminal and civil liability and other related matters. 7/8-House-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; Accompanied by H95, H383, H945, H946, H953, H1168, H1328, H1519, H1718, H1721, H1931, H3211, H3223, H3925, H3931, H3951, H4279, H4517, H4709, H4710, H4905 and H5331; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ972; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5949 Order relative to authorizing the committee on the Judiciary to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning child support, the custody of children in divorce proceedings and other related matters. 7/8-House-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; Accompanied by H267, H268, H269, H270, H385, H592, H759, H765, H952, H1336, H2496, H2842, H3188, H3283, H3401, H3755 and H4693; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5950 Order relative to authorizing the committee on the Judiciary to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning the establishment of a John F. Kennedy holiday, adoption notices, justices of the peace, constables, land and housing courts and small claims procedures. 7/8-House-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; Accompanied by H2328, H3382, H3935, H3948, H3732, H3733, H3734, H3735, H3912, H4494, H4504, H4505, H4669 and H4674; Committee reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5951 Order relative to authorizing the committee on the Judiciary to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning summary process actions in courts involving residential property. 7/8-House-Reported from the committee on the Judiciary; Accompanied by H3932, H3955 and H4512; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5952 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House docu-
ments concerning the management and regulation of solid waste. 7/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by S556, S922, S936, S955, S957, S964, H611, H789, H1546, H1555, H1556, H1559, H3418, H3962, H4138, H4728, H4730, H4733, H4915 and H5333; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5953 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents regulating hunting, fishing and trapping and the protection of wildlife in the Commonwealth. 7/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by S903, S943, S948, H609, H964, H1180, H1352, H1354, H1358, H1359, H1362, H1363, H1726, H1736, H1956, H2341, H2699, H4140, H4290, H4293 and H4559; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5954 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the operation and management of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 7/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by S920, S942, H135, H136, H399, H774, H777, H778, H779, H780, H967, H1174, H1360, H1361, H1953, H1954, H1961, H1962, H1963, H2337, H2352, H2858, H3229, H3230, H3231, H3322, H3329, H3414, H3627, H3764, H3768, H4139, H4734, H4735, H4736, H4737, H5093 and H5094; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5955 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning protection of the coastal resources of the Commonwealth. 7/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by H402, H404, H3240, H4285, H4286, H4288, H4534 and H5627; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5956 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating the treatment and disposal of septage and sewerage in the Commonwealth. 7/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by H618, H771, H772, H790, H2343, H3238, H3419, H4553 and H5090; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5957 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning agricultural and farming practices in the Commonwealth and other related matters. 7/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by H618, H690, H696, H969, H970, H971, H1184, H1355, H1540, H1544, H1545, H1549, H1550, H1552, H2342, H2516, H2856, H3624, H4136, H4284, H4535, H4562, H4729, H5091 and H5198; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ974; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5958 Bill to require health insurers to reimburse bone marrow transplants for patients whose breast cancer has advanced to bone cancer. 7/8-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Insurance; New draft of H3380; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ974; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5959 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing Congressional districts. 7/8-HOUSE-See H5889 - HJ987.

H 5960 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco relative to workers' compensation agreements. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ983; 7/7-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ959; 7/8-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1066; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5961 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to exempt certain income from military retirement pensions from the state income tax. 2/7-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ116; 7/7-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the operation and management of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority; Accompanied by H771, H774, H777, H778, H779, H964, H1174, H1360, H1361, H1953, H1954, H1961, H1962, H1963, H2337, H2352, H2858, H3229, H3230, H3231, H3322, H3329, H3414, H3627, H3764, H3768, H4139, H4734, H4735, H4736, H4737, H5093 and H5094; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ973; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5962 Bill further regulating the Liquor Liability Joint Underwriting Association, the Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association and the Joint Reimbursement Association. 7/8-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. Mara) for H5899; Passed to be engrossed - HJ976; 7/10-SENATE-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1085; 12/18-SENATE-Committee recommmended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1333; 1/21-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1338; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed SJ1675; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted - HJ1928; 1/8/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1693; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 413 Acts.

H 5963 Bill concerning health records requested from providers by persons seeking benefits under the Social Security Act and federal or state needs-based benefit programs. 7/8-House, No. 5473, printed as amended by the House on June 15 and July 8; Passed to be engrossed - HJ977; 7/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1085; 1/30/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of SJ1760; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1451; 12/23-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1453; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed SJ1675; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted - HJ1928; 1/8/93- SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1693; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 413 Acts.
before the Governor - SJ1602; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 311 Acts.

H 5964 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Stanley C. Rosenberg (by vote of the town) relative to medical treatment and related expenses for police officers of the town of Middleborough who are injured in the line of duty. 7/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ970; 7/10-SENATE-Concurring - SJ1086; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1184; 9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1911; 10/19-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ1233; 10/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1358; 11/12 SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1390; 12/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - SJ1459; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted - HJ1367; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1482; 12/14-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor - SJ1500; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 5965 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri and Louis P. Bertonazzi (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Bellingham to pay a certain sum of money to Vincent R. Thayer. 7/8-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ970; 7/10-SENATE-Concurring - SJ1086; 7/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1038; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1092; 8/27-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed - HJ1129; 8/31-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy and laid before the Governor - SJ1159; 12/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 298 Acts.

H 5966 Bill relating to possible exposure to HIV. 7/10-SENATE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S406, H2443, H3012, H3566 and H4107; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ974; 7/10-HOUSE-Read second; Amendments adopted; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; New draft pending; Further amendment adopted; Pending new draft substituted, see H5984; printed as amended - HJ997.


H 5968 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Election Laws to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning primary elections and the postponement of town meetings due to emergencies. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Election Laws; Accompanied by H2255 and H4724; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ994; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5969 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Energy to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating the sale of petroleum products, the business of redemption centers for beverage containers and the transportation of motor fuel. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Energy; Accompanied by H2781, H2982 and H5269; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ994; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5970 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document allowing social workers to disclose criminal activities of clients. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; Accompanied by H273; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ994; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5971 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document concerning the historical commission of the town of Middleborough. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H5814; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ994; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5972 Bill relating to possible exposure to HIV. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of S419, S421, S423, S432, S433, S434, S435, S436, S437, S438, S439, S440, S452, H1119, H1120, H1303, H1304, H1305, H1306, H1686, H1885, H2061, H2063, H2444, H2659, H2660, H2661, H2662, H3006, H3728, H3905, H4255, H4491, H4663 and H5050; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ994; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5973 Bill relative to certain land conveyances and bond authorizations. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee of conference; Reported on a part of H5700; Rules suspended; Committee of conference report adopted - HJ5999-1000; 7/10-SENATE-Rules suspended; Committee of conference report adopted, in concurrence - SJ11085-1086; 7/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted - HJ1015; 7/10-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ1091; 7/10-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 146, NAYS 0 (See Yea and Nay roll Call, Supplement, No. 234); 7/11-HJ1015-1016; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted - 26 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJ11092-1093; 7/20-GOVERNOR-Signed, in part, by the Governor, Chapter 137 Acts, Governor returned to the House with disapp...
H 5974 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation validating certain actions taken by the town of Weymouth relative to a zoning by-law. 7/23-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1030; 7/27-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1152; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/24-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading; rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1174; 9/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1301; 10/8-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1343; 10/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1225; 10/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1347; 10/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 215 Acts.

H 5975 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-six, for the purposes of the several Departments of the Commonwealth. 7/6-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft substituted, see H5975 -HJ990. 7/10-HOUSE-Change in committee of conference -HJ1022; 7/16-HOUSE-Change in committee of conference -HJ1093; 7/18-SENATE-Change in committee of conference -HJ1094; 7/28-HOUSE-Reported (in part) by committee; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; House non-concurred in Senate amendment; Committee of conference appointed -HJ1022; 7/13-SENATE-Notice of House appointments received; Senate insisted on its amendment. Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence -SJ1135; 7/13- HOUSE-Notice of Senate appointments received -HJ1022; 7/16- HOUSE-Change in committee of conference -HJ1024-1025; 7/20-SENATE-Notice of change in House appointments received -SJ1141-1142; 7/28-HOUSE-Reported (in part) by committee of conference, see H6009-HJ1093; (on the residue) by committee of conference, see H6010-HJ1093-1094.

H 5976 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing an emergency exemption relative to the delivery of alcoholic beverages. 7/10- HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ8; 7/10- SENATE-Concurred -SJ1086; 7/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5977-HJ990.

H 5977 Bill relative to an emergency exemption for the delivery of alcoholic beverages in the city of Boston. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5976; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1090; 7/10-SENATE-Read; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1089; 7/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ995; 7/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1092; 7/11-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 114 Acts.

H 5978 Petition of Mary Jane McKenna relative to the fee for retired licensed professional engineers or land surveyors. 6/24-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ893; 7/18-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ971-972; 7/10-SENATE- Concurred -SJ1086; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5979 Petition of Nelson Merced, Vincent P. Ciampa, Peter A. Vellucci, Alvin E. Thompson, Michael LoPresti, Jr., and another for legislation to proclaim "Dialogue in Dorchester" as the state opera of the Commonwealth. 5/11-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ487; 5/11-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ972; 7/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1086; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5980 Bill relative to Worcester Health and Hospitals Authority. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee of conference; Reported on a part of H5700; Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted -HJ1016-1017; 7/10- HOUSE-Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted, in concurrence -SJ1093-1094; 7/10-HOUSE-Enacted -YEAS 135, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 236] -HJ1018; 7/11-SENATE-Enacted -28 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1097-1098; 7/20- GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 138 Acts.

H 5981 Report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two branches with reference to the Senate amendment (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1665) to the House Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 7/10-HOUSE-See H5909-HJ1017.
H 5982 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty and Bill Owens relative to the construction of a Massachusetts state track facility at Roxbury Community College. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ992; 7/10-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ1086; 7/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1018; 7/13-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1135; 7/16-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1025; 7/16-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1139; 7/23-SENATE-Recalled from the Governor -SJs1144-1145; 7/27-SENATE-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider prevailed; Rules suspended; Amendment adopted -SJ1150; 7/27-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1035; 7/28-HOUSE-Again enacted -YEAS 129, NAYS 5 [See Yea and Nay in Yeast. No. 240]-HJ1044; 7/28-SENATE-Rejected - 11 YEAS to 21 NAYS; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1162; 8/6-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Pending motion to reconsider prevailed; Again enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJ1214; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 167 Acts.

H 5983 Bill designating that portion of Route 213 from the junction of Interstate 495 to the junction of Interstate 93 as the Methuen Mall Way. 7/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5511; Passed to be engrossed -HJ996; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1139; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1652; No further action taken.

H 5984 Bill relative to the confidentiality of HIV tests and the protection of public health. 7/10-HOUSE-New draft; Proposed (Ms. Buell) substitute for H5966; Amendment adopted; Substituted for H5966; Passed to be engrossed -HJ997-998; 7/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJs1138; 7/28-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1676; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1198; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1044; 7/12-SENATE-Read and ordered to a third reading -HJ1025; 8/6-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1106; 8/10-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1216; 8/24-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1126; 9/14-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1265; 9/16-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1157; 9/16-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1273; 9/25-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 9/28-HOUSE-For massage, see H6096; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ1176; 10/22-HOUSE-Amendment adopted (in the form approved by committee) -HJ1238; 11/2-SENATE-Concurrent in the House amendment -SJs1372-1373; 11/5-HOUSE-Re- enacted -HJ1255; 11/5-SENATE-Re-enacted again laid before the Governor -SJ1376; 11/22-GO VERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 228 Acts.

H 5986 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the House Bill establishing a sick leave bank for an employee of the Department of Social Services. 7/16-HOUSE-See H5850 -HJ1024.


H 5988 Petition of Carmen D. Buell (by vote of the town) relative to recall elections in the town of Warwick. 7/20-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1027; 7/23-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ1236; 9/28-Public Hearing date Aug 12 am*; 9/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1152; 9/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1157; 12/22- HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1484; 12/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1607; 12/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1616; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1537; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1625; 1/8/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 345 Acts.

H 5989 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Norwell to combine the position of highway surveyor and the position of director of lands and natural resources into one position. 7/20-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1027; 7/23-SENATE-Concurrent -SJ1148; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184; 9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1191; 10/22-
HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H6174-H1239.

H 5990 Petition of Jordan Levy (mayor), Kevin O'Sullivan, Andrew Collaro, David J. Lionetti, William J. Glodis, Jr., John J. Binienda, Matthew J. Amorello and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the health and hospitals authority of the city of Worcester. 7/20-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -H1028; 7/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1148; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 11/12-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought NOT to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1266; 11/16-HOUSE-Report accepted -H11278.

H 5991 Petition of Paul J. Gannon (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the reemployment list for police officers and fire fighters in the city of Boston. 7/20-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1028; 7/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1148; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5992 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien (by vote of the town for legislation to authorize the town of Norwell to exempt the position of chief of police from the provisions of civil service law. 7/20- HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1028; 7/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1148; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; 11/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1331; 12/1-HOUSE- Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1485; 1/5-93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1673; No further action taken.

H 5993 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to reforming public education. 7/20-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ1027; 7/27-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1152; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5994 Petition of Jordan Levy (mayor), Kevin O'Sullivan, David J. Lionetti, John J. Binienda and William J. Glodis, Jr. (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to direct the Secretary of the Commonwealth to place a certain nonbinding question on the biennial state election ballot in the city of Worcester in the current year. 7/7-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ956-957; 7/8-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ971; 7/20-HOUSE-Concurred -SJ1142; Public Hearing date Jul 22 pm; 7/27-HOUSE- Accompanied by S1653; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -H1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ109; 8/1-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -H1101; 8/6-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy, Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -S1s1212-1213; 8/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1109; 8/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1217; 8/14-

GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 172 Acts.

H 5995 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and other members of the House for legislation to further regulate rates for cable antenna television systems. 4/1- HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ249; 7/10-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ993; 7/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1142; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5996 Petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi relative to access to adoption information and the establishment of a process to arrange contact among consenting adult adoptees, adoptive and biological parents, and biological siblings. 7/16-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary - HJ1025; 7/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1142; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5997 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins relative to the use of in-line skates, rollerskis and skateboards. 5/21-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ573; 7/10-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ950; 7/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1142; Public Hearing date Jul 30 am; 9/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1152; 9/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1157; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5998 Petition filed at the request of Nicholas Peck for legislation to authorize hitchhiking at toll booths on the Massachusetts Turnpike. 3/12-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on House Rules - HJ179; 7/10- HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ993; 7/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1142; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 5999 A message from His Honor the Lieutenant Governor. Acting Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to authorizing the town of Concord to change the permitted uses of certain lands abutting state highway Route 2. 7/23-HOUSE- Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1030; 7/27- SENATE-Concurred -SJ1152; 8/24-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1124; 8/27-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1241; 11/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1376; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1390; 11/17-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1416; 11/18-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJs1437-1438; 11/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 235 Acts.

H 6000 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his disapproval of certain items and sections and parts of certain items, and reductions in certain items and parts of certain items contained in the engrossed Bill making appropriations for the fis-
H 6001 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette, Patricia McGovern, Joseph N. Hermann, Gary M. Coon, Kevin J. Sullivan (mayor) and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Lawrence to receive an equal educational opportunity grant. 7/10-HOUSE-\[Moved by the Speaker\] Ordered to a third reading, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities -HJ1092; 7/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1148; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6002 Bill providing for the protection of the water resources of the Commonwealth. 7/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of a part of H4727 (as relates to sections 1, 2, 3 and 4); Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ51036-1037; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6003 Bill further regulating the operation of the game commonly called Beano. 7/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of H5339; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1037; 7/28-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1092; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1220; 8/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1162; No further action taken.

H 6004 Bill expediting resolution of legal proceedings involving children in need of care and protection. 7/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ51036-1037; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6005 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to a one-time fee for the issuance of certain license plates. 7/26-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1028; 7/23-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1031; 7/27-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1152; Public Hearing date Sep 9 pm; 10/8-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ11220; 10/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1146; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6006 Petition of John J. Binienda and Matthew J. Amorello for legislation to authorize the Department of Highways to install certain street lights on a portion of Route 9 on the Worcester-Leicester-Spencer line. 7/20-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1028; 7/23-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ1031; 7/27-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1152; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6007 Bill relative to the creation of a revolving trust fund to aid in the financing of water pollution abatement projects. 7/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft, reported on a part of H2026; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1038; 7/26-HOUSE-Read second, amendment rejected; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1092; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1201; 9/16-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, consenting in place thereof the text of S1711; Rules suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means; New draft, by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1711; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1270; 9/17-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House NON-concurred in the Senate amendment; Committee of conference appointed -HJ1165; 9/21-SENATE-Notice of house of appointees received; Senate insisted on its amendment; Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence -SJ1289-1290; 9/24-HOUSE-Notice of Senate appointments received -HJ1173; 9/30-HOUSE-Reported by committee of conference; For report, see H6123; Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted -HJ1203; 9/30-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate NON-concurred in the House amendment; Committee of conference report accepted, in concurrence -SJ1311; 9/30-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1204; 9/30-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1324; 9/30-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 130, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 296] -HJ1204; 9/30-SENATE-Enacted - 25 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1326-1327; 10/8-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 203 Acts.

H 6008 Bill relative to certain land conveyances and bond authorizations. 7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee of conference; Reported on a part of H5972; Bill suspended; Committee of conference report accepted -HJ1098; 7/28-SENATE-Reported, rules in place thereof the text of HJ1094; 7/28-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 141, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 274] -HJ1094; 7/28-SENATE-Enacted - 32 YEAS to 2 NAYS; Laid
before the Governor -SJs1195-1196; 8/6-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 148 Acts.  

H 6010 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain activities and disapproval projects. 7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee of conference; Reported on the residue of H5975. Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted - YEAS 104, NAYS 40 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 273]; 7/28-SENATE-Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted, in concurrence with YEAS to NAYS SJs1194-1197; 7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the House Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJs1096-1097; Enacted -HJ1098; 7/30-SENTANCE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1205; 8/7-GOVERNOR-Signed (in part) by the Governor, Chapter 153; Governor returned to the House for a certain conference disapprovals and disapprovals; 9/16-HOUSE-For message, see H6077; Item 0612-1030 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 144, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 278] -HJ1115; 9/16-SENTANCE-Item 0612-1030 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 32, NAYS 2-SJs1278-1279; 9/16-HOUSE-Item 0612-1030 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 144, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 279] -HJ1119; 9/16-SENTANCE-Item 0612-1030 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 22, NAYS 5-SJ1278; 9/30-SENTANCE-Item 3722-9100 in section 2B (I) passed over disapproval - YEAS 9, NAYS 2-HJ1097; 9/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Rules -HJ1097; 7/30-SENTANCE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJs1194-1195; 9/30-SENTANCE-Item 3722-9100 in section 2B (I) passed over disapproval - YEAS 35, NAYS 2-SJs1315-1316; 9/30-HOUSE-Item 8400-0001 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 117, NAYS 30 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 288] -HJ1197; 9/30-SENTANCE-Item 8400-0001 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 35, NAYS 2-SJs1316-1317; 9/30-HOUSE-Item 8400-0001 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 111, NAYS 29 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 289] -HJ1198; 9/30-SENTANCE-Item 8400-0001 in section 2B (I) passed over disapproval - YEAS 25, NAYS 8 -SJs1317-1318; 11/17-HOUSE-Item 0612-1010 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 142, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 309] -HJ1290; 11/17-SENTANCE-Item 0612-1010 in section 2 passed over disapproval - 32 YEAS to 1 NAYS -SJs1425-1426; 11/18-SENTANCE-Section 77 passed over disapproval - YEAS 28, NAYS 4-SJs1474-1475; 12/1-HOUSE-Item 7511-0100 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 112, NAYS 28 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 318] -HJ1315; 12/2-SENTANCE-Section 77 passed over disapproval - YEAS 28, NAYS 4-SJs1472-1473; 12/1-HOUSE-Item 7511-0100 in section 2 passed over disapproval - YEAS 26, NAYS 8-SJs1472-1473; 12/1-HOUSE-Item 7511-0100 in section 2B (I) passed over disapproval - YEAS 28, NAYS 2-SJs1472-1473; 12/1-HOUSE-Disapproval sustained on item 2440-0011 in section 2 (less than the required two-thirds) - YEAS 85, NAYS 46 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 327]; Motion to reconsider prevailed - YEAS 32 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 328]; Recurring item 2440-0011 in section 2 passed over veto - YEAS 93, NAYS 38 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 329] -HJs1371-1372; 1/5-93-SENTANCE-Item 2440-0011 in section 2 passed over veto - YEAS 26, NAYS 10 -SJs1557-1569; 12/7-HOUSE-Item 2440-0011 in section 2B (I) passed over disapproval - YEAS 94, NAYS 38 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 330] -HJ1372; 1/5-93-SENTANCE-Item 2440-0011 in section 2B (I) passed over disapproval - YEAS 26, NAYS 10 -SJs1659; HOUSE-No further action taken.  

H 6011 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of the composition and bonding authority of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by S1155, S1157, S1178 and H1599; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Reported (in part) by a new draft, see H6012-HJ1043; HOUSE-No further action taken.  

H 6012 Bill relative to the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules; New draft of a part of H6011; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1043-1044. 7/30-SENTANCE-Read second, rules suspended; 7/30-SENTANCE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1201; 7/30-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1097; 7/30-SENTANCE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1204; 7/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1097; 7/30-SENTANCE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1204; 8/4-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 151 Acts.  

H 6013 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to providing for certain tourism activities. 7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1040; 7/28-SENTANCE-Read; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1194; 7/28-SENTANCE-Read; Rules suspended; 7/30-SENTANCE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1201; 7/30-HOUSE-Enacted; 7/30-SENTANCE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1205; 8/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 152 Acts.  

H 6014 Petition of Kevin P. Blanchette relative to authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to release the Commonwealth’s interest in a certain agreement pertaining to land in the city of Lawrence. 3/26-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ225; 4/8-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ226; 7/28-SENTANCE-Concurred -SJ1195; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; 12/16-SENATE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1304; 12/23-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substitute H 6014. 7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -S11595; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders for the day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new draft (S1785) pending; Rules suspended; Second pending new draft substituted, see S1786-SJ1197.  

H 6015 Bill relative to establishing a funding schedule for the retirement system of the city of Somerville.
7/28-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H1652; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1044; 7/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1202; 8/3-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1206-1207; 8/6-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ1105; 8/6-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1214; 8/14-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 171 Acts.

H 6016 Petition of J. Michael Ruane (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the designation of a certain housing project in the city of Salem as Farrell Court. 7/30-H01JSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1096; 8/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207; 8/27-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1128; 8/31-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1247; 9/24-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1293; 9/28-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ1179; 9/30-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1311; 10/9-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 210 Acts.

H 6017 Bill establishing a statewide registration of domestic violence offenses. 7/30-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (Mr. DiMasi) for S1661; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1308; 8/6-SENATE-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1212; 8/31-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1229; 12/16-HOUSE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/8-SENATE-Engrossed -HJ1199; 9/8-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ1143; 9/8-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1259; 9/18-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 188 Acts.

H 6018 Petition of Paul R. Haley relative to establishing a sick leave bank for Patricia Caddick, an employee of the District Court Department. 7/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Rules -HJ925; 7/28-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ1043; 8/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207; 8/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended. Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1118; 8/20-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1234; 9/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1305; 10/8-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1339; 10/13-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1225; 10/13-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1347; 10/13-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ1225; 10/13-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1347; 10/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 216 Acts.

H 6019 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien and Martin J. Dunn for legislation to authorize an appropriation to reimburse the town of Easthampton for the removal and encapsulation of asbestos. 7/7-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ956; 7/28-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1043; 8/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1207; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6020 Petition of Byron Rushing relative to the Urban Initiative Fund. 7/28-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs; House concurred in the Senate amendment with further amendments -HJ1428; 12/18-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1530; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 6021 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation establishing public counsel fees for residents of inpatient mental health facilities. 8/3-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1099; 8/6-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1213; Public Hearing date Sep 23 pm; 10/5-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1215; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1428; 12/18-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1530; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 6022 Bill relative to the revision of terms of mortgaging. 8/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of H4801 and H4802; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1100; 8/6-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1212; 8/17-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1299; 10/26-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof a new text; Passed to be engrossed -SJ1364-1365; 10/29-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the further House amendment with a still further amendment -HJ1318; 12/2-HOUSE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the still further Senate amendment with a still further amendment -SJ1410-1412; 11/23-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the still further Senate amendment with a still further amendment -HJ1318; 12/2-Senate-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the still further...
H 6025 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Robert C. Buell (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the board of selectmen of the town of Groveland to appoint the tax collector; 8/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJI 103; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1216; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184; 9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1191; 10/1-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1210; 10/5-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1334; 12/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1492; 12/18-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -S1534; 12/21-1 HOUSE-Engrossed -HJI 1452; 12/22-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31- GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 306 Acts.

H 6024 Petition of Thomas G. Palumbo and Robert C. Buell (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the board of selectmen of the town of Groveland to appoint the town treasurer; 8/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJI1103; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1216; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184; 9/30- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1191; 10/1 -HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1210; 10/5- SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1334; 12/10-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1492; 12/18-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1534; 12/21- HOUSE-Engrossed -HJI1452; 12/22-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31- GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 307 Acts.

H 6025 Petition of Lucile P. Hicks and Pamela P. Resor (by vote of the town) for a certain parcel of land in the town of Concord for housing purposes; 8/6-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJI1103; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1216; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 10/22- HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1237; 10/26-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1362; 11/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1376; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1391; 11/17- SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1417; 11/18- HOUSE-Engrossed - YEAS 135, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 317] -HJ1307; 12/2- SENATE-Engrossed - 32 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1163; 12/8-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 252 Acts.

H 6026 Petition of Jordan Levy (mayor), Kevin O'Sullivan, William J. Glodis, Jr., Andrew Collaro, John J. Binienda, David J. Lionetti and another (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Worcester to lease certain buildings in the city. 8/10-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJI1107; 8/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1223; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/29- HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184; 9/30- HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1191; 10/1- HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1248; 11/2- SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1372; 12/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1400; 12/10- HOUSE-Engrossed -HJI1383; 12/10-SENATE- Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1496; 12/17- GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 263 Acts.

H 6027 Petition of M. Michael Ruane (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to institutional master planning in the city of Salem. 8/10-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJI1107; 8/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1223; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 10/5-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6139.

H 6028 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and Nancy Achin Sullivan (by vote of the town) relative to the construction of a police station and public works facility in the town of Shirley. 8/10- HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJI1107; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1216; 8/20- HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJI1121; 8/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1237; 9/17-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading -SJ1362; 12/18-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1534; 12/21- HOUSE-Engrossed -HJI1452; 12/22- SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31- GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 204 Acts.

H 6029 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to the operation of banking institutions in the Commonwealth. 7/11-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ925; 8/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Banks and Banking -HJI1105; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1216; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6030 Petition of Marian Walsh relative to the term of incarceration for possession of weapons. 7/1- HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ925; 8/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJI1105; 8/10- SENATE-Concurred -SJ1216; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6031 Petition of Charles N. Decas for legislation to authorize the Wareham Fire District to rescind a certain vote. 6/9-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJI841; 8/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred...
to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1105; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1216. Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/24-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1174; 9/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1302; 10/15-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1349; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1391; 12/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1459; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1367; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1482; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 258 Acts.

H 6032 Petition of Ronald Mariano, Michael W. Morrissey, Paul D. Harold and A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to establish the United States Naval shipbuilding museum corporation. 7/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ947; 8/6-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Administration -HJ1104-1105; 8/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1217; 10/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1233; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1388; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1484; 12/28-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1607; 12/30-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1522; 12/30-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1619; 12/30-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ1522; 12/30-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; 1/7/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 339 Acts.

H 6033 Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three to provide for certain other activities and projects. 8/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5330; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1114; 8/13-SENATE-Read, Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1222; 8/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1243; 10/26-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1363; 11/3-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 220 Acts.

H 6035 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the retail sale of alcoholic beverages. 8/13-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1110; 8/20-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1234; 8/20-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6046.

H 6036 Bill further regulating retirement benefits of certain employees of the Department of Correction. 8/13-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5910; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1114; 8/13-SENATE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1199; 8/13-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1115; 8/13-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1226; 8/13-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1115; 8/13-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1226; 8/13-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 164 Acts.

H 6037 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and other members of the General Court for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to establishing a high speed surface transportation system in the Commonwealth. 8/6-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1104; 8/10-SENATE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ1108; 8/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1223; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6038 Petition of John J. Binienda, William J. Glodis, Jr., and another relative to regulating labor disputes. 8/6-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1103; 8/10-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1108; 8/13-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1222; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6039 Report of the special commission (under Chapter 4 of the Resolves of 1989 and most recently revived and continued by Section 60 of Chapter 495 of the Acts of 1991) established to make an investigation and study relative to the practice of nursing in the Commonwealth. 8/20-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Health Care -HJ1120-1121; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1249-1297; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6040 Petition of Bruce P. Eaton for legislation to increase the penalty for unlawful damage to a water meter belonging to a city, town, district or company engaged in supplying water. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1113; 8/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1113; 8/17-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1230; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6041 Petition filed at the request of Christopher Sabella for legislation to authorize the Commissioner of the Department of Public Health to establish procedures for the regulation of persons performing tat-
H 6042 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa and others relative to the Water Resources Authority. 7/20-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ 893; 8/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJl113; 8/17-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1230; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6043 Petition of Sally P. Kerans, Frederick E. Berry and Thomas P. Walsh (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Peabody to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 8/6-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1103; 8/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1113; 8/17-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1230; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6044 Petition of Vincent P. Ciampa and others for legislation to authorize an income tax exemption for charges paid to cities and towns for water and sewer use by homeowners within the Water Resources Authority area. 7/20-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1028; 8/13-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ1113; 8/17-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1230; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6045 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to a bond authorization for the management and disposal of low level radioactive waste. 8/17-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1117; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6046 Bill authorizing the retail sale of alcoholic beverages not to be drunk on the premises on Sundays in certain cities and towns. 8/20-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of H5383 and H6035; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1121; 8/24-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1237; 9/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1270; 8/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1314; 10/1-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1210; 10/1-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1330; 10/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1330; 10/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 202 Acts.

H 6047 Bill further regulating manufactured housing communities. 8/27-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor. New draft of H5270; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1128; 9/14-SENATE-Committee recommended that the bill be placed in the Orders of the Day for a new draft, see H6075; Rules suspended; Read second; Pending new draft substituted, see H6075 - HJ1151.

H 6048 Petition of Stephen J. Karol, David H. Locke, Kevin Porter, Barbara M. Hyland, Philip Travis and William R. Keating for legislation to designate the court house in the city of Attleboro as the Justice Ernest I. Rotenberg Court House. 8/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Counties -HJ1126-1127; 8/31-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1247; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; 10/5-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ1124; 10/8-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6049 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien for legislation to make certain changes in the charter for Hampshire County. 8/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Counties -HJ1126-1127; 8/31-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1247; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; 10/5-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Counties -HJ1124; 10/8-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1342; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6050 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to further regulating controlled substances. 4/9-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways -HJ299; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ1127; 8/31-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1248; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6051 Petition of Charles W. Silvia relative to the issuance of seasonal all alcoholic beverages licenses or seasonal wine and malt beverages licenses. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ113; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1127; 8/31-SENATE-Concorded -SJ1248; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6052 Petition of Charles W. Silvia relative to the issuance of alcoholic beverages licenses by local authorities. 2/27-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ114; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1128; 8/31-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1237; 9/16-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1270; 8/30-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1314; 10/1-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1210; 10/1-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1330; 10/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1330; 10/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 202 Acts.
Concurred -SJ1248; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am*; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6053 Petition of Joan M. Menard for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Health to promulgate rules and regulations for the testing for radon gas emissions in municipal and state residential dwellings. 8/6-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ1104; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1128; 8/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ1248; 10/13-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1224; 10/15-Senate-Concurred -SJ1351; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6054 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to antenupial agreements. 8/10-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ1107; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ1127; 8/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ1248; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6055 Petition of Robert C. Lawless and Henri S. Rauschenbach relative to the reimbursement of county jails and houses of correction for medical and health services provided to inmates during their incarceration. 4/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ574; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1128; 8/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ1248; Public Hearing date Sep 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6056 Petition of Robert C. Lawless and Henri S. Rauschenbach relative to the reimbursement of county jails and houses of correction for medical and health services provided to inmates during their incarceration. 4/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ574; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1128; 8/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ1248; Public Hearing date Sep 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6057 Petition of Robert C. Lawless for legislation to establish a women's restitution program for inmates of county correctional facilities. 5/21-House-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ581; 8/27-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1128; 8/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ1248; Public Hearing date Sep 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6058 Petition of Robert C. Lawless for legislation to make inmates responsible for reimbursing county jails and houses of correction for medical and health services provided during their incarceration. 5/26-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ581; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety -HJ1128; 8/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ1248; Public Hearing date Sep 29 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6059 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to the tax rate on certain income. 4/27-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ364; 8/27-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ1128; 8/31-Senate-Concurred -SJ1248; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6060 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray (by vote of the town) relative to violations of the rules and regulations of the board of sewer commissioners of the town of Cohasset. 8/31-House-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1130; 9/3-Senate-Concurred -SJ1253; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 10/22-House-Accompanied a study order, see H6158.

H 6061 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray and Robert L. Hedlund (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt the position of chief of the fire department of the town of Hingham from the provisions of civil service law. 8/31-House-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ1130; 9/3-Senate-Concurred -SJ1253; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; 10/15-House-Reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1229; 10/19-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1353; 10/22-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1357; 10/26-House-Engaged -HJ1243; 10/26-Senate-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ1653; 10/29-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 217 Acts.

H 6062 Petition of A. Stephen Tobin (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to reduction in rank for employees of the police force of the city of Quincy. 8/31-House-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ1130; 9/3-Senate-Concurred -SJ1253; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; 12/10-House-Engaged reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1393; 12/16-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17-Senate-Read; and referred to the Senate committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1527; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1673; 1/5/93-House-Engaged -HJ1571; 1/5/93-Senate-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ1695; 1/14/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 397 Acts.

H 6063 Petition of Michael W. Merrill, John A. Businger, Marc D. Drazen, Lois G. Fines and others (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Brookline to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 6/18-House-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ870; 8/31-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1253; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; 11/12-House-Accompanied a new draft, see H6159.

H 6064 Petition of Charles N. Decas (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Wareham to pay to Ann DeMelo a certain sum of money for salary due in a prior fiscal year. 9/2-House-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1136; 9/8-Senate-Concurred -SJ1259; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 9/24-House-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read
third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1174; 9/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1302; 11/12-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1391; 12/2-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1459; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1367; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1482; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 260 Acts.

H 6065 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Northampton to grant a pension to Axel Diaz. 9/8-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ1142; 9/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1263; Public Hearing date Sep 30 am; 11/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1315; 11/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1444; 12/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1455-1456; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1367; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1482; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 261 Acts.

H 6066 Petition of Michael P. Walsh and Jane M. Swift (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for recall elections in the town of Chester. 9/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1187; 10/1-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1329; Public Hearing date Nov 25 am; 11/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1130; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 11/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy, Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -SJ1455-1456; 12/7-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1367; 12/7-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1482; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 261 Acts.

H 6067 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III for legislation to authorize Hampden County to refund certain notes. 6/18-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ870; 9/3-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Counties -HJ1138-1139; 9/8-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1258; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; 10/22-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed, Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1237; 10/26-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1362; 10/29-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1367; 11/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1373; 11/12-SENATE-Returned to the House with an amendment; 11/16-HOUSE-For message, see H6201; Referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ1268; 12/16-HOUSE-Amendment adopted (in the form approved by committee) -HJ1405; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 6068 Petition of Edward A. LeLacheur relative to the definition of the words "alcoholic beverages". 9/3-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Ways and Means -HJ1135; 9/8-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1258; Public Hearing date Sep 22 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6069 Petition of Kevin G. Honan (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to clarify parking and sewer rates in the city of Boston. 9/10-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1146; 9/14-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1267; Public Hearing date Sep 22 pm; 10/5-HOUSE- Accompanied a study order, see H6135.

H 6070 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray, Edward G. Connolly, Paul C. Casey, Athan Catjakis and A. Stephen Tobin for legislation to provide suitable recognition of those residents of Massachusetts who served in the armed forces of the United States during the Persian Gulf Conflict. 8/20-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1121; 9/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1263; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1184; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6071 Petition of Peter I. Blute for legislation to authorize the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to grant easements over certain public access boating facilities in the town of Shrewsbury. 6/24-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ892; 6/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ912; 9/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1263; 9/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1184; 11/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1283; 11/18-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1308; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1428; 12/18-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1608-1609; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 140, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 364] -HJ1538; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted - 33 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1532-1533; 11/13-93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 371 Acts.

H 6072 Communication from the Honorable the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court of the Commonwealth relative to questions of law concerning cost items for collective bargaining agreements between unions representing employees and the Commonwealth. 9/10-HOUSE-For order requesting opinions, see H5583; For bill status of matters upon which the opinions were rendered, see H5548, H5549, H5550, H5551 and H5552. Placed on file -HJ1145.

H 6073 Bill relative to providing for capital outlays for the acquisition and upgrading of major information technology systems. 9/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; to a second reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be
H 6074 Bill relative to the protection of condominium resident. 9/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1152; 9/16-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Amendment rejected -YEAS 27, NAYS 12 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 283]; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1192; 10/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1152; 11/2-HOUSE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1404; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; New text (SI802) pending; Amendment to the pending new text (SI802) adopted; Amendment to the pending new text (SI802) rejected; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of SI802, as amended; Passed to be engrossed -SJ1675-1677; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1565; Enacted -HJ1570; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted; 1/6/93-SENATE-Laid before the Governor -SJ1701; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 400 Acts.

H 6075 Bill further regulating manufactured housing communities. 9/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for S895 and H557; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1157; 9/30-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Amendment rejected -YEAS 27, NAYS 12 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 283]; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1192; 10/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1152; 11/2-HOUSE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1404; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; New text (SI802) pending; Amendment to the pending new text (SI802) adopted; Amendment to the pending new text (SI802) rejected; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of SI802, as amended; Passed to be engrossed -SJ1675-1677; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1565; Enacted -HJ1570; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted; 1/6/93-SENATE-Laid before the Governor -SJ1701; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 400 Acts.

H 6076 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis (by vote of the town) relative to the establishment and administration of rent regulations and the control of evictions in mobile home parks in the town of Raynham. 9/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Rules -HJ1159; 9/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1156; 9/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1285; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; 12/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1168; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1494; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6077 Petition of Patricia D. Jehlen, Janet W. O'Brien, Vincent P. Ciampa and Carmen D. Buell relative to equal educational opportunity grants. 7/20-HOUSE-Referrred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1028; 9/14-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1156; 9/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1285; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; 12/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1168; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1494; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6078 Petition of Suzanne M. Bump, Louis P. Bertonazzi, Charles F. Flaherty and Thomas P. Kennedy for legislation to establish a small business capital access program for Massachusetts. 9/16-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1156; 9/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1285; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1265; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1486; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6079 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis (by vote of the town) relative to discontinuance permits for mobile home parks in the town of Raynham. 9/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Rules -HJ1159; 9/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1156; 9/17-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1285; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1265; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1486; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6080 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis (by vote of the town) relative to the establishment and administration of rent regulations and the control of evictions in mobile home parks in the town of Raynham. 9/21-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1168; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1297; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1265; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1486; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6081 Petition of Jacqueline Lewis (by vote of the town) relative to the establishment and administration of rent regulations and the control of evictions in mobile home parks in the town of Raynham. 9/21-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1168; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1297; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1265; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1486; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6074 Bill relative to the protection of condominium residents. 9/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Committee recommended new draft for S895 and H557; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1157; 9/30-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Amendment rejected -YEAS 27, NAYS 12 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 283]; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1192; 10/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1152; 11/2-HOUSE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1382; 11/16-SENATE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1404; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third; New text (SI802) pending; Amendment to the pending new text (SI802) adopted; Amendment to the pending new text (SI802) rejected; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of SI802, as amended; Passed to be engrossed -SJ1675-1677; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1565; Enacted -HJ1570; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted; 1/6/93-SENATE-Laid before the Governor -SJ1701; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 400 Acts.
H 6082 Joint petition of Charles F. Flaherty and William M. Bulger for legislation to designate the pier at the University of Massachusetts at Boston as the John T. Fallon Pier. 9/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules; reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules; reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1169; 9/21-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1289. 9/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1169; 9/21-SENATE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1290; 9/21-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1170; 9/21-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1290, 9/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1170; 9/21-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1290; 9/21-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 191 Acts.

H 6083 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to authorizing the creation of economic opportunity areas. 9/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1167; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1296; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; 12/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1366; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1494; 12/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6298-HJ1387. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6084 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the immediate stimulation of increased job creating activity within the Commonwealth through the Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency. 9/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1167; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1296; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; 12/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1366; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1494; 12/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6298-HJ1387. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6085 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the establishment of the Massachusetts development agency. 9/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1167; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1296; Public Hearing date Oct 21 pm; 12/10-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1366; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1494; 12/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6298-HJ1387. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6086 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the capital gains tax. 9/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ1168; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1296; 12/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1367; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1494; 12/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6298-HJ1387. HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6087 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to investment tax credit. 9/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ1168; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1296; 12/7-HOUSE-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1367; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1494; 12/14-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6298-HJ1387; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6088 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley, Robert A. Havern and Shannon P. O'Brien relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Compensation Fund. 9/21-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules; reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules; reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1169; 9/21-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1289; Public Hearing date Oct 5 pm; 12/1-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6258.

H 6089 Petition of M. Joseph Manning relative to recreation and park self-supporting service revolving funds in cities and towns. 9/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5330; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1175; 9/24-SENATE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1296; 9/24-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1175; 9/24-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1297; 9/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 198 Acts.

H 6090 Bill relative to appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three. 9/24/HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5330; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1175; 9/24-SENATE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1296; 9/24-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1175; 9/24-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1297; 9/24-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 198 Acts.

H 6091 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Banks and Banking to make an investigation and study of the availability of capital for a small business, the effect of bank failures and consolidations on consumer banking services, and other related matters. 9/24-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted -HJ1172; 9/24-SENATE-Adopted -SJ1297.

H 6092 Bill relative to the merger or consolidation of certain banks. 9/29-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Banks and Banking; New draft of S5; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1184; 9/30-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1194; 10/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1329; 10/5-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading -SJ1332; 10/15-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1351; 10/19-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1233; 10/19-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1354; 10/22-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1238; 10/22-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1350; 10/30-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 219 Acts.

H 6093 Petition of Michael J. Connolly, Byron Rushing, Bill Owens, Shirley Owens-Hicks and Gloria L. Fox relative to the placing of certain questions on the ballot for the nineteen hundred and ninety-two biennial state election. 9/24-HOUSE-Referred
Day for the next session -HJ1335; 12/2-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1349; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6100 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri, Louis P. Bertonazzi and Marie J. Parente relative to authorizing the towns of Bellingham and Blackstone to enter into agreements with the city of Woonsocket, Rhode Island, for the treatment and disposal of wastewater. 9/21-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1169; 9/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1174; 9/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1302; Public Hearing date Oct 6 am; 10/8-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1220; 10/13-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1310; 9/30-HOUSE-Bills suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1202; 10/1-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1209; 10/1-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1330; 10/1-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1209; 10/1-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1330; 10/1-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor. Chapter 227 Acts.

H 6094 Petition of Joan M. Menard relative to children in need of services. 9/23-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1136; 9/17-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1165; 9/24-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1297; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 11/25-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1323; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6095 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill authorizing the town of Chilmark to convey an interest in certain conservation land. 9/28-HOUSE-See HS5764- HJ1176.

H 6096 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill designating the reconstructed state boat ramp on the Back River in the town of Weymouth as the Joseph F. Carver, Sr. Boat Ramp. 9/28-HOUSE-See HS5985-HJ1176.

H 6097 Petition filed at the request of Mary Daniels for legislation to authorize a boy or girl eight years of age or older to be employed in the sale or delivery of newspapers. 9/26-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1581; 9/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1173; 9/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1302; Public Hearing date Oct 5 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6098 Petition of Thomas P. Kennedy relative to community antenna television rates. 9/14-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1150; 9/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1173; 9/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1302; Public Hearing date Nov 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6099 Petition of Daniel E. Bosley relative to the keeping of capuchin monkeys, so-called, under the exotic wildlife law. 9/3-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1136; 9/24-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1174; 9/28-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1302; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 12/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the
licenses for the sale of goods, wares and merchandise in the city of Somerville. 9/29-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1182; 9/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1312; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1265; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6106 Petition of Peter Forman (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Plymouth to establish a special account in the town treasury to be known as the "Plymouth promotions fund." 9/29-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1182; 9/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1312; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1265; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 11/18-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1308; 11/19-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1440; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6107 Petition of Joseph N. Hermann (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of North Andover to issue bonds for the acquisition of a sewer system and pump station building and equipment and interests in certain land. 9/29-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1182; 9/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1312; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 10/19-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1255; 10/22-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1358; 11/5-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -S1375; 11/9-House-Enacted -HJ1259; 11/9-Senate-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1378; 11/17-Governor-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 230 Acts.

H 6108 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Springfield to establish a liability insurance fund for the water department of said city. 9/29-House-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1182; 9/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1312; Public Hearing date Oct 13 pm; 11/12-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1265; 11/16-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 12/2-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1486; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6109 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Housing and Urban Development to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning zoning in cities and towns and the development of low and moderate income housing. 9/30-House-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; Accompanied by S500, S506, H359, H926, H1310, H1316, H1317, H4258, H4260, H4261, H4262 and H4676; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1189; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6110 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Housing and Urban Development to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning zoning in cities and towns and the development of low and moderate income housing. 9/30-House-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; Accompanied by S500, S506, H359, H926, H1310, H1316, H1317, H4258, H4260, H4261, H4262 and H4676; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1189; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6111 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Housing and Urban Development to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning zoning in cities and towns and the development of low and moderate income housing. 9/30-House-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; Accompanied by S514, S538, S560, H361, H362, H363, H724, H735, H1312, H1693, H1889, H1897, H3016, H3166, H3585 and H4108; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1190; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6112 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Housing and Urban Development to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning zoning in cities and towns and the development of low and moderate income housing. 9/30-House-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; Accompanied by H921, H1311, H1691, H734, H4263, H4671 and H4672; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1190; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6113 Bill prohibiting the sale of certain cleansing products containing phosphorus. 9/30-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for S931; Amendment (by unanimous consent) adopted; Quorum roll call - 133 members in attendance [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 282]; New draft (by unanimous consent) substituted, see H6122-HJ1191.

H 6114 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamila for legislation to exempt certain home contractors from the law relative to registration. 9/21-House-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ1169; 9/28-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1178; 9/30-Senate-Concurred -S1311; Public Hearing date Nov 16 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6115 Petition of Brion M. Cangiamila and Marie J. Parente relative to visitation rights of parents of assaulted or abused children. 7/8-House-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ970; 9/28-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1178; 9/30-Senate-Concurred -S1311; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 11/25-House-Discharged to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ232; 11/30-Senate-Concurred -S1453; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6116 Petition of Barbara E. Gray and Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to authorize the Supreme Judicial Court of the Commonwealth to establish a
Bill History — 1992

H 6117 Petition of Brian M. Cangiarmi for legislation to establish a sick leave bank for Dolores Dupre, an employee of said court. 9/29-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1312; 11/18-HOUSE-Reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1312; 11/18-HOUSE-Reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1312; 9/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1312; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6120 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to provide for a tax credit for fees paid to public schools. 9/28-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation - HJ1177; 9/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1312; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6121 Petition of Richard A. Voke and other members of the General Court relative to appropriations for certain recreational facilities at the Metropolitan District Commission. 9/29-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - HJ1183; 9/30-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1312; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6122 Bill prohibiting the sale of certain cleansing products containing phosphorus. 9/30-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (by unanimous consent on motion of Mr. Mann) for H6113; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1191-1192; 10/1-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1329; 10/5-SENATE-Motion to reconsider referral to Senate Ways and Means prevailed; Senate Rule 27 suspended; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1333; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1365; No further action taken.

H 6123 Report of the committee on conference with reference to the Senate amendment (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of Senate document numbered 1711) of the House Bill relative to the creation of a revolving trust fund to aid in the financing of water pollution abatement projects. 9/30-HOUSE-See H6008 - HJ1203.

H 6124 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning water supply and the protection of wetlands in the Commonwealth. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by S927, S928, H2123, H2336 and H3065; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the Joint Rules - HJ1207-1208; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6125 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning air pollution and improvements of such air quality in the Commonwealth. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by S927, H794, H1542, H1734, H1735, H1955, H2518 and H4289; H4561, H5085 and H5086; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the Joint Rules - HJ1207-1208; HOUSE-No further action taken.
Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1208; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6127 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the health and welfare of animals. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; Accompanied by S968, H2124, H2125, H2126, H4358, H5197 and H5285; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1208; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6128 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning procurement procedures for municipalities, districts, counties and the Commonwealth. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by S2557, S1135, S1140, S1152, S1163, S1203, S1205, H127, H131, H132, H1021, H1022, H1985 and H2723; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1208; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6129 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the conflict of interest law of the Commonwealth and other related matters. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by S1133, S1165, S1173, H74, H831, H1028, H1032, H1603, H1984, H2556, H2560, H3654, H4185, H4186, H4952 and H5573; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1208; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6130 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of certain Senate and House documents concerning the disposition of state-owned hospital facilities. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by S1179, S1180, S1187, H1605, H3801 and H4788; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1208; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported, in part, by a new draft, see H6363 - HJ1560; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6131 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating the environment and other related matters. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by H649, H1026, H1029, H1031, H1033, H2204 and H3663; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1208; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6132 Order relative to authorizing the committee on State Administration to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning the administration and operation of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. 10/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; Accompanied by H1405, H1594, H1789, H3994 and H5248; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1209; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6133 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain House documents authorizing the town of Hull to establish a revolving fund from fines collected by the town of Raynham. 10/5-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H5521; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1215; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6134 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning motor vehicle fines collected by the town of Salem and the clarification of water and sewer rates in the city of Boston. 10/5-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H6027 and H6069; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1215; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6135 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning master planning in the city of Salem and the clarification of water and sewer rates in the city of Boston. 10/5-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H6027 and H6069; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1215; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6136 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the terms of certain bonds to be issued by the Commonwealth. 10/5/HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Ways and Means - HJ1212; 10/22/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1237; 10/26/Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1362; 10/29/Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1367; 11/2/Senate-Emergency preamble adopted - HJ1252; 11/2/Senate-Emergency preamble adopted - SJ1373; 11/2/House-Enacted - HJ1252; 11/2/Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor - SJ1373; 11/11/GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 226 Acts.

H 6137 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Robert C. Buell that the town of Rockport be authorized to lease the school administration building for housing for elderly persons. 1/6/HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1442A; 9/30/House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ1188; 11/5/House-Reported - HJ1353; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12/House-Bill reported favorably by committee; As changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1265; 11/16/House-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1273; 12/10/House-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1524; 1/5/93/Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 6138 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir relative to the definition of the word "elevator". 8/6/House-Reported to the committee on House Rules - HJ1103; 9/30/House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety - HJ1189; 10/5/Senate-
Concurred - SJ1335; Public Hearing date Oct 14 am; 11/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1230; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1337; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to engrossment - HJ1392; 12/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the Committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1504; 1/5/93-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6139 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien (by vote of the town) relative to the charter of the town of Rockland. 10/5-House-Referenced to the Committee on Local Affairs - HJ1213; 10/8-Senate-Concurred - SJ1342; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1265; 11/16-House-Second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1273; 11/25-House-Bills in the Third Reading consolidation substituted, see H6249 - HJ1325.

H 6140 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien (by vote of the town) relative to the annual town meeting of the town of Rockland. 10/5-House-Referenced to the Committee on Local Affairs - HJ1213; 10/8-Senate-Concurred - SJ1342; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1265; 11/16-House-Second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1273; 11/25-House-Bills in the Third Reading consolidation substituted, see H6249 - HJ1325.

H 6141 Petition of Janet W. O'Brien (by vote of the town) relative to the warrant for the annual town meeting of the town of Rockland. 10/5-House-Referenced to the Committee on Local Affairs - HJ1213; 10/8-Senate-Concurred - SJ1342; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1265; 11/16-House-Second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1273; 11/25-House-Bills in the Third Reading consolidation substituted, see H6249 - HJ1325.

H 6142 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating credit machines at gambling establishments and programs for compulsive gamblers. 10/8-House-Referenced from the Committee on Government Regulations; Accompanied by H2263, H2264 and H2655; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Joint Rules - HJ1122; House-No further action taken.

H 6145 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Government Regulations to make an investigation and study of certain House documents regulating credit machines at gambling establishments and programs for compulsive gamblers. 10/8-House-Referenced from the Committee on Government Regulations; Accompanied by H2263, H2264 and H2655; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Joint Rules - HJ1122; House-No further action taken.

H 6146 Bill relative to the separation of prisoners. 10/8-House-Bills in the Third Reading consolidation; Substituted for H3915 and H5203; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1122; 10/13-Senate-Read; and referred to the Committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1345; 11/12-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; 11/16-Senate-Second and ordered to a third reading - SJ1391; Senate-No further action taken.

H 6147 Petition of Marian Walsh and Marie-Louise Kehoe for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to developments and construction in the West Roxbury district of the city of Boston and in the town of Dedham and the effect of such development and construction on traffic conditions and the quality of life in said areas. 9/30-House-Referenced to the Committee on Senate Rules - HJ1188; 10/5-House-Reported, referred to the Committee on Joint Rules; reported, rules suspended and referred to the Committee on Transportation - HJ1214; 10/8-Senate-Concurred - SJ1342-1343; House-No further action taken.

H 6148 Petition of George A. Moitoza, Leonard Gonsalves and others (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Berkley to establish a revolving fund for the purpose of payment of equipment for the police department. 10/8-House-Referenced to the Committee on Local Affairs - HJ1218; 10/13-Senate-Referenced to the Committee on Transportation - HJ1214; 10/13-Senate-Concurred - SJ1346; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/30-House-Attached a study order, see H6250.

H 6149 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Public Safety to make an investigation and study of certain House documents concerning railroad grade crossings, warning devices on school buses and the display of red and blue lights on police vehicles. 10/13-House-Reported from the Committee on Public Safety; Accompanied by H3428, H5564 and H5736; order reported favorably by committee and referred to the Committee on Joint Rules - HJ1122; House-No further action taken.

H 6150 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins and Jane M. Swift relative to certain contributions to and benefits of the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. 9/14-House-Referenced to the Committee on House Rules - HJ1150; 10/8-House-Reported, referred to the Committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor - HJ1219; 10/13-Senate-Concurred - SJ1346; 11/19-House-Attached a new draft, see H6219.

H 6151 Petition of Michael W. Morrissey for legislation to authorize the Trial Court to establish a sick leave bank for Adeline Pompeo, a court officer of the Superior Court. 10/8-House-Referenced to the Committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the com-
H 6152 Petition of Eric Turkington, Henri S. Ond, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read concurred -SJ1346; 11/6-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; H 6153 Petition of Kevin G. Honan relative to reviving H 6152; Petition of Marie J. Parente (by vote of the town) relative to the revision of the city of Boston. 10/15-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1354; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the House with an amendment; H 6154 Petition of James R. Miceli relative to appeals in the classification rank structure under the police forces consolidation law. 10/8-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1354; Public Hearing date Nov 25 am; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; Amendment adopted (in the form approved by committee) -HJ1273; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -H1333 -HJ1222.

H 6155 Petition of James T. Brett (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the revision of the city of North Adams to adopt a consolidated charter. 10/15-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1354; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1346; 11/16-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 231 Acts.

H 6156 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing sick leave banks for certain employees of the Commonwealth. 10/15-HOUSE-See H6116 -HJ1222.

H 6157 Petition of Kevin G. Honan relative to reviving H 6152; Petition of Marie J. Parente (by vote of the town) relative to the revision of the city of Boston. 10/15-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1354; Public Hearing date Nov 25 am; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; Amendment adopted (in the form approved by committee) -HJ1273; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -H1333 -HJ1222.

H 6158 Petition of Daniel E. Bowley and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the town of Nantucket to adopt a consolidated charter. 10/15-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Legislation to authorize the town of Nantucket and Nantucket County to adopt a consolidated charter. 10/29-SENATE-Reported, referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1224; 10/15-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1351; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 12/3-HOUSE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1351; Senate Standing Committees, Rules, suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1319; Public Hearing date Nov 25 am; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1354; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1346; 11/16-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 328 Acts.

H 6159 Petition of Marcie J. Parente (by vote of the town) relative to the eligibility of persons for election to fill vacancies as town meeting members in the town of Milford. 10/15-HOUSE-Referred to the House with an amendment; H 6160 Petition of James T. Brett (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to the revision of the city of Boston. 10/15-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Safety and Public Service, acting jointly -HJ1273; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third; Senate Standing Committees, Rules, suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -H1333 -HJ1222.
H 6161 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to harness horse racing. 10/19-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1231; 10/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJI1354; 11/22-Public Hearing date Nov 16 am; 11/30-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6255.

H 6162 Petition of Paul J. Gannon for legislation to authorize the Trial Court of the Commonwealth to establish a life bank for former Chiefs, an employee of said court. 10/15-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ1227; 10/19-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ1233; 10/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJI1354; 10/22-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1237; 10/22-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJI1358; 10/22-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1239; 10/26-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJI1363; 10/26-SENATE-Ordered to a third reading and laid before the Governor -SJI1363; 11/4-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 11/5-HOUSE-For message, see H6183; Refered to the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading -HJ1253; 11/30-HOUSE-Amendment rejected (in the form approved by committee); Amendment adopted -HJ1351; 12/7-HOUSE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the house amendment -SJI1487; 12/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1382; 12/10-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJI1495; 12/10-HOUSE-Re-enacted -HJ1382; 12/14-SENATE-Re-enacted and again laid before the Governor -SJI1497; 12/26-Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 290 Acts.

H 6163 Petition of Stephen J. Karol and David H. Locke (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Attleboro to establish a funding schedule for the retirement system of said city. 10/13-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ1224; 10/15-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1228; 10/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJI1354; Public Hearing date Nov 9 am; 12/17-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6317.

H 6164 Petition of Carol A. Donovan and another relative to real estate tax exemptions for spouses of certain veterans. 3/2-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ120; 10/15-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ1228; 10/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJI1354; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6165 Petition of Edward G. Connolly and Thomas F. Birmingham (with the approval of the mayor, common council and board of aldermen) relative to the appointment of the treasurer in the city of Everett. 10/19-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -SJI1358; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1266; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 11/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1285; 11/15-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJI1437; 12/14-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJI1498-1499; 12/16-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1403; 12/16-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJI1507; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 275 Acts.

H 6166 Petition of Anthony P. Giglio, Charles E. Shannon and Vincent P. Ciampa (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to increase the salary of the mayor of the city of Medford. 10/19-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1232; 10/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJI1358; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1264; 11/12-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJI1384; 11/12-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1267; 11/12-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJI1385; 11/13-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 229 Acts.

H 6167 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document concerning recreational and park self-supporting service revolving funds in cities and towns. 10/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H6089; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1238; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6168 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document concerning violations of the rules and regulations of the board of sewer commissioners of the town of Cohasset. 10/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H6060; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1238; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6169 Petition of John A. Businger, Lois G. Pines, Marc D. Draisen, Kevin W. Fitzgerald, Gloria L. Fox and Alvin E. Thompson for legislation to further regulate the rental voucher program for the Commonwealth until April one, nineteen hundred ninety-three. 10/19-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ1232; 10/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJI1358; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; 12/30-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1521; 1/4-93-HOUSE-Motion to discharge from committee pending. Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1540; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6170 Petition of Robert C. Lawless relative to the issuance of a real estate brokers license to Roger Cove. 10/15-HOUSE-Refered to the committee on House Rules -HJ1227; 10/19-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1233; 10/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJI1358; Public Hearing date Nov 16 am; 12/1-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1334; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the
Day for the next session -HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1428; 12/18-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1530; 12/22-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1554; Senate-No further action taken.

H 6171 Petition of Stephen J. Karol, Robert A. Havem and Thomas S. Cahir for legislation to change the harbor lines in Fort Point Channel and authorizing certain structures and fill of the Central Artery and third harbor tunnel project to extend beyond existing harbor lines in said channel. 9/10-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1146; 10/15-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1228; 10/22-Senate-Objection -SJ1358; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 12/1-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1334; 12/14-House-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment. Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1387; 12/17-House-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1430; 12/21-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/23-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1595; 12/23-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1513; 12/28-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1609; 1/4/93-House-Enacted -YEAS 141, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 360]-HJ1537; 1/4/93-Senate-Enacted -35 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJs1633-1634; 1/12/93-Governor-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 367 Acts.

H 6172 Petition of Jeffery J. Hayward and Edward J. Clancy, Jr., for legislation to expedite the collection of local property taxes. 10/22-House-Referral to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ1236; 10/22-Senate-Concurred -SJ1359; 10/29-Senate-Motion (by unanimous consent) to reconsider concurrence in the reference to the committee on Taxation; Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -SJ1366-1367; 11/2-House-Receded from its reference to the committee on Taxation and concurred in the Senate reference to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1251; Public Hearing date Nov 10 am; 11/12-House-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1264; 11/16-Senate-Concurred -SJ1388; House-No further action taken.

H 6173 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and Robert A. Durand relative to the payment of estimated income taxes by persons collecting unemployment compensation. 10/22-House-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1227; 10/19-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Taxation -HJ1233; 10/22-Senate-Concurred -SJ1359; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6174 Bill relative to the charter of the town of Norwell. 10/22-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5989; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1239; 10/26-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1362; 12/7-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1490; 12/10-House-Enacted -HJ1383; 12/10-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1496; 12/21-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 270 Acts.

H 6175 Petition of John F. Cox (by vote of the town) relative to the residence of certain registered voters in the town of Dracut. 10/26-House-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1242; 10/29-Senate-Concurred -SJ1368; Public Hearing date Nov 25 am; 11/30-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/2-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1349; 12/7-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1486; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6176 Petition of Louis L. Kafka and William R. Keating (by vote of the town) relative to the group health plan of the employees of the town of Soughton. 10/26-House-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ1242; 10/29-Senate-Concurred -SJ1368; Public Hearing date Nov 9 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6177 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe for legislation to authorize an appropriation of a certain sum of money for the payment of a settlement agreement entered into by the Department of Correction and Regis A. Burke. 10/15-House-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1227; 10/22-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1236; 10/27-Senate-Concurred -SJ1362; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6178 Petition of Marie-Louise Kehoe, Lida E. Harkins and David H. Locke for legislation to authorize an appropriation of a certain sum of money for the removal of lead paint in the veterans development of the Needham housing authority. 10/15-House-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1227; 10/22-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1236; 10/27-Senate-Concurred -SJ1362; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6179 Petition of William Constantino, Jr. (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide recall elections in the town of West Boylston. 10/29-House-Referral to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1246; 11/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ1372; Public Hearing date Nov 25 am; 11/30-House-Enacted by S1749; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 1/4/93-House-Read third; Bill in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1541; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1679; 1/5/93-Senate-Enacted -SJ1571; 1/9/93-Senate-Enacted; 1/6/93-Senate-Laid before the Governor -SJ1700; 1/12/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 270 Acts.
H 6180 Petition of John C. Klimm and Robert C. Lawless for legislation to authorize the Department of Public Welfare to contract for regional administration of a certain pilot program established to reduce homelessness in Barnstable County. 10/26-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and FP -HJ1242; 10/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1368; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1368; 11/12-HOUSE-Read and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1263; 11/16-HOUSE-Second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1278; 11/25-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1325; 12/18-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment -SJS1536-1537; 12/21-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1452; 12/22-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 310 Acts.

H 6181 Petition of John E. McDonough (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Boston to convey certain parcels of land located on Lamartine Street in the Roxbury and West Roxbury districts of said city. 11/5/HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1254; 11/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1377; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1379; 12/14-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1497; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6182 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr, William Rafter, Jr. (mayor), Robert C. Buell and another (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Gloucester to pay a certain unpaid bill. 11/5/HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1254; 11/9-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1378; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/14-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1407; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1604-1605; 12/30-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1520; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 322 Acts.

H 6183 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing a sick leave bank for a certain employee of the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 11/5/HOUSE-See H6162 -HJ1253.

H 6184 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the terms of certain notes to be issued by the Commonwealth. 11/9/HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1256; 12/21/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1450; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1555; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6185 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill establishing a sick leave bank for Adeline Pompeo an employee of the Trial Court of the Commonwealth. 11/9/HOUSE-See H6151 -HJ1256.

H 6186 Petition of Elizabeth H. Renaghan relative to the licensing of dogs. 6/18/HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1253; 11/5-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ1377; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1401; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6187 Petition of John F. Cruz (by vote of the town) relative to the appointment of the treasurer-tax collector in the town of West Bridgewater. 11/9/HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1257; 11/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1384; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1384; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1616; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Engrossed -HJ1537; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 347 Acts.

H 6188 Petition of Leonard Gonzalves (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish the position of executive administrator in the town of Dartmouth. 11/9/HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1258; 11/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1384; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1384; 12/30-SENATE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1655; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1555; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1672; 1/12/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 358 Acts.

H 6189 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins (by vote of the town) relative to the qualifications for the post-
tion of town administrator in the town of Becket.

11/9/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1258; 11/12/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1384; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16/HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1534; 1/5/93/SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 6190 Petition of Walter A. DeFilippi (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt certain positions in the town of West Springfield from the provisions of civil service law. 11/9/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ1258; 11/12/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1384; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; 12/10/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16/HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17/SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1527; 1/5/93/SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1699; No further action taken.

H 6191 Bill to provide counselling services and medical leave for crew members of a railroad corporation or railway company involved in an accident resulting in a death or serious bodily injury. 11/9/HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5714; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1264; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6192 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins (by vote of the town) relative to recall elections in the town of Acushnet. 11/9/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1258; 11/12/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1388; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 11/30/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/30/HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1524; 1/5/93/SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 6193 Petition of Carmen D. Buell (by vote of the town) relative to certain changes in the charter of the town of Greenfield. 11/12/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1262; 11/16/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1388; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16/HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17/SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1527; 1/22/SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1570; 12/23/HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1513; 12/28/SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1610; 1/5/93/GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 327 Acts.

H 6194 Petition of Robert M. Koczera and William Q. MacLean, Jr. (by vote of the town) relative to the emergency planning commission of the town of Acushnet. 11/12/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1262; 11/16/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1388; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21/HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22/SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1566-SJ1567; 12/23/HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1513; 12/28/SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1610; 1/5/93/GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 320 Acts.

H 6195 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to improving the economic security of the children of the Commonwealth. 11/12/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1261; 11/18/HOUSE-Motion to reconsider prevailed; Sections 1 and 2 referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1303; 11/23/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1444; Public Hearing date Nov 30 pm; HOUSE-No further action taken on Sections 1 and 2; 11/18/HOUSE-Sections 17 and 19 referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1303; 11/23/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1444; HOUSE-No further action taken on Sections 17 and 19; 11/18/HOUSE-Section 46 referred to the committee on Insurance -HJ1303; 11/23/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1444; HOUSE-No further action taken on Section 46; 11/18/HOUSE-Sections 4, 5 and 47 to 89, inclusive, referred to the committee on The Judiciary -HJ1303; 11/23/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1445; HOUSE-No further action taken on Sections 4, 5 and 47 to 89, inclusive; 11/18/HOUSE-Sections 3, 6 to 16, inclusive, 20 to 45, inclusive, 89 and 90 referred to the committee on Taxation; 11/23/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1445; HOUSE-No further action taken on Sections 3, 6 to 16, inclusive, 20 to 45, inclusive, 89 and 90.

H 6196 Petition of Paul E. Carson and Mary Jane Gibson relative to the requirements for reports of injured children. 6/24/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ892; 11/9/HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1258; 11/12/SENATE-Concurred -SJ1384; Public Hearing date Nov 19 am; 11/30/HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1/HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6197 Petition of Peter Forman for legislation to exempt the Plymouth/Cedar Regional School District from its teachers' salary deferral for fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-three. 9/4/HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ1150; 11/9/HOUSE-Reported, referred to the com-
mittee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ1239; 11/12-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1384; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6198 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the contributory retirement system of the town of Brookline. 11/12-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H6063; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1266; 11/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1273; 11/30-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1332; 12/2-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1440; 12/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1484; 12/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1383; 12/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1496; 12/17-GOV-ERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 264 Acts.

H 6199 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document concerning eligibility for Medicaid. 11/16-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; Accompanied by H4893; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1271; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6200 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty, Richard A. Voke, Carmen D. Buell and J. James Marzilli, Jr., for an appropriation of a certain sum of money to provide for an investigation by a special commission (including members of the General Court) relative to the business tax policy of the Commonwealth. 10/29-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1246; 10/29-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1368; 10/29-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1246; 10/29-SENATE-Read; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1368; 10/29-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1249; 10/29-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1369; 10/30-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 218 Acts.

H 6201 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill authorizing Hampden County to refund certain notes. 11/16-HOUSE-See H6057 -HJ1268.

H 6202 Order relative to declaring vacant the seat of the Thirty-sixth Middlesex Representative District in the House of Representatives. 11/16-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ethics -HJ1269; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6203 Bill providing for an early retirement incentive program for certain employees. 11/16-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. Blanchette) for H4162; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -YEAS 32, NAYS 104 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 31]; House-Committed to the Committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1417; 11/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1451; 12/2-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means amendment pending; Rules suspended; Read second, amended (as recommended by the committee on Ways and Means), ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1476-1477; 12/7-HOUSE-Senate amendment considered; Further amendment negatived -YEAS 24, NAYS 104 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 31]; House-Committed to the Committee on Joint Rules -HJ1372; 12/10-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1382; 12/10-SENATE-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1495-1496; 12/10-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1382-1383; 12/14-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1497; 12/22-GOVERNOR-Returned to the House with an amendment; 12/23-HOUSE-For message, sent to the Senate -SJ1644; 12/24-HOUSE-For message, sent to the Senate -SJ1654; 12/30-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 218 Acts.

H 6204 Petition of Thomas P. Walsh relative to the crime of carjacking, so-called. 9/30-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1188; 11/12-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Criminal Justice -HJ1264; 11/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1388; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6296.

H 6205 Petition of Ellen Story and Stanley C. Rosenberg (by vote of the town) relative to the room occupancy excise tax in the town of Amherst. 7/20-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1028; 11/12-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Bill -HJ1028; 11/12-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1264; 11/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1389; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6206 Petition of Paul J. Gannon relative to lump sum agreements for workers’ compensation. 10/29-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules; 11/12-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1264; 11/16-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1405; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6207 Bill relative to residential long term care services for the elderly. 11/16-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H2281; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for
the next session -HJ1271; 11/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1285; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1505; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended out of pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1615-1616; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1559; Enacted -HJ1562; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/19/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

H 6208 Bill making appropriations for salary increases by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1288; 11/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Committee recommended out of pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1615-1616; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1559; Enacted -HJ1562; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/19/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

H 6209 Bill making appropriations for salary increases by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1271; 11/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1285; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1505; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended out of pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1615-1616; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1559; Enacted -HJ1562; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/19/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

H 6210 Bill improving the administration and management of the judicial system of the Commonwealth. 11/16-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of H5944 -HJ1279; 11/17-HOUSE-Amendment rejected - YEAS 20, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 301]; Amendment rejected - HJ1307; 11/18-Senate Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1305; Enacted -HJ1307; 1/18-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1438; 11/25-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 248 Acts.

H 6211 Message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor, recommending legislation relative to establishing a management benefits system funding to promote greater productivity, innovation, and to control costs. 11/17-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Senate Ways and Means; New draft of H5944 -HJ1279; 11/18-Senate-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Nov 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6212 Petition of Emile J. Goguen (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Fitchburg to establish a retirement system for the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Fitchburg to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 11/18-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of H5944 -HJ1279; 11/18-Senate-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Nov 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6213 Petition of Edward G. Connolly relative to reviving and continuing the special commission (including members of the General Court) established to make an investigation and study of veterans' affairs in the Commonwealth. 11/15-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1258; 11/16-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1270; 11/17-Senate-Concurred -SJ1417; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; 12/10-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6295.

H 6214 Petition of Emile J. Goguen (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Fitchburg to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 11/18-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of H5944 -HJ1279; 11/18-Senate-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Nov 30 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.
referred to the committee on Joint Rules - HJ1271; 11/17-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1417; 11/17-HOUSE-Resolve reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1282; 12/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending - HJ1425; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; Amendment recommended by committee adopted; Ordered to a third reading - HJ1456; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1525; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6214 Petition of William C. Galvin, M. Joseph Manning and W. Paul White (by vote of the town) relative to the appointment of the executive secretary to the board of selectmen of the town of Randolph. 11/18-HOUSE-Referenced to the committee on State Administration - HJ1304; 11/19-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1441; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; 12/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by SJ1735; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1389; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5315 - HJ1428.

H 6215 Petition of William C. Galvin, M. Joseph Manning and W. Paul White (by vote of the town) that the position of town accountant of the town of Randolph be exempt from the civil service law. 11/18-HOUSE-Referenced to the committee on Public Service - HJ1304; 11/19-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1441; Public Hearing date Nov 24 am; 12/14-HOUSE-Accompanied by SJ1753; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1389; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H5315 - HJ1428.

H 6217 Petition of Paul C. Casey (by vote of the town) relative to the certain unpaid severance pay and unemployment benefits. 11/19-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H6118; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1306; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H6301; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending - HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second; Pending new draft substituted, see H6301 - HJ1408.

H 6218 Bill relative to the Belchertown housing authority. 11/18-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H6119; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1306; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session - HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading - HJ1407; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed - HJ1453; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1555; 12/28-SENATE-Discharged to the Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1606; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted - YEAS 143, NAYS 0 (See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 365) - HJ1539; 1/4/93-SENATE-Enacted - 33 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor - SJ1634-1635; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 393 Acts.

H 6219 Bill relative to severance pay and unemployment benefits. 11/19-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H6150; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed - HJ1315; 11/23-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means - SJ1444; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy - SJ1605; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed - SJ1664-1665; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended, House concurred in the Senate amendment - HJ1565; Emergency preamble adopted - HJ1572; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 6220 Petition of Paul C. Casey (by vote of the town) relative to establishing a selectman-administrator form of government for the town of Stoneham. 11/18-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ1304; 11/19-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1440; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Position of police chief of the town of Randolph be exempt from the civil service law. 11/18-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on State Administration; New draft of H6118; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means - HJ1306; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft, see H6301; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending - HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second; Pending new draft substituted, see H6301 - HJ1408.

H 6221 Petition of Robert D. Hawke and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) that the city of Gardner be authorized to pay certain unpaid bills. 11/18-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs - HJ1304; 11/19-SENATE-Concurred - SJ1440; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Reported favorably, but no further action taken.

H 6222 Petition of Robert C. Lawless (by vote of the town) relative to the certain changes in the charter of the town of Provincetown. 11/18-HOUSE-Referred
to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1304; 11/19- SENATE-Concurred -SJ1440; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by the committee on House Rules and ordered to a third reading -HJ1381; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ11616; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1537; 1/4/93- SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1629; 11/11/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 352 Acts.

H 6223 Petition of Mary S. Rogeness (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Longmeadow to establish a recreation revolving fund. 11/18-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1304; 11/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1441; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6224 Petition of Bruce E. Tarr and Robert C. Buell (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Rockport to use certain park land to construct a water supply standpipe. 11/18-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1504; 11/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1441; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6225 Petition of William G. Reinstein, Thomas F. Birmingham, Robert A. DeLeo and another (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to revoke a special act granting tenure to the city collector of the city of Revere. 11/18-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on Public Service -HJ1304; 11/19-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1441; Public Hearing date Dec 2 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6226 Bill relative to contracts for the purchase of energy management services. 11/18-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. Hodgkins) for H5594; Referred to the committee on Energy -HJ1309; 12/3-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1480; 12/3- HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1561; 12/16-HOUSE-Ordered to a third reading -HJ1369; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1528; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6227 Resolve extending the time within which the special commission established to make an investigation and study relative to revising the vehicle emissions inspections and maintenance program shall file its report. 11/18-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. Caron) for H5403; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1310; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392-1393; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1505; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1703; No further action taken.

H 6228 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the accelerated closure of solid waste disposal facilities and sites. 11/12-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1263; 11/17-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1282; 11/18- SENATE-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Dec 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6229 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to ground water protection and municipal landfills. 11/12- HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1263; 11/17-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1282; 11/18-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Dec 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6230 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to providing effective and financially feasible environmental protection. 11/12-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1254; 11/17-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1282; 11/18- SENATE-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Dec 1 am; HOUSE-Enacted.

H 6231 Petition of John F. Cox for legislation to establish a sick leave bank for Mary Rae Sirois, an employee of the Department of Social Services. 11/5-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1254; 11/17-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Agriculture -HJ1282; 11/18-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Dec 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6232 Petition of Frank M. Hynes relative to the accelerated closure of solid waste disposal facilities and sites. 11/12-HOUSE-Referral to the committee on House Rules -HJ1263; 11/17-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture -HJ1282; 11/18- SENATE-Concurred -SJ1437; Public Hearing date Dec 1 am; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6233 Bill improving the administration and management of the judicial system of the Commonwealth. 11/18-House, No. 6210, printed as amended by the House on Nov. 17 and 18; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1312; 11/19- SENATE-Order establishing a special committee of the Senate on Judicial Reform adopted -SJ1441-442; Read; and referred to the special committee of the Senate on Judicial Reform adopted -SJ1444; 12/21-SENATE-Special committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1783; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended new text (S 1783) pending -SJ1505; 12/22-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day.
Committee of conference appointed, in concurrence -SJ1608; 12/28-HOUSE-Notice of Senate appointments received -HJ1516; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported by committee of conference; For report, see H6356; Rules suspended; Committee of conference report accepted; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1551-1552; 1/5/93-Senate-Reported; Committee of conference report accepted; in concurrence -SJ1663; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1561; 1/5/93-Senate-Reported and laid before the Governor -S11679; 1/13/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 379 Acts.

H 6233 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to retirement for referendum elections in the town of Millbury. 11/23-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1317; 11/23-Senate-Concurred -SJ1445; Public Hearing date Dec 3 pm; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-Senate-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1605; 12/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1523; 12/30-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; 1/7/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 335 Acts.

H 6234 Petition of Paul Kollios (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for recall elections in the town of Millbury. 11/23-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1317; 11/23-Senate-Concurred -SJ1445; Public Hearing date Dec 3 pm; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-Senate-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1605; 12/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1523; 12/30-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; 1/7/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 335 Acts.

H 6235 Petition of Paul Kollios (by vote of the town) for legislation to provide for referendum petitions in the town of Millbury. 11/23-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1317; 11/23-Senate-Concurred -SJ1445; Public Hearing date Dec 3 pm; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1453; 12/22-Senate-Read and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/28-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1605; 12/30-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1523; 12/30-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; 1/7/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 335 Acts.

H 6236 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to establishing assisting living housing. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Housing and Urban Development -HJ1320; 11/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1453; Public Hearing date Dec 9 am; HOUSE NO further action taken.

H 6237 Petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., and Stanley C. Rosenberg for legislation to authorize the Secretary of the Commonwealth to issue a certain amended record of marriage to Judith and Michael Rosenberg, 7/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -
HJ970: 11/19-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1452; 12/23-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1345; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1369; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1504; 12/22-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1554; 12/30-Senate-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1618; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1537; 1/4/93-Senate-Enacted and signed before the Governor -SJ1629; 1/8/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 350 Acts.

H 6239 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Bourne to issue an alcohol license for the sale of all alcoholic beverages not to be drunk on the premises to Grey Gables Market, Inc. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1321; 11/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1453; 12/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1454; 12/22-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/30-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1617; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1537; 1/4/93-Senate-Enacted and signed before the Governor -SJ1638; 1/12/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Lieutenant-Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 365 Acts.

H 6239 Petition of Thomas S. Cahir (by vote of the town) for legislation to establish the office of clerk-treasurer in the town of Bourne. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1321; 11/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1453; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1429; 12/20-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/20-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1525; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1679; 1/5/93-House-Enacted -YEAS 132, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 384] -HJ1572; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 6241 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor), Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., and other members of the General Court (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the mayor of the city of Springfield to sell and convey a certain parcel of land known as the "Tapley school playground" for development purposes. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1445; 12/23-Senate-Concurred -SJ1450; Public Hearing date Dec 8 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1396; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H6309 -HJ1407.

H 6242 Petition of Patrick F. Landers III (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the conservation commission of the town of Palmer to sell forest and agricultural products. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1321; 11/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1453; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/30-Senate-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1525; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 6243 Petition of Joan M. Menard (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Somerset to establish a board of water and sewer commissioners in said town. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1321; 11/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1453; House-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1346; 12/17-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1486; 12/22-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1570; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1513; 12/28-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1610; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 330 Acts.

H 6244 Petition of Theodore D. Mann (mayor), David B. Cohen and Lois G. Pines (with the approval of the mayor and board of aldermen) for legislation to exempt the position of chief of police of the city of Newton from the provisions of civil service law. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1321; 11/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1453; Public Hearing date Dec 7 am; 12/7-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1366; 12/10-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1494; 12/14-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session. Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1499; 12/16-House-Enacted -HJ1403; 12/16-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1507; 12/23-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 279 Acts.

H 6245 Petition of Richard T. Moore and Louis P. Bertonazzi (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Millville to provide tenure of office for Timothy P. Ryan as chief of police of said town. 11/25-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on
H 6246 Petition of Richard T. Moore and Louis P. Bertonazzi (by vote of the town) relative to the collection of taxes in the town of Millville. 11/25-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Taxation -HJ1322; SENATE-No action taken.

H 6247 Bill exempting the position of chief of police in the town of Brookline from the provisions of the civil service law. 11/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5841; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1331; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1337; 12/2-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1485; 12/23-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1596; 12/23-HOUSE-Enacted -H11513; 12/28-Senate-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1360; 1/7-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 338 Acts.

H 6248 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendments the engrossed Bill further regulating manufactured housing communities. 11/25-HOUSE-See H6075 -HJ1320.

H 6249 Bill relative to the charter of the town of Rockland. 11/25-HOUSE-Bills in the Third Reading consolidation; Substituted for H6139, H6140 and H6141; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1325; 11/30-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1452; 12/7-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended, Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1485; 12/10-SENATE-Enacted -HJ1383; 12/10-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1496; 12/17-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 262 Acts.

H 6250 Order relative to authorizing the committee on Local Affairs to make an investigation and study of a certain House document authorizing the town of Berkeley to establish a revolving fund for equipment for the police department. 11/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; Accompanied by H6148; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules -HJ1329; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6251 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the repair and reconstruction of the Boston Common Garage. 11/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on State Administration -HJ1320; 12/14-Senate-Concurred -SJ1497; 12/22-HOUSE-Accompanied a new draft, see H6354.

H 6252 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendments the engrossed Bill making appropriations for salary increases for employees of the Commonwealth covered by certain collective bargaining agreements. 11/30-HOUSE-See H6208 -HJ1326.

H 6253 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill authorizing the town of Sandwich to grant an easement in certain conservation land. 11/30-HOUSE-See H5817 -HJ1327.

H 6254 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill authorizing cities and towns to establish a consolidated department of public works. 11/30-HOUSE-See H5435 -HJ1327.

H 6255 Bill relative to harness horse racing. 11/30-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Government Regulations; New draft of H6161; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1330; 12/1-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended, Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1336; 12/17-HOUSE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -HJ1340; 12/23-Senate-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended, Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1592; 12/23-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1509; Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1511; 12/23-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1602; 12/28-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1517; 12/28-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1610; 12/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 292 Acts.

H 6256 Petition of Michael W. Merrill, John A. Businger, Lois G. Pines, Marc D. Draisen and others (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Brookline to establish a department of finance. 11/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1328; 12/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ1461; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; Recommitted to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1464; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6257 Petition of David M. Peters, Robert D. Weitmore and Stephen M. Brewer (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Sturbridge to establish a special fund in which shall be deposited any net surplus realized from the operation of the municipal sewer system. 11/30-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1328; 12/2-Senate-Concurred -SJ1461; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; Recommitted to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1464; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6258 Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Compensation Fund. 12/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Commerce and Labor; New draft of H6088; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1334; 12/17-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefore a new draft; see H6331; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJ1425; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; See actions posted on
H 6259 Bill relative to the regulation of carriage horses. 12/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Safety; New draft of H5713; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1334; 12/14-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJJ1407; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJJ1428; 12/28-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1608; 12/30-House-Enacted -HJJ1523; 12/30-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; H/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

H 6260 Bill eliminating subdivision control in the city of Somerville. 12/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5544; Passed to be engrossed -HJJ1336; 12/2-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1460; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6261 Bill to establish the Massachusetts retirement incentive for higher education employees. 12/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of S1707; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1334-1335; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6262 Bill to establish the Massachusetts retirement incentive for judicial employees. 12/1-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H6233; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1335; HOUSE-Be further action taken.

H 6263 Bill establishing an alternative optional retirement program for faculty members of public institutions of higher education. 12/2-House-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H2877 and H2892; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1347; 12/17-House-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, substituting therefor a new draft, see H6316; Placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the amendment pending -HJJ1425; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second; Pending new draft substituted, see H6316 -HJJ1478.

H 6264 Printed document containing the text of amendments recommended by His Excellency the Governor (in the form approved by the House committee on Bills in the Third Reading) to the engrossed Bill making appropriations for salary increases for employees of the Commonwealth covered by certain collective bargaining agreements. 12/1-House-See H6208 -HJJ1338.

H 6265 Order (filed by Mr. Brett of Boston) relative to the appointment of a joint special committee to make an investigation and study of a new division of the Commonwealth into one hundred and sixty Representative districts, forty Senatorial districts and eight Executive Councillor districts. 12/1-House-Reported to the committee on Joint Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Order adopted -HJJ1334; 12/2-Senate-Rules suspended; Amendment adopted; Order adopted -SJ1462; 12/22-House-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJJ1482; 4/7/93-Senate-Members appointed; 6/24/93-House-Member appointed; 9/9/93-House-Members appointed.

H 6266 Bill authorizing the city of Gloucester and the towns of Rockport and Manchester to conduct a pilot project relative to sewage treatment. 12/2-House-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H5858; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1347; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6267 Petition of Message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor, recommending legislation relative to stimulating employment and encouraging the siting of certain federal facilities in the Commonwealth. 12/2-House-Reported to the committee on State Administration -HJJ1343; 12/7-Senate-Committee concurred -SJ1486; 12/7-House-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1366-1367; 12/10-Senate-Committee concurred -SJ1494; 12/21-House- Accompanied a new draft, see H6333.

H 6268 Message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor, recommending legislation relative to furthering the establishment of a multi-purpose arena and transportation center. 12/2-House-Reported to the committee on Transportation -HJJ1343; 12/7-Senate-Committee concurred -SJ1486; 12/7-House-Discharged to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1367; 12/10-Senate-Committee concurred -SJ1494; 12/21-House- Accompanied a new draft, see H6332.

H 6269 Petition of Daniel J. Ranieri and other members of the General Court relative to the Tri-county Regional Vocational Technical School District. 11/30-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJJ1328; 12/1-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Local Affairs -HJJ1334; 12/17-Senate-Committee concurred -SJ1461; 12/20-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJJ1380; 12/14-House-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJJ1407; 12/17-House-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJJ1428; 12/18-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1530; 12/30-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6270 Petition of John C. Klimm for legislation to authorize the Department of Mental Health to establish a sick leave bank for Judith M. Boucher, an employee of said department. 11/18-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJJ1305; 11/30-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJJ1329; 12/2-Senate-Committee concurred -SJ1462; Public Hearing date Dec 7 am; 12/10-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJJ1381; 12/14-House-
Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6271 Petition of J. Michael Ruane and Frederick E. Berry (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Salem to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 11/23-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1318; 11/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1323; 12/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1462; Public Hearing date Dec 7 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ14454; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/28-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read and referred to the committee on House third and passed to be engrossed -SJs1611-1612; 12/30-HOUSE-Engacted -HJ1523; 12/30-SENATE-Engacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1620; 1/5/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 321 Acts.

H 6272 Petition of Peter Forman relative to the establishment of a sick leave bank for Susan Ramondetta, an employee of the Department of Mental Health. 11/25-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1322; 11/30-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1329; 12/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1462; Public Hearing date Dec 7 am; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1382; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/17-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1428; 12/18-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1530; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1635; No further action taken.

H 6273 Petition of Robert C. Kreckorian and Robert C. Buell that the Division of Capital Planning and Operations be authorized to convey certain parcels of land in the town of North Reading to said town. 11/18-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1305; 11/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1323; 12/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1462; 12/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJs1611; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1557; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -HJ1451; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1557; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1703; No report from committee.

H 6274 Petition of Robert D. Hawke, Mary Jane McKenna and Robert D. Welmore for legislation to authorize the Department of Highways to designate a certain bridge in the town of Templeton as the Second Lt. William D. Ordway/Vietnam Veterans Memorial Bridge. 11/12-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1263; 11/25-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Transportation -HJ1323; 12/2-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1462; 12/10-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1382; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1528; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1674; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Engacted -HJ1570; 1/5/93-SENATE-Engacted; 1/6/93-SENATE-Laid before the Governor -SJ1702; 1/8/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 344 Acts.

H 6275 Petition of Marc R. Pacheco (with the approval of the mayor and city council) relative to recall elections in the city of Taunton. 12/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Election Laws -HJ1345; 12/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1487; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/12-HOUSE-Reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1401; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6276 Petition of Barbara C. Hyland, Kevin Poirier and William R. Keating (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Foxborough to convey a certain parcel of conservation land. 12/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1345; 12/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1487; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee as changed and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted. Passed to be engrossed -HJ1454; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1556; 12/28-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1657; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Engacted -YEAS 140, NAYS 0 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 366] -HJ1559; 1/4/93-SENATE-Engacted - 35 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1655-1656; 1/8/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 249 Acts.

H 6277 Petition of Patricia A. Walrath and Robert A. Durand (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Hudson to convey a certain parcel of land presently managed and controlled by said town and being a part of Centennial Beach. 12/2-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1345; 12/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1487; Public Hearing date Dec 15 am; 12/16-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendment adopted. Passed to be engrossed -HJ1454; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1555; 12/30-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next ses-
H 6278 Petition of Paul J. Denning, Warren E. Tolman, Michael J. Barrett and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to exempt the position of chief of police of the city known as the town of Watertown from the provisions of civil service law. 12/2-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ1345; 12/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1487; Public Hearing date Dec 17 pm; 12/17-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1426; 12/21-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1455; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1485; 12/22-SENATE-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1567; 12/23-HOUSE-Engaged -HJ1513; 12/28-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ1610; 1/11/93-GOVERNOR-Pocket vetoed.

H 6279 Petition of Shaun P. Kelly, Jane M. Swift, Peter J. Larkin and Edward M. Reilly (mayor) (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the licensing authority of the city of Pittsfield to issue a license for the sale of all alcoholic beverages not to be drunk on the premises to Cozzi, Inc. d/b/a Rufo's Variety. 12/3-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1359; 12/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1456; 12/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1451; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended: Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1485; 12/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1607; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended: Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1656; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Engaged -HJ1555-1556; 1/5/93-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ1672; 1/11/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 388 Acts.

H 6280 Petition of Shaun P. Kelly, Jane M. Swift, Peter J. Larkin and Edward M. Reilly (mayor) (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the licensing authority of the city of Pittsfield to issue a license for the sale of all alcoholic beverages to be drunk on the premises to Truffles & Such, Inc. 12/3-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Government Regulations -HJ1359; 12/7-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1486; 12/21-HOUSE-Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1451; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended: Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1486; 12/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1607; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended: Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1656; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Engaged -HJ1556; 1/5/93-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ1672; 1/11/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 395 Acts.

H 6281 Printed document containing the text of amendments recommended by His Excellency the Governor (in the form approved by the House committee on Bills in the Third Reading) to the engrossed Bill further regulating manufactured housing communities. 12/3-HOUSE-Seen H6075-HJ1363.

H 6282 Bill establishing a board of registration of interior designers. 12/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H6796 -HJ1361; 12/7-HOUSE-Substituted for H35; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1370; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1704. No report from committee.

H 6283 Bill providing for uniform administrative standards in the audit of federal aid funds received by state agencies. 12/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H2796 -HJ1361; 12/7-HOUSE-Substituted for H2811; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1370; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1392; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1505; SENATE-No report from committee.

H 6284 Bill relative to orders of condition for recreational activities at Nauset Beach within the towns of Orleans and Chatham. 12/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H775; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1371; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third (title changed); Amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1395; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy. Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1505; 12/21-HOUSE-Engaged -HJ1452; 12/21-SENATE-Engaged and laid before the Governor -SJ1539; 12/31 Became law without Executive approval, Chapter 316 Acts.

H 6285 Bill removing the city of North Adams as a member of the Northern Berkshire Solid Waste Management District. 12/3-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture; New draft of H6158; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1362; 12/7-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1369; 12/14-HOUSE-Read third bills in the Third Reading new draft substituted, see H6307 -HJ1393.

H 6286 Petition of Kevin Poirier (by vote of the town) for legislation to exempt inspectors of plumbing, and sealers and deputy sealers of weights and measures in the town of Wrentham from the provisions of civil service law. 12/7-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on Public Service -HJ1365; 12/10-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1493; Public Hearing date Dec 17 pm; 12/30-HOUSE- Accompanied a new draft, see H6350.

H 6287 Petition of John C. Klimm relative to school building assistance projects. 11/18-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules -HJ1369; 12/2-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities.
H 6289 Bill relative to the incorporation of a new city from various existing precincts in the city of Boston. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H5862; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -HJ1380; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6290 Bill relative to utilization review. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Health Care; New draft of H4101; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -HJ1380; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6291 Bill relative to the Schooner Ernestina Commission. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H6102; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1380; 12/16-HOUSE-Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1401; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1429; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1525; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6292 Bill relative to the control of town property in the town of Stoneham. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H6220; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1381; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/30-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1525; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1705; No further action taken.

H 6293 Bill exempting certain positions in the building department of the town of Brookline from the provisions of the civil service law. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5870; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1382; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1528; 12/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1558; 12/30-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 302 Acts.

H 6294 Bill exempting certain school department positions in the town of Brookline from the provisions of the civil service law. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H5870; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1382; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1528; 12/18-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1558; 12/30-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 302 Acts.

H 6295 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the retirement system of the city of Fitchburg. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H6212; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1382; 12/14-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1528; 12/22-Senate-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/29-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 294 Acts.

H 6296 Bill relative to carjacking. 12/10-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Criminal Justice; New draft of H6204; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1380; 12/14-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1406; 12/17-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1528; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1661; 1/5/93-Senate-Engrossed -HJ1561; 1/5/93-Senate-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1679; 1/14/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 412 Acts.

H 6297 Petition of Steven Angelo, Walter J. Boverini and Thomas F. Birmingham (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Saugus to convey a certain development. 12/10-House-Reported to the committee on Executive; New draft of H5320; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1382; 12/14-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1394; 12/16-House-Read third and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1425; 12/21-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1558; 12/30-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 387 Acts.

H 6298 Bill relative to incentives for economic development. 12/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee
on House Ways and Means; New draft of parts of H5696, H6083, H6084, H6085, H6086 and H6087; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on Joint Rules; Committee recommended ought to pass and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1387; 12/17-HOUSE-Read second. Quorum roll call - 121 members in attendance [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 342]; Amendment adopted - YEAS 93, NAYS 48 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 343]; Amendment rejected - YEAS 47, NAYS 92 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 344]; Amendment adopted - YEAS 75, NAYS 63 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 345]; Motion to reconsider prevailed - YEAS 77, NAYS 62 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 346]; Recurring amendment rejected - YEAS 66, NAYS 75 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 347]; Amendment pending; Further amendment pending; House adjourned to 11 A.M., Mon. Dec. 21 -HJ1434; 12/21-HOUSE-Placed at the end of the Orders of the Day -HJ1456; 12/22-HOUSE-Pending further amendment rejected; Pending amendment rejected; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Amendments adopted; Amendments adopted; Amendments adopted; Amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed - YEAS 137, NAYS 1 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 356]; Motion to reconsider negatived; Reprinted, as amended, see H6341 -HJ1491.

H 6299 Bill authorizing the Commissioner of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain parcel of land in the city of Springfield to Western New England College. 12/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H1387-1388 -HJ1462; 12/17-HOUSE-Substituted for H1788; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1430; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1541; 1/5/93-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6300 Bill creating the clean water fund to further protect the natural resources of the Commonwealth. 12/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H4537 -HJ1388; 12/21-HOUSE-Substituted for H4537; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1456; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6301 Bill relative to land in the town of Belchertown. 12/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H6217 -HJ1388; 12/16-HOUSE-Substituted for H6217; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1408; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1454; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1555; 12/28-SENATE-Discharged to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1606; 1/4/93-HOUSE-Engrossed - YEAS 142, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 368]; -HJ1540; 1/4/93-SENATE-Engrossed - 35 YEAS to 0 NAYS; Laid before the Governor -SJ1637; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 383 Acts.

H 6302 Bill providing for the Executive Office of Health and Human Services Facility Consolidations. 12/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5843; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1407; 12/21-HOUSE-Read third; Amendment adopted; Amendments adopted; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1462; 12/22-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1535; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1800; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new text (S1800) pending; Rules suspended; Read second; Amendment to the pending Ways and Means new text (S1800) adopted; Amendment to the pending Ways and Means new text adopted; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1800, as amended; Ordered; To a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed -SJs1667-1668; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment with a further amendment (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of H6364) -HJ1566; 1/5/93-SENATE-Rules suspended; Senate concurred in the House amendment -SJ1697; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1573; SENATE-No further action taken.

H 6303 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill making appropriations for salary increases for employees of the Commonwealth covered by certain collective bargaining agreements. 12/14-HOUSE-See H6208 -HJ1390.

H 6304 Bill relative to proceedings involving children in need of care and protection. 12/14-HOUSE-New draft substituted (on motion of Mr. Forman) for H6004; Passed to be engrossed. Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1395; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy; Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second; ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -S11523; 12/21-HOUSE-Put upon its final passage; Postponed to 1 P.M., Tue., Dec. 22 -HJ1479; 12/22-HOUSE-Engrossed - YEAS 84, NAYS 45 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 354]; Motion to reconsider negatived - YEAS 59, NAYS 74 [See Yeas and Nay in Supplement, No. 355]; -HJ1480; 12/22-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1559; 1/2/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 303 Acts.

H 6305 Bill relative to mobile home parks in the town of Williamsburg. 12/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; Bills in the Third reading consolidation; Substituted for S1698 and S1699; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1393; 12/16-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1504; 12/22-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1554; 1/5/93-SENATE-Taken out of the Orders of the Day; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules sus-
H 6306 Bill requiring marinas, yacht clubs and boat yards to make certain reports to harbormasters.
12/14-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H4291; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1393; 12/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1504; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6307 Bill providing for the removal of the city of North Adams as a member of the northern Berkshire solid waste management district. 12/14-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H6285; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1393; 12/16-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1504; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6308 Bill providing for the licensing and registering of substance abuse counselors. 12/16-House-Reported from the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs; New draft of H5041; Bill reported favorably by the committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1400; House-No further action taken.

H 6309 Bill authorizing the city of Springfield to convey a certain parcel of park land. 12/16-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H6241; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1407; 12/17-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1528; 12/22-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJs1560-1561; 12/22-House-Enacted -YEAS 127, NAYS 0 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 358] -HJ1503; 12/22-Senate-Enacted -33 YEAS to 0 NAYS; 12/22-Senate-Laid before the Governor -SJs1562-1563; 12/28-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 295 Acts.

H 6310 Petition of Shannon P. O'Brien relative to the County Government Finance Review Board. 12/7-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules -HJ1365; 12/14-House-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Counties -HJ1386-1387; 12/16-Senate-Concorded -SJ1507; House-No further action taken.

H 6311 Petition of Christopher J. Hodgkins, Shaun P. Kelly, Daniel E. Bosley and Peter J. Larkin relative to the financing and development of a criminal detention facility and boot camp in Berkshire County. 12/14-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1386; 12/16-Senate-Concorded -SJ1507; Public Hearing date Dec 21 am; 12/22-House-Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1521; House-No further action taken.

H 6312 Bill modifying the appeal process for water and sewer charges. 12/16-House-Reported from the committee on Taxation; New draft of H5410; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1402; 12/21-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1466; House-No further action taken.

H 6313 Petition of Peter J. Larkin, Jane M. Swift, Shaun P. Kelly, Edward M. Reilly (mayor) and others (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Pittsfield to establish a retirement system funding schedule. 12/10-House-Reported to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1375; 12/16-Senate-Concorded -SJ1524; 12/17-House- Accompanied a new draft, see H6318.

H 6314 Petition of Edward B. Teague III (by vote of the town) relative to proceeds of certain bonds in the town of Brewster. 12/17-House-Reported to the committee on House Ways and Means; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1521; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1539; 12/20-House-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1521; 1/5/93-House-Enacted -HJ1570; 1/5/93-Senate-Enacted; 1/6/93-Senate-Laid before the Governor -SJ1702; 1/29/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor (Acting Governor), Chapter 363 Acts.

H 6315 Bill authorizing the appointment of a member of the board of selectmen of the town of Randolph to the position of executive secretary of said board. 12/17-House-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H6214; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1428; 12/18-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1679; 1/5/93-House-Enacted -HJ1570; 1/5/93-Senate-Enacted; 1/6/93-Senate-Laid before the Governor -SJ1558; 12/31-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 305 Acts.

H 6316 Bill establishing an alternative optional retirement program for faculty members, chancellors and presidents of public institutions of higher education. 12/17-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H5263 -HJ1425; 12/21-House-Substituted for H6263; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1478; 12/22-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1555; 12/30-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1793; Referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1615; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session with the recommended Ways and Means new text (S1793) pending -SJ1647; No further action taken.

H 6317 Bill establishing a funding schedule for the contributory retirement system of the city of Attleboro. 12/17-House-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H6163; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1426; 12/21-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -
H 6321 Order (filed by Mr. Finneran of Boston) relative to restoring solvency to the bill further regulating the deferred compensation, No. 352; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Substituted, as substitute, No. 348; -HJ1466; 12/22-HOUSE-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading discharged; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negative - HJ1485; 12/22-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider pending and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1567; 1/5/93-Senate-Motion for unanimous consent to take from the Orders of the Day objected to; Motion to take from the Orders of the Day negatived - 23 YEAS to 15 NAYS -SJ1665-1666; No further action taken.

H 6220 Bill relative to restoring solvency to the Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund. 12/17-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H6258 -HJ1452; 12/21-House-Amendment rejected - YEAS 35, NAYS 108 [See Yeas and Nays in Supplement, No. 352]; Amendment adopted; Amendment adopted; Substituted, as amended, for H6258; Ordered to a third reading - HJ1476; 12/22-House-Read third; Bills in the Third Reading amendments adopted; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negative - HJ1488; 12/28-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1606; Senate-No further action taken.

H 6321 Order (filed by Mr. Finnegan of Boston) relative to the appointment of a special committee of the House to make an investigation and study of lead paint laws. 12/17-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted - HJ1422; 1/5/93-House-For order reviving and continuing the special commission, see H6369; Members appointed - HJ1547; 7/7/93-House-For report, see H5302 of 1993.

H 6322 Bill relative to reforming public education. 12/21-House-Reported from the committee on Education, Arts and Humanities; New draft of H5750; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1451; House-No further action taken.

H 6323 Petition of Mary Jeanette Murray (by vote of the town) for legislation to authorize the town of Hull to establish a community development trust fund account. 12/21-House-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1448; 12/22-Senate-Concurred -SJ1557; House-No further action taken.

H 6324 A message from His Excellency the Governor submitting recommendations for making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three to provide for supplementing a certain existing appropriation. 12/21-House-Refered to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1447; House-No further action taken.

H 6325 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to authorizing the town of Pittsfield to lease certain parcels of land. 12/21-House-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1447; 12/22-Senate-Concurred -SJ1557; House-No further action taken.

H 6326 Petition of Robert T. Markel (mayor) and Anthony M. Scibelli (with the approval of the mayor and city council) for legislation to authorize the city of Springfield to enact an ordinance to provide for the forfeiture of property as a means of controlling prostitution in said city. 12/17-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1422; 12/21-Senate-Concurred -SJ1559; Senate-Refered to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on the Judiciary -HJ1422-1423; 12/21-Senate-Concurred -SJ1559; House-No further action taken.

H 6327 Petition of Anthony P. Giglio and other members of the General Court for legislation to facilitate and finance the development of a new criminal detention facility in Middlesex County. 12/17-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on State Administration -HJ1422; 12/21-Senate-Concurred -SJ1559; 1/4/93-House-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third (title changed); New draft substituted, see H6353 -HJ1545.

H 6328 Bill to establish a state bicycle program fund. 12/21-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H5253 -HJ1451; 12/22-House-Substituted for H5253; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1502; House-No further action taken.

H 6329 Bill relative to sexual harassment education and training in the workplace. 12/21-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H5559 -HJ1451; 12/22-House-Amendments adopted; Substituted, as amended, for H5559; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negative - HJ1489; 12/28-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1607; 12/30-Senate-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/5/93-Senate-Committee report-
ed that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -SJ1653; No further action taken.

H 6330 Bill relative to the liability of certain charitable organizations. 12/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on The Judiciary, New draft of H5931, H5932 and H5933; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1451; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1486; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6331 Bill relative to municipal sewer receipts. 12/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H6257; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1451; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1486; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6332 Bill furthering the establishment of a transportation center and multi-purpose arena. 12/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of H6268; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1451; 12/22-HOUSE-Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1486; SENATE-No action taken.

H 6333 Bill relative to stimulating employment and encouraging the siting of certain federal facilities in the Commonwealth. 12/21-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of H6267; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1450; 12/22-Senate-Read second, amended, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1567; 12/23-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1509; Enacted; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1510; 12/23-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1599; 12/29-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 300 Acts.

H 6334 Bill relative to the repair and reconstruction of the Boston Common Garage. 12/22-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on State Administration; New draft of H6521; Bill reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1483; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6335 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to amending the procedures for noncriminal disposition of non-motor vehicle offenses. 12/22-HOUSE-Reported to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1481; 12/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1596; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Enacted -HJ1556; 1/5/93-SENATE-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1664; 1/14/93-GOVERNOR-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 414 Acts.

H 6337 Petition of David B. Cohen relative to further amending the act of incorporation of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. 12/7-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1356; 12/21-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Commerce and Labor -HJ1450; 12/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6338 Petition of Paul Kollios relative to further regulating certain medical procedures under the medical care and assistance program. 9/8-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1143; 12/21-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs -HJ1450; 12/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6339 Petition of Gary M. Coon for legislation to authorize the Department of Education to establish a sick leave bank for Lawrence Witty, an employee of said department. 12/16-HOUSE-Referred to the committee on House Rules -HJ1400; 12/21-HOUSE-Reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on Public Service -HJ1450; 12/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1557; Public Hearing date Jan 4 am; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1679; 12/23-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6340 Petition of Thomas M. Finneran that the Group Insurance Commission be prohibited from executing certain agreements. 12/21-HOUSE-Refereed to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJs1448-1449; 12/22-SENATE-Concurred -SJ1557; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6341 Bill relative to incentives for economic development. 12/22-House, No. 6298, printed as amended by the House on Dec. 22; Passed to be engrossed -YEAS 137, NAYS 1 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 356]; Motion to reconsider negatived -HS1501-1502; 12/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1607; 1/5/93-SENATE-Engrossed and laid before the Governor -SJ1654; 12/23-HOUSE-Reported, new draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. Roosevelt) for H6424; Passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -HJ1483; 12/28-SENATE-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1607; 12/30-SENATE-Committee recommended ought to pass and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1614; 1/5/93-SENATE-Committee reported that the matter be placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1599; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1358; 12/23-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to pass with an amendment, inserting in place thereof the text of S1790; Rules suspended; Read second; Amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of S1790, as amended; Ordered to a third reading; Read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negatived -SJ1559-1602; 12/23-HOUSE-Rules suspended; House concurred in the Senate amendment -HJ1512.
Enacted; Motion to reconsider negative-HJ1514; 12/23-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1603; 12/23-Governor-Signed, in part, by the Governor, Chapter 289 Acts; 12/24-Governor-Returned to the House with disapproval of section 21; HOUSE-For message, see H6377; No further action taken.

H 6343 Bill relative to compensation of certain employees of the Commonwealth. 12/23-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H6104; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third (title changed) and passed to be engrossed -HJ1508; 12/23-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1596; Senate-No report from committee.

H 6344 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with recommendation of amendment the engrossed Bill providing for an early retirement incentive program for certain employees. 12/23-HOUSE-Sec H6203 -HJ1504.

H 6345 A message from His Excellency the Governor (under the provisions of Section 8 of Article LXXXIX of the Amendments to the Constitution) recommending legislation relative to validating the proceedings of the nineteen hundred and ninety-two annual town caucus for the town of Becket. 12/23-House-Refered to the committee on Local Affairs -HJ1504; 12/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1618; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6346 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the qualification of bidders on construction projects of the Massachusetts Highway Department. 12/23-House-Refered to the committee on State Administration -HJ1505; 12/30-Senate-Concurred -SJ1619; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6347 Bill relative to vocational education. 12/23-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H6104; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negative-HJ1510; 12/28-Senate-Read, and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1607; Senate-No report from committee.

H 6348 Petition of Charles F. Flaherty relative to public reporting of corporate tax information and analysis of certain expenditures. 12/23-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules, reported, referred to the committee on Joint Rules, reported, rules suspended and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means -HJ1505; Senate concurred -SJ1602; 1/5/93-House-Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1551; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1669; 1/5/93-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1569; 1/5/93-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1669; 1/5/93-House-Enacted - YEAS 143, NAYS 0; Laid before the Governor -SJ1679-1698; 1/14/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 386 Acts.

H 6349 Bill for consumer protection through the regulation of the sale and dispensing of hearing aids, the licensing of hearing aid specialists and apprentices. 12/30-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H5721 -HJ1522; 1/4/93-House-Amendment rejected - YEAS 30, NAYS 112 [See Yea and Nay in Supplement, No. 370]; Substituted for H5721; Ordered to a third reading -HJ1544; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6350 Bill relative to inspectors of plumbing, sealers and deputy sealers of weights and measures in the town of Wrentham. 12/23-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 289 Acts; 12/24-Governor-Returned from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H6286; Bill reported favorably by committee and placed in the Orders of the Day for the next session -HJ1522; 1/4/93-House-Read second and ordered to a third reading -HJ1542; 1/5/93-House-Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1548; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6351 A message from His Excellency the Governor recommending legislation relative to the exchange of certain land by the Commonwealth and the town of Framingham. 1/4/93-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5843; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negative-HJ1544-1545; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1663; 1/5/93-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1564; 1/5/93-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1669; 1/5/93-House-Enacted - YEAS 143, NAYS 0; Laid before the Governor -SJ1679-1698; 1/14/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 386 Acts.

H 6352 Bill further regulating employment and encouraging the siting of certain federal facilities in the Commonwealth. 1/4/93-House-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H6344; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed; Motion to reconsider negative-HJ1544-1545; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1663; 1/5/93-House-Emergency preamble adopted -HJ1564; 1/5/93-Senate-Emergency preamble adopted -SJ1669; 1/5/93-House-Enacted - YEAS 143, NAYS 0; Laid before the Governor -SJ1679-1698; 1/14/93-Governor-Signed by the Governor, Chapter 386 Acts.

H 6353 Bill relative to the financing and development of new criminal detention facilities in Middlesex and Berkshire Counties. 1/4/93-House-New draft; Substituted (on Motion of Messrs. Hodgkins and Kelly) for H6327; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1545; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1669; 1/5/93-House-Enacted -HJ1562; 1/5/93-Senate-Enacted and laid before the Governor -SJ1684; 1/19/93-Governor-Pocket vetoed.

H 6354 Order (filed by Ms. Gardner of Holliston) relative to reviving and continuing the special committee of the House established to make an investigation and study of the sexual misconduct of physicians, therapists and other related health care professionals. 1/4/93-House-Refered to the committee on House Rules; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted -HJ1530.

H 6355 Order (filed by Ms. Gardner of Holliston) relative to reviving and continuing the special committee of the House established to make an investigation and study of the conditions and treatment provided for females in the criminal justice system of the Commonwealth and other related matters. 1/4/93-
H 6356 Report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two branches with reference to the Senate (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of Senate document numbered 1788) of the House Bill improving the administration and management of the judicial system of the Commonwealth. 1/5/93-HOUSE-See H6232-HJ1531-HJ1552.

H 6357 Bill relative to the protection of confidentiality for certain insurance records and reports. 1/5/93-HOUSE-New draft; Substituted (on motion of Mr. Mara) for H3037; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1549; Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1659; No further action taken.

H 6358 Text of the amendment recommended by the House committee on Ways and Means, to the Senate Bill relative to record keeping by certain licensees. 1/5/93-HOUSE-See S1780-HJ1555.

H 6359 Bill further regulating bank accounts of businesses. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Bills in the Third Reading; New draft; Substituted for H5655; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1549; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6360 Bill further regulating retirement laws. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; New draft of a part of H5724; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1555; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1701; 1/5/93-HOUSE-Engrossed-HJ1573; Senate-No further action taken.

H 6361 Bill repealing certain provisions for noncriminal disposition of non-motor vehicle offenses. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Local Affairs; New draft of H6335; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1557; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6362 Bill establishing a sick leave bank for certain employees of the Commonwealth. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Public Service; New draft of H6339; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1558; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1694; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6363 Bill relative to the development of certain state-owned property at the Boston State Hospital grounds. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Joint Rules; New draft of a part of H6130; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second, ordered to a third reading, rules suspended, read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1560; 1/5/93-Senate-Read, rules suspended, read second, ordered to a third reading, read third and passed to be engrossed -SJ1699; HOUSE-No further action taken.

H 6364 Text of a further amendment (offered by Mr. Finneran of Boston) to the Senate amendment (striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the text of Senate document numbered 1800, amended) of the House Bill providing for the Executive Office of Health and Human Services Facility Consolidations. 1/5/93-HOUSE-See H6302-HJ1567.

H 6365 Bill authorizing the Division of Capital Planning and Operations to convey a certain parcel of land in the city of Taunton to said city. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on House Ways and Means; Recommended new draft for H2903; Substituted for H2903; Ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third and passed to be engrossed -HJ1568. 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Ways and Means -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6366 Bill clarifying tenancies after foreclosure of housing units. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported from the committee on Housing and Urban Development; New draft of H5846; Bill reported favorably by committee; Rules suspended; Read second and ordered to a third reading; Rules suspended; Read third; Amendment adopted; Passed to be engrossed -HJ1560; 1/5/93-Senate-Read; and referred to the committee on Senate Steering and Policy -SJ1704; No report from committee.

H 6367 Text of an amendment (offered by Mr. Bosley of North Adams) to the Senate Bill establishing the small business capital access program, an export finance program, and amending the investment tax credit. 1/5/93-HOUSE-See S1801-HJ1567.

H 6368 Text of the amendment recommended by the House committee on Ways and Means, to the Senate Bill relative to the North East Solid Waste Committee. 1/5/93-HOUSE-See S1758-HJ1568.

H 6369 Order (filed by Speaker Flaherty) relative to the House joint public hearing on the pending special committee established to make an investigation and study of lead paint laws. 1/5/93-HOUSE-Reported to the Senate Rules Committee; Order reported favorably by committee and referred to the House committee on House Ways and Means; Committee recommended ought to be adopted; Rules suspended; Adopted; See H6321-HJ1547.

H 6370 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill relative to the office of municipal building officials. HOUSE-See H3617.

H 6371 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill further regulating the classification into retirement groups of individuals employed by the Massachusetts Port Authority. HOUSE-See H5767.

H 6372 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill authorizing the town of Nantucket to construct a channel from each of its great ponds to the ocean. HOUSE-See H5763.

H 6373 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his objections thereto in writing the engrossed Bill relative to the treatment of animals by acupunctuure. HOUSE-See H5753.
H 6374 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his disapproval of section 8 contained in the engrossed Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. HOUSE-See H4996.

H 6375 A message from His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor, Acting Governor, returning with his disapproval of item numbers 2200-0101, 6030-7401 and 7061-0009 contained in Section 2A of the engrossed Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-two to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. HOUSE-See H5747.

H 6376 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his disapproval of sections 5 and 6 contained in the engrossed Bill relative to certain land conveyances and bonds authorizations. HOUSE-See H5973.

H 6377 A message from His Excellency the Governor returning with his disapproval of section 21 contained in the engrossed Bill making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-three to provide for supplementing certain existing appropriations and for certain other activities and projects. HOUSE-See H6342.